










PREFACE 

I must express my regret that circumstances entirely beyond 

my contro! have delayed the issue of this second volume for 
so long a period. Part of the book was already in print as 
far back as 1931. But the preoccupation of the University 
Press in printing certain under-graduate text-books, the difficulty 
of getting the maps ready and grave family bereavements are 
some of the reasons which delayed the publication of the volume. 
Ihave however utilized the time at my disposa! by bringing 

up to date certain portions in the light of fresh material. 

With this volume ends the analysis of the political history 
of the various dynasties that ruled in Northern India during the 
three or four centuries preceding the establishment of the 

imperialism of Delhi under the Turks. The beginnings of some 

of these dynasties however have been traced as far back as the 
middie of the sixth century A.D. while there were others which 

retained their vigour til] the fourteenth century. The ruling tribes 
of some areas again were never thoroughly subjugated by the 

empire builders of Delhi while those of one area at least remained 

permanently outside their sphere of influence. The power of 

these dynasties during the period under -urvey, spread over a 

vast area extending from the Kishen Ganga in the north to 

the Godavari in the south and from the borders of Persia in the 
west to the Patkai hills in the east. 

' Though this volume, is a continuation of the work under- 
taken in the first, it has got an individuality of its own. It 

deals entirely with Rajput dynasties most of which sprang up 
in the latter days of the Imperial Pratiharas. I hope it will be 
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of some use to the sudents of Hindu history in general and to 

those interested in Rajput history and the beginnings of Islam 
in India in particular. 

Lack of space and a natural bias for facts have led me to 
keep my ‘ generalizations and idealizations ’ strictly under control. 
In this volume also I have accepted the humbler role of a builder 
of foundations rather than that of an architect, planning and rais- 
ing an imposing superstructure and magnificent facade of History. 
I agree with the view that Indian history is at present in a 
much too primitive condition to attempt safely anything so am- 
bitious. I have therefore consciously followed a method which 
has perhaps made this work less interesting to a certain class of 
students of Indian history. 

As the press and the publishers here ordinarily accept no 
responsibility in the matter of Indexes of its publications, 
this heavy and mechanical work again fell on my shoulders. 
But thanks to the ungrudging assistance of my pupil, Mr. 
Matindramohan Sen, M.A., this task was very much lighten- 
ed for me. J have added two new features to this volume. 
Firstly, [ have accepted the suggestion of Prof. Jules Bloch 
(University of Paris) and prepared an index of ancient and 
mediaeval geographical names in the twenty maps contained in 
the two volumes. As the maps are drawn on different scales, 1 
have often given in this index different latitudes and longitudes 
for the same place; this I admit is rather cumbrous but may 

be found to be more helptui to the general reader. Secondly, 
in addition to the Synchronistic Table, I have added a list of 
dynasties and the territories controlled by them chronologically 
arranged. As to the spelling of Sanskrit, Persian and modern 

names, I have followed the same system us in Volume l; the 

only exception is Brahman for Brahman. J have again tried 
to correct any want of uniformity in spelling by providing in the 

indexes alternative forms of spelling of names. 
The ten coloured maps of the first volume, imperfect as they 

were, met with the approval of Indian and foreign scholars — ] 
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have tried to effect some improvement in the ten tricolour maps 
of this volume. But lithography in Calcutta, so far as map- 

making of a technical nature is concerned, seems to be ina 
rather crude stage, and though I have tricd to make the maps 

useful to students of Indian Historical Geography, [ am not 

fully satisfied with their production. To Dr. H. C. Raychau- 

dhury (Calcutta University), Mr. 5. Dutt (St. Paul’s College 

and Calcutta University), Mr. Chintaharan Chakravarti 

(Bethune College) and Mr. Matindramohan Sen, Iam thankful 

for a few suggestions and help in correcting proofs of the 

maps. 

To the Archaeological Survey of India I am indebted for 

a photograph of a portion of the Quwwat-ul-Islam Mosque at 

Delhi. Tn the twelfth century, Delhi was the great frontier 

outpost of the Cahamana empire. The site of the mosque and 

its neighbourhood contained fortifications and various buildings 

and places of worship of the Hindu dynasty. When I was in 

Delhi in December 1933, T noticed a portion of the ruins of the 

mosque which stil shows clearly, im addition to a group of 
human forms, a beautiful female figure in tribhanga pose on 

one of the sculptured pillars of a Hindu temple. As the period 

under survey saw the foundation of Turko-Afghan imperialism 

on the bed-rock of old Indian civilization, the photograph in a 

way acts ax a symbol for the whole work. I have therefore re- 
produced it on the jacket and cover of the volume. 

My task of seeing the volume through the press was much 

facilitated by the courtesy and consideration of the officers of the 

Calcutta University Library, Asiatic Society of Bengal. Imperial 

Library and the University Press. In particular Tam thankful 

to Mr. J. C. Chakravorti (Registrar, Calcutta University), Mr. 

Johan Van Manen, C.LE., and Khan Bahadur Hidayat Hossain 

(General and Jt. Philological Secretaries, Asiatic Society of 

Bengal), and Mr. A. C. Ghatak (Superintendent, University 

Press)’ for help at various stages in the publication of the 

volume. 
ii 



x PREFACE 

I have dedicated this volume to the memory of my father. I 

owe much of whatever success I have attained as a student 

of history to his advice and inspiration. 
I conclude with the hope that my readers will find this 

volume, like its predecessor, of some use at least as ‘‘ a prepara- 

tory clearing ground for more ambitious work,’’ 

DEPARTMENTS OF ANCIENT INDIAN HIStory 
& 

SANSERIT, Hem CuHaAnpra Ray 
UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA, 

18th Norember, 1935. 
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Hammurapi. The most important events of the later 

Hittite empire ate the battle of KadeS between king 

Muwatalli8 and Ramses II of Egypt (1305 B.C.), and 

Hattudil’s treaty with the same Pharaoh in the twenty-first 
year of the latter’s reign (1289 B.C.). The great Hittite 
emperor Suppiluliumaé was a contemporary of Pharaoh 

Amenophis III (c._ 1419-1384) and outlived also his successor 
{c. 1384-68). 

In the earliest period the Hittites seem to have been 

divided into a number of city-states, the most important 

of them being Zalpa, Nea and KuSSar—each of which 

attained supremacy one after another and wus undoubtedly 

influenced by the incredibly early Assyrian commercial 

settlements in Cappadocia. At the next stage the hege- 

mony seems to have passed permanently to the kingdom 

of Hatti: the third Hatti ruler MurSilié | actually conquered 

Babylon but could not retain it for a long time. This 

sudden expansion seems however to have been detrimental 

to the Hittite empire, for there followed a long period of 

anarchy which was put an end to by the wise ruler Telepinu 

about 1650 B.C. The history of the older Hittite empire 

ends abruptly at this point. After almost a complete blank 

of two centuries the Hittites again emerge on the stage of 

history—this time to ight against Mitanni, the most power- 

ful State founded by the Hurrians in northern Mesopotamia. 

The great age of Hittite history was reached under the 

rule of Suppiluliumas (1395-55 B.C.) who made the con- 
quered Mitanni-kingdom a buffer state against the rising 

power of ASdur. But danger came from the quarter 

whence it was jeast expected: it came from the country of 

Ahhijawa on the western fringe of the Peninsula, and 

from Arzawa in the south. There was a mighty coalition 

of Ahhijawé, Arzawa and other countries of Asia Minor 

against the Hittite king Arnuwandaé (C. 1230-15). This was 
the beginning of the end to all appearance. The state 

which even after Suppiluliuma? was undoubtedly the 

greatest power in western Asia for more than a century, 

2 
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thus came to an abrupt and inglorious end, and so com- 

pletely disappeared from history that practically nothing 

was known about its people until quite in recent times 

modern archaeologists and philologists made them directly 

speak to us. 

The Hittite language, though not its name, was dis- 

covered by Knudzon in 1902 from two letters excavated 

at Tell-el-Amarna. These are usually called the Arzawa- 

letters, because one of them is from Amenophis [ll of 

Egypt to Tarhundaraba, the king of Arzawa. The scanty 

material of these two letters was enough to convince 

Knudzon that the language in which they were composed 

was Indo-European. It was possible to decipher these 

letters only because they are full of Sumero-Akkadian ideo- 

grammes which left little doubt as to the general tenor 

of their contents. Abundant material for systematic study 

of the Janguage was however soon available when 

Winckler after his epoch-making excavations at Boghaz- 

koi unearthed the State-archives of the Hittite emperors. 

Yet little progress was made in Hittite studies, for Winckler 

fell ill and died (1913). and after his death the Boghaz-koi 

records were relegated to Assyriologists in consideration of 

the cuneiform script in which they are written. But the 

Assyriologists could not make much headway even though 

they could easily read the records and had at their disposal 

fragments of Akkado-Hittite bilingual texts. Yet, after all. 

it was the Assyriologist Hrozny who in [914 for the frst 

time fully deciphered some Hittite texts, and even the 

warring world was startled by his announcement that the 

language deciphered by him is Indo-European. Since 

then Hittite studies have progressed by leaps and bounds. 

It has been said above that Assyriologists could easily 

read the Hittite texts written in cuneiform ecript. This state- 
inentis to be taken literally, for even now there are differences 

of opinion as to how particular signs should be read. The 

Hittites had adopted the Akkagjan cuneiform system for 

writing theit language, but that system consists of a number 
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of syllabic signs, The sounds constituting syllables had 
not been isolated by the Akkadians, so that the Hittites 
using their script had to take recourse to various make- 
shifte when any combination of the syllabic signs at their 
disposal could not give an accurate picture of the sounds 
they wished to express. And the Akkadian syllabic signs 
were such that many common sounds or sound-combina- 
tions could not be expressed by them, although the Hittites 

used no less than one hundred and thirty-seven such signs. 

On the other hand, many words could be, and used to be, 

written in various ways by means of these borrowed syllabic 
signe. 

First and foremost, it is impossible to express initial or final 

double-consonance, or tri-consonance, by means of the Ak- 

kadian syllabary used by the Hittites—for the simple reason 

that no sign of this syliabary begins or ends with double 

consonance. This serious flaw in the system had however 

no significance for Sumero-Akkadian, which had no con- 

sonant-groups at the beginning or end of a word and no 

groups of more than two consonants in the interior of a 

word. But that was not at all the case with Hittite. Un- 

etymological and urpronounced vowels had therefore to 

be frequently introduced by the Hittites into the graphic 

forms of words of their language. Thus the prefix pra 

(<I. E, *pro) could not be expressed in Hittite writing be- 

cause it begins with the consonant-group pr. The graphic 

form of Hittite pra is in fact pa-ra-a (three signs). Mute 

vowels had to be introduced into written forms also when 

words ended with consonant-groups (e.g. e-ci-ta for ést) or 

contained groups of three consonants (e.g. li-in-ik-ta for 
linkt). Itis clear that no homogeneous system of spelling 

could be maintained in this state of things. Thus the word 

tametaz, for example, could be written te-me-ta-az, tam-e- 

ta-az, ta-me-it-az, etc. The first problem confronting the 

student of Hittite is therefore to determine the non- 

phonetic pleonastic vowelg present in the graphic form 
of almost every word. Moreover, the Hittites were 
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averse to beginning a sate pes me : ae ry 
syllabic sign beginning with a beginning with a vowel, it was their custom to use both 
the vowel-sign and a syllabic sign beginning with the same vowel; thus a-ak-te-ni= akteni,u-un-na-i= unai. It will be clear from this that even though the script was known it was by means an easy job to determine the phonetic values of particular written forms. 

Hittite borrowings from the Akkadians were not conhned merely to the syllabic symbols discussed above. Akka- dian words were freely used by the Hittites as ideogrammes, and that for some of the commonest words of their lan- guage. We do not even know the Hittite word for ‘king’, for it is always represented ideographically by Sumero- Akkadian LUGAL. For the same reason, the Hittite words for ‘god’ and ‘son’ are yet unknown, for the Hittites used in their documents only the Akkadian graphic forms of these words, which they however doubtless read not as the Akkadians themselves would read them, but according to the sound-values of the corresponding Hittite words. But the Akkadians themselves used Sumerian word-symbols ideographically in their language. Thus sometimes we find beside the phonetically-written Hittite word also the corres. ponding Sumerian and Akkadian forms—as, for instance, Hit. ki-ei-tar, Sumerian SU and Akkadian QA.TU, all Pronounced kesar and meaning ‘‘hand’’,* |p writing their own language the Akkadians often added Akkadian phone- tic endings to Sumerian ideogrammes, and this too was faithfully copied by the Hittites, to whom however not only the Sumerian part but the whole of the word (Sum. ideo- gramme+Akk. phonetic ending) was an ideogramme. Thus beside the above-mentioned forms SU and QA.TU. a Sumero-Akkadian mixed form like $U.TU was 
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also possible in Hittite writing, The Sumerians 

employed in their writing also a number of determinatives, 

usually prefixed, which however were never pronounced, 

their function being merely to modify the meaning of the 

word governed by it in a particular way. Thus the sign 

SAL ‘woman’ may be prefixed to the designation of a 

woman's occupation. Along with the Sumerian ideo- 

grammes the Hittites borrowed from the Akkadians also 

these non-phonetic Sumerian determinatives. Thus the 

determinative UZU, meaning ‘part of the body’, may be 

prefixed to SU ‘hand’. In transcribed Hittite texts these 

determinatives are written with raised capital letters, e.g., 

""§U, the whole complex, read as kesar by Hittites them- 

selves, meaning ‘‘the hand which is a part of the body”. 

This is the system of older Hittite writing which, apart 

from the Sumero-Akkadian ideogrammes without any 

phonetic Hittite equivalents, can be read, though in many 

cases we are far from certain as to how they actually used 

to be read by the Hittites. For it is not always safe to 

assume for Hittite the same phonetic value which the 

syllabic signs enjoyed in the parent Akkadian Janguage. 

Thus the Akkadian sign for z (sonant dental sibilant) was 

used by the Hittites to represent the fricative ts, and 

Akkadian # in their language assumed the value of a. The 

value of Akkadian h in Hittite is still a matter of dispute. 
The exact timbre of Akkadian vowels in Hittite will perhaps 

never be determined, and for their quantity too it is any- 

thing but certain that they were long in all those cases 

where they are written double; cf., e.g. e-el-zi=Skt. as-ti 

<I.-E. “es-tim Later Hittites, from about 800 B.C., 

began to use a system of hieroglyphs for writing their 
language. The clue to thie ‘hieroglyphic Hittite’’ has not 

yet.been found. 

In the field of vocalism Hittite ranges itself definitely on 

the side of the western Indo-European languages, for 

unlike Indo-lranian it retains the vowel e distinct from a; 

cf. Hit. eami, Gr. eimé, Lith. eamf: Skt. da-mi; Hit. et: “‘to 
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eat’ : Skt. ad; Hit. seazi: Skt. sasti “sleeps”; Hit. nepid, 
Lat. nebu(la): Skt. ndbhas; Hit. wek-: Skt. vadé- (cf. Gr. 

hekén) ; Hit. eshar, Gr. éar:Skt. csrk; Hit. mekis, Gr. 
mégas: Skt. mah- etc. On account of the imperfect 
system of writing it is not possible to determine whether 

l.-E. é had retained its length in Hittite; both the roots °es- 

(Skt. as-) and *és- (Skt. ds-), for instance, are written in the 
same way in Hittite. —l.-E. a remains unchanged in Hittite. 

Cf. Hit. apa: Skt. apa, Gr. apd ; Hit. harkis ‘white,’ Skt. 

arjuna, Gr. argés, etc. As the written forms afford no clue 

as to the length of the vowels, it is impossible to say 

whether I|.-E. a retained ite length in Hittite. Its quality 

at all events remained unchanged. Cf. Hit. stepi: Skt. 
sthadpayati; Hit. tayezi ‘steals’: Skt. tayu, etc.—The third 

normal vowel e becomes a in Hittite, which in this respect 

may therefore be said to side with Indo-lranian: Hit. 

hastai: Skt. asthi but Gr. ostéon ; Hit. pra, Skt. pra, but 

Gr. pro, etc. I.E. long 6 appears as a in Hittite, which 

may be read long, e.g. Hit. laman (with dissimilation) 

‘name’ : Lat némen. Both the extreme vowels i and .u 

remain unchanged in Hittite. The Skt. primary personal 

endings -mi -si -ti and -nti have their exact counterparts 
in Hit. -mi, si -zi and -nzi; the Indo-lranian imperative 

endings -fu and -ntu have outside parallels only in Hit.; cf. 

further Hit. yukan: Skt. yagam, Hit. kenu: Skt. jana, Hit. 
nu: Skt. nu, etc. 

In dealing with the descendants of the easily contrac: - 

tible 1.-E. diphthongs in the various dialects we have to be 

doubly cautious. For when comparing a dialectical form. 

. with the corresponding basic J.-E. form, it is not at all safe 

. to equate straightway an I.E. diphthong contained in the 

latter with whatever may seem to occupy its place in 
the former, for the two sounds may be of different ablaut- 
grades. It is assumed, for want of anything better, that if 
the forms compared are of the same grammatical category, . 

"then also the roote contained in them :will be of the same 
' gbleut-grade. This je no doubt probable, but etill far from: | 

4 
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CHAPTER XI 

CANDRATREYAS (CANDELLAS) OF J&JA-BHUKT! (BUNDELKHAND) 

There is little doubt that the rise of the Candella power in 

the south of the Jumna was one of the important contributory 
causes that hastened the downfall of the Gurjara-Pratihara 

empire in Northern Indis. When however we try to trace the 
first beginnings and growth of the Candella kingdom we meet , 
with considerable difficulties. Tradition records the following 

account of their rise. 
Hem-r&j, the purohit of Indrajit, the Gaharwar r&ja of 

Benares, had a daughter named Hemiavati. She “‘ was very 

beautiful, and one day when she went to bathe in the Rati 
Talib, she was seen and embraced by Candrama (the Moon); 

as he was preparing to return to the skies, Heméavat! cursed 
him. ‘Why do you curse me?’ said Candramé, ‘ your son will 
be lord of the earth, and from him will spring a thousand 

branches.” Hemfvati enquired: ‘ How shall my dishonour be 
effaced when I am without a husband?’ ‘ Fear not,’ replied 

Candrama, ‘ your son will be born on the bank of the Karnavati 
river; then take him to Khajuriya, and offer bim as a gift and 
perform a sacrifice. In Mahoba (Mahotsavanagara) he will 

reign, and will become a great king......... ..On the hill of 
KAlafjara be will build a fort’...""' A copy of the Mahoba- 

Khand consulted by Cunningham, gave the date of the corona- 
tion of this child, who was named Candra-varms, as Sascat 
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225." The traditions preserved by the family of the Qanungo 
of Mahoba inform us that Candra-varma overthrew the Parihars 

in Bundelkhand.? The genealogies preserved in the official 

charters of the Candella princes, however, are ignorant of the 

existence of this prince. Thus the Khajraho stone inscription 
of Dhanga (V.8, 1011) gives the following account of the origin 

" of the dynasty *:— 

Visvasrk Puranapurusa (The creator of the universe, that 
ancient being). 

Sages Mirici, Atri, etc. 

Munt Candratreya...acquired fierce might by ceaseless 
austerities 

From him princes (bhiibhujam) who had the power 
to destroy or protect the whole earth. 

In this family Nrpa Nannuka 

Vakpati 

Jayaésakti Vijay agakti 

Rahila 

Harsa=Kaficuka 

YasSovarman 

| 
Dhanga (V.8. 1011=A.D. 054) 

1 Ibid. 

2 JASB, 1851, Vol. L, p. 3. The date of this event is given as Satecet 677. 

1 El, Vol. I, pp. 122 ff. This is the earliest record of the line, ae far known, which 

supplies any information about the origin of the family. There are slight variations in other 

records. Thus in the Khajrabo stone inseription of Kokkala (V. 8. 1038) we bave: Atri: 

From hie eye the Moon ; His son the sage Candritreya :—In the family of the Condratreye- 

vatsiajoh princes, Nannoka ; see :bid, pp. 137 #. The copper plates usually begin with the 
praise of Candrdtreyc-narendrdndt catia and then give the name of the grand(ather «f 

the donor of the grant; eee JA XVI, pp. 207 f. Rometimes the inscription begins with the 

praise of unly the Moon, the progenitor of the Candrdtreya-narendrandde votade: see E!, Vul. 

XVI, pp. 92. A fragmentary Maboba inscription, bowever, begina with the genealogy with 

* From the beloved of the night there sprang « race beloved by all." The preserved por- 

tion does not contsin the word Candra or Candritreys; ibid, Vol. I, pp. 217 @. General! 

speaking, the earliest inscriptions refer to the dynasty as Cendratrege-sohda, But the 

Dodahi stone inscriptions of Develabdhi, a grandson of Yadovarman, describe the family + 
Condrell-Bnroya, from which no doubt the ister form Candells is derived. Kielhorn suspecie! 
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It should however be observed that both tradition and ine’ 
scriptions agree in tracing the descent of the family to the Moon. 

The fact that the traditional founder of the dynasty is first taken 

to Khajraho' is also consistent with epigraphic and foreign 
evidence. For the earliest inscriptions of the Candellas come 

from that place, and the Kamil, one of the oldest compilations 

of Arab history, connects the dynasty with Kajurahah (alysS).? 
Cunningham discovered another agreement between tradition and 

epigraphic evidence. By counting backwards from 954 A.D., 

the earliest known date of Dhanga, the 6th lineal descendant of 

Nannuka, and assigning a period of 20 to 25 years for each 

generation, he fixed upon the first quarter of the 9th century 
A.D., as the approximate date of Nannuka.* Then by referring 
Samvat 225, one of the traditional dates for the foundation of 

the Candella dynasty, to the Harsa era, he found it in perfect 

agreement with the above date (225+-606=831 A.D.). There 

is yet another agreement between tradition and epigraphy if we 

accept the name Candra-varm& as a mere biruda of Nannuka. 

But the statement that the founder of the dynasty supplanted 

the Parihars cannot be accepted. From about the time of 

Nannuka down to the beginning of the 10th century the Gurjara- 

Pratfhdras were at the height of their power, and it 1s unlikely 

that, during this period, the Candellas would succeed in driving 

them out of the land lying to the south of the Jumna. It is more 

that the name Condrdtreya waa really a later Sanekritised form of the word Candreile. 

According to him this last word wae formed from Candra by the sddition of the Prakrit 

euffix lla, The form Comdella occurs in the Deogarh rock-:oscription of Kirtivarman. [A, 

Vol. XVIU, pp. 237 &. The form Candella is found in the Benares geant of the Kalacuri 

Lakami.Karga Ef, Vol. H, p. 906; while the form Candela occurs in the Madanpue inscrip- 

tion of Cahamboa Prtbviraja III, (V.) Saderat 129); wee ASR, Vol. XX, p. 174. We reserve 

for discussion the question of the origia of the Candelias in Vol. IIT of the present work. 

1 Sometimes apelt Kbajurabo. 
? TKA, Bolak, 1874, Vol. IX, pp. 115-36. 

3 ASR, Vol. II, p. 447. 

4 The other traditional dates for the foundation of the Oandella power are 204, 661, 

and 683. We can of course refer the firat of these to the Harps era; but the three other 
dates, 061, 677, and 6823 cannot be satisfactorily explainod. See JASB, Vol. L, pp. 96. 
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likely that the Candella Nannuka was at first a feudatory of Naga- 

bhata IT (c. 815-33 A.D.) and ruled over a small principality 

round about Khajraho, the Kharjjuravabaka of the inscriptions. 
This agrees with the tradition which places the original home of 

the Candellas at Maniyagarh in the Chhatarpur State (C. I.). 

In the Khajraho inscription of Dhatga, Nannuka is called 
nrpa and is described as ‘ a touchstone to test the worth of the 
gold of the regaj order, who playfully decorated the faces of the 

women of the quarters with the sandal of his fame,’ and whose 

enemies carried ‘ his commands on their heads, like a garland.’! 

In another Khajraho inscription of the same king Nannuka 
i8 called a mahtpati ‘whose prowess reminded the gods of 

Arjuns.’* This is the only information available about the 
first historical personage in the genealogy of the Candellas. 
The Indian pragastikdras at any rate do not err on the side of 

moderation and it is extremely impossible that they would have 

omitted such a tangible historical fact as the defeat of the 

Paribaras, if that incident really happened in the career of 
the founder of the dynasty, and attached to his memory such 

vague generalities which in Indian records mean practically 

nothing It is also significant that Nannuka’s name is omitted 

from all the other Candella inscriptions, which are not few. 

He would have certainly loomed asa more substantial figure 
in the family tradition if he had really laid the foundation of 

the sovereignty of the family by violently uprooting another 

dynasty. The evidence available therefore suggests that his 

position was that of a petty feudatory ruler. It would even 

be risky to assume that he ‘enjoyed some share of sovereign 
power’ from the mere fact that in the inscriptions of his distant 
descendants be is designated a mahipati or anfpa. There is 

alsd no evidence to prove the alleged connection of the founder 

of the dynasty and the purohita of the G&hadavalas. In fact 

! BI, Vol. 2, p. 128, V. 10. 
2 Ibid, p. 141, Va. 16-15, 
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epigraphic evidence is against the supposition that Nannuka’ 

could even be a contemporary of the early Gahadavalas of 

Benares (11th century A. D.).’ | 

The next person in the Candella genealogy is Vakpati, the 

son of Nannuka. His existence is also known from the two 

inscriptions referred to above. The first informs us that the 

illustrious Vakpati defeated his enemies in battle and made 

the Vindhyas his pleasure-mount (Krida-giri).* According to 

the other record, the Ksitipa Vakpati is said to have excelled 

by his wisdom and valour (even) the mythical kings Prthu and 

Kakustha.> From the fact that be is referred to as having 

made the Vindhyas his pleasure-emount we may perhaps be 

justified in concluding that Vakpati succeeded in extending 

to some degree the limits of his small ancestral principality. 

But in my opinion the persons who really succeeded in establish- 

ing the foundation of the prosperity, though not the sovereignty 

of the family, were his sons Jayasakti and Vijayaéakti.* 

Excepting in the two inscriptions mentioned above, these two 
brothers are generally described in records as the first ancestors 

of the Candellas. Verse 10 of a fragmentary inscription at 

Mahoba again tells us that Jejé (Jayasakti) gave his name to 

Jeja-bhukti, just as Prthu did to Prihict.’ This Jejé-bhukti* 

is generally accepted as the ‘old name of Bundelkhand and 
the original of the vernacular form Jaj&hati or Jajahot!, just 

1 Bee ante, DHNI, Vol. 1, pp. 604 ff. 
2 BI, p. 125, Ve. 11-19. 
2 Ibid, p. 141, Ve. 26-17. 
4 There are variant forme of these two names in the inscriptions. For the former we 

have: Jejé (B7, Vol. I, p. 221, V. 10), and Jejjake (£7, Vol. I, p. 128, line 6); for the 

latter. we have Vijave (B/, Vol. I, p. 141, V.18), Vijja (BJ, Vol. I, p. 192%, line 6) and 

Viji (EL, Vol. I, p. 282, V. 10). 

’ BI, Vol. I, p, 221. 

* Thore are variants of this name. A Madanpar stone inscription gives the form 

Jejaka.bhukti (Cunningham, ASR, Vol. X, plate XXXII, No. 10, lines 2-3). The seme 

form of the neme is found in several other Madanpar records, with the addition of deéa, 

or mandala. (Bee ibid, Vol. XXI, p. 174.) The Ratnapur stone inscription of the Kala- 

cari Jajaliadeva, (Cedi) Sefevat, 866, gives the form Jejébhuktike; see BI, Vol. 1, p. 35, 
V. Ql. 
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‘as modern Tirhut is derived from Tira-bhukti.’? Cunningham, 
who first proposed this identification, further identified this 

name under its vernacular form with the Chih-chi-t‘o of Yuan 

Chwang. But as the date of Jayasakti cannot be earlier than 
about the beginning of the 9th century, and as there is nothing 

to discredit the epigraphic evidence that he gave his name to 

the Bhukti, we must give up this identification.” Watters may 

be right when he suggests that the Chih-chi-t‘o of Yuan 

Chwang represents modern Chitor and not Jajhoti.” From 
the fact that his dominion is called only a Bhuktt we may 

infer"that Jayagakti was at best a mere feudatory perhaps of 
the great Gurjara emperor Bhoja (c. 836-88 A.D.). In the 

inscriptions he is generally praised vaguely for victories over 

his enemies, Thus ina Khajraho inscription of Dhaiga we 
are told that ‘fbyf[the unmeasured prowess’’ of him and his 

younger brother ‘“‘ adversaries were destroyed, as woods are 

burnt by ablazing fire.’’* Butin another Khajraho inscrip- 

tion of the same king, the younger brother Vijaya is said to 

have, ‘ like Rima, on his warlike expeditions reached even the 

southernmost point of India.’* It is not impossible that there 

may be some historical truth hidden in this reference. But 
if he really invaded peninsular India he must have done so as 

the feudatory of some more powerful sovereign. For though 
the brothers are repeatedly referred to im the inscriptions as 

having added ‘radiance’ to the family of the Candratreya 

1 EI, Vel. 1, p. 218; AGI, 2nd od., Calcutta, 1924, p. 551. The form Jeydhiti with 

its capital Kajuraba occors in Birdni's Indica, Traoa. by Sachau, Tribner, Vol. 1, p. #72. 

Ibn Batots visited Kajarré in A. D. 1335. This city must be the same as the Kajurdhab 

of Birfini and Ibo ul-Athir, Cunningham ip his footnote, on p. 551, gives the name 

of the city visited by Ibn Batuta in the ‘original Persian (a slip for Arabic) characters’ 

as Ksjura. Wot in the text edited by Defrémery and Sanguinetti (Voyages d'thn Batoutah, 

Parie 1858, p. 39) it is clearly written os bap ; see also fbn Batuts, by Gibb, 

Routledge, 1229, pp. 226 and 863, 
3 Untenability of this identification of Cooningham was ficet pointed out tome by 

Prof. R. C. Majumdar of the University of Dacca, 

4 YC, Vol. II, p. 251. 
4 FI, Vol. I, p. 126, V. 15. 5 BI, Vol. 1, pp. 141-43, V. 20. 
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princes, it is significant that they are seldom given the epithets 

of sovereign rulers, and are on the contrary often simply called 

heroes (vira).' We may therefore conclude with some 
probability that Vijayasakti, who succeeded his elder brother as 

the head of the family, was still a subordinate chief, possibly of 

the Gurjara-Pratihara Bhoja or his son Mahendrapala (c. 893- 
907 A.D.). The position of Rahila, Vijayasakti’s son and 

successor, does not appear to have been different from that 

of his father. He is mentioned only in two of the Candella 

inscriptions so far discovered; and in both of them he is merely 

praised in conventional phrases for his bravery and _ victories. 

Thus in the Khajraho inscription of Dhanga, the royal pragasti- 

kara says: ‘‘ Thinking of whom (Rahila) the enemies enjoy little 
sleep at night. Who never tired, at the sacrifice of battle, where 
the terribly wielded sword was the ladle, where the oblation of 

clarified butter was made with streaming blood, where the 
twanging of the bow-string was the exclamation of ragat, (and) at 

which exasperated warriors marching in order were the priests, 

successful with his counsels (as with sacred hymns) sacrificed, 

like beasts, the adversaries in the fire of enmity, made to blaze 

up high by the wind of his unappeased anger.” * In another 

Khajraho cpigraph of the same king Réahila is given credit for 

favouring his friends and punishing his enemies.’ It was not 

till the reigns of his son Harsa and his grandson Yasovarman 
that circumstances favoured the growth of a strong Candella 

state. The continuous struggle between the Gurjaras and the 

Rastrakitas which had been raging since the days of Vatsa and 

Dhruva suddenly took a bad turn for the Gurjara-Pratiharas some- 

time between 915-18 A.D.‘ The Ragtrakitas under Indra ITI 

1 Jbid, TV, p. 157, fine 2; Vol. X, p. 47, line 2; Vol. XVI, p. 12, line 3, and p. 274, 

line 2, 

2 RI, Vol. I, p. 18t, V. 17, also p. 126. This idea of comparing battles to sacrifices 

18 probably taken from the Mahdbhérata ; eee Batgagdsi (Caloutta) ed., Udyogaperce, Chap. 

141, Vo. 20-51: gee also JL, Vol. XIV, 1027, Notes on Wer in Ancient India, p. 1 f. 

2 BI, Vol. I, p. 249, Ve. 22-33. 

4 Bee DHNI, Vol. 1, pp. 79 @. 
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captured Ujjayini and overran Northern India. The imperial 

city of Kanauj itself was completely devastated. There is some 
evidence to show that the Deccani kings held some portion of 

the Gang&-Yamund Doab even as late as 930 A.D. This severe 
blow and the strangle-hold on the very heart of the imperial 

power must have greatly weakened the control of the central 

government on its provinces. It is true that the Pratihara 
emperor was assisted by a number of his feudatories to recover 

some of his dominions. A fragmentary Candella inscription at 

Khajraho, for instance, says that either Harsa or his son 

Yasovarman placed Kegitipailadeva again on the throne’ 

(Punar-yena-sri-K sitipaladeva-nrpatih simahdsane stha[pitah]). 
In their official records, also, till the year 954 A.D., in the reign 
of Dhatiga, the Candellas actually acknowledged the sovereignty 

of the Gurjara-Pratihiras. But there is enough evidence to 

show that their obedience to the Kanauj power was fast growing 

nominal. Harga, who was possibly reigning when the Rastrakita 

invasion took place, does not appear to have indulged in any 
open acts of hostility to the imperial power. In a fragmentary 

stone inscription discovered at Khajraho, he is said to have 

“conquered many proud enemies’ (drptdrirrmdah'.* The 
Khajraho stone inscription of Dhatga dated in V.8. 1011 tells 
as that ‘‘ that most excellent of rulers was afraid to offend 
against the law (dharma) and anxious to worship the feet of 
(Visgu), the enemy of Madhu....(He) married a suitable lady 

of equal caste (savarna), named Kaficuké, sprung from the 

C&bamina family.’ In the Nanyaura platé of the same king, 
{V.8. 1055) Harsa is said to have inspired terror by his terrific 
array of troops, and made tributary to himself other sovereigns. 
Dhatga’s Khajraho inscription of (V.)8. 1059 tells us that 

1 EI, Vol. I, p. 122, lioe 10; see alao DHNI, Vol. 1, pp. 581-88. 
3 BI, Vel. 1, p. 131, line 7. 
3 Toid, Vol. 1, p. 196, Vs. 90-21. 

' J4, Vol. XVI, pp. 208-08, lings 9-8. 
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Harsa protected the whole earth after subduing his adversaries.! 
These references to Harsa do not contain any historical facts, 
but in spite of their vague character they seem to indicate that 
his was a more substantial figure than any of his predecessors. 

If Kielborn was right in his assumption that ‘ the relative yena 

in line 10’ of the fragmentary Khajraho inscription mentioned 

above ‘ refers to Harsadeva,’ the latter’s claim to have rein 

stalled Kegitipéla, his overlord, on his throne must indicate a 

considerable degree of power and prestige? He further 

strengthened his position by forming a matrimonial alliance with 
the Cihamanas, who were also gradually breaking away from 

the empire. Another matrimonial alliance of Harsa seems to be 

~ revealed by the Benares grant of Laksmi-Karna, the Kalacuri king 
of Tripuri. If the Citrakita-bhipale of this inscription to whom 

Kokkalla claims to have granted ‘ freedom from fear ’ is identi- 

fiel with the Candella Harga, then it looks likely that the 

Candella princess Natt& (Nattakhyadert), the queen of Kokkalla, 

was a relative of this Candella prince.” Without openly defying 

his overlord, Harga thus appears to have slowly consolidated his 

position at home and abroad. It was left to his son Yagovarman, 

alias Laksmavarman, to engage in more ambitious projects for 

increasing the Candella territory by launching into schemes of 

foreign conquest and aggrandisement. I have already shown ‘ 
that some time before 940 A.D. the Rastrakitas’ attacks on the 

} Bi, Vol. 1, p. 142, Ve. 26-38 This inscription also mentions his wife Kaficaka, bat 

it does not refer to her lineage ; see ibid, pp. 142-43, V. 2. 

? Kielborn suggested, thet Harga at first defeated Kegitipiladeva sod subsequently 

re:natalled bim on his throne. But in view of recent discoveries and the identibcation of 

Mahtpéls and Kgitipals, it would be better to socept the view that the vanquisher of the 
Konauj monarch wae the Ragirakdte Indra IT] and not the Candelle chieftain; sce £7, 

Vol. T. p. 122 

} BI, Vol. 11, p. 306. V. 7; alao p. 301. The acceptances of the suggested identification 

would show that thle Citrekita must be differentiated from the bill of the same name io 

Rayputana and identified with the hill beariog the same name in Bundelkhand. Conninghsm 
identified @ hill ‘ sitosted on the left, or west, benk of the Paisuni river. about 5 miles to 

the 8.W. of Karwi, and 60 miles to the 8.8. of Banda,’ with the Citrakits of the 
Rambyena; ASR, Vol. XXY, pp. 10:18. See also DANI, infre, chapter on the Haibayas. 

‘ See DANI, Vol. [, pp. 688 &. = 

n—3 
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‘Gurjara-Pratihira empire were renewed. The Jura inscription 
of Krsna III, discovered recently in the Maihar state, shows that 

his claim to have captured K&lafijara sometime before 940 A.D., 

from the Gurjaras, may not be entirely baseless. That the 

Gurjaras referred to in the Karhad and Deoli plates in connection 

with Kalanjara, were the Gurjara-Pratiharas of Kanauj is 

proved by the Barah copper plate of Bhojadeva, which granted 

land in K@lanjara-maydala of the Kanyakubja-bhukti.t The 

Khajraho stone inscription of Dhanga, dated in 1911 V.S, 
(A.D. 954) tells us that Yasovarman easily conquered the 
mountain of Kalafijara, ‘ the dwelling-place of Siva.’? As 
Yasgovarman therefore appears to have been a contemporary of 

Krena III, it is not unlikely that he may have captured the 

famous hill-fort, not from the Gurjara-Pratiharas, as was so 

long believed, but from the Raégtraktitas. The sudden emergence 

of the Candellas as oneof the first-class powers in the country 
south of the Jumna may therefore be due partially to their 

success against these ruthless marauders of the Deccan, the 

predecessors of the Maratha horsemen of a later period. In the 
Khajraho inscription, referred to above, the poet gives the 

following graphic, if somewhat exaggerated, account of the 

victories and campaigns of Yasovarman : 

‘¢ Who was a sword to (cut down) the Gaudas as if they 

were pleasure-creepers (kridalata), equalled the forces (bala) 

of the Khagas (and) * carried off the treasure of the Kogalas, before 
whom perished the Kaémfri warriors (nasyat-Kasmira-virab) ; 

who weakened the Mithilas (sithilita-Mithilah), (and) was as it 

were 8 god of death to the Malavas (Kdlavan Malavanam), who 

1 BI, Vol. TV, p. 984; JBRAS, Vol. XVITI, p. 247; ET, Vol. XIX, p. 18, line 6, 
3 BI, Vol. I, pp. 122 f,, V. 81. 
3 The settlement of the Khaéas during this period extended in a wide semicircle from 

Kagt*vir in the south-east to the Vitest& valley in the west, The bil) states of Rajepori 
and Lobsra were beld by Khaéa families. Stein identibed the Khsées with (be ‘ modern 
Khakhe tribe, to which most of the petty hill chiefs sod gentry in the Vitestd valley below 

* Reheir belong.’ See Stein's Eng. Trans. of the Rajatarehgini, Vol, 1, pp, 67-48, footacte on 
I, 817, and Vol. Il, p. 490. 
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brought distress on the? shameful Cedis (Sidat-sévadya-Cedth), - 
who was to the Kurus what a storm is to the trees (Kuru-tarugs 
marut), and a scorching fire to the Gurjaras (Samajvaro Gurjara- 
nim)” (V. 28). 

‘Free from fear, he impetuously defeated in battle the 

Cedi king whose forces were countless......"’ (V. 28). 

“At the conquest of the regions, his soldiers gradually man- 
aged to ascend the slopes of the snowy mountains, where plenti- 

ful flowers had been gathered by Uma from every tree of para- 

disc, where the troops of horses became unmanageable with fright 

at the gurgling sound of the torrents of the Ganges......’’ (V. 30). 

“ He easily conquered the Kalafijara mountain, the dwelling- 

place of Siva, which is so high that it impeded the progress of 

the sun at midday '' (V. 31). 

The illustrious Laksavarman in his conquests of the regions 

made, equal to Indra, the daughter of Kalinda (Yamuna) and 

the offspring of Jahnu (Ganges) one after another his pleasure- 

lakes, encamping the forces of his army on either banks unmo- 

lested by any adversaries (and rendering) their waters muddy 

with the bathing of his furious mighty elephants’ (V. 39).! 

According to these verses, therefore, Yasovarman dominated 

the whole region from the Himalayas to Malwa and from Kash- 
mir to Bengal. As I have already pointed out, much of this is no 
doubt mere prasasti, and poetic exaggeration. Thus the expres- 

sion Kosalah Koéalanam seems rather to convey a desire on the 
poct’s part to show his skill in punning than an_ historical sense. 

But there is no inherent impossibility in the assumption, that he 

really raided a large portion of northern India. His victory over 

the Cedi king, which is mentioned twice, looks hke a genuine 

fact ; and it is likely that one of the carlier Kalacuri princes of 

Tripuri, possibly Lakemanaraja or his predecessor Yuvaraja I, 

was the Cediraja whose ‘countless forces,” were defeated by 

1 £7, Vol. I, pp. 196.98 and 139-34 
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yXeéovarman after a fierce contest. The contemporary 
auda king was probably either Réjyapala or his son Gopéala IT. 

‘In Kashmir reigned at this period a series of compara- 

tively unimportant princes beginning with Cakravarman (923-37 
A.D.), and ending in Parvagupta (949-50 A.D.) while the Khaéa 
state of Lohara was ruled by one of the predecessors of Sithha- 
raja (c. 950 A.D.), possibly Candur&ja. The territories of the 
Malavas, Kosalas, and Kurus appear to have been still under the 

Gurjara rulers of Kanauj, while Mithila at this period may have 

been recovered by the Palas of Bengal and Bihar.’ If there is 

atty basis of fact in these claims of successful invasions and vic- 

tories it isclear that he soon became a standing menace to the 

imperial house at Kanauj. The expression Samjoaro Gurja- 
rinam suggests that he may have even come into violent conflict 

with his former overlords. But the Khajraho inscription of 

Dhanga dated in V.S. 1011 shows that though practically inde- 
pendent, the Candellas still retained in their official documents 

the fiction of their subservience to the Gurjara-Pratihiras.’ 

The Khajraho inscription referred to above informs us that 

Yagovarman erected a ‘charming splendid home of (Visnu), the 

enemy of the Daityas, which rivals the peaks of tbe mountain 

of snow. We arc told that the image of Vaikugtha which he 

set up in this temple was first obtained by ‘the lord of Bhota 

(Bhotanatha) from the Kailisa, and from him Sahi, the king of 

Kira received it as a token of friendship ; from him afterwards 
Herambapala obtained it for a force of elephants and horses, and 

(Yasgovarman himself) received it from the Hayapd¥i Devapala, 

1In the time of Mabendrapdls, the Garjars-Pratthira dominions extended from 

Srivecti in U.P. «cight up to Peharpar in N. Bengal. See DANI, Vol. I, chapter on the 
Dynastios of Bengel and Bihar, pp. 569-70. The Asiatic Society's plate of Vinkyakapila, 

which was iseved from Mahddays, and grants jand in Viripesi-Vigeye, in the PratigthSna- 

bhakti, in V.8, 988, the Rekbetre stone-inecription of the seme prince dj fa the 

Gwalior vegion dated in V.8. 999-1000, and the Partabgarh stone- om of Mahendra. 
pals (II) dated in V.8. 1006 seem to indicate that tbe Gurjare-PratihbAras daring the period 

~ ¢, 981-46, held a large portion of the irregolar quadrilsters! formed by Manda, Gwalior, 
Kaseuj aod Benares. 

@ am... MEPEIF Wal TY a KOO 
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, the son of (Herambapila)' The temple mentioned above has 
been identified by Cunningham with the Vaignava temple at 
Khajraho variously known as that of Ramacandra, Lakgmana 
or Caturbhuja." The credit for building this temple, together 
with that for excavating a big tank (tadaégarnavam), is given to 
‘YaSovarman by verses 38 and 39 of another Khajraho inscrip- 
tion of Dhanga dated in V.S. 1059. 

Yagovarman had a son named Dhanga by his queen Puppa- 
devi.‘ The Dudahi stone inscriptions reveal the existence of 
probably another son of Yasovarman. These records, six in 
number, were discovered in a temple of the village of Dudahi in 
the Lalitpur district of U. P. (Long. 78°27'B., Lat. 21°24’N.). 
We know from these inscriptions that the temple was erected by 

the illustrious Devalabdhi belonging to the Candrellanvaya, the 
son of the illustrious Krsnapa and Asarv& and the grandson 
(naptr) of Mah3rajadhiraja Yasovarman.’ Cunningham's iden- 
tification of this Yagovarman with Candella Yasovarman of 
Khajraho has been generally accepted by scholars.’ 

Yasovarman was succeeded by Dhatiga sometimes before V.S. 

1011, the earliest known date of the latter's reign. The inscription 
which carries this date attempts to givo us an idea of the extent 
of Dhatga’s dominions. We are told that he “‘playfully acquired 

1 ET, Vol. I, pp. 120 and 134, Ve. 42.49. For the identibcation of Horambapa's and 

DevapSla, see DANI, Vol. J, chapter on the Later Gurjare-Pratihdraa, pp. 571 8. Bhota 

duting this period indicated Tibet while the Ziras must be located somewhere near Kashmir. 

The Brheteeshité (XTV. 20) pleces them with the Kasmiras in the N.B. 

1 ABR, Vol. Ti, pp. 425-97. The temple is 83 ft. ( inches in length and 44 ft. in 
breadth. The stove-inecription of Dhadga which refers to the building of this temple was 

originally discovered at the base of the Caturbhuja temple, aod ie now built into the wall 

ionide its entrance porch. BI, Vol. I, p. 144. 

4 Théd, Vol. 1, p. 144. 
* Ibid, V. 40, Ts thie name the Prikrt form of Pugpa-deei ? 

* Fires edited by Canningham with the photo-zincographs of fire of them in ASR, 
Vol. X, pp. 1-08, aud plete XXXUI, Nos. 1,2a0d 4-6. They were then re-edited by Kiel- 

horn in 1600 in the J4, Vol, XVITI, pp. 296-297, 

* The undated fragmentary Kbajrebo stone-insoription discovered neat the temple of 
Vamena may belong to Yadovarman or hie father Hares. See 87, Vol. I, pp. 121-22; 
RAS, 1904, p, O64, fn. 2. 
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by the action of his long and strong arms, as far as Ka&lai- 

jara and as far as Bhasvat, situated (?) on the banks of the 

river of Malava (A/dlava-nadi) ; from here also to the bank 

of the river K@lindi, and from here also to the frontiers 

of the Cedi country (desa) and even as far as that mountain 

called Gopa (Gopabhidhdina-giri).’’! As contrasted with the- 
vague claims of victories from Kashmir to Bengal and the 

Himalayas to Malwa in the case of his father, this compara- 

tively modest specification of the boundaries has the appearance 

of being based on fact. Though his pragastikdra tells us that 

this wide dominion was acquired by Dhanga’s strong arms alone, 

he was no doubt greatly aided by the campaigns of his father. 

The same inscription which mentions these boundaries of his 

dominions contains in the last line the following statement :— 

‘* While the illustrious Vinayakapailadeva is protecting the 

earth, the earth is not taken possession of by the enemies, who 

have been annihilated.’’* This statement undoubtedly shows 

that up to 954-55 A. D., the Candellas retained in their public 

documents a formal, if nominal, recognition of the imperial 

line at Kanauj. But it is significant that the names of the 

Gurjara-Pratibara rulers do not occur againin any Candella 
document after this date, indicating that after 954-55 Dhanga 

became a sovercign ruler de facto and de jure. The expression 

‘as far as Kalafjara’ which occurs in the quotation cited above 
shows that up to the date of the inscription the capital of the 

Candellas was situated not in tbat hill-fort but in some other 
* 

1 EI, Vol. I, p. 129, V. 45. Kielhorn identified Malavanad] with the river Vetra- 

pati or Betwa and Bhisvet with Bhsilasvamin, the mod. Bhilss. Gopagri ie certainly 
Gopadri, identifed with mod. Gwalior, Unfortunstely no inscriptions of the Candellas 

bave yet been discovered in Gwalior but it is likely that the family of the Kaochapaghite 

Mah&rijédhiréja Vajradimap, for whose reign we have the Gwalior image inscription, 

dated V.8. 1084 (JASB, Vol. XXXI, p. 308), may have been feadstories of the Candeliss. 

The Dabkhond inscription (£1, Vol. II, p. 987) dated in V.8. 11485 indicates that the 

Kaechepagbits Arjuns wee e feadatory of VidySdbara, the grandson of Dhafiga. 

9 RI. Vol_1. p. 135 and p. 129, line 28. On the identification of Viobyskapdla see 
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city. That this city was Khajraho is probably indicated by an’ 
epigraph of Dhanga which is dated ‘‘in (V.)S, 1059 at Sri- 
Kharjjuravahaka in the realm of Dhatga’’’ This is further 

supported by the Kamil of Ibn ul-Athir, which refers to Dhatga’s 

grandson as ruler of Kajuraha.’ It is also significant that the 

earliest inscriptions of the Candellas including those of Dhanga, 

came from Khajraho and not from K@laijara* or Mahoba. It 

should be noted however that as early as (V.) 8. 1055 Dhatga 

is given the epithet Kala#jaradhipati.£ This may indicate that 
K&lafijara was regarded as a sort of second capital of the king- 

dom. But it is more probable that the epithet simply indicates 

the possession of one of the strongest hill-forts’of India,° which in 

an age ignorant of artillery, made his position almost impreg- 

nable. The strategic importance of this hill was well-known 

in India at this time, and the Kalacuris, the Gurjara-Pratiharas, 

the Ragtrakitas and the Candellas tried in succession to retain 

their hold on its fortifications. The possession of this fortress, 

as well as that of Gwalior must have consolidated the position 

of the Candellas in Central India and encouraged them,to attempt 

the systematic conquest of portions of the Ganges valley. Yaso- 

yarman is already said to havefencamped his troops on the banks 

of the Ganges. The Nanyaura plate of Dhanga which was issued 

trom Kagiké (Benares), shows that this was ‘no idle boast, and 

that in V.8. 1055 the Candellas were certainly on the Ganges.’ 

The possession of Prayaga (Allahabad) by» Dhanga is probably 

indicated by the fact that he is reported to have ‘entered into 

leatitude’ by abandoning his body in the waters of the Jahnavi, 

1 Ibid, p. 147, lines 89-83. 

2 TKA, Balak, 1874, Vol. IX, pp. 115-116. | 

3 The inscriptions of Kalefijers (mod. Kalinjar) mostly belong tos leter period, the 

Lime of Madsnevarmen (c. 1128-68 A.D.) and Paramardi (c. 1167-1903 A.D.). 

4 14, Vol. XVI, p. 903, line 7. 

& Nigkmod-Din aye of this fort thet ‘it bas no equal io the whole coavitry of 

Hindustan for strength and impregusbility ;° TA, Trens., p. 14. Birdul sleo refers to 

Kilanjar ae one of the iwo ‘most famons fortresses of Indis;’ eee his Indice, trans by 

Bachan (Tribaer), Vol. I, p. 202. 



‘and the Kalindt.’ It is not unlikely that from these bases 

Dhadga may have penetrated further eastward in the Ganges 

valley. A Khajraho epigraph tells us that the wives of ‘ the 

kings of Kaci, Andhra, Radha, and Aga lingered in his 

prisons.’* Another verse of the same inscription says that ‘he 

was so powerful that the rulers of KoSala, Kratha,’ Sinhala 

and Kuntala humbly listened to his commands.’‘ It is there- 

fore possible that he may have even successfully raided some 
portions of peninsular India. In any case there is enough 

evidence to show that Dhanga had become one of the most 

powerful rulers of Central India during this period. One of 

the Candella inscriptions goes so far as to say that he, having 

defeated on the battlefield the Kanyakubja-narendra, obtained 

exalted sovereignty (or empire, Sdmrajya).* If true, this state- 

ment shows that the hegemony which the rulers of Kanau)} so 

long enjoyed in Northern India was at last taken away from 

them by the Candellas during the reign of Dhafga. But as 

‘Utbt in 409 A.H. (1018 A.D.) describes the Kanauj ruler 

Rajyapala as ‘the chief of all princes of India,’* we must con- 

clude that the halo of imperialism still lingered over the brow 

of the Gurjara-Pratiharas for at least sometime after Dhatga’s 

death. The accepted interpretation of another statement about 

Dhanga also appears to me to be doubtful. A fragmentary 

Candella inscription discovered at Maboba thus describes his 

achievements: ‘‘......Dhatiga, who caused the destruction of 

his enemies, and who by the strength of bis arme equalled even 

the powerful Hamvira, who had proved a heavy burden for the 

} BA, Vol. I, p. 199, and p. 146, ¥. 55. 

3 BI, Vol. 1, p. 145, V. 46. 

3 Krethe was s coustry in the peninsular portion of India, possibly near moderna 

Berar, Inthe Mchabharate (Bomb. Ed., IT, Chap. 14, V. 91), Kretha-Keudtkan ere meo- 

tioned in connection with the Bhojas and Papdyes. Some identily Krethe-Keudike with 

Vidarbha. Bee GDI, p. 104. 

4 BT, Vol. I, p. 145, V. 45. 

‘6 Ibid, p. 107, V. 8; aleo foot-note 62 on p. 208. | 

§ KY. Trans. frou: the Persian version by Reynolds, p. 486. DHNI, Vel. J, p. 608. 
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earth......""' The word Hamvtra is apparently a corruption of 
the Arabic word Amir ( +l, Commander, leader), derived from 
the root Amr (yl, command). The word Amir in this sense is 
found in Islamic history in the title Amir ul-mu’minin, i.e., ‘lord 
of the faithful’ which became a regular title of the Caliphs since 
the days of ‘Umar.” The term gradually came to be applied to 
kings, and later on to any high official of the state. The coins of 
the Yamints of Ghazni show that they were known by the title 
of Amir." Stein has shown that the Hammira of Kalhana, who 
was a contemporary of Sahi Trilocanapala and the Kashmirian 
king Sarhgr&mar&ja (1003-28 A.D.) must be identified with 
Mahmud of Ghazni. Thus Hammira appears to be another 
Indian corruption of the Arabic word Amir.‘ That this is the cor- 
rect interpretation is proved by the Sanskrit legend on the 
reverse of some of the gold coins of Muhammad ibn Sam, which 
runs as follows :—Srimad Hamira Mahamad Sam.* From this 
time onwards up to the reign of Balban the epithet Sri- 
Hamira (Sri-Hamira or Sri-Hammira) occurs as the regular 
designation of the Ghirl and Delhi Sultans in their coins and 
inscriptions.” The epithet also occurs on the coins of some 
of their provincial satraps.’_ There is no doubt therefore that 
Hammira Hamtra, or Havavira was to the Indians the accepted 
title fora Muhammadan prince at least during the period c. 1000- 
1300 A.D. But this word may have even a longer history. It 
is not unlikely that it came to acquire this meaning from the 
middle of the 9th century A.D., when the Arab chiefs of 

1 EI, Vol. I, pp. 218 and 231, V. 17. 
? Encyclopsedia of Islam, Vol. 1, pp. 890 and 384. 

? 8, Lane-Poole, Mohammedan Coins, Oxford, 1888, p. 18, 
‘ Rajeteradgint, VII, 88, 64, Btein's note on VII, 47-69 on Pp. 270-71 in Vol. I, 

of his Trang. See also DHNI, Vol. J, pp. 95 @f., 188. 
5 Wright, Catelogue of the Coins of the Indian Museum, Caloutta, Vol. II, Oxford, 

1007, p. 12, Thomas, The Chronicles of the Pathen Kings in Delhi, p. 20, No, 16. 
* Wright, op. cit., pp. 17-88; Thomas, op. cit., pp. 15-197; also fn. 1, on pp. 80-52, 

JA8B, Vol. XLUIT, Part 1, p. 108, plate X. 

7 Thomas, op. cit, pp. 81 and 100-08. 

li—§ 
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‘Sind ‘became practically independent and assumed. the title 

of Amir.’ 
To return to our discussion of the epithet, “equalled even the 

powerful Hamvira.’’ The known dates of Dhatga (V.8. 1011- 
1059, c. 954-1002 A.D.) show that he was a contemporary of 

the Yamini Sulténs Sabuk-tigin (A.D. 976-97), Isma‘il (A.D. 
997) and Mahmid (A.D. 998-1030). It has been usually 

assumed by scholars that the Hamvtra referred to above must 

be identified with Sabuk-tigin. They further assume that the 
Kalinjar ruler who according to Firishta ‘supplied troops and 
money’ to the Sahi ruler Jayapila must have been the Candella 

ruler Dhanga.’ I have elsewhere tried to show that there are 

reasons to suspect the veracity of Firishta on this point.’ The 
silence of ‘Utbi, Ibn ul-Athir, and Nigém ud-Din appears to me 

to be rather significant. I have already pointed out that the last - 

known date of Dhatga is V. §. 1059, and the earliest known date 

of his successors is 410 A.H.,* so his death must have occurred 
sometime between c. 1002 and 1019 A.D.‘ As he lived for more 

1 Bee DANI, Voi. I, chapter on Dynasties of Sind, pp. 91, fn. 8; Bllsot, Vol. I, 

p. 86. 

2 BI, Vol. 1, pp. 218-19; IA, 1908, p. 140, JRAS, 1009, pp. 276; CHI, Vol. TH, p. 
507, : 

"9 See DHNI, Vol. 1, pp. 83, 91-92, 6097, ete. 
4 The date of his grandson Vidyadbara; pee infre, pp. 688 ff. 

6 Kielborn while editing the Kbejrsbo inscription of Dhatigs dated in V. 8. 
1059, renewed by Jaysvermadeva in V. 8.1178 remarked: ‘‘ The date shows that Dbafgs 

died betweet the Vikrams years 1065, the date of the Bengal Asiatic Society's copper-plate 
gtant mentioned above (1A, Vol. XVI, pp. 902-04) and 1069." (BI, Vol. I, p. 189.) 

This bes been accepted by other scholars, see 74, 1908, p. 141. Bat the ineeription in 
question records in linea 82-8, V,63; Satbeat 1069 Sri-Kharjuravahake Dhehge-depe-rajpe 

deps-Sri.Maraketelooresye protasti siddhd. This clearly shows that Dhadga was alive in 

V.8. 1059. The fact that in line 20, V. 65 refers to the death of Dhatga only proves that 
the'rabord ip question wae re-arranged and re-written. when it wae renewed after more (hac 
o hundred years by Jayavarmadeva in V. 61178. It is of course shrenge thet the record 

| “should contein no allusions whatever to the secoessor of Dhafgadeva.’ But this unasus! 

* qharecter of the inectighion remains onexplained even if we accept the theory of Kielhors. 
_ Bb me ip therefore seoms thet the epigraph. does not give us any feats to fx the dale 

| of the death of Dhatge ‘within very narrdw limite of possible error.’ 14 te dled thas be did 
ac 4. $240 tatoo. SAN AO Th ? UW. nate Inem that he died anmae thee after &.D. 1008, 
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than a ‘ hundred autumns’ (Sereda satarn)' it is not uilikely) 
that he may have lived up to 1008 A.D., which date practically 
saw the downfall of the Sahis. The defeat of Anandapale threw 
open the Ganges-Jumna valley to the inroads of the Yamin! 
Amirs. The shadow of the Hashvira fell beyond the waters of 

the Sutlej. The achievements of Mahmid only served to heigh- 
‘ten the prestige of his arms. Under the circumstances, to com- 
pare Dhaliga’s prowess to that of the terrible Haseotra may 
have appeared to a late pragastikara, writing at least a hundred 
years after that prince’s death,’ to be deserving of the highest 
reward. If Dhatga really fought and was defeated by ‘the 
Havmwvira, we should expect a discreet silence from the poets living 
at the court of his successors. 

The above discussion shows that Dhafga’s reign was a long 
and distinguished one, probably unmarred by defeats at the hands 

of the Turuskas. The temples of Khajraho, which are regarded 
as “the finest group of Hindu temples in Northern India,’ and 
are usually referred to the 10th and 11th centuries, bear evi- 
dence to the splendour of the victories of the Candellas in the 
domain of peace.’ Some of these edifices certainly belong to 
the reign of Dhatga. The temple of Jinanitha, which contains 
in inscription of Dhanga’s reign of the year 1011 recording a 
number of gifts by a Jain devotee, was probably built during 
that ruler’s reign. The temple of Vaidyanatha, which contains 
an inscription of the year 1058 recording the building of a 
temple in honour of Vaidyan&tha by one Kokkala of the Gaha- 
patt family, also appears to have been built during this reign.* 
Another Khajraho inscription records the building of ‘a magni- 
ficent temple for the god Sambhu, Marakatesoara, with two lingas 

1 EI, Vol 1, p. 166, V. 58. 

4 The Mahoba epigreph which hiss els Sumac tr eachdly Seagate 
But in V, neers ee eae nee (V. 8, 1184). 22, Vol. J, 
p. 223, ° 

1 Ounninghap, ASB, Vol. IL, pp. 40 & ; Fergeseson, History of Indian end Eastern 
Archite #, 1020, Vol. II, pp. 0 ff, mee tA eee : 

Wa pp UT | : 
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‘one of emerald and the other of stone. This inscription ig 
dated in the year 1059, and is now built into a wall of the 
temple of Visvanatha.! | 

The Mau stone inscription of the time of Madanavarman supplies us with the name of one of his ministers, named Prabhasa, who was born in the lineage of Atgiras and Gautama Aksapida, the reputed founder of the Nydya philosophy. He was, we are told, ‘highly expert in. the abstruse conduct of politics (naya-prayoge gahane sudaksah). After being ‘(duly) tried ' (saro-opadhaguddhi) Was appointed ‘chief of al] minis- ters’ by Dhatga and king Ganda? 
Dhatga after living for more than a hundred years at Jast 

“abandoned the body in the waters of the Ganges and the 
Yamuna, and entered into beatitude, closing the eyes, fixing hig 
thoughts on Rudra, and muttering holy Prayers.”’ The following 
records and dates are known for his reign ; * (1) Khajraho stone-inscription,—Tho Stone which bears 
this inscription jg said to have been discovered jn the ruing as 
the base of the Laksmana-temple at Khajraho, It consists 
of 28 lines and contains 49 verses jn fluent and correct Sanskrit, 
It opens with < adoration to the holy Vasudeva ° and then 
Invokes the god Vaikuntha. Next follows the account of the 
rise of the Candratreyas from the Sage Atri. The Genealogy 
1s traced from Nannuka to Dhatga The inscription ig mainly concerned with the pragaeti of Yasovarman, who Constructed g 
splendid home of Visnu and set UP in itan image of Vaikuntha, Which he received from the Hayapat; Devapala (Vs, 23-43), 
The last 6 verses give an account of Dhatga ; and then comes 1 Ibid, pp. 187 

* BI, Vol. I, P- 199, VY, 21, 3 Bakeiigd keitisn hburdsirasonarm stam ORGhyAyatin, Jivited beradam data samedhiket riDhahga-prtheipetsh Radrote mudritalocenah ga hrdage dhytyahjapokishnect. KUlindyoh salite Kalevare-perityayag Ogdnniroriide. (BI, Vol. 1, P. 146, V, 56,) 
Buch acts of  suividg are not unknown jp Indian Bistory ; me BG. Vol. 1, 
Part II, p. 448 ; DENI, Vol. 1, p. 847, 
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the date (V.)8. 1011 (A. D. 953-54) and the name of 

Vin’yakapala * protecting the earth.’ It ends with “ adoration 

to the holy Vasudeva! adoration to the sun.’ The inscription 

was composed by the Kavi Madhava and written by ‘ the 

Karagika Gauda Jaddha who was Samskrta-bhagavedvas.’ 

(2)  Khajraho Jain Temple inscription.—It is carved 

on the left door-jamb of the temple of Jinanaitha at Khajraho. 

It consists of 11 lines of Sanskrit, partly in prose and partly 

in verse. The inscription begins with ‘om’ and then gives 

the date (V.) §. 1011 (A. D. 1055). It next records ‘ a num- 

ber of gifts made (probably in favour of the temple where 

the inscription is) by one P&hilla,’ who was ‘ held in honour 
by Dha(a?)thga-raja’ and was a devotee of the ‘ lord of the 

Jinas.’ The gifts mainly consist of gardens (va@{ika). Line 
10 mentions the name of Maha@raja-guru Vasavacandra.? 

(3) Nanyaura (now Bengal Asiatic Soctety) grant.—It 

contains 15 lines incised on one side of a single copper plate, 
and was found with another plate of Devavarman (dated in 

V. S. 1107) in a field at the village of Nanyaura, in the Panwari- 

Jaitpur Tahsil of the Hamirpur District, U.P. There are no 
holes in the plate for rings, nor any seal attached to the plate. 

The grant opens with the sign Ons scast: and then traces the 
genealogy of the donor from king Hargadeva. We are told that 
Pb.-M,-P. Harsadeva-padanudhydta-Pb.-M.-P.  Yaéocarmana- 

deva-padanudhydta-Pb.-M .-P.-Kdlatjaradhipati-Dhanga-deva in 
the (V.) year 1055 (A. D. 998), when there was an eclipse 
of the moon, granted from KA&sik& (Benares) the village of 
Yu(Cu?)Hi attached to (pratibaddha) Useravaha to the 

| The inscription was first noticed by Cunningham in ASR (Vol. U, p. 496; 
Vol. XXI, p. 68), and very amall photolithograph of it was published, ibid, Vol. XXI, 
plate XVI. It was edited by Kielhorn in HY, Vol. I, pp. 123-185. The stone bearing 

this record is now built into the wall jaside the entranoe-porch of the temple of Lakgmana. 

? The inscription was noticed by Cusningham in ASR, Vol. O, p. 488, and XXI, 
p. 67, He aleo published a photolithograph of it, Vol. XX!, plete XVI, No. J. It was 
fitet edited by RB. L. Mitra io the JASB, Vol. XXXIL, p. 270; re-edited by Kielbora 
mM EI, Vol. I, PP. 185-86. ‘ 
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Bhatta Yaéodhara, an emigrant from Tark&rik&, whose ancestors 

had been settled at Darvéharé. The inseri iption ends with 
‘ Sri Dhanga.’ ? 

(4) Khajraho stone inscription ¥ Kokkala. —The slab 

which bears this inscription is said to have been found at the 

temple of Vaidyanaitha at Khajraho. The record contains 
29 lines. Itis a prasgasts of a Grahapati family which ori- 

ginally came from Padmivati (mod. Narwar, Gwalior State). 

The inscription opens with ‘Om namah Sivéya,’ and then 

invokes Siva in several verses under the names Vaidyanatha, 

Sankara, and Sarva. Then the genealogy of Kokkala is traced 

from Yaégobala or Atiyasobala, of Padmavatf. In lines 19-21 is 

recorded the erection of a temple of Vaidyan&tha and a number 
of buildings for pious Brahmans by Kokkala at Khajraho. The 
date (V.) Sarsvat 1008 (A. D. 1000-01) is given in the ast line. 

(5) Khajraho stone inscription —It was discovered in a 

temple at Khajraho. It consists of 33 fines. The record 
opens with Om namak Sivaya, and then praises Siva (Rudra, 
Digambara, Siladhara, Mahegvara), Bharati, and Ganeéa. 
Next follows the usual story of the origin of the Candratreyas. 
Then comes the regular genealogy of the family from Nannuka 

to Dhatga. In lines 48-51 we are told that the latter erected 
a magnificent temple for the god Sambhu. ‘‘ He also distributed 

great quantities of gold and established in connection with the 

temple dwellings for pious Brahmans to whom donations were 
made of land, grain, money, and cows.”’ (Vs. 62-54.) The 

record was composed when the illustrious priest of the royal 
 boneebold Yaéodhara was acting in the office of Dharmadhikara." 

~The plate was first edited by V.A. Smith in the JASB, Vol. XLVI, Part 1, 

pe Gt, and ns re-odited by Kiclborn in 14, Val XVI, pp. W104. It is now in the nore: 
Asiatic Society. 

+" # Nothed by Cusningham in his ASR; see Vol. XXI, p. 60, end piste XIX. Biited 
by Miathorn im EI, Vol 1, pp. 147-68, It is now built into the wall of the entrance 
_ af the pore of the temple of Visvandths. 
_ 3 “Dhle Yatodbare is most probsbly te be identified with the donee af the. Hoeruee 

“pale, op. ot, Nod ree 
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Lines 89633 give the date as follows: “The (V.) year 1059 
(A. D. 1001-02) ; at tha glorious Kharjuravibaka, in the 

rajya of the illustrious king Dhatga, this praéasti of the god 

Marakategvara was completed.’’ The record was composed by 

the poet Rama, grandson of the kavi Nandana of the Sdvara 

(Sabara)-vamga anda resident of Tarkarik’. It was written 

by the Kayastha Yasahpaila, and engraved by Sithha. The 

temple was built by the Sitradhara Chicca.' 

Dhatga was succeeded by his son Ganda sometime between 

1001-02 A. D., Dhanga’s last known date, and 1019 A. D., 

the first recorded date of his grandson Vidyadhara. So far we 

have not discovered any inscription of this prince. His name 
is only mentioned in some late records of the Candellas which 

were composed at least a hundred years after his death. The 

following statements regarding his reign can Le collected from 

these epigraphs. 

A fragmentary Candella inscription which appears to have 

been composed after the reign of Kirtivarman (V.S. 1154) refers 
to Ganda as ‘an unrivalled hero who bore all the parts of the 

earth on his arms.’* The Mau inscriptions of Madanavaraman 

(V. §. 1186-1220) tells us that Gandadeva was ‘a ruler of the earth 

in the four quarters, expert in annihilating enemies whose massive 
arms were terrible through the itching of pride.’’ A rock in- 

scription of the time of Bhojavarman (V. S. 1845) mentions the 

name of the Thakkura J&jika of the Vastarya Kayastha-Varhsa 
to whom was granted by Ganda, ‘ the invincible in battle,’ the 

* 

1 The inscription was firet most carelessly edited by Sotherland in JASB, Vol. 
ITI, pp. 160.64. It wae re-edited by Kielhorn in the NEGWG, 1886, pp. 441-62; finally 

edited by the same scholar, BJ, Vol. 1, pp. 187-47. The inscription wss probably re 

arranged and re-written in V. 8. 1174, when it was renewed by Jayavarman. This 
explaine the ecourrence of the description of Dhadga's death in V. 55, while the date of 

his record ig given in V. 68. The inscription ia sow built into the wall on the right side 
of the temple of VidvanStha. 

1 BI, Vol. 1, pp. 219, 921, and 922, Y. 39. 

’ ‘Fold, pp. 197 and 908, V. 4 
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‘village of Dugauda, and who was appointed ‘to superintend at 
all times all the affairs (of the state).’! . 

The above will show that, apart from the name of this officer 

of his time, the Candella records contain nothing but vague 
generalities about the administration of Ganda. This agrees 
with the fact pointed out elsewhere* that he is, perhaps, not to be 

identified with the powerful Indian prince Nanda whose 
‘immense army, according to certain Muhammadan chroniclers, 

inspired fear even in the mind of Mahmid, the Yamtni king of 

Ghazni.®> I have tried to prove that Nanda si is a mistake 

not for Ganda ( si - oif or sail - Jail) but for Bida (lov) which 
is approximately the Arabic phonetic equivalent of Vidya, the 
first part of the name of Vidyadhara, the son of Ganda. 

It is not known when Ganda’s reign came to an end but he 

must have been succeeded by his son Vidyadhara some time 

before 1019 A. D. For Ibn ul-Athir tells us that in the year 
A. H. 409 (a mistake for A. H. 410) Mahmiid of Ghazni march- 

ed against India to protect his territories from a threatened 
attack by Bidd. This king, we are told, ‘was the greatest of the 

rulers of India in territory ; he had the largest armies ; and his 

country was named Kajuraho’ 4a, 595, We are further told 
that some time before this date Bida, after a ‘long quarrel,’ had 

fought and killed ‘ Rajaypal,’ the ruler of Kanauj for ‘his flight 

and the surrendering of his territories to the Musalmans.’‘ The 

1 Ibid, pp. 888 and $36, Vs. 5-7. 

2 DHNI, Vol. 1, p. 606. 

3 Bee Dey's Trans. of the TA (Bibliotheca Indsea), p. 12; also DHNI, Vol. II, 

. 691, 
: 4 TKA, Buiak, 1874, Vol. 1X, pp. 115-16; see also edition by Tornberg published in 

1968, Vol. IX, p. 218. This edition ulao gives the name as Jw , But the editor notices s 

variant in some MSS. as Bandi 152 which may hove been mistaken in the earlier 
Persian chronicles as Nand’. The published edition of KZA (ed. by Muhammad Nasio, 

Berlin, 1928, p. 76) gives the name as IS This was petbaps the original source of 

Nigh ud- -Din. The stages of corruption were probably therefore: (1) MN (2) haiy 

(8) 16K. On enguiry I find that even now in many parte of Bundelkhand the popular 
way of pronouncing g4 sounds after dentals is simply by ao @. Thus they would pronounce 

as patdakhén, and not patickhion, os is done io many perte of U, P, That 
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truth of the last statement of Ibn ul-Athir is demonstrated by ” 

the Dubkund inscription of the Kacchapagh&ta Vikramasithha 
(V.8. 1145), which tells us that one of his predecessors named 

Arjuna, being anxious to serve the illustrious Vidyadhara, had 

fiercely slain in a great battle the illustrious RAjyapala.' The 
statement is also supported by a Candella inscription from 

Mahoba which informs us that Vidy&dhara ‘‘ caused the destruc- 

tion of the king of Kanauj.’’* These facts show that by the 
year 1019 A.D., Vidyédhara had come to be regarded as the 

most powerful ruler of India. The policy of Dhatga, who 
ceased to pay even a nominal homage to the throne of Kanauyj, 

was thus successfully carried to its logical conclusion by his 

grandson when the latter forcibly uprooted the effete successor 

of Bhoja and Mahendrap&la. 

It is difficult to trace the actual limits of Vidyaédbara’s domi- 

nions. The Dubkund inscription certainly indicates that the 

Kacchapagh&ta rulers of that place were his vassals,’ and his 

power probably extended in the west along the east bank of the 
river Chambal. Another Candella inscription tells us that 

‘Bhojadeva, together with Kalacuri-candra worshipped’ (Vidya- 

dhara) ‘this master of warfare full of fear, like a pupil.’ ‘ 
Bhojadeva of this passage has been rightly identified with the 
Paramira ruler of Dhari of that name. It is also likely the 
prince referred to as Kalacuri-candra is to be identified with 

the Muslims foliowed the popular pronunciation of names and not the Sanakritio proauc- 

cuition of the Pandite is shown by the fact that Birfiol gives the name of the capital of 

Gangeys aa Tigurt, the predecessor of the modern Tewar, and sot Tripari. See KH, Trans. 
by Sachau, Vol. I, p. 208. 

1 BI, Vol. IT, pp. 287, lines 10, ete. 

2 Ibid, Vol. I, pp. 219 and 222, V. 92. 

1 That the ruler of Gwalior was also 2 vassal of the Candellae is probably shown by the 
fact that NigSim ud-Din when describing the invasion of Nendé's territory by Mabmid in 

113 A. H., aays: He invaded the kingdom of Nandd, and when be reached the fort of 
Gwalior he laid siege to it. Atthe end of four days the Commandant (or governor; 

) of the fort sent Cn VOFE.....-sccccrceeseee Bee TA, Trans, p14 Text (Bibliothece 
Indica), p. 15 ; DENI, Vol. If, p. 602 and fo. 2 on that page. 

‘BI, Vol. 3, pp. 210 and 989, V. 99. 

4 
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~ the Cedi ruler Kokalla IT.? If these identifications are accept- 

ed it seems hkely that the weight of Vidyidhara’s arms was felt 

in the S. W. and the S. E. as far as the sources of the Chambal 

and the Narbada. In the north after the defeat and the death of 
Rajyapala his authority possibly extended over the Ganges- 

Jumna Doab. There was therefore not much exaggeration in 

the account of [bn ul-Athir when he described Vidyadhara as the 

most powerful Indian prince of the time. We can also believe 
Nizam ud-Din when he tells us that he mustered an army ‘con- 

sisting of 35,000 horsemen, 145,000 foot soldiers and 390 ele- 

phants to oppose the advance of Mahmid in 410 A. H.? We 
have elsewhere discussed the reasons that led Mahmid to invade 

India on this occasion.* We have seen how ‘ Pari-Jaypal,’ after 
unsuccessfully trying to resist Mahmid’s advance on the Rahib, 

started to meet Bida. Before however he could effect any june- 
tion with the Candella ruler he was surprised and killed by some 

Indians.‘ After this incident Mahmiid plundered Bari, and 

‘startedin pursuit af Bid&.’ According to Ibn ul-Athir Mahmiid 

overtook him on the bank of a river, and after havin diverted 

the stream into new channels came into touch with the Indian 

camp. The same author gives the following account of the 

battle that followed: “‘Yamin ud-Daulah sent a party of his 

infantry to fight him, and Bidi also sent out against him 
a similar number, and both the armies continued reinforcing 

their soldiers till the two opposing forces increased in 

numbers and the battle became vehement. At last the night 

overtook them and parted them.’’* Nigim ud-Din supplies 

1 Ibid, p. 219. 

4 TA (Bibliotheca Indica), Traos., p. 12. Ibn ul-Athle gives the number of the army 

as 66,000 cavalry, 184,000 (?) infantry and 746 elephante; see TKA, p. 216. The KZ4 

(p. 76) gives the figures as 36,000 cavalry, 145,00 (40,1000,5 9) infantry and 640 elephants 

Firishts gives the number 4s 36,00) cavalry, 45,900 jofantry. sod 640 elepbente; Brge's 

Trans., Vol. 1, p. G4. As Firishta generally closely follows Nizim ud-Dio, 46,000 may be a 

misteke for 145,000. 

3 Bee DHNI, Vol. I, pp. 606 ff. 

4 TKA, p. 216. 

& Ibid, 
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a somewhat different account of these incidents. He says: 

‘‘When the Sultan encamped in front of Nanda’s army, 

he first sent an envoy to him and invited him to submit, 

and to accept Islam. Nanda refused to place his neck under 

the yoke of subjection. After that the Sultan went to an 

elevated spot, so that he might look at, and make an estimate 

of, the strength of Nanda’s army. Thea when he saw what 
a vast host it was, he repented of his coming; and placing the 

forehead of supplication on the ground of submission and 
humility, prayed for victory and conquest from the giver of all 

mercies.” 
Both the accounts bear evidence to the military power of 

the Candella ruler, on whom had now fallen the task of resist- 

ing the encroachments of Islam in the Ganges-Jumna valley. 

According to Nigim ud-Din there was no fight between the 
two armies. Nandd, as he lay encamped is said to have become 

alarmed, and fled at night ‘with a few special companions, 

leaving the army, and all the munitions of war behind. I 
am rather disposed to place more credence on the earlier account 

of the A@mil, and believe that there was a fierce though in- 

decisive battle between the armies before the Candella beat a 

strategic retreat under cover of the night." This version to 
tne seems to be more consistent with the Muslim account of 

}ida's power and prestige. According to Ibn ul-Athir, when 

Mahmid found ‘the land deserted,’ each party of the Hindu 

army ‘having gone a different way,’ he plundered the Candella 
camp and went in pursuit of the Hindu army. He is said to 
have overtaken them ‘in forests and thickets,’ and slain and 

captured a large number; but ‘ Bidi escaped single-handed and 
Yamin ud-Daulah returned victorious to Ghazna.’ An instance 
of the exaggerations of later historians is afforded by Nigam 
ud-Din’s account of the spoils that fell into the hands of 

' TA, Trane., p. 13, A similar account is also found in KZA, p. 76. 

7 On acoount of the diversion of the stream, the strategic importance of the field 
chosen by Vidyédbare to resist Malmdd must bave considerably diminished. 
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Mahmid after this victory. According to the Kamil Mahmid 
found ‘treasures and weapons,’ in the Hindu camp. According 

to the Tabaqat-i-Akbart ‘ immense quantities of booty,’ includ- 
ing 580 elephants, ‘ fell into the hands of the army of Islam.’ 

According to Nigam ud-Din and Firishta, MahmQd again 

invaded Nanda’s territory in the year 413 A. H. (1022 A. D.).’ 
The campaign in 410 A.H. did not bear any decisive results 

and Mahiniid apparently wanted to force a conclusion. We are 

told that the Ghazni ruler advanced into the territory of Nanda 
and besieged the fortress of Gwalior. At the end of four days 

the commandant (pa) of the fort submitted and paid a tribute of 
85 elephants.” The Sultan is then said to have invested the 
fort of Kalafijara, ‘‘ which has no equal in the whole country 

of Hindustan for strength and impregnability.’’ The siege 

lasted for a considerable time, when Nanda, the ruler of the 

fort offered 300 elephants as a tribute and begged for safety. 

When these elephants were let loose from inside the fort, 

without any drivers, the Sultan ordered that the Turks should 

catch hold of them and mount them. The troops in the fort 

were astonished at this spectacle, and felt much awe for the 

prowess of the Turks. Nanda then sent some verses which 

he had composed in the Hindu tongue ( _ ,sie bj ),* in praise 
of the Sultan. The latter showed them to the eloquent men of 

Hindustan and other poets‘ who were in attendance on him. 

! Brigg's Trans. of the TF, Vol. I, p. 66, gives the date as A.H. 414 but the Lacknow 
Text (Vol. I, p. 81) gives the date as 419 A.H.; 80 it is likely that there is « mistake 

in the translstion. 

2 The title pile which asuslly means a Commandsnt or » Governor, shows that the 

Gwalior raler wes s feudatory of the Candelias, The KPA (p. 79) gives Salar 

(J 5 commandant). Firishts who is later in time, bas 4p) which is more ambiguous. 

3 KZA (p. 80) has Lughat-i-Hindat. ( sti ww ), 
{ Virishte bas ‘learned man of India, Arsbia, and Persia: Brigg's Trang, Vol. J, 

p- 67. This is perhaps the earliest reference to Hindi postry. As Muslim writers lite 
Birini or Amir Khosrap refer to Banskrit se Sanskrit, it ie pot likely thet Hindi is here 
an adjective of the word Hind (Indis) meaning Senakrit, the language per sacellence of 
Hind, Another fact which makes it probable that Hindi here means Hindueténd ie the 

‘flake Ges carlioss of the Hindi poste so far known, vis., Mas'€d ibn Ba'd, who lived in 
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They all praised them. The Sultan sent his congratulations, 
and a mandate conferring the command of 15 fortresses and 

other presents in return for them. Nandé@ also sent much 
treasure and precious gems for the acceptance of the Sultan. 
From that place the Sultan returned (to Ghazna) with victory 

and triumph.’ ' 
It is clear from the account of these Musalman writers 

that Mahmiid could not repeat the success which he obtained 

against the effete Gurjara-Pratihaéra rulers when he captured 
the 7 forts of Kanauj ina single day. Even after ‘a consi- 

derable time, he evidently could not capture the fort of 

Kalafijara, and the campaign ended in mutual gifts and com- 
pliments which appear to have been euphemistically represented 

by his historians as ‘tribute.’* The friendly relations thus 
established between Mahmid and the Candellas may have 
continued till at least 1029 A.D., when the former seized 

one of Seljuq’s sons and is reported to have sent him asa 
prisoner to the fort of ‘ Kalanjar’ im India.’ 

the court of Ibr&him, the grandson of Mabmid, and died c. 515 or 525 A.B. (1121 or 

1130 A.D.). Mas'td's family were immigrants from Hamdan in Persia and his Diwens 

of Arabic, Persian, snd Hindi verses are referred to by Amir Kbusrau. It is thus clear 

that at the beginning of tbe 12th century Hindi ase literature was #0 well known that 

even foreigners composed verecs in it. It is not unlikely that a 100 yeara before thie 

the beginnings of Hindi may be traced to the courts of the Indian princes, who had to 

carry on intercoures with the Muslim rulers on the frontier. I am indebted for the 
name and date of Mas‘iid to Dr. M. W. Mirgs of Lucknow University. 

2 TA, Trans., p. 14. KZA, pp. 79-80. This authority mentions in addition the 

payment of Jisys by Nanda as one of the conditions of peace. TF, Briggs’ Trans., Val. I, 

pp. 66-67. Ibn ul-Athir does not mention any Jndisn invasions under the yeas 413 A.HL 
But under A.H. 414 he refers to Mabmad's conquest of a strong Indian fort situated 
on the top of a high mountain conteining euficient water aud provisions and 50) elephants. 
I am disposed to identify ibis fort with Adle@jare, But in that case we shall have to 
correct the K&mil's date by one year ; see Vol. IX, p, 134, 

* It would certainly be an exaggeration to represent him as s ‘coward,’ who 
‘capitulated without Sghting.’ JA, 1908, p. 142. In using these later historians one 

has always to guard against « tendency to exaggerate Mabmiid's achievements. 
1 Browne, Literary History of Persio, 1918, p. 170; Réhat ug-Gedur. Ed. by 

Mohammad Iqbal, 1981, p. 108. But it seems more likely that this Kelanjer is to be 
identified with the Kalifjere or Kalifjars of Kalhaga and Xelunjur of Firisbta, situated on 
the frontiers of Kashmir. See DHNI, Vol. I, p. 188, fn. 9. 
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| The Mau stone inscription of the time of Madanavarman 

officer of Vidyidhara’s court, the 
gives us the name of an | 

“virtuous Sivanaga’” son of Prabhasa, the chief Mantri of Dhanga 

and Ganda. Weare told that Sivanaga ‘as soon as he had 

assumed the post of minister (Saciva-pada), alone, by his 

excellent conduct made the government of the king Vidyadhara 

one to which all the rulers of the earth were rendered for ever 

tributary, so that it surpassed all others on earth.’ 

Vidyadhara was succeeded sometime after A. H. 413 (A. D. 

1022) and before V. S. 1107 the first known date of his grand- 

son Devavarman, by his son Vijayapala. The latter's name 

and position in the dynastic table are known from a number 

of Candella inscriptions.? But these documents supply practi- 

cally no information about the political incidents of his reign. 

One epigraph tells us that he was a nrpendra, while another 

praises his virtuous conduct and bravery and tells us that his 

reign ‘put an end to the Kali age.’ The only piece of informa- 

tion of any importance is the name of his minister (Sacica) 

Mahipila, supplied by the Mau stone inscription of Madana- 

varman.’ Weare told that Mahipaéla sustained ‘to its full 

extent, the weighty burden of the important affairs of the king 

Vijayapala’ and, uniting valour with blameless policy ‘ became 

the standard of comparison among good ministers.’ 

Vijayapala was succeeded sometime before V.5. 1107 by 

Devavarman his son by his queen Bhuvanadevi. The existence 

of this prince is known from his grant, which was discovered 

at the village of Nanyaura, in the Panwari Jaitpur Tahsil of 

the Hamirpur District of U. P. along with a grant of Dhanga- 

deva.! The plate which is written on one side only, contains 

19 lines of writing. The inscription opens with Ose évasti, 

1 BI, Vol. I, p. 199, Va. 23-24. 
JA, Vol. XVI, p. 205, lioes 1-3; ibid, Vol. XVIL, p. 238, lines 98, BI, Vol. 1, 

pp. 198 and 200, Vs. 6 and 26; JASB, Vol. 1818, XVII, p. 817, V. 7. 
BI, Vol. I, p. 200, V. 26, 
Bee DHNI, Vol, LI, p. 686, No. (8). 
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? 

and then traces the genealogy of the donor a8 follows: 
Pb.-Hf.-P. 

Vidyadharadeva-padanudhydta-Pb,- M P.-Vijaya-pala-deva-pad- 

anu-dhyata-Pb.-M.-P.-Paramaméhesvara-Kalamjaradhipatt Deva- 

varma-deva. This prince in (V.)S.1107 (A.D. 1051), from 

bis residence at Subavisa, on the occasion of the anniversary 

(Samvat-sarike) of his mother the rajai Bhuvanadev!, granted 

the village of Kathahau (?) situated in Ranamaua in the Raja- 

pura-avastha, to the Brahman Abhimanyu, ap emigrant from the 

Bhatta-grama named Dhakarl. The grant ends with the name 

of the donor ‘ Srimad-Devavarma-devah.’' The Candella records 

refer to no political incidents of his reign. In some of these he is 

altogether omitted. The Mau stone inscription of Madanavarman, 

for instance, mentions Kirtivarman after Vijayapala.’ The 

same thing is done in the Deogarh rock-irscription of 

Kirtivarman and a fragmentary Candella stone inscription 

from Mahoba.s All these inscriptions however describe 

Kirtivarman as son of Vijayapala. It is therefore likely that 

Devavarman was succeeded by his younger brother Kirtivarman, 
Though it ix not unusual for the compilers of royal genealogies 

to omit a brother from the family tree, there are reasons to 

suspect that this omission may have been more than casual. 

The Prabodha-candrodaya of Krena Migra, which allegorically 

represents in the form of a drama the eternal struggle between 

Vireka and Mahda-mdha, supplies the following interesting infor- 

mation on the point.‘ We are told in the introductory portion of 

the play that the ‘glorious Gopala has ordered it to be produced 

before king Kirtivarman.’ This Gopila is called Sakala samanta- 
cakra-cadamani, who like Paragurima extirpated the race of 

tyrannical kings: ‘‘ His merciless battle axe spared neither 

| The grant wae firet published by V. A. Sinith in the JASB, Vol. XLVIL Part 
I,p. Al. It was then properly edited by Kielbore ia the JA, Vol. XVI, pp. 201-402 and 
401-07, The plate is pow in the Bengal Asiatic Society. 

2 BI, Vol. 1, p. 196, V. 7. 
2 JA, Vol. XVHI, p. 288, line 2-3; 8/, Vol. I, pp. 219 aod 223, Va. 23-98. 

+ The text has been printed at The Nirgeya-Sagare Press, Bombay. There ie an 

unperfect tranalation by J. Taylor, London, 1612. 
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‘women, child, nor old age; it cleft the broad shoulders of the 

enemy, and its stroke was followed by a dreadful sound.’’' 
Tn other passages Gopala is compared with the Man-lion incar- 
nation (Nrsimha-riipa) and with the primeval boar (Maha- 

vardha) who ‘raised up the earth when it had sunk in the waters 

of destruction, poured down upon its sovereigns.” These 

passages indicate that Gopala acted as the saviour in a time 

of great crisis. Several passages tell us that his services were 

undertaken in the interest of Kirtivarman. One passage runs 
as follows: ‘‘ Gop&la, whose glory fills the universe, who, 

aided by his sword as his friend conquered the lords of men 
and has invested with the sovereignty of the earth (Samrdajya) 

Kirtivarman, the chief of princes (narapati-tilaka).’’* Else- 

where we are told that Gopaila when engaged in the digvtjaya- 
vyapara of Kirtivarmadeva became vésaya-rasdsvdda-disita. 

Thus it is clear that Gop&la must have acted as a saviour to the 

fortune of the Candellas when she was overwhelmed by the 

attack of enemies. The name of these enemies is contained 

in the following statement of the Sutradhara : ‘‘ His anger 
was roused to re-establish the sovereigns of the race of the 
Moon, who had been dethroned by the lord of Cedi, the Rudra 

and Fire of destruction of all royal families of the earth (sakala- 

bhiipala-kula-pralaya-kalagni-rudra).’’* The Nati also refers 

to the victory of Gopala over the armies of the confederacy of 
kings (sakala-raja-mandala) and of Karna, and compares him 

with the Madbumathana who obtained Lakgsmi by churning 
the ocean. In another place Gopala, having overcome the 

strong Karga is said to have caused the rise of the illustrious 

king Kirtivarman just as discrimination having overcome strong 
delusion gave rise to knowledge.’ The statements referred 

1 J, 8; J, 6-7. 

214 
. § 16. 

S 1,9. The importance of the passage wes firm noticed by Cunningham, ASR, Vol. + 

TE, p. 458, See also EI, Vol. I, p. 220. 
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to above are also supported by epigraphic evidence. Thus 
verse 26.of a Candella inscription at Mahoba records that Kirti- 
varman conquered Laksmi-Karna: ‘‘Just as Purugottama 
(Vignu), having produced the nectar by churning with the 
mountain Mandara) the rolling (milk) ocean, whose high 

waves had swallowed many mountains, obtained (the 
goddess) Laksmi together with the elephants (of the eight 
regions),—he (viz., Kirtivarman), having acquired fame 
by crushing with his strong arm the haughty Laksmi-Karna, 

whose armies had destroyed many princes, obtained 

splendour in this world together with elephants.’’' These 
victories are also referred to in V.3 of the stone inscrip- 
tion of the Candella Viravarman. The verse runs as follows: 

‘In that (race) there was a ruler over the earth whose fame 
was sung by the Vidy&dharas, (who was) the pitcher-born 
(Agastya) in swallowing that ocean—Karna, (and) the lord of 
creatures in creating anew the kingdom (Prajeévaro nittana- 
rajya-srstau...),—the illustrious Kirtivarman.” * 

Though there is some difference in the epigraphic and 
literary evidence, the former giving all the credit of the victory 

to Kirtivarman and the latter to his chief Samanta Gop&la,* 
yet there is fundamental agreement in the statement that the 
Candela power was for sometime completely eclipsed by the vic- 
tories of Lakemi-Karna, the Kalacuri king of Dahala (c. 1042- 

70). The Prabodha-candrodaya distinctly says that ‘the race of 
the moon’ (the Candellas) was dethroned by the lord of Cedi, 

while one inscription gives to Kirtivarman the credit of recreating 

' Ef, Vol. I, pp. 219-30 and 222. Hultesch has notioed the ‘curious coincidence’ 
oft!» verse aod the Prakrit passage in the Prebodhecendrodays where Gopéla is compared 

with Madhumathaos end the army of Karye with the milk-cosen; eee ibid, 

7 Ibid, pp. 887 and 890. Compare aleo lines 8-9 of the fragmentary KalaSjara 

Candela inscription in JASB, Vol. XVIT, p. 817, which appear to refer to the seméd 
incident in similar verse. 

> 1am disposed to think that the victories were really gained by the Témente, for 

otherwise & drame io which thet claim was oo foraibty expressed could not bevy buon shagud 
before the reigning king. 

5 
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° like the Creator the kingdom (of the Candellas). The destruc- - 

tion of the Candella kingdom is also referred to by Bilhana, 

who describes Karna, the lord of Dahala, as ‘the death to the 

lord of Kalafijara mountain '’ (Kalak Kalatjara-giri-pater yah). 
It is therefore certain that Karna, whose contact with the 

kings of Northern Iodia from the Arabian sea to the Bay of 
Bengal is established on authentic documents,’ and who is 
said to have dominated India from the borders of Kashmir to 

the southernmost point of the Indian peninsula,® must have 
held in subjection the Candella territory for some period before 

his defeat at the hands of Gopala, the Brahman general of 
Kirtivarman. It is not unlikely, as the statement of Bilhana 

seems to indicate, that one of the predecessors of Kirtivarman 

may have even lost his life in the wars with the Kalacuris. 
The curious silence of the pragasttkdras regarding the achieve- 

ments of Vijayapéla and the omission of Devavarman from 

the family tree may therefore be explained to some extent by 

the fact that their reigns represented one of the darkest chapters 

in the dynastic history of the Candellas. We have traced how 

step by step their power increased till in the reign of Vidyadhara 

they were regarded by the Muslim writers as the most powerful 

kings in Indias. But the defeats which they inflicted on their 
Kalacuri neighbours since the days of Yasovarman were at last 

reversed with disastrous results. In spite of Kirtivarman’s 

claims to have regained his dominions, the Candella power 

never really recovered from the blow inflicted upon it by Lakemi- 

Karpa. Though it lingered long before it fell a prey to the 
Muslims, it could never again gain a predominant position in the 

chequered history of Northern India. 
It is difficult to fix the time of these alleged victories of 

Kirtivarman. His only date so far knownis V. 8. 1154 

(A.D, 1098). The approximate dates of the other princes of 

1 Vikramanke-deve-corito, Ea. by Bibler, XVIII, 98. 
3 See infre, DHNI, Vol. II, my chapter on the Haihayss (Kalecuris), 
8 BI, Vol. Il, p. 802. 
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India who also claim to have defeated Lakem!-Karya (c. 1042- 
1070 A.D.), are as follow :? 

(a) Calukya Somesvara of Kalyini—c. 1040-69 A.D. 
(b) Caulukya Bhima of Anahilapattana,—c. 1021-64 A.D. 

(c) Vigrahapéla of Bengal and Bihar—c. 1055-81 AsD. 
(d) Uday&ditya of Malava—c. 1059 A.D. 

These however do not help us to arrive at any definite conclu- 

sions. But if the Basahi plate of the Gahadavila Govindacandra 

can be trusted, Lakgmi-Karna must have sustained his defeat 

sometime before c. 1090-1104 A.D. For it tells us that ‘when 

on the death of king Bhoja and king Karna, the world became 

troubled, Candradeva (c. 1090-1104) came to the rescue and 

became king and established his capital at Kanyakubja.’’ An 

earlier date than 1090 A.D. is supplied by the Kahirha grant of 

Yasalikarna, dated in (K.) Samvat 623, which indicates that 

Karna abdicated his throne in favour of his son some time before 

1073 A.D. 

An interesting piece of evidence of Kalacuri occupation of 

the Candella territories is probably supplied by the series of 

,Candella coins which start from the reign of Kirtivarman. 

The coins of Kirtivarman so far discovered are of gold only, 

and, with the exception of the legend, are almost exact copies 

of the coins of the Kalacuri Gingeyadeva, the father of Lakgmi- 

Karna.’ It is therefore likely that the Candellas retained the 

Kalacuri type of coinage, which probably became extensively 

current in Jeji-bhukti during the period of occupation by Karna.‘ 

1 BI, Vol. I, pp. 235-96, Vs. 1922; Vol. TI, pp. 185-86, Va. 82-34; sid, p. 808; 
Vikrem&nke-deve-carita, J, 10203, Rémecarite, MASB, Vol, ITI, p. 22. 

2 JA, Vol. XIV, pp. 102-03, lines 8-5, For the earliest date of Candradeva, see bis 
Candravati grant dated in 14400 A.D.; EJ, Vol. IX, p. 908, 

1 Bee CMI, pp. 77-7), and No. 19 on plate XUII; ASR, Vol. 11, pp. 458-59 ; Vol. X, 

pp 25-98, plete X, No. 5. CCJM, pp. 951 and 253, No. 1. According to Cunningham the 

tested simbale four-armed goddess on the obveree side is Parecti , but according to others 

it ia Lakgmi; eee A, 1908, p. 147. The coins ere cf two denominations, dremmas 

(approximately 68 graine), and 4 drammas (approximately 81 graivs). 

§ It ie bowever carious that we have not so far discovered any coins of eo powerful 
b king as Leken!-Earge. 
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' Besides these gold coins the only biter important el of | 
Kirtivarman ? is his Deogarh Rock Inscription : 

‘This inscription is on 8 rock near the river-gate of the 
fort of the town of Deogarh, situated at the western end of the 

tableland of the Lalitpur range of hills, immediately overhang- 
ing the river Betwa.’ It contains 8 lines; opening with Ors om 
namah Sivaya, it traces the genealogy of the illustrious prince 
Kirtivarman, son of king Vijayapila and grandson of the re- 

nowned prince Vidyadhara, of the Cardella-ramsa. V. 5 intro- 

duces us to this king’s ‘chief counsellor among his ministers’ 

(Amatya-mantr-indra), Vatsar&ja, who had gone forth (vt- 

nirgata) from Ramanipura. This officer, we are told, ‘quickly 

wrested from the enemy this whole district (mandala) by his 

counsel and valour,’ and made ‘this fort Kirtigiri.’ The 
immediate object of this inscription was to record the building 

ofa flight of steps named after him Vatsardja-ghatta. The 

date, (V.) Sasevat 1154 (A.D.1098), comes at the end.” 

The Prabodha-candrodaya gives us the nameof Gop&la, who 

was one of the prominent Samantas in the court of Kirtivarman. 

The record mentioned above supplies us with the name of 

another official, viz., Vatsa who appears to have conquered the* 
Betwa valley for his master. Besides these two, the Candella 

records mention the names of two. more officers of this king. 

One of these was Ananta, son of Mahip&ls, who served as a 

minister of Vijayapéla. The Mau inscription of the time of 

Madanavarman tells us that Ananta combined in himself 

‘spotless sacred knowledge,’ bravery and efficiency in ‘the very 

high office of counselling,’ and was the approved. minister of the 

1 pee suggested that a temple of Give, the remains of whieh be ‘Macorered 

at Mabobs, ‘was probably built in the time of Kirtivarman,’ ese ASR, Val. Xt, p. 4). 
‘VA. Senith suggested that the lakes named Kiret Seger’ st Mahobe 404, Obsnderi 
Talipor) were sleo the work of this king, Kirtivarmaa'’s name is also make 
+ pelldings st KBleAijer ond Ajsigarh,’ Gee 14, 1908, p. 154 ee 
9 A teaneatigh of the inscription sesompeniad by » phtosineograph; wie; is get! 
we ; 00 his ASR, Vel. X, p, 108, aad plate XXXIV], -1i-won Gai oe} 
ea tidy tasly odd by Kithers. 16 ie 
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-king Kirtlvarman,’ . The Ajaigerh rock inscription of the time of 
Bhojavarman mentions the name of another officer, the Vastavya- 
Kayastha Muhesgvara. We are told that he received the title 
of Viéiga of Kélaijara, accompanied by the grant of Pipalahika, 
from Kirtivarman, ‘the crest-jewel of the princes of the yellow- 
mountain districts (pitagaila-vigayegu).’ 

Kirtivarman was succeeded by his son Sallaksanavarman 
or Hallakeanavarma. The latter name is found on bis coins.® 
His gold drammas and quarter-drammas belong to the same type 
as those of his father; but his copper drammas on the obverse 
substitute the figure of the ‘Hanuman under a canopy’ in the 
Place of the four-handed seated goddess. Unfortunately no 
inscription of this king has so far been discovered.‘ But the 
records of his successors contain some information about 
his reign. Thus the Man stone inscription of Madanavarman, 
after praising him in vague terms for his prowess, victory and 
liberality, seems to hint at his success against some unknown 
enemies in the Doab between the Ganges and the Jumna 
(Antarvedi-vigaya).’ One of his officers is said to have utterly 
defeated his foes ‘by excess of hi#heroism,’ and “dissipated 
the fears of the subjects by clearing the country of thorns.’ 

1 BI, Vol. 1, pp. 900 and 208. Ve. 20-91. Ananta claims to have served at 
diferent times as mentri mantradhékare, hesty-siva-neta, pura-beladhyakga and ebhimata. 
saciea of the king. 

* bid, pp. 888 and 986, V.9. The name pite-edila.vigcys has not yet bean met with 
elsewhere and has not been identified. The word Viéiga of this record needs explanation. It was certainly an administrative post. . 

> CMI, p. 79, Nos, 14-16, plate VID. ASR, Vol. Il, pp. 45489. Vol. X, p. 2%, 
plate X, No 6-g, 7-g, and 8-g. The change of s sound into h is quite common in some N. 
Indian vernaoulars, 4.9., RAIS for 2818 ; he for se in some forms of spoken 

‘ A fragmentary stone inscription, written in Nagar characters of eboat the 11th or the 12th centary was discovered on the walls of the ruined fort of Jhansi, Ling 9 of this 
‘owription refers to the Gsoges as the reeting-plece of Kinyakubjs. Tt also appears to mention the (Candelle?) Kirtivarmen and (the Malwe ruler) Udaylditye. The record belongs to the Mustrious Sallakgaga-sithhs, Kielhorn did nob vee. ‘any cogest reason’ for identifying bias “with the Candela Gellakenpavarman or lor sssigning thie inscription to the Candotla rulde. pe BT, Vol. 1, pp. @L4-17. The inscription. je new in tbh Lockaow 
weum, 3 “ : 

BL, Vols Z. pp. 108 and 304, Vai 010 and 86-00, 
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The Ajaigarh rock-inscription of Bhojavarman tells us that 
Sallaksana’s ‘sword took away the fortune of the Malavas and 

the Cedis..' We have seen that in the previous reign the 
revived Candella power was extending its influence on the Betwa. 

It is not unlikely therefore that Sallaksana may have carried 

out successful raids in the Paramara territory in Malwa from 

the Kirti-giri-durga. The contemporary Malwa king was most 

probably Naravarman (c. 1104 A.D.), the grandson of Uday- 

aditya. The Cedi contemporary of Sallaksana was most probably 
Yagah-Karga (c. 1073-1125 A.D.), the son of Lakgmi-Karna. It 

is difficult to decide who may have been the enemies of the 
Candella king in the Antarvedi. But if Sallakeana’s objective 

in invading the Ganges-Jumna Doab was to capture Kanauj 

he may have come into conflict with the Réastrakita prince 
Gopaila or one of his predecessors who ruled over the 

city about this period. As the Gdhadavila Candradeva 
claims to have conquered Kanauj between c 1094-1104, it seems 

probable that the attempt of the Candellas to control the Doab 
proved abortive. 

As to the names of the officers who served under this king, 
the Mau stone-inscription of Madanavarman informs us that the 

Brihman Ananta, who held various responsible posts under 

Kirtivarman, continued to serve under his son.* The same 

inscription tells us that Vatsa, Gadddbara, V&mana and 

Pradyumna, the four sons of the abovementioned officer after 
‘being properly tried,’ were all appointed to suitable posts by 

1 [bid, p. 327, V. 4. 

$ JA, Vol. XVII, pp. 61-64. Kielborn read the date as V.8.1976. 18 wae Gorrecied 
by W. Hoey in JASB, 1902, Vol. LX1, Extra No., pp. 57-64, and the correction, V.8 

1176, was eccepted by Kielborn in JA, Vol. XXIV, p. 176; Bi, Vol. 1, pp. 61-66; eee also 
JASB, 1925, pp. 108-06. It is possible that the lunar line of Kényakabje, who sppear 

to truce their descent to one Jayants, and who are referred to in the Jhanai fragmentery 
stone inseription of Sallakgepasithhe, mey have been the predecessors of the Régtratiites 
im Kaneuj. it is interesting to notice that the line of Jayante seems to have been cowpected 
with the Caulukyss, the traditional enemies of the Régtrakfitas; eee £f, Vol. 1, pp. St4-17. 

* EI, Vol. 1, pp. 900-01, Va, 88-87. _ 
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king Sallakeanavarman.' Of these, Gad&dhara appears to have 
been the officer responsible for the success of the king in the 
Antarvedi.? 

Sallaksanavarman was succeeded by his son Jayavarman. 

Though some of the inscriptions omit him and his father 
from the dynastic lists,’ his existence is established by 

epigraphic and numismatic evidence. Thus the Ajaigarh 

inscription of the time of Viravarman distinctly tells us 

that ‘after him (Sallakgana), the valiant Jayavarmadeva 

ruled the kingdom.’ * The close proximity of the succession 
of these two princes is also proved by the Mau _stone- 

inscription of the time of Madanavarman, which informs 
us that when Ananta, who had served under the successive 

reigns of Kirtivarman and Sallaksana, ‘ abandoned his body 

in the waters of (the river of) the gods and the daughter of 

the Sun’ (i. ¢., at the confluences of the Ganga and the 

Yamund), his son Gadddhara ‘ was eagerly appointed by king 
Jayavarman, near his own person, in the office of Pratihdra.’ 

The only epigraphic record of this king so far known is the 

Khajraho  stone-inscription dated im (V.)S. 1173 (c. A.D. 

1117), which contains a renewed document of king Dhatga. It 

is curious that this inscription does not contain any names of 
the princes who ruled between Dhadga and Jayavarman. In 
the two concluding verses (Vs. 63-64) we are simply told that 

the above record was ‘‘ caused to be (re-)written in clear letters 

by Jayavarmadeva- nrpati.’’ It was re-written by the learned 

Gauda Jayap&la, the Kayastha of the above prince. Nothing 

1 Ibid, 
1 [bid, p. 906, Vs. 88-89 and fo. 75. The fragmentary Candeila inscription whioh 

Cunningham discovered at Mahboba in 1865 refers to » eon of Kirtivarman in V. 20, (Asit 
tadiya-tenayodbh&ta), Bat as 46 sylisbles of this verse, as well as the remainder of this 
necriplion sre lost, we cannot say definitely to whose time this inveription really belongs. 
For the inscription which is now in the Luckoow Museum, see Cunaingbamn ASR, XXI, Pp. 
"1-72, plate XXI, EJ, Vol. 1, pp. 917-28, 

* TA, Vol, XVI, p. 906, 
‘ El, Vol. 1, p. 897, V. 4. 
* Ibid, p. 908, V. 40, § Ibid, p. 167, lines 98-84. 

' 
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‘is known about the. political incidents. of this king's 8 sy 
His copper drammae (grains 60) are close imitations of those of 
-his father.’ Cunningham noticed a solitary silver coin in the 
collection of the British Museum; but it cannot be traced 
now.” | | 

According to the Ajaigarh rock-inscription of Viravarman, 
Jayavarman was succeeded by Prthivarman. The Augasi plate 
of Madanavarman tells us that the Pb.-M.-P. Prthvivarmadeva 
meditated on the feet of (Pddanudhyata) Pb.-M.-P. Kirti- 
varmadeva. The suspicion that the former was therefore a 
son of the latter is eonfirmed by verse 12 of the Mau inscrip- 
tion of Madanavarman, which describes Prthvivarman as ‘ the 

co-uterine younger brother of the illustrious king Sallakgana- 
varman.’*® It is therefore clear that the uncle succeeded .his 
nephew. The suggestion that ‘ Jayavarman left no capable 
issue ’‘ though unsupported by any evidence, is not impossible. 
Lines 10 and 11 of an imperfectly edited Kalinjar inscription 
however seem to indicate that Jayavarman ‘being wearied of 

government,’ abdicated his throne in favour of his successor.’ 
Prihvivarman’s copper coins of the usual type with the figure 
of the ‘ mgnkey-god’ on the obverse were known to Cunning- 
ham.’ The Mau inscription referred to above supplies us with 
the name of an officer of this reign. It tells us that Gadadhara, 
who had served the last king in the office of Pratthdra, and who 

- was well-versed, in science, military exercises, and secret 
counsel, was “subsequently appointed chief of the ministers 

(Mantri-mukhya) by Prthvivarman.’ 

X, No. 2. 910 end 10/0. a ets 
3 IA, 1908, p. 147. 

- 8 BI, Vol. I, pp. 1068 aud 908, V. 12. 
"4 TA, 1008, p. 1, 
- $ d. 4gB, 1848, Past i, Pp. 818.19, 

7 “ . ia _ oe 

ot oe p. 19, Plate" VITL, Mo, 18; ASR, Vol. TI, pp. wen, 1A oe RR ae 
Coan 

me. 11 

a Oa Vol. I, p. 908, ¥. a 
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_ If from the silence of the official pragastikdras we. conclude 
that the last two reigns were not a particularly brilliant period. 
of the Candellas’ history, there’is evidence to show that the. 
reign of the next king, Madanavarman, the son of Prthvivar-. 
man, marks a successful epoch in their annals. This is evident 
from the following list of the number and distribution of 
his inscriptions (c. 1129-63 A. D.) and coins: 

(1) Kalinjar pillar-inseription.—It is incised on a pillar 
in the temple of Nilakantha, inside the fort of Kalinjar. The 
record opens with ‘ adoration to Sri-Nilakantha,’ and then gives 
the date, (V.) Sam 1186 (A. D. 1129), with the name of 
Mahdrdja-Sri-Madanavarmadeva. Next come the names of 
Mahapratihara Satngrimasithha fand Mahdnacani Padmivati. 
The inscription ends with lamsuh Auji (which according to 

Cunningham means written by Auji). The inscription is frag- 
mentary, but it evidently recorded some benefactions by the two 
persons mentioned above. Cunningham took them to be ‘ two 
of the permanent attendants attached to the Nilakantha shrine, 
one being the chief doorkeeper and the other the chief of the 
dancing girls.’ But it is probable that Sathgramasithha was an 
uthcial of the state, while Padmavat! may have occypied the 
post of the chief court danseuse.' 

(2) Kalinjar broken pillar-inscription.—It is said to have 
heen found originally in the temple of Nilakanths within the 
fort of Kalinjar. It opens with Om, and then gives the date 
(V’.) Sarevat 1187 (A. D. 1130) with the name Srimad-Madana- 
varmadeva. Next occur the words Kalafjarddri Sri-Trisalka....... 
The inscription is incomplete ; but it evidently described some 
benefaction by the person mentioned last.” 

(3) Kalisjar rock-inscription.—It contains nine lines, and 
IS incised ‘ on the rock to the left, or north, side of the temple 
if Nilakantha in the ;fort of Kalinjar. It opens with Os 

| ASR, Vol, XX1, p. 84, plate X, A. 
7 [bid, p, 84, plate X, B. In 1884.86 the piece of broken pillar which eontsined the 
"Tipton was lying at the police-station at Ealinjar, via 

16 
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“soasti, and then gives the name, Pb:-M.-P.-Paromamahesoara-" 
- Sri-Kaladjaradhipati-Sri-Madanavarmadeva.’ During his reign 

the following worshippers ofzhis lotus feet, vtz., OMaharijaputras 

$ri-Solhana-suta-maha(4?)-Sahankika maha(a?)-Selaita-Kuma 

(49)ra-Kulekumalenu ‘ Mahérajaputra-Srn-Vacha (Vatsa?)-rdja- 

deva-Sri-Kavidyaskka- Achoda-Rauta-Sri-Udanah,’ set up ad 

image (marti) of Nilakantha. The image was the work of the 

R&ipakara Lahads, son of the Satradhdra Rama and the Rapa- 

kara Lakemidhara. The inscription ends with the date (V.) 

Sarwoat 1188 (A. D. 1181).’ | 

(4) Augasi grant.—The plate was found in the Aug 

Pargana in the Baberu Tahsil of the Banda déstrict, U.P. 

The inscription contains 19 lines, and is incised on one side of 

a single copper plate. There is a ring-hole at the lower 

part of the plate; but ‘the ring with the seal attached 

to it’ is lost. In the upper-middle part of the plate 

however there is engraved the figure of the goddess Lakgmt 

sitting in the Padmdsana with an elephant at each side 

‘standing on what looks like an expanded water lily,” pouring 

water over her head.’ The inscription opens with Ose svasti 

and a vegee praising the princes of the Candratreya-vamga, In 

that family lustrous because of the appearance of Jayaéakti and 

Vijayagakti, arose Pb.-M.-P.-Kirtivarmadeva padinudhyata-Pb. 

-M.-P.-Prthvivarma-deva-padinudhyato-Pb.-M .-P,-Paramama- 

hesoara-Kalafijaradhipati-Madanavarmadeva. Then follows eome 

vague praise of the last ruler, after which we are told that 

° 

this king, from his residence near Bhailasv&min (mod.. Bhilsp) 

“granted 8 pieos of land measuring 10 ploughs (hala) of the village 

1, Whe inscription waa firet od ited in JASB. 1848 Vol. XVII. Past ¥, pp. 881-92. 
Mo, 4,8 en appendiz to Msissy’s ‘sccount of the antiquities of Kalinjar.’ 
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Vamibareg® in thd Sudali-cijaya to a Brahman who.'was an 
emigrant from. the’ village of Dhakiri, in the (V.) Sassoat 1190 
(A. D, 1184), The inscription was written by the Dharmalekha 
(law-writer?) Phasisudhs, and engraved by the Vijfanike 
Jalhana.? | | 

(5) Khajraho Jaina image-inscription.—This inscription 
consists of a single line. It does not contain the name of the 
reigning king ; but it refers to the sons of the Sresthin Pani- 
dhara of the Grahapati family (amvaya’ which is well-known 
from the Khajraho stone inscription of Kokkala of the ¢V.) 8. 
1058. The inscription is dated in (V.) Samvat 1205 (1147-48).$ 

(8) Ajaigarh stone-inscription.—This epigraph consists of 
18 lines, incised on the jamb of the upper gate in the fort of 
Ajaigarh (which is situated about 20 miles by road to the 8. W. 
of Kalinjar), The inscription opens with Om, and then gives 
the date (V.) Sashvat 1208 (A. D. 115). It next records that 
during the reign of Madanavarman a certain Rauta Veda of the 
village of Kortia, who was a Kgatriya by caste (jati), built some- 
thing (a Strotha ?) in the Jayapura-durga for the use of all 
people. The record ends with the name of the Siatradhaéra 
Tha-Sri-Suprata.* | 

(7) Mahoba Jaina image-inscription.—This consists of two 

' This plate is now in the library of the Asiatic Gociety of Bengal. It was first edited 
by Dr. B, L, Mitra in JASB. Vol. XLVII, Part I, p. 78, Re-edited by Kielhorn in 
1607 in the 4, Vol. XVI, pp. 902 and 907.10, The village Dhaka is also mentioned in 
the plate of Devavarmao; see DHNI, Vol. II, p. 008. 

> BI, Vol. I, pp. 162-68. For other inscriptions which do not mention the king's 
nahe but whose dates fall within the reign of Madanavarman, see (1) ASR, Vol. XXI, 
p. 35, plate X, B. Kalinjar rock inscription ; dedication of so image of Nrvimhe in (¥.) 
Scmeat 1198 by Phekkure Nrsithhs ; (9) sbid, p. 86, plate X, E, Katiajer cell (Keted 
Suva ineosipties, containing s record of 3 Brihmans, dated in (V.) & 1104; (@) id, Vol, 
X.p.47 4 Ohandpar (half-way between Dodsbi and Deogarh) pillar inscription, dated in 
V. 8. 1907, This record fs of ex anknows persou who belonged to Vacsha-goirs and Mahé. 
protharineeges (4) JRAS, 1808, pp. 101-00;° Horniman Jain image inetripticn ; dedication of the mage by the Sretfhin Maule of the Grahepeti family of Mapfilepers, in 
- 1208, (8) ond &) 489, Vol. X1, p. 468, Non and 98, Khsjrebo (¥. 6.1819) ana 
thoba (V. $; 900) tannriptions, 8 a 

|) ABR, Vale SKM; ple XIE, Aa 
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lines, incised on the pedestal of an image of Neminatha. The 
second line contains the date (V.) Sars 1211 (A.D. 1155) in the 

reign of Madanavarmadeva. The inscription records the dedi- 
cation of the image which was made by the rfipakaéra Lakhana.’ 

(8) Khajraho Jaina image-inscription.—This consists of 

a single line ‘ divided into two parts by a boss.’ It opens with 
Om, and then gives the date (V.) Samrat 1215 (A. D. 1157-58) 

in the pravardhamana-vijaya rajya of Madanavarma-deva. On 
this date the image bearing the inscription was caused to be 

set up by the Sadhu Salhe, the son of P&hilla, who was tue 

son of the Sresthin Dedi , of the Grahapati family. This in- 
scription adds that the sons of Salhe Mahagana and others, 

‘always bow down to Sambhavanatha.’ It ends with the name 

of the ripakara Ramadeva.’ 

(9) Varidurga grant.—The Semra plates of Paramardi 

refer to a grant of his grandfather (pitamaha) which was issued 
when the latter was resident at Varidurga (mod. Barigar, N. 
25°14’, E. 80°6’), in the year (V.) S. 1219 (A. D. 1162). Among 

the villages granted is Madanapura, which has been identified 
with the modern village of the same name in the Jhansi district. 

Another village, Vadav&ri, is probably Berwara (N. 24°30, 
E. 78°41’) while Dudhai may be the place of the same name 
(N. 24°26’, E. 78°27’) in the South of Lalitpur.’ 

(10) Mahoba Jaina image-inscription—his records the 

dedication of the image in the (V.) S. 1220 (A. D. 1163) in 
the reign of Madanavarmadeva.*‘ 

(11) Mau stone-tnscription.—This was discovered ‘at the 
‘foot of a rocky hill in the vicinity of the town of Mau, in the 
Jhansi district’ in the U. P. It consists of 29 lines ; but a 

‘considerable portion of it is greatly damaged. There is no date 

" 1 [bid, p. 78, plate XXU, D. 
3- First edited by Cunningham, 48R, XXI, p. 61, D. It was re-edited by Kielhorn from 

8p impression taken by Burgess in the EJ, Vol. I, p. 181. 
~ 3 BI, Vol. IV, p. 158. For other place names which have been generally identified with 
places between 78°-79° EB. and 24°-25°N., see ibid, p. 156. 

4 ASR, Vol. I, p. 448, No, 25. 
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in the preserved portion. The inscription is throughout in 

verse. Its proper object is ‘to record the erection of a temple 

of Vignu, the building of a tank near the village of Deddu and 
the execution of some other work of piety, by one of the king’s 
ministers whose name appears to have been Gad&dhara (verses 
46-48) ; by way of introduction the inscription (in verses 3-16) 

gives a list of the Candella kings from Dhanga to Madana- 
varman and (in verses 17-45) an account of the family of the 
ministers of these kings to which Gadhadhara belonged.’ ! 

(12) Coins.— Cunningham in 1862-65 noticed 4 gold 
(one large and 3 small) and two copper coins of this king.? In 

his report on his tours in 1874-77 he noticed again one gold 
dramma (61 grains), three gold quarter-drammas (15 grains), 
and a copper quarter-dramma (15 grains).* In 1894 the same 
scholar described and illustrated these three types of coins of 

Madanavarman in his Coins of Mediaeval India.‘ In 1906 V. A. 

Smith in his Catalogue of the Cotns in the Indian Museum, 

Calcutta, described one gold dramma and two gold quarter- 

drammas of the same king. * So far no silver coins had been 

noticed. In 1910 however ‘a find consisting of 48 silver 

coins was foundin a village named Panwar of the Teonthar 

Tahsil of the Rewah State.’ It consisted of 8 large (about 60 

to 62°75 grains) and 40 small (about 14°17 to 16°07 grains) 
silver coins of Madanavarman. They are “exact copies’ of the 

larger and smaller gold coins with the seated goddess on the 
reverse (or obverse, according to Cunningham).’ ° 

1 [ient. Price first published a transcript sud translation of the inscription in the 

Asiatic Researches, Vol. XII, pp, 387-74. Kielhorn properly edited it in the BZ, Vol. I, 

pp. 198-907. Did Kielhorn mean by the ‘town of Mau,’ Mau-Ranipur, the only town in the 

Mau Tehail of Jbansi ? See 1G, 1908, Vol. XVII, p. 292. 

2 ASR, Vol. II, p. 468. 
3 ASR, Vol. X, p. 28, plate X, Nos, 12/G, 18/G and 14/C. 

4 CMI, p. 79, plate VIII, Nos. 19-31. 

b CCIM, p. 958. 
& Noticed by R. D. Banerji in J488, 1914, Vol. X (N.8.), pp. 199-200, 
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2 4fhe above list certainly ‘indicates & revival of the Candela 

power. Inscriptions 1-3 and 5-7 show that he was the master 

of the four famous places, Kalinjar, Khajraho, Ajaigarh. and 

-Mahoba, which are. traditionally connected with the history of 

the Candellas. The Augasi and Mau inscriptions show his 

possession of the Banda and Jhansi districts and the neighbour- 

ing regions. As the former inscription was issued from 

Bhilsa and the Varidurga grant records gifts of places within 

50 miles of that place, it may be gathered that the Candells 

power had crossed the Betwa in the S.W. and advanced into the 

Paraméra territory in Malwa. This inference is confirmed by 

Verse 15 of the inscription No.
 11, which tells us that ‘the ruler 

of Malava, full of arrogance, was quickly exterminated’ by 

Madanavarman.’ It is difficult to identify the Malavesa referred 

to in the verse. But he must have been one of the three 

Paramara kings, Yasovarmen (A. D. 1134), Jayavarman, and 

Lakemiverman (A.D. 1143) 2 who seem to have ruled during the 

reign of Madanavarman (c. 1129-63 A.D.). The success of the 

Candellas in this direction seems to have brought them into 

contact of the Caulukyas of Anahilapitaka. The Gujarat 

_ ebronicles refer to wars between Madanavarman and Siddbar&ja 

Jayasitahsa. We know from the Deydéraya-kavya that Siddharaja 

(c. 1094-1144 A.D.) conquered Ujjain. According to the 

‘Kirtikewmudi, Siddbaraja went from Dhara to Kalafijara. “The 

account in the Kumérapilacarita suggests that Siddhardja . was 

compelled to come to terms and make peace.’ * This agrees with 

he statement of » Kalabjara stone-inecription that Madanavar- 

gran ‘in an instant defeated ‘the king 
of Gurjars, a6 Kreya in 

former times defeated Karhsa.’® The identification -of the 
2 _ s ° . _¢ PC eT mee ae 

Gurjareéa ‘of this passage with the Gurjart king 8i Je 
mr . 
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_- generally accepted... 2, In the west ‘the ‘disoovery of the Panwa! 
hoard of his coins may indioste the possession uf that portion of 
Baghelkhand which lies to the north of the Kaimur Range. 
Expansion on this side again brought him into conflict with the 
Kalacuris. This is proved by the claim made by the Mau 
stone-inscription that before his very name ‘ever quickly flees 

the Cedi king, vanquished in fierce fight.’* The defeated Cedi 
king may possibly be identified with Gaya-Karna (c. 1151 A.D.), 
the son of Yasahkarna (c. 1073-1125 A.D.). Inthe north his 

relationship with the Gahadavalas is indicated by the statement 

of the Mau inscription that through dread of him ‘ the king of 
Kasi always passes his time in friendly behaviour.’* The 
Kafgirdja referred to in this passage is certainly the powerful 
king Govindacandra (c. 1114-68 A.D.). In the south, though 
there is no reliable evidence to indicate the extent of Candella 
power, tradition seems to connect their power with territory 

as far south as the Bhanrer Range.‘ It would therefore appear 

that the territories of Madanavarman were probably included 
more or less in the triangle of which the base was formed by the 
Vindbya, Bhanrer and Kaimur ranges and the two sides by the 
rivers Betwa and Jumna and the northern boundary line of 

Baghelkhand. . Madanavarman had a long reign. The dates on 

his records show that he ruled at least for 34 years. 
A Kalinjar inscription mentions the name of Prat&pavarman 

as that of his. younger brother." According to theBaghari stone- 
inseription of Paramardi, one L&hada, born in the gotra of 
Vasigtht, was placed at the head of all his Mantris by 
Madanavarman.’ The Brahman Gadadhara, who claims to have 

1 BG, Vol. I, Pare I, p. 178. 
7 BL Vou. 1, p. 16. ¥. w. 
1 1b. 

‘ FA, 1908, p. let, | 

tare tb, 
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served as the Mantrimukhya of Prthvivarman, appears to have 

continued in office under his son. The Mau inscription of the. 

latter tells us that, ‘ having gradually reduced all princes to the 

state of dependence by applying the six expedients and so forth, 

each indue season, he made (the king’s) sovereignty over the 
earth characterised by a single umbrella.’ ? 

In the Candella grants the name of Paramardi is usually 

placed after that of Madanavarman, with the epithet 
tatpadanudhyaia. In some of the stone-inscriptions the names 
are so placed with the remark afhabhavat (then came). From this 
it has been generally supposed that Madanavarman was imme- 

diately succeeded by Paramardi. But the introductory portion of 
the Baghari stone-inscription of the latter's reign mentions the 

name of YaSovarman between Madanavarman and Paramardi. 

It is clear from this record that Yasovarman was the son of the 

former and the father of the latter. It has been assumed that 

Yasovarman predeceased his father.? But this inscription seems 
to describe him as having reigned. We are told: 

‘As the moon, the crest-jewel of Maheévara (arose) from the 

ocean, 80 was born from him Yasovarman, who was an ornament 

of great rulers (Maheévara-s:romani), causing joy to the people. 
‘*Whose fame, spreading in the three warlds with the 

loveliness of the Jasmine and the moon, made the hair (of men) 

appear white, and thus caused the unprecedented notion that 
people, before they had attained to old age, had, alas! turned 

grey." * 
It.is however significant that in the account of the ministers 

in the same inscription, the name of Yasovarman is omitted. It 
would therefore seem that Yasovarman may have had a very 
short tenure of power, after which he was succeeded by his son 
Paramardi. A hint of his untimely end is possibly contained 

in the second of the two verses quoted above. The absence 

_ 1 Fbid, p. 906, V, 42, 
$ IA, 1896, p. 206, fn. 4; ibid, 1908, p. 1%. 
3 Sl, Vol. I, p, 212, Ve. 8-9, . bee 
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of YaSovarman’s name from his son’s grants may probably 
indicate that the son’s accession to the throne was not entirely 

peaceful. Instances in history are not rare where a grandson 
has tried to supersede his father. If Khusrau failed in the 
17th century,’ Paramardi may have succeeded in the 12th. 

Yasovarman, if he reigned at all, must have been succeeded 
by his son Paramardi some time before V. S. 1223, the earliest 
recorded date of the latter. The following dates and records 
are known for the reign of Paramardi : 

(1) Semra grant.—This was discovered ‘at Semra, a 
village in the Bijawar state, Bundelkhand Agency, C.I., and 
9 miles west of Shahgarh, a police station in the Sagar district 
of the C.P.’ It consists of 124 lines, incised on three plates 
vf copper. The middle plate alone is written on both sides. 
The plates are joined by a ‘ plain ring ;’ but at the top of the 
first plate there isa representation of Laksmi with four arms, 
seated ona lotus; above her shoulders stand two elephants 
with raised trunks. The language is mainly Sanskrit prose; 
hut there are ‘a good many Prakrt or hybrid forms’ in the 
names of the donees and the villages. The inscription begins 
with Os scastt, and then traces the genealogy of the donor from 
the family of the Candrdatreya princes, radiant through the 
appearance of such heroes as Jayasakti and Vijayagakti. In 
that family was Pb.-M.-P.-Ptthvivarmadeva-pdddnudh yata- 
Pb,-M.-P.-Madanavarmadeva-pddanudhydta-Pb.-M.~P.- Parama- 
maheévara-K Maftjarddhipati-Paramardideva. Then follows a4 
verse vaguely praising the donor’s various good qualities. Next 
comes the main portion of the grant. We are told that the 
king when in the camp of Sonasara in (V.) Samrat 1223 
(A.D. 1165) confirmed a grant made by his grandfather 
(pitdmaha) in (V.) Saseoat 1219 (A.D. 1162) to 309 Bra&hmans 
ho had ‘ emigrated from various bhattagrahdras and belonged 
0 various gotras and pravaras and were students of various 

b Akber the Groat Mogul, Oxford, 1917, pp. 881 @, 
1—7 “ 
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Vedic Sakhas.’ The following villages were granted to the 

donees : 

(I) In the Visaya of Vikaura (mod. Beekore, 4-5 miles 8. W. 
of Madanapura): (a) Khbataudi-dvddagaka (mod. Khutourea, 

S.E. of Beekore) ; (b) Tanta (?) -dvddaéaka; (c) Hatdgtadaéake ; 

(d) Sesayi-grama (mod. Sajee?, S.B. of Khutourea). 

(II) In the Visaya of Dudhai (mod. place of the same name, 

N. Lat. 24°26’ and E. Long. 78°27’): (a) Pilikhini-paticela; 

(b) Itava-paficela (mod. Etawa, N. Lat. 24°12’ and E. Long. 

78°16’ ). 
(III) In the Visaya of Vadaviri (mod. Berwara, 

N. Lat. 24°30’ and E. Long. 78°41’): (a) Isarabara-paftcela; 
(b) Uladana (mod. Ooldana, 7 miles N. E. of Madanpur) ; 

(c) Kakaradaha. 

Line 123 contains the king’s signature. Then come the 

names of the writer, Dharmalekhi Prthvidbara of the Vastavya 

vamsa, and of the pitalahéra (brass-worker) Pa&lhana, who 

incised it.’ 
(2)*Mahoba image-inscriplion.—This is incised on the 

pedestal of a broken Jaina statue at Mahoba. The epigraph 
consists of ‘one long line,’ and is incomplete. It yecords 
the dedications of the image in (V.) Savavat 1224 (A.D. 1168), 
in the pravardhamana-kalydna-vijayarajya of Paramardi-deva." 

(3) Icchawar grant.—This was found near the village of 
-Jechawar, in the Paileni Tahsil of Banda district, U.P. It 

consists of 35 lines incised on one side of two plates of copper. 
It opens with the same genealogical details as in the Semra 
grant (No. 1), and records a gift by the king, from his residence 

rh, 

4 Edited by Certellieri in HI, Vol. IV, pp. 158-70. The editor in twe eqpendions bas 
given s list of the names of the donees and their gotres; seo ibid, pp, 170-94. The 
names are preceded by abbreviations of titles, such as ‘ Dei '=deleedia, "Sri", a Tie 

*@riesdin.’ Gome of the titles, such sa Phekkure, are otill found sanengst, Bebbmens 
bet Ra or Riuta= Réjapetrs an o title of the Bribmens appears to be rates: The 3h sae 

Hiius of the places given sbove have been proposed by the editor. Sine seaiaise.vew i2 
ete j Mus Poe se 

GASB, Vek, XXH, p 4, plate XXI, a. 
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at Vilisapura, on the occasion of a lunar eclipse in (V.) ; 

Samevat 1228 (1171 A.D.). The village granted was named 
Nandini (mod. Nandandeo or Nundodeo, some 10 miles §.W. 
of Iochawar ?), and was situated in the Nandavana-vigaya. The 
donee was the Brihman Sendpati Madanapaila Sarman, son 
of the Thakkura Maheévara and grandson of the Thakkura 
Bhonap&la, an immigrant from the bhattagrahdra Naugiva. 
The writer of the Sasana was the Kdayastha Prthvidhara, 
probably the same person who wrote the Semra grant. The 
engraver was also the same as in No. (1) but in this plate 
he calls himself a Silps.' 

(4) Mahoba grant.—This was discovered in the town of 
Mahoba (Hamirpur district, U.P.), in a stone chest about 30’ 
below the surface. It contains 33 lines incised on one side of 
two plates of copper. The plates were strung together by a 
ring having a seal, which is now broken. On the top of the 
first plate there is the usual figure of Gaja-Lakgmi. The intro- 
ductory portion of the grant is exactly the same as in Nos. 
(1) and (3). It records the grant of some ‘ land measuring 60 
square vddhas cultivable by five ploughs’ in the village of 
|)hanaura (mod. Dhanaura, 11 miles from Erich on the Betwa) 
in the Vigaya of Eracha (mod. Erich on the Betwa, 60 miles 
from Maboba) to the Brahman Ratna Sarman, an immigrant 
from Phaudiva(?)-bhat(agrahara, by the Candratreya king 
Paramardi, when he was resident at the village of Gahil (mod. 
Gahuli, about 10 miles north of Dhanaura). The writer and 
engraver of the plate were the same as in Nos. (1) and (8). 
PAlhana describes himself here as a Vijignin (skilful artist). The 
date of the grant is (V.) Sasevat 1280 (A. D. 1178).? 

(5) Pachar grant.—This is said to have been dug up in 
the village of Pachar, 12 miles N. E. of the city of Jhansi. The 

| V. A. Senith and Hosy first gave ao scoount of the cootents of the grant with « 
Photolithograph io the JASB, 1806, Vol. LXIV, Part I, Bp. 256-68; property edited 
by Kielborn from the phebelithograph in IA, Vol. XXV, pp. 906-08. The plstes wore 
(he property of Dy. Meey in 1006. 2 ge Ig 

* Réel ty Biralal ja MY, 1081-98, Vol: XVI. pp O16: 6 
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inscription consists of 22 lines, incised on one side of a single 

plate. There is a ring-hole at the bottom of the plate, and 

at the top a 4-handed squatting figure of Gaja-Laksmi. The 
introductory portion of the grant is nearly the same as in Nos. 

(1), (3) and (4). It records a gift of some land in the village 

of Lauvé (mod. Lewa, 3 miles west of Pachar) in the Visaya of 

Karigavaé (perhaps mod. Kargawan, 9 miles N. E. of Pachar) 

to the panTita KeSava Sarman, an immigrant from Mutausa 
bhattagrahara. The grant was made by the king when he 
was resident in Vilasapura’ (probably mod. village of 

Pachar) in (V.) Samrat 1233 (A. D. 1176). The writer of 

the inscription was Subhananda of the Vastarya-vamésa. It 

was engraved by the same asin (3). He describes himeelf as 
Vatdagdhi-Visrakarmand (a master of art and craft), asin 

No. (3).?. 

(6) Madanpur stone-inscriptions of Cahamana Prthvtraja.— 
These were discovered by Cunningham on the pillars of a mundapa 

of an old temple in the village of Madanpur, ‘situated at the 

mouth of the best and easiest pass Jeading from Sagar to 

the north.’ The village ‘is 24 miles to the S. E. of Dudahi, 

35 miles to the 8.8.H. of Lalitpur and 30 miles to the north of 

Sagar (Saugor).’ The inscription informs us that Jejaka-bgukts, 
the country belonging to Paramardi, was devastated and plun- 
dered by Prthviraja in (V.) Samvat 1239 (A. D. 1182-83).’ 

(7) Kalinjar rock-tnscription.—From rubbings of the 
inscription Kielhorn gives us only one line, containing the date, 
in his ‘List of Northern Inscriptions,’ ‘Srimat-Paramarddi- 

{deva]-vijayarajye (V.) Saravat 1240 (A. D. 1184).* 
(8) Mahoba stone-inscription.—This was found in 1843 

‘in the fort wall placed upside down as a common building 

2 ee above, inscription No. 3, p. 715. 
3 Edited by A. Venis, ibid, 1909-11, Vol. X, pp. 44-49. The piste is now in the 

Lacknow Mosenm. 

3 ASR, Vol. X, pp. 96-99, Vol. XX1, pp. 173-74; 481, WO, 1904, p. 5B. 
4 BI, Vol. V, Appendix, p. 26, No. 178. To my knowledge it hes not yet been 

edited, ; 
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‘ stone. It is broken at top and at both ends.’ The original 

inscription consisted of 16 lines ; but it is so much damaged 

that it is not till we reach the 11th that the first complete verse 
is found. The record refers to Suhila, born in the Vastavya 

family, and probably mentions the building of a temple (prasdda). 

The sculptor was Devar&ja, son of Somarija. The inscription 

is dated in (V.) S. 1240 (A. D. 1184), but in the preserved 

portion there is no mention of the king's name. It is reported 

that the epigraph contains the name ‘of Nanika the founder of 

the Candel dynasty.’ ' 

(9) Ajaigarh stone-inscription—This contains 8 lines, 

incised on the jamb of the upper gate of the fort. It records 

that in (V.) Sameat 1243 (A. D. 1187) Raut Sri-Sthada, son 

of Raut Santana of the Asatriya caste (jati) belonging 
to the village of Kotia, established a Cautra in the Jayapura- 
durga for all people. There is no king’s name in the inscription.’ 

(10) Baghari — stone-inscription.—This was ___ originally 

found in Singhanpur-Baghari, near Mahoba. The stone on 

which it is incised ‘is broken right through from top to bottom.’ 
It consists of 24 lines, and is in Sanskrit verse throughout. 

The inscription begins with Ons om namo bhagarate Vasuderdya. 

Theg follow two verses invoking Sauri (Visnu). Next comes 

the usual genealogy of the €andratreya kings beginning 

from Atri and the Moon down to Paramardi. The only interest- 

ing point is that this portion of the inscription alone mentioned 

Paramardi's father Jayavarman, and describes him as an ‘ orna- 

ment of great rulers." Then we are given the genealogy of a 

t ASR, Vol. XXE, p. 72; V. A. Smith, PASB, 1979, pp. 143-41. The inscription has 
not yet been edited. 

1 48K, Vol. XXI, p. 50, plate XU,C. There is another inscription in the same place 
dated in (V.) Somnat 1227 (A. D. 1171), which recorda the building of a beuli (well) on the 
road during « famine for (the use of) all people in the Jaryapara-darga by Rests Vera, 

0 Ktatriya (by caste). This imecription aleo doss vot mention the name of any king. 
Cunningham read the dete of thie epigrapb as 1987, oe his ASR, Vol. XXI, pp. 49-50; 

Kilborn corrected it to 1927 in BJ, Vol. V, Appendiz, p. 28, No. 187 and fo. 1. The letter 
? on the plate XII, A, however eeeme to support Cagningham's reading. 
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‘family of Brahmans of the Vasistha gotra who peer as - 

officers of the Candella kings. The real founder of the line 
was Lakemtdhara, ‘a swan sporting in the lake of all Bciences,” 

"His son was ‘the chief of the twice-born’ dvijendra Vatsa- 
rija. His son L&hada served as a mantri of king Madana. 
By his w.fe Prabb& he had a son named Sallaksana, ‘through 
whom Paramardi-deva has become a lord of the earth with three 
eyes.’ His son was Purusottama, who when still a youth was 
appointed by the same king to be chief of his ministers 

(sacivesu mukhyabhdvam). The object of the inscription 

is to record that Sallaksana built a temple of Visnu and 

another of Siva. The second was left unfinished by him and 

was completed by his son Purusottama. The inscription was 

composed by the Kavindra Devadhara, son of Kavicakravarti 

Gadadhara, the Sardhaina-vigraha-mahd-saciva of Paramardi, 

and grandson of Gaudanvayatkatilaka Laksmidhara. It is not 
impossible that this Lakgmidhara is identical with Laksmidhara 

of the ministerial family. It was written by the Bala-kavi Dhar- 

madhara, younger brother of Devadhara, and engraved by 
Mahiraja (°),‘ who rouses the admiration of all Silpis’ (artisans ?). 

The inscription is dated in the last verse in the year of Vikrama 
counted by the wings (2), the faces of the three-eyed (Paicaygna), 

(5) and the Adityas (12), t.¢.,-1252 (A.D. 1195). 

(11) Kalinjar stone-inscription—This is incised on a 
large black stone, inside the temple of Nilakantha at Kalinjar. 
It consists of 32 lines and opens with Namah Sivdya. The 
first 24 lines ‘contain only an eulogistic and glowing address to 
Siva and Parvati.’ The remaining portions are devoted to the 

4 First noticed by Cunningham, ASR, Vol. XXI, p. 92, No. 68. Is was then poblished 

ty Hultsech in ZDMG, Vol. XL, pp. 61-54. Next Kielhora edited it ia. BI, Vol. 1, 
Pp. 907-14, under the name Balstres stone inscription, Bat in fo. 3,7. 07, bo expressed 

_ Ae opinion that tis inscription wae apne helpers! oe | or 

- AMIN, Vol. XLV, Pact 1), V. A. Senith gpd Hoey confirmed thisamspisjgn: split Inbe.. .. whtethinting the stone to Beteévar in the‘ Agre dictrct fe wrong, par nk ape mie be D0 
Oe hes % one really found at Raghari. OS SiO Se RO ak 
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vague praise ‘of Paramardi. In hine 27 this prince is described 
as Dasdrnddhindtha. In line 28 he is called ‘a guide in 

the mysteries of amorous and heroic sentiments’ (Srtgara-vira- 
vratacirya). Next we are told that king Paramardi ‘ bimeelf 

composed with his innate faith this eulogy of Purari (Siva) 
It was written and inscribed by Padma, a favourite of king 

Paramardi, and his younger brother Deoka. The date of the 
inscription is Monday, the 10th Kartika Sudi of (V.) Sassvat 
1258 (t.e., Monday, 8th October, A.D. 1201).' 

(12) Coins.—Only one dramma (61°4 grains) of base gold 
has so far been discovered for his reign. It is of the usual 

Candella type, and is reported to have been discovered in Khaju- 
raho.* 

The distribution of these records shows that Paramardi’s 

dominions extended over nearly the whole of the triangle which 

roughly indicated the territories of his father. The Candella 
inscriptions mention no political incidents in his reign. Tradi- 

tion recorded in the Prthviraj-Raso of Cand Bardai*® however 
informs us that he was on hostile terms with the famous C&ha- 

mina ruler Prihviraja. The Mahoba-Khanda‘ gives a detailed 
account of these struggles between the Ca&hamanas and the 
Candellas. Though ably assisted, by two famous heroes of the 

Banaphar clan, the brothers Alba and Odal, and by Jayaccandra 

(Jaicand), the Gahadavala ruler, Paramardi (Pararmal, Parimé- 

ladeva), we are told, was severely defeated in a series of engage- 
wents by the C&hamana prince. The first battle was fought near 

1 The record was first published in JA8B, 1846, Vol. XVII, pp. 819-17, as an appen 
dix to Malesy's account of the astiquities of Kalinjer. In 1834-85, Cunningham sotioed 
itin his AGR, Vol. XXC, pp. 87-38. He corrected the reading of the date which was given 
in the above seeount 96 Semeeat 1908. Kielhora gave the accurate dete in the IA, Vol. XIX, 

P. 334, No, 188, I think Desarye of this inscription should be taken ae Weelera Dadéree, 
which is idenbified with Bastera Melws (capitel Bhilss); GD{, p. 64, 14 quae from this 
city that she Augesi great of his father was issued. His Gemra grant shows that he held 

territory clogpto Bastern Malwa. 
1 J48B, 1009, Path I, p. 90. COIM, Vel. TAp. 288. 
: Pan Mohanlal Vaca Poadioond yom Gener Des, Dears, 108 

Pp mo a wid a 
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Sisargadh on the banks of the Pahuj, a tributary of the Sind.’ 
According to Cand, Prthviraja (Prithiraj) then captured Mahoba, 
plundered Kalaiijara, and left for Delhi, after placing the former 

place in charge of Pajjunraj. 
In its present state, the work of Cand certainly contains 

much unhistorical matter. But the authenticity of his account 

of the hostility between Prthviraja and Paramardi is borne out by 

the two Madanpur inscriptions referred to above (No. 6), which 

distinctly refer to the devastation of the territories of the latter 

by the former in about 1162-83 A.D. It is also not unlikely that 
Jayecandra may have really assisted the Candellas in their 

struggles, for the Mau inscription indicates friendly relations 
between Paramardi’s grandfather and the Gihadavilas. There 
is at present no definite means to find out how long the Ciha- 

manas retained their hold on the western portion of the Candella 
territory ; but if the title Daéarnadhipati given to Paramardi in 

one of his Kalinjar inscriptions is not a mere boast, he may 

have recovered a substantial portion of his territories some time 

before A.D. 1201. But before he could consolidate his position, 

his territories were again invaded by a more formidable foe. 
The Taj ul-Ma’athir of Hasan Nizami (1205-17 A.D.) gives the 

following account of the conflict of Qutb ud-Din Aibak with ‘ the 
accursed Parmar the Rai of Kalinjar.’ 

‘In the year 599 H. (1202 A.D.), Kutub ud-Din proceeded 
* to the investment of Kalinjar, on which expedition he was ac- 

companied by Sahib-Kirén, Shamsu-d-din Altamash.........‘The 
accursed Parmar,’ the Rai of Kalinjar, fled into the fort after a 
desperate resistance in the field, and afterwards surrendered him- 
self, and ‘placed the collar of subjection,’ round his neck, and, 

on his promise of allegiance, was admitted to the same favours 
as his ancestors had experienced from Mahmiid Subuktigin, and 
engaged to make a payment of tribute and elephants, but he died 
a natural death before he could execute any of his engagements. 

1 ASR, Vol. II, p. 465; 1A, 1908, p. 145, fn. 49, 
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ments. His Diwan, or Mahtea, by name Aj Deo, was not dis- 

posed to surrender so easily as his master, and gave his enemies 
much trouble, until] be was compelled to capitulate in conse- 

quence of a severe drought having dried up all the reservoirs 

of water in the forts. ‘On Monday, the 20th of Rajab, the 

garrison, in an extreme state of weakness and distraction came 

out of the fort and by compulsion left their native place empty, ’ 
‘and the fort of Kalinjar which was celebrated throughout 

the world for being so strong as the wall of Alexander,’ was 

taken. ‘ The temples were converted into mosques, and abodes of 
goodness, and the ejaculation of the bead-counters and the voices 

of the summoners to prayer ascended to the highest heaven, 
and the very name of idolatry was annihilated.’ ‘Fifty thousand 

men came under the collar of slavery and the plain became as 

pitch with Hindus.’ Elephants and cattle, and countless arms 
also, became the spoil of the victors. ‘The reins of victory 

were then directed towards Mahoba, and the government of 

Kalinjar was conferred on Hazabbaru-d-din Hasan Arnal.’* 
The account of Firishta® agrees in essentials with that of 

Hasan Nigami, and only differs in the manner of the Hindu 

prince’s death. According to Firishta, when the Raja, being 

lard pressed, offered to submit to the Delhi Sultan, bis minister 

‘who resolved to hold out without coming to terms, caused his 

master to be assassinated, while the presents were preparing. ' 

ut as the contemporary Taj ul-Ma'athir distinctly says that 

}arm&r (Paramardi) died a natural death, we are perhaps 

justified in rejecting the testimony of Firishta as a later fabrica- 

tion.’ According to both Hasan Nigami and Firishta, after the 

1 Biliot, Vol. 17, pp. 281-88. In the MS. of the work in the London School of Oriental 
} tudies (W. 18067) tha name of the king is not mentioned. It says “but dering the 

hegctiations by the beavenly decrees and the conjunction of the stars, the soul bird of 
thet necurued Sell into the anare of death.” The Divan's office is spelt_as ut” (in Elliot 

ys) and his name es pal in Eitiot je) Me 

"| Briggs! Treae., Vol. I, p. 197. 
> According to the Prthetraj-Réso ‘ Parma! after his defeat by R&jA Prthirdj, retired 

* o Gays, and died there; * eve JA9B, 1881, Part I, p. 90. 

u—68 
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fall of Kalinjar Qutb ud-Din marched to Mahoba and ‘ sub- 
dued’ it. From the fact that the latter authority describes 

Maboba as ‘ the capital of the principality of Kalpi ( ¥& ), 

it may probably be concluded that that city and the surrounding 
regions were no longer a part of the Candella dominions. 

According to the Prthriraj-Raso, Samarjit, a son of Parmal, 

with the help of Narsitnha, an officer of Raja Jaicand of Kanauy} 

captured Mahoba from Pajjun Ray, the Thanipati of Prthviraja, 
and ruled over the whole territory between Kalinjar and Gaya. 

He was ultimately killed by Binae ud-Din, a Musalman.’ It 

has been suggested that the name Binae ud-Din may bea 

mistake for Baha-ud-Din (Tughril) who was placed in charge 

of Bayana in 1196 A.D. by Muhammad Ghiri.? According 

to Raverty, this officer became for some time the head of an 
independent state in Central India after the death of Qutb 

ud-Din in 1220 A.D.’ It is very doubtful whether there is any 

basis of fact in these exploits of Samarjit. The genealogical 
lists in the Candella inscriptions do not contain the name of 

this son of Paramardi. On the contrary, they seem to mention 
Trailokyavarman as his immediate successor. The recently 

discovered Garra grant describes Trailokyavarman as meditat- 

ing on the feet of Paramardi; and as its date (V. S. 1261 =A.D. 

1205) is only removed from the death of Paramardi (599 A.H. 

=A.D. 1202) by a short period of 3 years, it is likely that he 

directly succeeded his father. The distribution of the find- 
spots of his inscriptions also appears to support this conclusion. 

* The following dates and records are referred to his reign: 
(1) Garra grant (a).—This was ‘found in a tank near the 

village of Garra, to the south-east of Chattarpur, capital of the 

Indian state of the same name in Bundelkhund.* It consists of 16 
lines, incised on ong side of a single plate. There is a small 

1 J48B, 1881, Part 1, pp. 29-81. Binse ud-Din is probably toll lip (Bina’ ud-Din). 

3 TF, Briggs’ Trane., Vol. I, p. 196; JA, 1908, p. 146, fa. 80, 
3 NA, p. 872, 
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ring-hole at the top of the plate and below this is engraved ‘¢ 

seated figure of the goddess Laksmi with four arms, the upper 
two holding lotuses.’ The inscription begins with Om svasti, 
and then follows the genealogy of the donor from the lineage 

. of the Candrdtreya sovereigns, ‘resplendent with the birth of 
Jayasakti and Vijayasakti.’ In that family was Pb.-M.-P.- 
Madanavarmadeva-padanudhyata-Pl.-M.-P.-Paramardideva- 
padanudhyata-Pb.- M.- P.-Paramamdahesvara Kéalanjaradhipati- 
Trailokyavarmadeva. In lines 7-11 the grant records 
the gift by way of maintenance for death (mrtyuka- 
vrttau...) of Kadoha-grima (mod. Kadoa in N. Lat. 
2448 and E. Long. 7952’ just south of Garra, in 
Chhatarpur State), in the Visaya of Paniuli (possibly mod. Panna, 

in N. Lat. 2443 and E. Long. 80°16’, capital of the Indian 

State of the same name) in (V.) Samrat 1261 (A. D. 1205) to 
Raiila S&manta (or Sdvanta) of the Bhiiradvaja gotra, son of Raita 
Pape, who was killed at Kakadadaha,’ in a battle with the 
Turugkas (Turks). The grant was made by the king when he 
was encamped at the village of Vadavada (mod. Bedwara in 

N. Lat. 24 30° and ik. Long. 78 41° in Lalitpur subdivision of 
Jhansi district).? 

(2) Garra grant (b).—This inscription was found with (1). 

It contains 17 lines and is ‘almost identical’ with the above. 

It grants to the same donee the village of Lohasihani (may be 
mod. Lohani in the Rijawar State, in N. Lat. 24°23" and E. 
Long. 79°12"), in the Visaya of Vikrauni(?). The donor, year ' 

of the grant and the object of the gift are the same.° 

1 Mod. Kakadwa in N. Lat. 2448’ and E. Long. 73°42’, « little to the 8. B. of 
Bedwara, 

1 Edited by K.N. Dikelut io BI, 1921-92, Vol. XVI, pp. 279-77. The grant is now 

in Lucknow Museum. Is the donee of the grant the eame Sivanta who acquired the 
Kewah grant (a) ? See infra, p.723, inectiption No. (4). Kakagidahe of our plate 

‘a0 Reems to be the same an Kokaradata of the Semra grant of Paramardi. Dr. Barnett 

suggesta that Mrtyuka ertt: iss grant to maintain the beirs of one who bas seorifced his 

‘fe, whieh in Kanarese is styled nettar-gogage, ‘ blood-gift.’ 

? Ibid, ow in the Lucknow Museum. 
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(3) Ajaigath stone-inscription.—This was found near the 
tank of Patal-sar at Ajaigarh. It consists of 6 lines, and gives 

the date (V.) Samvat 1269 (A.D. 1212), in the reign of Raja-Sri 
Trailokyavarma-deva.' 

(4) Rewa grant (a),—This was found in 1884-85 in the 

possession of the Rewa Durbar. It contains 55 lines, ‘on two 

plates of which the first is inscribed on one side only.’ There 
is no ring-hole or emblem engraved on the plates. The inscrip- 

tion begins with Om siddhth, followed by 3 verses in honour of 
Brahman, Purusottama (Visnu) and Tryambaka (Siva) of which 

the last is taken from the introduction to Bana’s Kadambart. 

In lines 4-7 we have: Pb.-M.-P.-Paramamahesvara-Vamadeva 

padanudhyGta-Pb.-M.-P.-Paramamahesvara-Trkalingadhipati-nija- 
bhujo- parjita- Asvapati-gajapati - narapati- rajatrayadhipatt Trai- 

lokyavarmadeva-kalydna-vijaya-rajye. In lines 7-28 we are given 

the following genealogy of the Mahdranaka Kumiarapala of the 

town of Kakaredika ? of the Kaurava-rawsa. 

In the abovementioned town and family : 

(i) Paramamdheévara-Maharanaka-Dahilla. 

(ti) Réjyapdla Durjaya 

(tit) Mahdrdnaka Shojavarman ° 

(iv) Sivapaddnurakta ‘fe Jayavarman 

(v) ¥ Vataaraja 

(vt) ,, Salasanavarman (i.e. Sallaksana) 

(vii) ‘i Haririja 

(viii) ” Kumirapils, 

In lines 28-36 Kumarapila who ‘it may be assumed, owed alle- 
giance to Trailokyavarman,’ grants the village of Rehiin the 

1 Noticed by Cunningham in his ASR, Vol. XX1, p. 60, and plate XIL,D. It het 
not yet been edited. . 

$ Mod. Eskreri in N. Lat. 94°56’ and E. Long. 61°17 at the head of the Momeni 
Ghat leading weetwards towards Bande, Kaliojar and Mahobs. | 

8 Dr, Barnett suggests Bhojevarman. 
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Vadhar&-Pattala to Raita Sange and 5 other Raitas (names 

given). The date of the grant is (V.) Samvat 1297 (A.D.1240). 
The ¢amraka was drawn up by the AK@yastha Muktasithha, ‘by 

whom the reign of the child-prince was made a prosperous one 
and his fame spotless.’ It was written by Maladhara, engraved 

by the Silpis Jayasimha and Pratapasitmha, and acquired 
(updrjitimn) by Ratita Savanta.’ 

(5) Rewa grant (b).—This was found with the inscription 

No. (4) in the possession of the Rewa Durbar. The number and 
arrangement of the plates are the same. It contains 48 lines, 

and begins with the same verses in honour of the same gods. 

In lines 4-5 it refers itself to the victorious reign of Parama- 

bhattéraketyadi-rajavali-tray-opeta-mahdaraja Sri- Trelakyamalla 

(Trailokyamalla). In lines 5-18 the inscription gives the same 

genealogical list of the Maharagakas of Kakaredika from Dha- 

hilla to Vatsaraja. Lines 18-29 furnish the following addi- 

tional details : 

(v) Mahdranaka.Vatsaraja 

(vt) Mahdrdnoka-Kirtivarmao (vitt) Mahdranaka-Salaganavarman. 

PA AP PSS TPS =e ED A earlier een in Lampe AH RA 

= | 
(rit?) Mahdrdnaka-Vabadavarman (iz) Mahdérdneka-Hariraja. 

In lines 29-36 No. (ir) records the grant of the village of 

Agaseyi, in the Vadhar&-pattala to the Raita Sange and four 

other Raétas (names given) in (V.) Sasarat 1296 (A.D,1241). 

In lines 45-48 we are told that the ta@mraka was written by the 

' Thia grant, together with 8 other Rewah copperpletes were noticed by Cunningham 

in bis ASR, Vol. XXI, pp. 142-48. They are denoted by him by the letters A, B, C and D. 

This grant is marked by the letter ©. Kielhorn next edited it in the IA, Vol. XVII, pp. 

2H snd 280-84. Following Cunningham, Kielborn rightly identified the Trailokyaverman 

of the grant with the Candella prince of thet came. Ae the name Vimadeva firet ccoure in 
th tu Kalecarl grants (A and B) dated in A.D. 1176 and 1195, and hae been simply trans. 

fertei to the Candella plate, togetber with the titles of the Cedi princes, we shall discuss the 
question of ite appearnece in our chapter on the Haihayas (Kalacuria), eee infra. 
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' Karanika Thakkura Udayasithha, born in the family of Mahd- 

thakkura Dharesgvara and engraved by the son of Kiker and 

the grandson of Datge the worker in iron (ayaskara).’ 

These inscriptions show that ‘the history of the Candel 

dynasty as one of the powers of Northern India’ did not 

end with the death of Paramardi.?, The Garra grants show 

that his son Trailokyavarman was in possession of villages 

and townships which were scattered all over the region now 

occupied by the States of Chhatarpur, Bijawar, and Panna 

in C. I., and the Lalitpur sub-division of Jhansi district, U.P. 

It is not unlikely that in the battle with the Turugkas at 

Kakadadaha, in which the father of the donee of the Garra 

grants lost his life, Trailokyavarman proved victorious and re- 
covered his ‘ancestral stronghold of Kalafijara.’ That his 

assumption of the title of Kalatjaradhipati was not an idle boast 

like that of the Kalacuris of Kalvani,® is perhaps indicated by 

the Tabaqat-i-Nasiri. Weare told by this authority that Malik 

Nusrat ud-Din Ta&i-shi was entrusted with the charge of 

‘Bhianah and Sultén-Kot...together with the superintendency 
(_<ae+) of Gwaliyar’ by ‘Sultan I-yal-timish.’ “In the year 631 

H. (A.D. 1233) he accordingly led an army from Gwiliyir to- 
“Wards the K&linjar country, and the Rae of Kalinjar fled discom- 

fited before him. He plundered the townships of that territory, 

and in a very short period, obtained vast booty in such wise that 

in the space of fifty days, the Sultan’s fifth share was set down 

1 his inscription was noticed by Conningbam in his ASR, Vol. XX1, p 148, C. Kiel- 

horn next edited it in the JA,Vol. XVII, pp. 224 and 234-36. As the date of this grant is 

only one year later than inscription No. (4), he, following Cannoingham, rightly identified 

Trailokysmaila of these plates with the Trailokyavarman of No. (4). The names of 
the donees with one exception are the same in both the grants. The name of the pattala 

in which the villages granted in the two grants were situated, is also the same. 

2 JA, 1908, p. 146. In the CH/, Vol. ITI, p. 614, Sir W. Haig following V. A. Smith, 

esys; ‘After the death of Paramardi, the Candels, as an important dyoasty disappeared, 

and the tribes dispersed, atc......’ 

3 BG, Vol. 1, Part Il, p. 469. 
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at twenty-five lakhs."’ There is possibly some exaggeration in 

this account of Tal-shi’s success against the ‘Rae of Kalinjar,’ 

but the fact remains that that fort and the surrounding country 

had again passed under the control of the Hindu chiefs. As 

the dates on the inscriptions of Trailokyavarman range from 
1205 to 1241 A.D., it is almost certain that the ‘ Rae of Kalin- 

jar’ defeated by Tal-shi was this Candella prince. At present 

there is no means of knowing the exact date when the fort was 

lost by the Sultans of Delhi. It must have passed into Hindu 

possession some time between 1203 and 1233. It is possible that 

Trailokyavarman may have recovered Kalafijara soon after 

the battle of Kakaddédaha, which was fought some time 

before 1205 A. D. 

In connection with his success in stemming the tide of 

Musalman invasions in Jejikn-bhukti, it is interesting to notice 

that the Ajaigarh stone-inscription of Viravarman (V. S. 1317- 
A. D. 1261) compares Trailokyavarman with Visnu, ‘in lifting 

up the earth immersed in the ocean formed by the streams of 

the Turuskas.’? Both the Musalman and Hindu records are 

silent about the details of this struggle. Butthe fact that the 

above-mentioned inscription calls Trailokyavarman ‘a very crea 
in providing strong places’ (durggapraridhana-vedhah) 

possibly contain a hint of the system of warfare followed by the 

Candella prince.’ 
The Rewa grants (Nos. 4 and 5) show that the Candella 

power in the west not only held its own in Baghelkhand, but had 

extended itself at the expense of the Kalacuris. I have already 

suggested that the discovery of the Panwar hoard of coins of 

Madanavarman probably indicates an‘extension of Candella power 

os 

1 Trans. by Raverty, Vol. I, pp. 782-33. The facts contained in thie passage were 
known to Cunningham. (ASR, Vol. XX1, p. 87); but he did not indicate his source of informa- 

hon. On the Turkish title Tdai-shi, which is sometimes written TéYase'l, ese ibid, 

Raverty’s note in his ‘Additional Notes and Emendations,’ P. LIV, on p. 688. 

3 Bi, Vol. I, p. 829, V. 7. 

1 [bdid, 
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into that portion of Baghelkhand which lies to the north of the- 
Kairhur Range. But the two Rewa grants of the time of Kalacuri 
Jayasitiha and Vijayadeva dated in (Cedi) Samvat 926 (A.D.1175) 
and (V.) Sarsvat 1253 (A. D. 1195) * show that some portion of 
this region had again passed under the control of the Kalacuris. 
The Maharaénakas Kirtivarman and his brother Salasanavarman 
of Kakkaredika appear in the two above grants as feudatories of 
the Kalacuri princes Jayasithha (c. 1175-77 A.D.) and his 
son Vijayasithha (c. 1180-95 A. D.). It is not unlikely there- 
fore that during the disastrous reign of Paramardi (c. 1167-1202 
A.D.) the Kalacuris wrested the control of the Trans-Kaimur 
region from the Candellas. If this was so the Rewa grants of 
the time of Trailokyavarman show that he succeeded in regain- 
ing this region some time before 1239.7 There is therefore 
ample evidence to indicate that Trailokyavarman was not a mere 
petty local chieftain of Ajaigarh. His rule appears to have 
extended from the river Betwa, on the west of Lalitpur, to the 
upper courses of the Son in the east. It is difficult to know how 
far his authority extended in the north. But the discovery of 
his copper dramma in the Banda district may possibly supply 
some indication on the point. Gold drammas of Trailokya- 
varman are also known, but their find-spots are unfortunately 
not recorded.’ In the south his territory may have extended 
up to 24° Latitude. The Garra plates record grants of land 
some of which are situated not very far from that region. 

1 JA, Vol. XVII, pp. 224-80. 
? A puzzling fact about the two Rews grants of Trailokyavarman is that while the in- 

scription of KomSrapila is deted in 1240, that of his father Harirdis is dated in 1941 A. D. 
The grant of the son however shows that his father was already a Mahdrayeke before 1940. 
The difficulty is probably to be solved by the assumption that Kumérspils when still a child 
wes msde king through the machinations of the Kéyostha Muktasithbs, who poses as 6 
king-maker in the grant of KumSrapils. Haririje bed to sbdicste but before loug be 
mucceeded in recovering bis throne from his child-son. The abdication of the Kashmirian 
king Anante in 1083 A. D., throagh the infinence of bie wifs Biryamat!, in feyour of her 
son Ksiele and the resumption of the regal functions by Anante shortly after Xalade’s 
coronstion may serve s6 s parallel imoident in the history of this period. See DHNI, Vol. I, 
Dynastic History of Kesher, pp. 442 ff. 

5 TA, 1908, p. 148; COIM, p. 253. 
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Trailokyavarman ruled for at least 36 years (c. 1205-41 
A. D.). But as his earliest date is separated only by 3 years 
from the death of his father, and as the distribution of bis’ 

‘ records shows that he ruled practically over the whole of the 

.Candella territories, it is very likely that his reign began from 
the death of his father in 1202 A. D. In that case Cand’s 

Samarjit must be regarded as a figment of imagination. 

The Ajaigarh rock-inscription of the time of Bhojavarman 

mention the names of some of the officers of Trailokyavarman.' 

One of these was Vase or Vaseka, of the Vastarya Kayastha 

family, who was appointed Visisa? of Jayadurga, and 

endowed with the village of Varbhari by Tratlokyavarman. 

In V. 19 of this record we are told that ‘the wise Vaseka, 

being to the armies of the opposing cliefs what a 

forest-fire is to the brushwood, sent the irresistible Bhojuka, 
who, seized with frenzy of war, was rending the kingdom in 

two, in battle to the abode of death, and thus made Trailokya- 

varman again the ornament of princely families.’ V. 22 of the 
same record tells us that Ananda, Vaseka’s younger brother, wa3 

appointed governor of the fort (of Jayadurga) and ‘reduced to 

cubmission the wild tribes of the Bhillas, Sabaras and Pulindas.’ 
Probably Trailokyavarman owed to these two officers much of 

lig success against internal and external foes. 

Trailokyavarman was succeeded by his son Viravarman’ 

some time after V. S. 129s (A. D. 1241), and before V. 8S. 1317 

(A.D, 1261), the first recorded date of his son. There is some 

evidence to show that be may have continued to rule even up to 

1347 A.D. The Tabagat-t-Nasiri refers to a Rana ( ey &) } who 

was called Dalaki wa Malakt ( « y |S), who ruled in thé 

mountainous tract not far from Kara (Allahabad district, U. P.). 

‘He had many dependants, countless fighting men, great domi- 

nions and wealth, fortified places, and hills and defiles extremely 
difficult of access. We are told thatin 645 A. H. (1247 A.D.), 

' BI, Vol, I, p. 887. 2 Vis dig= bo distinguish. » Ibid, p, 827, V. 8. 

I1-—9 
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in the reign of Sultén Nasir ud-Din, Ulugh Khan ravaged all 
these territories and obtained great booty.’ According to 
Firishta, this prince resided at Kalinjar. He had seized all the 

country to the south of the Jumna and had destroyed the king's 
garrisons from Malwa to Kara.’* It was observed by Briggs 
that there must be some mistake in the name Dalaki wa Malaki. 

Cunningham suggested that this name has ‘been made out of 
the one long name, Tilaki Wama Deo ( wt), ) which in 
Persian characters might easily be mis-read as Tilaki Wa 
Milaki ( +5 _S ), and which may be further corrupted into 

Dalaki Wa Malaki.’* The strangeness of the name Dalaki wa 
Malaki and the fact that he lived in Kalafijara seem to indicate that 

Cunningham may be right in identifying him with the Candella 
Trailokyavarman. If his guess is accepted, the reign of Viravar- 

man could not have begun before 1247 A.D. The following dates 
and records are so far known for the reign of Viravarman : 

(1) Ajaigarh rock-inscription.—In 1883-85 Cunningham 
found this inscription ‘engraved on a rock, with a crack dividing 
it into two portions’ at Ajaigarh It contains 15 lines, and 

opens with Om om siddhi. Next follows a verse invoking 
Ganga. Then comes a list of the later Candellas from Klrtivar- 

man down to Vira(varman). Next follows the genealogy of 
Kalyanadevi, who became the chief queen of king Vira. 

In the Dadhici-vaméa 

Cadala...‘an object of reverence for 
the Kgstriycs.’ 

Ksitipdla Govindaréja = Sripala....who was bravery as it were 
| incarnate.’ 

Vesaladevi (?)= Maheévara...‘revered even by the crowned 
heads...valiant like a bull.’ 

Kalyanadevi = King Vira. 

1 Trans. by Raverty, Vol. I, pp. 680-88, and fn. 9 on p. 600 sod no. 6 on p. 662 
Blot, Vol. IT, p. 848. | 

4 Trans. by Briggs, Vel. 1, p. '87. Raverty has pointed out that Brigga’ Translation 
is defective here. Firishta ‘‘dees not mention anything whatever of two riijehe, a6 readered 
by Briggs, ‘‘the Rajebe Dolky and Malky “’; but on the other hand ‘a rijah’ ; age ale Miléat 
Vol. 11, p. 848, fo, 1, § A&R, Vol. I, p. 487, pees 
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The object of the inscription is to record (Vs. 18-20) that « 
this Kalyagadevi built a well with perenn®&l water (nirjara-kiipa) 
at ‘this spot’ which is ‘guarded by the arms of strong men (?), a 
hall for the supply of its water (?) and a tank at Nandipura- 

The praéasti was composed by Ratnap&la, son of Kavi Haripals, 
and engraved by Rama in the Vikrama vatsara ‘measured by the 

seas (7), the moon (1),’ the fires (3) and the moon (1), i.e. V.S. 

1317. In the last line we are told that the inscription was 
made in (V.) S. 1317 (A.D. 1261), during the office of (vyapare) 

Jetana in the reign of Viravarman.' 

(2) Jhansi stone-inscription.—Kielhorn noticed this inscrip- 
tion from a rubbing supplied by Burgess. It is dated, in line 19, 

(V.) Samvat 1318 (A.D. 1262), and belongs to the reign of 
Candella Viravarman (?).? 

(8) Ajaigarh stone-inscription.—This consists of only 3 

lines, incised on the wall of a temple at Ajaigarh. It records 
the ‘adoration to Iévara of one Abhayadeva, the son of 

Aévavaidya Thah Bhojika in the reign of Viravarman, in (V.) 
Samvat 1325 (A.D. 1268).” 

(4) Ajaigarh rock-inscription.—This consists of 21 lines 

incised on a ‘rock near the figure of a Ganes.’ According to 
Cunningham ‘this inscription gives the genealogy of the Can- 

della Rajas from Kirtti Varmma down to Vira Varmma.’ It is 
dated both in words [sea (7), fire (3), Veda (3) and moon (1)] 

and in figures in 1337 (V.) Sarsvat (A. D. 1281): ‘The 

‘ The inscription was first noticed by Canoingham, ASR, Vol. XX, p. 61, plete XTIL 

The ‘substance of the inscription as read by a Simla Pandit’ gives the date wrongly a 

S. 1312. The record wes properly edited by Kielhorn io B/, Vol. 1, pp. 825-80. This 

ichulas took N&nd!pura of this inscription to be another name of Jayadurgs or Ajaigarh. 

Cupnoghem suggested that the Xeitipale Govindardje, the maternal grandfather of Kalygs- 

dev: ‘may perhaps have been the Baja of Nalapurs, or Narwar, the predecessor of the 

lumous Chahagadeva, the gallant opponent of the Mshomedans.' 

1 Bl, Vol. V, Appendia, p. 83, No. 237. Th sami alas edited. 13 is now in the 

Lucknow Muageom. 

1 ABR, Vol. XXI, p. 61, plate XIV. F. Kielborn hes suggested the identification of 

os Bhojdke with the Bhojfika who wae killed by VSéeka in tbe reign of Trallokyavarman, 

vee £1, Vol. 1, p. 888; also DHNI, supra, p. 729. 
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‘ inscription as explained by a Simla Pandit, records the setting 

up of a statue of Vinayaka (Ganesa) by Ganapati, the minister 

of Vira Varmma.’? 

(5) Dahi grant.—This copper-plate was discovered in Dahi 

‘42 miles to the east of Bijawar in Bundelkhand.’ The grant in 

its formal portion opens with the usual praise of the family of 

‘the Candratreya princes rendered illustrious by Jayasakti, 

Vijayasakti and others.’ Then it traces the genealogy of the 

donor from Madanavarman downwards. It next records the 

gift of the village of Dahi to Mallaya, ‘an illustrious chief of dis- 

tinguished bravery in (V.) Samrat 1237 (A.D. 1281).’ The 

donee is said to have conquered the lord of Narwar (Nalapura- 

pati), Gopala the ruler of Mathura (Madhuvanakadhipa ?) and 

Hariraja of Gwalior (Gopagiri).” 

(6) Gurha Sati stone-inscription.—This is dated in line 1 

in (V.) Samvat 1342 (A.D. 1256) in the reign of Viravarma-deva.’ 

(7) Kalinjar stone-inscription,—This fragmentary — epi- 

graph seems to give the Candella genealogy from Vijayapala to 
Viravarman. In V. 25 it seems to record the construction of 

various temples, gardens, and ponds by the latter.* 

1 Jbid, p. 52, plate XIV, G. The snscription has not yet been edited properly. In in. 

cluding this record in the list of nortbern inscriptions, Kielhorn has placed a ? after the 

pame of Viravarman : see EJ, Vol V, Appendix, p. 34, Ne. 2h. 

2 ASR, Vol. XXI, pp. 74-76. It has never been properly edited. It was obtained by 

Col. Ellis in 1648 from Dahi, but now its whereabouts are unknown. : 

3 Noticed by Kielborn, :bid, p. 35, No. 242. Gurha ie probably the capital of the petty 

State of that name in the C. I. Agency under the Resident at Gwalior. 

4 This inscription was first published in 1845, in JASB, Vol. XVII, Part I, pp 817-20, 

as an appendix to Maisey's account of the antiquities of Kalinjar. It wae then noticed 

by Canniogham in lis ASR, Vol. XXI. p. 39. It bas not yet been properly edited. Kiel- 

horn noticed another Kalinjar inscription from robbings supplied by Burgess io El, 

Vol. V, Appendiz, p. 35, No. 241. In line 3 it gives the dete (V.) Sam, 1340 (A.D. 1288) 3 

but unfortunately it does not mention the name of thekiag. Cunningham notioed another 

stone-inecription at Ajaigarb, which is dated in 1872 V.8. (1815 A.D.) in the reign of 
Virsvarman. As the earliest inscription of the successor of Viravarman is dated in V.9. 
1345, he assumed the existence of a second king of that name. Bat it is more likely that 

there is some misteke in the resding of the date or the name of the king; see ASR, 

Vol. XX1, p. 54. * 
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The distribution of these records show that Viravarman was 
still the ruler of a considerable portion of his ancestral territories. 
The known dates of his records extend over a period of at Jeast 

25 years (A.D. 1261-1286), and as the Muhammadan chronicles 
at this time claim no decisive victories over the chiefs of Bundel- 

khand, it is likely that he was left in comparatively undisturbed 

possession of his territories. The Gurha inscription shows his 
hold over the land between the Sindh and the Betwa, and it is 

not impossible that he may have even come into conflict with the 

petty Hindu rulers of Narwar, Gwalior, and Muttra (?). A gold 
dramma of this king, which is unique, was discovered in 

Khajraho.’ 

Viravarman was probably succeeded by Bhojavarman some 

tine before V. S. 1365 (A D. 1288'. The following records and 

coins are referred to his reign : 

(1) Ajaigarh rock inscription.—This consists of 16 

lines, incised on a rock near the ‘Tarhaoni’ or ‘ Tirhawan’ 

cate of the fort of Ajaigarh. The record opens with Om namah 

Keddraya; then follows a verse in adoration of Siva. It then 

praised the Vastarya Kavyasthas of the town of Takkarika. 

Various persons of this family served under the Candella kings. 

One of these, Vase, was appointed Visisa of Jayapura by 

king Trailokvaevarman.* His younger brother Ananda had 

a son named Rucira. Rucira had 3 sons, viz., Gopati, 

Mahipala, and Subhata of whom the last was a Sacira and the 

superintendent of treasury (Aosdadhtkdradhipatt) of king 

Bhojavarman. The immediate object of the inscription is to 

record the construction of a temple (deralaya) by Subhata. 
‘The inscription closes rather abruptly and it neither contains 

the names of the composer, writer, and engraver, nor is it 
dated,’ * 

(2) Ajaigarh stone-inscription.—This opens with verses 

' Described by Hoernle in JASB, 1889, Vol, LVI, Part !, p34. See aleo CCIM, 
Vol, 1, p. 264. 

* Gee DHNI, oupra, p. 729. 

1 Edited by Kielborn in £1, Vol. 1, pp. 390-88. 
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invoking Visnu under various names, such as Mur&ri, Hari, 

Madhava, Rama, etc. In V. 24 one Nana is said to have 

served as Sactva of the Candraitreya kings. In V. 25 he is 

mentioned as serving king Bhojavarman. The inscription was 
composed by Amara, and appears to record that this Nana, 

“caused an image of Hari to be placed at the celebrated fort of 
Jayadurga (Ajaigarh).’ The date (V.) S. 13845 (A.D. 1288) is 
given in V. 37.7 

Tt seems reasonable to conclude from these two inscrip- 

tions that Bhojavarman succeeded Viravarman at least in the 

territory around the fort of Ajaigarh. There is however some 

reason to believe that the Candellas continued in possession 

of Kalinjar till the 16th century. Recently Rai Babadut 
Hiralal drew attention to a Sati record in the village of Bamhni 
of the Damoh district, C.P. It runs as follows: Paramabhe- 

larakenddhirajavalitrayopeta KGlinjarddhipati Srimad-Ham- 

miravarma-devah vijayarajye Samvat 1365 samaye Mahéraja- 

putra Sri-Vaghadeva bhujyamdane......... 7 This record shows 
that about A.D. 1308, portions of Damoh and Jubbulpore 
districts were governed by a Maharajaputra, Vaghadeva, under 
the sovereignty of Hammiradeva. Two other Sati records of 
the time of Vaghadeva are known, dated in (V.)S. 1361 and 

1362. In the former, which was discovered in Patan, in 

Jubbulpore district, he is described as a Pratihara chief. It 

. 48 quite likely that this Hammtradeva was a Candella and a 
successor of Bhojavarman. If this is accepted, the Candellas 
in the beginning of the 14th century were still the rulers of 
a considerable portion of their former dominions. But the 
discovery of a Sati-record at Salaiya, 3 miles from Bamhni, 
dated in (V.) Sarmecat 1366 (A.D. 1309) in the reign of 

1 Bdited by Prinsep io JASB, 1687, Vol. VI, Part I, pp. 861-87, piste XUVITI. 
‘The record is now in the Indian Museum, Caloutts, aod ought to be properly edited. 

% BI, Vol. XVI, p. 10, fn. 4. The writer of the inscription Pale[gite} Jaiphls 
apparently was no great Senskrit scholar. | 

§ Jbid, p. 11 and fne. 1 and 2, 
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Alayadina Suténé (Sultan ‘Al& ud-Din}' shows that Vagha- 
deva’s reign probably terminated between 1308 and 1809 

A.D. The armies of ‘Alé ud-Din were at this time marching 
to. the Deccan, and he may have established a base in Bundel- 
khand, reducing the power of the Candellas to some of their 

inaccessible forts. hough the Muslims attacked the fort of 
Kalinjar several times during the period c. 1240-1540 A.D.,? 

there is no decisive evidence to show that the Candellas were 

permanently driven out of Kalinjar; and there may be some 

truth in the suggestion that Kirat Singh, the Raja of Kalinjar 

who opposed Sher Shah in 1544 in A.D., was a Candella.* 

The Candella princess Durgavati, who married Raja Dalpat 

Sa of Garha-Mandla about the year 1545 A.D. and was killed 

in 1564 gallantly fighting against Akbar, may have been a 
daughter of this Kirat Rai of Kalinjar.‘ 

! BI, Vol. XVI, p. 11, fs. & 
* GI, Vol, XTV, 1908, p. 812; CHI, Vol. ITT, p. 947, 
> 14, 1906, p. 166, | , 
§ According to tradition she was the deughter of the Oendelis reler of Mahobe; 

bot eva JASB, 1061, Vel. Ly p. 22. Wes the fall name of Kira Rel, Kirti{verman] ? 
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GengaLocicaL TABLE. 

(Dates Approximate.) 

Nannuka (c, A.D, 881) aliae Chandravarman (7) 

verpee 

a aa: | 
Jayasgakti, alias VijaySakti, alias Vijaya, 
Jojjaka and Jeja Vijja and Viji 

Rohila 
| 

Harsa = Kaficuké 
| 

Yasovarman, alias Lakeavarman 

I 1 
Dhangs (A.D. 954, 955, Krsnapa = Asarva 

~98, 1002) 
Ganda Devalabdhi 

| 
sae yeoeate (A.D. 1019) 

Vijay apala= Bhubanadevi 
I 

f | 
Devavarman (A.D. 1051) Kirtiverman (A.D. 1098) 

[ ! 
Saliaieapeverm en Prithvivarman 

Jayavarman (A.D. 1117) 

j 
Madanavarman (A.D. 1129, 1130, Pratapa 

1181, 1184, 1148, 1151, 
1155, 1158, 1162, 1168) 

Yagovarman II 
! 

Paramardi (A.D. 1167, 1168, 1171, 1178, 1176, 
1183, 1184, 1195, 1201, 1202) 

Freilokyavarman (A.D. 1205, 1212, 1240, 1241, 1247 ?) 

Viravarman = Kelyipadevi (A.D. 1261, 1262, 1268, 1281, 1286) 

Bhojavarman (A.D. 1288) 

t 
Hammiravarman (A.D. 1808) 

Kirat Rai (? Kirtivarman IJ) (A.D. 1644) 
+. 

Durgiévati= Dalpst of Garha Mandala 
(A.D, 1545-64), 
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. Kitab-i-Yamini, Trans. from the Persian version by J. 
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CHAPTER XII 

HAIBAYAS OF THE UNITED AND CENTRAL PROVINCES 

The Haihayas' according to Epic and Pur&nic tradition, were 

descendants of Sahasrajit, a son of Yadu and grandson of 

Yayati. The name of the family is derived from Haihaya, the 

grandson of Sahasrajit. Their capital was sjtuated in Mahismati 

(mod. Mandhata on the Narbada, Nimar District, C. P.), named 

after Mahismant, a descendant of Haihaya. The-greatest king 

of this line was Arjuna Kartavirya, who is called both a 

Samraj and a Cakravartin. The next important king of this 

race was Talajangha, who had many sons, called the 

Talajanghas. The Puranas mention five different groups of 

Haihayas, riz., the Vitihotras, Saryatas, Bhojas, Avantis, and 

Tandikeras, who were all Talajaighas* The Indian inscriptions 

reveal the existence of some other branches of this line. Thus 

the Arjunayanas, who did homage to the Gupta king Samudra- 

gupta, may have claimed descent from the Haihays Arjuna.’ 

But the most important line that claimed such descent was 

certainly the Kalacuris,* whose name appear in records from at 

least the 6th century A.D. down to the 15th century. We have 

seen that Epic and Purdnic tradition connects the Haihayss 

1 Phe inscriptions supply a varient of thie neme, Ahiheys; seo EY, Vol; S31, PP. 

268 f.; bid, Vol. Il, pp. 220 ff. 
ea Tee, 

3 Pargiter, InT, pp- dl, 108, 148, 188, 268, ete ; 7 ae ae 

2 Fleet, GI, Introdpction, p. 10. BG, Vol. 1, Part 11, p. 208. Sqmns come 
with the Pandove Arjuns.. Raychacdbury, Politica! History (8rd Ba.), p. Wh 

There are several variants of thie neme, vis., Kejesctel (BI, Vali Tha} 

Kefeccuri (ibid, Vol. VI, PP: 6 and 207), KalateGri (A, Vol. 4 Te, we) de) ‘i ai 

(ibid, Vol. XVI, p. 93). Kalacuti (BJ, Vol. IT, pp, 288 Pree 
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with the middle Narbada valley. “Their capitsl was at Mandhate 
while one of their subdivisions is actually named Avanti. This 
(radition about Mandhate was recently confirmed by the discovery 
of an inseriptiod at Yewur which introduces us to the 

Mahdmandalegvara Revarasa of the Ahihaya race with the title 
Mahigmati-puravaresvara.’ It is again interesting to note that 

the earliest inscriptions of the Kalacuris so far discovered reveal 
(he Avanti-Mandhata region as the stronghold of the tribe. Thus 
the Abhona plates of the Kalacuri Sabkaragana, the son of 

krsnar&ja, dated in (K.) 8. 347 (A. De595), were issued from 

\jjayini.” As the power of the Kalacuris extended as far south 

ax Nasik district, they soon came into conflict with the rising 

Calukya power. The Calukya king Mangalega claims to have 
defeated in the course of an expedition to the north the 

Kalacuri king Buddha. This Buddha hes been rightly 
identified as the son of Sahkaragana; and it has been calculated 
that these conflicts took place some time between 697-93 and 

i02 A. D.® In their records the Kalacuris use an era which 

wis founded in 248-49 A.D,‘ probably by the Abbhiras* 
and first used in the grants of the Traikitaka Mahéraja 
Dabrasena. But this does not prove that the Abhiras and the 
Traikitakas were identical with the Kalacuris. As the Abhona 

and the Sarsavni grants* show that the Kalacuris’ territory was 
contiguous to the area where this era bad its origitt, it is not 

unlikely that they may have adopted it to date their official 
records. An interesting point in the Kalacuri history is raised 
by their title Kdlatjara-puravaradhisvara.’ As the title occurs 

‘ET, Vol. XXL, pp. 968M. Yewar is a village in the Bhorapur talug of the 

Gulbarga district in the Nisase's Dominions. 
"Ibid, Vol, IX, pp. 996 #. The inscription grants lands in the Nasik district, 
7 BG, Vol. I, Part If, p. 905. 

"TA, Vol. XVIZ, p. @18. 

 ‘stalogue of Indian Coins (Andhres, W. Keatrapes, ete.), by B.J. Repoon, 1908, p. clxii, 
"El, Vol, VI, pp. 994 5 Vol. IX, pp. 906 @. The Sevsavnl grant was isened from 

losodnpore, identified wish Anand in the Kaira district. 
aoe Yee eS ee eee ton a nee 
lana-parenerdéhatoare ; ove BI, Vel. XVI, pS. 
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in the inseription of the Kalacuris of Kalyani (c. 1145- 

11838 A.D.) it is possible that the Kalacuris assumed 

this title after the victories of the Kalacuri king Laksmi-Karna 

(c. 1041-1098) over the Candellas. But the Kalba grant of 
the Kalacuri Sodhadeva, dated in (V.) Sam. 1134 (A. D. 1077), 

seems to suggest that the Kalacuris were in _ possession 

of the hill-fort some time before the rise of the Candellas, 
In this grant Sodhadeva traces his descent to one Rajaputra, 

who has been placed by Kielhorn in the beginning of the 9th 

century. Rajaputra, wee are told, was born in the family of 

Laksmanaraja, whose elder brother is said to have possessed 

himself of Kalafiijara by conquering Ayomukha and subduing the 

Krathas.? I have already shown that Ka&lafijara was in the 

possession of the Gurjara Prattharas, Rastrakitas, and Candel- 

las from c. 6386 A.D. down to the time of the Muhammadan 

conquest of Northern India.” Therefore the brother of Laks- 
manaraja must have conquered Ka@lanjara some time before 

836 A.D.* In this connection it is interesting to notice the 

Karitalai and Khoh grants of the feudatory Mahdrajas of Ucca- 

kalpa dated in the same era that was used by the Kalacuri kings 
of Malwa. Their dates range from the (K.) year 174 to 214, 
t.e., A.D. 423 to 462. Some of these plates were found in the 

Nagod state, which is not very far from Kalinjar, while one 

grant was foundin the Jubbulpore district. We have already 

seen that the Kalacuris’ dominions extended in the south at 

least as far as Nasik. On the west they reached at least up to 
Anand in the Kaira district of Gujrat; and on the east they 

may have extended along the whole upper course of the Narbada 
including a large portion of Bundelkhand and Baghelkhand. 

1 El, Vol. VII, pp. 85 ff. 

2 Ibid, p. 89, V. 5. 
4 Bee DHNI, Vol. 1, p 589; Vol. H, p. 674. 

4 Canningham also held that the Kalacuris “obtained possession of KalaSjars.......-- 

jong before Maigaleéa Chalukya in the 6th centary."' See his ASR, Vol. XVII, pp. 83-5. 
_  § GI, pp. 117-85 ; BG, Vol. 1, Part II, p. 208. Fleet suggested that these princes 
Were possibly the * foudstories of early Kaiscuri kings.’ 
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In the present state of our knowledge no connected history of 

the Kalacuris of this early period is possible ;* but it seems 
probable that they were deprived of most of their southern 

provinces by the steady pressure of the Calukyas of Badami, 

while the invasion of the Gurjara-Pratihiras from their bases 

in the Punjab and Rajputana probably drove them out from 

Malwa sometime in the 7th and the 8th centurics A.D.’ Possibly 

also their power after this was confined to the provinces around 

the upper waters of the Narbada and Bundelkhand. But the 

rapid rise of the Gurjara-Pratthira empire probably drove them 

across the Bhanrer and the Kaimur hills into the northern dis- 

tricts of the Central Provinces. The Barah grant of Bhojadeva 

shows that the Pratiharas were already in possession of the 

Kailanjara-visaya in 636 A.D.2 These repeated misfor- 

tunes seem to have caused a dispersal of the tribe. 

While one section of the line remained in the C.P., other see- 

tions appear to have dispersed to various parts of India. Some 

of them accepted service as condottiert under the Deccani and 

the Northern Indian kings. It was no doubt from one of these 

families, settled in the south, that the Kalacuris of Kalyani' 

were descended. In the north also at least one branch appears 

lu have accepted service under the Gurjara-Pratiharas.’ It is 

difficult to define the exact relationship of the Kalacuris of C.P. 

with the great Pratihara emperors; but it is certain that some of 

the earlicr members at least maintained amicable relations with 
them. It was only after the gradual decline and downfall of 
the Gurjara-Pratfharas that the Kalacuris once again succeeded 
In inaking their power felt in North Indian history. 

The account of the various branches of the Kalacuris that 
tuled in Northern India during this period can be conveniently 

} Fleet found a possible reference to the Kelacuris in the Arjundyanes of the 
Mishabad inecription of Samudragupta (c. 840-75 A.D.), GI, Intruduction, pp. 9-10. 

1 JL, Vol. X, pp. 29 f. 
‘ KI, Vol. XIX, pp. 15-19. 

‘ For their history see BG, Vol. J, art II, pp. 468-80, 
* Ibid, Vol, VIL, p. 85, V. 0; eee aleo infra, DHNI, Vol. U1, pp. 744, 745-46, 
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grouped under three heads, viz., (1) Kalacuris of Gorakhpur, 
(2) Kalacuris of Dahala’ and (3) Kalacuris of Tummana.? We 

shall take them one by one. 

(1) Kalacurts of Gorakhpur (U.P.). 

The existence of the Kalacuris of Gorakhpur was 

revealed by the discovery of the Kahla plate of Sodha- 
deva and a stone inscription from Kasia. The second 

inscription is unfortunately much damaged, and some writing 

at the end of it is lost, with the name and _ possibly the 

date of the reigning king. But from the preserved portion 
it is clear that the two records represent two distinct families 

of the Kalacuris which for convenience again we shall designate 

ag the (a) Kahla and the (b) Kasia Kalacuris. The Kahla 

grant was discovered by a cultivator in his field at the village of 
Kahla, in tappa Athaisi, pargana Dhuriapar, Gorakhpur District, 

U.P. The inscription contains 59 lines, and is written on both 

sides of a single copper-plate. In the middle of the lower part 

of the plate there is a ring-hole. ‘The seal (which was probably 
attached to the ring) is circular, and “contains in high relief the 

figure of a bull, lying down and facing to the proper right ;' 
below it is the legend Srimat Sddhadevasya.’ The characters 

resemble those on the copper-plates of the Gahadavala Govinda- 
candra (c. 1114-55 A.D.) and Jayaccandra (c. 1170-93 A.D.) of 
Benares and Kanauj. The language is Sanskrit, but certain 
proper names are given ‘in their vernacular forma or in forms 

based on them.’ The inscription opens with Ose Spasti; then 
begins the genealogy of the donor, which may be tabulated 
as follows : 

1 Usually known aa Kalacuris of Tripuri. On Dahola, ove infra, p. 778, fa. 1. 

Popudesiy known ea‘ Keleeuris of Reinapura.’ But the dynashy onpm after the 

foundation of Ratospars clsime to be rulers of Tuthm ign (Tudmdyadiipets); sen s6p°0 
DHNI, Vol. I, pp. 305, 47:) and 478 ; tbid, infra, Vol. II, pp. 812,61 

#9 ite Abhoas sad Baresyni grants of the Kalacarie of Malwa appear te hove © 
iiels stteched to their rings os pistes. Bet the osal on the greats of the Kalecaris 
| Kalysal, contain the Gigere of the bull; see BG, Vol. I, Part Il, 9. sae 
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| Atri 
ahs 

Budha 

Puriravas 
= Urvaséi 

Naghu(bu ?)sa 

In his family (kula) 

Haibaya 
In his family (varnéa) 

Krtavirva 

manavis Arjuna.! 
In his family a certain 

Kalacuri-tilaka...who by conquering Ayomukba and subduing the 
Krathas possessed himself of Kalafjara (V. 5)? 

His younger brother 

Laksmaparija......conquered Svetapadam.? (V. 8) 

In his. family 

(1) Raja Rajaputra......captured the Turagapati Vahali, defeated the 
kings of the east (Préci) and lowered the fame 
of Kiritin and other princea (V. 7): 

(2) Sivaraje (1) 

(8) Sahkaragana (I) 

| This mythical portion of the geneslogy does not agree with the Epic and Purdguc 

tradition. The composer of the inscription hae omitted many kings. Thus between Hai- 

hays and Kytavirye be has omitted 7 kings, eis., (1) Dharmgnetra, (2) Kanti, (8) Sabafijs, 

(1) Mabiqment, (5) Bhadradrepys, (6) Durdams, aod (7) Kanake. Between Nahuge and 

Hu:bays be hss omitted (1) Yayati, (9) Yadu, (8) Sahaaraist, and (4) Satajit. See Pargiter, 

THT, p. 144. 

1 Ayomukhe ie the pame of mountain, and alsoa demon. The location of the moan- 
tain or the legend bere referred to is unknown. Bee KI, Vol, VII, p. 86, fa. 2. Krethe ie 
the name of a people probably inbabiting the region of Bersr. In Paripie tradition Era- 

the 9 the son of o king of Vidarbha; eee Pargiter, ep. cil.,p. 168 In the Mehabharats 

the Kratha-Keudikes end the Pggyes are eaid to bave been conquered by Bhigmaka the 

mithty king of the Bhojas (Sabhd, Chap. XIV). Some identify Krathe-Keudike with Payogpl 
‘nod. Patna to Berar), ese QDI, p. 104. 

\ Identified with the northern part of the modern Nasik District in the Bombay Presi- 

deo. ‘This agave that this breach of the Kalacuris must have come from beyond the 
Nathada, ‘The identification of the conqueror of this place with the Tripurt Kaleouri 
Labriuparaja CBT, Vol. XIX, p. 10; MAST, No. 98, p19) hes nothing to tmpport it 
"teept the similarity of names. Gee infra, DHNI, Vol, I, p. 746. 
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(4) Gunambhodhi...............0.0 ‘obtained some territories from 
alias Gupasigara (I) Bhojadeva and by a warlike expedi- 

Kaficanadevi= =Madanadevi _ tion took away the fortune of the 
(First wife) (2nd wife) Gauda ’ (V. 9). 

(5) Ullabhe 
abdicated in favour 
of (6) . 

(6) Bhamana......... ‘distinguished himself in war with the king 
| of Dhara ’ (Dhdrdraniéa); (V. 18) 
= Dehattadevi 

(7) Satkaragana (II) Mugdhatunga 
| = Vidya 

(8) Gunasagara (1X) ee ee es ee = Lavanyavatt. 

Rajava = 

(9) Sivaraja (II) Bhiimina 
= Sugalladevi 

(10) Sankaragana (ITT) 
= Yasgolekhyadevi 

~ ow eee 

(11) Bhima......... by the decree of fate lost his 
kingdom (or was dethroned) ' 

(12) Vyasa...raised to the 
throne when the royal 
camp was at Gokula- 
phatta ia (V.) 8.1087 
(A.D, 1031), 

(13) Sodhadeva...... the life 
of Sarayupdra (the 
bunk of the Sarayu ; 
V. 80). 

Then in the prose portion of the grant we are inforthed that 

from his residence at Dhuliaghatta, after bathing, the Pb.-M.-P.- 

Maryadasadgaradeva-pidénudhydta-Pb,-M.-P.-Parama-mahesvata; 
Bodhadeva, on the occasion of the Uttardyana-sarekranti in 

(V.) Samat 1134 (A. D. 1077), granted to 14 Brahmans (names, 

gotras, Vedic éakhas and places of residence or origin given) 

various pieces of land situated in a group of 6 villages (patakas) 
included in the Gunakala-vigaya of (the district of) Tikariké. 
Towards the end, in line 57, we are told that the tamrapatta 
was written by the Adega-naibandhika (recorder of orders) Janaka 
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in the (V.) Sammvat 1135 (A. D. 1079), i.¢., about 14 months 

after the donation. In line 59 the grant ends with the sign- 

manual of Maharajadhiraja-Sodhadeva.’ 

The real founder of this line of the Kalacuris was king 

Rajaputra. Commenting on the date of the inscription (A. D. 

1031), Kielhorn remarked that ‘* it shows that the founder of 

this new branch of the Kalacuri family...cannot be placed later 

than the beginning of the 9th century.’’ As Sodhadeva is the 

lth in lineal descent from Rajaputra, they cannot be separas 

ted by a period of more than 250 years (1031 —250=781 A.D.). 
This prince is said to have captured the ‘ lord of horses ’ Vahali, 

defeated the kings of the Kast, and lowered the fame of Kiritin 

and other princes. In the present state of our knowledge we 

cannot with certainty identify any of these. But if he was 

already raling in the Gorakhpur region in the last quarter of 
the sth century or the beginning of the Uth, some of the early 

Pala kings may be included amongst the praci-ksitindras defeat- 

ed by him, Nothing is recorded of the next two princes, Sivaraja 

and Satkarawana T. But itis possible that the last of these two 

to be identified with the rajdof the same name who wag 

‘vranted freedom from fear’ by Wokkalla (¢. 860-900 A. D.), the 

launder of the Tripurt branch of the Kalacuris.?” Gunambhodhi 

who succeeded Sankaragana J, is said to have received some land 

hami) from Bhojadeva, and taken away the fortune of the Ganda 

tx a warlike expedition. As he is 4th in lineal descent from 
Ijaputra (¢. 780-800 A.D.), he is probably to be referred to the 

1 Tha plate waa discovered in 1885. Kielhorn edited it from impressions in EJ, 
Ve ET. pp. 86-03. Tt ia now in the Tucknow Museum. The find-spot of the inscription 
-ahout 28 miles from the town of Gorakbpar. 

? But seo infra, p. 734, fn 6; also EY, Vol. IT, p. 306, V 7. Kielhora identified the 
“hiravage of the Beoares grant of Kargs, with Kokballa's own son (also called Range: 
‘wrabit, whose daaghtor Lakymt was married by the Rastrakuje king Jagattuige IT 
ian ther of Indra ILE (A.D. c. 015-17) $ sce sbed, p. B01, aloo BG, Vol. T, Part IY, p. 414, 
but os thas Satkaragana is calied 74/4, and grouped together with Bhoja and Vallabha. 
"+. the Garjara-Pratthirs and Ragfrakdte kings, it ie more probable that the third prince 
‘a slur a separate roler and ‘not’ « mere crown-prince like Ragavigrahe, 

i] 1 
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last quarter of the 9th century A.D. This would make bim’s 

contemporary of the Gurjara-Pratihira emperor Bhoja I (c. 836- 

882 A.D.), and it seems likely that he took part in the great 

offensive of Bhoja against his eastern neighbours, the Pala rulers 

of Gauda.! It is not improbable that Gundmbhodhi received a 

gift of land after the successful termination of this expedition. 

It is certain that this Kalacuri prince and his immediate feuda- 

tories were subordinate to the Gurjara-Pratihéras; for as I have 

shown elsewhere,’ the Pratihara empire some time after 836 A.D. 

gradually spread eastwards till in the reign of Mahendrapala I it 

included large portions of Bihar and Northern Bengal. We 

may therefore venture the conclusion that the Pratthéra hold on 
the Gorakhpur region remained unshaken till their serious 

reverses at the hands of the Rastrakitas in the first quarter 

of the 10th century A.D. Nothing definite is known 

about the next king, Ullabha, except that he abdicated in 

favour of his younger brother Bhamana. This last prince fy 
credited with having distinguished himself in a war against 
a king of Dhara ; who the latter was is unknown. There is 

nothing to indicate that the authority of Bhimana extended from 
U. P. to Malwa. But it may be that this king of Dhara was 
one of the earlier Paramaras, possibly (Harsa) Siyaka IT, whose 

Ahmedabad grants are dated in 949 and 970 A.D.* The Partab- 

garh inscription of Mahendrapala II shows that the Gurjaras in 
946 A.D. still held portions of Malwa. It is not unlikely that 
the struggle which made the Paramaras the masters of Dhara 

was already raging. We have shown elsewhere that this was 

only a side-issue of the continuous struggle between the Gurjara- 

Pratibaras and the Ragtrakitas.‘ The Paramiras fought as 
feudatories of the Istter; and Bh&imanadeva, though holding 

a fief in U. P., may perhaps have fought on this frontier on 

behalf of his masters. It was probably in this war that he 

JL, Vol. X, p. & 2 DENI, Vol. I, pp. xexvii, 808 f., 660 &. 1 

 $ PROC, Madras, 1924, Madras, 1925, pp. 908-06. MI, Vol. XIX, pp. 177-79; 296 f. 
4 See supra, DHNI, Vel. I, pp. 588 #.; see also Vol. TE, pp. 761 and 740-7. 
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found an opportunity to distinguish himself against the Dhara- 
vaniéa. Nothing is recorded of the next 5 rulers (7-10), viz., 
Sohkaragaga II,’ Gunas&gara II, Sivaraja II, Sadkaragana III, 

and Bhima. The last was probably dethroned in favour of Vyasa, 
a son of Gunasagara II, the 8th prince. The grant records that 

this happened in {V.) 9. 1087 (A.D. 1031) when the royal camp 

(kataka) was at Gokulaghatta. Vydsa’s son was Sodha- 
deva, the donor of the grant. It is difficult to determine 
the exact limits of Sodhadeva’s dominions, as the numerous 

localities mentioned in his inscription have not yet been 

identified. But since he is called ‘ the life of the bank of 
Saray '*? (Sarayipdra-jivitara) and he bathed in the Gandaki 
before making the grant, we may infer that his dominions 
probably included at least the Gorakhpur division of tbe 
('.P., and the Saran district of Bihar. His royal tities 
indicate that be was no longer a feudatory. Possibly the 
destruction of the Gurjara-Pratihira power in the Ganga- 
Yamuna valley by the Yaminis and Candellas may have helped 
Vyasa Maryadasagara, the father of Sodhadeva, to carve out an 
independent principality on the banks of the Gogra and the 
Gandak. From the figure of the bull on his seal as well as his 
title Parama-mahesvara, we may infer that Sodhadevs was a 
worshipper of Siva. Nothing else is known about his reign or 
the reign of any of his possible successors. It is however not 
unlikely that Sodhadeva was the last prince of this Kalacuri 
line. The rise of the Gahadavala power in the 2nd quarter of the 
llth century appears to have destroyed the power of the Kala- 
curis on the Gogra. The Candravati grant of Candradeva, dated 
in (V.) S. 1160 (A.D. 1093), shows the extension of the Gahada- 
vila dominions from Benares and Kanauj to the Svarga-dvara 
lirtha at the confluence of the Sarayi and the Gharghara in 
Ayodhya (Pyzabad district)." As the earliest date (A.D. 1090) 

' Bat see infre, DANI, Vol. Il, p. 754, tn. 5, and supra, 745, fo. 2 
? Most probably the river Gogra which in Oodh ie known ’ by the names of Dehoa, 

Suro of Saraya se well ae Ghogre.’ See GI, Vol. XT, 1908, pp. 909-03, *. 
> BI, Vol. XIV, p. 198 ; ese aloo supra DHNI, Vol. I, pp. 900 #. 
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of Candradeva * is separated only by a period of 11 years from the 

latest recorded date (A.D.1079) of the Kahla plate, the founder of 

the Gahadavalas may well have been the destroyer of Sodhadeva. 
The existence of another family of the Kalacuris in Gorakh- 

pur was revealed by the discovery of the Kasia stone-inscription. 

The blue stone slab on which this is engraved was found at the 

Buddhist ruins near Kasia, ‘in all probability the ancient site of 

Kusganagara,’ in the disirict of Gorakhpur (U. P.). The inscrip- 
tion is much damaged, and ‘evidently some writing is lost at the 

end of it.’ The existing portion contains 24 lines, and is written 

in Nagari characters of about the 12th century A.D. It is through- 

out in verse, excepting the opening invocation to Buddha. The 

first four verses are devoted to the praise of Sankara, Parvati, Tara 

and Buddha. Then follows the mythical and historical portion of 

the genealogy which may be presented in tabular form as follows : 

Vienu (Bhagavin)...created 

Brabman creuted 

Atri: rom his eye 

Manu Candrama (the Moon) 

i = Budhka 

Purtravas= Urvasi 

Yadu and four other kings. 

Sabasrada® 

Haibaya’ 

1 Jbsd, Vol. IX, p. 392. See alao DHNI, Vol. I, pp. 808-09. 
% In Purépic tradition the name ia spelt Sabasrajit, x08 THT, p. 144. The inscri] 

tion omite Satajit between Sabusrejit and Hajhsys. 

" 3 The inscription omita 8 kings between Haihays and Kartevirya (Arjan) Bi 

IHT, op. ott., p. 144. 
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In his family 

Kartavirys 

Jn his family 

(1) Sankaragaia 

(2) ee 

(3) Lakymaua (1) 

(4) Sivaraja (1) 

(5) mn (i) 

a 

(6) hajdputre Laksmaba cl) 

(7) Sivaraga (14) 

(§} Name lost = Bhida 

(4) Lukymavar.aja (id) 

‘9 = Kafana 

(10) Bhimata (11) 

The inscription abruptly comes to an end altet this. The 

nae Of the king in whose reign tlis record was engraved, as 

well as the object of it has been lost. [tis likely however that 

ie epigraph ‘ recorded the erection of the brick shrine in which 
the farge black stone image of the Buddha’ was originally en- 

sirined and near the doorway of which it was discovered. The 

preserved portion contains no date.’ 

The founder of this branch was Satkaragana, about whom 
we are told that Purajit (Siva) being pleased instantly granted 

bim an emblem of hisown. His son and successor, Nannaraja, 

is vaguely praised as one ‘ whose fame spread up to the ocean.’ 

‘The stone inscription was discovered in 1875.76. Kielhorn published a rdsmé of 

Vivvoments of the inscription io NREGWG, 1903, pp. 300-03. It was fully edited by D. R. 
“abt. io 1928, BY, Vol. XVIUL, pp. 121-37, It is not impossible that Kalcans was sae 
wile ‘of wnother king whose name bes disappeared ;° see rbid, p. 190. 
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‘Bis son Laksmane is credited with having entered a fort and 

‘resorted toa mountainous district named Saivaya,' which was 
the sum-total of the universe and the residence of Sibi Ausinara.’ 
Kielhorn identified Saivaya with Seweya situated a few miles 
south or south-east of Kasié. But as Seweya ‘ is situated on 
perfectly levet ground and not on a mountainous region,’ objec- 
tion has been taken to Kielhorn’s suggestion. It appears how- 

ever probable that Saivaya (or Saivya) ‘ must have been situated 
somewhere in the vicinity of Kasia’ The next person and the first 
to be called a king (narapati) was his son Sivardja I, whose 
prowess resembled the light of the flame created by (the‘sage) 
Aurva and ‘‘ who was more successful even than Kirti.’ This 
Kirti was no doubt the name of a person, but his identity has 
not yet been ascertained. Can he be the same as the Candella 
Kirtivarman (A.D. 1098), who by defeating the mighty Karna 
and recovering his dominions appears to have performed one of 
the most sensational military achievements of the period? 

Nothing is known about his son and successor the Ksittéa 
Bhimata (I). The next in the genealogical list is the Réjaputra, 
Laksmana II, who was probably the son of Bhimata. It is said 

of him that ‘fhe title son of a king, the source of virtues, befitted 

him more appropriately than hundreds of (other) princes.’ 

Next is mentioned Sivarija (II), who is said to have produced 
* confusion in the circle of his enemies.’ The son of Sivaraja is 
called ‘ the crest-jewel of kings ’ (Narendra-cugamani) but un- 
fortunately bis name is lost. His wife (dharma-patni) Bhada 
bore to him the narapati Laksmanar&ja III. The latter is 

vaguely praised for his victories against his enemies. His wife 

Kaficané bore to him the last prince on the list, Bhimata II, 

who ‘ earned fame by his fierce prowess. ' 

1 Sahni suggests that this iso mistake for Ssivys (= diei + the eufix dys), i.c , the 
“opentry or city of the Sibis. Vogel identified Shorkot in the Punjab as meee Sibipura ; 
weeRi, Vol. XVI,p.18 ti 

5. 3) Réjeputee Lakgmaya probably did not reign. In shat ease , Laligesepetti Hl 
phone be Lakgesperijs 11. I¢ is not absolutely certain that Kakeonk was bis wife ; see 
eapre, p, 140, fn. 1. 

a it 

' OR ag es 
Oo ge GLP ST me ecfe Vale ibe 
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_ From the account given above, it does not seem that this 
branch of the Kalacuris ever became very powerful. I have al- 
ready shown that the G&hadavilas from c. 1093 gradually extend- 
od their territories from Kanauj and Benares to the banks of the 
Gogra. That the G&hadavalas retained their power on the banks 
of the Gogra till the reign of their last ruler, is shown by the 
Bengal Asiatic Society’s plate of Jayaccandra, dated in (V.) S, 
1234 (A.D. 1177), which grants land on the banks of the Daivaba 
(mod. Deoha, another name of the Gogra).' It is therefore 
likely that this branch of the Kalacuris was suffered to remain 
a8 a feudatory line after the main dynasty of Kalha was des- 
troyed by Candradeva. Though there is no apparent connection 
netween the Kalha and the Kasi& branches, the occurrence of 
many common names at least tends to indicate close connec- 
ion between the families. If my guess about the identification 
1 Kirti with the Candella Kirtivarman (A.D. 1098) be accepted, 
~ome of the last’ princes, at least Bhimata II, may have to be 
laced in the first half of the 13th century. 

(2) Kalacuris of Dahala* (C.P.). * 

We have already ‘suggested the probability that one of the 
branches of the Kalacuris was driven into the C. P. by the pres- 
sure of Gurjara-Prattbira power in Bundelkhand. The Kalacuri 
iynasty of Dihala may have been descended from this Kalacuri 
turk. ‘We have epigraphic evidence to show that these Kala- 
curt. ruled in the C.P. for at least 300 years. Like the inscrip- 
hous of the Kasi branch their records also trace their descent 
“othe god Visnu. The mythical portion of their pedigree may summarised in tabular form as follows : 

a 'A, Vol, XVUIT, p. 188 and BI, Vol. VI, p. 88, and fo. 2 on Pe 88; 000 aloo eupra, f, Vol, I, p. 589. 
: 

* Usually onlled Xelecuris of Trivurt. 
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Visnu: From his navel 

(The god) born from the lotus (Brahma) 

Atri 

‘ The friend of the ocean ’ (i.c., Moon) 

Budha (or Bodhana) ... son-in-law of the 
‘friend of the 
lotuses’ (i.¢.Sun) 

Puriravas = Urvasi. 

In his family 

Bharata .... ‘whose pure fameis proclaimed 
by the Yamuna. hemmed in 
by more than a hundred posts 
of horse-sacrifiees (offered 
by him)’ 

In his family (anraye) 

The Hathaya-Cakrararti Kartavirya Arjuna, who inprisoned Ravana 
He begat the 

Kalacuri-vameéa. 

It will be observed from this table that the list leaves out 

some mythical kings who figure in the genealogy of the Gorakh- 
pur branches. With one exception,’ most of the inscriptions 

omit to mention Haihaya or the Haihayas before Arjuna, while 

the Khairha plates of YaSahkarna, make Kartavirya ‘ the ancestor 

of the family of these Haihaya princes.’? But the most serious 

difference seems to be the inclusion of Bharata in the genealogs 

of the Haihayas. This Bharata cannot be the Paurava Bharat 

Dausyanti, because he flourished after Arjuna. It is likely that 

the pragastikdras meant the ‘ mythical king of that name after 

whom (it is said) India was called Bharatavarga.’* In the Epic 

and Puranic lists of the Yadava Haihayas also, the name of 
Bharata does not occur.‘ 

1 The Bilbari stone inscription mentions the Baibayas before Arjuna; eee E!, Vol. I] 

p- 263. 
Ibid, Vol. XII, p. 216. 

2 Pargiter, 17, pp. 181 and 146, 4 Ibid, p 144, 
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The first historical name in the genealogy of the Kalacuris 

of Dahala* is that of Kokkalla.* No record of his reign has so 
far been discovered; but the documents of his successors refer 

to a number of political incidents of his time. Thus the Bilhari 

stone-inscription of the time of Yuvaraja informs us that 
Kokkalladeva, ‘ having conquered the whole earth, set up two 

unprecedented columns of his fame,—in the quarter of the 
pitcher-born (Agastya, 7.e. the south) that well-known Krena- 
raja, and in the quarter of Kuvera (i.c. in the north) Bhojadeva, 

a store of fortune.’ * The Benares grant of Karna informs us 
that the hand of Kokkalla ‘ granted freedom from fear to Bhoja, 

Vallabharaja , the Citralutabhipala Harga, and raja Sankara- 

wana.’ * The same inscription further tells us that Kokkalla 

inarried a lady named Natta or Nattidev! (Nattakhyaderi), who 

was born in the Candella family.. Kielhorn rightly identified 

krsnarija and Vallabhardja of these two records with the 

histrakOta Wrena-Vallabba of Malkhed (c. 678-912 A.D.), - 

wid Harsa with the Candella Harsa of Khajraho (c. 900 A.D.),' 

Krsna IT married a daughter of Kokkalla,’ who is described in 

i Karda plates as the younger sister of Sankuka.’ This 
Nahaya princess, we are told, ‘attained the rank of chief queen’ 
(nuhdderi) and became the mother of Jagattutga, the father 

i Sometimes the fomily ie suid to have arisen in the Alreya.gotra (JA, 1889, XVIT, 
j. 2h' At other times the family is called Hashaya-kula (74, Vol. ATI, p. 968, line 16), 
‘elikula (EF, Vot. I, p. 40). and Sahesrarjuna-caméa (iid, p. 42; 74, Vol. XIE, p. 250, 

ume [44 

* Among the variants of thie name may be montioned Kokalla (&/, Vol. I, pp. $4) 
it Kokkale (RJ, Vol. XIX, p. 78), Kekkalla in the Ghotia plates of Prthvideva is 

Pohibly # mistake of the ecribe (14, 1925, p. 44). 

ET, Vol. 1, p. 964, 9.17. In early Sanakrit Kuvern ia epelt Kubera. 

* Tid, Vol. IT, pp. 800 and 308, V. 7. 

* Th, We 8 

* IL, pp, 801 and 904. The identification of Krppardja with Krgga 11, was first 

nezesled by Conaingham, AGAR, Vol. IX, p. 80. Krega It wasknown as Vallabbartja ; ace 
BG.\G T, Part IE p. 410. See siso DHNI, Vol. T,chap. on the Candratreyar (Candelles), 
0.674, 

" 11, Vol. XY, pp. 950 and 265. 
" lind, p. 965, Hme 12, Sathuka is probably an abbreviation of Gabkaragage. 

io > a 
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of the famous Indra III (c. 15-17 A.D.), who raided Ujjayini 
and Kanauj in the reign of the Gurjara- Pratihara Mahipala I 

(c. 914-43 A.D.). Possibly Kokkalla may have assisted his son- 

in-law when the latter suffered disaster at the hands of the 

Eastern Calukya Vijayiditya IIIT (c. 844-88 A.D.)' Natt& or 

Nattadevi probably belonged to the family of the Candella king 

Harsa.” In view of the fact that Indra IIT, the great-grandson of 

Kokkalla was contemporary with Mahipala, the grandson of the 

Gurjara-Pratihara Bhoja I (¢. 836-882 A.D.), Cunninghan: 

and Kielhorn were perhaps right in identifying the Bhojadeva 

of the Bilhari and Benares inscriptions with Bhoja I." But as 

one of the contemporaries of Kokkalla, the Candella Harsadeva, 

was possibly a contemporary of Mahipala J, the younger brother 

of Bhoja IT (c. S08-14 A.D.), it is just possible that the Gur- 

jara contemporary of Kokkalla may have been Bhoja II, and 

not Bhoja 1.’ Another identification of Kiclhorn is also open 

to doubt as I have already pointed out, riz, that the raja 

Sankaragana to whom Kokkalla granted freedom from fear was 

probably one of the Kalacuri kings of that name who ruled in 

Gorakhpur, and not the prince of that name who was a son of 

Kokkalla”®>) Cunningham as-igned the reign of Kokkalla ‘ with 

certainty to the period between 860 and 900 A.D.’° In view of - 

the above discussion however it will probably be safer to allot 
to him the period 674-925 A.D, During these years he firmly 
laid the foundation of his family’s sovereignty. He formed 

matrimonial alhances with the Rastrakitas and the Candellas, 

i BG, Vol. 1, Part I, pp. 411-12, 

9 Sex DHNI, Vol. I, chapter on the Candelias, p. 673, 
3 ASR, Vol. IX, pp. 84 and 194; EI, Vol. IL, pp. 301 and 804. 

¢ See on thia point MASB, Vol. V, p. 65; also JL, Vol. X, p. 68, fo, 4; ari! 
No. 23, p. & 

6 See JL, p. 53, fn. 1; also p. 8, and fn.20n p. 8 If Bhojadews is iden! 

fed with Bhoja IT, Sabkarsgapa of the Henaros plate is probably to be identified with the 
Kable Eslecuri Gatkaragaps 1]. See supra, DHNI, Vol. IT, p. 745, fn. 8, and p- 247, {n. 1. 

€ ASR, Vol. TX, p. 10%. Rai Bahadur Hirslsl pieces his reign in the last quarte! 
of the Sth centary 4,D. ; ses ABO!, 1927-28, p, 982. 
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. 
and kept up friendly relations with the Gurjara-Prattharas of 

Kanauj. After consolidating his position at home he seems to 
have raided a large area of northern and southern India. In 

the Amoda plates of the Haihaya Prthvideva of Tummana 

(K. S. 831=1079 A.D.) Kokkalla is said to have plundered 

‘the treasuries of the Karnita, Vabga, Gurjara, Konkana, 

and Sikambhari kings and also of those born of the Turuska 

and Raghu families.’’ Much of this is no doubt mere praéastt. 

As the word Turugka in the records of this period generally 

means the Turks represented by the ruling families of Ghazni 

and Ghar, and as the earlicst: recorded date for a Turkish 

invasion of India cannot be placed before the middle of the 

lth century, when Alp-tigin established himself at Ghazni,? 

the chances of Kokkalla meeting a Turuska opponent were 

emremely remote. Without, therefore, accepting literally 

all that the poet claims for him, we can believe that be 

really raided a wide area around his dominions. There is, 

however, No Means to determine the exact limits of his kingdom. 

In some records of the Tutinnana Hathavas his dominions seem 

to be designated as Tritasaurya.’ This place has not vet been 

identified. Butas one of his sons is said to have aseended the 

ancestral throne at Trpuri (6 miles from Jubbulpore, in the 

Central Provinces), and another appears to have fixed — his 

residence at Turmmana (mod. Tumana, 45 miles north of Ratna- 

pur in the Central Provinces), we may infer that Kokkalla’s 

power extended from the Bhanrer to the Maikal range, or 

roughly over the region now known as the Jubbulpore Division. 
According to the inscriptions of the Haihaya kings of 

Kutnapura, Kokkalla had 18 sons, of whom the eldest became 

hing of Tripuri, while the others became mandalapatis or 

‘eudatory chiefs in the kingdom. They mention Kalingaraja as 

| EI, Vol. XIX, pp. 78 and 78. Ve. 4-5. 
1 CHI, Vol, IH, p.11, DHNI, Vol. 1, pp. 28. 79 and 80. 

> BI, Vol. 1. pp. 83, 94; see aleo infra, DHNI, Vol. IL, p. 803. 
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one of these younger sons, from whom the Kalacuris of Turhnmana 
traced their descent. The Rastrakita grants reveal the 

names of some other sons of Kokkalla. Thus the Karda grant 

of Kakka II (A.D. 972) gives us the name of Sanhkuka, whose 
younger sister became the queen of the Rastraktita Krsna IT. The 

Sangli grant of Govinda IV (A.D. 933) tells us that Jagattunga 

married Laksmi, a daughter of Ranavigraha, the son of Kokkala, 
the ornament of the Sahasrdrjuna-raméa.’ The Karda grant men- 

tioned above also informs us that this Jagattufiiga married Laksmi, 

the daughter of the Cedisrara Sankaragana.? As in both 
the grants the issue of Jagattutga bv Laksmiis stated to be Indra 

ITI, it is clear that Ranavigraha and Sankaragana are one and 

the same person ‘ the latter appellation being his real name, 

and the former a biruda..* The Karda grant reveals the 

interesting fact that Jagattufya in the course of an expedition 

during the reign of his father came to the Cedi country and 

married Govindaémba, another daughter of his maternal uncle 

(matula) Sahkaragana.’ This princess became in course of time 

the mother of Amoghavarsa IIT Vaddiga (r. 933-40 A.D.) and the 

grandmother of Akalavarsa Krsna IIT (c. 940-56 A.D.). The 
Sangli grant of Govinda IV gives us the name of yet another 

son of Kokkalla, named Arjuna. This Arjuna, we are told, had 

a son named Ammanadeva, ‘of exceedingly great might,’ whose 
daughter Vijamba became the wife of Indra III and mother of 

Amoghavarsa II and Govinda IV (c. 918-33 A.D.).2 The 

records of the Haihayas of Tripuri however do not mention any 

of these names of the sons of Kokkalla. The Bilhari stone in- 
scription of the time of Yuvarfja II tells us that Kokkalla was 

1 JA, Vol. XT, pp. 250 and 258, line 16. 

3 Ibid, pp. 265 and 268, line 18. 
3 BG, Vol. 1, Part I, p. 414. ‘ 

4 The Calukya king Vikramaditys II of Badam! (788-46 A.D) also. satiid Loka- 
wahidevi and Trailokyamabidev!, who were aterine sistere and came irom the same 

— see ibid, p. 874. 
$. IA, Vol. XIT, pp. 260 and 258, lines 20-92, lest firs read the same 8 Deijambt 

nt BOR. I, Part , p. 418. 
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succeeded by his son Mugdhatutga, while the Benares grant of 

Karna relates that he was succeeded by Prasiddhadhavala, his 

son by Natt&devi. As both these names are given as that of 
the father of Yuvaraja I, it is clear that these two names 
belong to one and the same person. Hitherto it has been 
believed that one of these names is a titular name.' But possibly 

both are birudas of the Cediévara Sahkaragana, whose daughters 
Laksmi and Govindamba were married to Jagattufga, the son 
of the Rastrakiita Krsna IJ. In view of his epithet ‘lord of. 

Cedi,’ it is difficult to identify Sadkaragana with one of the 
younger sons of Kokkalla who became mere lords of mandalas,’ 

As the genealogical lists of the Haihayas of Tripuri does not 

mention this ‘lord of Cedi’ amongst the immediate successors of 

Kokkalla, and as both the names Mugdhatuiga and Prasiddha- 
dhavala look more like birudas than personal names it is likely 

that the persona) name of the eldest son who succeeded him at 

Tripuri was Saftkaragana. If this is accepted, Ranavigraha 

must be another biruda of this king. We have not yet discover- 

cd any records of this prince ; but the Bilbari stone-inscription 

of Yuvarija IT contains the following description of — his 

victories : 

‘On his expeditions the forests by the sea, near which his 

army encamped, had the number of their coral-sprouts doubled 

by the tips of the hands of women, stretched forth to gather 

them, 

To Malaya his thoughts wandered, because it is there 

that the waves of the sea are playing, because there that wind 

is blowing which causes the Kerala women to sport, because 

there the serpent is stealing the fragrance of the trees. 

Having conquered the lines of the country by the shore of 

the eastern sea, and having taken Pali from the lord of Kosala, 

~~. 

| ABOI, $997.98, p. 985. Gee slo supra, DHNI, Vol. II, p. 444, Mugdbatutge is s 
biruta of the Kalhe Keleoori Gadkerageye IT. 

5 KI, Vol. 31, p. 801. : 
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having uprooted the dwellings of enemies one after another, he 

was a most splendid master of the sword.’’ ’ 
The references to Malaya and Kerala are so vague that they 

seem to have no historical basis. Excepting the Bilhari inscrip- 

tion, most of the Kalacuri records are silent about the achieve- 

ments of Prasiddhadhavala. He does not appear to have been 

powerful enough to pierce through the heart of the Réstrakuta 
territory and reach the Malabar coast. It is however not 

impossible that he may have been associated with some of the 

southern campaigns of his Rastrakita relatives. The conquest 

of Pali from ‘ the lord of Kosala’ looks like a statement of fact. 

Some scholars show a tendency to identify this Pali with ‘the 

village of Palia in the Balasore district, six miles from the sea 

shore,’ ? but it seems more Jikely that it is to be identified with 

the village of Pali situated 12 miles to the north-east of Ratan- 

pur in the Bilaspur district. Cunningham visited this place 

in 1873-74 and found here ‘ a fine large tank and the remains 

of several temples on its banks ’ in the style of the Khajraho 

temples. There can be no doubt therefore that the village 

marks the site of an important city. Itis however difficult to 

identify the Kosalendra from whom this place was taken by 

Mugdhatunga. It is possible that this prince was a member of 

the dynasty conveniently designated as ‘ Sarabhapura_ kings.’ 
Land-grants of two kings of this line, named MahAjayar&ja and 

Mahasudevaraja, have been discovered in Raipur, Arang, Khariar 

and Sarangarh, all situated in the Raipur district of the Central 

Provinces.‘ The grants contain circular seals with the standing 

figure of Gaja-Laksmi. They are written in the * boxheaded 

1 Jbsd, Vol. I, pp. 256 and 265, Va. 22-24. 

3° ABO, 1927-28, p. 287. But see DHNI, Vol. 1, pp. 306 and 401. 
3 ASR, Vol. VII, pp. 217.19. 
4 For these grants see Fleet, CJ, pp. 191-200; FI, Vol. IX. pp.170-74 and 261-83; 

Hiralal, DLI, pp. 96-97. The characters of the gravte belong to the southern class of 

alphabets. For the Sirpur stove-inscription of Sivagupta Baldrjuns, see BI, Vol. Xi, 

pp. 184-97. 
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variety of the Central Indian alphabet,’ and are all issued from 

Sarabhapura.’ It has been suggested that these Sarabhapura 
princes drove away the line of rulers known as ‘ Sripura kings ’ 

from the Raipur region into the middle Mahanadi valley, 

but were themselves gradually supplanted by the Kalacuris.’ 
The records of these ‘ Sripura kings’ were issued from Sripura 

(mod. Sirpur) and were all found near about the Raipur district? 

Their seals bear the figure of Garuda, and they claim to belong 

to the Pandu-camsa and assume the title ‘Jord of Kosala ’ 

(Kosaladhipati). The characters in their inscriptions belong to 

the northern class of alphabets of about the &th or the {th cen- 

turies A.]). ‘In spite of overwhelming paleographic evidence,’ 

some scholars have tried to link together these ‘ Sripura kings ’ 

with the so-called ‘ Somavatnsi kings of Katak,’ who also called 

themselves ‘ lords of Kosala,’ and bad similar names and titles ! 

Tf this be accepted then the Kosalendra defeated by Prasiddha- 

dhavala may possibly have been some princes of this dynasty,° 

and not of the Sarabhapura line, for the latter, though it ruled 

in Kosala, never seem to have assumed the title of Hosalendra. 

After the conquest of Pah from the king of Kosala, Prasiddha- 
dhavala may have reached the shores of the Bay of Bengal by 

following the lower courses of the river Mahanadi. 

Prasiddhadhavala was succeeded by his son Balaharsa. The 

Bilhari inscription omits him; but the Benares grant of Karna 

distinctly calls hima nrpat:.” So it is certain that he ruled for 

-ome time. As that record only praises him in general terms, 

wid most other inscriptions do not mention him at all, be must 

have had a very short and inglorious reign; and he may have 

1 Thie place has out yet been identibed ; but Ra: Babadur Horalal thinks that this 

tnuv be another name of Sirpur, in the district of Raipur, eee DLI, p. 90, 

? DLI, p, 90, 

1 GI, pp. 991-00; BI, Vol. VIL, pp. 1007; Vol. KI, pp. 184-201; 24, Vol. XVII, 
pp 179-61, DLJ, p. lol. JRAS, 1907, p. 621, 

‘ DLI, p. 90. See for further details DH NI, Vol. I, pp. 398 &. 

5 Probably Sivagupta, the first prince of the Orissa ov DHNI, Vol. 1, p. 3u6. 

El, Vol, I, pp. 806-07, V. 18, 
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been the king of Cedi who was ‘impetuously * defeated by the 
Candella Yasovarman.' His younger brother Yuvaraija* who 
succeeded him, is given in the Bilhari inscription the biruda 

Keytravarsa.° The same record gives the following account of 
his victories: ‘‘ Who fulfilled the ardent wishes of the minds 
of the women of Gauda, who was a deer to sport on those pleasure- 

hills—the breasts of the damsels of Karnita, (and) ornamented 

the foreheads of the women of T.ita; who engaged in amorous 

dalliance with the women of Kasmira, (and) was fond of the 

charming songs of the women of Kalinga. Up to the Kailasaee 

and up to the noble eastern mountain over which the sun shines 

forth, near the bridge of the waters, and as far as the western 

sea, too, the valour of his armies brought endless anguish on 

“hostile people."’* In spite of obvious exaggerations, it is possible 

that the Kalacuris recovered from the effects of their defeat at 

the hands of the Candellas under Yuvarija I, who, following 

the usual practice of successful kings, raided the countries 

all round his dominions. The conflict with the Karnata sove- 

reigns, who must be identified with the Rastrakita sovereigns of 

the Deccan, throws interesting light on the relations of these 

two dynasties. We have seen how intimate was the bond 
of union between these two royal families. Since the time of 

Kokkalla, the Kalacuris of Tripuri had formed frequent matri- 

monial alliances with the Rastrakitas of Malkhed. Even Yuva- 

raja himself gave his daughter Kundakadevi as a bride to 

‘ Amoghavarga III Vaddiga (r. 933-40 A.D.).5 The Karhad grant 
of Krsna IIT (c. 940-56 A.D.), seems to indicate that he also, 

like his father, married a Sahasrirjuna princess.* These 

1 Tbid, Vol. 1, p. 182, Kielhorn suggested that the defeated Cedi king was Yuverdjs 
1; see ibid, Vol. II, p. 301. But chronology and fects seem to point out that the defest 
should be referred to the weak reign of his elder brother. See supra, DHNI, Vol. II, p. 675. 

3 Ibid, Vol. I, p. 807, V. 18, 1 Ibid, Vol. T, p, 286, V. 84. 
| { Ibid, p. 265, Vs. 24 and 28. The Gauda king wae possibly GopAla 11, eae DANI. 

Vol. 1, pp. 360 ff. eq. 
§ IA, Vol. XTL, p. 268, line 23; ASR, Vol. IX, p. 104; BG, Vol. 1, Bart 1, p. 418. 
$ 81, Vol. IV, p. 288, V. 25, : Oa 
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matrimonial alliances may be represented by the following 
table : 

Kokkalla 

eer —t 
: | | 
Sanhkaragana (Sankuka ”) | Daughter=(1) Krena II 

{Mugdhatunga, Prasiddhadhavala, (c. 888-912) 
iene aa Arjuna 

, } Ammadeva 

Yuvaraja I Laksmi=Jugaltuhga = Govindamba 
son of (1) 

Kundakadevi=(4) Amoghavarsa 
III Vaddiga 
(¢. 933-40), (3) Indra IIT = Vijamba 
son of (2) («, G15-17) 

son of (2) 
Suhasrirjuna= (5) Krsgaa TI 
(Kalacuri) (c. 940.56) 
princess son of (4) 

The above table shows that in three generations, within a 
period of less than three-quarters of a century (c. 888-956 A.D.), 
ihere were no less than six marriages between the two families. 
The recent discovery of the Jura inscription of Krsna ITI in the 
State of Maihar in Baghelkhand and the references to the pos- 
‘ile Ré&gtrakita occupation of Kalinjar contained in the Deoli 

aud Karhad plates of the same king show that the Régfraktitas’ 

dominions during this period probably encircled the Kalacuri king- 
dom in the north, west, and south.’ It is not impossible that the 
Kalacuris may have even assisted the R&strakitas in their nor- 
thern campaigns against the Gurjara-Pratiharas and their Candella 
leudatories. But the references to the conflict of the Kalacuris 
and the Karnitas show that this period of close alliance and co- 
operation had come to an end. This conclusion is also supported 
by the Karbad plates of Krsna III, which tell ue that during his 
lither’s reign (c. 933-40 A.D.) he conquered a Sahasrarjana 

\ fee DHNI, Vol, I, pp. 668 £.; MASI, No. 98, pp, 10 &. 

118 
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prince.’ From the fact that this prince is described as 
‘an elderly relative of bis mother and his wife’ it seems 

very likely that the defeated Kalacuri prince was no other 

than ,.Yuvaraja I, the father of his mother. This conflict 

must have happened some time before 940 A.D., when Yuvarayja 

was already well advanced in years. 

The limits of the kingdom of Yuvaraja I cannot be definitely 

fixed. But the Chandrehe stone-:mscription,* seems to indicate 

that in the north it included a portion of Baghelkband. This 

document is written on two slabs of stone ‘ built into the walls of 

the front verandah of a Saiva monastery which stands close to 

the great temple of Siva at Chandrehe,’ on the Son river in 

Rewa. I[t belongs to the Mattamaytira sect of the Saiva ascetics. 

One of these, Prabhavasiva, we are told, was greatly honoured 

by Yuvarija. The identity of this prince is established by 

another stone-inscription,® said to have been discovered in the 

ruins of Gurgi some 12 iniles to the east of the town of Rewa. 

The 6th verse of this record tells us that the Mattamayitira ascetic 

Prabhavasiva ‘ was brought to this part of the country by 

Yuvarajadeva, son of Mugdhatuiga, and made to accept a 

monastery ora temple.’ As this last inscription also refers to 

the building of a high temple at the place by the same king, it 

is likely that Yuvaraja’s power extended across the Son to the 

north of the Kaimur Range. 
- ,The association of Yuvardja with Saiva ascetics is also 

reyealed by a number of other records. An unpublished inscrip- 

tion, found at Malakapuram, in the Madras Presidency, tells us 

that Yuvaraja gave 3 lakhs of villages as a bhitksd to the Saiva 

1 ET, Vol. IV, p. 288, V. 25. 

2° The inscription is dated in (K.)8. 724 (A.D. 973) aod records the re-excavution 

and rebuilding of s well by Prabodhasivs which was formerly excavated by bis yért 

Praéantaéiva. The latter was the disciple of Prabhavasiva, ‘be inscription was composed 

by the kor: Dvitbsaja. See JA, Vol. XX, p. 65; AST, WC, 1021, pp. 63-54; MASI, 
No, 23, pp. 117-22. 

2 ASI, WC, 1921, pp. 61-52. MASI, Nv, 28, pp. 122.29. This is apotber record of 

the Gaiva sscetic Prabodhasiva. 
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teacher Sadbbavasambliu of the Dahala-mandala situated between 

the Bhagirathi and the Narmada.’' The Bilhari stone-inscrip- 

tion tells us that Yuvaraja had as his wife Nohala, who traced 

her origin to the Caulukya lineage. She was the daughter of 

Avanivarman, who was {be son of Sadhanva and grandson of 

Suibavarman.’ Nohala is said to have crected near the modern 
Dilbari a large temple of Siva, which she endowed with the 
villages Dhangata-pataka, Pondi, Nagabala, Khaila-paitaka, 
Vida, Sajjahali, and Gogthapali. She is also reported to have 
given the villages of Nipaniya, and Ambi-pataka to the sage 
Kvarasiva, a disciple of Sabdasiva, who again was a disciple of 
Pavanasiva, ‘ as a reward for his learning.’ * 

The Waritalat stone-inseription of the time of Laksmanaraja 
supplies us with the name of one of the officers of the administra- 
tion of thisking. We are told that the Brahman Bhika Misra, 
who flourished in the family of the sage Bhiradvaja, served 
Yuvaraja as his chief minister (aantri-pradhana).4 No records 
of this king have so far been discovered, 

Yuvaraja To was succeeded by Laksmanaraja, his son by 
Nohala, There appears to have been no weakening of the 
halacurl power under his administration; and if the records can 
be believed, he considerably imereased the presti 
by invading the territories of his neighbours. 

inseription tells us that ‘the powerful Cedi lo 

1 Montioned by Hiralalin ABOL, 1927-25, pp. 293-90. Huralal also suggests that tho 

Geakt Matha of this insctiption should be identificd with the Cauansath Joygini temple at 

Voerashat. If this ae accepted, that temple. which was funded by Sadbhévasambhu, must 
') referred to the time of Yusarata fs sec ated, For his temples, see WAST, No, 93, pp. 3i ff. 

1 Ap interesting fact sbout the origin of this Canulukya amuly 19 that they trace their 

descent from the Culvig of Droya Bhhradvaja, while the Cajukyas of Bad&mi traced their 
Gwent from that of Brahma; see HG, Vol. I. Purt HT. p. ina, For the story of origin of 
the Cyntukvae of Anahbilapiteka (Ciujarat), see rnfra, chapter on the Ceulukyas, 

* EL Vol. 1, pp. 266-07 Ve. 80-45. Cunningham identified Pogd! with the village of 

Mori! wituated ¢ miles to the N. W, of Bilhars. He aloo suggested that Khaits-p&(aka was 

Pelatly represented by Khuilwars, 6 niles east-nortb-caet of Bilbari; eee :bid, p. 954; 

‘my ASR, Vol IX, p. 104. 

' EI, Vol. IT, pp. 174-76, Ve. 2-6. 
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marched with all his elephants and horses, (and) accompanied by 

strong foot-soldiers of tributary chiefs (Saémanta-patti), to the 
very pleasant western region, inspiring his adversaries with 

fear...... Having valorously struck down (adversaries) who were 

humbled in battle, having his commands honoured by presents 

offered by princes who bowed down (before him)..... he made 

the host of his army sport in the water of the ocean. 
Having bathed in the sea, the illustrious (prince) then worshipped 

Somesvara with golden lotuses; but he also presented something 

else. After defeating the lord of Kosala (Kosala-natha), he made 
(the efigy of the serpent) Kaliya wrought of jewels and gold, which 

was obtained from the prince of Odra (Odra-nrpali), a reverential 

offering to Somesvara. Having besides presented elephants, 
borses, splendid dresses, garlands, sandal and other (gifts), the 

prince to get out of the toils of this hfe, humbly praised (the 

god), full of joy.’’' The Gobarwa grant of Laksmi-Karna 

gives him credit for conquering the kings of Vangala, Pandya, 

Lata, Gurjara and Kasmira. * 

These descriptions of Laksinanaraja’s victories are of course 

not free from the usual suspicion attaching to all royal pragastis: 

but certain statements in them seem to contain some truth. His 

claim to have advanced as far as Somnath (Patan), in the 

-: JKathiawar peninsula, secms to be based on an__ historical 
“ues. During the second half of the 10th century A.D., 

which probably saw tbe reigns of both Laksmanaraja and his 
father Yuvaraja I, great confusion prevailed in the Gurjara 

and Lata countrics. During the first half of the 10th 
century Southern Gujarat (Lata) was held by tbe Silahara 

feudatories of the Rastrakitas of Manyakbetaka, while Northern 

Gujarat was possessed by the Gurjara-Pratibiras of Kanauj. 

With the decline of the Pratibéra and RastrakOta powers in 

1 Bl, Vol. I, p. 268, Ve. 59-68. 
2 Votgila.bhatge-nipench parbhito.Pandyo Lateda-tunthene. patarjjite- Ourjarendra}- 

Taémirectsa.muhulsrcita-padapithak ; see ibid, Vol. XI, p. 148, V. 8, 
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the 2nd half of the 10th century, their hold on those distant 

provinces also grew weak, and during the last quarter of this 

century we find the Caulukya MOlaraja (¢. 974-95 A.D.) 
fighting with Barappa, the general of the Calukya Taila II 
(c. 973-97 A.D.), for the possession of Gujarat.’ In 
this period of uncertainty, therefore, it was not very difficult for 

a daring king to penetrate into Gujarat and Kathiawar with a 
mobile force. It 1s interesting to remember in this connection 

the claim of Yuvar&ja Ito have ‘sported with La&ta women.” 
By penetrating to Somnath (Patan), therefore, Laksmanaraja 

merely carried forward a step further the policy initiated by his 

illustrious predecessor. The references to the ornamented effigy 
of the serpent Kaliya seem to indicate that his claim to victory 
over the lord of Kosala was also genuine. It is however difficult 
to identify this Kosala-natha or the Odra-nrpati from whom 
Yuvaraja obtained the bejewelled AGliya, The former may have 
heen one of the earlier members of the Somavathsi rulers of Orissa 
who regularly assumed the title of Kosalendra.? There is again 
no inberent impossibility in the claim that Laksmanaraja defeated 

the king of the Vabgilas. For the second half of the 10th century 

marked a dark patch in the history of the Palas, which appears 
to have culminated in the Kamboja rebellion. The references in 

the records of the Palas and the Varmans, as well as the Paikor 

‘Birbhum dist., Bengal) pillar inscription of Lakgmt-Karna, 

conclusively prove that the Kalacuris in the first half of the 
Lith century were in intimate contact with the Bengal rulers.' 

' AG, Vol. I. Pare 11, pp. 23, 218 and 430; aloo infra, DHNT, Vol. 11, chapter om the 
‘ qulukyes, 

> Ree BI, Vol. THT, pp. 890-33. Also DHNI, Vol. J. pp. 304 & The association of 
hogir with Odea shows thar MAS/, No. 98, p. 12, is wrong to taking it to mean NX. Kossls, 
Te Vratiharee were pever known as lorde of Kosala. Their capital Kanan] ley in Paftedle. 
Triputi Lakemanssije sleo cannot be identified with the founder of the Keble Kelecuns. 
“opr, DANI, Vol. Hi, p. 748, fn. 3. Ogre king =a Kare prince? See ibid, pp. 413 & 

' DHNT, Vol. 1, pp. 826 &. King of the Vatgales was probably the Varman prince of 
h, Benpal. See thed, pp. S18, 924, 38! g. 
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It may well be that Yuvardja I,’ and his son Laksmanaraja 

laid the foundation of that eastern policy, which at last 

culminated in the reign of Laksmi-Karna (c. 1042-90 A.D.). 

There is however some difficulty in accepting the claim ‘to 

victory over Kashmir which is made on behalf of both 

Yuvaraja I and his son Laksmanaraja. It must be admitted 

that the 2nd half of the 10th century was also one of the 

most inglorious epochs in the history of Kashmir. from 

Ksemagupta (950-58 A.D.) to the end of the reign of Didda 

(980-1003 A.D.), ‘she was a constant prey to anarchy and 

civil war.’ But the valley of Kashmir is so distant from the 

borders of the Kalacuri dominions, that we are loth to 

accept this claim without some confirmatory evidence from 

an independent source. The same argument applies to 

Laksmanaraja’s claim to victory over the Pandya king. 

Though the decay of the Rastraktita power and the uncertain 
position of the newly re-established Calukya dynasty made 

it comparatively easy for a king of the C.P. to invade the 

southern portion of the Indian peninsula, yet in view of the 

great distance separating the two countries it would perhaps 
be better to reserve our judgment till we discover some 

evidence stronger than the culogy of a court poet. The only 

piece of indirect evidence which may possibly be quoted in favour 

of this southern campaign of Laksmanarifja is his matrimonial 

alliance with the rising power of the Cailukya> of the Kanarese 

districts. We know from the records of the latter, that he 

married his daughter Bonthadev! to Vikramaditya IV, the father 

of Ahavamalla-Nirmadi Taila II (c. 973-997 A.D.), who 

destroyed the Ré&strakiitas of Malkhed about A.D. 973." 

It is not impossible that Lakgsmanaraja may have invaded. 

1 Jbid, Vol. IT, p. 760 and fp. 1. 

3 Ibid, Vol. 1. pp. 150 @. 

3 BG, Vol. 1, Part Tf, p. 427. Huralal mentions Taslaps LE as the daughter's soo 0! 

Yuvarija IT. This must be o mistake; sec his article in the ABU, 1927-98, p. 901. 
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peninsular India to assist his new allies against the Ragtra- 

kitas. 

The Bilhari stone-inscription of the time of Yuvaraja II 

shows that Lakgmanaraja continued his father’s patronage of the 

Saiva ascetics. We are told that this line of ascetics emigrated 

from Kadambaguha. An object of veneration uf these sages was 

Rudrasambbhu. His disciple was Mattamayuranatha, who, “be- 

came possessed, oh! of the town (?) of the prince of Avanti.’ 

His disciple’s disciple was Mé&dhumateya. His disciple’s dis- 

ciple was HrdayaSiva, who ‘still further inereased the renown 

spread over the illustrious Madhumateya lineage (ramsa).’ We 

are then informed that the Cedi-cundra, Laksmanardja showed 

his devotion to this sage, ‘by presents sent by well-conducted 

messengers. He also ‘made over to that great ascetic the 

monastery of the holy Vaidyanatha.’ 

The only record so far known of this prince is the Aarttalat 

Jonestnseription of bis minister (mantri-tdaka) Somesvara, 

the son of Bhidka Misra, whe served as the chief minister of his 

lather. This record, which was found at Karitalai, a village in 

the Mudwara subdivision of the Jubbulpore District of the C. P. 

(Lat. 243'°N, Long. SOOKE), is much damaged, and the pre- 

-erved portion, which contains 34 lines, appears to be ‘only the 

concluding portion of an apparently much longer inscription, 

the upper part of which is missing.’ Tbe missing portion pro- 

bably contained an eulogy of the ‘earlier Cedi rulers of Tripuri, 

especially Yuvarijadeva T and Laksmanaraja, who are actually 

ientioned wn the sequel.” Verses 2-17 of the preserved portion 

sive anaccount of the family of the Brahman minister of the 

hing, who belonged to the vamsa of Bharadvaja. He is describ- 

edin verse 9 as bhatfa-Somesrara-diksita. The proper object of 

' EL, Voi. 1. pp 967-68, Ve. 4-87, For another inscription of about the end of the 
UR century A.D.. discovered at Ranud, which mentions Kadambagubé, « proce of Avanti 

‘td the town of Mattamay Ors, ose J1SB, Vol. XVI, p. 1080; Cugningbam, ASK, Vol. IT. 

Pot) EI, Vol. 3, pp. 888 8. 
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the inscription is to record that this Somesvara built a temple of 
Visnu named after the founder Somasvamideva, in which this 

inscription was apparently set up. The latter part of the in- 

seription records certain donations, mainly by the royal family. 
For the maintenance of a Pura for eight Brahmans, near the 
temple, the king granted the village of Dirghasikhika (which 

may be the modern Dighee of the maps, about 6 miles S.H. of 
Karitalai). His queen Mahdderi Rahad& gave to the temple the 

village of Cakrabradi, while the king’s son, the Parama-vaisgava 

Sankaragana, made a donation on the occasion of a Junar 

eclipse. There is no date in the preserved portion of the 
inscription.’ 

Laksmanaraja was succeeded by Sankaragana, his son by 

Rahada. This prince is omitted by the Goharwa grant of 
Laksmi-Karna ;? but he is mentioned as king in the Benares® and 
the Bilhari‘ inscriptions. Both these records praise him only 

in vague terms, without any remark of the slightest value. 
He probably had a rather brief and inglorious reign. The only 
interesting fact known about him is his devotion to the god Visnu 
(Vaisnara-parama).* 

_ After Laksmanaraja came his younger brother Yuvaraja II." 

The Goharwa plates of Lakgmfi-Karna call him a ‘moon among 

the kings of Cedi’ (Cedindra-candra), who became a ‘ supreme 
ruler’ (Paramegrara).' The Karanbel stone-inscription of 

Jayasimbha tells us that he dedicated the wealth which he 
took from other kings to the holy Somesgvara (i.e., Somandtha 

1 An account of the contents of the inscription was first given by Ouaningham. ASR. 

Vol. IX, p. 31. 1¢ was thea edited from a rabbing by Kielhoeo, EJ, Vol. IL, pp. 174-79. 

3 BI, Vol. XI, p. 142; Vol. IT, p. 3. 

3 Ibid, Vol. II, p. 807, V. 19. 

4 Ibid, Vot. I, p. 260, Vs. 64-66. 

& Jbid, Vol. HI, p. 178, ¥. 33. 

& Ibid, Vol. Il, p. 307, V. 21; Voi. 1, p. 200, V. 67, 
1 Jbid, Vol. X1, pp. 142-43, Ve. 10.12. Somme identify Kelecuricendra who ‘wor- 

abipped ’ the Osodells Vidyidbara with this prince (MASJ, No. 23, p. 14), Bob see supre 

DHNI, Vol. 11, pp. 689-00; sleo ibid, infra, p- 771. 
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in Gujarat).* It was probably in the course of this western 

expedition, which he may have undertaken, to emulate the 

success Of his father, that he came into violent conflict with 

the Paramaras, The Udaipur prasasti of the kings of Malwa 

informs us that Vakpati IT (Mufija) (c. 974 A.D.) ‘conquering 

Yuvaraja and slaying bis generals, as victor, raised on high 

las sword in Tripuri.’ * This expedition by Vakpati was 

probably undertaken as a retaliation for the western campaigns 

of the Kalacuri kings. The remark inthe Khairha and the 

Jubbulpore grants of Yasah-Karna that Yuvaraja ‘ purified 

the town of Tripurl,’ ' may have a veiled reference to the 

parificatory ceremonies which’ the WNalacuri king — possibly 
performed after the re-occupation of his capital. In connec- 

top with these hostilities between Vikpati and Yuvaraja, 

tas interesting to remember the struggles between the former 

nd the Cilukwa Paula 2, the nephew (sister’s son) — of 

Vivaraja, Phe recent: discovery of the Ahmedabad grants of 

he Paramira Harsa Sfvaka Te G40-700 ' has) shown that the 

predecessors of Vakpate were feudatories of the Rastrakdtas of 

Monvakhefaka. This explains to some extent the nature of the 

sriggle between the Ristrakiitas, Célukvas, Kalacuris, and 

Porcndras of this pertod. These contlicts, in which the Rastra- 

nitus ceased to existas a great power in the Deccan and in which 
ipod was plundered and Vakpath Mufy.t met a tragic end, were 

wssibly not detached incidents, but only episodes of the long 

drawn duel between the Rastrakutas and Paramiaras on the one 

hited and the Cajukyas and Nalacuris on the other. The alliance 

bisern the Cajukyas and the Nalacuns however did not long 

“Hise these events, The claim put forward in some of the 

POVGOXVITL pp. glh-d6, fae 7 WEST, No.2, pp. 1415, cunoualy enough, 
tat. a eae ‘epithets applicable to Vuverass [have beeo ' misapplied "by the 

mi te has grandson Yuvardja Tf,’ 
‘EL Sol D, pp. 988-297, Vi 1S; see unfra, DUNT, Vol. 11, chapter an the Pargmares. 

hi VA NED, p. au, V7. 

‘1 Madras, 1934, Madras, 1023, pp. 993 1; BI, Vol. XIX, pp. 296 ff; also infra, 
DHS) Il, chapter on the Paramdras. 

N14 
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later Calukya records that Taila, in addition to subverting the 
power of the Rastrakiitas, overcame the king of Cedi, indicates 
that Yuvaraja II must have subsequently come into conflict with 

his relatives.' Thus the history of Kalacuri-Calukya relation- 
ship forms a close parallel to the earlier Kalacuri-Ragtrakdte 

connections. 
The only record which can be referred to the time of 

Yuvaraja II is the Bilhari stone-inscription of the Saiva ascetics 

of the Mattamayiira sect, who originally emigrated from Kadam- 

baguhé.? The stone which bears it is said to have been found 

at Bilhari (the Balihri of the maps, Lat. 23°48’ N., Long. 
80°19'E.), described as one of tlie oldest towns in the Jubbulpore 
district of the C. P. The record consists of 33 lines, the last 

8 lines of which are somewhat damaged. It opens with On 

namak Sirdya and then invokes Siva under various names. 

Next it traces the genealogy of the Haihayas from Atri ‘down to 

Yuvaraja I. It also contains a list of the various Saiva asce- 
tics who were honoured by or received gifts from these prince-. 

The proper object of the inscription is to record the various 

gifts and endowments to the temple of Siva raised by Nohala, 
the queen of Yuvaraja I. Towards the end we are told that the 
inscription was set up in the monastery of Nohaledvara by the 
holy preceptor Aghorasgiva, the disciple of the sage Hrdayasiva, 

who was a contemporary of Laksmanar&ja. Verses 83-d1 

mention the names of Tripurf (nod. Tewar near Jubbulporc), 

Saubhagyapura (mod. Sohagpur in Rewa state), Lavananagara, 

Durlabhapura and Vimanapura (?), ‘the inhabitants of whicli 

would seem to have had to contribute towards the support of 

the temple.’ V. 85 informs us that this composition ‘would 

deserve praise (evem from the wonder-struck poet (vtsmita-Kar!) 
Rajesekhara.’ The pragasii was partly composed by Srinivasa 

and partly by Sajjana. It was written by Nal, the son o! 

1 BQ, Vol. I, Part IT, p. 481. 
2 Bee supra, DHNI, Vol. 11, pp. 762-68 and 767. 
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Karanika Dhira, and engraved by Nanna, son of the Sétradhara 

Sathngama. The inscription is not dated ; but Kielborn ‘ felt 

no hesitation in assigning it to about the end of the 10th or 

the beginning of the 11th century.’ ' 

Yuvaraja II was succeeded by his son Kokalla If. No record 

uf this prince has so far been discovered and in the inscriptions 

of his successors he is generally praised in very vague terms. 

Thus the Jubbulpore and Khaira plates of YaSah-Karna call him 

‘i hon-like prince, the progress of whose four-fold (caturanga) 

armies was checked (only) by their encountering the masses of 

waves of the four oceans.’? The only interesting thing recorded 

about him in these inscriptions is that he was placed on the throne 

lv the chief ministers (amdtyamukhyah) of Yuvaraja IL? This 

may indicate that he was not the heir-apparent of his father, or 

when his father died Kokalla was stilla minor. The silence of the 

wasastikdras clearly shows that his reign did not form a brilliant 

chapter in the history of the Kalacuris. It is therefore likely 

that the Kalacuri-candra who ‘ worshipped’ the great Candella 

king Vidyadhara ‘full of fear like a pupil” is to be identified with 
Jus prince. Kokalladeva, like his predecessors, may have had 

sho something to do with the Mattamayara Saiva ascetics. 

His name apparently occurs in the lower part (line 40) of a 

much damaged stone inscription of these ascetics, discovered 

it Guegi (12 miles E. of Rewad.’ 

1 dited by Kiethorn, £7, Vol. 1, pp. 251-70. Just before the last verse (86) occurs 

‘hot tha det-Steukasya.” It ie difBeult ‘ to construe the genitive with the preceding or the 

liso verse.” Kielboro suggested that Siruka may bave been the writer of s portion of 

ology 3 see rbid, fo. 50 op p. 270. V. 63 of this inscription seems to refer to 6 real 

we tan Yuwerkja IT's life, or., the alsugbter of » Gerce ‘ tiger with his hand which 

mt +! y kpffe.' The record ie now in the Nagpur Musoum. 

“FT, Vol HL, pp. 8-4, V. 8; Vol. XTI,p 211, V. 8. This verse also oocurs in the 

bey rant of Vijayasimba; ee JASB, Vol. VII, Part I, p. 488, V. 8, 3 fbid, 

' {$8, Vol. IX, p, 105, aod El, Vol. 1. p. 219. See aleo supra, DENI, Vol. 1, pp. 689- 

“ocd, Vel TL p. 768, fa, 7. 
TST, WC. AGM, p. 61; MASI, No. 23, pp. t22 ff, line 40. The next line (42) mentions 

‘lt ory (ala<durga) in conpection with the king of Gauge. At pressot it is difficult to 

tery, ether this king of Gauga had aoything te do with Kokalls 11, M4S7, No 23, p. q, 

"1:6 wrong in reading in thie » reference to incidents of the reign of Yuvaréjs L 
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WNokalla IZ was succeeded by his son G&ngeya. The only 

inscription of this prince so far known, is the Piawan rock- 

inscription. Piawan isa small valley, 25 miles to the N.N.E. 

of Rewa. At the western end of the valley, below a waterfall 

formed by a small stream, there is a rock formed into an Argha 

for the reception of a limga. The inscription is engraved on 

this rock. It consists of 6 lines and begins with the name of 

the king : Srimad-Gatgeyadeva Waharajadhiraja Parameseara.,.. 

Mahamandalesvara. The record ix damaged, but it contains the 

date (K.) Samrat 789 (A.1). 1U38), and ends with Sri-Dhahala- 

m-iti. It was certainly a Saiva record, for it contains the word 

Mahesvara.' 

This inscription shows that Gangeva had already succeeded 

his father as king of Dahala before 1036 A.D... and that at that 

date his dominions had extended in the north to within 50) miles 

from Allahabad, An earher date of Ins reign is supplied by 

the Kitébul-Hind of Birani, composed about 1030 A.D.;’ 

which mentions Dahdla withits capital Tiauri as one of the 

countries of India. At the time of the composition of this work 

the ruler of that country was Gangeya, no doubt the Ganhgeva- 

deva of the Piawan rock-inscription. In the records of his suc- 

cessors Ga&ngeya is given credit for extensive conquests.  Thu- 

the Goharwa plates of J.aksmi-Karna tell us that Gatgeyu 

imprisoned the king of Kira and defeated the rulers of Anga, 

Kuntala, and Utkala.*”. The Khairha and the Jubbulpore grant: 

of YaSah-Karna inform us that he became famous under the name 

Vikramaditya.’ The same two vrants ina rather obscure verse 

1 Edited by Cunningham, ASK, Vol. XXI, pp 112-15, and plate XXVILT. In bie fiat 

of northern inscriptions Kielborn giveu the date with a ign of interrogation ; see El, Vol. V, 

Appendix, p. 56, No. 406. Dhdhala is possibly another variotion of the name spelt > 

Debhala (GI, p.114), Dahalé, D&hale, Dahdla, Dahdia, Dahalé, ete. 1o Kanarese sometime: 

Dehale. 

2 Trens, by Sachau, Trisbner, Vol. I, p. 202. 

2 EJ, Vol. XI, p. 143, V. 17. 

4 Ibid, Vol, TY, p. 3, V. 11; Vol. XII, p. 211, V. 1. In AST, 1916-16, Part 1. p 74 
{n., Bir Jobn Maraball scems to take this Vikramaditya as Vikram&ditya V (1009-11 A.D.) 

the name of the Kuntals king defeated by Gatgeys. 
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seem to refer to GAngeya’s victory over the king of Kuntala. It 

has been translated as follows: ‘‘ The crest-jewel of crowned 

heads, he became famous under the name Vikramaditya, wishing 

to run away from whom with dishevelled hair (the king of Kuntala) 

who was deprived of his country came to possess it again.””' 

According to Hiralal, ‘ the enlogist evidently scems to convey 

that Gingeyadeva was so noble that he restored the Kuntala 

country toits king who was defeated and was running away 

with disheveled hair? ? A Candella inseription from Maboba 

tells us that ‘when Gaavevadeva who had conquered the world 

Qua-risea) percerved before him (this) terrible one (Vijayapala)... 

the Jotus of his heart closed the knot of pride an battle”? It ts 

difficult to separate prasastt from facts mm these claims. But the 

fact that he as viven the credit of having conquered the world in 

an enemy's record is lughly Siguifieant. TP have already indicat- 

ed elsewhere that the reign of Vijavapala probably represented 

a rather ipglorious period of Candella lustory.' The Piawan 

rock-nscription, as well as the statement in the Kalacuri records 

that Gangeva took up tus residence at the feet of the holy. fig- 

tree at) Prayaea,’ shows the extension of tis power up to the 

Ganges in the north. Pt suggests also the possibilty that the 

whole of the Baghelkhund Agency had passed into his possession, 

Qur inference is further supported by the statement of Baihaq, 

who tells us that when Ahmad Nival-tigin, the general of the 

Yamini king Ma‘stid Tote, 1030-40 A.D.), invaded * Banaras,’ 

( 1034 A.D.) that city ‘belonged to the territory of 

(rang | (64 coy. Tt is posstble that this Gang is to be 

Wentified with the Kalacurt king Gangeya.’ At this time the 

1 ORT, Volo XT. pp. 205 1 VPP sbi’, Vol EE, pp. tt, V1 

Ibid, Vol. XT, p. 215, fo 2. See slao (BOT, 1927-28, p. 291 

bid, Vol. 1, pp. 210 and 222, Va. 22-2 

4 See supra, DHNI. Vol. 11, pp. iit and 6, 

EI, Vol, HW, po 4, V. 1a. Vol, XU, p. atl, Vo 12; J4SK, Vol, VITT, Part I, 

fdas NTN 

: Ta'rikh-i-Bathaqi, Ed. by Morley, 1862 (Fobiothica Indica), p. 497. Trane. of 

(tre twin Kiltot. Vol TI, p. 188 CAT, Vol. YH, pp. 29-30. 
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Gurjara-Pratiharas had practically disappeared as an effective 

power in the Ganges-Jumna valley. The death of Vidyédhara had 

also probably caused a decline of Candella influence in the Doab. 

Under the circumstances it was not impossible for a daring ruler 
to advance from his base at Allahabad up the Jumma valley into 

Kangra, and capture a petty Kira prince ruling in that area. 

In the east the Adga king at this time was probably the Pala 

ruler Mahipala 1; and an attempt to advance down the Ganges 

valley from Allahabad may have brought Gangeya into conflict 

with him also. This would receive confirmation from the colo- 

phon of a Nepal MS. of the Ramayana if we could accept the 

identification of the Gaudadheaja Gadgeyadeva mentioned in it 

with the Tripuri ruler of that name. The colophon runs as 

follows: Camvat 1076 (A.D. 1019) Asadha radi 4, Mahdraja- 

dhiraja punyadcalokha Somaramsodbhaca Gauda-dhraja Srimad- 

Gangeyadeva-Lhujyamana-Tirabhuktan = Kalydna-vijaya-rajye.’ 

Similarly it is not impossible that he may have attacked the 

rulers of Orissa from some base in the Bilaspur district by 

following the downward course of the Mahanadi.? In_ his 

hostility to the kings of the Nanarese districts (Kuntala) he was 

carrying on the policy laid down by his predecessor Yuvaraja IT. 

The defeated Kuntala king was most probably Vikramaditya V 

Tribhuvanamalla (¢. 1009-1011 A,D.), the grandson of Taila IT. 

The only recorded instance of the defeat of Ganhgeyadeva is pro- 

bably found in the statement of the Parijatamanjari of Madana 

which tells us that (the Parainara king) Bhoja (¢c. 1010-55 A.D.) 
‘* had his desires speedily fulfilled for a long time at the festive 

defeat of Gangeya’’ (Gangcya-bhang-otsara)? Hultasch rightly 

identified this prince with the Tripuri Kalacuri Géngeya. 

The success of Ganhgeya as a ruler is probably better 

1 JBA8, Nol. LAX, .908, Part 1,_. 14: see aleo R.F. Chanda, Gauda-réja mdlé, 

p- 41,fn. KD. Banery Bastgdlar [tihds (mecond Fd.) Vol. J, p. 252; Sylvain Lévi, Le 

Népal, Vol. 2, p. 22, fo. 8; also supra, DHNT, Vol. I op. ati. 

2 See supra, DHNI, Vol.1, p. 406. 

3 EI, Vol. VIII, pp. 98 & 101, line 2,V. 5; DHNI, Vol. U1, mfra, chapter on the 

Paramaras. 
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illustrated by the evidence of his coins. He was the first, and, so 

far as our present knowledge goes, also the last, in his dynasty 

to strike his own coins. Their design 1s very simple. The 

obverse is occupied by the legend containing the king’s name, 
while the reverse shows the limbate figure of Lakemi seated 

cross-legged. His coins in gold, silver, and copper form, in the 

opinion of Cunningham, ‘a perfect monetary system,’ which 

‘must have been very useful and convenient.’' The only record 

of the building activity of Gangeya is probably contained in the 

Bheraghat Inscription of Alhanadevi, which tells us that he 

‘made the earth, though resting below, rise beyond the heavens 

up to the abode of the gods by raising (on it) a Meru without 

equal." According to the B¥hat-Samhita Meru denotes a parti- 

cular kind of temple (hexagonal, with twelve stories, variegated 

windows, and four entrances).'* It is difficult to determine 

whether this was dedicated to a Saiva or a Vaisnava deity. It 

was probably a Saiva temple, for there is some evidence to show 

that Gangeya was a devotee of Siva. His only inscription, that 

of Piawan which mentions the name of Mahescura seems to have 

heen a Saiva record. But what appears to be conclusive evi- 

dence on the point is the statement of his son's Benares grant, 

that the latter meditated on the feet of Parama-bhattdraka-Mahé- 

rajddhiraja-Parameseara-Sri-Vamadera.’ From A.D. 1042, the 

date of this record, onwards several successors of Laksmi 

Karna also refer to themselves in their records as meditating 

on the feet of Vamadeva.” The custom was later on 

dopted from the Kalacuris by some of the later Candellas 

of Jepika-bhukt.® As the mame of V&madeva does not 

OMI, p. 72, Plate VIEL, Nos. 1-6; CCIM, pp. 251.53, Plate XXVI, No. i 

* EI, Voll, pp. Tl and 15, Vou. 

Ibid, p. 6 {n. 42. Brhat-somhitdé. LDVE, 20. Ae Meru isthe name of a mythical 

' + tain of enormous beight, it is likely that the temples called by that name were also 

‘ire iofty and big in sise, 

‘ EJ, Vol. 11, p. S09, lines 34-34. 

: See infre, DHNI, Vol. I], pp. 789. 708-04, 707.08. 
‘ TA, Vol. XVII, p. 289, lines 4-5, Hore Vamadeve is also given the a iditional tisle of 

Pot ma-mahedvera, Bee aleo eupro, DHNI, Voi. TI, pp. 734 and 795, fv. 1. 
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occur in the genealogical lists of either the Nalacuris o1 

the Candellas, the question of the identification of Vamadeva 

appeared to present an insoluble problem.’ Vamadeva is of 

course a well-known name of Siva; but as he is given the epi- 

thets Pb.-M.-P. and in some even designated Purama maheérara 

itis unlikely that Siva was meant by this name. From the 

epithets used, there is no doubt that in every case the predeces- 

sor of the reigning prince is meant by the name of Vaémadeva. 

The solution of the difficulty may perhaps be found in the sugges- 

tion of Dr. Barnett that these princes who are called Vamadeva, 

were perhaps so noted for their devotion to that god that in the 

reivn of their successors they were considered to have become a 

part of that god himself. The only instance of such deification 

of kings hitherto recorded in Indian history is provided by an 

inscription from Kurgod, a villagein the Bellary district of the 

Madras Presidency. In this record the Sinda Mahamandalescvara 

Racamalla I, the grandfather of Racamalla IT, a feudatory of the 

Calukya Somesvara IV of Walvanr te. PIS3-89 ALD) ts said to 

have reappeared after his death in the form of a linga. The 

inscription states that 

‘Even after attaining a place in the world of Siva he 

formed a linga for the earth by union therewith. 

So having come and stood at the western side of (the 

temple of) the god Svayambha of the town of Kurugddu, and 

arisen in the form of a liaga so as to delight the whole world, 

he became very famous under the tithe of ‘the god Udbhava- 

Racamallesvara.’’ * 

Some time before 1042, the earhest recorded date of lis 

successor, Gangeya ‘ found salvation cmukts) with his 100 wives 

1 EI, Vol. TI, pp. 204-99. 

2 EI, Voi. XIV. pp. 280 and 283, tines 19-20. The Viapukugdine of the Godavar 

Kistos and (iontur districts (Madrasa) des ribe themselyen as meditating on the feet of the 

boly lord of Sri-Parcata (Sr1-Parcata srami-padédnudhydta). See EI, Vol. IV, pp. 198-95: 

XVII, pp. 834-37, Sri-Parrate is identifed with Srisailam io the Kurnool district. 
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(grhinis)’ at Prayiga (Allahabad).! As his Sassvatsara-sraddha 

was performed in that year, he seems to have died in 1041 A.D.? 

He was succeeded by his son Karna begotten on queen Demati,' 

also called Laksmt-Karna.! The names of his two immediate 

successors, YaSak-Karna and Gaya-Karna, perhaps show that 

Laksmi-Karna was his real name. In the records of his own 

family however he is always known by the shortened form Karna. 
Such abbreviations of names are by no means an uncommon 

feature of the records of this period. 

According to Indian tradition and epigraphic evidence 

Lakgmi-Karna was one of the greatest Indian conquerors. The 

Ras Mala gives the following description of this prince : 

‘At this time the raja, named Kurun, reigned in Dahul land, 
the modern Tipera, and over the sacred city of Kashee or Benares. 
He was the son of Queen Demut, distinguished for her reli- 

gious Observances, who lost her hfe in giving him birth. Being 
horn under a good star, this king extended his territory towards 
all four points of the compass. One hundred and thirty-six 
hings worshipped the lotus feet of Kurun.”” The same tradition 
tells us that Karna, in league with the Caulukvya Bhima of 
‘Tnbilwara’ (¢. 1020-64 A.D.), defeated ‘ Bhoj the lord of Oojein, 
(-, 1019-21 A.D.), destroyed ‘Dhar,’ and ‘took possession of the 
roval treasury’ there. King Bhoja is said to have ‘ attained 
Juradise ’ during this war.* This joint attack of the Gurjara 
and Cedi kings on Bhoja is also supported by a verse in the 

' Tad, Vol MW, p. 4, V0 125 Vol. XU p21, V2 12; JASB, Vol. VILL, Part I, p. 489, 
VOVt, 

* Fleet calculated that he died on 220d January, A.D. bt. Fbid, Vol. 1, p. 808; Vol. 
SU. op. 206, fn, 3; Vol. XI, p. 146. 

‘ PC op 72, 
‘ FIL, Vol. T, p, 222, V. 26 of s Candella inscription from Mshobs. 
"Kus, pp. 80.90, Forbes apparently took thie socount from Merututiga, fee PC, p. 72. 

Tide vuthority gives the name of Karga's mother as Demati. See also ibed, pp. 73-75. 
Mertunge tells os that there were difforences about the division of the epoil between Bhima 
"| Kare after the capture of Dbiré aad death of Rhoja. Damara, Bhima's minister, we are 
told, for some time imprisoned Karpa. See infra. DUNT. Vol. II, chapters on the Pereméres 
MD! the ¢ aulukyes, 

I—1§ 
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Prabandhacintamani.’ In the east, according to Tibetan tradition, 

Karna is said to have attacked Magadha and destroyed numerous 

Buddhist temples and monasteries.’ This traditional picture 

of Karna is fully sustained by epigraphic evidence. Thus the 

Bheraghat inscription of Albanadevi gives the following account 

of his victories : ‘* While this king, of unprecedented lustre, gave 

full play to his heroism, the Pandya relinquished violence, the 

Murala gave up his arrogant bearing, the Kunga entered the 

path of the good, Vaiga trembled with the Kaliiga, the Kira 

stayed at home like a parrot in the cage, (and) the Hana left off 

being merry.’’* The Karanbel stone-inscription of Jayasitha 

tells us that Karna was waited upon by Coda, Kutga, Hina, 

Gauda, Gurjara, and Kira princes.‘ These claims of the Kala- 

curi inscriptions are supported by the records of their contempo- 

raries. Thus the Nagpur stone inscription of the Paraméras 

tells us that when Bhojadeva ‘had become Indra’s companion, 

and when the realm was overrun by floods, in which its sove- 

reign was submerged, his relation Udayaditya became king. Deli- 

vering the earth, which was troubled by kings and taken poss- 

ession of by Karna, who, joined by the Karnatas, was like the 

mighty ocean, this prince did indeed act like the holy Boar.’ : 

The Candella records also admit that their kingdom was for 

a time completely destroyed by the invasions of Lakgmi- 

1 PC, pp. 74-75; BG, Vol. I, Part I, p. 163. 

$ See DHNI, Vol. I, pp. 326 &, 
3 El, Vol. II, pp. 12 and 15, V.12. Most of these geographical names snd their 

location sre well-known. Kira wae probably located in the Kangra valley, while Kufiga 's 

taken by some to correspond to the modern districts of Salem and Coimbatore. Mursls is 

sometimes located in Malabar. See DHNI, Vol. I, 676, fo. 1. Bee also JA, Vol. XVIII. 

p. 215. ABO!, 1927-28, p. 202; GDI, p. 134. It is difficult to find oat the location of the 

Huns during this period. MASI, No. 13, p. 20, places them in the Punjab. 

4 JA, Vol. XVIII, pp. 215 and 217, lines 11-12. MAST, No, 98, p. 20, suggests thet 

Virardjendra (c. 1062-67 A. D,) was the Cols king defeated by (Lakgm!)-Kargs. See South 

Indian Inscriptions, Vol. III, No. &, pp. 201-02, No. 88, where the Coje kiag claims to have 

‘segovered [Kappa jkuoci (:.¢. Kanyakubja). 

5 KEI, Vol. Il, pp. 185 and 192, V. 82; on this point ese also the Udaipur prasas' 

ibid, Vol. I, pp. 296 and 238, Vs. 21-22, Sec also infra, DHNI, Vol, Tl, chapter 07 the 

Peremares. 
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Karna.’ This fact seems to be referred to by Bilhana, the court 
poet of the Calukya king, SomeSvara I (1044-68 A.D.) who 
describes Karna as the ‘death to the lords of Kalafijara mountain. * 
The records of the dynasties of Bengal and Bihar also refer to the 

intimate relationship of Karna with the princes ruling there. Two 
of his daughters, Yauvanasri and Viraéri, appear to have been 
married to the P&la and Varman kings Vigrahap&la ITT and 

J&tavarman, respectively. The RGmacarita refers to conflicts 

between Karna and Vigrahapala III. The discovery of a deco- 

rative pillar-inscription of Karna at Paikore in the Birbhum 

district of Bengal seems to substantiate his claim to victory over 

the kings of Ganda.’ 

It is clear from the above, that for a time Karna occupied 

it position of marked predominance. The complete destruction 

of the Paramaras and the Candellas gave him effective control 

over the whole of the region now known as Central India. When 

we also take into account the findspots of his inscriptions at 
Paikore, Benarcs, and Goharwa (Allahabad district), bis close 

relationship with the Gurjara, Karnita and Gauda kings, and 

the significance of his assumption of the title of Trikalingadhipati, 
we may well believe that for a time at least he dominated the 

whole region extending from the sources of the Banas and the 

Mahi rivers in the west to the estuaries of the Hooghly in the east, 

ind from the Ganges-Jumna valley ® in the north to the upper 

waters of the Mabanadi, Wainganga, Wardha and Tapti. Thus 

the mantle of imperialism which bad fallen from the shoulders 

uf the Gurjara-Pratihdrns upon the Candellas and the ParamGras 
wis at last seized by the Kalacuris. The achievements of Karna 

live sometimes been compared to those of Napoleon ;‘ but the 

' See supra, DHNI, Vol. 11, chapter on the Candelles, pp. 608 2. The Candella ruler 
tleated by Karga wae Devavarmen (1081 A.D.). 

? see DHNI, Vol. 1, pp. 336-97, 890, 834-36 ; Vol. II, p. 698. 

* MASI, No. 98, p. 17, interpreta lines 1-5 of the Besebi plate of Govindacandre 
TA, XIV, 108-08) to meso that (Lakem!)-Kerge ‘ruled over Kaasuj.’ 

* ABOI, 1987-98, p. 298. 
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comparison is misleading. Unlike Napoleon, Karna’s achieve- 

ments were not the results of a single generation; on the 

contrary, they were the culmination of a policy which had been 

systematically pursued by several predecessors, riz., Yuvaraja I, 

Laksmana-r&ja, Yuvaraja II, and Gangeya. The victorious career 

of the last of these rulers is sufficiently illustrated by his 

revival of the title of Vikramaditya and the epithet ‘world- 

conqueror’ given to him by his own enemies. But if Karna’s 

rise was not Napoleonic, his fall may have been to some extent 

meteoric, like that of the French emperor. There is evidence 

that he was overwhelmed by a series of defeats towards the 

latter part of his career. In the extreme east, the Ramacarita 

and the Tibetan tradition tell us that Karna was defeated by 

Nayapala and his son Vigrahapala III. Nearer home the Candella 

Kirtivarman, under the able guidance of his Braman general 

Gopala, claims to have recreated the lost kingdom by defeating 

Karna. Inthe west Udavaditya appears to have revived the 

Paramara kingdom in Malwa by onsting the forces of the 

Kalacuri emperor. Further westward, the Caulukya king Bhima 

I, of Anahilwad is praised by the Jaina monk Hemacandra for 

having conquered Karna in battle.' In the South Bilhana 

records the defeat of the Kalacuri monarch by SomeSvara I, the 

Cajukya king of Kalyani.’ 
This war with the Aarn@fas, who had allied themselves 

with Karna in their attack on the Paramaris, may have been 

occasioned by the alliance which Somesvara I subsequently formed 
with the defeated Malwa rulers. Bilhana refers to the assistance, 
which in his reign his son prince Vikramaditya rendered to 

the Mélavendra who came to him for protection, to regain his 

kingdom.’ The Sitabaldi stone inscription dated in 1108 S$. 
(A.D. 1087) seems to show that the hostilities between the two 

1 I, Vol. 1, p. 803; Bibler, Uber das Leben des Jaina Ménchs Hemacandre, p. 6: 
BG, Vol. I, Part I, p. 168. 

2 Vikramétkadeva.carita, Ed. by Bobler, I, 109-08. 
3 Jbid, III, 67. 
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dynasties continued during the reign of Vikramaditya VI (c. 1055- 

1126 A.D.)." As the Mahasamanta Dhiadibhathdaka of the 

MahG@rastrakita lineage, who ruled round the present Nagpur, 

owed allegiance to the Calukya king, it is certain that 
the Kalacuri power in A.D. 1087 had been driven out from the 

headwaters of the Wainganga, Warda, and Tapti into the 

Mahadeo hills. It was probably during these northern ex- 

peditions of the Calukyas that the Nagavaiiist rulers of Bastar 

were established in the C. P. These rulers claim to belong 

to the N&gavariga and the Nasyapa gotra, to have a tiger 

and a calf as their crest, and to be the lords of Bhogavati the 

best of the cities (Na@garamsodbhara-Bhogavati-pura-varcérara- 

sa-vatsa-ryaghra-laachana-Kasyapa-gotra). At the end of some 

of their inscriptions occur the figures of the sun, the moon, a 

cow and acalf, a dagger and shield, and a linga in its socket 

‘exactly of the shape in which Lingd@yats wear them.’ The 

dates on their records run from c. Saka 1033 to 1147 (¢, A.D. 

111] to 1224). They are evidently connected with the Naga- 

vast Sindas of Belgutti (Belagavatti © Bhogavati in Honnali 

Talug of the Shimoga District, Mysore), who appear as feuda- 

tories of the Calukyas of Kalyani, at the end of the 10th and 

the first half of the l-th century A.D. 

1 EI, Vol. WT, p. 300 ff. 

7 For the history and inscriptions of these Ndyacamdis of Bastar and the various 

branches of the Sindas sec the following :— 

(1) EF, Vol. 1X, pp. 160 66 11-16. 

(2) Jbod, Vol. TIT, pp. 314-18, 

(3) Jb, Vol X, pp. 25 38, 40-43, 

(4) Ibid, Vol, VII, Appendtz, Kiclhoro’s List of Inscriptions of Southern India, 

Noa. 144, 136, 16), 218, 224, 299, 234, 236, 249, 247 (and perbeps 253). 

(5) 1G7, 1908, Vol. VII, p. 144, the article on Belagutts. 

(6) Dr. L, D. Barnett’s note on the Simdas in Ei, Vol. XIV, pp. 268-70. Be 
noticea the following branches of the family: Sindas of (1) Bagadage (mod. 

Bigalkot), (2) Erambarage (mod, Yelburga), (3) Bijapur, (4) Karbéta 

(Batara District:, (5) Bellary District, and (6) Bastar. 
(7) Pritheiraj Rosdo, (1. 64); Chindss (= Sindas) ove of the 36 Agnikala Rajputs. 

(8) BG, Vol. 1, Part IT, pp 578-78. 

It appears likely that these Nigavacbdi (Sinda) princes of Baater were supplanted about 
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I have elsewhere’ calculated from the data contained in the 
Basahi plate of the Gibadavala Govindacandra that Karna must 

have suffered defeats sometimes before c. 1090-1104. This 

conclusion is confirmed by the discovery of the Khairha grant 

of his son YaSahkarna dated in (K.) 8. 823 (A.D. 1073). Itis 

therefore certain that Karna’s reign came to an end about 

the beginning of the third decade of the second half of the 
Lith century A.D. 

Karna, like his father, was a worshipper of Siva. He 
is also reported to have built a temple of the Meru type at Kasi, 

which came to be known as Karnameru.? The only other 

recorded instance of his building activity was his foundation 

of the city of Karnavati (mod. Karanbel),* on a site about a 

mile from Tripuri. 

The following inscriptions have so far been discovered for his 
reign : 

(1) Benares grant.—This was found at the bottom of a 

well in the old fort of Benares. It consists of 48 lines and is 

engraved on two brass plates, joined by a ring, to which is 

affixed the royal seal containing the figure of the four-armed 

Gaja-laksmi sitting cross-legged. Below the goddess the seal 

contains the legend—‘Sri-Karna-dera and below the legend was 

engraved the figure of a bull. Excepting a verse in line 18 which 

isin Maharastr! Prakrit, it is written as usual in Sanskrit verse 

the beginning of the 15th century by the Kakatlyas of Warangal when the latter were driven 

to the north by the Muslims. The Danteswar stone :necription of Dikpdladeva (1708 A.D.) 
gives us the genealogy of the Kakstiyas of Bastar for 10 generstions beginoing from 

Annamaraja who is stated to have first settled in Bastar from ‘Orsngal.’ Annamerdje 16 

said to bave been the brotber of PratSparadrs of the lunar race. Hirslel is probably right 

when he suggests that this Pratkparodrs is not the earlier prince of thet neme who 

ascended the Warangal! throne in c. 1204 A.D., but the prince of the same name who w25 

defeated by Abmad Shah Babmani in 1422 A.D. See ZI, Vol. XIT, pp. 962-60. 

1 See supra, DHNI, Vol. 1, p. 699. 

3 BI, Vol. II, p. 4, V. 14; XII, p. 212, V. 14. 

3 Ibid, Vol. It, p. 4, V. 18; XII, p. 212, V. 18; JA8B, Vol. VIII, Part J. 
p. 489, V. 12. 
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and prose. The inscription opens with Om namah Sivadya and a 
verse in honour of Siva. It then traces the genealogy of the 
Haihayas from Kartavirya down to Karna. In the prose part 

of the inscription (lines 33-41) we are told that Pb.-M.-P.- 

Vamadeva-padanudhydta - Pb. - M. - P.-Paramamahesvara-T rika- 

lingddhipati-Karnadeva from his Vijaya-skandhdvara, situated at 

Svasiga (?), after having bathed in the river Veni, worshipped 

the god Trilocana (Siva), and performed the annual funeral 

ceremony in honour of his father Gangceyadeva, granted Kasi- 

(bhiimy)-anta(rga)ta Susi-grama, to the learned Visvaripa, 

whose ancestors had come from the village of Vesaila. The 

date, (K.) Samrat 793 (A.D. 1042), comes at the end of the 

inscription. ' 

(2) Goharwa grant.—It was found in a field in the old 
fort at Goharwa, a village in the Manjhanpur Tahsil of 

the Allahabad district (U.P.). The inscription consists 

of 49 lines written on two copper plates which were ori- 
vinally held together by a ring. The seal, which was 

found detached from the plates, bears in relief in its upper 

part, the seated figure of the goddess Gaja-Laksmi, At the 

bottom is a bull couchant. Across the centreis engraved— 

Srimat Karnaderah, The inscription opens with Om Brahmane 

namah and a verse in praise of Siva. Then in 30 verses the 

1 The inscription was first ooticed by Captain Wilford in the dssatic Researches, Vol. 

MT p. 108, Canningham in his ASK, Vol. IX, pp. 82 f., also gave an scoount of the grant. 

lt wus fully edited Uy Kielhorn io 2J, Vol. I!, pp. 207-810. For the date of the grant see 
tis tiid, Vol. XII, p. 206, fo. Kielhoro suggested the identification of Veni with Wea- 

Gauri of the C.P. Thies seems to be wrong. It should be identified with the river Veni, 

whit flowed near Allababad. In bie Kemauli grant dated in V. 8, 1228 (A.D. 1172 A.D.) 

the ‘;shadaehla Jayaccandra is found bathing in the Vegi at Prayige; eee EJ, Vol. IV, 

p 122. Ia BI, Vol. ¥, Appeadiz, p. 68, {n. 4, Kielhorn suggested the reading Preydga for 

“tasay'a. Om the significance of the word Trikelings, se G. Ramdas io QJABS, Val. I, 
art 1, July 1026, pp. 16 @. Be tried to prove that the affix means not three but Aigh: 20 
“cording to him Trikelidga means high or hilly Kalidge, ¢.¢., the highlead intervening 
between Kalidge proper aud Dakgine-Kosala or Chattisgarh (the tract now occupied by 
the Kuiahundi State, Sambalpor district and Goomeur). But eee the foot-note of the 

tor on p. 10, where be polote out shat Tiru (or Tri) is taken to be a corruption from 
Muir: Sei wad cannot signify ‘bigh.’ Pliny mentions Macco-Celinges, Gangerides 
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genealogy of the dynasty is traced from the moon and the 

‘thousand-armed Haihaya emperor.’ The historical part of the 
genealogy begins with Laksmanar&ja, and ends with Karna. 

In the prose part we are told that Pb.-M.-P. Vamadeva- 
pidanudhyata-Pb.-M.-P.-Parama -mahesrara- Trikalingad hipati- 

nija - bhujoparjit - Asvapati-Gajapati - Narapati -raja-trayddhipati 

Karnadeva, while (residing) at the Jaya-skandhdrara situated 

in Karnatirtha, after having bathed in the Gangi and the 

holy Arghatirtha and worshipped the divine lord Siva, granted 

the village of Candapahaé in the Kosamba-pattala to the 

pandita Santi Sarman. It is dated in the 7th year of the ad- 

ministration of Karna (Srimat-Karna-prakase Vyaraharane),' 

fon the full-moon ¢ithi coupled with a Thursday, of the month 

of Karttika.’ (This date perfectly agrees with Thursday, 5th 

November, A.D. 1047.) It was written by the Karanika 

Sarvinanda, and engraved by Vidyananda. It ends with 

mangalam-mahasri.* 

(3) Paikore decorative pillar-inscription,—It was discovered 

at Paikore in the district of Birbhum, Bengal. It is incised ‘on 
a small decorative pillar,’ and records that ‘the image of a 
goddess was made by an order of the king himself.’ * 

(4) Sarnath stone-inscription.—It was found at Sarnath ‘in 

the trench to the north of the Jain enclosure, west of the Dhamekh.’ 

Celingae and Cslingse. Macco mey signify the Mekaiag who lived near the Maikal rance. 

Aa the Puranas state that the Narbade drains the westero half of Kalittga (Amarkaptak in 

the Maikal range), Kalitga may have in its wider sense extended from the estusries of the 

Ganges to the hills of Amarkan'sk in the west and poinbly to Godavari in ths Soath. But 

can Macco be the Dravidian Muk~ three? See Barnett, JRAS, 1926, p. 157, fa. 1. See also 
DHNI, Vol. I, p. 392 fn. 1. 

1 Dr. Barnett suggests: ‘Can this mean administration ander the immediate eye of 
Karps?”’ 

3 Edited by Haltzach, E/, Vol. X1. pp. 130-46; on the date ece the remarks of Fleet. 

ibid, p. 146. The Kosambé-pattale is mentioned in a grant of the Gihadavila Jeyaccandrs 

dated in (V.) 5. 1233, Bee FA, Vol. XVIII, p. 137; also DANI, Vol. I, p. 588. Kotamba 

mandcla is mentioned in the Karra inscription of Yasabpals, discovered near Kosam 

(Allahsbad Dist.) : see JRAS, 1927, pp.684 #. See aiso DHNI, Vol. I, p. 600. 
3 Noticed in 48], 1931-22, p. 116. Paikore is sometimes apelt Paikor. 
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It is ‘ broken and fragmentary ’ and contains 14 lines written in 

‘corrupt Sanskrit.’ It is dated in the victorious reign of P.M.P.- 
Sri- Vimadeva-padanudhyata-P. M. Paramamahesvara- Tr (Tri)- 

halingd dhipati-nija-bhujoparjit - Ascapati-Cajapati-Narapati-raja- 
trayddhipati-Srimat-Kargadeva in the (A.) Samrat 810 (1058 
A.D.). It records that the Mahajan-dnujdina-Paramopasika 
Mamaka, wife of one Dhanesvara caused ‘a copy of the Asta- 
sahasrika to be written in the Saddharmacakrapravarttana 

Mahavibdra. Tt ends with the ‘usual imprecations."? 

(9) Rewa stone-inscription.—This inscription is now 

‘in the store of the office of the Home Member of — the 

Council of Regency,’ Rewa State, Its find-spot is at present 

anknown, ‘The record is incised on a smooth plain slab of 

sandstone, the left half of which ts missing.’ Jt is dated in 

he Ch.) S. sto (AD. 1ae0-610, in the 9th vear of the reign of 
Karna. The inseription begins with a verse containing an 
vocation to Siva. Phe record is so mutilated that it is very 

Afheult: to follow the details mentioned init. But it seems to 

refer to a dine of chiefs * who were servants of the Kalacuri 

wings. Tt mentions two battles, a battle of the horses 

thotaka-rigraha) and a batde in the valley of the Yellow 

hountain (plta-parrata-fala), my Which Vapullaka (also 

Wled Vapula), one of these chiefs, seem to have shown his 

velour. In the second conflict (samara) be defeated the 

ores of one Trilocana and a holy person (muni) named 

Vijala, The, proper object’ of the inscription is to record 

tne donation of land to (Siva) Vapulesvara, who was named 
ster Vapula, ‘a devoted worshipper of the feet’ of Karnadeva. 

The pragasti was composed by one Viruka. Line 19 containg 
4 supplementary record which mentions the donation of an 

nae of Mahescartdy a lady named Pravara, alias Nayanivali, 

Who was apparently the wife of Vapula.’ 

' 181, $906.07, pp. 100.01, ? One of these is called Ragaha, see line 7. 

Notioed on ASI, WC, 1091, pp. 52.68, MAST, No, 38, pp. 190.89; Trifocana is 

N—16 
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The term used here in connection with the regnal year 
is: ‘‘Srimat-Karna-prakasa-Vyavaharandya,’’ which probably 
means ‘according to law or according to custom or practice 
regulating the public appearance of Karna.’’ As we know from 
his Benares grant that he was ruling in 1042 A.D., this record 
shows that either he was crowned a second time as an universal 
ruler (Cakravartin) or that his formal coronation was deferred for 
about 11 years. But unfortunately the acceptance of this 
involves a conflict with the date of the Goharwa grant, which 
is dated exactly as in this inscription, in the 7th year, and which 
was calculated by Fleet to be in perfect agreement with 1047 
A.D. Unless it can be shown that the date of the Goharwa grant 
also agrees with 1058-59 A.D., we must conclude that the 
reading of the date in one of the inscriptions (Nos, 2 and 5) is 
wrong. 

Laksmi-Karna was succeeded some time before 1073 A.D. 
by his son YaSah-Karna, begotten on queen Ayalladevi of the 
Hina stock (Hiim@nraya).’ The Jubbulpore and Khaira grants 
of Yasah-Karna seem to indicate that he was crowned as king 
while his father was still living. The verse which describes his 
coronation runs as follows : 

“Of thie law-abiding (son), the father, whose acts were 
purified by the respect which he paid to the family priests, 
performed the great inauguration ceremony (mahdbhisekam) in 
the midst of the four great oceans, made resplendent, as by a 
full jar, by the king of mountains, and illumined by the moon 
and the sun.’ 

As the verse quoted above distinctly says that Karna him- 
self took part in his son’s coronation we may perhaps conclude 

* 

identifed with the Lats Caulukys Trilocanspéle (A. D. 1081). See infra, DHNI, Vol. I, 
chapter on the Caulukyas. 

1 See above, p. 784, fn. }, 
3 BI, Vol. Hl, p. 4, V. 15; XU, p. 912, V. 16. JA8B, Vol. XT, p. 480, V. 18. 9 El, Vol. U, pp. 4 and 6, V. 16 5 XII, p. 212, V. 16, 

. 

ey 
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that after his serious defeats, like the S&hi king Jayapala,’ he 

abdicated his throne in favour of his son. This event, as we have 

seen, must have occurred some time before 1073 A.D, the date 

of the Kbairha grant. 
In the Kalacuri records, Yasah-Karna is generally praised 

vaguely for his victories. In lis own grants he is called the 
Jambudvipa-ratna-pradipa who had ‘erected high pillars of 

victory near the ends of the earth.’* The only definite state- 

ment about his victories in his own grants is contained in the 

following verse : 

‘“‘Extirpating with ease the ruler of dndhra, (even though) 
the play of (that king's) arms disclosed no flaw, he reverenced 

the holy Bhimescara with many ornaments. The Godavari, 

with her waves, trees and creeping plants dancing, has sung his 

deeds of valour with the seven notes of her stream, swect like 

the cries of the intoxicated flamingo.'’ ° 

The Bhimesrara of the above passage has been identified 

with some probability with “the rather handsome two-storeyed 

urine of the god Bhimesvara-svimin at Draksharama ' (Godavari 
Instrict), This temple tx reported to contain ‘a particularly big 

‘aqgam, some fourteen or fifteen feet bigh’ and also inscriptions, 

dated from A. 1D. 1055.6 The Andhra king is probably to 
ie identified with the Calukya Vijayaditya, who ruled in Vengi 

from about 1064 to 1074 4. D.° The onfy other reference to 

lis victory is contained in the Bheraghat stone-inscription of 
Mhanadevi. V. 14 of this record tells us that Yasah-Karna_be- 

came famous by devastating Camparanya. Kielhorn suggested 

' DHNI, Vol. I, p. 87. 

* Ibid, Vol. 1, p. 4, Vg, 17 and 19; Vol. XIT. p. 212, Ve. 17 and 19. 

’ BI, Vol. O, p. 4, V. 93; Vol. XII, p. 288, V. 28. 

* El, Vol. I, p. 7, fa, 48; Vol. XII, p. 206. 

~ KG, Vol. f, Part It, p. 484. Vijayaditya was « won of Somedvara I (c. 104468) and a 

hiother of Vikramaditya VI (c. 1076-1190). He was probably « feudatory of theese two 

Nlere, 

' EL Vol. YL, p. 1, V. 34. 
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that this place should denote a tract of country near the Godavari 

river; but it is more likely that the place is to be identified with 

the modern Champaran district of Bihar. We have already seen 

that there is some evidence to show that Gangeya, one of the 

predecessors of Yasabh-Karna, ruled in Tira-bhukti which included 

Champaran.’ This area may have been lost to the Kalacuris 

after the defeats which overwhelmed Karna during the latter 

part of his reign. Yasali-Karna may have therefore undertaken 

an expedition into that province to punish its rebellious tribes. 

That he succeeded in making no permanent impression in 
Tira-bhukti is clear from the inscription of Alhanadevi. It was 

only araid. At present we do not know the last date of Yasah- 
Karna, but as the first recorded date of his successor, so far known, 

is (K.) 5. 902 (A. D. 1151), it is not impossible that his reign 

may have extended well into the beginning of the 8rd decade of 

the 11th century. In tbat case the rise of the Gahadavalas inc, 

1090 A.D. and their occupation of the whole area from Benares 

to Kanauj must have robbed Yasah-Karna of some of his fairest 

provinces in the Ganges-Jumna valley. This conclusion is sup- 

ported by a grant of the Gahadavala Govindacandra, which in 

V.S.1177 (A. D. 1122) sanctions the transfer of some Jand 

which was previously granted by the (Kalacuri) king Yagalr 

Karna.” As the reign of Laksmi-Karna ended before 1073 A.D., we 

can safely conclude that the Ganges-Jumna Doabl was conquered 

by Candradeva (c. 190-1104) from the Kalacuris in the reign 
of Yasah-Karna.* Another serious defeat that Yasab-NKarna 

appears to have suffered came from the revived Paramara dynasty 
of Malwa. The Nagpur prasasti of Naravarman tells us that the 

illustrious Laksmadeva (¢. 1070-1100 A. D.) attacked  Tripurl 

and annihilating his warlike spirited adversaries encamped on 

1 For the area indicated by Tira-Lhuif:, consult Monter Williams’ Sanskrit-Engliat 

Dictionary, Oxford, 1872, p. 376. 

3 JASB, Vol. XXX1, pp. 1938. See aloo VIN], Vol. J, pp. 510 and 880 &. 

® JA. Vol. XIV, pp. 102-08, lines +5 = See also DHNI, Vol. I, p, 506 ff. 
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the banks of the Revi.' YaSal-Karna probably also suffered 

defeats in the hands of the Candella Sallaksanavarman? and the 

Cilukya Vikramaditya VI.2 There are reasons to believe 
that the hold of Tripuri on Tuthmina also grew precarious 

during this period.’ 

The following records have so far been discovered for the 

reign of Yasah-Karna. 

(1) Khairha grant—This was found in a large stone chest 

at Whairha (N. Lat. 23 12°, Long. 81°30" E), a village in the 

Rewah state about Tt miles 8. 8. of Sohagpur, the headquarters 

of atahsifof the same name. The inscription consists of 44 lines, 

nnd as incised on two plates. ‘Phe bell-shaped seal which is 

attached with a heavy ring has the usual figure of Guja-laksmi, 

and the bull, and between them, the legend Srimad-Yasah- 

Karnaderah, It opens with Qaaame Brahmane, and then gives 

the usual genealogy of the Kalacuris from the mythical Visnu 

down to YaSah-Karna. In the prose part of the inscription we 

are told) that) Pb.-MW.-P.-Vamadeva-padanudhyata-Pb.-M.-P.- 

Parama-mahescara-Trikalitgadhipatienqya-bhujoparnt - dsvapati- 

Gujapati- Narapatieraja-rayddhipate Yasah-Narnadeva granted the 

llage of Déuli-paracela in the Devagrama-pattalé to a Bréhiman 

nimed Gatgaidhara Sarman. The anseription is dated in 

Koy Samrat 823 1053 Ao. Tt was written by Dharmalekhin 

Viechika.’ 

(2) The Jubbulpore grant.—This was found deposited in 

tie Nagpur Museuin. Its find-spot is unknown. It was 

EP, Vol UE posh Voir See feo anfo, DHNT, Vol. U1, chapter on the Paramiras. 

BI, Vol. 1, pp. 827, Vi 4s ang supra, DENG, Vol TH. p. Tl, 

Helgami inacrption of Vikramaditya VI, dated in AD. 1081, Bee Archaeological 

‘wry of Mysore, Amnwal Report, Ur, pp EM and 1s, line 33. 1 am indebted to 

a ee Ganguli for this reference. 

' See infra, DHNI, Vol. Tl, pp. 803, 85 and Sag. 

i tted by Huralat, AJ, Vul XII, pp. 205-17. The date of the insenpion appears to 

"neler; see alnd, p. 206. The editor ie tuclined to thrak that the Devagrame-patteld 

"" cdeutibed wtth mod, Deogevin, close to Khairha, 
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originally inscribed on two plates; but the second is now lost. 
The preserved plate contains the historical portion of the grant, 

which opens with Om namo Brahmane, and then gives the 

usual genealogy of the Kalacuris from the Moon down to Yaéab- 

Karna. Inthe Nagpur Museum transcript of the inscription, 

which was made before the second plate was lost, the date 
is given as ‘ Monday, the 10th of the dark-fortnight of Magha 
829, at the time of the Uttardyana Samkranti,’ the details work 

out for ‘ Monday the 31st December, 1078 A.D.’ The preserved 
portion of the grant ends with Pb.-M.-P.-Sri-Vamadeva.’ 

Yasah-Karna was succeeded by his son Gay&Karna. The 

only record so far known of this king is the Tewar stone. 

inscription, It was found on a light green stone which appears 

to have been found at Tewar (Tripuri), a village about 6 miles 

to the west of Jubbulpore (C.P.). The inscription contains 22 

lines. It opens with Om namah Siraéya; then follows the 

genealogy of the princes of the Atreya-gotra from (Laksmi)-Karna 

to Gaya-Karna. In lines 4-5 the wish is expressed that this last 

prince together with his son, the Yurardja Narasimha, may rule 
the earth for ever. The proper object of the inscription is to 

record the erection of a temple of Siva by a P&supata (or 
Paitcarthika) ascetic named Bhavabralman, a disciple of the 

ascetic Bhavatejas, of the Ananta gotra. It is dated in line 21 

in the Cedi year 902 (Nava-Sata-Yugalabdadhikya-gé Cedt-diste), 
corresponding to A.D. 1151.’ 

! I call this plate the Jubbulpore grant because 1 is eo called by Canningham and 
Kielborn. It has been edited by Kielhorn in EJ, Vol. II, pp. 1-7. He did not know 

that the Nagpur Museum transcript contains the year—Sameat 829. Thies ie given by 

Hiralal in E/, Vol. X{I, p. 207, Kuielhorn, on the dats available to him, fixed upov 

A.D. 1122 as the date of the grant. The first plate of the grant is now in the Nagpur 
Maseum. 

£ Bdited by Kielborn in JA, XVIII, pp. 209-11. The editor base pointed out thet the 

word digts means kala; Cedi-diste therefore means Cedi-kéla (cf. Malava-kSle). The 

local name of Siva appears to have been Gahugda (line 15), A naked colossal Jaina image 

dedicated in the reign of Gsyi-Karpa was discovered at Behoriband in the Jubbulpore 
Distziot (0. P.), It mentions the Mahdsdmantadhipati the Bigtrakdts ‘Golbens.’ See 
ASR, Vol. IX, p. 40. 
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Gayé-Karna married the Guhila princess Alhanadev!. 

The Bheraghat stone-inscription of this queen gives us the 

following genealogy of her ancestors :' - 

In the Gobhilaputra-gotra*® 

Nrpati Harn8apila 

King Vairsirnha  Malava-mandaladhinatha 
Udayaditya 

Vijayasiinha = Syimaladevi 

Dihala Kalacuri 
Gava-Karna = Alhanadevi 

Narasitaha 

Alhanadevi was therefore a relative of the Param&ra kings 

of Malwa. We have seen that Yasah-Karna was severely 

defeated by the Paramaéra Laksmadeva, But during the first 

half of the 12th century the Paramfras appear to have been 

driven westward across the Betwa bv a revival of the Candella 

power under Madanavarman (¢. 1129-63 A.D).2 In the Mau 

inscription of the Candellas we are told that before Madanavar- 
man the Cedi king always fled vanquished in fierce fight.‘ I 

have pointed out elsewhere that this Cedi king was probably 
(iiva-Karga.’ The discovery of the Panwar hoard of coins* of 
Madanavarman seems to indicate that Baghelkhand, to the 
North of the Kaimur range, was probably annexed by the 
Candellas. The Kalacuris had already lost some of their 
luirest provinces in the Ganges valley to the Gihadavalas in the- 
reign of Yasah-Karna. During this reign they fully lost their 

' ED, Vol. TT, p. 19, Vs 27-86. 
* Thi branch ruled in Medapaje (Mewar). Politically they were not a0 important power \ thin period, See infra, chapters on the Quhila-putras, Paramdres, and the Coulukyes, 
1 a supra, DENI, Vol. TY, chapter on the Candelias, p. 711, 

ET, Vol. 1, pe 198, V. 18, 
__ Sec upre, DENI, Vol, II, chapter on the Candelles, p 111. ' Thed; JASB, 1914, pp. 109.900. 
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hold on South Kosala, the Turhmana branch of the family having 

become completely independent.'' The victories of the Candellas 

must have made their.condition still worse. Common danger and 

the instinct of self-preservation may have therefore compelled 

the Paramaras and Nalacuris to forget their old hatred. The 

marriage of Gaya-Karna with the grand-daughter of Udayaditya 

may in that case be regarded as a tangible symbol of friendship 
between the Paramiras and the Nalacuris. 

The Prabandhacintamani of Merutuhga’ seems to contain a 

story of an attack on Gujarat by Gavé-Karna. We are told that 

once when the Caulukva Kumarapala of Analilapataka had 

started on a pilgrimage ‘‘ he was informed by a couple of posts 

(Yugalika), who came from a foreign country that NKarna, king 

of Dahala was marching against him. His forehead was beaded 

with drops of perspiration, and he abandoned, out of fear, Ins 

desire of being head of the congregation, and came with the 

minister Vagbhata, and blamed himself at the feet of Hema- 

candra.’’ The story runs that the Jain sage assured his disciple 

that ‘Cin the 12th watch from this time your mind will be 

relieved.”? At the appointed time Kumiarapala was informed 

that ‘ Karna had cone to heaven.’ ‘* Karna,’ we are told, 

‘‘was making a march at night, seated on the forehead of an 

elephant, and allowed his eyes to close in sleep, and while he 

was in this state, a gold chain, that he wore on his neck, caught 

ina banyan tree, and hanged him, and so he died."’ It is 

difficult to say whether this story has any foundation in fact. 

But the date of Kumiarapala (c. 1144-74 A.D.), makes it almost 

certain that by ‘Karna,’ king of Dahala’ Mcrutuhga meant Gaya- 

Karna (c. 1151 A.D.). 

Gaya-Karna was succeeded hy his son Narasirnha, who had 

been already associated in government with his father for some 

' Seeinfra, DHNI, Vol. I, section on the Turimana brauch, p. 808. 

2 PC, p. 146. 

2 See supra, DHN], Vol. 11, p. 777, fn. 4. Lakemi-Karno was sieo called Karaa. 
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time before 1151 A.D., the date of the Tewar inscription. The 

following inscriptions have so far been found for his reign : 

(:) Bheraghat stone-inscription.—The block of green stone 

which bears this was found at Bheraghat on the Narbada, in the 

Jubbulpore district of the C P. It contains 29 lines and opens 
with Om namah Sivdya and 6 verses invoking the blessings of 
Siva, Ganega, and Sarasvati. Then follows a pedigree of the 
Kalacuris from Arjuna (Sahasrfrjuna, V. 7) to Gaya-Karga, 

who married the Gobhila princess Alhanadevi. The latter bore 

him Narasimba, and Jayasitnha. The former of these two prin- 

ces was reigning when the inscription was set up. The proper 
object of the inscription is to record the foundation of a temple of 
Siva (Indu-mauli), with a matha, a hall of study and gardens 
attached to it, by the widowed queen Alhanadevi. For the main- 

tenance of these institutions and the temple, the queen ‘assigned 
the two villages of Namaiindi, in the Jaull-pattald, and of 

Makarap&taka, on the right bank of the Narmada in the land 
adjoining the hills. The management of the whole establish- 

ment, thus founded by the queen, was entrusted in the first in- 

tance to a Pésupata ascetic of Lita lineage’. All the aforesaid 

buildings were planned by the Satradhdra Pithe, who knew ‘the 

rules of Visvakarman.’ The pragasti was composed by Sadgi- 
dhara of the Mauna gofra, and written by his elder brother 

Prthvidhara. It was engraved on stone by the Sétradh iru Bala- 
ittha. The date (K.) Sansrat 907 (A.D. 1155) comes at the 

end.! 

(2) Lal-Pahad rock-inscription—This is ‘rudely engraved 
on a piece of rock on the top of a hill called L&l-Pabad,’ near 

harhut in the Nagod State, C.1. (Lat. 24°27'N., Long. 80°65'E.) 
It contains 8 lines. It begins with Seasti Sri ; then follows Pb.- 

' First edited by Dr. F. &. Gall in JMO, Vol. VI, 1860, pp, 490-582. The text of Dr. 
Hail wan then printed with » photolithograph in ASW/, Memoranda, No. 10 (Inscriptions 
ftom the Cape Temples of Western India), pp. 106-08. Finally edited by Kielborn, 2/, 

Vol. U, pp, 717, 

TI=—]7 
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M.-P. Vamadeva-padanudhyita-Pb.-M.-P.-Parama-mahesvara. 

Trikalingadhipati-nija-bhujoparpit - A scapati -Gajapati -Narapats- 

raja-trayadhipati-Sriman-Narasithhadeva-caranah. In lines 5-6 

the inscription seems to record the construction of a vaha or 

water-channel by the Rauta Ballaladevaka, son of Keéavaditya, 

the Mahar@japutra of Vadyava-grama. The date, (K.) Saimvat 

909 (A.D. 1158) is given in line 35.’ 

(3) Alha-Ghat stone-inscription.—‘ This inscription together 

with two others, is on a block of stone which is about a hundred 

yards from a large cave, somewhere near the foot of Alha-Ghit, 

‘one of the natural passes of the Vindhya hills by which the 

Tons river finds its way from the tableland of Rewah to the 

plain of the Ganges’ ’’ (Lat. 24°55'N., Long. 81°27'E.). It 

contains 7 lines, and opens with the date (V.) Samrat 1216 

(A.D. 1159), in the victorious reign of the Dahaliya-maharaja- 

dhiraja Narasitihadeva. The object is to record (lines 2-5) that 
the Ranaka Chihula, son Jalhana, the Mah@ranaka of Pipal- 

[oau? |durga, performed some meritorious deed in connection 
with or near Satasadik& Ghat. Line 6 seems to mention some 

person from Kausambi who had something to do with the Rana- 
ka’s orders. The record was written by Thakura Kamaladhara. 

It ends with the name of Sttradhara Kamalasiha and 4. others, 

who were probably artisans engaged in the work mentioned 

above.” 
Nothing definite is recorded of this king's reign ; but 

the find-spots of the Lal-Pahad and Alha-Ghat inscriptions seem 

to indicate that in the course of it the Kalacuris may have re- 

covered some portions of Baghelkhand from the Candellas. 

1 It was Grsat noticed by Cunningham, who also published a photozincograph of Whe 

record in ASK, Vol. IX. pp. Land %4 and plate IT. Jt wae next edited by Kielborn ia fA, 

Vol. XVIII, pp. 281-13. For th: words Rayaputra aud Mahdrajaputra as titles of officials see 
ibid. fn. 8 on p. 212. 

3 A transcript of the text together with » pbotolithograph of the inscription wae pub- 

lished by Cunningham in bis ASR, Vol. XXI, p. 116 and plase XXVIII. It was then edit- 

ed by Kielhorn in 7A, Vol. XVIII, pp. 218-14. 
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Narasitaha was succeeded by his younger uterine brother 
Jayasimha. The following records are known for his reign : 

(1) Rewah grant.—This is reported to have been discovered 

in Rewah. It contains 19 lines, incised on a single plate. It 
opens with Om srasti and a verse in honour of Helamba 
(Heramba, i.e., Ganesa ?). It then refers itself to the victorious 

reign of Pb.-M.-P.-Vamadeva-pa dinudhydta-Pb.-M.-P.-Parama- 

maihesrara-Trikalingad hipati-nija-bhuj-oparjit-4 srapati-Gajapatt 

Varaputierija-tray adhip att Jayasiruhadeva. Then in line 4 

begins the genealogy of the feudatory Mahdaranakas of Kakkare- 

dik& (mod. Kakreri, Long. S1°17'E., Lat. 24°56'N.). It is as 

follows :— 

In the Kakkuredikis nagari 
inthe Kaurava rans 

(ty Mahdramula Jayavarman 

fed Vutsarayja 

{ 

cay Mahdomaheaerara a hirtivarman 

In dine 14 we are told that this last chief in CK.) Sancat 926 

(A.D. 1173), on the occasion of making the funeral oblations in 

honour of his deceased father (No. a, granted the village of 

Ahadapada, situated in the Khandagaha-pattala, to two Brah- 

mans, the Thakura Gayidbara and the Thakura Caturbhuja. In 

hnes 15-19 we are told that the inscription was written, with 
the consent of the Thakura Ratnapala, by the Thakura Vidya- 
dhara, and engraved by the Lohakdras Kake and Kikaka.' 

(2) Nagpur Museum Insertption.—Kielhorn notices this in a 
loutnote of his List of Northern Inscriptions. Tt is much 
CHaced * and is ‘apparently’ dated in the (K.) Sam. 926 in the 
reagn of Jayasitnha. It was composed by the same Saégidhara 
Who composed the Bheraghat stone-inscription of Alhanadevi.? 

'br grant was potiond by Copnsoghem io hu ASK, Vol. XXE, pp. 145-46. Edited by an io the fA, Vol. XVIJ. pp. 226-87. 
El, Vol. V, Appendiz, p. 60, (a. 4. 
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(3) Tewar stone-inscription.—The stone which bears this 

was procured from the village of Tewar (Tripuri), in the district 

of Jubbulpore (C.P.). The inscription consists of 9 lines 

and opens with a verse in honour of Mahadeva. Then comes 

the names of the king Gaya-Karna and his two sons Narasimha 

and Jayasithha. It records the erection of a temple of Siva 
(Iévara) by the Nayaka Kesava in (X.) Samrat 928 (A.D, 1177). 
Kesava was a resident of the village of Sikha in Ma&(la)vaka or 

Malava.’ 
(4) Karanbel stone-inscription.—The stone which bears 

this inscription ‘ was found at Karanbel,’ now a heap of ruins, 

a few miles from Bheraghat near Jubbulpore in the C. P. 

Though the stone was found broken, ‘hardly a single akgara 

has been lost.’ The inscription contains 25 lines; but it 

appears to have been left incomplete. ‘ For there is nothing 

in it to show why it was engraved, and we miss at the end the 

names of the author and the engraver which ina carefully exe- 

cuted inscription like the present one, had it been finished, 

would hardly *have been omitted. In consequence tbe inscrip- 

tion is also left undated.’ The record upens with Ore namah 

Sivaya and 6 verses invoking the blessings of Siva, GajAnana, 

and Sarasvat!l. The contents of the genealogical portion are 

* almost identical’ with those of the introductory portion of the 

Bheraghat inscription of Alhanadevi. Among the differences 

may be mentioned the following : (i) the (Gobhila) Haréapiala 

is here called Pragvate'ranipala ; (ii) the (Paraméara) 

Uday&ditya is called Dhdradhisa, (iti) the genealogy is here 

traced from Yuvardja II. The inscription ‘ probably was in- 

tended to record the erection of a temple of Siva.’ ? 

1 First edited by Dr. F. E. Hall, mn JAOS, Vol. V1, pp. 512-18. His text with s photo- 

sincograph was then printed by Dr. Burgess’ Memoranda, ASWI, No. 10, p. 110, and his 

translstion in Cunningham ASR, Vol. 1X, pp. 95-96. Kielborn finally edited it in the El. 

Vol, Hi, pp. 17-19. 
3 Edited by Eielhorn, 1A, Vol. XVIII, pp. 914-18. Kabga of the Bheraghat inscription 

is epelt bere Kwtga, ‘clearly the Kofigu.deéa of Soatbern India.’ 
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These inscriptions of Jayasirnha do not supply us with any 

definite information about his reign. But itis perhaps signifi- 

cant that he is désignated a Samrat in his Tewar inscription 
(line 4). This may indicate some measure of military success. 
His Rewah grant shows that the fortune which apparently 
attended his brother in his struggle against the Candellas was 
continued in his reign. He must at any rate have ruled over the 

whole of Baghelkhand. Our inference regarding Jayasitnha's 

success in war seems to be confirmed by his son’s Kumbhi grant, 

which tells us that on hearing his coronation ‘ the king of Gur- 

jara deserted his weak kingdom, s0 also the Turuska; while the 

chieftain of Kuntala neglected amorous dalliance; other kings 

too, daffing the world aside, fled beyond the ocean.’ ' The 
Gopalpur stone-inscription of his son Vijayasitiha gives us the 

name of one of his queens, Gosaladevi.’ 

Vijayasimba succeeded his father some time before 1180 

4. D. The following inscriptions are known for his 

agp : 

Kumbhi grant. —This was dug up at Kumbhi,*on the right 

link of the Herun river, 35 miles N. Io. of Jubbulpore. 

The inseription is incised on two plates of copper. The seal on 

‘he ring has the usual figures of Gaja-Lakgmi and the bull. 

letween the two figures is the legend Srimad-Vifayasimshadera. 

lhe inseription opens with Om namo Brahmane, and then gives 
tw genealogy of the dynasty from Brahma duwa to Vijayasitiha. 
In the prose part of the inscription we are told that with the 
jermission of Pb.-Af,-P.-Vamadeva-padanudhydta-Pb.-M.-P.- 

Purama -mahesvara -T rikalingadhipatt-nija - bhujoparjit-A doapati- 

Gajapati-Narapati-raja-trayddhipatt Vijayasiiibadeva, his mother 
(Gosaladevi granted in (K.) Surarat 932 (A. D. 1180) the village 

of Coralaya, in the Samvala-pattald, to the Brahman Sttha 

| JAGB, Vol. VIII, pp. 463 and 491, V. 28. 

7 Bee aloo the Kamthi plates, JASH, Vol. VIII, Part 1, pp. 481.95, and the Bheragbat 
tcre-ipacription of Vijayasithha, MASI, No. 98. p. 142. 
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Sarman. The inscription was written by Vatsaraéja and engrav- 
ed by Satradhara Lema.’ 

(2) Rewah stone-inscription.—The thin slab of Kaimur 
sand stone on which this is incised was discovered in une of the 
small guard-rooms to the left of the main entrance to the citadel 
or palace enclosure of Rewah town The inscription consists of 
27 lines. It opens with an invocation to Maijughosa, ‘the 
Buddhist god of learning,’ and then gives the following genealogy 

of a line of chiefs who served under the Kalacuris of Tripuri : 

Sri-Jata.......0.... defeated the cnemies of Karna-deva 
and was appointed by that’prince 

| ‘to the charge of the Visaya.’ 

Yasgahpala......... a devout worshipper af Gavi-Karna. Ip . ; 

ae er nee eee 

Candrasimha Padmasirniba 

Mualavasirnha 

The inscription then gives the genealogy of an officer of Malaya- 

simha, whose name appears to be Harisithha. Its proper object 

is to record the excavation of a tank, by Malayasithba under the 
superintendence of Harisituha, ‘at a cost of 1,500 tankakas 

stamped with the figure of Buddha (Bhagacat).’ The inscrip- 

tion is dated in (K.) Samrat 944 (A. D. 1192), in the reign of 
Vijayasimiha.” 

1 JASB, 1839, Vol. VIII, Part 1, pp. 481-95. Through s mistake Gosaladev! was taken 

by the editors as the wife of Vijayasimba; see ibid, p, 481; but see page 496. She is dis 

tinctly termed mat in the ‘ext of the inscription on p. 492 (matr- Srimad-Gosaladenys 

pradattah}. (a this point see also the Gopsipur atone-inscription, io the 7A, Vol. XVIII. 
p. 219, aod the Bheraghat (Vaidyanath temple) inscription in MASI, No. 28, p. 142, In this 

latter inscription the name of the queen seems to be Gosalé-devi. The name of the village 

granted is wrongly given as ‘Corulags,’ on page 496 (JAS, Vol. VITI, Part 1). 
2 ASI, WC., 1921, p. 52; also MASI, No. 23, pp. 185.41. 
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(3) Rewah grant.—This is reported to have been found 

in Rewah. It is a single plate, containing 20 lines of writing. 

There is a ringhole in the upper part, but all trace of the ring 

and the seal which may have been attached to it has been lost. 

The inscription opens with Om svasti and two verses in honour 

of Brahman and of Bharati. In lines 2-4 it refers itself to the 

reign of Pb.-W.-P.-Parama-mahesvara-Vimadeva-padanudhydta- 

Pb.-M.-P.- Parama-mahescara-T rikalingddhipati-nija-bhuj-oparjit- 

Asrapali-Gajapati-Narapati-raja-trayadhipati  Vijayadeva. — It 

then gives the following genealogy of Sallaksanavarman, the 

feudatory chief of Kakared: : 

In the capital of Kukaredi a person pamed 

(}) Dahilla, after him came 
tit} Vagiike 

aa) Danddka 

ur. Kbojika . 
(ri Jasvavarnsan His son was 

| 
Vatwarsya 

j 
1 

(end Sdmantaestrumant-Samadht- 

gata per hcumahdsabda Sa)- 

laksanavariian 

be Sdonuanta stromant Karte 
Vurtyad) 

In lines 7-14 is recorded the grant of the village of Chhidauda in 
the Navisavapilisa-pattald to certain Brahmans, descendants of 
Thakura Madhava. ‘The inscription is dated in line 13 in ( .) 
Nameat 1253 (A.D.1195), It appears to have been engraved 
by Kike? 

(4) Gopalpur stone-inscription.—This inscription was discover- 
edat the village of Gopalpur, about two miles to the south of Bhe- 
raghat, where it is said to have been brought from Karanbel. 
The stone which bears it is broken, and the record has been much 

* 

' Firat potioed by Cunningham in hie 49R, Vol. XX1. p. 146. Properly edited by 
Kietboro an the 14, Vol. XVI, pp, 297-90. 
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damaged in consequence. It contains 21 lines, and opens with Om 

namo bhagavate Vasudeoaya. The proper object is to record 

(lines 16-21) the erection of a temple of Visnu by a member of the 

Kasyapa family. By way of introduction it gives the genealogy 

of the Kalacuri kings of Tripuri from (Laksmi-Karna) down to 
Vijayasimnha. The preserved portion does not contain any date.’ 

(5) Bheraghat stonc-inscription.—It ‘was found on the 

lintel of a doorway of the temple of Vaidyanatha at Bheraghat 

in the Jubbulpore district.’ It contains four lines and records 
that the Maharajni Sri-mad-Gosaladevi, Maharaja Vijayasirmha- 

deva and Srimad-Ajayasitnhadeva daily saluted the feet of the 
god Vaidyanatha.’ 

We know nothing of the political incidents of Vijayasimha’s 

reign. The dates of bis extant inscriptions extend from 1180 to 

1195 A.D. Itis not known definitely how long he ruled after 

1193, or who succeeded him. The Kumbhi inscription men- 
tions as one of his sons MahG@kum4ra Ajayasitnha,’ who possibly 

succeeded his father after the latter's death. No records of 

Ajayasitha or any of his successors have so far been discovered. 
The Rewah grants of Trailokyavarman dated in 1240 and 1241 

A.D.* however, show that the northern portion of Baghelkhand 

at least had passed under the control of the Candellas in the first 

half of the 13th century. Inthe S.E., from the last quarter of 

the 11th century, the Chhattisgarh division had formed an 

independent state under the Tutimana branch of the Haibhayas. ° 

North of the Bhanrer range the Muslim power gradually ad- 

vanced into Saugor and the Damoh districts in the 13th century. 

This is shown by the Batihagarh stone-inscription dated in (V.) 

1 Edited by Kielhorn, 14. Vol. XVIII, pp. 218-19. First noticed by Dr. F. B. Hall in 

JASB, Vol. XXX, p. 113, and theo by Cunningham in ASR, Vol. LX, p. 99, No. XV. 

2 MASI, No. 2, p. 142. 
9 JASB, Vol. VILI, Part 3, p. 492. See siso Bheraghat stone. inscription, MASI. No. 28. 

p- 142, lines 2-3. 
# JA, Vol. XVII, pp. 280-36; also eupra, DHNI, Vol. 11, pp. 724-26. 

§ BI, Vol. XIX, pp. 75-81; see also supra. DHNI, Vol. Il, pp. 788, 791-92 end infra 

pp- 805-06 
Ls 
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Savevat 1385 (A.D. 1328). This inscription was originally 
found at Batibagarh, a village 21 miles N.W. of Damoh. It is 
written in Sanskrit and records the construction of a gomatha, 
a garden and a well in the town of Batihidim by the order of a 
local Mubammadan ruler Jallal Shoj& (Jalal Khwajah), son of 

Isika (Ish&q)-réja. This Jallaja is stated to have been appointed 

as his representative by Hisamadntin (Hisim ud-Din) also 

called Chipaka, son of Malik Julaci, who was made commander 

wf the Kharpara armies and lord of Cedi (Cedi-degadhipa) by 

the Sakendra Suratréna (Sultén) Mahamida (Mahmad) of 

Yoginipura (Delhi). The inscription further states that Jallala 
appointed his servant Dhanau as manager of the institutions 

mentioned above. The principal architects (Siétradhd@ra) were 

shojika, Kamadeva and Hala of the Silapatta-ramsa. The 

composer Of the record was the Mathuraénraya-Kayastha 

raijaka.! 

Rai Bahadur Hiralal has identified the Delhi Sultan Mahmida 

with Nasir ud-Din Mahmud (1246-66 A.D.), who is reported to 

live subdued Bundelkhand region and appointed a governor about 
1251 A.D.? The name of the governor is not mentioned by the 
Muslim writers. Hiralal may be right in thinking that he was 
ipparently Malik Julact of the Batihagarh inscription. ‘ Be- 

tween the conquest of Mahmid and the record of our inscription 

there 1s an interval of 77 years spread over three governors, the 

Malik, his son Hisém ud-Din, and Jalal ud-Din, giving a fair 

normal average duration of administration for each.’ ? 

We may conclude from this inscription as well as the Bamhni 
Seti record of the reign of ‘Al& ud-Din, dated in A.D.1309 * that 

Edited by Hiralat, B/, Vol. XU, pp 44-47. Dr. Barnett enggests that Chipaka * is 
it’ ls am Indjan name. The editor's suggestion that it stands for ‘Safiq’ is according 

hs os wrong. 

Thed, p, 48 The regions eabdued were Gwatiur, Chaaderi, and Malwa; see Bthot, 
‘1, p. 8815 PF, Briggs’ Trans., Vol. 1, p. 289. 

EL, Vato XO, p. 45. 
‘itd, Vol. XVI, p. 11, {0.2 f have already mentioned thia inscription ; eve eupra, 

VENT Vol AE, pp- 784-35. 

u—18 
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the Muslims had extended their power in the second half of the 

18th and the first half of the 14th centuries as far as the Bhanrer 

Range. It is difficult to say how far their dominions extended 

south of that range. But itis likely that the Nalacuris of 

Tripurl may have lingered on as a minor power in the Jubbulpore 

division for a considerable time. The Muslims never succeeded 

in effectively subjugating this region, known in Jater history as 

Gondwana. Possibly this dynasty was ousted finally by the 

extension of tbe power of the Gonds into Jubbulpore about the 

beginning of the 15th century.’ 

(3) Kalacuris of Tummana’ (C. P.) 

The Kalacuris of Turnmina claim to be descended from 

Kokkala I, the founder of the Tripuri branch of the family. 

They trace their pedigree to one Nalingaraja, who claimed 

descent from one of the 17 younger sons of Kokkalal. We 

are told that ‘in order not to impoverish tbe treasury of 

Tritasaurya he abandoned the ancestral land and acquired by 

his two arms the country of Dakstna-Koéala. Since Trammana 

had been made a royal residence by his ancestors, therefore 

residing there, he increased his fortune, causing the destruction 

of his enemies.’*® Though Tritasaurya has not yet been identi- 

fied, there is no doubt that it was the name of a_ portion of 

the original territories of the Kalacuris round about Tripuri.’ 

Daksina-Kogala is generally taken to represent roughly the 

1 IGI, Vol. XTV, 1908, p. 208. Bishop Chatterton records a tradition that Jadorai, the 

founder of the Gond kingdom of Garha (mod. village about 3 or 4 miles from Towar) was 

at first » servant of the lust Kalacur: Rajah. but later on overthrew his family and usarped 

the royal power, see his Story of Gondwana, pr 15 ff. Dalpat, who married Durgés:iti, 

was the sun of Sangrim Shah, a descendant of Jadurfi. Durg&vuti wan killed by Akbaer's 

(1556-1605 A.D.) general Asef Khao. 

$ Usnally called Kalacurss of Katnapura ; but see aupro, p. 742, fp. 2. 

3 ET, Vol. I, pp. 32 f., Vs. 6-7 Tuthmana is sometimes spelt Tummaga (£/, I, Pp, 4), 

V. 12.) 

4 Kielborn took it to be the name of the ‘residence or country ‘of Kokalls. See 

BI, Vol. I, p. 88. For » goese by Hiralal see JA, 1924, pp. 260-70. He tries to stow 

that it was a tribal name and identical with the Vedic tribal name Trtee (7). 
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modern division of Chhattisgarh of the C. P., while Turhmana 
bas been identified with the modern village of Tumana in the 

Lapba Zamindari of Bilaspur District.’ As the earliest certain 

date of Prthvideva I, the great-grandson of Kalingaraja, is 

1079 A. D., we may fix upon the first quarter of the 11th 

century as the approximate date of the latter. It is likely that 

he was a contemporary of Vikramaditya Gangeyadeva, and 

may have acted as his viceroy in the Daksina-KoSala. The 

Kalacuris of Tripuri had already crossed over the Maikal Range 

into Chhattisgarh before the time of Kalingaraja, for a 

Ratnapura stone-inscription tells us that Turnmana ‘ bad been 

made a royal residence by his ancestors’ before he left 

Tritasaurya and came to reside there. It seems likely that the 

family of Kalingaraja remained feudatories to the Dahala branch 

tr! about the seventh decade of the 11th century, which probably 

~aw the defeat and death of Karna.? 

Kalingaraja was succeeded by his son Kamalaraja. Accord- 

mg to the Xmoda plates of his grandson Prthvideva I, he is 

sud to have defeated the Uthala-nrpa, and endeavoured to 

equal Gadgevadeva in prosperity." It ts interesting to find that 

Gingeya humself is also credited with victory over the ruler 

af Utkala, and itas not unlikely that lis relatives in Tutmmana 

may have substantially helped him in his South-Kastern cam- 

paign, Kamalaraja in that case must have been a younger 

contemporary of Gingeya. 

Kamalaraja was succeeded by his son Ratnar&ja, also 

called Ratneévara,* This prince is said to have ‘ ornamented 

1 Tyumape te etuated in 22°98 N., and A'S FO did XIX, p. 77. TA, 1924, pp. 

UM Twrnmdea ia referred to ov adesa ins Muhammedpur epigreph ; see 4, Vol. XX, 

i$ ;aee alan EJ, Vol I. pp Sui. 4 1 In another inscription Jajalladeve II is 

octibed ap Tudemanadhipats; we EL, Vol Lo pp. oi f S. Kesola sometimes comprised 

it’, ua of Ssimbalpur, Patos and Gianjam, See DHT, Vol J, pp. 303 &, 

* Bee aupra, DUNE, Vol. Ii, pp Te aud TH 

“EL, Vol. NIX, p. 70, Va. 6-0 
‘ See eupra, DHNI, Vol. I, pp itl end 774. 

HE Vol 1, p. 88, Va. 10-1 
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Turmmana with the temples of the gods VatkeSs, Ratnes- 
vara and other gods and also with gardens of flowers, and 

fruits, palatial dwellings and a charming high mango grove.'! 

We are also told that he founded the ‘extensive’ city of 

Ratnapura, which became ‘ like the city of (Kuvera) the lord 

of riches,’ and decorated it with many temples. * The only 
other interesting event of this reign appears to have been his 

marriage with Nonalla.*° She was the daughter of Vajuvarman 
or Vajjika, the prince of Kém6-mandala, which has been 
identified with the Pendra Zamindari in Bilaspur district, 

where there is still a village named Komo.* The existence of 

a separate principality so close to the capital of Ratnaraja 

shows that as yet his power was extremely limited. As this 

marriage alliance is mentioned with pride by almost all the 

records of his successors, we may conclude that 1 marked a 

definite stage in the evolution of the Tummana Haihayas as 
an independent power. 

Ratnaraja was succeeded by his son Prthvideva, also called 

Prthvisa.®° Recently a land-grant of this king was discovered 

in the Bilaspur district of the C. P. This was the Amoda 

grant. It was dug out of a field in the village of Amoda, 
which is ‘ about 10 miles from Janjgir, the headquarters of a 
‘tahsil of the same name in Bilaspur.” The inseription contains 

1 Jbid. The god Vankess ‘the lord of vagabonds’ 1s taken by some tobe an 

aboriginal locai deity; buat it was probably a name of Siva who was alwaye accompanied 

by an army of vagsbonds ; see ibid, Vol. XTX. p. 77. 

2 Ibid, Ys. 11-12, 

3 Thid, V.13. In Vol. XIX. p. 79, V. 12, the nameis spelt Nonnald. Bot the former 

name is given in JHQ, September. 1925, p. 410, V.8; p. 418, V.8. Also in FA, 1925, 

p. 44. The name of the queep may be an inflation of N3ni, which in the Chhattisgarh 
dislect of Hindi means a maiden. Hirals! suggests that the termination alld wee sdded 

to the names of ladies of rank: cf. Avallé, L&challé, Rajatli, Reambhallé, otc flee EI, 

Vol. XIX, pp. 77-78, 
4 EI, Vol. XIX, p. 77. Note the name Vaju. As the Tocbmigs region of Bilaspur 

is still largely inhabited by aboriginal tribes, it is not unlikely thet Vaju was # power!u! 
pon-Arysn chief, 

8 Ibid, Vol. 1, p. 86, Vs. 14-16. 
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41 lines and is incised on two plates. Each of the plates 
has a hole, “the first at the bottom and the second at the top,’ 
but the ring and the seal are lost. The grant opens with 
Om namo Brahmane. In the introductory portion the genealogy 

is traced from Kartavirya, Kokkala, and Kalingaraja to 

Prthvideva. The prose part of the inscription records the 

grant of the village of Vasaha (mod. place of the same name 

in Bilaspur tahstl), in the Yayapara-mandala (the region round 
mod. village of Jaijaipur, 19 miles from Amoda) to a Brahman 
named KeSava, son of Catta and grandson of Thiriica, on the 

occasion of the dedication of a four-pillared hall (Catuskild) 

to the god Vatkesvara at Tuménaka. The donor was 

Samadhigata-panca-mahasabda-Vankesvara-rara-labdha- prasada 

Hka-vwissati-sahasraikandtha-Maha-pracanda-Sakala - Kosaladhi- 
patt-Parama-maheseara - Kalacuriramsodbhara-Samasta-rajavali- 

rira@jamana-Mahdmandalesrara Prthvidera, The grant is dated 

CedtSasya Sam. 31 (A. 1). 1079).' 

(2) Lapha (spurious) qrant.—This grant is in possession 

of @ Zamindar at Lapha in Bilaspur district. It consists of 

lines, incised on a single rectangular plate. The style of 
writing is Oriya. The language is Sanskrit with spelling mis- 

takes. The grant opens with ‘ Sri-Arsaacandra.’ In the first 
verse it mentions JJahdrajidhiraja Prthvideva. In verses 3-4 

it records a gift of 120 villages with the Laraphd-durga toa 

person named Lutga, who had come from Delhi. The grant 

cnds with the date Samratsare 806 (which if referred to the 
halacuri era would approximately correspond to 1054 A. D)." 

The titles of Prthvideva shows that be was still a feudatory 
of their relatives of Dibala. But it is significant that the issue 

' Edited by Huralal, EJ, Vol XIX, pp. 75-51, The editor hea argued from the 

word Codidasya that the name ‘Chhattiogarh ' was derived from Codtée-gagho, meaning 
tutte of the lord of Cedi,’ and not froin Chhatitea-gagha (86 forte), which on philologion! 
-t-onds is ppscceptable. 

1 Edited by Hiralal, 8/, Vol. 1X, pp, 298-06. Hiralal abows good reasons to prove that 

‘he grant ise forgery. But there ie no difficulty about the date which is only removed by « 
trod of 96 youre from the Amodé grant. It is not impossible that Prtbvidera may hare 
‘wed for about that period. 
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of this grant synchronises with the period of confusion which 

followed the death of Karna. It is not impossible that he may have 

co-operated with Yasah-Karna when the latter invaded the banks 

‘of the Godavari. But the serious reverses which Yasah-Karna 

suffered during his reign from his western and northern neigh- 

bours probably made his hold on Kosala precarious, and allowed 

the Turhmana branch to become virtually independent.’ 
Prthvideva built temples for the god Prthvidevegvara and 

others at Turimana anda ‘ tank like the sea,’ at Ratnapura.? 
He married Rajalladevi® and had by hera son named Jajalladeva, 

who succeeded him. So far only one record has been discovered 

for the reign of this prince. This is his Ratnapur stone-inscrip- 

tion. The reddish brown stone which bears this inscription 

was found at Ratnapur in the C. P. It consists of 31 lines and 

opens with a verse in praise of Siva. Then follows the usual 

genealogy (as in No. 1 above). Prthvideva’s son was J&jalla. 

The proper object of the inscription appears to be to record 

the establishment of a monastery for ascetics (fa@pasa-matha), the 

making of a garden and a Jake and probably also the foundation 

of a temple at Jajallapura and the grant of the villages of 

Sirulr and Arjunkonasarana (?) etce., by king Jajalladeva. The 

inscription ends with the date (K\.) Samrat 66 (1114 A. D.).! 

There is reason to believe that this Kalacuri branch became 

completely independent during the reign of this king. We are 

told in the inscription mentioned above that he was ‘ allied with 

the ruler of Cedi (Cedisa) and honoured by the princes of Kanya- 
kubja and Je)é-bhuktika.’ He defeated and captured in battle one 

Somesvara and he had either annual tribute paid or presents given 

to him by the chiefs of the mandalas of (Daksi)na-Kosala, Andhra 

Khimdi, Vairagara, Latjika, Bhandra, Talahari, Dandakapura, 

1 See supra, DHNI, Vol. li, pp. 765-89. 

2 El, Vol. 1, p. 35, V.17. Ratnapura was probally at times used as a second capital 
2 THQ, September, 1925, p. 418 line 13, and p. 439, hne 14. She 18 sometimes siny’l' 

called Raialla, see El, Vol. I, p. 35. 
4 Edited by Kielborn, EJ, Vol. I. pp. 32-89. It is now in the Naypur Museom. 

& Ibid, pp. 833 and 35, V. 21. 
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Nandavali and Kukkuta.t A Kharod stone-inscription further 

tells us that Jajalladeva defeated the lord of Suvarnapura.’ Kiel- 
horn appears to have been right in suggesting the identification of 
the rulers of Kanyakubja, Jeja-bhuktika, and Cedi with the Gahada- 
vila Govindacandra (c. 1114-1154 A. D.), the Candella Kirti- 

varman (c. A. 1D. 1098) andthe Kalacuri Yasah-Narna (c. A.D. 

1073-1125), respectively. Buthe could not identify Somesvara. 
This prince, however, seems to me to be the same as the Nagavaméi 

(Sinda) prince Somesvara, the father of Kanharadeva (Saka 

LOBB=AL DD. 1111)" T have elsewhere’ suggested how these 

Nagavamst rulers came to hold that portion of the C. P. which is 

now occupied by the state of Bastar. It appears that the Tum- 

mana and the Bastar kings carried on that policy of hostility which 

thes inherited from their former masters, viz., the Haihavas of 

Déhala and the Calukyas of Kalyani. The identification sug- 
dested above seems to be confirmed by the Kuruspal stone-inscrip- 

tion of the Nagavamnst king Somesvara whichrefers to the chiefs 
of Tapp and Ratnapura as his rivals or contemporaries. It is 
certain that this Latyi, which has been identified witha well- 

known tract of that name in the district of Balaghat (C. P.) is 
the same as the Lafyika-mandala of the Ratanpur_ inscription of 
Jajalladeva, Vairagara was identified by Kielhorn with Wairagarh 
in the Chanda district. The same scholar also suggested that 
we may possibly have to read Andra-kbimidi in the Ratanpur 
inscription and J&jalladeva and not Andra and Khimidf. If 
this is accepted then this place may possibly be the same as 

Kimedi, or Khinide situated in the Ganjam district (Madras).* 
Palahartis probably the same as the Tulahari-bhumi which was 

' Jisd, pp. SY and 48-46, Ve 21 2d. 

7 1A, Gl XXU, pp 42-43. 
) Narayanpal stone inscesption, EE Vol 1X, pp. toatil; tba, Vol. X, p. 96. Others 

Soul) Uae Suinexvar with Kumbra Sometvare of Sonpur grant; eee thd. Vol. 
V1, p 230, 

‘See supra, DHNT, Vol. TE p, 782 and fu. 2 on the same page. 
* Loud, Vol. X, pp. 25-81. Vajro montioned in thie inscription is identified by Hiralal 

"th Vateugara of the Ratanpur inscription, 
TA, Vol. XVI, p. 18), 
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acquired by a minister of Ratnadeva II, the son of Jajalladeva.' 

Suvarnapura appears to be the same place from which the Orissa 

Somavarisis issued some of their grants and which has been 
identified with Sonpur, the capital of the Sonpur State.? The 
other places whose chiefs Jajalladeva claims to have defeated” 

cannot at present be identified. But it looks certain that the power 

of the Kalacuris of Tutimana, which was gradually increasing 

since the days of Ratnaraja, had at last reached its acme in the 

reign of his grandson. Jajalla was no longer a feudatory of 

Tripuri, but an ally of the lord of Cedi. 

According to a Rajim stone-inscription, Jajalla was materi- 
ally assisted in his victories by his minister Jagapala alias 

Jagasimha. We are told that he helped Jajalladeva in conquer- 

ing a country (?) and ‘ afraid of him the Mandalegvaras of 

Mayurika and the Savantas betook themselves to the mountains.’ ® 

The same inscription gives us the name of Devaréja who appears 
to have served Jajalla as his chief minister (pradhana).‘ 

Jajalla was succeeded by his son Ratnadeva II. In the 

grants of his son he is called the lord of the whole Kosala 
country (Sakala-Kosala-mandanaéri). In the Malbar stone- 

inscription of JAjalladeva I] he is described as ‘a fierce cloud 
to extinguish the continuously raging flames of the spreading 

mighty fire of the prowess of prince Codaganga’ (c. A.D. 1076- 

1135). This fact is also mentioned by a Kbarod inscription of 
the time of Ratnadeva III." The Rajim inscription of the time 
of Prthvideva IT tells us that Jagapila and Devarija, the miniss 

ters of Jajalladeva, continued to serve under his son. The 

former of these two claims to have acquired the Talahé&ri-bbumi 

1 Jbid, Vol. XVJI, p. 135 ff. This minister wae Jagspalla who also served under Jajalia. 
Talab&ri-man@ala ie also mentioned in 4 Ratanpur inscription of the (K.) 8. oft. flee £/. 

Vol. I, p. 38. 

2 Bee supra, DHNI, Vol. 1, pp. 306, 401, 402, 408 and 413. 

3 JA, Vol. XVII, pp. 185 ff. 
4 Ibid, p. 137, lincs 15-16. 

§ ET, Vol. I, p. 40, V. 4; see sleo Errata and (orrnyenda under p. 40 at the end of 

the volame. For Cogagatys, wee DHNI, Vol. 1, pp. 461 @. 
* IA, Vol. XXII, pp. 82-88, 
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and another district for his second master. No grant of this 
king has so far been discovered but the Malhar inscription 
referred to above records grant of the village of Kos&imbi to a 
: ang named Gangadhara.' The context of the passage 
wherein this grant is mentioned seems to indicate that the 
village was situated in the Turamana-desa. 

Ratnadeva IT was succeeded by his son Prthvideva II. The 

following inscriptions are known for his reign : 

(1) Kugda slone-inscription.—It is said to have been found 

at Kugda near Bacbhaudgadh, 5 miles to the west of Baloda in 

the district of Bilaspur. ‘The inscription is much damaged and 

fragmentary and seems to have contained 25 lines. In line 

2 it mentions Mahisi liicalladevi, in line 3 we can read the 

name Sri-Ra(tnadevah ?); and in line + the name Vallabharaja. 

It is dated in Kalacuri-Samratsare 803 (A.D.1141-42) in the 

ign of Prthvideva.” 

(2) Rajim stone-inscription.—The stone which bears this 

inscription is built into a wall of the temple of Ramacandra at 

kajim, in the Raipur district, near the junction of the Maha- 

nadi and the Pairi. The inscription contains 19 lines and opens 
with Om namo Nariyanaya. It then gives the genealogy of 

Juyapala who served as an officer under Prthvideva IT, and 
lis two immediate predecessors. [lis ancestor’ Phakkura Sri- 

~:tilla, the spotless ornament of the Rajamala race, which gave 

lehght to the Paiica(ha)thsa race,’ is stated to bave come 
from the Vadabara-deés and as gladdened by the attainment of 

the Paftca-mahdgabda. One of his sons named S\imin is said 

v have conquered the Bha{tavila and Vibara countries. Svamin 
had two sons named Jayadeva and Devasithha. The former is 

“ud to bave acquired the district of Dindora while the latter 

twk the Komo-mandala.* A wife of one of the latter was prob- 

bly the Phakkurdjait Uday’. The eon appears to have been 

"ED, Vol. L, p. 4, Ve 18. 
* \otoed by Kielhorn, 14, Vol. XX, p. 84. 2 See suprs DHNI, Vol. IT, p. 804 

1—19 
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Jagapala also called Jagasimha. The eulogy was composed by 
Thakkura Jasinanda, son of Thakkura Jasodhara of the Ayodhya- 
puriya family and written and engraved by the ripak@ra Sri- 
Ratnapala. The inscription is dated in lines 18-19 in 

K(u)lacuri Saravatsare 895 (A.D, 1145). 7 
(3) Amoda grant (t),—It was discovered in the village of 

Amoda, 40 miles S$.E. of Bilaspur (C.P.). The inscription 

contains 32 lines and is engraved on two plates. The seal 
attached to the ring contains the figure of the goddess Gaja- 

Laksmi and the legend Raja-Srimat-Prthviderah. The grani 

opens with Omom namo Brahmane. The introductory portion 
then gives the usual genealogy of the dynasty from Kartavirya, 

Kokkala and Kalingaréja down to Prthvideva. ‘‘In the formal 

part of the inscription we are told that this last king granted 

to the Brahman Silana, who had emigrated from Takarf, the 

village of Avalé in the Madhya-mandala, on the occasion of a 
lunar eclipse. The inscription was written by Sri-Vatsaraja 
of the Vastavya family and engraved by Laksmidbara. It ends 

with the date (Ix.) Saravat 900 (A.D. 1149). 

Amoda grant (1i).—Found with No. 3. Contains 35 lines 

engraved on two plates. Same seal. In this grant Prthvidevi 
grants the village of Budubudé in the Madhya-mandala to the 
donee of No. 3 and his two brothers Pithana and Lakhna. 

It was written by the same as in (No. 43) and engraved by one 
Cadarka. The date (K.) Samrat 905 (A.D. 1154) complete: 

the grant.* 

‘ A transcript anda kind of translation of the inscription was published by Prof. 
H. H. Wilson in the Axiatec Researches, Vol XV, pp. xwff. ft wee then noticed by 

Cunningham in bis ASA, Vol XVI, p. 18. Finally edited by Kiethora in the /!. 
Vol. XVI, pp. 135-49. Cunningham traced the name of the town of Rajim to the tris! 

name Raiaméala, 

* Edited by Hiralal, IHQY, RBeptember, 1925, pp. 400-11. The Editor identifies 
Madbya-mandala or the ‘Central circle’ with the division which contained the capital «! 

the kingdom. Avala according to him is Aurkbbéfa in the Lapha Zemindsri in which 

* Turnmana ‘* the old capital of the Haihayas is situcted. 
> Edited by the same, ibid, pp. 412-14. The village granted is identified by the 

editor with Burbur in the Laéphé Zamindari. 
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(5) Ratanpur inscription.—The inscription is dated in 

Kalacuri Samvatsare 910 (c. A.D. 1158) in the victorious reign 

of King Srimat-Prthvideva.' 
» The only record of the incidents of this king’s reign is 

contained in the Rajim inscription of his officer Jagapala. 

Lines 15-16 of this inscription seem to indicate that ‘ this chief 

and his two brothers Gajala and Jayatasithha together with the 

prime-minister Devaraja, subdued the earth.’ In lines 10-11 

we are told that Jagapfla ‘not only took the forts of Sarahara- 

gadh and Mavakasiha(va), and conquered the Bbramaravadra 

country, but also took Kantira, Kusumabhoga, Kandfse(hva)ra 

and the district of Nakayara.’’ Most of these places have not 

vet been properly identified. But Wielhorn accepted Cunning- 

ham's identification of WNakayara-deéa with modern state of 

Kanker in the C.P. The same scholar was also disposed to 

regard Kandase(hva)ra ‘ with Sehaéwa or Sihoa situated to the 
cast of Kanker, Brahmaravadra with Bamra and Saraharigadh 

with Sarangarh to the east of Raipur.” The identification of 

\ikayara with Kanker makes it possible that the Somavamsi 

princes of Kanker, for whom we have inscriptions dated from 

Ht to 1320 A.D.. may have been originally feudatories, of 

the Kalacuris of Tutimana. Rai Bahadur Hiralal has approxi- 

mately fixed ‘ the end of the J1th or the beginning of the 12th ’ 

as the date of Sithharaja the founder of the Somavarists of 

hanker.' 

' Noticed by Cunniogham, ASB, Vol NVED plate Np No. 417 ar Rielborn’s List of 

‘ornern Enscrptions (EL, Nol V, Appendist The Katanpurinsemption dated io (K.) 8, 

“So vdach wentiens Talaban-munge-a may alee belong t+ ne reign This ipsemption wae 

S tpotced by Sir K. Jenkins in the deat Hesearches, VolL XV, p. 504, and then by 

hither oan MY, Volo 0, p48. Huralal not.ces io the 74 (1928, pp. 44-45), a grant of 

irths:deva CY) dated in Same lode, which he believes to be spurious, 

HY, Vol, XVIT, pp. 137 and Lan, 

Hed, p, 287, 

‘ bor the snscriptione of the Somavathéls of Kaoker, ave 
‘v: Sthawa atome mnacroption of Karyerdja, Bake year LIL4, AJ, Vol. 1X, pp. 182 87. 
'' hanker plates of Pampardja, (K.) yeare 165 aod 086. Jbid, pp. 166-70, 

“) Ranker inscription of the time of Bhanudeca, Sake (?) year 1242. fbid. pp. 123-30, 
(d: Gurur stone-pallar-inseription of Vaghardja, 1A, 1996, p. 44. 
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Prthvideva II was succeeded by his. son Jajalladeva II. 
The following two records are known for his reign : 

(1) Amoda grant.—It was found in the village of Amoda, 
in the district of Bilaspur (C.P.). The inscription contains 37 

lines incised on two massive plates. The ring and the seal are 

lost. The inscription opens with Om om namo Brahmane. 

In the introductory portion the donor’s genealogy is traced from 
Kartavirya, Kokalla, and Kalingar&ja. In the formal part it 

records the grant of a village named Bundera to the astrologer 

Raghava and the royal priest Nimadeva. It was written by the 
Vastavya Kayastha Citrabhinu in (K.) Samoat 91(2) which is 

equivalent to A.D. 1161.’ 

(2) Malhar stone-inscriptton.—It is reported to have been 

brought from Malhar in the C.P. It consists of 28 lines and 

is incised on a piece of black stone. It opens with Om om 
namah Sirdya and two verses invoking the god Sambhu and 
Ganapati. Then comes the genealogy of Jajalladeva (II), ‘ the 

ruler of Tummina,’ traced from Ratnadeva (II) of the lunar 

race. The proper object of the inscription is to record the 

erection, at the town of Mallila (probably mod. Malhar or 

Malar), of a temple of the god Kedira (Siva) by the Brahman 
Somaraja, the son of Gabgddhara who settled in Tummanadesa 

from the village of Kumbhati in Madhyadesa. The inscription 
was composed by Ratnasimha, son of Mame of the Vastavya 

race. The date (K.) Samrat 019 (A.D. 1167-68) comes at the 

end.’ 

Nothing definite was so long known of the reign of this 

prince. But his recently discovered Amoda grant supplies us 
with a piece of important information for his reign. This 

grant we are told ‘ was made by way of thanksgiving on an 

1 Edited by Hiralsl, Ef, Val. XIX, pp. 200-14. 

2 Raited by Kielhorn, EJ, Vol. I, pp. 90-45. Tbe inscription ie now in the Negpur 

Museum. The donee of the inecription is described as ‘the eye of the teaching o! 
Akgepid end the Caredka-visdlc malana.’ He is also reported to have delighted the pitcher 

born (Agastys) by drinking the dificult to be restrained Banddha Ocean and appesred os the 
god of death to the Digembaras. Note the spelling Tammige s variant of Tushmige (1. 14). | 
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escape from a great calamity, when the donor had almost lost 
bis kingdom in a battle with one Dhird who is described as a 
huge alligator clutching bis victim.’ According to Hirajal 
Dhiri is a non-Aryan name. If this is accepted then it appears 
that there was a serious rebellion of the aboriginal tribes under 
the leadership of Dhira which was only suppressed with 

difficulty by Jajalladeva II. 
Jajalla I] was succeeded by Ratnadeva III, his son 

by his queen Somalladevl.? Only one record has so far 

been discovered for his reign. This is his Kharod stome-inscrip- 

tion, This inscription is inside a Saiva temple at the small 
village of Kharod, 3 miles north of Seori Narayan (on the 

northern bank of the Mahanadi in the Bilaspur district, C.P ). 

The inscription contains 28 lines and gives a complete list of 

the Turnmana princes down to Ratnadeva III. It is dated in 

line 28 in Cedi-Samrat 933 (A.1D. 1181-82).? 
It is difficult to say definitely who succeeded Ratnadeva IIT. 

From a Ratanpur stone-inscription dated in (V.) Sam. 1247 (?) 

which refers itself to the reign of king Prthvideva, it is generally 

assumed that this prince was the successor of Ratnadeva III. 

This inscription was discovered within the fort of Ratanpur in 
the C.P. It consists of 24 lines and is incised on a black stone. 
The record opens with Om. namah Sivdya and two verses 
invoking the gods Rudra and Ganapati. Then follows the 
usual genealogy. In the lunar race Jajalladeva: His son 
Katnadeva who was ‘ a submarine fire of the unique ocean of the 
array of the difficult to be subdued armies of the Cedi princes,’ 
und who defeated the champions of Codagatga (V. 6). His 
son Pythvideva. The rest of the inscription gives the genealogy 
of the Vastavya Devagana who originally came into the Tuzamina 

1 Bl, Vol. XIX, p. 81. Cen Dbtrd be an apabbrathée of « Sanskritic name like 
'trendrs? We still use such abbrevistiona in modern Bengal. 

7 Al, Vol. XXII, p. 63. A mutilated Amarkentak inscription also mentions the veme 
tf Somalladevi, see sbid, p. 88. fn. 14. 

? First poticed ay Conaingham, ASR, Vol. VI1, p. 901, sad Vol. XVII, p. 48; thea by 
hirlhors ip ld, Vol, XX21, pp. 88-83, 
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country from Cedi-mandala. This person erected a Saiva temple 
at the village of Samba. The inscription which was composed 
by Devagana himself is dated at the end in (V.) Samvat 1247 (?) 

(A.D. 1169-90).". The date agrees with the ascription of the 
imscription to Prthvideva TII. Another fact also supports this 
conclusion. The father of the Vastavya Devagana of this 
inscription is named Ratnasirhha, son of Mime. This 

Ratnasimuha seems to be identical with the person of the same 
name who composed the Malhar stone-inscription of Jijalladeva 
IT (1167-68 A.D.). But there are unfortunately also some 
difficulties in accepting this conclusion. The ascription of 
victory over Codaganga to Ratnadeva of this inscription reminds 
us of a similar victory credited to Ratnadeva II by the Malhar 

inscription of Jijalladeva TI. Codagatga must be taken to be 

the same as the great Orissa king Anantavarma Codagatga 

(c. 1078-11385 A.D.), who must have been dead long before the 

accession of Ratnadeva III (A.D. 1181-62) but was certainly a 

contemporary oi Ratnadeva IT (c. 1120-85). Thus if Ratnadeva 

of this inscription really fought with Codaganga then he must 

be Ratnadeva IJ. This inscription in that case has to be referred 

to the reign of Prthvideva I]. Kielhorn noticed that the date 

of the inscription ‘has not been written by the writer of the 

inscription who forms his numeral figures differently. He 

suspected that the inscription was originally ‘ dated in a year of 
the Cedi year.’ ? But the following table inclines me to think 

that the inscription really belongs to Prihvideva IIT: 

Vastavya Mame 

Katnasimha ...composed Malhar inscription of Jajalladeva 
HI. (1167-€8 A.D) 

Devaganu ... composed Ratnapur inscription dated m 1189- 
0 in the reign of Prthvideva. 

1 Edited by Kuielhorn, El, Vol. I, pp. 45-52. See also Errata and Corrigends at the 

end of the volome under page 47. 

3 Ibid, p. 49, fo. 41. 
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Thus it is possible that Devagana was wrong in making 

Ratnadeva III the father of his patron Prthvideva IIT a contem- 

porary of the Orissa king Codagatga. : 

It is difficult to trace the gencalogy of the Tummmiana Kala- 

curis after Prthvideva III. A Bhuvaneswar inscription ' gives us 

the name of king Paramardi or Paramadi of the Haihaya-varnsa 

who married Candriki, the daughter of the Kastern Ganga king 

Anatga Bhima TH (c. 1211-88 A.D.). The Catesvar stone in- 

scription of this Ganga prince tells us that his Brahman minister 

fought with the lord of Turnmana.? It is not unlikely that the 

Haihaya king Paramardi was the ruler of Turhmina who was at 

first the enemy and then the son-in law of Anadga Bhima. In 

the present state of our knowledge however it is impossible to 

connect him with the main line of the NKalacuris at Tummina. 

The details of the history of this portion of the C. P. during 

this period is unknown. It is certain that the Muslims 

never succeeded in establishing their power in the Chhattisgarh 

division and there is evidence to show that the Kalacuris conti- 

nued to figure as chiefs of Chhattisgarh right up to the Lsth 

century. The Khalari stone-inseription of the Kalacuri king 

Haribrahmadeva is dated in 1415 A.D.? while the Arang plate 

of the Haihaya king Amarasimhadeva is dated as Jate as 1735 

A.D.‘ The latter appears to have been ousted by the Bhonslas 

of Nagpurinc. 1750 A.D. 

1 FT, Vol. XUL, pp 156 (0; DHNT. Vol 1, pp. 475 und 193-84 

2 JAS, 1808, pp. 317 M5 eted, 108, p 119; also DHNT, Voto I, pp st7.7s, 

3 FI, Voli U1, pp. 228-31. Haribrahina trares his descent tothe Ralacurs prince (1) 

~tibasa of the dhihaya-cramea Then came bis scp king (2) Ramadeva. His son was 

Harbrabmadeva, a devotee of Candracada (Stra). The village of Khalari is 45 miles east 

S Rarpur. 

' DLL, p. 180, Kaspar District Garetteer, p. 56, 
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GENEALOGICAL TABLES . 

(Dates Approximate.) 

I, Kalacuris of Gorakhpur ; 

(a) Kahla branch. 

Lakgmanaraja 

Rajaputra 

an 

Sankaragana 

eee cee (c. 850 A.D.) 
Kéficanadevi= | alias Gunasagara 

= Madanadevi | 
Ullabha. 

Bhamanadeva 
= Dehattadevi 

Sankaragana I] Mugdhatunga 
| =Vidya 

Gunasagara II..................:2eseee = Lavanyavati 
Rajava= | 

Sivaraja II Bhamana 
= Sugalladevi 

Sankaragana IIT 
= Yaéolekhyadevi Vyasa (A.D. 1081) 

Bhima Sodhadeva. 
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(b) Kasia branch (c. 1025-1225 A.D.): 

Sonkaragana 

Nannarija 

Laksmana | 

Sivarija | 

Bhimata I] 

Rajgputra Laksmana 

Sivaraja II 

(Name bain = Bhada 

Laksmanarajadeva HI 

‘sz: KRatheana 

| 
Bhimata I] 

ln -~20 
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II. Kalacuries of Dahala: ' 

Kokkalla (¢. A.D. 875-925) A.D.) 
(also Kokkala and Kokalia) 

Mugdhatunga 
[Prasiddhavala, Ranavigraha, 
Sankaragana, Sankuka? ] 

Balsharsa Yuvaraja I Keyuravarsa. 
=Nohala 

Laksmanaraja 
__| =Rahbada 

Sankaragana (II ?) Yuvaraja lI 

Kokkala I1 

Gangeyadeva Vikramiditya (c. 1030-41 A.D.) 
| =Demati 

Laksmi-Karna (also called Karna) (c. A.D. 1041-70) 
| =Avalladevi. 

Yagah-Karna (c. A.D. 1073-1125) 

| 
Gaya-Karna (A.D. 1151) 
| = Alhanadevi 

| es 
Narasimha Jayasiniba 
(c. A.D. 1155-70) (A D. 1175) | =Gosaladevi 

Vijayasitnba 
( (A.D. 1180-95) 

| 
Muhdkumara Ajayasirhha 

1 Usually known a3 Kalacuns of Tripuri. 
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III. Kalacurie of Tusmmana ;} 

Kokkala of the Déhala branch 

A younger son, lord of a Mandala 

Kalingaraje 

Kamalaraja 

Nonalla= Ratnaraja I or Hatnesa 
(or Nonnali) | 

Prthvideva or Prthviéa (A.D. 1079) 
| =Rajalla. 

Jajalladeva I (A.D. 1114) 

Ratnadeva H] (ce. 1120-35) 

Prthvideva IJ (¢. A.D. 1141-58) 

Jijalladeva I] (c. A.D. 1160-68) 

Ratnadeva III (c. A.D. 1181-82) 

? 
Prthvideva II] (1189.00) ?) 

LV. Kalucuris of Raipur ; 

(a) Simbana . 

Ramadeva 

Haribrabmadeva (1415 AD ) 

«(6) Amarasithhadeva (c. 1785-50 A.D.) 

1 Popularly known as Kalacerss of Ratnapsra. 
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CHAPTER ATI 

THE KACCHAPAGHATAS (KACHWAHAS) OF 

RAJPUTANA AXD CENTRAL INDIA 

The modern Rajput tribe which is known as Kachwaha 

claim to be the descendants of Kuga, son of Rima, the epic 

king of North Kosala. According to bardic tradition, after leaving 

their parental abode, they erected the famous castle of Rohtas 

onthe Son and thence a section of the tribe in company of Raja 

Nal, ‘migrated westward, and founded the kingdom and city of 

Narwar,’ classically styled Naisadha, in (V.) 8. 351 (A. D. 295),! 

The inscriptions of the tribe totally ignore this story, which 

was) probably a later fabrication. Their earliest epigraphic 

records, unlike those of some other tribes of this period, contain 

no story of the family’s mythical origin, but abruptly introduce 

the founders of the various branches as Kacchapaghdta-ramsa- 

taka *® or Kacchapaghitancaya-sarah-kamala-martanda® It is 

moreover impossible to derive the word Kacchapaghata or the 

modern Aachtedha from Ausa. The statement that a section 

of the tribe settled in Narwar is however supported by the 

Narwar grant of Virasninha, which was actually issued from 

Nala-pura-mahddurga in VS. 1177 (A.D. 1120). Moreover, 

there are other epigraphic records which show that in the 10th 

and 11th centuries at least three famihes of Kacchapaghatas 

ruled in and around Eastern Rajputana and the region now 

known as Gwalior Residency. They may be conveniently desig- 

nated ag (1) The Kaechapaghdtas of Gwalior, (2) The Kaccha- 

paghatas of Dubkund, and (3) The Kachapaghdatas of Narwar. 

' AR, Vol. 1, pp. 86, 106-07, 161-62; Vol. IIT, pp. 1928 ff. 

2 EI, Vol. II, p. 287, line 10 74, Vol. XV, p. 36, V. 5. 
+ JAOS, Vol. VI, p. 549, lines 3-4 from the top. In one inecription the last person 

in the pedigree is celled Kacchapér:-kula-bhigana, 1A, Vol. XV, p. 99, V. 67. 

{ Ibid, p. 642, line 4, text. 
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As the area over which they ruled was certainly included 

within the dominions of the imperial Gurjara-Pratihiras, we 

may fairly assume that they were at first feudatories of 

these rulers of Kanauj. Definite evidence shows that a 

member of one of these families made himself master of the 

fort of Gwalior by defeating the ruler of Kanauj. As we have 

a record of this Kacchapaghata prince dated in A. D. 977,” this 

king of Kanauj may almost certainly be identified with one 
of the successors of Mahipila I (c. 914-43). In the following 
pages I shall give a short account of the three branches of the 
Kacchapaghatas mentioned above. | 

(1) The Kacchapaghatas of Gwalior. 

The existence of this branch is known from a number of 

records, the most important of which is the Sasbahu temple- 

inscription of Mahipala dated in V. S. 1150.’ According to 

this inscription, the first prince of this line was Laksmana. He 

is described as Kacchapaghata-ramsa-tilaka and Ksauni-patt 

and an ‘ object of reverence for all princes.’ * Nothing definite 

is known about his reign. We are simply told that ‘‘ Wielding 
his bow (and) promoting the welfare of his subjects, he unaided, 

like Prthu, made the earth obedient to his will, after he had 

by force extirpated even mighty princes (as Prthu had uprooted 

the mountains).’’‘ The next prince in this line was his son 
Vajradiman.’ We are told that “When by honest means he 

had put down the rising valour of the ruler of G&dhinagara, 

his proclamation-drum, which fulfilled his vow of heroism, 
resounded in the fort of Gopadri, conquered in battle by his 

1 JA8B, Vol. XXXI, p. 393, plate I, No. 6. 

2 JA, Vol. XV, pp. 38-46. 

3 JA, Vol. XV, pp. 86 and 41, V. 5. 

« Ibid. 
& Bee Catalogue of Indien Coins (Andhras, W. Keatrapas, etc.) by Repeon, London, 

1908, Introduction, p. cliii. The names of many of the W. Kgatrapas end in déman. 

Rapson suggested that daman ‘msy well be o Sanskritised form of s Persian word 
{cf. Bpaiaga-dama);’ ibid, p. ev. 
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irresistible strohg arm.’’! Vajrad&man has been generally identi- 

fied “with the Mahdrajadhirdja Vajradiman of a fragmentary 
Jain image-inscription of Gwalior dated in (V.) Sam. 1034 (A.D. 

977).? It is difficult to identify exactly the prince of Gadhi- 

nagara who was defeated by this Kacchapaghata and from whom 

apparently he captured the fort of Gwalior. His date, A.D. 977, 

lhhowever indicates, as I have already suggested, that this ruler 

of Kanauj must have been one of the weak successors of Mahl- 

pala I (c. 914-43 A.D.), possibly Vijayapala, for whom we 

have the date 960 A.D? Tt is likely that Vajradaman at first 

enjoyed some measure of sovereignty. But the rising power of 

the Candellas, which in Dhatga’s reign (c. 954-1002 A.D.) 

reached ‘ the mountain called Gopagiri ’‘ seems to indicate that 

he may have soon after acknowledged the hegemony of bis more 

powerful eastern neighbour. That the title of Mahdrajadhiraja, 
in this period, was not inconsistent with feudatory rank, is 

shown by the Rajor stone-inscription of Mathanadeva dated in 

V.§. 1016 (A.D. 960 ). 

The next prince® mentioned by the Sasbahu inscription is 

Mangalaraja, who is said to have “‘ scattered bis enemies as the 

thousand-rayed (sun) does the darkness. As he for ever paid 
worship to the lord (Jérara), so le was worshipped by thousands 

of great lords.''’ Mangalarija is probably to be identified with 
the prince of that name who is mentioned in an ‘ Ukha-Mandar’ 

stone-inscription at Biana, ‘the chief town of the tahsil of the 
“ume Dame in the Bharatpur State in Rajputana.’ This 

1 74, Vol. XV, pp. 86 and dt, V. 6. 

2 JA8SB, Vol. XXXI, p. 893, plate VI and pp. 303-40) It contains a single lina and 

i incised on the pedestal of the image. 

1 EI, Vol. Ill, pp. 263 .; also my chapter on the Later Gurjara-Pratihdras of 

hunaujf, DHNI, Vol. I, p. 594. 

§ BI, Vol. I, p. 129, V. 45. Bee aloo supra, DHN!, Vol. 1, p. 608, and my chapter oa the 

‘andellas, ibid, Vol. II, p. 678. 

RBI, Vol. IL], pp. 303 ff.; also my chapter on the Later Gurjere-Pratihdras, DHNI, 

Vol. 1, pp, 698-08. 

5 Tatom' then came.’ 

IA, Vol. XV, pp. 86 and 41, V. 7. 
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inscription is incised at the foot of a pillar in the ‘ Ukha-Mandar,’ 

an old Hindu temple, now used by the Muslims as a Masjid. 
Unfortunately, a portion of the stone being permanently built 

in below the bottom of the pillar, only ‘the first 27 or so 
letters of each of the 23 lines of which it consists are visible.’ 

The script of the record is older than the Biana inscription of 

Adhiraja Vijaya dated in (V.) Samrat 1100 (c. A.D. 1048),! 

The inscription is a Vaisnava prasasti, and shows that the temple 

was ‘originally one of the god Visnu.’ In line 12 it mentions 

Manhgalaraja, to whose reign it apparently belongs.’ 

The next® Kacchapaghita ruler was Nirttiréja. We are 

told that he conquered in battle the countless hosts of the prince 
of Malava. ‘“*‘ When that (Malava prince) had met with defeat, 

the villagers surrounded their houses with the multitude of spears, 

which through fear had fallen from the hands (of his soldiers) 

in every direction.’’‘ As Mahip&la of the Sasbahu inscription 

(A.D. 1093) 1s the fourth in lineal descent from Kirttiraja, 
we can approximately assign the latter to the period c. 1015-35 
A.D. He was thus a contemporary of Mahmid of Ghazni 
(998-1030 A.D.), the Candella Vidyadhara (1019 A.D.), and 

the Paramara Bhoja (1021 A.D.). These synchronisms lead us 

to conclude that the Malara-bhamipa who was defeated by the 

Kacchapaghata prince was probably Bhoja. They also indicate 

that Kirttirija was possibly a feudatory of the Candellas, whose 

power during this period had reached its height. The Dubkund 
inscription * shows that Arjuna, the local Kacchapaghita prince, 
was a contemporary of the Paramira Bhoja, and a vassal of 

Vidyadhara. The synchronisms mentioned above algo indicate 

1 According to Fleet it is ‘ probably a century, or perhaps two centuries, older than 
the inscription of Adhsréja Visaya.' IA, Vol. XLV, p. 9. 

? The record was Grst noticed by Carlleyle in ASR, Vol. VI, pp. 60%. He also gives a 
description of the temple, :t:d, pp. 50-51. It wan then noticed by Flect, IA, Vol. XIV, 
pp. 9-10. 

3 Tato=‘ then came.’ 

4 JA, Vol. XV, pp 36 and 42-43, Y. 10. 
§ EI, Vol. TI, pp. 232 ff. See sleo DHNI, Vol. TT, p. 689. 
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that it was probably Kirttirija who commanded the fort of 

Gwalior when Mahmid besieged it in 1022 A.D. I have already 
mentioned elsewhere that the reference by Nigam ud-Din to 

this prince of Gwalior at the time of Mahmiid’s invasion as 
hakim (pa), coupled with the statement that the Yammni 

invader reached the fort of Gwalior after invading the terri- 

tories of ‘ Nanda,’’ indicate the subordination of the Gwalior 

ruler to the prince of Kalinjar.'. As a Candella inscription tells 

us that the (Paramara) Bhoja worshipped Vidyadhara ‘ full of - 

fear, like a pupil,’ ? we may infer that Kirttiraja’s success against 

the powerful Malava prince was attained not without the moral 

and material assistance of the mighty Candella king. 
The only other recorded achievement of Kirttiraja is his 

building of ‘a wonderful temple of the lord of Parvati, which 

shines like a column of fame’ at the town of Simnhapiniya.* He 

was succeeded by his son Miladeva, also known as Bbuvanapala 

and Trailokyamalla.‘ Nothing definite is known about this prince. 
Rut his sudden assumption of two additional names and the state- 

ment in the Sasbahu epigraph that ‘ his body was decorated with 

the irreproachable marks of a universal sovereign’ may indicate 
his freedom from the hegemony of the Candellas. I have already 

shown that the period between the reigns of Vidyadhara 

(1019 A.D.) and Kirttivarman (1098 A.D.) 18 one of the darkest 
chapters in the history of the Candellas.* If our suggestion for 
Kirtiraja’s date (c, 1015-35) be correct, his son’s reign must have 

fallen in c. 1035-55 A.D. It is thus hkely that Miiladeva, 

taking advantage of the disastrous defeats of the Candellas by 
the Kalacuri Lakgmi-Karna, asserted bis complete independence. 

' See supra, my chepter on the (andellas, DHNI, Vol. 1, p. 692 fa, 2; aleo TA, Trans, 

P land text p, 25. Al-Birdoi (KH, Vol. 1, p. 202) says that between Kajuréhs aad 

Kano) ‘there ate twoof the most famous fortresses in lodia, Gwiliyar (Gwalior) and 
Kalanjar.' This occurs in the passage where al-Birdol describes Jajibuti and its 

cayitul Kejurihs. The fort of Gwalior is called ' the pearl of the necklace of Hind’ by 
Ta) u!-Ma'éther, Elliot, Vol. IL, p. 227. 

* DHNI, Vol. Ti, pp. 660 and 881. 
‘1A, Vol. XV, pp. 96 and 48, V. 11. This town has not yet been identified. 
* Ibid, pp, 86 and 42, Ve. 19.18; p. 908, V. 1. 5 DENI, Vol. 11, pp. 04 8. 

123 
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Another interesting point in this reign seems to be raised by the 

king’s name Trailokyamalla. It may not be without significance 

that these names in malla occur in the family of the Calukyas of 

Kalyani.! In fact, Ahavamalla SomeSvara I (A.D. 1044-68), 

during whose reign his son Vikramaditya is said to have carried 

on extensive raids in Northern India, had actually the same 

mailla name as Miiladeva. At present we have no evidence to 

form any conclusion; but we may point out that both the 

Kacchapaghata and Cilukya princes were contemporaries.’ 

A fragmentary Gwalior inscription dated in V’.S. 1161 (A.D. 

1104) gives us the name of one of Miladeva’s officers:  Stanzas 

11-13 tell us that Manoratha of Mathura, who belonged to the 

Kayastha-varsa, served as the ‘ Secretary ° of Bhuvanapala.* 

Miiladeva was succeeded by Devapala, Ins son by the queen 

Devavrata. Devapala appears to have been also known as 

Aparajita.'. The Sasbahu inscription tells us that this prince 

‘surpassed Karna by his generosity, the son of Prtha by his 

knowledge of the bow, and Dharmarija by his truthfulness.’ ° 

His son was Padmapiala, who was like Mandhatr ° the ornament 

of universal sovereigns.’ He is said to have invaded the various 

quarters of the globe, and after subduing them, marched to the 

southernmost point of India? During his reign he is reported 

to have built a temple of Hari (Visnu), who was named after 

him Padma-natha.* Padmapila when ‘ still a youth, through 

the adversity of fortune, obtained a seat on the lap of Sarnkran- 

dana (Indra)..° Then his ‘ brother’ Mahipila, also styled 

Bhuvanaikamalla, son of Suryapaila, became king at Gopadri. 

! BG, Vol. Y, Part Il, table facing p. 428. 

® See IA, Vol. XV, p. 42, V.17, where Miiladeva’s grandson is satd to heve marched 

to the southern region. See alao DHNI, Vol. II, p. 828. 

3 7A, Vol. XV, p. 202. 

Tbid, p. 202, V. 2. 

Ibid, Vol. XV, pp. 36 and 42, V. 15. 

Ibid, V. 16. 

Ibid, pp. 35-86 and 42, Va. 16-17. 

The temple where the Sasbahu inscription was pot up, ibid, >. 95. 

Ibid, pp. 87 and 43, V. 30. oe ese ~ eae * w 
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The relationship between Mahipala and his predecessor is not 

clear. In some passages his father Siryapiila is referred to as 
nrpa.' But as he is called a brother of Padmapila, we may infer 
that his father Stiryapila was a son of Miladeva and uncle of 

Padmapala. In that case Mahipila was the first cousin of his 
immediate predecessor. 

For the reign of this prince we have the long and interesting 

Sasbahu inscription. This is incised on a slab inside the larger 
of the two temples, near the middle of the eastern wall of the 
fortress of Gwalior, which the people call Sas bahia ka dehra. It 

contains 42 lines of writing and 112 Sanskrit verses. It opens 
with ‘Om namah Padmanathaya' and 4 verses invoking Ani- 

ruddha, the lord of Usa. Then comes the genealogy of the 
Kacchapaghitas from Lakgsmana down to Mahipala. Next follow 

verses praising the last in fulsone terms familiar to the Indian 

prasasttkaras = The main fact recorded is that Mabipala soon 

after his coronation promise] to complete the half-‘inished temple 

of Hart which was begun by his predecessors, and kept his vow 

(V. 70), A detailed list of the charitable institutions connected 

with the temple, the portions of his revenue devoted by him to 

the erection of the temple buildings, the idols that he gave to the 

shrine, the ornaments he presented to then, the arrangements 

he made and the implements he furnished for their worship, are 

fully stated in verses 71-102, V. 75 tells us that the income of 

the village of Pasanapall) was divided into 30 shares, of which 

afew were allotted to the yod, and by far the greater number 

to Brahmans. The letters of the inscription were written by 

Yasgodeva Digambarirka, ‘ a poet in all languages,’ and engraved 

by the Silpis Padma, Mahula, and Sithharaja. The praéasti 
was composed by Manikantha by order of the king in (¥.S.) 1150 

(A.D. 1093), when the wise Gaura was serving as his (minister).* 

| Surya-nrpo-nandana. 
® First edited by B. I. Mitra, J49B, Vol. RXXI, pp. 411-18; errors and omissions of 

this edition pointed out by Cunningham, 49K, Vol. Il, p. 867 &. Finally edited by 

Kielborn, 14, Vol. XV, pp. 83-46. 
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‘Nothing more definite is known about Mahipila’s reign. 
The only noteworthy feature about him is his name Bhuvanai- 
‘kamalla, which was also the biruda of Someévara II (1069-76 

A.D.), the son of the Calukya Somesvara I (1044-68 A.D.).! 
According to Dr. Barnett ‘the two Calukya birudas in this family 
strongly suggests alliance’ between the rulers of Gwalior and the 

Deccan. The date of Mahipila’s death is approximately settled 
by a fragmentary inscription discovered in the fortress of 
Gwalior. This record mentions the Kacchapaghata princes from 

Bhuvanapala to Mahipila, who is referred to as the adhipati 

of Gopalikera, probably the original form and the immediate 
source of the modern name Gwalior. Stanzas 7-9 seem to 

refer to the death of Mahipila, and must have recorded the 
name of his successor ; but unfortunately the preserved portion 

does not contain this name. The inscription appears to have 

recorded the setting up of a liga when 1161 years had elapsed 

from the reign of Vikramarka (A.D. 1104). The record was 

composed by the Nigrantha-natha Yasodeva.’ It is thus clear 

that Mahfpala was dead some time before 110+. 

According to Rajput tradition, the last Kachwaba king of 

Gwalior was Tej Karan, otherwise known as Dulha Rai (the 
bridegroom prince), who left his capital about 1128 A.D. ‘* There 

are different stories as to the cause of his departure. Some say 

that be was expelled by his uncle, and others that he left in 

order to marry Maroni, the daughter of the Bargijar Rajput 
chief of Daosa, leaving Gwalior in charge of his sister's 

son, who was either a Paribar or a Paramara Rajput, and who 
repaid the confidence thus placed in him by usurping the 

principality. Both accounts, however, agree, that Dulha Rai 
received from his father-in-law (who had no sons) the district 

of Daosa; and the Kachw&ha dynasty in Eastern Rajputana 

may be said to date from about 1128, with the town of Daosa 

2 BG, Voi.1, Part I, table facing p. 428. 

1 First edited by R. L. Mitre, JASB, Vol. XXXI, pp. 403 @., p. 608. Re-edited by 
Haltesech, IA, Vol, XV, Pp- 201-2. 
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as its first capital.........About 1150 A.D., one of Dulha 

Rai’s successors wrested Amber from the Susiwat Minds and 

made it bis capital......Pajan, fourth (or, as some say, fifth) in 

descent from Dulha Rai, is said to have married the sister of 

Prthwi Raj Chauhan, the last Hindu king of Delhi, and was kill- 

ed with the latter in 1192 in a battle with Muhammad Ghori.’’! 

(2) The Kacchapaghatas of Dubkund, 

The existence of this branch is known mainly from one 
record, the Dubkund inscription of Vikramasithha dated in V. S. 

1145 (A.D. 1088).?. The genealogical portion of this record 
introduces the first two names of this line as follows : 

‘‘There was an ornament of the Kacchapaghata family, 

and a son of the illustrious Yuvar’ja, who was white with fame 

that spread abroad in the three worlds, the illustrious prince 

(bhipati) Arjuna, a leader of a formidable army of unparalleled 

splendour, a prince whom even the ocean did not equal in depth, 

and a bowman who by his skill in archery had completely 

vanquished the earth. 

Having, anxious to serve the illustrious Vidyadhara-deva 

(Vidyddharadera-karya-niratah), fiercely slain ina great battle 

the illustrious Rijyapila, with many showers of arrows that 

pierced bis neckbones, he unceasingly filled all the three worlds 

with his imperishable fame, brilliant like pearl strings and like 

the orb of the moon and the foam of the sea.’ ’ 

1 1G1, Vol. XIII, pp. 384-85; ASR. Vol. Il, pp. 370 ff. Parm&l Deo (Peramardi- 
Neva) seoording to some chroniclers, was the nephew of Te} Karan, who founded the 

Varibbe dynasty of Gwalior, ‘which raled for 103 years, until the capture of the fortress 

by Dtutmish in A.D, 1282, from Sarang Dao, the 7th and the last prince of the line. 

According to the Taj u/-Ma‘athir, R&i Solankh Pal was the ruler of Gwalior who submitted 

to Qutb ad-Din in 892 H. (A.D. 1196). Cunningham identifies him with the Parthir 
Lobang Deo of the bards. See Riliot, Vol. If, pp. 227-28, and ASR, Vol. IT, pp. 878-79, 

and fa, on p. 379, For s list of Paribér kings of Gwalior from the chronicles of the 

larda, see ibid, p. $78. 

* BI, Vol. TI, pp. 282-40. 

3 BI, Vol. II, pp. 289 and 937, lines 10.18, 
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' The identification of Rajyapéila and Vidya&dhara of this 
passage with the Gurjara-Pratihéra (A.D. 1018) and Candella 
(A.D. 1019) princes of the same name is generally acoepted.' 
It is clear that the Kacchapaghata Arjuna was a feudatory 
of Vidyadhara, described by Ibn ul-Athir as the most powerful 
Indian prince of his time. I have already referred to the 

Candella inscription which extends the limit of the dominions 

of Dhanga (c. 954-1002 A.D.) in the west to the hill of Gwalior.’ 
It seems likely that the Dubkund branch first grew into im- 

portance in the service of the great Candella Vidyidhara. The 
fact that the family praSastikdra failed to give Yuvaraja any 

other honorific than Sri is probably a sufficient indication that 

he was a man of no importance. The fame and_ prestige 

acquired by Arjuna as a successful military leader, specially 
his destruction of Rajvapala, must have laid the foundations of 

Lis family’s fortunes. As he is called bhupatt, he may have 

even carved out a small principility round about the present 

Dubkund (Long. 77° 5}' E., Lat. 25° 433° N.) on the river 
Kunu. 

Arjuna was succeeded by his son Abhimanyu, of whom 

the Dubkund inscription gives the following description : 

‘* Having powerfully vanquished in battle even the victori- 

ous, (he) valued other princes as lightly as a straw. 

Since the highly intelligent king, the illustrious Bhoja, has 

widely celebrated the skill which he showed in his marvellous 

management of horses and chariots, and inthe use of powerful 
weapons, what sage in the three worlds would be able to describe 
the qualities of this prince, who put to flight haughty adversaries 

by the fear inspired by the mere sight of his umbrella? *’ * 

2 See my chapters on the Later Gurjara-Pratiharaa, and the Candelias, DHNI, 

Vol. , pp. 608 f.; Vol. II, pp. 689. 
2 DHNI, Vol. 1, p. 608; Vol. II, pp. 677-78. 
3 BI, Vol. II, pp. 288 and 287-38. 
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The Bhoja mentioned in the above passage is generally iden- 

tified with the Paramara of that name (c 1010-55 A.D.). It is 

however difficult to know what relation existed between the Para- 

mira prince and Abhimanyu. Itis wellknown that the relationg 

between the Candellas and the Paramaras were not very friendly 

during this period. A Candella inscription describes Bhoja as 

worshipping Vidyadhara ‘full of fear like a pupil.’’ We know 

for certain that Vidyidhara died some time before 1051 A.D., 

the only known date of his grandson Devavarman.? As the 

earliest known date of Bhoja’s successor 1s 1055 A.D. * it is pro- 

bable that Bhoja survived Vidyadhara at least by some years. 

It is therefore possible that, taking advantage of the weakness 

of Vidyadhara’s successors, Bhoja may have extended his influ- 

ence in the north up to Dubkund; and the statement of the 

pragastikdra possibly contains a veiled reference to Abhimanyu’s 

subservience to the great Paramira. 

Abhimanyu was succeeded by his son Vijayapila. Nothing 

definite is recorded of lim in the Dubkund inscription. Some 

evidence of his military suecess may however be gathered if we 

vccept his identification with the Adhiraja Vijaya of the Biana 

stone-inscription. This record was discovered on a pilaster of a 

Jaina temple, now used by Muslims as a mosque, in the town af 
iana (Lat. 26° 55° N., Long. 77> 21) E.), on the river 

Gambhir, in the State of Bharatpur in Rajputana. It contains 

Ix lines, opening with Oni om namah Siddhebhyh. Tt then 

records that in the kingdom of king Adhrraja Vijaya (line 5), 

ut the city of Sripathi,’ there was a Jain teacher (Siri) named 

Mahegvara, a leader of the Svetambaras belonging to the 

KAmyaka-gaccha (or sect), who occupied the seat of Visnu Siri. 

In lines 6-11, it records that MaheSvara Suri died when the (V.) 

sear one thousand one hundred was drawing to its close. In 

1 BT, Vol. 1, pp. 219 and 222, V. 22; vee slo DANI, Vol. II, p. 680. 

1 1A, Vol. XVI, pp. 201-02 and 304-07; see aloo DHN/, Vol. TI, pp. 604-05. 

) EI, Vol. IIT, pp. 46 f. ¢ Bl, Vol. 11, p. 235. 

§ According to Fleet the ancient name of Bisos, J4, Vol. XIV, p. 10. 
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lines 17-18 we are told that the prasaéti was incised by the 
Sadhu Sarvadeva in V. Samm. 1100 (A.D. 1048).” 

The acceptance of this identification, first suggested by 

Kielhorn, would indicate that the Biana region was conquered by 

this branch some time before 1044 A.D. from the Gwalior 

branch, one of whose inscriptions, dated in the reign of Manga- 

laraja (c. 995-1015 A.D.), was discovered in the ‘ Ukha Mandar ' 
at Biana.2 Vijayapala was succeeded by his son Vikramasithha, 

for whose reign we have the Dubkund stone inscription dated in 

V.S. 1145. It was discovered in the ruins of a temple at 

Dubkund in a dense forest on the left bank of the river 

Kunu, 76 miles to the S. W. of Gwalior. It contains 61 lines 

of writing, opening with Orn ori namo Vitaragaya and 6 

verses invoking the Jaina Tirthaka@ras Rgabha-svamin, Santi- 
nitha, Candraprabha, the Jina (Mahavira), the sage Gotama, 

and the goddess of Scripture (Srutaderata) ‘famous in the 
world under the name of Paskajavasini.’ Then follows the 

genealogy of the Kacchapaghatas from Yuvaraja to prince 

Vikramasimha. The third part of the record gives the genealogy 

of Rsi and Dahada, two Jain traders, on whom Vikramasithba 

had conferred the rank of Sresthins in the town Cadobha.* The 

Sresthin Jasiika, their grandfather, ‘ is described as the head of 

a family or guild of merchants which had come from Jéyasa- 

pura.’ Lines 39-48 contain an account of some Jain sages 
belonging to the Latavagata-gana, the last of whom, Vijayakirti, 
not only composed this inscription, but also induced the people 

to build the temple at which the inscription was afterwards 

engraved. One of these sages, the guru Santisena, fatber of 
Vijayakirti, is said to have held a sabha before the king Bhojadeva 

and defeated hundreds of disputants who had assailed Ambaragena 
and other learned men. The prose passage, commencing 

1 First noticed by Carileyle, ASR, Vol. VI, p. 52, Plete VI. Then edited by Fleet 
14, Vel. XIV, pp. 8-10. 

8 14, Vol. KIV, pp. 9-10; see supre, DHNI, Vol. 11, pp. 088.9%. 
9 Identified by Kielhorn with mod. Dubkand, 38/, Vol. Tl p. 286 
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in line 64, records that the Mahdrajddhirdja Vikramasirhha 

“‘for the building of the temple and for keeping it in good 
repair, as well as for purposes of worship, assigned (a tax of) 

one Vaméopadka on each goni (of grain?), and gave a piece 
of land in the village of Mahacakra, capable of being sown with 

four gonis of wheat, and a garden with a well to the east of 
Rajakadraha; and that he moreover provided a certain amount 

of oil for lamps and for anointing the bodies of holy men.”’ 
The pragasti was written on stone by Udayarija, and engraved 

by the Silakita Tilhana. The date (V.) Sanmvat 1145 (A.D. 

1088) comes in the last line.’ 

Vikramasitmha is the last known prince of this branch. The 

details of the political incidents of his reign and those of his 

possible successors are at present unknown. 

(3) The Kacchapayhatas of Narwar, 

The existence of this line is known from the Narwar grant 

of Virasithha, dated in V.S. 1177. This inscription opens with 

Om namo Nérayandya and then in the introductory portion 

ives the following genealogy of the donor : 

In the Kacchapaghata lineage 

be MP kigteac as Gaganasimha-deva-paddnudhydata 

2. Prabala-Pb.-M.-P...Saradasimha-deva _,, 

3. Pb.-P.-Parama-Vaisnaca-Parama-brahmanyo Virasitnha-deva. 

The inscription was issued in the (V.) Samrat 1177 (A.D. 

1120) from the Nala-pura? mahddurga. It records the grant of 

the village of Babada to the Brahman Govinda and others (names 
given). The grant was written by the Pandita Salakgana. It 
ends with M. Srimad-Virasinhasya cijayinah scahastak.? 

' A small photolithogragh of the record was given by Cunningham in ASR, Vol. XX, 
Platee XXI and XXII. Kielhorn edited it in E/, Vol. 11, pp. 99-40. 

7 Mod. Narwar, on the bank of the Sindh In the Gwalior Residency. 

1 Rdited by F. B. Hall, JAOS, Vol. VI, pp. 543-47. ‘The fnd-epot of the grant is 
‘ot nentioned. The epithets of No. 9 are tekee from lines 9-3 oo p. 542. 

U-—~22 
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Of all the three Kacchapaghata families, it is only this 

branch which assumes imperial titles. As we have the date 
A.D. 1120 for the third of this line, we may with probability 
assign the three princes to the period c. 1075-1125 A.D. It is 

not unlikely that, taking advantage of the weakness of the three 
neighbouring dynasties, 17z., the Candellas of Jejai-bhukti, 

the Kalachuris of Dahala, and the Paramaras of Malava, this 

branch may have established a sovereign power in the valley of 

Sindh. Nothing is however known about the political incidents 

of the reigns of these Kacchapaghatas or any of their possible 
successors.’ 

1 On the subsequent history of Nula-pura see: (1) Sarway inscription of ‘}anspati, 

V.8. 1848 (A.D. 1292), 74, Vol. XXII, p. 82. (2) ASR, Vol. IT, pp. 318 f Cunningham 

thought that Tejkaran, the last Kacchwaiha king of the Gwalior region, was s son of 

Vigesimhs of Narwar (:b:d, pp. 313-14). According to him, Narwar then fell into the hands 

of the Pariharae of Gwalior. The last Parihar prince, after the capture of Gwalior by 

Iltutmish in 1232 A.D., took shelter in Na:war. The Parihare, according to Cunningham, 

were dispossessed by Malayavarinsn, for whoin we bave the dates from A.D. 1293-1298. He 

was probably succeeded or ousted by Cabada (A.D. 1246-54), the ‘ Jahir Deo’ of Firishta, 

who sabmitted to Sultan Nagir ud.Din of Delhi in A.D. 1250. (TF, Brigg, Trans., Vol. I, 

p- 289.) The dates of his son Asalla on his coins range from A D. 1254 to 1279. A Narwar 

fort inscription dated in A. D. 1298, gives the names of Gopaila and Gagapati, the son and 

grandson of Asalla. As 00 coins of these two lust princes have yet been found, it is 

likely that they were feudatories of the Kbalji rulers of Delhi. The tribal name of this 

family was probably Cahaména, see infra, chapter on the Cdhamanas (of Ranastambha- 
pura). 
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_ GENEALOGICAL TABLES. 

(Dates approximate) 

(1) The Gwalior Branch (c. 950-1100 A.D.): 

Laksmana (c. 950-75). 

Vajradiman (c. 975-95). 

Mangalarija (¢. 995-1015). 

Kirttiraja (c. 1015-35). 

Maladeva, alias Bhuvanapala and Trailokyamalia 
(c. 1085-55). 

= Devavrati:. 

Devapala (c. 1055-75). 

Padmapata (¢. 1075-80). 

Mabipila, alias Bhuvanaikamalla (c. 1080-1100). 

(2) The Dubkund Branch (c. 1000-1100 A.D.) 

Yuvaraja (c. 1000). 

Arjuna (c. 1015-85 A.D.). 

Abhimanyu (1085-44 A.D.). 

Vijaynpila (c. 1044-70). 

Vikrawasiiba (1070-1100). 

(3) The Narwar Branch tc. 1075-1124 A.D.) 

Gaganasitiha (c, 1075-1090). 

| 
Sarndasimba (c. 1000-1305). 

= Lakamidevi. 

Virasimbna (c¢, 1193-1125). 
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CHAPTER XIV 

THE PARAMARAS (Pavaras) oF GUJARAT, MALWA AND 

RAJPUTANA 

The history of Gujarat, Malwa and Southern Rajputana, 

over which at different periods the Paramaras 

were In the 9th and the first half of the 10th cent 

connected with the annals of the Gurjara-Prati 

(c. 886-1037 A.D.) and the Rastrakiitas of Malkhed (¢. % 

A.D.). From the time of Vatsa (¢. 783-84 A.D.) and Naga- 

bhata II (c. 815-33 A.D.) and Dhruva and Govinda III (c. 783- 

810 A.D.), the Pratihiras and the Rastrakitas, with brief inter- 
vals, continued to fight almost incessantly for a dominant  posi- 

tion in Indian politics; and there is reliable evidence to show 

that the region indicated above was one of the zones in which 

the fight was most bitter. Allying themselves with all the 

hostile forces against the Pratiharas, the Ristrakiitas maintained 

a constant pressure against their northern rivals on this frontier 

for about a hundred and fifty years. Ou more than one occasion 

the mobile forces of these predecessors of the Marathas, swarmed 
into the Pratihéra dominions through Malwa and the Baroda gap 
with disastrous consequences for the northern power. Itis not 
impossible, though at present there is no definite evidence, that 
besides the glamour of an imperial city, the proximity and 
frequency of Riigtrakiita attacks may have been one of the chief 
factors that led the Pratihairas to transfer their capital from 
Ujjayint to Kanauj. It is well known that even this step did 
not save the Pratih&ra capital from spoliation. Before the second 
decade of the 10th century was over the fury of the Deccanis 

' In inscriptions the name is sometimes spelt Pramara, see BI, Vol. IX, pp. 10 @.: 
sleo innual Report, Hyderabad Archaeological Surcey, 1397 F. (1987-98 A.0.), pp. 23-96, 
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band them across the ‘unfathomable Yamun&’ and ‘ com- 

tély uprooted ’ their imperial city. In this unceasing struggle 

“both the Northern and the Deccani powers realised the strategic 

importance of Gujarat and Malwa. These two areas, together 

with portions of Rajputana, had been the chief strongholds of the 

Gurjara-Pratihira power from the 6th and 7th centuries A.D. 

The three principalities of Mandor, Broach and U jjayini bad with- 

stood the vicissitudes of war and peace for a long time, till at last 

the rulers of the last seized the imperial crown of Northern 

India. But this success and the subsequent transference of 

their capital to Kanau) did not make the Gurjara-Pratiharas 

forgetful of the importance of Gujarat and Malwa. The 

Haddala grants of Mahfpala and the Partabgarh inscription of 

Mahendrapala II seem to show that they tried to maintain their 
hold over the provinces till about the first half of the 10th 

century.’ I have tried to demonstrate elsewhere,’ that the Deccani 

powers from the time of the S&tavihanas onwards always 
realised the strategic importance of Gujarat. As soon as Danti- 

durga (A.D. 754) overthrew the Calukyas of Badami, he seems 

to have invaded Southern and Central Gujarat and established 

- Kakkaraja (747 A.D.), possibly his paternal cousin's son, in the 

Surat region as his feudatory. It would seem from the proxi- 

mity of the dates of the last Broach Gurjara and Kakka that 

- Lata, roughly the region between the Mahi and the Narbada, 

was conquered by the Riastrakttas from Jayabbata III (c. 706- 

36 A.D.).* But the Hansot plates of the Cabaména Bhartr- 

vaddha IT, dated in V. 8. 813 (c. 756 A.D.), shows that the 

Gurjara Jayabhata III must have been followed at Broach by 

this Cahamina feudatory of Gurjara-Pratihara Nagabhatal.! It 
was probably from Bhartrvaddha II or one of his successors 

| See DHNI, Vol. 1. pp. 582-83 and 585-87, 

a JL., 1917, Vol. KIN; pp. 12-15. 

1 BG, Vol. I, Part 1, pp. 117 and 129. 

wh KL Vol 50 pp, 197 &, 
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that the Ragtrakiitas conquered Lita. In the time of Nirupamag, 

Dhruva Lata appears to have been placed in charge of his, : 

distinguished son Govinda III. The latter after his accession to 
the throne made extensive raids into the Pratibfra dominions ip 

Northern India, and then appointed his younger brother Indra- 
raja as his viceroy in the Liteévara-mandala. The grants of 
Indra’s successors show that they not only held the territory 
between the Tapti and Mahi, but that their power also some-. 

times extended from the river Ambika to the Sabarmati. Many 

of their grants were made from places in the modern Kaire 

district. The unfortunate attempt of Dhruva I (c. 485-67), the 

erandson of Indra, to shake off the yoke of Malkhed, which 

involved the two branches in civil war, appears to have served 

as a check on the further expansion of Rastraktita power on this 

frontier for more than half a century. In the reign of Akala- 

varsa Krsna II (c. 888-412 A.D.) the main line of the Rastra-_ 

kufas seems to have re-established their control over Southern 

Gujarat. The Karda grant of Amoghavarsa Kakka II informs us 
that Krgna II's enemies, trightened by his exploits, abandoned | | 
Khefaka (mod. Kaira) ‘ with its mandala and its forepart,’ i.c. i 
the surrounding territory." The identity of one of the chief. 
enemies to which the Karda grant refers seems to be established’ 
hy the Navsari plates of Indra HI, ‘which mention his grand- 
luther Krgna fighting with the roaring Gurjara ’ (garjad-Girjara)a 
ltis hkely that this Gurjara power is to be identified not with 
the Lita Ragtrakitas, as Bhagwanlal Indraji suggests, but with 
the mighty Gurjara-Pratihara empire, which now extende 
from the Kathiawar peninsula to Northern Bengal. It is als 
possible that the attempt of the Lata Ragtrakitas to throw | 
the yoke of their kinsmen at Malkhed may bave been undertak 
with the active support of the northern Empire. But unforte 
hately for the Pratihiras, the death of Mahendrapala alm 
synchronised with the accessidn of Indra III, one of the m 

* BG, Vol, I, Past d, p. 18. 
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successful military leaders amongst the Rastrakita kings. Sdon 

after his accession, about 915 A.D., the Rastrakita monarch 

undertook his famous expedition against Kanauj. I have 

shown elsewhere that in this northern campaign Indra appears 

to have passed through Ujjain in Malwa’ and it is not unlikely 

that he may have followed the reverse of the route pursued by the 

Muslims, which passed along the Betwa Valley through Chanderi 

fand Bhilsa. The success of the RastrakUtas thus initiated by 

Indra’s brilliant victories seems to have continued for some time. 

The Cambay plates of Govinda IV, as I have already suggested, 

may indicate that the Ristrakiitas retained some hold over the 

Ganges-Jumna valley till « 930 A.D? Though the Partabgarh 

inscription of Mahendrapala IT (A.D. At5--46) shows that the 

Pratiharas had recovered possession of Malwa, including Mandu 

and Ujjain, yet there is evidence to show that they could not 

effectively checkmate the northern campaigns of their southern 

rivals, The claim of the Narhad plates of Krsna IIT (ce. 940-56 

A.D.) that during his father Amoghavarsa-Vaddiga's reign, his 

apgry glance caused the hopes about Nalafijara and Citrakiita to 

vanish from the heart of the Gurjara, has been confirmed by the 

recent discovery of his inscriptions in the Ahmedabad district of 

Gujarat and the Maihar State in Baghelkhand Agency (C.I.).? 
I have already referred to the success of Krgna II (c. 888 

912 A.D.) and his son Indra III (c. 915-17 A.D.) against the 
local branch of the Rastrakdfas in Lita. Akdlavarsa-Krsnaraja 

(A.D 888) appears to have been the last Rastrakiita chief of 

Southern Gujarat in the line of Indrarija. When Bhagwanlal 
indraji and Jackson wrote on the ‘ Early History of Gujarat’ in 

896, they were unaware of any other feudatories of the R&stra- 

‘tas of Malkhed in Gujarat. But according to the traditional 

wlicy of the Deccani rulers it was naturally to be expected that 

i ; Bee chapter on the Later Gurjara-Pratihdras, DHNI, Vol. T, p. 580, 

3 Ibid, p. 681. 

; 3 Ibid, PP. 688-90, 
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after the success of Krena II and Indra I, they should sppoint 
anew viceroy to govern their possessions in Gujarat. The 
recent discovery of the Harsola plates of Krsna III (A.D. 949) 

has thrown welcome light on the Gujarat policy of the later 

Rastrakifas by revealing the existence of a family of feudatories, 

who appear to have supplanted the line of Indra.! The Mahé- 

mandalika-cadamani-M. Siyaka, his father Vairisimha, and his 
crandfather Bappair&ja, of this wnscription have been rightly 

identified with the well-known Paramara rulers Vakpati I, Vary 
risitaha II, and Harsga-Siyaka IT.’ ; 

Bardic and epigraphic traditions agree in tracing the origin! 

of the Paramaras* from a fire-pit on Mt. Abu. Huropean andi 

Indian scholars have interpreted this myth to mean that the 

Paramaras belonged to the Hiina-Gurjara stock.‘ But the dis- 
covery of the Harsola plates seems to cast grave doubts on the 

reliability of this theory. The earliest reference to the fire-pit 

origin of the Paraméras is contained in records which belong to; 

about the middle of the 11th century A.D.’ The Harsola a 

which are nearly a century older, does not refer to this origin, buts 

on the contrary seem to state that Bappair&ja (Vakpatiraja) I wasi 

descended from the family (kula) of the (RAstrakiita) Akalavarsaj 

(krsna ITT). Messrs. Dikshit and Diskalkar, who have edited 

them, have suggested that ‘the Paramiras may have been 

descended from the Ristrakita kings Amoghavarga and 

Akalavarga, through a Rastrakita princess.'° But unless it ig 

proved that‘ portion of the original draft is missing’ ‘ througt 
the engravers’ oversight,’ the clear statement that Bappairdja wa 

1 PTOC, Madras, 1994, pp. 808-08 ; B7, Vol. XIX. pp. 236 @. 
1 El, Vol. XIX, pp. 986 f. ; JBORS, December, 1928, pp. 479 ff. 

3 In bardic tradition aod veroucular the aame is epelt as Paoar, Pomer, ete. 

* [reserve the question of the origin of the Rejpute for the third volume. For th 

Origin of the Param&ras see AR, Vol. I, pp. 112 8.; ASR, Vol. Il, pp. 254 8.; JBRA 

Vol. XXL, pp, 498-90; BQ, Val. IX, pp. 484-85; AAXK, Vol. II, pp. al4-15, 
* RMR, 1987, pp. 28; ZI, Vol. XIV, pp. 905 #.; Ef, Vol. IX, pp. 108. Navas 

sanka-carsta, Bombay Saaskrit Series, No. L TT, 1895, XI, 64 ff, | 

: HI, Vol. XIX, pp. 939.40, 
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jorn in the family of Akdlavarsa, together with the assumptéon 

xf the distinctive titles Varga and Vallabha by some of the 

Paramiaras would seem to indicate direct descent from the 

Rastrakiita stock. It is however more difficult to explain why 

the Paramaras later on omit to mention their descent from such 

an illustrious stock. It has been pointed out by an Indian scholar” 

that it is an undoubted fact that sometimes Indian dynasties 

r1eglected to mention the stock from which they sprang. Thus the 

Gurjara-Pratiharas of Kanauj never mention their Gurjara origin 

?), and it was only the chance discovery of the inscription of a 

‘eudatory family which helped to establish the true origin of that 

mperial family. But it may be pointed out that in the case of 

he Pratihiras, the motive for hiding their Gurjara origin was 

bvious. In the case of the Paramaras we can only suggest that 

he subsequent attempt of the Paramarasx to establish — their 

idependence and the consequent hostility between the two families 

way have something to do with this -uppression of fact. But 

ven if this explanation is accepted, this case must remain 

nique. For the Rastrakita feudatories of Laja belonging to the 

umily of Indraraja, though they al-o endeavoured to become 

dependent, did not try to suppress their relationship with the 
ne of Malkhed. 

. Tbe main line of the Paramaras was divided into several 
linor branches which can be conveniently grouped under the 
lowing heads, viz., (1) Paramdras of Lita and Malava, 
Weparamaras of Candravatt and Arbuda, (3) Paramaras of 

Paraméra grants, » sence of thefigure of the Garuda symbol on both R&strakGfs aod 

> | : 

he eee poe & paper by him on the origin of the Peraméras before 

> call attention to this intebpees. Oxford, and «so far as is known to me he was the Brat 

3 "The capital of this bia the genealogical information of the Hareola plates. 

yada (ancient Kiri ™ at present uoknown. I have supplied the samc 

tak6ps) trddh s.icscription of Bomedvare of this branch, Heceatly 
Aguas 

Bh (78029, 1989, Metgh,, |. 2.) bos suggested thet Bhinasl (ancient Sriavils) 
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(1) Param@ras of Lita and Méalava. 

We have seen that the Paramaras appear in Gujarat as feu- 
datories of the Rastraktitas about the middle of the tenth century: 

A.D. Ihave already suggested that they probably succeeded ' 

the feudatory line of Indra, whose latest date so far known is. 
888 A.D. A period of about 60 years intervenes between this’ 

date of Akilavarsa-Krena, the last Lata Rastrakita, and 

the earliest of Siyaka, 949 A.D. This space of time ape, 
proximately equals two generations, and if is not impossible} 

that the first connection of the Paramfras with Gujarat may 

have begun in the time of Bappairaja (Vakpatiraja I) under thel 

sovereignty of Krena [Dof Malkbed, whose reign saw the destruce 

tion of his rebellious Lata kinsmen. 

ae 

According to the Harsola plates the first mame in th 

Para nira genealogy is that of Bappatraja, rightly identifiac 

with Vakpatiraja Tof other records. But the inscriptions of 

later period trace their pedigree to the eponymous Paraméara. 

The earliest reference to him is probably found im the Nava 

ihasankaecarita of Padmagupta (alias Paritala),' which way 

composed in the Grst quarter of the lith century. There Loy 

we first become acquainted with the mythical origin of t 

personage from the firepit of the sage Vasigtha on Mount Arbudd 

The story runs that when Visvimitra * forcibly took from ae 

ix cow® the latter created from his fire-altar this hero, an 

vas the headquartera of this family But as T have not yet seon any {acsimile of the raul 

Winvaged Karado inscription and ss known facts rather tcod te roclude Bhiomal io thi 
sphere of influence of the Parumaras of Abu, T have tentatively retained Kiradu as the sae 

of one of the important centres of influence of the princes of this branch. The transcrip! 

of othe Karadu inscription of Somedvara published by Nahar (Jama oe 
Hart 1, 1618, pp. 251-52), the aummary of Bhandarkar from lie own tranecript (EI, Vol. XX 

lppendiz, p. 47, No. 310) and Dr Ganguly's veraioa of the inscription seem to differ oe 
derubly from one another | 

1 XE, pp O47. 

? Sometimes called ‘the royal descendant of Kusika,’ EI, Vol. U, pp. 183 and 194 

Void 

$ Her name Nandini is given io the Nagpur predosts, BJ, Vol. II, p. 108, V. 29. 
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when he had slain his enemies and brought back the cow that 

gage spoke ‘ thou wilt become a lord of kings called Paramiara.” 

In a later period we are sometimes told that he ‘received the 

appellation of Paramara from that sage on account of the delight 

‘he took in killing his enemies (Para-m@rana).’* Sometimes 

the line of Paramara is described as Vahni-raméa.* The first 
historical person in the line of Paramara appears to have been 

Upendraréja. This name is given by Padmagupta and the 

Udaipur prasasti. But the land-grants of the family often trace 
the genealogy to one Krsnaraja. The identification of these 

two princes is generally accepted.’ As Buhler rightly pointed 

out, the fact that Vairisirnha II, the fifth prince of the 

line, is said in the grants to have meditated on Krgna's feet, 

need not cause any difficulty, for the phrase tatpad@nudhydata 

does not always necessarily imply immediate descent.’ Padma- 
gupta mentions Upendra as the first king of the line, and tells 

us that he performed numerous Vedic sacrifices.° The same 

author related that a poetess named Siti wrote a pragastt on his 

exploits.” Biibler has pointed out that Merutunga actually 

mentions a poetess named Sita and her daughter Vijaya, though 

he Jain author through an evident mistake places her in the 

reign of Bhoja.” The Udaipur prasastt, the only other record 

— mentions Upendra, confirms Padmagupta’'s statements. 

| 2 BI, Vol. 1, pp. 284 and 236, Vs. 5-6. 
| % *BT, Vol. VITI, pp. 201 and 210, V. 32. 

3 RI, Vol. TI, p. 182, V. 4; see sleo ibid, p. 189, fn. 61. 

4 EI, Vol. I, p. 225. F.W. Hall, Canniogham and Babler scoepted this identifica- 

Hon ; but Messrs. Dikshit and Diskalkar saggest that Krsps may be anotber name of 

Vikpeti (1), see HY, Vol. XIX, p. 239. 

- & Ibid, p. 296. 
r$ Heomoa-yupikkita-mahi. XI, 78. 

"9 Gada-gati-proerttens Sitocchoasita-hetund, 

; Henemateva yasasd yosydlatghyate sdgorah.—XI, 77. 

Whose fame thet was ever movingon and the cause of [or “gnused by '] 8tt&’s song. 

crossed the ocean just as Hanumst, who was ever nimbly moving and whose motive 

ame — across the ocean) was to console Siti." Bthler, E/, Vol. i p- 234. . 
&- PC, pp. 68-64; Ei, Vol. 1, p. 22. . 
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The composer of this eulogy tells us that the fame of this’prine 
‘‘was proclaimed by the immortals, satisfied by the multitud 
of all sacrifices,—-who was a jewel among the twice-born (dvija 

varga-ratna) and gained high honour of kingship! (turga 
nrpatva-manah) by his valour.”’ From these statements Bahle 

concluded that Upendra conquered Malava, and he placed hin 

shortly after 800 A.D. As Upendra is the 6th in lineal ascen 

from Siyaka IT (949 A.D.) we can safely accept the date proposes 
as the nearest approximation of the time of Upendra; but thi 

further suggestion that he conquered Méalava, which wal 

at this time under the strong grip of the Pratihiras, cannot 

be admitted without stronger evidence. About the next thre 

princes, Vatrisiraha ([), Sfyaka (I) and Vakpati (1), nothi 

definite is known. It is only the Udaipur praéasti whic 

mentions all the three names; Padmagupta omits the first two 
After Upendrarija, he indmodieas Vakpati (I) with the sateen 

“tasmin gate narzndresu tad-anyesu gatesu ca.” The Bappail 
paraja” of the Harsola pilates has been rightly accepted as th 

Prakrit equivalent of Vakpatirdja and identified with thi 

Vakpati.! The Udaipur pragasti® tells us that Vairisitahg 

‘composed his own eulogy by (erecting) pillars of victory of 

the earth that is bounded by the four oceans. From him sprang 
the illustrious Siyaka, a prince (standing) in the first ranf 

of conquerors, whose footstool was resplendent and coloured bj 

the rays of the jewels in the diadems of kings,—{he) the crowg 

of whose enemies was submerged in the waves of the water 4 
the blade in his hand. From him sprang the illustrioy 
Vakpati, a sun for those water lilies, the eyes of the maidens ¢ 

Avanti, who resembled Satamakha (Indra) and whose armiel 

| According to Bihler ' knighthood ‘. 
? ‘After him and efter another (king) came.’—XI, 80. 
* Dr. Barnett suggests that ' Bappa! ‘ is the regular Prakrit equivalent of Vaepadl 

hut the syllable pe after it is inexplicable, and seems to bee mistake (perhape for ka). 
' BI, Vol. XIX, p. 990. 

BI, Vol. 1, pp. 984 and 287,‘ », 8-20, 
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drank the waters of Ganga and of the ocean.’’ Most of the above 

‘eulogy is so thoroughly conventional that to one familiar with 

the compositions of the Indian praéastikaras it would not mean 
pnything. But the last statement about Vakpati that he was 

“a sun for (those) water lilies, the eyes of the maidens of Avanti,’ 

deserves more than a passing notice. Bihler has placed these 
three rulers within the period c 840-920 A.D.’ If this. is 

accepted, Vakpati would belong to about 895-920 A.D. This 

would make him a contemporary of the (rurjara-Pratihara Mahi- 

pila (c. 914-438 A.D.) and the Rastrakiita Indra III (c. 015 

1%). | have already suggested that Indra HII, when he proceeded 

on his northern expedition, perhaps advanced by way of Ujjain.’ 

It is not unlikely therefore that Vakpati’s association with 

Avanti began during this campaign; and possibly he may have 
been left in charge of that region when the southern emperor 

advanced further northwards. This fits in well with the 

suggestion, alretdy made that Bappairija (Vakpatiraja 1) was 

probably the first Ristrakita governor of Latesoura-mandala after 

the extinction of the local feudatory family in the reign of Indra’s 

predecessor Krsna II (c, sas-912). That Vakpatiraja was a 

more substantial figure than his two immediate predecessors is 

shown by the fact already pointed out that Padmagupta omits 

Vairisimha and Siyaka, but mentions him as the first name 

after Upendraraja. It is also not without significance that the 

Harsola plates, the earliest records of the Paraméras, so far 

discovered, trace the donor's descent to Bappairaja (Vakpatiraja 
I). I am therefore disposed to regard this prince as the real 
founder of the importance of the family.* 

1 Ibid, p. 225. 2 DHN'T, Vol. I, p. 680. 
3 See EJ, Vol. XIX, p. 289, where Dikshit and Diskalkar contend that Vakpati must 

be identified with Krsna, whois placed immediately before Vairisitnba Il with the epithet 

padanudhyéta in the grants of Vakpati ll. The identification of this Krsna with Upendra 
of the Udaipur prosasts and admagupts, accepted by Hall, Cunningham and Babler reste 

mainly on the sameness of the significance of the two names. If Dikshi¢ and Diskalker 

are right in their identification, it would strengthen my contention about Vakpetiraje. For 

in the grante of Vakpati IJ, Krsna is given the impenal titles Pb. M.-P. 



Udaipur pragasti tells us that people called him by another nam ‘ 
Vajratasvimin and that by him ‘famous Dhara was indicateg 

when he slew the crowd of his enemies with the sharp eda 

(dhard) of bis sword.’ Bithler understood hy the last passa é 

that smiting the foe with the edge (dhara) of his sword thi 

king indicated that Dhara belonged to him.? This passagt 

evidently shows that Dhari’ and portions of Malava continued 

to bein his possession for some time. The enemies whom 

claims to have slain to prove his claim to Dhara appear to hay 

been the Gurjara-Pratiharas of Kanauj, who, it may bam 

presumed, had somewhat recovered from the blow inflicted bf 

Indra ITT. Since we have referred the three predecessors om 

this prince to the period c, S40-920, we can approximatel¥”, 

assign Vairisithha to ¢. 920-15 A.D. This makes him ‘: 

contemporary of the Pratihara Mahendrapala whose Partabgar 7 

inscription is dated in 945-46 A. 1)" A» this record shows that 

the Pratiharas had recovered possession of Mandu, Ujjain, andt 

region round Partabgarh and Mandasor' we are Jed to conclude 

that Vairisiiha in the latter part of his reign was drivemg 

out of Malwa into Gujarat by the pressure of the Gurjaraeg 

Pratiharas of Kanan). 

Vairisitnha IT was sueceeded by his son Harga, alias Sivakag 

II, who according to Bithler was also known as Sithhabhatag 

in Merutunga’s Prabandhacintamani. He accordingly mac x 

the plausible suggestion that “the complete name probably§, 
was Harsa-sitaha (arakhsingh), both parts of which we 3 
used as abbreviations, instead of the whole. The formis 

Slyaka is a half Prakrtic corruption of Sitnbaka. For ing 
modern Gujariti and other dialects the termination of Sishha’ 

1 KT, Vol 1, pp. 288 and 287, VI 
1 KI, Vol. J, p. 287. tn, 86. 
BI, Vol. XIV, pp. 176 &. 
(Gee DHAT, Vol. I, p. 587. 
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ecomes in names not only Sisgh or Satgh, but very sonnsonly 
i, which is immediately derived from the Prakrt Siha. Thus 
e find Padamst instead of Padmastmsha, Narsi for Narastwnha, 
rst for Arisimha, Amarst for Amarasimha.’’' As against this 
ew it must be pointed out that the name given by Merutunga 
s not Sishabhata, but Sithadantabhata. Bihbler rejected this 

eading of the name given by Pandit Ramchandra * but Tawney 

n his translation of Merutuntga’s work, published in 1901, 

‘etains it.* 

The following published records are known for his reign, 
(1) Harsola grant (a).—Found in the possession of a 

Brahman in the village of Harsola in the Parantij taluka of 

Ahmedabad District, Gujarat. It contains 27 lines, incised on 

two copper plates. At the left-hand bottom of the second plate 

is incised the figure of a flying Garuda holding a snake in his 

right hand. The grant opens with an invocation to Nrsithha 
(Visnu); then follow the names: Pb.-M-P. Amoghavarsa—pada 

nudhyata-—-Pb.-M-P-Akalavarsa Prthvivallabha—Srivallabha ‘— 
narendra-padanam. Then follows: tasmin kule was king 

Bappaiparaja, whose son was Vairisitba; his son was king Siyaka. 

In the formal part of the grant we are told that on his return 

from a successful expedition against Yogaraja, the Mahaman- 

@alika-ctidamani-Maharajadhiraja * Siyaka was encamped on the 
banks of the Mahi, where after worshipping Sivaniatha, ° at the 
instance of the ruler of the Khetaka-mandala,’ in (V.) Samvat 

2 BI, 1899, Vol. I, p. 225. 
Bombay Ed., p. 55. 

' 9 PC, p. 30. 
¢ Réstrakite Kygpe ITT of Malkbed (c. 940-56 4.D.). The editors of the grant point 
toat the identical expressions sre used to denote Krsne III in his Kerhed grant (Saks 

60MT, Vol. TV, pp. 278 ff.) and with the addition of Paramemdheévara in the Deoli plates 

Hoe some King (Bake 862; EI, Vol. V, p. 186 ff.). 
‘: § Dr, Barnett cannot reconcile these‘two discrepant titles.’ But I beg to point out 

het the nace’ title during this period also signified a fecdstory rank; ses DHNI, Vol. I, 

to the editors ‘ most probably anlar 
the mod. Kaira District. 
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1005 (949 A.D.), he gave away the village of Kumbhardtaka 

in the Mohadavasaka-vigaya to the Nagar (Brahman) Lallopa- 
dhyaye of Anandapura. The Dépaka' was the Thakkura ieee 
It was written by the Kdyastha Gunadhara. The last line} 
contains the sign-manual of Siyaka. ° | 

(2) Harsola grant (b).—Found as in No. 1 above. The 

inscription contains 29 lines. There is no figure of Garuda on ' 

the plates. It records the grant of the village of Sihaka in the 
Mohadavisaka-rigaya to Nin&i Diksita (son of the donce of No. : 

1). Everything else, including the date and circumstances! 

governing the grant, as in No. 1.° 

(3) Ahmedabad Grant.—Obtained from a coppersmith otf 

Ahmedabad. It is only an odd plate, being the second half ofS 

the grant. The first portion of the record is missing. In thes 

left-hand corner of the plate is engraved the figure of a flying’ 

Garada, holding a snake in his left hand and raising the right oF 
strike it. The plate contains ten lines of writing of which eight® 
are taken up by imprecatory verses. The ninth line contains thes 
date (V.) S. 1026 (¢. 970 A.D.) and the name of the Dapake ; 
Kaphapatka. The tenth line contains the sign-manual Stis 
Siyakasya stahasto’ yam.' 

These three grants, which are the earliest inscriptions 00% 
far discovered for the Paramaras, show that Harsa-Styaka If@ 
ruled at least for 21 years. There ix reason to believe, as wag 
shall see, that Siyaka ruled at least up to V.S. 1029. The title 
Mahamandalika certainly shows that Sfyaka acknowledged th af 
sovereignty of the Rastrakata Krena III, though the simuled 
taneous assumption of the title Mahdrajddhiraja, may perhape’ 

' Probably correspor.ding to the Ditoka of other grants. Tho editors suggest ‘ pe in : 
who caused the grants to be given.’ Bce EJ, Vol. XIX, p. 178, fo. 2. a. 

* Fist noticed by Diskatkar in PTUC, Madras, 1994, pp. 913 ff Now edited by Dita wud Diskelkar in EJ, Vol. XIX, pp. 236 #. 
| * Edited by Dikshit and Diskalkar in KI, Vol. XIX, pp. 936 &. Firat soticed in 

Madras, 1924, pp. 903 #. 

Edited by Diskalkat, £1, Vol. XIX, pp. 177-79, 

W—24 
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indicate his semi-independent position.’ The fact that.all his 
three grants come from Gujarat and that the lands granted are 
presumably to be located in the same tract, confirms our sugges- 

tion that sometime before 945-46 A.D. the Paramaras were 
hurled back by a temporary revival of the Gurjara-Pratibara 

power into Lata. According to the Narasadhasanka-carita Siyaka 
conquered the Radupiti-pati and a Htina chief.? The Harsola 

grants inform us that Siyaka was encamped on the Mahi after a 
successful expedition against one Yogaraja. It is uncertain 

whether this Yogarija can be identified with either of the 

chiefs who were reported by Padmagupta to have heen 

defeated by Styaka. Messrs. Dikshit and Diskalkar have 

suggested that possibly this Yogaraja may be one of the rulers 

of the Capotkatas or Cavdas of ‘Anahilavada-Patan.’ * Though 

there is not much to support this guess, yet the possibility of 

a conflict of Styaka with the CApas is shown by the Haddala 

grant (A.D. 914) of the Gurjara-Pratihira Mahbtpala, which 

reveal the existence of a Capa principality, immediately to the 

west of the Mahi, in Kastern Kathiawar. In addition to these 

sonflicts the Udaipur-prasgasti supplies us with information about 

another military achievement of Siyaka. This record tells us. 
that Harsa, “‘ equalling the snake-eater (Garuda) ‘ in fierceness, 

look in battle the wealth of king Khottiga.*’’ Bahler has rightly 

lentified this Khottiga with the Malkhed Rastrakita of the same 
p (c. 956-71 A.1D.), the younger brother and successor of 

a III (c. 940-56 A.D.). The same scholar also pointed out 
hat Dhanapala, the author of the Prakrit dictionary Paiya-laccht, 
who composed his work for his sister Sundara in V.8. 1029 

sa A.D. ys when Manyakheta was looted by the People of 

ig. ae stone-inecription of Methanadeva, EJ, Vol. II], pp. 268 #f.; aleo DHNI, 

poe nr dtkes-dénam. The H@ye prince was probably killed. 

j agnisance of the’ Paramiras. 

81a, 1, pp. 935 and 987, V. 19. 
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Mélava, must aie been referring to tits expedition of Siyaka. 

The Arthuna inscription of the Banswara Paramaira Camunda- 

rija* reveals that one of his ancestors, Karhka-deva (Kakkadeva?), 

died a hero’s death on the banks of the Narmada after over- 

throwing the army of the king of Karnaita. We are informed. 

by the same record that he was fighting on the side of Harsa of, 

Malava, no doubt the Harga-Siyaka Il of the main line. Thej 
place of the battle and the name of the Southern king are sup- 
plie by the Panhera inscription of Mandalika’ which tells ug: 

that Cacca died fighting against Khottika-deva at a place called 
Khalighatta on the Reva on behalf of Siyaka, the great-grandsj 

father of Jayasitnha (V.S. 1116). There is no doubt that both 
the inscriptions are referring to one and the same campaign,§ 
wluch was connected with the great offensive of Harga-SiyakasIlg 
against the Rastrakittas of Malkhed. It is possible that Kasil : 

(Kakka?) of the Arthuna inscription is the same as Cacca of. he 

Panhera inscription ? i 
This conflict with his sovereign shows that Harsa Styak | 

I] was also following in the footsteps of his predecessors the; 
Lata-Rastrakiitas. But he was more fortunate. The rapid de-j 
cline of the Ragtrakatas of Malkhed soon after the death of Krew 

III gave him ample opportunities to consolidate his power, and 

even to strike deadly blows against the inglorious successors, of 

Akilavarsa Kpgna. But the destruction of his sovereign's family 
to which Siyaka appears to have materially contribufed, in , 
directly brought him face to face with one of the greatest crigat 
i) the history of his family. The Calukya Taila II, who off” 
threw the Ristrakita Kakka II in 973 A.D., following thet: ‘ 

tional policy of the Deccani emperors, at once attacked Lata 
estallished Birappa as his feudatory there. The Surat grew 
the Mahdmandalegeara Kirtirija, Barappa's grandedh i is 

¥ by 

t Ibid, p. 235. 
9 BI, Vol. XIV, pp. 908-96, 
& ASI, 1916-17, pp. 10-20. 
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in Saka 940 (c. 1018 A.D.).’ In the north, Mularaja (c. 961-96 

A.D.), who had established the Caulukya principality at Anahila- 
pitaka in c. 961 A.D., became engaged in hostilities with the 
Calukya feudatory of Lita. The newly founded Paramara prin- 
“ipality of Siyaka II was therefore placed between two mill- 
anes. Fortunately for him, the Gurjara-Pratthara power also 

‘apidly declined during this period, and thus afforded him an out- 

‘ for escaping from a difficult position. He devoted his energies 

wards expansion in Malwa, from which his father Vairisimha 

had been driven out by Mahendrapala IT (945-46 A.D.). 

e almost exclusive association of his successors with Malwa 
wwe the wisdom and success of his policy. 

Padmagupta supplies us with the name of Siyaka’s queen, 

aja-devi. As the earliest known date of Styaka’s successor, 
ati IIT, is V.S, 1031, it is not improbable that the former's 

jm have extended from «. 948 to 974 A.D. The follow- 

nscriptions are known for the reign of Vakpati II, the son 
ecessor of Siyaka IT. 

) Dharampuri (now Indore) grant.—The editor got 
cord ‘from the archives of the Central India Agency.’ 

ains 34 lines incised on two plates. In the left vorner of 

nd plate is incised the figure of a Garuda holding a 

sin No. 3 of Siyaka II. The inscription opens with 

cations of Srikantha (Mahadeva) and Murari (Visnu). 

es the following account of the donor and his family : 

Pb.-M.-P. Krsnarijadeva-padanudhydta 

ys yo~gy”~S« BF isirnha-deva a 

+» 9) 9, Slyaka-deva - 

-- 9 », Amoghavarsa-devaparabhidhana 

Vakpatiraija-deva-Prthvivallabha 

Srivallabha-narendradevah. 

ist prince, while residing at Ujjayint, in (V.) Sasevat 

p A.D.), after worshipping Bhavdnt-pati, granted the 

Heo infre, DHNI, Vol. II, chapter on the Ceulukyes. 
% 
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tadaéra ' named Pipparika, situated on the hanks of the Narmada 
(Gardabhapéniya-bhoge Gardubhapaniya-sambaddhint ultara- 

syam disi),? to the j#ana-vijiina-sampanna Vasanta Acarya, the? 

son of Dhanika Pandita, an emigrant from Ahicchatra. The.. 

Dapaka® of the grant was Kahnapasika.* It ends with the 
sign-manual of Vakpitiréja-deva.’ 

(2) Ujjain grant. —Found while digging in a ruin in the 

vicinity of Ujjain. It contains 30 lines incised on two plates. 

The introductory portion is very similar to No. 1. Jn the 

formal part we are told that Vakpatiraja, while residing at 

Bhagavatpura, at the request of Asini, the wife of the Mahasds 

dhanika Mahaika, gratned the village of Sembalapuraka, belong-i 

ing to Tinisapadra-dvadasaka, to the Bhattarika Bhattetvari-devit 
at Ujjayint. The grant was issued in (V.) Saravat 1036 (A.D4 

O30), by the Dapaka Rudriditya, while residing at the Mahda-’ 
ryaya-skandhavara at Gugapura (lines 28-29). It ends with the 

sign-manual of Vakpatiraja-deva.* 

(Sand 4) Narwar grants—Found ‘at Narwar, a village’ 
near Ujjain in Gwahor State’ (C.0.). They ‘ record grants of : 

villages to certain Brilhmans by Sri-Vakpatiraja.’ The inscrip-’ 

tions are reported to be dated in V.S. 1038 and V.S8. 1047.7 : 

The Dharampuri and Ujjain inscriptions noticed above - 

vive us a number of birudas of Vakpati II, viz., Amogha-— 

varsa, Prthvivallabha, and Srivallabha. These were all exclue ' 

sively Rastrakiita titles, and their assumption by Vakpati so - 

| Hall read Vagar. 

7 Io the description of the boundaries occur the names: Agérevdbalé; Cikhilliké (mod. 
Inlkuta Chikhald&, in Bolkar’s State); Gardatba-nad! (mod, Kbarjé); and Pigkea.tirths 
(remains to this day). The identifications sre proposed by Kirtane, 7A, Vol. VI, Pe 50. 

* Kirtane reads ddyaka; but see grant No 8 of Siyeka. 

‘ Same aeio No 3 of Styeks II. 
* Edited by Kirtane, 14, Vol. VI, pp. 48-88 first noticed by Hall in JASB, Vol. XXX, 

pp 198-910, | 
‘ Fitet notioed by R. L. Mitre, JASR, Vol, XIX, pp. 475 &. Then edited by Kielhorn, 

14, Vol. XIV. pp. 180-61. It is now in the India Office Library, London ° 
" Noticed in the Statesmen, 19th May, 1092, 
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oon after the extinction of the Malkhed branch not only seems to ° 
onfirm the suspicion of the descent of the Paramiras from the 

tastrakiitas, but also perhaps indicates that Vikpati now con- 

idered himself to be the legal successor of Amoghavarsa-Nrpa- 
tidga-Kakkala- (Kakka II). This explains to some extent his 
bersistent and bitter hostility to the Calukyas of Kalyani and 

ig repeated irruptions into the Deccan to oust the usurper 

oti from the possessions of his ancestors. Besides these 
names Vakpati appears to have been known to his contempora- 

Hes by at least two others. One of these, Utpala-raja, is sup- 

plied by the Navasahasdnka-carita.! The other name, Mudjaraja 

is found in the Nagpur pragasti of Naravarman.’ Bihler point- 
od out that in Dhanika’s commentary on the Dagariépa the same 

verse is attributed at one place to ‘‘ the illustrious king Vakpati- 

raja’ and in another to “the illustrious Muija.”* The 

Prabandha-cintamani contains a story that Vakpati was known 
as Muiija because he was picked up as a foundling by Sithha- 

dantabhata (Siyaka) from the midst of a thicket of Muija 
reeds.‘ Though Bibler rejected thix story as unbistorical, it 

inay be pointed out that it has found a place in Abu’! Fagl’s 
A’in-i-Akbari.’ | 

| According toboth literary and epigraphic tradition Vakpati 

II was a great warrior. The Udaipur pragastt tells us that ‘ his 

lotus feet were coloured by the jewels on the heads of the 

Karnatas, Latas, Keralas and Colas..* He also ‘ conquered 

Yvvaraja, and, slaying his generals, as victor, raised on high his 

sword in Tripuri.’”’ Scholars are agreed that this Yuvaraja is 
re) 0 the identified with the second prince of that name in the family 

1 XY, 08 f. | 
3 Bf, Vol. 2, pp. 184 and 101, V. 23. 

3 BI, Vol. I, p. 226; see also Hall's edition in the Bibliotheca prog Pp. 184 end 186. 

4 PC, p. 20. 
ao 440, Vol. Il, p. 315, but the name of ener ee given y * Bijai- 

oe 
PEGI, Valid, pp. 286 ond $81, V. 14 
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of the Kalacuris of Dahala.' The attack on L&ta, which 

now in the possession of the successors of Barappa, was probs 

undertaken to recover his ancestral possessions on the weal 

side. Bihbler has expressed his doubts about the truth of 

report of Vakpati’s fight with the Keralas and Colas. ‘* It 
difficult to understand,’’ says he, ‘‘ how he could have come i 

contact with the latter two, whose countries lay at such a gr 
distance from Méalva.'’’ He may however have fought w 

these chiefs when he was engaged in his struggle w 

Tailapa, the Karnéta king. Merutunga tells us tl 

Mutija bad conquered Tailapa six times.° In the no 

and in the west Mufija’s armies fought with | 
Caulukyas of Anahilwad,. the Cahamanas of Nadol, | 

yuhilas of Mewar and the Rastrakitas of Hatbundi. T 

Sundha hill-inscription of the Marwar Cahamana Caciga ‘ t 

us that one of bis predecessors, Baliraja, ‘defeated an army 

Mufijaraja.". In his Bijapur stone-inscription dated in V. 
1053 (A. D. 997),° the R4&strakita Dbavala claims that 

wave ‘shelter to the armies of (a king whose name is lost) and 

the lord of the Gtirjaras, when Muiijarija had destroyed Aghat 

the pride of Medapata (Mewar) and caused them to flee.’ T 

(iiirjara king was probably the Caulukya Milarija (c. 961- 

A.D.)' while the other defeated prince whose name is lost m 
well have been one of the earlier Guhila princes of Mew: 

possibly Saktikumara (977 A.D.), the son of Salivahana.® 

Tradition also records that Vakpati Il was not only a su 
cessful military leader but also a poet and a generous patron 

| See DHNJ, Vol II, p. 769, 
El, Vol. T, p, 228. 

> PC, p 88, But according to the Bombsy ed., p. 53, ‘sixteen times,’ see KJ, Vol. 

p. 227, BG, Vol. I, Part 2, p. 439. 
* El, Vol. IX , pp. 70 &. 
' EF, Vol. X, pp. 18 and 20-21, V. 10. See aleo DANI, Vol. I, p. 861. 

* Mod, Ahar pear the preseat Udaipur alution from which the Guhilot clan Xhadi 
derives its name. 

" Or his suecessor C&mupdarija (e. 996-1010). 
Bee infra, DHNI, Vol, IY., chapters on the Caulukyes and the Gudiles, 
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ters. The Udaipur pragasti tells us that ‘cultivating elo- 

ence, high poetry and the art of reasoning,’ he ‘ completely 

mastered the lore of the Sastras’! Padmagupta calls him the 

‘woot of (that) creeper of Paradise, Sarasvati’ ; he adds that 

after Vikramaditya departed, after Satav&hana went, divine 

Yarasvati found rest with this friend of poets.’* Apart from the 

e¥ses ascribed to this king in the Prabandha-cintamani and the 

Bhoja-prabandha, which Bihler regards as ‘ suspicious,’ the 
wthologies and works on Alamidru occasionally quote verses of 

his prince, ‘which show that he possessed some talent.’? Padma- 

fupta, alias Parimala, the author of the Navasdhas@nka-carita, 

Dhanaiijaya, the author of Dagartpa, his brother Dhanika, the 

yathor of Daégartpavaloka, Halayudha, the commentator on Pin- 

tala’s work on metrics, and probably also Dhanapila, the author 

f the Patya-lacchi, were among the ornaments that adorned the 

iourt of Vakpati-Mutija.* 

According to Merutunga, the brilliant reign of Vakpati met 

with a tragic end. He tells us that ‘‘as the king of the Telinga 

sountry, named Tailapadeva, harassed Muiija, by sending raiders 

nto his country, be determined to march against him, though 
his prime minister (Mah@matya) Rudrdditya, who was seized 

with illness, endeavoured to dissuade him. The minister 

sonjured him to make the river Godavari the utmost limit 
of his expedition, and not to advanee beyond it; but lie 
looked upon Tailapa with contempt, as he had conquered 
him six times before ; so in his overweening confidence he 

»rosced the river and pitched his camp on the other side.” When 

1 BI, Vol. I, pp. 285 and 237, V. 13. 

-€ Ibid, pp. 927-28. Atite Vikramadditye gate’ stats Sdtacéhane, 

Kari-mstre cidadrama yasmin devi Sarascati. (XI, 98.) 

Bi, Vol. I, p. 227. 

Thid. \, 
 § Wad the Parsmira dominions sometimes resily extended beyond the Godavari in the 
uth in proved by the recent discovery, near Adilabad in the Nisam's dominions, of the 
igined indeription of the Paramire feudatory Arjuns. See Annual Report, Hyderabed 
ivshasclegioal Burocy, 1887 F. (1927-28), pp. 98-24. Hee sleo ibid, Appondiz, p. 21. 
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\Rudraditya heard what the king had apne: he apres thay. 
ome mischief would result from his headstrong conduct and he 
= entered the flames of a funeral pile. Then Tailapa by 

force and fraud cut Mufija’s army to pieces and took king 
oe prisoner, binding him with a rope of reed (mufija). He 

aS put in prison and confined in a cage 0° wood and waited 

ypon by Tailapa’s sister Mrnalavati, with whom he formed a 
marriage-union. His ministers. who had arrived subsequently, 

dug a tunnel to the place where he was, and made an appoint- 

ment with him.’’ Thestory next proceeds to relate that Mufija 
urged by Ins love to Mrnalavati, revealed his plans to her, and 

‘he latter betrayed bim to her brother. As a result of this 

failapa ‘had him bound with cords and taken about to beg from 

youse to house’ for his foud. ‘* Then the king bad Muftja put to 

leath and his head fixed on a stake in the courtyard of the 

valace, and by keeping it continually covered with thick sour 

wk, he gratified his anger.’ ' Though this story reads like a 

mance and its details are probably worthless as sources of his- 

ory, vet there is no doubt that the main fact recorded in it 1s true. 

That Vakpati had really a minister named Rudriditya is proved 

\ lis Ujjain grant, where a person of that) name is mentioned 

isthe Dapaka residing at the Mahdrijuya-shandhara@ra at Guna- 

wrain A.D. 980.) The fact that Vakpati Jost his life ina war 

igainst the Calukya ‘Tailapa is attested by the records of the 

valyani dynasty. Two inscriptions of Vikramaditya VI (c. 

(155-1126) tell us that Taila I] killed the valiant Mufja.’ The 

l“in-i-Akbari algo records the tradition that Munya ‘ended his life 

rthe wars of the Deccan.’ * The date of this event has been 
xed with tolerable certainty by Biibler.! As the colophon of 
Jnitagati's Subhdsita-ratna- senigon states that it was composed 

uring the reign of Mudja in V. 8. 1050 (A. D. 998-94), and as 

- PARAMARAS OF GUSARATs, 

1 Pc, pp. 38-90. 
1 14, Vol. XXI, pp. 167-68. 
2 AAK, Vol. 2, p. 216. 
Bl, Vol. 1, p. 398. 

U—Qf 



Pai “ee iI Tlimaself died j in rem 919 (a. D. Tey it ts ‘certain 
: that Muiija’s death must have occurred between c. 993-94 and:. 
“997-98 A. D. The same scholar also suggested that ‘ the begin-/ 
“ning of Vakpati’s reign is probably not far distant from A. D.' 
974, the date of his first land grant.’ | 

Padmagupta tells us that ‘Vakpati placed the earth in. 
. Sindhuraja’s arms when he started for Ambikaé’s town.’ Consi- 
dering the manner of Vakpati’s death, this may indicate that. 

Sindburaja had become anointed as Yurargja some time before 
Vakpati’s fatal expedition to the Godavari valley. The Jain 

-Prabandhas however assert that Mufija was succeeded not by 

Sindhuraja but by the latter’s younger son Bhoja. Thus Merv- 

toiga tells us that Mufija’s younger brother named ‘Sindhala ? 

out of high spirit, disobeyed the orders of Mutija; accordingly he - 

banished him from his kingdom, and so ruled for a long time. 

That Sindhala came to Gujarat, and established his settlement 

(pallz) in the neighbourhood of Kigahrada.’ * While living there 
he was told by a ghost that king Mufja’s destruction was draw- 

_ ing near and that the sceptre should descend into his line. He 

was therefore bidden by the ghost to return to Malava. ‘ Being 
thus sent by the ghost he went there, and received from king 
Muiija a certain district, which brought him in revenue, but 

_again displaying haughtiness, he had his eyes put out by Mufija 

and was confined in a wooden cage. He begat a son named 
Bhoja.’ When Bhoja grew up, Mufija became apprehensive 

‘owing to the forecast of astrologers that his nephew was destined 
to rule ‘Dakeindpatha with Gauda’ for fifty-five years and three 
days; and fearing that if Bhoja lived, his own son would not in- 
herit the kingdom, he ordered him to be put to death. But 

before the execution could take place, a verse from his nephew: 

1 XI, 98 2 
iA Prabrit hypocoristic forin of the name Sindhuraja, sometimes aleo Sindhals ; ; ag 

BI, Vol. I, p. 228. ; 
’- <% Borbes suggested ‘ probabiy Kasindra Pélaree about 14 miles from Ahmedabad, 7 

Bas, Vol. Tap. 88. 
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induced Mufija to change his decision and honour him ‘ with the 
dignity of crown prince.’ When the news of Mufija’s death 

reached Malava the ministers placed Bhoja on the throne.’ 

Though Bithler has doubted ’ it, it is not impossible that- these 
stories may have been based on possible differences between Muiija 
and Sindhuraja, a phenomenon not at. al] unusual in Indian his- 

tory. But the further statement of Merututga that SIndhala was 

blinded and was passed over in the, succession by his son Bhoja 

is certainly untrue, for it is contradicted not only by Padmagupta 

but also by epigraphic evidence. The Udaipur prasasti distinctly 

states that Vakpati was succeeded by his younger brother (anuja) 

Sindburaja." The same inscription gives him credit for having 
conquered a Hiina king (raja) and gained glory by other victories. 

But naturally a fuller account of his career is supplied by the 

Nuraséhasanka-carita. According to the author of this Kéarya, 

Sindhuraya was also known as Navasahasihka‘ and Kuméra- 

niravana. He had a minister (sacira) named Yasobhata, alias 

Rimangada. The poem opens with a description of the city 
of Uyayint.* The author devotes his main attention to the 
description of the incidents which led to bis hero’s marriage 
with Sasiprabhi, daughter of the Niga king Sankhapala. 
To obtain his object he bad to kill the Asura Vajranikusa, 
whose capital we are told was situated ‘fifty garyiitis from the 
Narmada.’ In his struggle against the demon prince the king 

' Pr, pp. 31-33 and 36. 

* His doubte were mainly based on Pedmaygupta's silence and his atatement: | When 
hin Majesty Vakpats: wes about to ascend to heaven, he placed a eeal (mudrd) on my song. 
“indlurdjys, the younger brother of that brother of pveta, now breaks it.” ‘ Had the brothers 
been Jeadly enemies,’ says be, ‘ Padmegapta would certainly have been left in obscurity after 
bie'firs! patron's death’ (EJ, Vol. I, p- 230). But I do wot see any reason why Sindhurdja, 
tven if he was inimieal to Vikpati, should have refused to patroviee his brother's court 
wet when the latter was willing to write the eulogy of the new king by composing a \araséhasdaka-carita, in which Vakpati's victories are passed over in silence while those 
TSindhurdje are exaggerated, 

’ EL, Vol, pp. $88 and 287, V. 16. 
* Sometimes Nevlneedhastake, VI, 11. 

' The city of Dhis& is leo mentioned in the poom ss apard puri. 
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bad the Vidyadharas as his allies. The story is mainly 
mythical ; but Buhler long ago perceived that it may have a 

historical basis. The Nagas were a well-known ruling tribe who 
held principalities in Rajputana and Central India. The minute 

description of the distence of Vajrankusa’s capital also leads us 

to suspect that he was probably a historical figure. But in the 

present state of our knowledge it is hopeless to try to identify 

the family or locate the principality of the enemies and allies 

of Sindhuraja. The passages which are of real historical 

importance occur in the tenth sarga.’ Here we are told that 

Sindhuraja gained victories over the Hina king (nrpati) and 

the rulers of Vagada, Murala, Lata, and Iosala. Of these the 

first, as we have seen, is also mentioned by the Udaipur pragastt, 

and can therefore be accepted asa fact. It is however impos- 

sible to locate the area over which the Hina chief ruled. Vagada, 

as Bihbler pointed out, roughly correspond to modern Dungarpur 
State in Southern Rajputana.?” As the region round about 

Dungarpur was the stronghold of a branch of the Paramiira stock, 
it is not unlikely that Parimala was referring to a conflict with 

some representative of the Banswara branch of that family. 
The Surat grant of Kirtiraja,* dated in Saka 940 (c. 1018), 

shows that Sindhurdja’s opponent in Lata was probably this 

grandson of Barappa. In fighting against Kosala Sindhuraja 

was carrying on the policy of Vakpati IT. The Kosala king against 

whom Sindburaja made war was most probably the Kalacuri 

Kokalla II,‘ the son of Yuvaraja II, the contemporary and rival 

of Vakpati IJ. Sindhuraja’s struggle with the Muralas, if the 

latter are located near Kerala,’ looks rather improbable. But, 

1 X, 14-20. 
$ Ojba however holds that the whole area now occupied by Dungarpur and Banewsre 

is known as Vagada; see HR, II, 458. 

2 WZKM, 1993, Band VI, pp. 88-88. See also infra, DHNI, Vol. I], chapter on the 
Coulakyes. 

Bee infrc, DHNI, Vol. II, p. 771. 
& Bee my chapter on the Later Gurjara-Pratiharas, DHNI, Vol. I, p. 676, fo. 1. 

Maral is identified by some with Narmad’. Can Muralas mean the tribes living on th- 

Nermadi. ¢ 
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as Buhler long ago suggested, this statement probably vaguely 

refers to a continuation of the conflicts with the Calukyas of 

Kalyani.’ 

No inscriptions have so far been discovered for the reign of 

Sindhuraja. As the exact date of his successor’s accession 18 also 

unknown, it is difficult to fix his reign period. From the 

number of victories ascribed to Sindhurija in the Narasihasanka- 

carita, Buhler guessed that the Paramara prince must have 

reigned at least seven or eight years before the poem was com- 

posed. As Vakpati II died between 994 and 997 A.D. he 

assumed that the poem was composed about the mwiddle of the 

first decade of the 11th century: ‘ How much longer Sindhu- 
raja may have reigned, cannot be determined at present.’ ° 

Sindhuréja was succeeded by his son Bhojadeva.*” The 

following inscriptions are known for his reign : 

(1) Banswara grant —Oniginally found in the possession 

of the widow of a thather@ (coppersmith) living at Banswara, 

in Southern Rajputana. The exact find-spot is not known. It 

contains thirty-two lines incised on two copper plates, held 

together by a ring. At the end of the grant, at the left-hand 

side of the second plate, ina rectangular border, there is the 

usual flying figure of Garuda, holding a snake in his left hand. 

The inscription opens with two verses invoking the god Siva 

(Vyémakeéa, Smardrati), and then traces the genealugy of the 

Paramiras from Pb.-AJ.-P.- Siyakadeva (II) to Pb.-M.-P.-Bhoja- 

deva. It then records that the last prince, ‘at the anniversary ‘ 

of the conquest of Kodkana’ (Komkana-cvijaya-parrant), having 

worshipped Bhavadnipati (Siva), granted 100 nivartanas of land at 

' El, Vol. 1, p. 929. Dr. Barnett doabte the correctness of this suggestion of Bithler. 
2 KI, Vol. I, p. 380. 
* He appears to have bad the biruda Tribbuvana-Néréyape. Bboja built a temple 

of Tribhuvana-Nérbyapa in CitrabOte-curga (Chitor in Udaipur State) : see the Chirwa 

inscription of Gubile Samarasithbe (V.8. 1890). WZKM, Vol. XXI, pp. 142 f. 
' Pereapi may also be translated ss ‘on the festira! day,’ JA, 1912, p. 201. 

* 
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Vatapadraka,' included in the Ghaighradora-bhoga of Sthali- 

mandala, to the Brahman Bhiila, whose ancestors had emigrated 

from Chiiicha-nagara. The date is given in line 31 as (V.) Samvat 

1076 Magha Sudi 5 (3rd January, A.D. 1020). . The writing in 
both the plates end with the sign-manual of Bhojadeva.? 

(2) Betma grant.—Found buried in a field at the village 

of Betma, 16 miles to the west of Indore in Central India. It 

contains 27 lines, incised on two copper plates, held togetber 

by a ring. The second plate contains, like No. 1, a flying 

figure of Garuda holding a snake. The introductory portion 

is asin No. 1. In the formal part of the grant we are told that 

Bhojadeva, on the occasion of the festival day of the victorious 
occupation? of Konkana (Komkana-grahana-vijaya-parcvast), 
granted the village of Nalatadaga,‘ included in NyAyapadra’- 

saptadagaka, to the Brahman Pandita Delba, who came from 

Sthanviévara. It is dated in (V.) Samvat 1076, the 15th day of 

the bright fortnight of Bhadrapada (September, 1020 A.D.).° 

(3) Ujjain grant.—Discovered by a farmer while digging 

in his field, which adjoins a small streamn called Nagajhari at 

Ujjain. It contains 31 lines, incised on two plates. Figure of 
Garuda as in No. 1. The introductory portion as in the two 
grants mentioned above. It records that when Bhojadeva was 

‘residing at Dhara; he granted the village of Viranaka, situated 

in the Nagadraha-paécima-pathaka, tothe Brahman Dhanapati 
‘Bhatte of the Karnata (country), an emigrant from Biadavi 

attached to Belluvalla.’ The date is given in lines 80-81 as (V.) 

“Sornoat 1078 (c. 1022 A.D.). 
: A [geotified by.some with mod. Barods. 
°< '-$ Béited by Moltzech, EY, Vol. XT, pp. 161-88; also by D. R. Bhanderkar, TA, 1912, 

° rare 
3 Aeoording to some ‘subjugation, £/, Vol. XVII, p. 324. 

ope ivy “May be mod. Nar (Nal) in the Kaira District, £1, Vol. KVIII, p. S82. 
sts ‘May be mod. town of Napad, in the Keira District, to the 8.W. of Indore, ibid. 

Se MBdlted by Diskalkar, £1, Vol. XVIII, pp. 320-25. 
i. ‘Bas, efikor wrongiy translated the passage as‘ Who being an inhabitant of BAdhs 
Sutisenge Kerpifa.’ Bat sco Fleet, 14, 902, p. 965. Belluvails ern Badami:- 

Laie” Mbsieed by Kistene (N.J.), 14, Vel. VI, pp. 63-55. | 

ree 
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(4) Depalpur grant.—Found at Depalpur. 24 miles to the 

north-west of Indore (C. I.). It contains 30 lines incised on two 

copper plates held together by two copper rings. Flying figure 

of Garuda and the introductory portion as in No. 1 above. It 

records that the last prince after taking his bath in the 

expiation-fee (in the form of a river) for the slaughter of 
animals! and having worshipped the Bharaénipati (Siva) while 

residing at Dhara,’ granted 34 améas of level land (prastha),° 
furnished with 4 ploughs (halacatustayasamrrttam) at Kiri- 

kaiki‘’ in the western Pathaka of Ujjayini to the Brahman 

Vacchala, who had migrated from Manyakheta.’ The grant is 

dated in (V.) Samrat 1079 on Caitra Sudi 14 (19th March, 
1022 A.D.). The writing on both the plates end (as in No. | 

above) with the sign-manual of Bhojadeva.® 

(5) Kalvan plates of Yasorarman.—Discovered in the vil- 

lage near Kalvan, in the N. W. of Nasik District, Bombay Presi- 
dency. It contains 45 lines, incised on three plates of copper. 

The grant opens with an eulogy of the Paramira‘ Bhojadeva of 

Dhara and his ancestry from Styakadeva (II). We are then told 

that through Bhoja’s favour the idlustrious YaSovarman bad 
ubtained the town (nagara) of Selluka and was enjoying 1,500) 

vilages. The inscription then records that in the (village) 
Muktapalf in the Audrahadi-cigaya, the Samanta, the illustrious 

fanaka Amma of the Gatga family, being convinced of the 

excellence of the Jisa-dharma from the teachings of the Svet- 
imbara dcdrya Ammadeva, gave some land at Mahisabuddbika, 

' The editor plausibly suggests that this must indirectly refer to the river Carmanvati 
(mod. Chambal). See in this connection the story of king Rantideva, Mahdbhérata, 

[romeparca, OF. JH, 1982, pp. 306-19. 

7 Modern Dhar, capital of the Dhar State, C. I. 
> Tam not sure that prastha here does n2t mean a measure of land. 
* Modern village of Kirki. in the Depaipur Pergana oo the Ohamba! about 6 miles 

from Depalpor. 

& Modern Malkbed. 

* Kéited with plates by B.G. Ojha, JHQ, June, 1992, pp. 305-15. Note suthor's 
remarks on the pumeral signe—the figure 7 (in the date, line 29), 1déd, p. 308, 

' To the original plate Practere, peobebly » mistake for Pramérs. 
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at the holy firtha of Kalak@legvara.1 The grant was made 
by Amma on the occasion of a solar eclipse and the amdvasya 
day of the month of Caitra, after having washed the feet of 

(the @carya ?) with water thrown from the hands of his wife 
rajat. Caccai of the CAlukya family. This land measured 40 

nivartanas. A second piece of land measuring 25 nivartanas 
was given by Raja Kakkapai. A third piece of land measuring 

35 nivartanas, a flower-garden measuring 2 nivarianas, 2 oil- 

mills (taila-ghanaka), 14 shops (Vanthk-hattah), and 14 drammas 

were given by the commercial community consisting of Vakaai- 

gala and others.?- The donee apparently was the temple of the 

Jina in the Svetapada® (country), which was thoroughly repaired 
and dedicated (nivedita) to the illustrious Afuni Suvratadeva. 

The grant was written by Sdndhirigrahika Jogesvara. It is 

not dated in any era.’ 
(6) British Museum  image-inscripltion.—Ani image of 

Sarasvati, dated in (V.) Samrat 1091 (A.D. 1034-55) n the reign 

of Bhoja.’ 

(7) Tilakwada grant.—Found at Tilakwada, in the bed of 

the river Narbada, the headquarters of a mahal contiguous to that 
of Sankheda in the Baroda Prant, Baroda State. The grant 

originally consisted of 3 plates, of which the first, containing the 

greater part of the introductory portion, is missing. The 

present portion of the grant practically begins with: ‘ From 

him (Sindhuraja ?) was born Bhojadeva.’ We are then introduced 

! Jdentibed with the tempie of Kalakélesvara, which still exiats about 10 wulea from 

Kalvan. El, Vol. XIX, p. 70. 
3 The editor translates Vakacigala prabhrit-nagarena ae‘ Vakaaigala and others of the 

. town.’ But Dr. Barnett points out that nagara is a regular term in the south for a * commer- 

.” gigl community.’ 

* '¥ Tdentifed with the northern portion of Nasik district, ibid. 
.  € Bdited by B.D. Banerji, £7, Voi. XIX, pp. 69-75. The editor's arguments thut the 

"grant must be referred to the period of confasion after the death of hoje do not appear to 

“gne to be convincing. Iagree with Hiranande Sastri that Yaéovermen was a feudatory of 

(hoje Gbid, p. 72, fn, 1) at the time of the grant. See also Diskalkar, E/, Vol. XVIII, 
a es ano, fa. 3. 

+ Noticed in EI, Vol. XVIII, p. 990, fn. 8. Transcribed by Diksbit, Répam, 10%, p. %, 
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to the Naroftama (prince ?) Suraditya (Strddityn) of the 

Sravanabbadra-ramsa, who came from Kanyakubja and was a 
devotee of the lotus-like feet of Bhoja.. His son Jasoraja 

(Yasoraja), who resided in Saigamakheta-mandala, having bathed 

in the Narmadéi in V.S. 1103 (c. 1047 A.D.), in the 

temple of Siva Mahevara, situated at the confluence of 

the (river) Mani, granted to the god Ghantesvara, the village of 

Viluhaja and also a hundred (measures) of land in the village 
of Ghautapalli. The sage Dinakara was appointed a trustee tor 

the administration of the endowment. The grant was written 

by the Adyastha Sohika.’ 

The dates in the inscriptions noticed above range from VS, 

1076 to 1103, t.e., from about 1O20 to TOF ALD. Two more 

dates for Bhoja’s reign within these limits are supplied by lite- 

rary tradition. One of these is supplied by al-Birdint, who records 

thatin ce. LO30/-A D., when he composed his Indica, the king 

of Dhara, the capital of MAlava, was Bhojadeva.* Another 

date. Saka 964 (AD 1042-93), is supplied by the Rajamrganka- 

Farana.’  Bithler, chiefly relving on the statement of Bilhana 

that on das journey from Washmir to various places in 

Northern India Dhara cried out to him * Bhoja is my king, *¢ 

placed the death of Bhoja sometime after the vear 1062 

A.D! Bat the Mandhata grant of his successor Javasimha 

shows that he must have died ino or before Vos. 1112 

(AD. 1055-56).2 The upper lint is more difficult to. settle. 
The fact that bis Banswara plates show that he had already 

conquered Konkan in 1020 A.D. certainly indicates that he 

ascended the throne some time before that date. Bihler has 

pointed ont from the CaJukva records that Bhoja fought with 

tHe sm paid to hase fuaght wich Sabavébana') and others and mate the reyal glory 

Pho wdevn stable. EL, Vol, XIX, Appends, p 21, Neo Vis, 

7B hted by Kudalkar, PTAC, Poona, 19, pp ATEN, 

* KA, Trane. hy Ssohau, Vol. I, p. MH. 

‘ ET, Vol. 1, p. 282. 

5 Vikramankadeoa-carits, XVIIT. 6. 
® El, Vol. I, p. 283. 7 RI, Vol. EEL, pp. 46 &. 

TI==26 
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the Calukya Jayasitaha some time between Saka 933 (1011-12 
A.D.) and Saka 941 (A.D. 1019-20). As Padmagupta, who 
probably composed his work in ec. 1005, does not refer to Bhoja, 

Bihler thought that Bhoja at that time had not reached the age 

of 16, the Indian age of majority. He therefore concluded that 
Bhoja’s accession must fall e. 1010 A.D., or even somewhat 

later. With this conclusion most scholars agree. 

The Paramira inscriptions are unanimous in praising 
Bhoja’s great military talents. Thus the Udaipur praégasti 

tetls us that he resembled king Prthu and ‘‘ possessed the earth 

up to Kailisa, up to the Malaya hills, and up to the two 

mountains of the setting and the rising sun ; he scattered in 

all directions the weighty crowd of earth-supporters (urvibhara), 
easily uprooting them with the shaft of his how. Seeing 

the Karnatas, the lords of Lita, the king of Gdrjara, the 

Turuskas, chief among whom were the lord of Cedi, Indra- 

ratha,? Toggala*(?) and Bhima, conquered by his mercenaries 
(bhrtya)’ alone, his hereditary warriors (maula)’ thought 

only of the strength of their arms, not of the numbers of 

their fighters.’’° The Dhar prusgasti of Arjunavarman desig- 
nates Bhoja as a Sdrrabhauma, and gives him credit for having 
defeated Gingeya, the Kalacuri king of Tripurf’ (c. 1030-41 

A.D.). It is true there 1s much exaggeration in these state- 

ments of the pragasti-writers. But epigraphic evidence shows 

that there is a substantial basis for ascribing to Bhoja many of 

these conquests. The war with the Karnitas was only another 

episode in the struggle which had taken so disastrous a turn 

1 KI, Vol. £. pp. 232-33. 

% Kielhorn identifies him with the prince of the same oame who was dcfested by 

Rajendra Coja I, io bis nortuern expedition (EJ, IX, 22) ff.); :b1d, p. 980; seo List of 

Southern Inscriptions, p. 120, note 3; also MASI, No. 23. p. 16. 

3 Not identified. 
4 Onthis word see my Notes on Wurin Ancient [adia, JL, 1937, Vot. XIV, pp. 248. 

. ‘8 Ibid. 

‘BU, Vol. 1, pp. 285 and 287, Va. 17 and 19. 
: - oe The Parijitemafjari or Vijaya-éri of Madans; see El, Vol. VIII, p, BO Hee 2, 
; ¥ Bip. 108, line 7; also p. 96. Bee slag supra, DHN, » Vol. IT, p. 774. 

1 
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in the reign of V&kpati II, and which was to prove in the end 

equally disastrous to Bhoja. But in the beginning of his reign 
Bhoja appears to have retaliated with success, and may have 

even avenged the death of Mufija. Merutunga refers to a story 
in which Bhoja, while attending a dramatic performance in 

which Tailapa II, was represented as imprisoned, was 

su stung by the sarcasm ' of Démara, au emissary of the Caulukya 

king Bhimal, that be at once ‘ proceeded to march to the 

country of Telinga.’* The same story, with additions, is found 

in the Bhoja-carita, which telly us that Bhoja ‘captured Tailapa, 

-ubjected him to the same indignities to which Mufja had 
wen subjected, and finally executed him.’* Sir R. G. 
ihandarkar suggests that, as Tailapa was dead before Bhoja 

ascended the throne, his name is probably a mistake for 

Vikraméditya I,f of whom we know so little and put him to 

death.” Several scholars have recently agreed with chis 

couclusion of Bhandarkar... Whatever may be the value of this 

mess, if 18 certain that Bhoja gained some substantial suc- 

cesses against the Calukyas of Kalyani before the Saka vear 

M1 (AD. 1019). For the Balagamve stone-inscription of that 

dite of the time of Jayasninha (¢. 1015-42 A.D.) claims that he 

wis fa moon to the lotus which was king Bhoja,’ i.e., he ‘ took 

away the glory of Bhoja just as the moon causes the water-lilies 

' He reminded Bhojs that Tarlapa ‘as recosnised by having the heal of king Mufja 
fuedon a stake’; PC, p. 45. 

1 Thad, 

1 BG, Vol. 1, Part H, p. 2u4. 

‘ Vikramaditya Vo (cr. 1900-11 A.D) accerding to Fleet's list, eee «bid, table 
froing [. 428. 

* BG, Vol.J, Part LL, p. 224. Bhopa-cartta of Rayavallabha, 7, 80-56, 

* See 74, 1919, pp. 117-18; EF, Vol XVITE,p. 321. Ochs however, relying on a 

‘eros f, 86) of VikraméAkadera-canta which states thut Jayaaiinbe ‘ reveived a garland, 

Culed from the Parigdta tree, from Todea's own hands.” concludes that i¢ was this prince 

Who was killed by Bhoja. But sec Venkatarama Ayyar, in 2.4, 1019, p. 118, fn. 54, where 

hearvues that sinee in Bindu mythology it ia usually the dpsarases and not Indra that 
‘Te wud to garland those who die on the battlefield, Ja yasitiha could not have died on the 
he'd of battle. But note EZ, Vol. II, p. 192, where Bhoja, who possibly died fighting, " teltrred to gp having become Indra's companion. 
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that bloom in the daytime to close their flowers at night.’? 
The same inscription also claims that Jayasitnha ‘ searched out 

and beset and pursued and ground down and put to flight the 

confederacy of Méalava.’? There is no evidence to show who 
were the princes that were included in this ‘confederacy of 

Malava The claim that the Calukya king completely destroyed 

the power of Bhoja is most probably mere prasasti. That bis 

succ¢ss could not have been substantial is shown by the first 

three grants of the time of Bhoja. The first records the cele- 
bration of the festival-day of the conquest of Konkan in January 

1020 A.D... which shows that the actual conquest must have 

taken place either in January LOL9, or even earlier. The second 

grant, about 8 months later, again records gifts on the festival 

day of the victorious occupation of Konkan. That these are 

not mere vain boasts is shown by the Walvan_ plates of his 

feudatory Yasovarman, who appears to have held sway in the 

Nasik district, bordering on Konkan.” Unfortunately this in- 

scription is not dated in any era. But that the struggle con- 
tinued unabated on thi~ frontier til at least Saka 946 

(A.D. 1024) is indicated by the Mira) plates of Jayasihha 

where be claims to have taken away everyfhing  belong- 
ing to the rulers of the seven-Konkanas (Sapta-Konkana- 

dhigraranam sarrasam grhitra).’ Bhoja’s success however was 

not permanent. The Vikrumankadera-carita tells us that 

Abavamalla (SomeSvara I, c. 1044-608 A.D.) ‘stormed Dhara, 

the capital of the Paramara, in MAlava, from which Bhoja bad 

to flee.’* The Nagpur prasasti of Naravarman (V.8, 1161) 

1 $4, Vol Vip. its BG, Nob T. Part Tl, p. 446 

2 (4, Vol. Vp 17 

3 Note in this connechon the indsrect evidence of the Jainad inscription of @ Parainara 

feudatory of Udayadiiya in the Warangal Division of Hyderabad. Annual Keport, 

Hyderabad Archaeological Surrey, 1927-28, pp 28-24. 

4 JA, Vol. VII, pp. 19-19 and fn. 03 on p. 18. Fleet takes the passage as referring (o 

* the lords of the seven Kofkanas. But Sir R G. Bhandarkar accepts it as referring to 

‘ the ruler of the seven Kohkapas.’ See RG, Vol. 1, Part If, pp. 218 and 496. Bn as 

adhisrarasam iain the plural, Fleet seem. to be right. 

& J, 91-08. 
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makes it clear that the success of the Karnatas was due to their 

alliance with the powerful Kalacuri king Karna.’ The mention 

uf Karna in this Nagpur inscription as one of the forces that 

brought about Bhoja’s downfall shows that the Udaipur prasasti 

was right in mentioning the Cediscara as one of the adversaries 

of the Paramiira king. ‘The same inscription alsv refers to the 

Gurjara -raéas another enemy of Bhoja. There is little doubt 

that this Gurjara prince is to be identified with Bhima I, who is 

mentioned in the same verse as one of the chief enemies of 

Bhaja, the other being the ‘lord of Cedi,’ Merutunga records 

stories of many conflicts between Bhima and Bhoja. On one 

oceasion, We are tuld, Bhoja’s general, the Digambara Kulacandra, 

viking advantage of Bhima’s absence in Sindh, © sacked the city 

of Anahilla, and having caused cowries to be sown at. the gate 

of the clock-tower of the palace, extorted a record of victory.’ 4 
On another occasion when worshipping his family goddess in 

atemple in the suburbs of Dhara, Bhoja was surprised and 

nearly captured by a party of Gujarati cavalry? The Jain chron- 

elers are agreed that Bhoja died during a joint attack on 

Dhara by the Caulukya Bhima I, and Karna, king of Dahala.' 

Thus it seems that as an answer to the ‘confederacy of Malava,’ 
the enemies of the Paramaras succeeded in fornung another league, 
in Which the Caulukya Bhima, the Nalacun Lakshmi Karna, and 

the Calukva Somesvara were the chiet partners. This league 

nay have also included the Lata prince Trilocanapala, for whom 

we have the date Saka O72 G. 1051 ALD). In the struggle 
that followed Bhoja was overwhelmed and lost his life whep 

arna’s armies stormed the gates of Dhara.’ Khoja's military 
activities were however not contined only to tighting with these 
adversarivs. Before the Kalacuris of Tripuri could raise 

TET, Volo dh, pp. i638 and bug, Vo ge. 

*~ Pc, p. 46. 

2 OPC, pp. 2071, 

{ Bee infra, DHNI, Vol. IE, chaptera on the Hashayae and the Caulahyas. 

* PC, pp. 74-72, Buhler doubts the hrstercity of the Bhima T-Karas combination 

Reinut Bhoys. AI, Vol. 1, p. dal. fn. 47, 
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themselves into a position of importance on his eastern frontier 

and bring about his downfall, Bhoja had been maintaining 
contact with the Candellas of Bundelkhand and their allies the 
Kacchapaghatas of the Gwalior Residency. The statement in 
the Candella inscriptions that Bhoja worshipped Vidy&dhara 

“ full of fear like a pupil,’ shows that the relation between the 
two princes were probably not very friendly.’ The victory 

claimed by Kirtiraéja, one of the Gwalior Kacchapaghitas 

(c. 1015-35 A.D.) of whom the Sasbahu temple inscription of 

Mahipaia records that he conquered the countless hosts of Milava, 

was probably gained with the assistance of his sovereign, the 

Candellu Vidyadhara. I have elsewhere suggested that the 

defeated Malava prince was possibly the Paramara Bhoja.? The 

statement of the Dubkund inscription of the Kaccapaghata 
Vikramasithha that the ‘‘ highly intelligent king, the illustrious 

Bhoja’’ had widely celebrated the skill shown in the management 

of horses and chariots of Abhimanyu (c. 1035-44 A.D.), one of his 

predecessors, may, as I have already suggested, contain a veiled 

bint of his subservience to the great Paramara.’ Bhoja possibly 
succeeded in extending his influence in the Kunu valley 

by taking advantage of the weakness of Vidyadhara’s successors. 

It was prabably in this region that Bhoja met and defeated sume 

detachment of the Turuska prince Mahmad of Ghazni, when 

the latter invaded Gwalior and Bundelkhand. In the N. W. 

Bhoja, following the policy of Mubja, maintained bis pressure 

on the Cahaminas of Nado] and the Guhilas of Medapata. This 
is proved by the statement of the Sundha hill-inscription, which 

. informs us that Anahilla slew Sadha, a general (dand-ddhiéc) 

of the Malava king Bhoja.*| The Chirwa inscription of the 
- Guhila Samarasimha (V. 5. 1330) indicates that Bhoja was in 
possession of the fort of Citrakita (Chitor) and built there a 

1 See supra, DHNI, Vol. U1, p. 689. 
2 Bee ibid, Vol. 11, p. 821. 
3 Ibid, pp, 830-31. 

4 £1, Vol. IX, pp. 70 &, 
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temple to Tribhuvana-Nariyana.’ It was probably for his 
assistance during these campaigns that the Banswara Paramira 
Satyar&ja received a fortune from Bhoja.’ 

Apart from all these military campaigns Bhoja is probably 
best remembered by his achievements in the domain of art and 

letters. The Udaipur praéasti calls him a king among poets 

(kaviraja),® and states that ‘ he made the world worthy of its 
name by covering it all round with temples, dedicated to 

Ked&resvara, Rimesvara, Somanitha, Surndira (?), Kala, Anala 

and Rudra.’ * Bihler has pointed out * that his claim to literary 

merit is amply corroborated by the discovery of numerous works 

in poetics, astronomy, philosophy, architecture, and poetry 

which all bear the name of Mahdrajadhiréja Bhoja and are said 

to have been written by him, no doubt with tbe assistance of 

the numerous scholars who flourished under his patronage. An 
analysis of the list of publications ascribed to Bhoja_ in 

Aufrecht’s Catalogus Catalogorum® shows that besides the 

above subjects there are other works on medicine, grammar, 

1 WZEM, Vol. XXT, pp. 143 ff.; see also infra, DHNI, Vol. TI, chapter on t'e 

Cihsla-putras, 

2 RMR, 1917, pp. 2-3. 

EI, Vol. I, p. 985, V. 18. 

Ibid, pp. 235 and 238, V. 20, 

Toid, pp. 281-32. 

Aufrecht's Cataloyus Catelogorum, Part J, p. 418, and Part TI, p. 95. Asa oedical 

writer Bhoja ie quoted in the Rhdra.prakasa avd Ma&dhava's Rug.rimigcaya. Asa gramm- 

marian and lexicogrepher he is noticed by Kelrasv4min, Saéyana, and Mahipa. The folllow-. 

it hist of Bhoja’s work are given Ly Aufrecht and Buhler : 

(1) Adttya-pratapa-siddhanta, (2) Ayurreda-sarrasra. (3) Campis-rémdyana. 14) 

Canakya-nits. (6) Céru-caryd. (6) Tattra prakasa. (7, Nama-malihd. (8) Lukty khalpatacn. 

(Oh Kaje-méartenda Yoga-ettra-ertti: (10) Rdja-mrgdnka, (11) Vidyd-ctnoda-karya. (12) 

Videaj-jana-rallabhe Proéna-jRana. (18) Vusrdnta ridyd conoda. (14) Vyarahdra samuccara, 

1h) Sabdanuddsona, (16) Sdhihotra, (17) Sera-tattra ratna-kaltkd. (18) Samardagana- 

autradhara, (19) Sarcscati-kaunshdbharana, (20) Siddhdéuta-catagraha. (21) Subhdszta- 

prabandha, (22) Pradna-contdmant Vidraj-jano-cullabha, (28) Bhojardja-rarttska. (24) 

Stagdra madfart-kathd. (25) Kéja-mdrtanda (Jyottga). (26) Raja-martandga. (Vedanta 2). 

To these must be added the Airma-Sataka, two Prekrit poems, each of 109 stanzas 
tidressed to the tortoise-incarnatian of Vignu. They were discovered at Dhar, written 

with great care on setone elab. Edited by Pischel. EJ, Vol. VITI, pp. 241-60. Nv. 28 

above has now been edited by Ganapati Sastri in GOS. 
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and lexicography which are attributed to the pen of the 
Paramara king. It is true that all these works were probably 
largely written by the literary men living in his court; but a prince 

who had such wide sympathies and could inspire scholarship 

in so many varied fields of knowledge must ever remain a 

remarkable personality in the records of time. There is little 

evidence available to corroborate the extensive building operations 

which are ascribed to Bhoja in the Udaipur praéasti ; but as 

Buhler has remarked ‘ it is very probable that a prince so fond 

of display as he was adorned his capital and perhaps even foreign 

sacred places with architectural monuments.’ But. of these, 

thanks no doubt largely-to the iconoclastic zeal of the early Turkish 

conquerors, very few specimens have survived to our times. 

I have already referred to Bhoja’s tragic end. The Udaipur 

pragasti states that ‘‘ when that devotee of Bharga (Siva) whose 

brilliancy resembled the sun (i¢., Bhoja), had gone to the 

mansion of the gods, the earth, like Dhari. was filled with 

dense darkness, his foes (and) his hereditary warriors became 

infirm in body. Then arose king Udayaditya another sun, as it 

were, destroying the dense darknes:, the exalted foes, with the 

rays issuing from his strong sword (and thus) gladdening the 

hearts of bis people by his splendour.’ ) The Nagpur prasastt 

in referring to the same incident states that when “ he (Bhoja) 

had become Indra’s companion and when the realm was overrun 

by floods, in which the sovereign was submerged, his relation 

Udayaditya became king. Delivering the earth, which was 

troubled by kings and taken possession of by Karna,’ who, joined 

by the Karnatas, was like the mighty ocean, this prince did 

indeed act like the holy boar.’’® According to both these inscrip- 

tions Udayaditya was the successor of Bhoja. But the Mandhata 

1 EJ, Vol. J, pp 246 and 228, V. 21. 

2 Dr. Ganguly identifies this prince with the (aulukyn Karga te. 1064-4 A.D.) because 

the Prihviraja-ijaya (Va. 76-78) states that Ulayaddilya © tamed the crown of Malava by 

ing the Gurjjara Karpe. Without accepting this identificat:on it is possible to agree 

“that Udayiditya had to fight with the @uccessor of the Caulukya Bhima, the enem 

. Bhoja, before he could secarely grasp the eceptre of the Paraméras. 

# BI, Vol. II, pp. 185 and 192, V. 32. Bee also supra, DHNTI, Vel. I, p. 780. 

y of 
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ind Panahera inscriptions of Jayasitaha conclusively prove that 

during the period V.S. 1112-1116 the ruler of Malava was not 

(‘dayaditya but Jayasiraha. As the earliest date of Udayaditya 

is V.8.1116,' there is no difficulty in fitting in the reign of 
Jayasitnha between those of Bhoja and Udayaditya. Kielhorn 

has pointed out instances where predecessors are sometimes 

omitted in the genealogical lists of Indian inscriptions. But 

in this particular case, a strong motive for omission may have 

been the fact that Udayaditya usurped the Malava crown by 

ousting the lawful successor of Bhoja. As to the relationship 

of Bhoja with Javasitiha we have only to depend upon the 

expression pdddnudhyata, which separates the latter’s name 

from that of his predecessor. Though this word does not neeces- 

surly indicate the relationship of father and son, yet in tins 

p.tienlar case, in view of the fact that Bhoja died at an 

advanced age, itis quite likely that he may have left Jayasimha 

as his son and successor.” Phe two following records are known 

for the reign of Jayasubha. 

(1) Mundhata grant.—Pound at Mandhata, an island in the 

Narbada, attached to the Nimar District of the C. PRP. It 

contains 80 lines, incised on two plates. At the end of the 

vrint, on the left-hand corner of the second plate, is the usual 

figure of the flying Garuda holding a snake. The inscription 

opens with two verses praising Siva (Vyamakeéa, Smardrati; 

then fullows the genealogy of the donor, which is traced from 

Vakpatiradjadeva ((1). It then records that Pb.-M.-P. Jayasitiha- 

deva, while residing at Dhara, granted the village of Bhima, 

included in the Muktula-graéma-detcutrarunéa of Purnapathaka- 

madale, to the Brahmans of the Pattasdla at) the holv 

\nviresvara,® for food and other purposes. The date V.S. t112 

ASH, Vel IX, pp. 605 1. 

“The PC tp. 41) supplies the name of (ie poetoss Arundhat: ag one of the queens 

€ Bio. Bat it is aoknown whether she or sutue other lady was the mother of 
Lavassta he 

* Same ae Amaredvare-tirthe of the Bhopal grant of Arjunavarman (V8. 12T21 [t 

1t—— 27 
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(c. 1055-56), is given in line 29. It ends with the sign-manual. 
of the donor. 

(2) Panuhera’ stone-inscription.—Engraved on a slabbuilt 

into a wall of the temple of Mandalesvara (Mahadeva) at Pana- 

hera in the Banswara State, South Rajputana. The record is 

damaged. It belongs to the feudatory Paramira branch of 
Banswara. But in the beginning, after 5 verses in praise of 

Siva, it mentions the Paramaras of Malwa from Siyaka IT 
to Jayasimha. Then it traces the genealogy of the feudatory 

line from Dhanike to Mandalika.? The Jatter was a contem- 

porary of Jayasithha. The record is dated in V.S. 1116 
(c. 1059-60 A.D.).® 

Nothing is definitely known about Jayasimha’s achieve- 

ments. But if the Nagpur prasast: is to be believed, 

Jayasimha may have been compelled to acknowledge the 

sovereignty of the Kalacuri Laksmi-Karna. The country was 
unprotected, and became the happy hunting ground of the 

Karpyata and other enemies. At least these were the pretexts 

which Udayaditya appears to have urged to support his 

apparent act of usurpation. Is it likely that Udayaditya 

succeeded in ousting bis rival with the assistance of the Calukyas 

of Kalyani? The statement of Bilhana that Ahavamalla ‘ utterly 
destroyed the power of Karna, the king of D&ahala,’ ‘ probably 

shows that the alliance between the Karnatas and the Kalacuris 

did not long survive the fall of Bhoja. Indeed Merutunga’s 

reference to a struggle between the Caulukya Bhima I and 
- Karna over the spoils of Dhara,° may indicate the outbreak of a 

- general war amongst the allies after the destruction of the 
aimed king. In this connection Bilhana’s statement that 

ute ‘situated ‘near xe: island of Mi&ndbaté on the soutbern bank of the Normadai'; £/, 

val. Til, p. 47. 
3 Bdited by Kielhorn. EJ, Vol. II, pp. 46-50. 
fy a ‘For details see the history of Baoswara branch, infra, DHNI, Vol. Il, p. 920 ff. 

3 48T, 1916-11, pp. 19-90. AMR, 1917, pp. 2-8. 
- B Vikramatkadeva-corito, 1, 103-108, 
i“ PO, pp. 76-46, 
igh at 
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during the reign of Ahavamalla his son Vikramaditya ‘ lent his 
assistance to the king of Mélava, who came to him for protection, 
to regain his kingdom’? may be significant. The assistance was 
possibly given either to Udayaditya or more probably to bis 
ousted rival Jayasitha. 

For the reign of Udayiditya we have the following dates 
and records : 

(1) A ‘ modern inscription ’ in vernacular at Udayapur, in 
Gwalior, gives the dates V. 8. 1116 and Saka 981 (corresponding 
to A.D. 1059-60), for the reign of Udayaditya and speaks of him 
ax having built a temple of Siva.? 

(2) Udayapur stone-inscription.—‘ An apparently well pre- 
served inscription inside the east entrance of the great temple * of 
(dayapur tn Gwahor. It contains 6 tines. The inscription 
mentions king Udayaditya and gives the date (V.) Sanvat 1137 
(;. 1030-81 AD.). It was composed probably by Pandita 
Mahipala. ° 

(3) Jhalrupatan stone-tnscription.—Found at Jhalrapatan 
ni the Jhalawar State, Rajputana. It records the erection of a 

imple of Sambhu by the Padtahila (t.e., Patil), Jana, belonging 

io the tatdika (oilman’s) family. It is dated in (V.) Sanvat 1143 

ir, 1086-87 A.D.) in the reign of | dayaditya. * 

} Vikrumankadera-carttu, LEL, 67. 

* Noticed by Captain Burtan JASE, Vol. VEL, p. 1956; then edited in sled, Vol. IX, 

Pi 115-50. Also noticed in 4S7, WC, 1008, p 7. Hubler wax disposed to reject the date 

“3 spurns (EJ, Vol. 9, p. 239); bat see Kielborn, £7, Vol Ill, p 18, fo. 1. The date 
ifthe inserption is V.8. 1562@8. 1ag=mc. 1560 AD. 

7 Noticed by Kiefborn, 14, Vol. XX, p. 33. 
' Noticed in ASI, WC, 1906, p. 56. Edited by KH. N. Shastri, Journal and PASB, Vol. 

X pp 341 #., and Plate XXII. The Udayapur Prasaati of the Paramaras of Malwa, 
‘hich 18 incised op ® stone slab, ' at preseut lying in the courtyard of the great temple at 

UJuyapur (Gwalior) may also belong to this prince. The record opens with verses in praise 

Of sive, Pérvati, aod Gapeda, and may have recorded the erection of a Sniva temple by 
Ulay@ditya, But unfortunately it is fragmentary; aod though the least oame in the 

j'rescrved portion ie that of Udayaditya we cannot be sure that the lost portion did not 
rontain Une name of aoe of his immediate successors. The record was first noticed by Dr. 
Hall in JASB, Vol, XXXI, p. 124, note, aod was edited with a veluable introduction by 

Hubler in BT, Vol. 1.’ pp. 988-88. Jt ia one of the most important records for Parnmars 
listory 
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The inscriptions noticed above give us dates from V.S. 1116 

to 1148 (c. 1158-60 to1187 A.D.). Udayaditya was probably 

closely related to the family of Jayasithha. In the Nagpur praéaeti 

he is referred to as the relation (bundhu)' of Bhoja. In the 

recently discovered Jainad inscription the Paramara prince Jagad- 

deva is described as the son uf Udayaditya and paternal nephew 

of Bhoja.2 Udayaditya therefore appears to have heen probably 

a younger brother of Bhoja * and possibly an unele of Jayasinihia. 

Besides his victory over Laksini-Karna and his re-establish- 

ment of peace and prosperity in the land of Malwa, the only 

other definitely known incident of Udayaditya’s reign was the 

marriage of his daughter Syimaladevi to the Gobhila-putra 

Vijayasitaha. Albagadevi. the daughter of Syamaladevi, was 

again married to the Dahala Kalacuri Gaya-Karna ' (Llol A.D.). 

The Jainad inscription contains the name of one of his officers, 

Lalarka alias Arjuna, belonging to the family of Dahimas. He 

had a powerful army and was a celebrated warrior and a great 

favourite of Udayadditya. ‘Tradition as recorded in the 

Rusmala seems to contain a few more facts about Uday 

aditya. Thus it refers io a © Raja of Mandoogurh, whose 

sarvice Oodayaditya performed ’ and on whom when summoned, he 

was in the babit of offering ‘ speedy attendance.” * Mandoogurh ° 

is certainly modern Mandu, situated about 14 miles to the south 

of Dhar, and it ix not unlikely that the chief of Mandu was au 

officer of the great Calukya king Vikramaditya V1 (c. 1055-1126 

A.D.), who in his father’s reign may have been instrumental in 

placing Udayaditya on the throne of Dhara. According to the 

1 Also means 3 brother. In an unpublished Kambbalgadb Inscription {¥. 148) of the 

Gubita Kumbha’s reign (1460 A.D.), bundiw ie actually used in the sense of a uterine 

brother, see Udaypur Najyake Itrhas (Hinds) by GH. Osha, p 142, fn. 3. Prof. 8. Dutts 

drew my sttention to this imecription. 

3 Yasy-Odaydditya-nrpah = pit =asid = derah patreyok sa ca RBhoja raja. Anuual 

Report, Hyderabad Archacological Surrey, 127-8, pp. 23 ff. 

3 Pitreya means « ‘father's brother"; but it can also mean any ‘elderly mule 

 selation.’ Was Udayaditya a cous.n or a more distant refatire (JAOS, Vol. VIP 35) of 

Bhoja? | See Modern Rericiw, 1932, pp. 96 and 17: -72. 

4 EI, Vol. I], p. 12, Vs. 17-22. Soe alno antr., chapter on the Haihayes, DHNI. Vol. U, 

ws = 
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Rasmala, Udayaditys by his two queens, of whom one was of the 
Vaghela clan, and the other of the Solanki, had two sons. The 

Vaghela queen’s son Rindhuwul (i.e., Ranadhavala), was the 

elder and the heir-¢pparent. The son of the Solanki queen was 

Jug-Dev (Jagaddeva), who was dark and handsome. On account 

of a palace-intrigue the latter left Malwa and entered the service 

of the Caulukya Siddhar@ja in Gujarat. Te served him for 1s 

vears, but when the Caulukya king ‘ advanced to attack Dhari,’ 

Jug-Dev quitted his service and returned to his father, who svon 

after invested him with ‘the royal authority,’ and died. He 

reigned for 02 vears and * went to Develok’ at the age of 85, 

after placing his son Jug Dhuwal (Jagaddhavala) on the throne.’ 

Much of this bardic tale must be pure myth. For the date of 

Siddharaja (¢. T94-1144) makes it. rather amprobable that he 

could be a contemporary of Udavaditva (c. 1059-87) at all, much 

less for a period of PS years. But the lustoricity of Jagaddeva 

is estitblished by an inscription which has been recently dis- 

covered in the Nwa. of the Nizain’s dominions, Thisis the Jatnad 

(or damath) inscription found some six miles to the south-east 

of Adilabad. It contaims 28 lines and opens with (Ont) naniah 

Surydya. The first two verses are devoted tu the invecation of 

the Sun and Siva (Sthanu, Tripuradahana) respectively. It 

next refers to the birth of Pramara (Paramara) through the 

meditations of Vasistha, for the destraction of Visvamitra’s 

valour. Ino his family (tad-ancaye) was born king (ksttisa) 

Jagacdeva. He was the son of king Udayaditva and paternal 

nephew of Bhoja. He conquered the Andhra king (Andhra- 
dhisa)? and subdued the king of Cakradurga (Cahkradurga-ur- 

paty,” entered the city of Dorasamudra ‘ and struck terror in 
the heart of Malahara  (Malahara-ksunisa). The — record 

' Ras., Vol. I, pp. 117-140 

? This prince inay be identified with the Eastern Cslukia Tajendis Cole TP deve. 

lis A.D), 

Veobably the satne ug CakrakGta, (abrahct(a or Sakkarahoffant in C.1. See DHNI, 
Vol 1. pp. 470, 470 fn. 8, and 470, fn. 4; sev also EJ, Vol. X, pp. 25-31 and 31-31. 

' ‘The capital of the Hoyaa}as ; mod, Halebid in Mysore. . 
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also refers to the victory of Jayasithha over the Gurjaras, 

whose wives are stated to have sought refuge in the caves of 
the mountain Arbuda. The rccord then passes on to speak 

of Lalarka alias Arjuna, a great favourite of Udayaditya. He 
belonged to the family of Dahimas and was the son of Gunaraja 
and grandson of Mahendra. ‘The inscription next. records that 

his wife Padmiavati founded a temple of Nimvaditya in an 
agrahara. It was composed by the Aart Asvatthvaima.’ 

Jagaddeva therefore must have ruled for some time at least 

over a portion of the Paramira territory. He seems to have been 
a vigorous ruler who claims to have raided the territories beyond 
the Tungabhadra and tbe limits of whose kingdom extended 

over the territories between the Penganga and the Godavari. 

It is significant that though he fought with the Eastern Calu- 
kyas and the Hoysalas there is no reference to his conflict with 

the successors of the Kalyana Calukva Taila II. It 1s interesting 

to note that some of his enemies were also the traditional foes 

of the Karnata king Vikramaditya VI (¢. 1076-1127 A.D.). 

It is therefore not impossible that he, like his father, may have 

been an ally of the great Cilukya emperor. 

According to the Nagpur prasustt, however, the two immediate 

successors of Udayaditya were his sons Lakgmadeva and Naravare 

man. It does not mention Jagaddeva. Is it likely that this name 

was a biruda of Laksmadeva. Wile this is possible we cannot 

rule out the possibility that Jagaddeva was a brother or half- 

brother of the more powerful Laksmadeva, who paid the penalty 

of deposition for his subservience to the Karnata overlord. 

As many as twenty verses are devoted in his brother's 

“agpur pragasti to describing the various military campaigns of 

_ SLakemadeva.* We pe told that, ‘‘desirous of capturing 

,Me proceeded to Hari’s quarter (1.e., tlie 

“Wigust as dread entered the town of the lord 

n the course of ( another ?) unchecked 

u. Poblished in the Annual Report, Hyderabad 

> Wa-3. (Transcript and plate.) 

1 e 4, ¥s. 86.$4, 
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expedition...... he had attacked Tripuri, and annihilated his 

warlike spirited adversaries’; he (then) ‘‘ encamped on the 

banks of the Revi, where his tents were shaded by the creeping- 

plants of pleasure-gardens, gently set in motion by the breeze 

from the torrents of the Vindhya mountains. The bathing of 

his elephants, which allayed the fatigue of battle, produced in thie 

stream of the Revi a succession of waves, bent upon undermining 

the steep river banks. Often and often the elephants of bis army, 

thickly covered with streams of rutting-juice, demolished even the 
hills at the foot of the Vindhya mountains.’’ (Vs. 39-41)...‘‘ He 

traversed the hills at the foot of the Vindhya mountains, which 

were frequently trodden by the squadrons of his fleet horses, 

the quick sharp hoofs of which acted like chisels in cutting 

np the extensive, bamboo-clad, massive table-land.’” (V. 42)...... 

Even the troops of elhphants of Anga and Nalitga, kindred 

to the elephants of the quarters and bulky like mountains set 

in notion by the storm at the destruction of the universe, and 

rivalling rain clouds, dark lke herds of hogs, kept for pastime, 

—even they had to sue for mercy.’ (V. -£4)......His praise was 
proclaimed by clever men near the eastern ocean, while he, 

pleased, looked on bashfully"’ (Vo fbi... ‘When like the 

pitcherborn Agastya, he directed his steps towards the south, the 
Colas and other tribes, bowing low before him, acted the part of 

the Vindhya mountain. The water of the Tamraparni, which 
in famed all the earth over for pearls which the wives of the feu- 

datories in his army, while they mirthfully bathed in the stream, 

dropped into it from the breaking girdles of their hips, behold, 

cven to this day the water affords a livelihood to the Pandya 
chief.’ (Vg. 46-fr)...... ‘* Informedby the people, that the dam 

before him... was the bridge of holy Riuna...he scornfully crossed 

over to Lhe opposite island simply on the elephants of his army.” 

(V. 48).000., ‘* Afterwards when, impatient that there should be 

another king of kings (rdjar@jam-anyam), be was marching to- 

wards the quarter of the lord of the Yakgas (i.e., North), the 

princes opposed to him got rid of fear when, terror-stricken, they 
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abandoned not merely their wealth of riches, but also the quarter 
of the Kuvera (7.¢., North). (V. 52)......‘ Encamped on the 

hanks of the Vanksu,’’ * he was presented with ‘ teams of frisky 
horses’ by the Turuska, ‘ whom he had eradicated with ease’; 

he also ‘ taught the Kira chief to utter most flattering speeches, 

who on account of the proximity of the Sarasvati was eloquent 

beyond measure, and who was like 2 parrot shut up in a big 

eage.’ (V. 54.) Of this laudatory account Bahler accepted as 

‘tangible and probably true facts” the expedition undertaken 
avainst Tripuri, the well-known capital of the Dahala kingdom, and 

perhaps some fights with the Turuskas or Muslim invaders, when 

the king was encamped on the bank of the river Vanksu.? I have 

suggested elsewhere that the Dihala king defeated by Laksmadeva 

was the Kalacuri Yasah-Karna (¢. 17073-1125 AD.)." It is 

possible that Laksmadeva's victory over the Colas may contain 

a reference to his conflict with Rajendra Cola TT Nulottutga 
(e. 1010-1118 A.D.)' The Turuskas who came into conflict 

with the Paramara were probably the successors of the Yamini 

Mahmid who, as we know, made frequent raids into the 

Ganges-Jumna valley from their strongholds in the Punjab. 

But besides these two conflicts, I think there may be some 

historical basis for the other victories which are claimed for 

the Paramara king. Though it is clear that much of these 

statements is mere prasusti, yet the references to the king's 

campaigns in all the directions of the compass may indicate a 
desperate attempt to revive the lost glory of the Paramaras. But 

unfortunately for the ‘ fire-born race’ their attempts were, as we 

shal] presently see, doomed to failure. 

No inscription of Laksmadeva have yet been discovered ; 
but the Nagpur pragasti recorda that on the occasion of a solar 

A small arm er branch of the Ganges; F/, Vol, IT, p, 194, fn. 86, 

El, Vol. TY, p. 181. 

See supra, DHNI, Vol. 11, chapter on the Hashayas, p. 784. 

MASI, No. 33, p. 26. = 4 we 
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eclipse, he gave with due rites two villages in the Vyapura- 

mandala.’ The inscription tells us that Lakgmadeva was suc- 

ceeded by his brother Naravarman. Of the latter’s reign we 

have the following published records :— 

(1) Nagpur prasgasti.—Incised on a stone slab in the Nagpur 

Museum. It contains 41 lines. The inscription opens with 
Om om namo Bhératyai ; then follow seven benedictory verses 

addressed to the ‘ goddess of speech,’ Durga, Visnu, Siva, Brah- 

man, and ‘ that form of the husbands of Uma and Laksmi’ (i.¢., 

Vignu-Siva or Hari-Hara). Then follows the genealogy of the 
family from Paramara, sprung from the fire-pit of Vasigtha on 

Mountain Arbuda, to Naravarman. In V. 55 we are told that 

Laksmadeva granted two villages in tae Vyipura-mandala on the 

occasion of a solar eclipse; ‘afterwards his brother the king 
Naravarmadeva, has instead assigned the village of Mokhala- 

pitaka, at the request of the three places. (V.55.) The name 

of the donee is not specified but it was probably the temple 

which the king ordered (the architect) Laksmidhara to build, 

and in which this inscription was put up. The record is dated 

in (V.) Sam. 1161 (c. 1104-05 A.D.). The praéasti appears 

to have been composed by the king himself.’ 
(2) Madhukargadh (Harouta, Rajputana) stone-inscrip- 

tion.—This opens with an invocation to Nilakantha (Siva), and 

then traces Paramdra genealogy from Sindhula (= Sindhuraja) 
to Naravarman, omitting both Jayasithha and Laksmadeva. 

It seems to record the construction of a Saiva temple by Hara, 

the son of Mahadeva and grandson of the minister Rudraditya.® 
It is dated in (V.) Sararat 1164 (c. 1108 A.D ).* 

' ET, Vol. 11, pp. 188 and 194, V. 58. 
? Edited by Kielborn, EJ, Vol. I, pp. 180-95. It had been previously twice edited by 

Bal Gatigidhar Sistri io J BRAS, Vol. I, p. 259, sod by Lassen in Zeitschrift fair die Kunde 

des Morgenlandes, Vol. VII, p. 184. 
> Perhaps the grandson of the person bearing the same came in No. 2 of Vakpat: IT, 

mee supra, DHNI, Vol. II, p. 858. 

‘ Substance given by Tod in TRAS, Vol. I, p. 296, Aleo called Madhucara-ghar 
Inscription, BI, Vol. XIX, Appendiz, p. 98, No. 175. 

—28 
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(3) Bombay grant,—29 lines incised on two plates. The 

‘introductory verses are devoted to praise of Siva. Then follows the 
genealugy of the Paramaras from Sindhur&ja to Naravarman (as 
in No. 2). The inscription records the grant of several pieces of 
land situated in the village of Kadambapadraka, which was being 

enjoyed by the Afahdmandgalika R&jyadeva, in the Pratijagara- 
naka of Mandaraka in the Upendrapura-mandala, to the Brab- 

man Asgadhara. The date is V. S. 1167 (c.1110-11 A.D.). But 

it also contains two more dates, V. 5. 1154 (c. 1097-98 A.D.) 
and V. S. 1159 (c. 1102-03 A.D.), when some other pieces of 
land were granted by the king’s wife Mahadevi and the king 
respectively.’ 

The above inscriptions give us dates from VV. S. 1154 to 

1167 (c. 1097-1111 A.D.) for Naravarman. Naravarman 

was apparently succeeded by his son Yasovarman some time 

before V. S. 1191 (c. 1134 A.D.). For an Ujjain grant records 

that Yasovarman performed the funeral ceremony (S4mvatsarika) 

in bonour of Maharaja Naravarman ‘on the 8th lunar day 

of the bright half of Karttika’ of that year.” Another Ujjain 
copper-plate, which records some grants made by Yasovarman in 
V. 8. 1192, on the occasion of the funeral ceremony (Sdsavat.- 

sarika) of Momaladevi,® probably indicates that the latter was 

the mother of the new king. The following dates and record: 

are so far known for his reign: 

(1) An Ujjain grant of Mahakumara Lakgmivarman record: 

that in V. S. 1191, on the occasion of the funeral ceremonies i 

honour of Mahdéraja Naravarman, the M.-P.-Yadovarman 28 

Dhara granted the village of Vadaiida, belonging (sambaddha 
to Surasan!, and the village of Uthavanaka, belonging t 

2 Noticed in ASI, WC, 1921, p. 51. Sometimes known as Kadambapadraka plate 

RI, Vol. XTX, Appendiz, p. 20, No. 180. 

2 JA, Vol. XIX, p. 858, lines 6-8. 
3. Ibid, p. 349, lines 1 &, 
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Suvarnaprasidika—both situated in Rajaéayana-bhoga in the 

Mabadvadadaka-mandala to the Karnata Brahman Dhanapd@la.' 

(2) Ujjain grant.—Obtained from the city of Ujjain : © The 

plate which holds this fragmentary inscription is one of appar- 

ently two plates, the first of which has never been discovered.’ 

The inscription records that the Maharaja Yasovarman granted 

ihe village of Laghuvaimganapadra and part of the village of 

Thikkarik& ? to two persons (names lost), probably instead of 

some other land connected with Devapataka, which had been 

granted to the donees on the occasion of the funeral ceremonies 
of Momaladev!. Lines 12-13 gives the date (V.) Samrat 1192 

(A.D. 1135). Line 15 gives the sign-manual of the donor.’ 

(3) Jhalrapatan stone-inscription.—Found in Jhalrapatan, 

in the Jhalawar State, Rajputana. It is highly weather-worn. 

‘In the body of the inscription can be read the names of the 
Paramara kings Naravarmadeva and Yaésovarmadeva. An 

account of their ministers is apparently given.’ Ends with the 

date V. S, 1199 (c. 1142 A.D.) * 

The inscriptions noticed above give us the dates V. S. 1191 

ty 1199 (c. 1134-42 A.D.) for the reign of Yasgovarman. The 

Paramara records say nothing about any incidents of the reign of 

these {wo princes. The reason for their silence is probably to be 
found in the statements of the Caulukya records. The Kuméra- 

pala-earita tells us that Jayasimmba destroyed Dhara and killed 

Naravarman.’ According to the Prabandha-cintimant, the 
Milava king Yagovarman once invaded and overran Gujarat, 
while Jayasithha was absent from his capital. It was with great 

' Ibid, pp. 881-58. The donee was an emigrant from Adrelsviddhivari; see mjra, 
DHNI, Vol. Ti, p. 891. Ujjain grant of Jayavarman. 

? Or, Thikkariké (line 3). 

) Edited by Kielhorn, /4, Vol. XIX, pp. 348-49. 
‘ Notioed in ASI, W.C., 1906, p. 66, No. 907. On account of the damaged condition 

of the record we cannot be sbeolutely sure whether the record really belongs to this 

reign, 

' Van. 
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difficulty and humiliation that the Gujarat minister, after wash- 
ing the Malava king's feet and throwing ‘ into the hollow of his 
hand a handful of water, as a sign of the transference of merit ’ 

gained by his master by his pilgrimages, succeeded in persuading 

Yasovarman to turn back. The chronicler then proceeds to state 

that as a result of this a war of 12 years’ duration took place 

between the two kingdoms, at the end of which Jayasirnha 

stormed Dhara, captured YaSovarman, and led him in triumph to 

Anahillapura.'! The Drydsraya* and the Vasantavildsa?’ sub- 
stantially corroborate the statement of Merututga. I have shown 

elsewhere that the statements of the chroniclers are supported by 

epigraphic evidence.‘ Jayasithha’s assumption of the title of 

Avantinatha, which first appears in his Gala grant * shows that 

the Caulukya king must have achieved substantial success in his 

protracted campaign before V. S. 1193 (A.D. 11387). His Ujjain 

inscription shows that one of the capitals of the Paramaras was 

already in the hands of Jayasitnha before V. 8. 1195 (A.D. 1139). 

The Jhalrapatan fragmentary inscription of Yasovarman possibly 

indicated that the Paramara king had been forced to withdraw 

down the valley of Kali Sindhu, but succeeded in maintaining 

a precarious existence in the lower valley of that river up to 

V.S. 1199 (A. D. 1142). The Dohad and Udayapur inscriptions 

of Jayasitnha unquestionably prove Caulukya occupation of the 

whole territory from the Panch Mahals to the Betwa. These 

repeated disasters to the fortunes of the Paramaras must 

have shaken the foundations of their power in Malwa. 

There is reason to believe that the Paraméaras never fully 

recovered from the blow which destroyed Bhoja and his 

1 PC, pp. 85-88. In early Caulukya grants Anahiliapura is cailed Anahilapdtaka, 

gee 1A, Vol. VI, pp. 191-53; E/, Vol. X, pp. 75-79, etc. In the records of the Caulukyas of 

Vyighrapslli the name of the city is given as Anchillupdtoka ; eee JA, Vol. VI, pp. 210-18; 

Vol. XI, pp. 241-45, ete. 

2 JA, Vol. TV, p. 266. | 

3 TI, 22-28. 
4 fee infra, DHNI, Vol. 1, chapter on the Caulukyes. 

& JBRAS, Vol. XXV, 1917-21, pp. 892-24. 
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empire. This is shown by the Ingnoda stone-inscription of 

Vijayapala This was found ‘engraved on a slab of stone...... 

which is now let into the wall of a newly built temple at Ingnoda, 

in the territory of the junior Raja of Dewas.’' It contains 15 

lines, opening with Om namak, after which follows the date (V.) 

Saravat 1190 (ec. 1183 A.D.). It then records that (here) in Im- 

ganapata,' M.-P,-Prthvipala-padanudhyata-Pt.-M.-P.-Tuhinapé- 

ladeva-padanudhydta-M.-P.-Vijayapaladeva, after worshipping 

Bharani-pati (Siva), granted the village of Agasiyaka to the god 

Gohide4vara. It was written by the Valabhanvaya-Kayastha 

Kelhana, and engraved by the Sitradhadra Sajana.’ This inscrip- 

tion reveals the presence of a kingdom within about 50 miles 

North-east of Ujjain, the princes of which, to Judge from their 

titles, seem to have claimed an independent position. As the 

record supplies the date, V.S. 1190 for Vijayapala, it may be 

- concluded that his grand-father carved out this principality on 

the lower course of the Sipra not long after V. 8. 1111-12 

(c, 1054-55 A.D.), when Bhoja apparently met his doom at the 

hands of Karna and his allies. The presence of this independent 

kingdom shows the limitations of the jurisdiction of Udayaditya 

and his successors, and explains the reason why Jayasimha, appa- 

rently unaided by any powerful ally, was able single-handed to 

deal such heavy blows against his western neighbours. Jayasitaha’s 

victories had so paralysed the energies of the Paramaras that 

even when death relaxed the grip of the Caulukya king on Malava, 

they apparently did not succeed in recovering their ancestral 

possessions in Avanti. On the evidence of the Dohad inscrip- 

tion of the Maha@mandalesrara V&panadeva, I have suggested 

Tie. Tdgapapata; identified with mod. village of Ingnoda, in western Malwa. 

 Abont 7 miles from Ingnoda there are to be seen on the banke of the Kahipra, the ruins 

of u Saiva temple of large dimensonos. I think thie must bave been the temple of 

ohadesvara named in the grant.” 74, Vol. VI, p. 50. 

1 Edited hy Kirtane, 74, Vol. VI. pp. 4050 and 56-56. T think the editor is 

Wrong in taking Aéhdhare asthe writer of the grant. Some accept this family (1 think 

Without sufficient reason), to be a Kacchapoghdta family: vee Bs, Vol. XIX, Appendiz, 

P- 86, No. 290. 
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elsewhere! that some time between 1140 and 1146 the Caulukyas . 

may have lost their hold on the Panch Mahals, which command- 

ed one of the important strategic routes to Malwa. The intrigue 
and dissensions which became rampant in the Caulukya court 

towards the later years of Jayasitaha (c. 1094-1144 A.D.) and 
the difficulties which at first beset the path of his successor 

Kumarapale (c. 1144-73 A.D.) may have produced a ‘ troubled 

state ’ in the distant provinces ‘ apt to rouse the ambitions of a 

conqueror or a usurper.’ The significant omission of the name 

of Dhara in the Ujjain grant of Laksmivarman, dated V.5. 1200 

(A.D. 1244),? as his place of residence, while in the same grant 

it ig mentioned as the place of residence of his father Yatovar- 

man in V.S. 1191 (c. 1184 A.D.), seems to indicate that the 

city, which had been lost some time before V.S. 1193 (A.D. 

1137), had not yet been recovered by the Paramiaras in V.S. 

1200. ‘The occurrence of the name of one Ballila as ruler of 

Avanti Malava, and Dhara during this period in Jain chronicles 

and Caulukya inscriptions therefore shows, as Liders long ago 

supposed,’ that these territories had been conquered by this 

usurper of unknown lineage. I have shown elsewhere ‘ bow this 

.Ballala formed an alliance with the Sakambhari Cahamina 

Arnoraja to attack Kumérapala. But unfortunately for the 

enemies of the Caulukyas, the scheme failed. Arnoréja was 

defeated, and Ballala himself lost his life in the struggle that 

followed the submission of the C&hamana prince. An Abu 

inscription tells us that the Paramara Yasodhavala of Candra- 

* att ‘quickly killed Ballala, the lord of Malava, when he had 

| ed that he had become hostile to the Caulukya king Kuma- 

‘rapéla.’ ’ The evident identity of this ‘lord of Mélava ’ whose 

: oe , "Seo infra, DHNI, Vol. II, chapter oo the Caulukyas. 

08 @ ga, Vol. XIX, p. 852. 
“25 9 BI, Vol. VIEL, p. 202. According to some Balléla was apparently » soton of the 

tegen of Dviresamodra ;"' see JA, Vol. LXI, p. 199. | 

cet Bee infre, DHNI, Vol. II, chapter on the Coulukyas. 
2 BI, Vol. VIEL, pp. SL and 316, V. 35. 
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head, we are informed by the Vadnagar praégasti (V. 8. 1208),' 

Kumirapala suspended at his gate, with Balléla shows that the 
latter must have lost his life between c. 1144 and 1151 A.D. 

The Udayapur inscriptions of Kumiarapala,’? dated in V.8. 1220 
and 1222, proves that sometime before c. 1163-66 A.D., Kuméa- 

rapala, like his predecessor, had re-established his grip on Malwa 

up to the banks of the Betwa in the west. There is no reason 

to suspect that this grip was relaxed before the end of his reign 

(c, 1173 A.D.) 

The period between c. 1137 A.D., the date of the Ujjain 
inscription of the Caulukya Jayasimba, and c. 1173 A.D., the 

approximate date of Kumarapala’s death, roughly a period of 36 

years, must have been one of very great difficulties for the Para- 
miras. I have already suggested that after losing Ujjain and his 
other southern dominions Yasovarman may have lingered on_ till 

about V.S. L199 (c, 1142 A.D.) as the ruler of a small princi- 

pality in the lower valley of the Kali Sindhu. The difficulties 

of the Paramaras seem to have been further accentuated during 

this period by disunion and differences amongst the sons of 
Yasovarman. This was first found out by Kielhorn® after a 

thorough analysis of the genealogical lists of the available grants 
of the Yasovarman's successors. The facts from these grants ‘ 
may be presented in tabular form as follows :— 

According tox= 

(t) Piplianagar grant of Arjunavarman (V. 8. 1267) 

(2) Bhopal (i) .. ,, . (V. 8, 1270) 
8), (ii) ‘ (V. S, 1272) 

1 BI, Vol. 1, pp. 999 &. 
9 TA, Vol. XVII, pp. 841-43; ibid, pp. $43.44, 

3 IA, Vol. XIX, PP. 848-48. 

‘Por references to these grant? ses infra, DHNI, Vol. II. pp. 801 &. 
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(a) Bhojadeva, succeeded by 

(tf) Udayaditya, succeeded by 

(c) Naravarman, his son 

(2) Yasovarman, his son 

(e) Ajayavarman, his son 

(f) Vindhvavarman, his son 

(g) Subhatavarman, his son 
(h) Mahdraja Arjunavarman (V. 8. 1267-72) 

According to— 

(4) Ujjain grant of Laksmivarman (V. 5. 1200) 

(a) Pb.-M.-P.-Udayaditya, succeeded by 

(b) ,, .. 5, Naravarman. succeeded by : 

(c) ,, .. .. Yasovarman (V.S. 1191), succeeded by. 

(d) Mahékumara Laksmivarman [spparently 

son of (c)] V. S. 1200. 

According ta— 

(5) Ujjain grant of Jayavarman (undated) 

(a) Pb.-M.-P.-Udayaditya. succeeded by, 

(b) 4. . ».. Naravarman & i“ 

(c) 4. »o: » Yasovarman es 

(4) ,, ,» » Jayavarman 

According to— 

(6) Piplianagar grant of Mahdkumara Hang. andra (V. 8. 12385 and 
’ 

1286) 

(a) Pb.-M.-P.-Udayaditya, succeeded by 

(6b) 4, «-.» Naruvarman __,, o 
(c) 9? as a Yasovarman 3 #4 

. (ec) 4, »v + Jayavarman ke 

(f) Mahdkumdra Hariécandra (V. 8. 1286-36), son of 
Mahékumdra Lakemivarman 
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a According to— 

(7) Bhopal grant of Mahdkumdra Udayavarman (V. 8. 1256) 

(a) Pb,.M.-P.-Yasovarman, succeeded by 

(b) ., » +s, Jayavarman, ” ” 

(c) Mahékumara Laksmivarman ,, " 

(d) : Hariécandra 
(e) “a Udayavarman (V. 8. 1256) 

A comparison of the above lists will show that the genea- 
logy as far as Yagovarman is the same in all the grants, but 

that the two groups entirely differ after him. According to 

Nos. 1, 2 and 3 Yasovarman was succeeded by Aja)avarman. 

Since a lineal descendant of Ajayavarman retained the title 

Maharaja which had been borne by Yasovarman, Kielhorn 

concluded that the princes ¢ to h of this list represented or pre- 

tended to represent the main line of the Paramara family. 
According to No. 4 Yaéovarman was succeeded by Mahd@kumdara 

Laksmivarman on or before V. S. 1200, while No. 5 places 

Jayavarman next to Yasovarman. According to No. 6 Yasgo- 
varman was succeeded by Jayavarman and the latter on or before 
V.8. 1235 by Mahakumaéra Harigcandra son of Mahakumdara 
Lakgmivarman, while in No. 7 the line of succession passes 
from YaSovarman through Jayavarman, Laksmivarman and 
Hariscandra to Mahdékumdra Udayavarman (V.S. 1256). “Here 
we naturally ask why the Pb.-Al.-P. Jayavarma-deva should have 
been omitted in grant No. 4 and why Mahakumara Laksml- 
varman similarly should have been omitted in grant No. 6. 
Some indications of how these questions miay have to be answer: 
ed, would appear to be furnished by certain expressions which 
occur ip grants Nos. 4 and 6. In No. 4, we read—<Sriniaj- 

Jayavarmadeta-rajye cyatite  nija-kara-kyta-kardvala-prasdd- 

araptant}-Adhipatya......Mahakumdra-Srimal-Lakgmivarmadeva,' 

' e, ‘the Mehékumdra, the illostrious Lakgmivarmadeva, who had obtained 

kovereugoty of his own by the favour of the sword which he had taken in his hand, when the 
rule by the illustrions Jayavarmadeva had passed sway.’ 

hi~29 
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and in No. 6, Srt-Jayavarmadeva ity-etasmat prsthatama- 
prabhok prasdd-avapta-nij-ddhipatyah.... Mahakumara-Sri-Haris- 

candradevah.’’* Taking these expressions with what is otherwise 

known to us from the inscriptions Kielhorn conceived the succes- 
sion in the family of YaSovarman to hve been as follows :— 

(a) Yasovarman 
(8 sons) 

(b) Jayavarman 2 (c) Ajayavarman ° (dq) Laksmivarman 

At first No. (a) was succeeded by No. (b); soon after this 
succession, and certainly sometime between V.S. 1192 and 1200, 
No. (b) was dethroned by No. (c), who with his successors 

became the main branch of the Paramiras in Malwa. But the 

8rd brother, No. (d), did not submit to No. (c), but, as stated 

above in grant No. 4, succeeded by force of arms in appro- 

priating a portion of Malwa, which he, his son, and his grandson 
ruled as de facto independent chiefs. At the same time No. (d) 

and his son and successor looked upon Jayavarman, though 

deposed, as the rightful ruler of Malwa ; and in the opinion of 

Kielhorn it is for that reason that Hariscandra in grant No. 6 

professes torule by the favour of that prince, and that both 
Laksmivarman and Hariscandra claim for themselves no higher 
title than that of Mahakumdra which was handed down to and 

adopted by even Laksmivarman’s grandson Udayavarman.' 
The above suggestions of Kielhorn, though not entirely free 

from difficulties, are under the present circumstances the best 

solution of the problem presented by the genealogical lists of the 

1 se., ‘the Mahakumdre, the illustrious Hariécandradevs, who bas obtained sover- 

-eignty of his own by the favour of the last ruler, before mentioned, the illustrious Jayavar- 

madevsa.’ 

2 In the inscriptions not actually called son of No. (a). 

3 Fleet and Ganguli identify him with (b), see JA, Vol., XVI, p. 268; tbed Vol. LXI, 

p. 218,JBot Kielhorn rejects their identity ; ibid, Vol. XIX, p. 847, lines 28-29 (from the tope). 

For a fresh discussion on the Paramara Mah@kumaras, sea 1A, Vol. LXI, pp. 192 &. 

Ganguly thinke that there were two branches of the Mahdkumdras, one founded by Lakgm!- 

| yarman end the other by his son Harigécandrs. 
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later Paramaras. It is however certain that the Paramara 
dominions, already reduced by the Caulukya occupation, were 

after Yasovarman’s death still further dismembered by division 

amongst his successors. Of the reign of Jayavarman, who 

perhaps succeeded Yasovarman we have only one undated 

inscription. This is his Ujjain grant, so named because it was 

obtained from that city in Malwa. Unfortunately one of 

(probably) two plates has been only discovered. It contains 

16 lines, and opens with Om svasti, and two verses in eulogy 

of Siva (Vyomakesa Smardrati), followed by the donor’s genea- 

logy’ It next records that Pb.-M.-P. Yasovarmadeva-padanu- 
dhydta Pb.-M.-P.-Naravarmadeva, from his residence at 

Vardhamanapura, informs his officials and the people concerned 

that while in residence at Candrapuri he has granted the village 

of Mayamddaka, belonging to Vatakhetaka-Sattrimgat, to a 

Brahman living at Rijabrahmapurl (name lost), who had 

emigrated from Adriyalavidavari.’ The extant portion con- 

tains no date; but Kielhorn assigns it ‘with certainty to the 

time between the Vikrama years 1192 and 1200.’° No grants 

have vet,been discotered of the next prince Ajayavarman. But 

we have the Ujain grant: for the next brother Laksmivarman. 

It was so named, because it was also found in the city of Ujjain 

in Malwa. Ht contains 20 lines, incised on two plates and opens 

exactly in the same way as the grant of Javavarman. Then 

failows the genealogy of the donor.‘ Next it mentions the 

erant made by his father in V.S. 119] from Dhara.’ We are then 

told thatin V.S. 1200 (ec. 1144 A.D.) Pb.-M.-P. Yasgovarmaveda- 

pidinudhyata-Samadhigata-Panca-mahd - Sabd-dlankara - otrdja- 

mana-Mahakumara-Laksmlvarman confirmed the grant made 

! See ante, DUNT. Vol. 1, p B86, No. 5. 

2 See sbid, p. $69, In 1. According to Kielboro the dovee of the two grants was the 

sani porson, 7.1, Vol, XIX, p. 360. 
) Edited by Kielborn, {4, Vol. XIX, pp. 949-61. The localities mentioned have not 

Yet een identibed. 

{ See ante, DUNI, Vol. 1, p. B68, No. 4. 

§ See ibid, pp. 882-83, No. 1. 
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by. his father.’ LaksmIvarman was succeeded by his son 
--Bariécandra for whose reign we have the Piplianagar grant, 
found in the village of Piplianagar in the Shujalpur pargana, 
Bhopal Agency, C.I. It opens with Om Sri-Ganesaya namah; 
then follow tevo verses in praise of Siva (Vyomakesga and Smara- 
ratt), and the genealogy of the. donor.* The inscription 
next records that the Samadhigata-Patica-mahaé-éabd-dlan- 

kdra-virajamana-Mahakumara-Harisgcandradeva, who obtained 
sovereignty (ddhipatya) by the favour (prasdda) of Pb.-M.-P.- 

Jayavarmadeva, in V.S. 1235 (c. 1178 A.D), after bathing in the 
Narmada, near the (temple of) the god Caturmukha Markandeévara 

granted two shares (arisa-drayam) of the Palasavada*-grama, 
belonging to Madapadra-pratijagaranaka of the Nilagiri ‘-mandala 

to the donee Pandita Dasaratha Sarman. It further records 
that in V.S. 1236 (c.1179 A.D.) the same donor made some 

further grants to the Pandita Malune Sarman, and ends with 
the sign-manual of the donor, who describes himself as the son 
of Mahakumdra Laksmivarman and a sun (kamala-bandhu) to 

the Paramara-kula-kamala.* 

Hariscandra was succeeded by his son Mahakum4ra A}daya- 
varman. We have the Bhopal grant for his reign. This was 

found ‘during survey operations, in a field at the village of 

_ Uljamun, in the Shamsgadh Pargana of the Bhopal State,’ C.TI. 

It contains 41 lines written ontwo plates. In the lower part 
of the second plate is engraved the figure of Garuda with folded 

hands. The inscription opens in the same way as the 

| 1 Edited by Kielhorn, JA, Vol. XTX, pp. 351-58. The place of residence of the donor 
fs gignificantly omitted. Kielhorn pointed out thet the donee of this grant is the same ss 

$y Jayavarman's grant; eee ants. The locslities mentioned are not identified. 
/. & Bee ente, DHNI, Vol. II, p. 888, No. 6. 

..% Identified by some with Palaswara 69 miles north of Malegaon in Kbandesh, 4, 
“ya LXI, Pp- 218-14. 

“er i Yden tified by some with Nilgiri fort, about a mile vorth of Narmads, Al, Vol, LXI, 

pins. 
| Resp | $idited by Wilkinson in JASB, 1888, Vol. VII, pp. 786-41. The plates ought 
y , \ rosilibed 
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grant of the donor’s father. Then comes the donor’s genealogy.’ 
We are then told that Udayavarmadeva, son of Paftca-maha-éabd- 

dlamkdra-otrdjamana-Mahakumara-Hariscandra, baving bathed 
in the Revé at the Guvadaghatta,® in V.S. 1256 (c.1200 A.D.) 

granted the village of Gunaiira,’ one of the forty-eight belonging 
‘to Vodasira, which formed part of the Narmadapura' -pratija- 
garanaka* in the Vindhya-mandala, to the Bribman Mils 
Sarman. The grant ends with the sign-manual of the donor 
and that of the Ditaka, the illustrious Vandalika Ksemvaraja.° 

The inscriptions of Laksmivarman’s successors noticed 

above range from V.S. 1200 to 1256, corresponding to c. 1144 
171200 A.D. On account of the difficulties in identifying the 

places mentioned in the grants of predecessors of Udayavarman, 

it ig impossible to fix the location of the principality, which 

Laksmivarman claims to have carved out with his own sword. 

But it is significant that Harixcandra, before he made his grants 
in V8, 1235-36 (c. 1178-79 A.D.) bathed in the Narmada. If the 

ilentifications proposed by Fleet of the localities mentioned in 

the grant of Udayavarman be accepted, they tend to show that 
in V.8. 1256 (c. 1200 A.D) he was in possession of a portion 

of the Bhopal Agency.’ The occupation of the Bhopal region 

was no doubt made possible by the death of tbe Caulukya 

emperor Kumiarapila (c. 1144-73 A.D.), the murder of bis 

| See ante, DENI, Vol. II. p. 469, No. 7. 

? * Possibly represented by the modern village of Guariay op the left bank of the 
Narmada, 2 miles to the weet of Hoshangabad ' : Fleet. 

2 ‘Undoubtedly the modern Ganors of the map. miles &.W. of Hoshengabad’ : 
Fleet. 

‘ Identified with mod. Hoshang&bid by Fieet. 
* Derived from pratijdgr, ‘to watch beeide.” Generally taken to mesn o diatrict ; 

bee TA, Vol. XV, p. 383, [n. 5. 

8 Edited by Fleet, 7A, Vol. XVI, pp. 252.56. Two Bhopal inecriptions dated in V.8. 
L4l (ce, 1184°A.D.) and 8. 1108 (ec. 1186 A.D.) of one UdaySditya (J40S, Vol. VII. p. 85) 
is referred by some to this reign ; eee /4, Vol. LXI, p. 924. 

’ If the identifications proposed by Fleet (/.4, Vol. LX1, pp. 989-66) and Ganguly 

74 Vol. LXI, pp. 918-14) are socepted, then the territocies of the Mahdkwmdrar must have 
“netines extended to the soath of the Narmada. 
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successor Ajayapala (c. 1173-76 A.D.), and the complications 
that inevitably followed the rule of minors.’ The rapid succes- 

sion of so many calamities must have weakened the hold of the 

Caulukya rulers upon Western Malwa; and it seems likely that 
this region was gradually recovered for the Paramaras by the 
successors of Laksmivarman. 

The misfortunes of the Caulukyas seems to have also react- 

ed very favourably on the fortunes of the main branch of the 
Paramaras of Malwa. As I have indicated above, when the 

conquering legions of the Caulukyas burst through the Panch 

Mahals and occupied the whole of western, southern, and eastern 

Malwa as far as Udayapura, Yasovarman may have been forced 

down the Kali Sindhu and the Parbati. He may have maintained 

a precarious existence somewhere round the modern states -of 

Kotah, Tonk and Jhalawar. His two immediate successors, 

Jayavarman and Ajayavarman, do not seem to have had any great 

degree of success in retrieving the lost dominions of their ances- 

tors. But Ajayavarman’s son and successor, Vindhyavarman, 

appears to have come out from his northern retreat and recovered 

Dhara, which had been lost to his family since the days of 

Yatovarman. This is proved by the statement found in the 

grants of Arjunavarman and Devapila, which inform us that 

Vindhyavarman’s long arm was eager to extirpate the Garjaras 

(Garjara-ccheda) and that ‘‘the sword of this (king) skilled in 

war, with Dhara rescued by it, assumed three edges (7.e., 

tridhara =Ganges), to protect as it were the three worlds.’’* The 

recovery of Dhiré must have been completed about V.S5. 1249 

(c. 1192 A.D.), for Jain tradition records that soon after that 

year Asadhara’s father Salakhana (Sallakgsana) came to Dhara, 

to the court of Vindhyavarman, alias Vijayavarman.’ According 

2 Bee infra, DHNI, Vol. II, chapter on the (aulukyas. : 

2 JASB, 1898, Vol. V, p. 878, Vs. 12-13; JAOS, Vol. VII, p. 26, Va. 12-18; EI, 

Vol. IX, pp. 108-09 aud 114, Ve. 12-13. It was Kielhoro who first pointed out the troe 

of the verses. See JA, Vol. XIX, 'p. 346, fo. 3. 

3 Sagara-dharmamrta of Aéédbura. (Published by Manik Ohandra Digambara-Jaina- 

granthamAlA Samiti, Bombay), p. 1- y om 
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to the same tradition Mahdkavt Bilhana served as the Sdandhi- 

vigrahtka-mantri of Vindhyavarman.' An unpublished inscription 

of this minister, dated in the reign of his master, is reported to 

have been found at Mandapa-durga (mod. Mandu).? 
Vindhyavarman was succeeded by his son Subhatavarman, 

known also as Subhata, corrupted into Sohada, in popular tradi- 

tion. By the time this prince ascended the throne of Dhéra, 

the position of the Paramaras had become so well consolidated 

in their home-kingdom that they were able to undertake expedi- 
tions into the territory of their Caulukya rivals. The grants 

of his successors claim that ‘‘ the fire of prowess of that conquer- 

or of the quarters (1.c., Subhatavarman) whose splendour was 

like the sun’s, in the guise of a forest fire (da@vagni) even to-day 
blazes in the pattana of the blustering Giirjara (Garjjad-Giarjara- 
pattune).’"? This claim is supported by the statement of the 

Jain writer Merutudga, who tells us that during the reign of 
the Caulukya Bhima IT, ‘‘the Malava king Sohada advanced to 

the border of Gujarat, with the intention of devastating the 

country." 

Subhatavarman was succeeded by his son Arjunavarman. 

The following inscriptions are known for his reign : 

(1) Piplianagar grant.—Found in a field of the village of 
Piplianagar, in the Shujalpur pargana, Bhopal Agency, C. I., 
by a cultivator while ploughing. It opens with Om namak 
purusdrtha-Cadamanaye Dharmaya. Then follow four verses 
praising the Moon, the lord of the twice-born (drijendra), Para- 
‘urima, Rama, and Yudhisthira. Next is given the genealogy 
of the donor from Bhojadeva.’ We are then told that king 
Arjunavarman when he was resident in Mandapa-durga (mod. 
Mandu), in (V.) Sameat 1267 (¢. 1211 A.D.), granted the 

Ibid, p. 9. 
* Paramdras of Dhar and Malwa, by Luard and Lele, p. 68. 
* ET, Vol. IX, pp. 1u8 and 114, V. 16; J4SB, Vol. V, p. 878, V. 158; JAOS, Vol. VII, 

P. %, V, 18. 

‘ PC, p. 154; see also infra, DHNT, Vol. II, chapter on the Caulukyas. 
* See ante, DHNJ, Vol. 11, pp. 887-88, No. 2. 
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village of Pidividi in the Sakapura-pratijagaranaka to the Purohita 
Govinda. The grant was composed by the Rdjaguru Madana 

with the assent (sassmata) of Mah@pandita Bilhana.’ 

(2) Bhopal grant (i).—This and the next grant were found 

‘deposited in the library of the Begum’s school at Sehore in 
Bhopal.’ Its introductory portion is the same as in No. 1. 

In the formal part it records that the donor of No. 1 above, 

after bathing in the Somavati-tirtha ‘on Monday, the 15th day 
of the moon’s wane, granted to the priest (Purodhas) Govinda 

a section of buildings belonging to the Dand&dhipati’ (Dandadhi- 

pati-rasa-rigraha)? in the city of Mahakéla (ic., Ujjain). It 

further records that while residing at Bhrgukaccha (mod. Broach), 

on the occasion of a solar eclipse in (V.) 8. 1270 (in words) 

the same donor granted to the Purvhita Govinda Sarman (same 

as Govinda above) the village of Uttariyana, appertaining to 

(the district of) Savairisole.’ The inscription is again dated 

towards the end in (V.) Samrat 1270 (A.D. 1213), written in 

figures. It was composed by the Rajaguru Madana, with the 

permission of Maha@sandhi(rigrahiha) Pa (ndita) Bulbana. 

Then comes the sign-manual of Maharaja Arjunavarmadeva. 

Last is given the name of the engraver, Pandita Bapyadeva.’ 

(3) Bhopal grant (1i).—Introductory portion exactly the same 

asin No. l above. In the formal part it records that the donor 

of No. 1, while resident at the Amaresvara-tirtha, after bath- 

ing at the junction of the Revé and the Kapila, on the occasion 

of a lunar eclipse in (V.) S. 1272 (A.D. 1215), after worshipping 

Bhavanipati, Onkara, and Laksmipati, granted the village of 

1 Bdited by Wilkinson, JASB, 1886, Vol. V, pp. 377-82. It ought to be re edited. 

3 Hell translated Dondédh:pati-rdsa-rigraha as ‘s ground plot for a temple of Danqa- 

- dhipali.’ But Dr. Barnett suggests that rigraho here should be taken to mean a vsbhdga, 

section, block ; and 24sa in the sense of a house. The gift oonsisted apparently of s 

block of buildings which belonged to (the officer called) Dandadhipatt. 

2 ‘The editor suggests it may mean ‘ the sixteen villages of Sévairi ; sole closely approx'- 

mates to the vernacular corruption of gogaéa.” J AOS, Vol. VT, p. 47, No. &. 

4 Hdited by Hall in JAOS, Vol. VU, pp. 82-84. 
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Hathinavara, on the north bank of Narmada, in the Pagara- 
pratijagaranaka, to the Purohita Pandita Govinda Sarman. 

Towards the end the date (V.) S. 1272 is again given in figures. 
It was composed by the same as No. (2), with the permission 

of the Mahasandhi(oigrahila) Raja Salakhana (Sallaksana). 

The sign-manual and engraver are the same asin No, 2.’ 

The three inscriptions noticed above give us dates from V. S. 

1207 to 1272, corresponding to«. 1211-15 A.D. From these we 

know that Arpanavarman had the fbiruda Trividha-vira,’? and 

that ‘his fame spread in the quarters in the guise of the laughter 

of the dikpalas “ when in batde ‘which was his childhood’s 

folic... Tayasitbha took to flight" We are also told that, being 

‘a treasureshiouse of the stores of poetry and song, he now has 

tehieved the godess (Sarascati) of the burden of her books and 

 Phese references to the king’s victories and literary 

secotpplishiuents are rennirkably confirmed by Jain tradition 

We 

aud the fortunate discovery of a hitherto unknown drama named 

Purnata-necajart or Fijayasri which was composed as a prasasti 

to Arpinavarman by the roval preceptor (raja-quru) Madana,° 

whe came from Gauda, presumably duriog the lifetime of his 

disciple, “Plas work was found incised ona slab of black stone 

“attached to the northern wallbof the principal araérab in the 

niesqne at Dhar,in @. 2. The slab contains 82 lines of writing. 

The work as a nafiha in four aets, and is stated to have been 

acted for the first) time at the spring-festival ina temple of the 

EP hite tby Hall, J tees, Vat VIL, pp. 15-31, On dmerescara Hirtig and Rap ld-sanga, 

‘tra, DUNT Vol Tip vot. food, Mandbats grant of Jaysavarman IT, V.8.1317. 

"tos, Val VII op. fe Voda) Tt means a hero in bebt (yuddha-tirat, a hero in 

rulutasston (davd tard, ike Jimobtavabans), and a hero in bounty tddéua-rira, like Bali) - 

“OTE VoLIX, p Wb fa @ 0 Phas farts ae also menthoned by the Paryatusmaijari. 

YS  FEVoL VIE, p lads ne T) Trsdhesetira cidumen: 

TOS. Velo VIL p 26, V0 47 
© fed, Vo 1B. 

* belted by Hultawhion F7, Vol. VID, pp. 6122. printed seperately at Leipzig in 

106 by Otto Harresson ite. 
' Must be the ssme as the composer of the three prants of Arjupevarmen ; see onte, 

PHN. Vol. UI, pp. 806-97 He was taught br the Jain Adidhara, 7, Vol. VINE, p. 
fu. VE. 

11—30 
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goddess of learning.’ Unfortunately however the slab con- 
tains only the first two acts of the drama, the other two acts, 

which were incised on a second slab, are still missing. The 

drama deals with the love-affair of the king with P&rijata- 
manjari or Vijayasri, the daughter of the Gurjara_ king 
Jayasithha, who fell into Arjuna’s hands after her father’s defeat. 

In the opening verse the Malava prince is called the incarnation 

of Bhoja.* In line 7 Arjunavarman is said to have defeated the 
Girjara-pati’ Javasitnha ‘ on the bo:ders of the land at the foot 

of the mountain called Parva-parvata.’ ' The preserved poriion 

ofthe drama reveal that the king hed another queen named 

Sarvakala,® who was the daughter of the king of Kuntala. As 

in the Ratnavali, the whole interest of the drama consists 

in the king’s intrigue with his new love in which he eludes 

the watchful and jealous queen. Hultzsch rightly remarked that, 

though the author must have derived the conception of his 

plot from older compositions, yer, ‘“‘ a» the hero of the 

new drama was a living and reigning king, it is unhkely 

that the chief persons who appear on the stage together 

with him were pure inventions of the poet. It would have 

been poor panegyric that made Arjunavarman move among 

fictitious characters.’"* The evidence of Arjunavarman’s grants 

which also ascribe to him victories over Jayasimha seem to 

confirm this conclusion. The same author, following Dr. Hall.’ 

has suggested the identification of this Jayasimmha with the 

Caulukya Bhima [IT (c. 1174-1241 A.D.), who had the biruda 

‘ new Siddharaja,’ which was a surname of Jayasimha (c. 1094- 

1144 A.D). Though Merututga refers to the devastation of 

Gujarat during the reign of Bhima IT by Sobnada’s son 

1 Séradé, line 3, Bh@rati, jive 6. 

2 RI, Vol. VIII, pp. 98 sod 101, V. 2. 
3 Alzo called Caulukya-mahi-mahendra, ibid, p. 103, V. 7. 

4 Not identified. 

& Called in V. 30 (p. 107) Samastakala. 

$ EI, Vol. VIII, pp. 100-101. 

1 JAOS., Vol. VII, pp. 89-40, No. 28. 
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Arjuoadeva,’ yet I am inclined to believe that the prince referred 
to was not Bhima Abhinava-Siddharadja, but the Caulukya 

Jayantasimba, also called Jayasitnha, who during the period 
e, 1218-26 A.D. ousted Bhima II and for a short time captured 

{he sovereign power in Gujarat.? Hultzsch however may be 
right in his identification of the Kuntala king with the Hoysala 

Vira-Ballala IT, who ruled from ¢. 1173-1212 A.D.' 

The claim to literary merit advanced by his grants is 

supported by his commentary on the Amaru-Sataka. In this 
work he quotes a verse by the preceptor (upddhydya) Madana, 

vias Balasarasvatl. UWultzsch rightly identified this Muadana 

with the author of the Pdrydata-meaijari and the three royal grants 

mentioned above. The quotations in the Rastha-samjicmt show 

that Madana produced other poctical works, and he may have 

materially helped his disciple in the compilation of his commen- 

tary. Another luminary in Arjunavarman’s court was Bilhana, 

Whois described as Mahdapandita in the royal grants He served 

the Malava prince as his Sdndhiecigrulika, and is referred to as 

Vahdkartin Jain tradition. The tlird scholar was the Jain 

\sadhara, whose father Salakhana (Sallaksana) is probably to be 

ontified with the person of that name who appears with the 

tithe rayd as the Males ord artygrahtha of Arjunavarman in one 

of tas Bhopal grants (Vos. 1272)" The Jam tradition records 

thit Madana was a pupil of Asadhara.’ 

The facts recorded above show that the Paramaras had to 

sine extent again succeeded in reviving the glory of the days of 

TPes p. Wt. 
* See cufra, OHNI, Vol Tl, chapter on the aulukyas ; soe also El, Vol. IX, 

p oft8, Ta. ws. 

Li, Vol. VIEL p. 10%; Be, Vol b, Vert Hi, table facing p. 42. 

CFT, Val. VET, p. 00. Aitdhara in hie Dharmomete-(ika @rites: Se Balusarasrati 
"ou harMadana, Bee Sdydra dharmameta, Introduction, pp. 3-4. 

Sagdra-dharmamrta, Pp. 2. 
* Tid, p. 1; RE, Vol. IX, p 107, He aleo served io the same capacity under Arvuba’s 

Mather 

"For the name of aouther offloer of Arjuna, the dimdtya Narayaga, soe Partjata- 

cated, El, Vol. VIE, p: 103, V. 8. 
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Mudja and Bhoja. The claim that Arjunavarman was an 
incarnation of Bhoja was not entirely fictitious. 

Arjunavarnran was succeeded sometime before V.S. 1275 by 

Devapala. The following records are known for his reign: 

(1) Harsauda stone-inscription.—Dug out from the ruins of 

a temple in the village of ‘ Harsaudaé, about 103 miles from the 
town of Charwa, in the district of Hoshangabad in the Central! 
Provinces.’ It contains 18 lines, opening with Ooi numah 
Sivaya and then praising the gods Heramba (Ganega), Bharati 

(Sarasvati), Brahman, Visnu and Siva. Then follow. ihe 

date (V.) Surat 1275 (A.D. 1218), at Dhara, in the reign of 

Samadhigata-paiica-mahda-sabd-dlaihdiue-cinijamana-Pb. - M- P.- 

Parama-maheécara-Limbarya'-prasdda cara-labdha-pratapa-Deva- 

paladeva. The object of the inscription is to record that on the 

north-eastern side of Harsapura the merchant Wesava built a 

temple of Sambhu together with a tank, and that near it he put 

up figures of Hanumat, Kesetrapala, Ganesa, Krsna, Nakulisa 

and Ambika. It ends with Svramastu-- 

(2) Mandhata qrant.—Found enclosed in a stane-chest 

‘near the temple of Siddhe-vara at Mandhata, an island on) the 

Narmada river attached to the Nimar District of the C Po It 

contains 80 lines, incised on 3 plates. The introductory portion 
(verses 1-19) 1s exactly the same asin his father’s grants.2 We 

are informed that Arjunavarman was succeeded in Malava, by 

Devapala, son of HariScandra. In the formal part we are told, 

while staying at Mahismati,’ on the occasion of a lunar eclipse, 

1 T cannot identify this deity ; see a’so J.1, Vol. NX, p. 84, fn. 3. Dr. Barnett sugeests : 

“This name is right : cf. Limbaraja, see below (DHNI, Vol. Il, p. G21. Perhaps limba 

is @ variant for numba which occurs in names (e.y., Nimb@ditya, Nimbéarku); so Kanarese 

has both nimba and limba,” 

2 Edited by Kietborn, 7A, Vol. XX, pp. 3l0-12. First edited by Half in JASRB, Vol. 

XXVIII, pp. 1-8. This text was republished in ASWI/, No. 10, pp. 111-12. Hall also 

published some notes on the record in JAOS, Vol. VI, pp. 686-37. 

3 See ante, DHN!, Vol. II, pp. 805-97. 

4 Identified by Kielhorn with Mubeswar, north of the Narbad& (Long. 75°37’ and Lut. 

92°11’), in the Indore State: HJ, Vol. IX, p. 106. 
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in (V.) Samval 1282 (¢. 1225 A.D.) after bathing in the Reva 

and worshipping Siva in the neighbourhood of (Visnu) 
Daityastidana, Devapiila granted the village of Satéjund' in the 

Mahuada*-pratijagaranaka, to the Brihman Gatgadhara and 

31 other donees. The date in figures is again given in line 79. 

ft was composed by the Maja-guru Madana” with the assent of 

the Mahasandhivigrahiba-Paadia Vilhana.’ Line 80 contains 

the sign-manual of the donor. 
(3) Udayapur stone-inseription  ().—Found inside the 

eastern entrance of the great temple of Udayapur, in Gwalior. It 

coutuns Tt tines, opening with the date (VL) Samrat 1286 (ec. 

1220 AD).) in the victorious retan of Devapaladeva. 

(1) Udeyapur stonesitseription Gaj)—PFound in the same 

pluce asain No Sabove.  Peeontams 15 dimes, and is dated in 

Vi) Samrab 128d?) (Ce 1252 A.D.) at Udayapora, in the reign 

of Ph -M.- Devagarta.’ 

The anseripiions noticed above range from Vo S. 1275 to 

Js corresponding toe. Piofeeb2o2 ALD. While editing the 

Harada stone duseription Kielhomn qiotreed the siraikarity of 

ihe posal titles an Chat record to these occurring in the mserrp- 

cious af the descendant. of Wilehancad Laksmivarman. is 

uqactom owas cenftrined by the Mandate plates, which 

deumetly stite that Devapala was the son of Tarecandra, who 

nilst be adentifed wath the son of Lakstmivarman bearing the 

vie nate, Devapala was therefore a brother of Mahakumara 

Mvavarman, for whom we have the date VS. £2562 The 

"Mod Satstana, about Pi} miles SW of Mandhate PU, Vol PNG pp ba 

* Probotdy the village of Mohod, 25 ues south of Satoars sd 

The cotuposer of Arjuoavatiuian’s ,cants and the @aricdtaemonmpin 

The aumme person who served Ariupasarman a the same ctce s see ante, PINT, Vol. 
UE. pond, 

“Adited by Racthorn, BE, Volo IN, pp 103-87. For the list of donees sec dad, pp 

HOW. The plates are now on the Nagpur Museum. 

' Noticed by Kielborn, J 4, Vol XX, po SS 

Noticed by Racthora, Jt, Vol. XX, p &8 

* fad, pM, 
"ET, Val. IX, p. 106. 
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fact that, unlike his father and grand-father Devap&la discards. 
the title of Mahakumdra and assumes imperial titles would seem 
to indicate that in him the two families again became reunited. 
It is easy to conclude that the line of Arjunavarman ceased to 
exist for lack of male heirs. But it is not beyond the range of 
probability that the line of Laksmivarman, who, if Kielhorn’s 

guess is correct, never regarded the line of Ajayavarman as the 

legitimate rulers of Malava, may have ousted their relatives 

by violence. 
The inscriptions noticed above show that Madana, the pre- 

ceptor of Arjunavarman, continued to serve in that capacity 

under the new king. Similarly Bilhana, who also served the 

previous king appears to have retained the post of minister of 

peace and war under the new administration. The Jain scholar 

AsAdhara survived Arjunavarman and finished his Jina-yajia- 
kalpa and Trisasti-smrti during the reign of Devapala." The 

latter work was completed in A.D. 1236.2 The only interesting 

incident in Devapala’s reign comes from Hammtra-mada- 

mardana of Jayasimha Siri, which tells us that in alliance 

with the Yadava king Sithhana (Singhana, A.D. 1210-47) he 
made a joint attack on Viradhavala, the Vaghbela chieftain of 

- Dholka. But the Jain author tells us that, thanks to tbe ability 

of the spies engaged by Vastupala, the minister of the Vaghela 
chief, dissensions arose in the camps of the allied monarchs, and 

the attempted attack failed.” We may well doubt whether this 

story of the failure of the Paramara-Yadava attack is really 

correct. I have shown clsewhere that in the struggle with their 

southern neighbours the Dholka chiefs were sometimes defeated 

and compelled to submit.‘ 

Devapala was succeeded by his son Jaitugi who had the 

biruda Balanarayapa.’ The Jain scholar Aéadhara survived 

"'S Saghra-dharmamria, p. 5. 
i” Aufracht's Catalogus Catalogorum, Part I, p. 54. 

"9° GOS, No. X, Bee Acts I and II; also safes, DHNI, Vol. 1, chapter on the Cowlukyss 
"4 §ee fafa, DHNTI, Vol. 11, chapter on the Caulukyas. 
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Devapala and finished his Sagdra-dharmamrta in V.8. 1296 
(c. 1289 A.D.)' and his Anagara-dharmamrta in V.8. 1800 

(c. 1243 A.D.)? in the reign of the new king. No inscriptions 
of this king have yet been discovered. The only incident of his 

reign appears to have been a possible conflict with the Vaghela 
Visaladeva.* Jaitugi‘ was succeeded by his younger brother 
(wnuja) Jayavarman II. The following inscriptions are known 
for his regn :— 

(1) Rahatgadh — stone-inscription.—Found ‘inside the 
fort of Rahatgadh in the Central Provinces.’ It contains 14 

lines of very rude writing, which open with Ooi Siddhih, and 
are dated in (V.) Samnraf 1312 (¢. 1256 A.D.) in the victorious 
reign of M.-Jayavarmadeva.* 

(2) Modi stone-inscription.—Found in a Jain temple at 
Modi, Indore State, C.I. The record is fragmentary. It is dated 
in (V.) Sameat 1314, and refers itself to the reign of (Paramfra) 
Jayavarmadeva.® 

(3) Mandhata grant. Found ‘at the village of Godarpura 
opposite the island of Méndhaté, on the southern bank of the 
Narmada in the Nimér district of the Central Provinces.’ It 
contains 53 lines incised on two plates. The introductory portion 
(V's. 1-21) is thesame as in No. 2 of his father.” The new facts 

) Sagara Dharmamrts, p. 5. See aleo Grantha-kartuh pragaste at the end, Vs. 19-21. 

1 Itid; aleo El, Vol, IX. p. 148; Bhandarkar's Report for 1883-64, pp. 105 

udt 392. 

> Ree mfra, DHNI, Vol. 11, chapter on the Caulukyas. 

‘ According to some aloo koown as ‘Jayasidbs J], EJ, Vol, XIX, p. 49. 

© ASR, Vol. X,p 81. In JA, Vol. XX, p. 4. Kielhorn read the name of the king as 
Jay (s@jhadeos. Butin El, Vol. IX. p. 118. he was ‘ not sure whether Sir A. Cunning. 
ham wae pot right in reading the same ae Jaya (earmma) drera.' Ojbe refers the ieecription 

\ Jatogi, See HR, Vol. 1, p. 208. D. KR. Ahandarkar gives the neme of the king es 

Jayasuithadeva. See B7, Vol. XX, Appendis, p. 78, No. 851. 
* ‘Noticed ia 481, WC, 1906, p. 12, and aleo in rhid, 1918, p. 56.’ Modi is sometimes spelt 

as Mori. The Atrw (Kotah State, Rajputana) Inscription of the time of M. Jayasithhadeva 

dited in V. 8, (18)14 whieh resorde a gra't to the Mohkdkari-cakrararlin Thakura 

Ntriyapa probably also belongs to the reign. Gee 4591, WC,, 1006, p. 56, No. 2111. 
" fee ante, DHNI, Vol. II. pp. 900-01, The only important variation is the name 

Yatrothhe In place of the usual Jayasithhe, the Canlukya opponent of Arjunsvarman. 

ms 
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about the genealogy of the Paramarag (Vs. 22-23) are as follows. 

After Devapala’s death, the throne of Malava went to his son 

Jaitugi. After his death his younger brother Jayavarman II 

succeeded him. In the formal portion of the grant we are told 

that this Jast ruler in (V.) Samcatsara 13817 (¢. 1260 A. D.), 

while staying at Mandapa-durga, caused the Pratihara Gangadeva 

to give the village of Vadatida ?in the Mahuada-pathaka ? to the 

agnihotrin Madhva Sarman and two others (names and shares 

given). Gatgadeva made the grant at AmareSvara-hksetra,’ on 

the southern bank of the Reva after bathing at the confluence of 

the Revi and Wapila ‘ and worslupping the holy Amaresvara 

Siva. The raja-sdsana was written ‘here at Mandapadurga’ (mod. 

Mandu) by Harsadeva, with the approbation of the Sda#dhi- 

vigrahilka, the Pandita Malidhara. It was corrected by the 

grammarian (Sabdika) Amadeva, a disciple of the learned Gostka 

(Gosé), ‘who knew the boundless essence of legal science’ (Smrti- 

sastra-sdra), and engraved by the r@puldara Kanhada. The Data 

was the Mahapradhana Raja Ajayadeva.’ 

The three inscriptions noticed above show that Jayavarman 

II ruled at Dhara at Jeast froin V.S. 1312 to 1315 (e¢. 1256-60). If 

the name ‘ Jayasirlia’ is accepted as a variation of his name ° 
then he appears to have come into conflict with the Cahamanas of 

Ranastambhapura.’ In the Balvan plates of Hammira, Vagbhata, 

1 Mentioned ia the Ujjain grant of Yssovarman and Jaksmivarman (V.9. 1191 and 

12C0); see JA, Vol. XIX, p. 852, line 5, 9 See uleo ante, DHNIJ, Vol. 11, p. 882, ‘ Perhapa 

the village of Borud, 8 miles NE of Satajana, the village granted by Devapéla’s 

Miaodh&t& grant, see ibid, p. 901, fn 1. 

2 See Mandbata grant (V.S 1282) of Devapala. Note the correspondence by Pathaka 

and Pratijagaranaka. 

3 Game as Amarescora tirtha of the Bhopal gra.t (V.8. 1272), see ante, p. 897 ; also 

JAOS, Val. VIL, p. 27. 
# The janctios of the two rivers (Reva and Kapila) is now known aa ‘Kapila-Sangam 

where s emai! stream joins the Narbads. FJ, Vol. IX, p. 120. 

& Edited by Kielboro, EI, Vol. IX. pp. 117 2%. First noticed by Lele in his Progress 

Report of Archaeological work in the Dhar State, 24th August, 1904. The grant is some- 

times called Godarpura plates, see EI, Vol. XX, Appendiz, p. 79. No. 669. The plates 

are now in the Nagpur Museum. 

6 ee ante, DANI, Vol. 11, p. 908, fn. 7. 

? See infra, DHNI, chapter on the Cahamanas. : 
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a descendant of Govindaraja is said to have harassed Jayasithha 
of Mandapa (mod. Mandu).' How long Jayavarman II con- 

tinued to wield power in Malava, it is difficult at present to say. 
But a reconsideration of the inscriptions which hitherto have been 

referred to a separate prince named Jayasimha may suggest that 
some of them perhaps belong to the immediate successor of 

Jaitugi. One such is the Pathart inscription, dated in 
1.8, 1826 (A.D. 1269), which Kielhorn referred to his reign. 

The date is so close to the last known date (V.S. 1317) of 

Jayavarman IT that one is naturally tempted to think that there 
may have been some mistake in reading the name or that they are 

both the names of the same prapce. Some scholars however 

take.him to be a separate prince who succeeded Jayavarman I] 
as Jayasitaha III.* But that there was a separate prince bearing 

the name Jayashinha who ruled in Malwa in V. $8. 1366 (e. 1310 

\.1).) is clearly shown by a stone inscription incised on the inside 

of the eastern entrance of the great temple of Udayapur 

(iwalior State, C.1.).! The date of this record is so far 

removed from the last known date of Javavarman IT that he 

must in all likelihood be accepted as a separate person.’ 

Whetber his rule extended over Dh&ré, as Kielhorn suggested, 

is however uncertain. But before this Jayasimha we 

must place two more princes. Rai Bahadur Ojha has pointed 

out that an inscription engraved on a slab in the temple of 

Kavalj? (Kap&lisvara) in the Balvan estate of Kotah, dated in 

| El, Vol X¥X, p. 4, ¥. Ts abad, Vol. XX, Appendiz, p. 80, No. 6233. 

? Noticed by Kielbora in &/, Vol. V. Appendis, p. 83, No. 232, from a rubbing. In 

addition to the Afro inscription of Jayasidhae noticed above tante, p. 903, fn. $),, abother 

mvcription of Jayasithhe bearing the date V5 131! (A.D. 1256) was discovered at Udayapur 

ivahor State, C.I.), This prince is accepted by some as a Paramars, see El, Vol. XX, 

Appendiz, p. 78, Noa. 680 and 654. 1% is possible, es I have suggested abore, that 

Jasavarman was aleo known as Jayasithha. 

* Ree G. HH. Ojba, HR (V.8. 1081), Fesciculua 1, p. 203. 
‘ 14, Vol. XX, p. 64. Noticed by Kielhorn. 
* «hain his HR (1, p. 904) designates bim os Jayasimhe IV in the Malwa line. 

U—3] 
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V.8. 1345, the C&éham&na Hammtra of Ranathambhor (c. 1283- _ 
1301 A.D.) claims to have taken away the fortune of M&lava by 

defeating Arjuna. Ojha accepts this Malava prince as Arjuna- 
varman IT in the Paramara line of Malwa.!' Another ruler of 

Malava who may possibly have been the successor of Arjuna II 
was. Bhoja II. The Hammitra Mahakévya of Nayacandra tells 
that the Cahamana prince Hammira (c. 1283-1301 A.D.) in the 

course of his dig-vijaya defeated Bhoja of Dhara, encamped in 
Ujjayini and worshipped at the temple of Mah&kala.? From the 
similarity of this name with that of some of the Paraméaras of 

Malwa and from the locality over which he reigned it will pro- 

bably be safe to consider him as a successor of Arjuna(varman ITIP). 

But the exact relationship of this prince with Bhoja IT (?) and of 

both with their predecessors or with their possible successors is at 

present unknown. Some scholars accept Jayasitnha of the Udai- 

pur inscription (V.8. 1366), as the successor of Bhoja II and as 

the Jast prince of the line of the Paramiras of Malwa.* But this 

must remain at present a guess, unsupported by any conclusive 
evidence. 

The period that followed the reign of Arjunavarman (c.1211- 

15 A.D.) appears to have been one of gradual! decline in the history 

of the Paramaras of Malwa. By this time the Turks had consoli- 

dated their power in the valleys of the Indus, Ganges, and Jumna 
and were casting greedy eyes towards the wealth of the south. 
In the reign of Ututmish (1211-36 A.D.) the greatest of the slave 
kings of Delhi, the Muslims first plundered and desecrated the 
temples and cities of Malwa. The Tabaqat-i-Nasiri informs us 

that shortly after the capture of Gwalior, the Sultan in 632 A. H. 

(1284. A.D.) “‘ led the hosts of Islam towards Malwah and _ took 
the fortress and town of Bbflsan, and demolished the idol temple 

which took three hundred years in building, and which, in altitude, 

1 Jbid, p. 206. 

1 1A, Vol. VIII, pp. 66-65 ; Sarge IX, 16-10. 
: Ojba, HR, i, Pp. 204. 
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was about one hundred ells. From thence he advanced to 
Ujjain-Nagarl, and the temple of Maha-ka] Diw. The effigy of 

Bikramajit who was sovereign of Ujjain-Nagari, and from 

whose reign to the present time one thousand, one hundred, and 

sixteen years have elapsed, and from whose reign they date 

the Hindfi-i era, together with other effigies besides his, 
which were formed of molten brass, together with the stone 

[idol] of Maha-kil, were carried away to Dihi, the capital.’’? 
irishta repeats this, with the additional information that the 

temple of Mahak&la was ‘ formed upon the same plan with that 

of Somnat’ and that the images conveyed to Delhi were ‘ broken 

at the door of the great mosque. ? This expedition must have 

taken place in the reign of Devaptla (c. 1218-36 A.D.). There 

Appears to have been a period of ayimfor about fifty years. But 

at the end of it, in 1292 A.D. ‘ Ala ud-Din KhaljI, in the reign 

of his uncle Jalal ud-Din Firtiz (1290-96 A.D.) invaded Malwa, 

captured the town of Bhilsa, and brought much plunder to 

Delhi.’ ® Wirishta records that shortly before this expedition 

Sultan Ftraz himself had “marched against the ‘ Hindoos * in the 

tethhourhood ef Mandu, and returned to his capital after devas- 

iting the country.”” In his subsequent invasion of Deogir in 

0. 1204, “Al ud-DIn probably followed the Chanderi '-Bhilsa 

route up the Betwa valley, and did not penetrate into the valleys 

ofthe Sipra and upper Chambal. By this he probably avo‘ded a 

conflict with the Paramiiras on this occasion. Butin A.D. 1305, 

‘Ala ud-DIn sent his general ‘‘ Ein-ool-Moolk Mooltany......with 

au army {o effect the conquest of Malwa. He was opposed by 

hoka,’ the Raja of Malwa, with 40,000 Rajput horse, and 
11,000 foot. In the engagement which ensued, Ein-ool-Moolk 
Jt1xed victorious, and reduced the cities of Oojein, Mando, 

TN, Vol. 1, pp. 622-23. 
TF, Voi. I, p. 311. 

Ibid, p. 808. 

Elhot, Vol. 11, p. 140; T¥, Vol. 1, p. 904, 

The CHI, Vol. 111, p. 111, gives the namo as ‘ raja Koks or Harsnend.’ De ned 
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Dbaranuggury and Chundery. After these successes, he wrote an 
account of the same to the king, who, on receiving it, command- 

ed iJluminations to be made for seven days throughout the city of 

Debly.’’* This was probably the end of Paramira sovereignty 

in Malwa. What relationship this ‘ Koka’ had with Devapala 
(c. 1218-36 A.D.) or with Bhoja II (?) remains uncertain, 
That he was a Paramira ruler is also at present a mere guess. 

The Udayapur inscription of Jayasititha, dated in 1310 A.D., shows 

that Hindu chiefs probably still lingered in Malwa for some time 
after the defeat of * Koka.’ 

(2) Paramaras of Candravati and Arbuda (Aba). 

The earliest reference to’ this branch of the Paramiaras is 

obtained from the Vasantgadh stone-inscription of the Paramara 

Pirnapala, dated in V.5. 1099." The introductory portion of 

this record gives the following genealogy of Ptirnapila :— 

From the anger (kopu) of Vasixtha was produced a 

Kumdra; from bim the 

Paramiras;~ in his lineage 

Utpalarija 

Aranyaraja 

Adbhuta-Krsnarija 

| 
? 

Mabipala 

Dhandhuka = Amrtadevi 

| 
| 

Parmapala Labini 
(ruled in Arbuds-mandala.) 

It is evident from this list that Pirnap&la traced his descent 

to one Utpalaraja. It is not improbable that this prince is 

1 TF, Vol. 1, pp. 961-62. 
2 BI, Vol. 1X, pp. 10-18. 
3 Notice the peculiar spelling. 
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identical with Vakpati II (c. 975-90 A.D.) of the Malwa branch, 
who had the additional name of Utpalaraja,’ If this identification 

is accepted, we must suppose that Vakpati conquered the Abu 

country in the course of his campaigns against the Cahamanas of 

Nadol and the Caulukyas of Anahilavad.? Aranyaraja, the son of 

Vakpati-Utpala, was therefore in all probability established as the 

first feudatory of his father in the Arbuda-mandala. Aranya- 

rija was succeeded by his son Vasudeva® alias Abdhuta- 

Krsnaraja |. This Aysnaraja may be identical with the hero 

Kanhadadeva, whose name occurs as that of one of the Abu 

Paramiras in the Mt. Abu Vimala temple-inscription ' dated in 

VS. 1378 (A.D, 1322). But itis more likely that the person 

meant in the Abu inscription was the prince Krsnaraja from 

whom Vakpati IT traces his descent in iis grants. The next 

name on the list is that of Mahipala, who was possibly his son, 

though ait as difficult to be certain on the point on account 

of some damage to the inscription.” Rai Bahadur Ojha 

and Dr. Bhandarkar place the name of Dharanivaraha 

between Arsqaraja and Mahipala, and accept bim  as_ the 

son of the former and father of the latter.” It is likely 

that Mahipila had another name, Devaraja.” An unpublished 

grant of Mahipila is reported to bear the date V.S. 1059 

(e. 1002 A.D.).% Mahtpala was succeeded by Dhandhuka. 

This prince is probably to be identified with the Abu) Paramara 

of that name mentioned in the Vimala  temple-inscription 

Y Bee ante, DHNI, Vol TH, p. 884. 

2 Bee ante, DUNT, Vol. 11, p. 855. 

3 EL. Vol, XX, Appendiz, p. 2, No. 13). 

* FI, Vol. IX, p 188, lune 3. Also called the Dicddd Inscrtption (of the Devda 

Cabaméns Luthbhaka), Ef, Vol. XX, Appendiz, p. 05, No. 677. 

5 Beeante, DNHI, Vol. LH, pp. a4, ~52 

© Kielborn writes ' His sen (or, if 2 name should bare becn lost at the commencement 
of line 4, bis eon’ son), FI, Volo IX p, 1. 

‘Ophea, HA, 1, pp. 171-72. BI, Vol. XX. Appeadss, p. 20, No. 138. 

* Bee BG, Vol. I, Part I, pp. d72-73. Tho Bhinmal inscription of Kragaraja, the son 

of Dhandbuke and grandson of Devaraja. 

Ojha, HA, 1, p. 192, 
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referred to above. We are told in this record shat Dhandhu-raja, 
lord of the town of Candravat!, was born in the family of 

Paramara Kanhadadeva. This Dhandhu, ‘averse from rendering 
homage to the (Caulukya) king Bhima I (c. 1022-64 
A.D.) and to escape from that king's anger, took refuge 
with king Bhoja, the lord of Dhara’! (e. 1010-55 A.D.). 
As the inscription after this statement abruptly introduces the 
Prigvata Vimala, the Dandapati of Bhima I at Arbuda, and 
refers to his building of a temple of Rsabha (Yugédi-bhartr, 

Yugadi-jina, Adi-nitha) on the top of the mountain in V.S. 1088 
(c. 1031 A.D.) it seems almost certain that Vimala became 
the Caulukya governor of this region after ousting the Paramara 
Dhandhu, who was probably the feudatory of Bhoja. But the 
Vasantgad stone-inscription of Pirnapala shows that the 
Paraméras were not permanently ousted from the Abu region. 

This record was found in a tank at Vasantgadhb, apparently 

situated to the east of Mt. Abu, in the Sirohi State of Raj- 
putana. It contains 23 lines of writing, of which about 15 

aksaras have been lost at the commencement of lines 1-9. The 

inscription opens with two verses in which ‘the author pays 

homage to Mahesévara, Pracetasa (Valmiki), and Vani (the 

goddess of eloquence.)’ The 4rd verse invokes Hari (Visnu). 

Then follows the genealogy of Pirnapala, as shown above.* Then 

we are told that Parnapala’s sister Lahini was married to one 

Vigraharaja. The genealogy of this person is given as follows :— 

Dvija Yota...... by his bravery acquired the title king 

| (bhiipa). 
In his lineage 

Nrpa Bhavagupta......resiored the sun-temple at Vata 

(Vata-vdsi-bhdnu). He reigned at 
Vatu.4 

2 EI, Vol. IX, p. 151 and pp. 155-56, linea 4-5. 
® = 1did, pp. 149, 151 and 156, lines 5, 8. 
“8 ee ente, DHNI, Vol. I, p. 308. 

om a e ‘Vate-nagere or Vate-pars was situated oo the bank of the Seresvati (line 16). It 
he tile aaotited 5 but Kielborn points out that it was an ancient place, for it ts mentioned 
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Tn his lineage . 
Sarhgrimarija......ruled at Badari in Varhéaratha. 

Durlabharaja 
Dhandhuka | 

smannaial 

Caca 

Parnapila Lahini= Vigraharija 

The object of this inscription is to record that the widowed 

Libini restored an ancient temple of the sun, and probably 

also a tank.’ It was composed by the Brahman Matrsarman and 

engraved by Sivapila. It is dated in V.S. 1099 (c, 1042 A.D.) 

in lines 22-2:5.? | 

Besides the above we have the Bhadund  stone-mscription 

of Pairnapala® showing that he was still holding Arbuda-mandala 

in (V.) Samrat 1102 (e, 1045 A.D.). This was discovered at 

Bhadund, about a mile and a half from Nana in the Jodhpur 

State. As Purnapaila’s reign coincided with that of Caulukya 

DBitma I (e. 1022-64 A.D.), it ecems likely that the officers 

of the latter still held Abu while the country around continued 

to be in the possession of Dhandhuka's son. Ptrnap&la was 

possibly succeeded by Krgnarija II." The following two inscrip- 

tions are known for his reign :— 

(1) Bhinmal stone-inscription ().—Incised on the lower 

part of a pillar in the dharmasdld cast of the temple of 
Barajt east of the town. It contains 23 lines of writing and 

in the Vasantgadh inscription of Varmoaldta of the (V.8, 682 (2/, Vol. EX, p. 101), 

and sn § somewhat earlier inecription fuund at the village of Samoli in the Bhomat 

ihxtrict of Mewar, EJ, Vol. IX, p. 98 It is probably identical with Vasentgadh, or 

Wag situated near by, 

' Apparently the very tank where thie record has been found, Kielhorn, El, Val. TX, 

p il. 

” Edited by$Kielborn in EJ, Vol. 1X, pp 10-15. First edited by Captain Bars in 

JISB, Vol. X, pp. 66674, The inscription was composed by the Brabmen Matréarman 
and eograved by Sivapals, the son of the Sétradh’ra Déuks, grandeon of Durga and 

breat-grandeen of the sthapati Naga. 
‘ Notioed by Bhandarkar, 487, WO, 1008, p. 60. Edited by Ramekerna, JBRAS, 

Vol XXITT, pp. 76 i. 

* See infra, DANI, Vol. II, p. 012, fa. 3, 
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is somewhat damaged. The record opens with Om namah Sir- 
yaya and a verse in prajse of the Sun. Then comes the date (V.) 
5. 1117 (c. 1060 A.D.), at Srimila, in the reign of M.-Krsna- 

rija, son of Dharidhuka and grandson of Devarija of the Para- 

mira race. It records some repairs to the temple of the god 

Jagatasvami (deva) by Dada Hari and some other persons, like- 
wise some gifts and donations to the temple. The grants were 
made when Kirinaditya of the Dharakiita family was the office- 
holder in his turn for the current year (Vartamédna-rarsa-varika- 

Dharakiita-jati Kirinaditya.' 

(2) Bhinmal stone-inscription (ii).—Incised ‘on the north 

face of the upper square section of the more northerly of the two 

pillars that support the eastern side of the dome of the temple of 

Jagasvimi.’ It contains 13 lines of writing. The record opens 
with Om, then follows the date (V.) S. 1123 (¢. 1067 A.D.) at 
Srimaéla, in the reign of ./.-Krsna-rija. The inscription is 
badly damaged, but appears to be a Saiva record concerning one 
Javala, a Pagupatacadrya and a devotee of Candisa-Mahiadeva.® 

A difficulty in the identification of this Krsnarija as a mem- 

ber of Parnapala’s family is caused by the name of his grand- 

father Devarija. But considering the proximity of his reign- 

period (c. 1060-67 A.D.) to that of Piirnapala (c. 1042-45) the 

agreement in the name of the father of both princes, and the 

provenance of their records, it is perhaps reasonable to accept him 

as a brother of Purnapiala.’ I have already suggested that Deva- 
raja was possibly another name of Mahipala, the grandfather of 
Pirnapila.‘ Kielhorn has pointed out that the prince Krsna 

* 

! Edited by Jackson in BG, Vol. I, Part I, pp. 472-73. Noticed by Bhandarkar, ASI, 

WC, 1908, p. 37. 

2 Edited by Jackson in BG, Vol. I, Part I, pp. 473-74. On the date, see El, Vol. 

V, Appendix, p. 93, No. 689. 

3 See JBORS, Vol. XVIII, 1932, pp. 40 ff., for snother suggestion. Dr. Ganguly 
considers Krsna and his predeceasors mentioned in the two Bhinma! inscriptions (V.8. 1117 
apd 1323) as belonging to separate branch of the Paramires reigning over Marumat- 

data from Bhinmal. See supra, DHNI, Vol. IT, p. 842, fn. 8. 

4 Bee ante, DHNI Vol. II, p. 909. 
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whom the Naddila Cahamina Balaprasida claims to have 

released from the prison of Bhima I of Anahilavad (c. 1022-64 

A.D.) is probably identical with this Abu prince.’ 
There is a gap of about fifty years in the history of the 

Paramiras of Abu after Krgnaraja II. They next emerge from 

obscurity as feudatories of the Caulukyas of Anahilavad. The 

following genealogical list of these later Abu Paramiras is given 
in an Abu inscription (V.S. 1287 =1230 A.D.)* of the time of 

Bhima II (c. 1178-1241 A.D.). 
From the sacrificial fire-pit of Vasistha on Mt. Arbuda 

1. Paramira: In that lineage 

9, Dbiamarija: Then there were 

3, Dhandhuka. 

4. Druvabhata and others: In their lineage 

5, Riuadeva 

6. Yasodhavala 

| 

7, Dbiarivarsa 
S Prabladana 

GQ, Bomasitinha 

10, Krenaraja.” 

It is difficult to see what relationship this group had with the 

line of Parnap&la, noticed above. The latter group seems to trace 

ts pedigree back to Utpalaraja of the main line and beyond him 

possibly to Kanhadadeva (Krsgaraja). It is not improbable that 

this last prince is the same as the DhOmaraja of the above list.* 

| ET, Vol. IX, pp. 25-76, V. 18; alao p. 72; see infra, DHNI, Vol. U1, chapters on 

th (aulukyas sod the (dhamanas. 

2 ET, Vol. VIET, pp. 90M, 908-19; ace infro, DHNI, Vol. Il, chapter on the 

Caulukyas, 

3 Also known ag’ Kinhadadeva, See EJ, Vol. VIII, p. 306. 

‘ Dr, Barnett sees no ground for accepting this identification; I heve tentatively 

tuggested the identification because of the similarity of the two names; dhdma and krena 

both signify darkness. 

11-—-82 
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But as I have already noticed, there is a distant possibility that 
Kanhadadeva and the present Dhimarija may be identical with 

the Adbhuta-Krsenaréja of the Vasantgadh stone-inscription. 

Dhandhuka of the Abu inscription may also be the same as the 

father of Pfiirnapila of the Vasantgadh epigraph. But without 
confirmatory evidence these suggestions must be regarded as pure 
guess. The person who really founded this line was Ramadeva, 
who may have been a relative of Krgnaraja II (c. 1060-67 A.D.) 

of the two Bhinmal inscriptions noticed above. The Kumdrapala- 

carita relates that the Caulukya king Kumiarapila suppressed the 

rebellion of Vikramasitha, the lord of Candravati, and having 
imprisoned him, installed his nephew Yasodhavala in his place.’ 

This Yasodhavala is no doubt to be identified with the prince of 

that name in the Mt. Abu inscription. He was certainly thie 

feudatory of Kumiarapila (c. 1144-73 A.D.), as he claims to have 

killed Ballala, the lord of Malava, when the latter became hostile 

to the Caulukya prince.” Thus Vikramasirmha appears to have 

been a brother of Ramadeva, and may have been placed in 

Candravati as his feudatory by Jayasirnha Siddharija (c. 1094- 

1144 A.D.). The following inscriptions of Yasodhavala are so 

far known :— 

(i) Ajahari stone-inscription.—Discovered at Ajabari in the 

Jodhpur State, Rajputana. It is fragmentary and is dated in 

V.8. 1202 (A.D. 1146) in the time of Mahdmandalesrara 

Yasgodhavaladeva. It is now preserved in the Ajmer Museum.’ 

(ii) Mount Abu inscription —Found on Mount Abu, Sirol 

State, Rajputana. It is dated in V.S. 1207 in the reign of 

Mahamapdaleévara YaSodhavaladeva.’ : 

2 Bee infra, DHNI, Vol. Tl, chapter on the Caulukyas. 

, 8 BY, Vol. VIII, pp. 212 and 216, V. 85; also infra, DHNI, Vol. II, obapter on the 

8 Ojbs, HR, 1, p.175. ASI, WC, 1911, p. 88 ; IA, LVI, p. 12 
¢ BI, Vol. IX, p. 149; ibid, Vol. XX, Appendiz, p. 43, No. 980. 
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(11) Koyalbav inscription.—Found at Koyalbav, Godwar, 
Jodhpur State, Rajputana. It is dated in V.§. 1208 in the 
reign of Jasadhavala (Yasodhavala).! 

Yasodhavala was succeeded by his son Dhardvarga, who 
claims in the Abu inscription to have defeated the lord of Kaui- 
kana, No doubt in the interest of his liege-lord the Caulukya 
Kumarapila.* According to the Parthaparakrama this Abu 
ruler also repulsed a night attack by the (Cahamana) Prthviraja 
HI] (c, 1179-98 A.D.), king of Jangala.* It is stated that up 
ly now one copper-plate and 14 stone-inscriptions bearing dates 
Irom V.8. 1220 (c. 1163 A.D.) to V.S. 1276 (¢. 1218 A.D.) 
lave been discovered for the reign of Dhariivarsa.‘ Of these the 
iollowing appears to have been noticed or published so far: 

(1) Aayadra  stone-inscription.—Found in the village of 
hayadra (16 miles from Vasa in the Sirohi State) in a roofless 
bck shed near the ruined temple of Kaéi-Vigvesvara. It is 
dated in (V.) 8. 1220 (¢. 1163 A.D.) in the reign of M.-Maha- 
mundalesgrara Dharivarsadeva, and records some grants by him 
to the god Kaétsvara.® 

(2) Abu stone-inscription (i).—Contains 14 lines, of which 
‘lines ¢ and 14 are indistinct.’ It is written in a mixture of 
Suisknit and Vernacular. It opens with Oon scasti, and then 
“ive: the date (V.) Samrat 1220 (c. 1163 A.D.) in the reign of 
M).-Mah@mandaleseara-Dbarivarsa. It probably recorded the 
grant of a S@sana by this prince granting remission of taxes, on 
the village of) Phukahali belonging to Bhatfaraka Deveévara, of 

't, Vol. XX, p. 48, No. 238. 
“#7, Vol. VILL, p. 912, V. 86; see alao infra, chapter on the Canlukyas, Whe 

wavy of the lord of Konkan wae Mallikarjuna. 
" UOS, No, 4, p. 9; aleo ibid, Introduction, p ii. 
‘11, 1987, pp. 47-48, The discovery is said to have been made by G. H. Ojbs of the 

Rasputana Museam, Ajmer, 
"1ST, WC, 1907, p. 97; sbid, 19LL, p. 89. In the absence of plates, it is nob possible 
* ‘c compare it with No. @ bat the name of the god makes me suspicious that it Tt the pame record a6 the next one, See JA, 1024, p. 51. Bhandarker seems to agree, 

TEN, Vol. XX, Appendia, p. 48, No 817, 

for tn 
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the temple of Kasigvara, by Kumhara (Kumara) Palhanadeva. 

Lines 13-14 record the grant of a field by the amdtya Sivasirnha.' 
(8) Hathal grant.—The plates were discovered at Hathal, 

Sirohi State, Rajputana. They are dated in V. S. 1237 in the 

reign of Dharavarsa, Jord of Arbuda (Abu).? 

(4) Ajahari inscription.—Found at Ajahari, Jodbpur 

State, Rajputana. It is dated in V.S. 1240 in the time of 
Dhiérivarsa-deva reigning at Candravatt.° 

(5) Mungthala inscription.—Found at Mungthala, Sirohi 

State, Rajputana. It is dated in V.S. 1245 in the reign of 

Dharavarsa-deva.* 

(6) Abu stone-inseription (ii).—This is dated in V.S. 

1265 in the time of the Caulukya Bhima II and his feudatory 
Mandalika Dh&ravarga-deva. The latter was ruling at Candra- 

vati with the Kuma@rd-guru Prahladana as the Yuraraja.’ 

(7) Abu stone-inscription (i1i).—4 lines only. It opens 

with the date (V.) Samrat 1271 (c. 1214 A.D.), and grants one 

halavaha (plough-drive) of land at the village of Savada Vrddha 
by the Mahamandalesvara Dhiariavarsa.* 

(8) Abu stone-inscription (it).—Found in a temple of 

Siva; contains 19 lines; broken in two pieces. It opens with the 

date (V.) Samvat 1274 (c. 1217 A.D.), in the reign of Dbari- 

varsa, the son of Jasadhavala (Yasodhavala). The object is 

not clear; it ‘probably records the vow of certain persons to 

1 Edited by R. R. Haldar, 1.4, 1927, Vol LVI, pp. 60-51. Now in the Hajputane 

Museum. Seems to be the same inscription as No.1. But Haldar does not refer to it as 

previously noticed in ASI, WC, 1907, under a different name. 

2 Edited by B. Shastri, /A, Vol. XLIII, p. 194. 

3 Noticed by D. R. Bhandarkar, AS!, WC, 1911, p. 3s. 

4 Noticed by D. R. Bhandarkar, slid, 1907, p. 26. 

. & Edited by Cartellieri, JA, Vol. XI, pp. 230-28. For deteiled notice of the record eee 

infra, DHNI, Vol. I, chapter on the Coulukyas (reign of Bhima I). The inscription 18 

recorded in EJ, Vol. XX, Appendiz, p. 65, No. 454 under the name Kankhai inscription. 

& Noticed by G. H. Ojbs in Annual Report, Rajputana Museum, Ajmer, 1910-11, p. 2- 

Edited by R. BR. Haldar, /A, 1227, pp. 50-57 vow in the Rajputens Museum. The insctiP- 

tion is recorded in EI, Vol. XX, Appendiz, p. 67, Mo. 468 under the name Butri inscription. 
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observe the festivity for two days on the day of Mahdaratri.’ 

(Sivaratri).? 

(9) Pindwara stone-inscriplion.—Found at Pindwara, the 

principal town of the tahsil of the same name, about 14 miles 

east of Sirohi. It is datedin (V,) Sameat 1274 (A.D. 1217), 

in the reign of Dhirivarga, son of Jasadhavala, of the lineage of 

Sri-Dhomaraja.’ 

(10) Makaval inscription-—This record is said to be en- 

graved on amarble pillar on the bank of a tank at a little 

distance from the village of Makaval in the Sirohi_ state, 

Rajputana. It is dated in V.S. 1276 (¢. 1219 A.D.) in the reign 
of Dh&ravarsa of Candravati.’ 

The inscriptions noticed above range from 1220 to 1276 

V.S., a period of 56 years (. 1163-1219 A.D.) The 

inscription No. 2 above gives us the name of Kumhara 

Palhanadeva, who must be identified with prince Prahladana, 

who according to the Abu inscription, dated in V.S. 1287, was a 

younger brother of Dbarivarga.* Another Abu inscription (6), 

dated in V.S. 1265 describes Mandalila Dharivarga as a feudatory 

of Bhima I.° This inscription, we are told, was composed during 
Dharivarga’s administration when the illustrious Prahlidana-deva, 

‘an expert in all fine arts and useful sciences, a most worship- 
ful prince, was the heir-apparent © (Sad-darsana-aralambana- 

ambha-sakala-hala-hovida-Aumdra-guru-Sri- Prahladana-dera ). 

These inscriptions therefore show that Dhiarivarsa was con- 

(emporary with no less than four Caulukya princes, from 
Numirapala (c. 1144-73 A.D.) to Bhima If (c. 1178-1214 A.D.). 

The claim of Prablidana to literary merit is confirmed by his 

' Fibted by Haldar, J4, Vol LVI. p. 61 and pl, now in the Kajputana Museum. 

* Noticed in ASI, WC, 1908, p. 48. Lo the absence of plates I cannot compare it with 

Nok, but it seems to be the same as No. 8; but Haldar does sot refer to No. 8 

\ previously ootioed under s different name. Bhandarkar seems to agree wilh me, //, 

Vol XX, Appendig, p. 67. No. 460. 

‘ Noticed by Sokthanker, 45/, Wi, 1917, p. 6. Bee also 7A, 1997, pp. 17-48; Ojha, 

WR I, p. 177, 

‘ Boo ante, DHNI, Vol. 1, p. 018, & IA, Vel. Xl, pp. 22433. 
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Vyayoga, a one-act drama, named Parthaparakrama.' I have 

suggested elsewhere that Dharavarsa is probably to be identified 

with ‘Darabars’ who with Rai Karan led the Caulukya forces 
against Qutb ud-Din in A.D.1197.* I have also discussed the 

question of the identity of the Gurjara prince who according to 

the Abu inscription of V.S. 1287 mentioned above, was defended 

by Prahladana when the former's power was broken 

in battle by the (Guhila) Samantasitiha. He was probably 

Caulukya King Ajayapala (c. 1173-76 A.D.).“ The same inscrip- 

tion, when read with another Abu record of the same date, shows 

that in 1287 V.S. (c. 12380 A.D.) Somasitnha, the son of 

Dharavarsa, was still ruling at Candravati as feudatory of 

Bhima II.‘ Another inscription of Somasititha, stated to have 

been found in a temple at Devaksetra in Sirohi State, carries his 

reign down to V.S. 1293 (c. 12s6 A.D.).° The recently 

discovered Patandrayana stone-inscription shows that the line of 

the Abu Paraméras continued for three more generations. This 

record was found at Patanariyana temple near Girvar, 4 miles 

west of Madhusudan in Sirohi. It contains 39 lines and 

opens with Ori nama: Purusottamaya. It traces the genealogy 

from Dhiaravarsa as follows :— 

1. Dhiravarsa 

2. Somasimba 

3. Krsnaraja (111) 

4. Pratipasirmha. 

It records that the Brahman Delhana, minister of No. 4 above, 

carried out the repairs of the temple (of Pata-nfriyana) during 

1 Edited by Dalal in GOS, No. IV, 1917. 

9 See infra, DHNI, Vol. Il, chapter on the Caulukyas; see aloo EI, Vol. XT, pp. 

- 99.98; TA, 1987, p. 47. The Hamire-mado-mardana of Jayasithbe states that Dhirivareé, 

. poe of the chiefs of the Maro country, helped Viradhavale against the Mlecoha-cakravart:, 

GOS, Ro. X, Tl, 8. 

 & Jafre, DHNI, Vol. 1, chapter on the Caulukyas; also 1A, 1924, pp- 100-03. 

| 4 BI, Vol, VU, p. 205. . . 

--& Hothead by Ojhs, Annual Report, Rojpatons Museum, 1911, p.7.. HR, 1, 179, fo. 8, 

ABI, WC, 1917, p- 69. 
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the years (V.) 8. 1843-1344 (c. 1286-87 A.D.). The inscription 

was engraved by Gangadeva. Line 39 contains the date (V.) 
S. 1344.’ The inscription tells us that Pratapasimha defeated 

Jaitrakarga and regained Candravati. It has been suggested 

that this Jaitrakarna is probably the Guhila Jaitrasitiha, the 
grandson of Mathanasituha and son of Padmasirhha.? The 

details of the history of Prat&épasitnha's successors are not very 

clear. But Ojha refers to a stone-inscription in the Brahmana- 

svimi (Sun) temple at the village of Varman in Sirohi, dated in 

V.5.1356 (c. 1299 A.D.) in the reign of Vaharajakula Vikrama- 
sinha,” whom he aecepts as the successor of Pratapasitiha, 

ind the last of the Paramiras of Abu.‘ An Abu inscription 

dated in V.S, 1377 (A.D. 1321) informs us that the Caihamina 

Maharajahkula Luntigadeva conquered and ruled over Candravati 
and Arbuda.’ Another Abu inscription, dated in V.S. 1387 

records repairs of a well by the Guhilaputra Mokala when Teja- 

sitiiba was ruling at Candravati.® This Tejasitinha has been iden- 

tified as the nephew of Luntiga and one of the ancestors of the 

Cahamana family who still hold Sirohi. He appears to be identical 

with the Deoda (Deora) Tejasitaha (V. 8. 1387-93 =c. 1330-1335 

A.D.), a descendant of Kirtipaila, who founded the Senigara 

branch of the Ciéhaminas at Jalor. Kirtipala, was a brother 

of the Nadol Cahamana Kelhana (V. 8. 1221-39=c. 1164-1182 

A.D.).’. It is therefore certain that between the years V.5. 

1344 and £387 (c. 1277 and 1320 A.D.) the Paramaras were 

ousted from Abu by the CAhamanas." 

1 Hdited by B. Saatri, 24, 1916, pp.gir-Se. 
1 Sbid, p. 17; e0e BL, Vol V. Appendiz, p. at, No, 280 for the two Gubila rulers, Also 

DUNT, Vol. H, enfra, chapter oo the Guhiiaputras 

3 Noticed by Subthankar, 257. IFC, 19:7, p. 73. 

‘ HR, 1, p. 180. 

8 EI, Vol TX, pp. 79 #1; see also DHNI, Vol If, chapter on the Cahamanas. 

RMR, 1996, p.9. ASWI, No. @. App. p xv, No. 89; ASI, WC, 1907, p. 28. 

’ BI, Vol. XI, pp. 78 #. See aloo DHNI, Vol. IL, enfra, p, 988; also thd, chapter on 

the Cchamanas, 

* On the biatory of @he Dévd&é (Deora) Cabaminse, who trace their descent fo the 

Cobamanss of Nadol, see JG, 1008, Vol. XXITI, pp. 90 ff. ; Ojbe, HR, I, p. 180, 
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(3) Paramaras of Banswara (Vagada).' 
* 

The existence of this branch is known from the Arthuna 

inscription of Camundaréja and a number of other records. 

The Arthuna inscription was discovered near Arthuna, a_ village 

about 28 miles to the west of Banswara in Rajputana. I[t 1s 

incised on a slab on the right side of the Sikhara of the temple 

of Mandalesvara Mahadeva, situated about a mile to the east 

of Arthuna, and contains 53 lines, opening with Om namak 

Sivaya, and two verses invoking Devi and the moon-crested god 

(Siva). Then follows the following genealogy of the Paramaras :— 

From the fire-pit of Vasistha on Arbuda 

Paramira. In his lineage : 

Vairisirnha Dambarasimha. 
: Tn his lineage ° 

Kamkadeva (Kakkadeva) 

Candapa 

Satyaraja 

Mandanadeva 

Camundariyja 

The object of the inscription is to record the foundation and 

endowment? of the temple of Mandalesa (Siva)’ by the last 

prince. It is dated in the last line in (V.) Sarnvat 1136 (c. 1080 

A.D.) ; but through a mistake in V. 86 we are told that the 

pragasti was composed by Candra of the Sadbara family when 

©4136 was elapsing since the Saka king.’ The record was 

written by Asaraja of the Kayastha race.’ 

1 The capita! of this branch appears to have been near mod. Aribuna. Aooording to 

Ojba it wae named Utthupaka: HAR, I, p. 208. 

2 For this sce Vs. 68-81, pp. 802-03 and 809-10, E/, Vol. XIV. 

3 Apperently the same temple st Arthuna where the inscription was foond. Hi, Vol. 

XIV, p. 206. 
eo 

4 First noticed by Kielborn in JA, Vol. XXII, p. 80. Then edited by Dr, Barnett in 
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An earlier inscription of the Paramaras of this branch is 

the Panhera stone-inscrip tion engraved,on a slab built into the 
wall of the temple of Mandaleévara Mahadeva at Panhera 

(Pan&her&), inf Banswara State, Rajputana. It is broken into 

3 pieces, of which the second is missing. The first 5 verses 
are in praise of Siva. It then goes on to describe the origin 

of the Paramaras from the fire-pit on Mt. Arbuda, and extols the 

ive Paramara princes of Malwa, riz., Siyaka,' Mufijadeva, 

sindhuraja, Bhoja and Jayasiroha. Then follows the following 

sencalogy of the local branch :— 

| | 
Dhanika x 

| 
bie 

x (Name lost)? 

Satyarajs 
= Rajasri 

cate, =e ae, 
Limbarija Mandalika 

The last prince, Mangdalika, was apparently a feudatory -of 
Ja\asithha. Mandalika built at Pisulikhetaka a temple of the 

god Siva known after him as Mandalegvara. The record is dated 

in‘V.)$, 1116 (¢. A.D. 1059).° 

According to the Arthuna inscription, Kamka (Kakka) died 

lighting on the side of Sri-Harga of Malava, against the king 

“{ Karnata on the banks of the Narmadi. This Harsa has 

rightly been identified with Harga-Siyaka IL (c. 940-70 A.D.) 

of the Malava line, who in the Udayapur praéastt is eulogised for 

PR Nal XTY, pp. 295-800. Ia FI, Vol. XX, Appendiz, p. 94, No. 145, Bhandarkar refers 
te iuscrption to the time of Mendansdevs. His son, Camugdarija, scoording to him, is 
Tbeulioned qe merely living when the temple was built by Magdana.' 

a The came is broken; bat it ie restored from the latter part of the inscription, RNR, 
“Nhs wp. 2.8, 

* The RMR, 1907, pp. 9-8, restores it as ‘Cagdapa’ from the Arthuna insoription. 
' Noticed jn ASE, 1916-17, pp. 19-90; aleo in AMR, 1917, pp, #3 and &/, Vol. XX, 

Anne tolir, p. 23, No. 188. ry 

I= QQ 
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taking the wealth of (the Rastrakita) Khottaga, the successor 

of Krsna III, of Malkbed (c. 940-56 A.D.). I have already 
suggested the identity of Kakka with Cacca of the Panhera in- 
scription ' because Cacca is ‘credited in the latter record with the 

same achievement and a similar death on the banks of the Reva. 
The contemporaneity of Kakka-Cacca with Harga-Siyaka II 

makes it seem very probable that Vairisitiha who stands at the 

head of the genealogical table in the Arthuna inscription, is 

identical with the first prince of that name in the MAlava line.® 

If this is so the Banswara Paramiras, like the Abu Paramiaras, 
would be a branch of the main line ruling in Lata and Malava. 
The Banswara section claimed descent from Dambarasithha, 

brother of Vairisimha. But the exact relationship between the 

former and Kakka-Cacca is unknown. The Panhera inscription 

carries back the genealogy of this branch to Dhanika, the uncle 

of Cacca who is said to have built the temple of DhaneSvara ‘as 

white as snow,’ near Mahakala (at Ujjain).* Kakka-Cacca’s son 

was Candapa who has been placed in c. 1000 A.D. by Dr. 

Barnett.‘ Nothing but vague praise is assigned to “him in the 

Arthuna inscription. He was succeeded by Satyarija who pro- 

bably flourished in c. 1025 A.D. According to the Panhera 
inscription he ‘received fortune’ from Bhoja, and fought with 
the Gurjaras. His wife was Rajasri, of the illustrious family 

of the Cahamianas. It would appear from this that he must 

have fought as a feudatory of Bhoja (c. 1010-55 A.D.), in the 

latter's struggles with Bhima I (c. 1022-64 A.D.). According 
to the Arthuna inscription Satyarija was succeeded by his son 
Limbaraja, and the latter by his younger brother Mandalika. 
This Mandalika appears to be the same as the Mandanadeva of the 
Arthuna list. The Panhera inscription shows that this Mandalika 

(Mandgana) was a feudatory of the Malwa Param&ra Jayasithha 

1 glee supra, DHNI, Vol. 1, p. 851; but the AS/, 1916-17, pp. 19-20, considers them to 

be separate, 
. & BI, Vol. XIV, p. 206, fn. 1. 

3 RMR, 1917, pp. 2-8. 

4 £1, Vol, XIV, p. 206. This name appears to have been lost in the Panbers record. 
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(c. 1055-60 A.D.). The same record tells us that Mandalika 

captured in battle the “Commander Kanha’ with his horses and 
elephants and handed him over to Jayasimha. The identity of 
this Kanba (Krgna) is however uncertain.! According to the 

Arthuna inscription Mandana was succeeded by his son Camunda- 

rija.? He is said to have ‘gloriously overcome’ one Sindhu- 

rija. Dr. Barnett rightly guessed that this Sindhuraja could not 

be identified with the Malava Paramiara of that name who ruled 

in c. 994-1010 A.D. It is not unlikely that Sindhuradja may 

here mean a king of Sind, and Camunda may have undertaken 

an expedition to the lower Indus valley, in company with some 
of his more powerful neighbours. Besides the Arthuna inscrip- 

tion noticed above, there are two other records of Camunda 
which were discovered at the same place. These two Arthuna 

mscriptions bear the dates (V.) S. 1137 (c. 1080 A.D.) and 1159 

(¢ 1102 A.D.).° Both these records are much damaged. The 

former seems to mention the name of an officer of Camundaraja 

one of whose 3 sons, Anantapala, founded a temple of Siva, pro- 

bably the same temple amongst the ruins of which the record is 
stated to have been discovered. The other is much defaced, and 
Is sald to have been found in a Jain temple.' 

The fortunate discovery of an image of Hanuman at Arthuna 
in the year 1918 has revealed the name of CAémundaraja’s son 
und successor. The pedestal of this image bears an inscription 
dated in (V.) 8. 1165 (¢. 1108 A.D.), in the reign of Vijayaraja, 

' In the Arthuna ipsersption of Vijayerdja iV.8. 1166) Magdalike is said to have 
‘ited ~indburaje, E27, XX, App., p. 20. No. 179. I bave however tentatively accepted the 
‘ies of Kielborn and Barnett. 

" See above, fo. 1, on p. ‘140. 

* Noticed in RMR, 1925, p. 2. See aleo AS/, IHU’, 1800, p. 40; ibid, 1915, p. 35, 
* Ip the Arthuna loscription of Vijayarhja (V.8. 1166—¢.1100 A.D.) Camundarija ic. 

1.1102 A.D.) i amid to have destroyed the king of Avanti in the Sthall (Vagede) country, 
EI Nol XX, Appendés, p. 90, No. 179. Thie king of Avanti wae probably the Caalukya 
ayasnube Siddharbje tc. 1004-1144 A.D.) who invaded and conyuered Malave and assumed 
the ithe Avantindtha, Bee JBRAS, Vol. XXV, 1937-21, pp. 823 &.; also DHNI, Vol. IL, 
chapter on the Caulukyas. 
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the son of Camundaraija and the grandson of Mandana. 
‘Another Arthuna stone-inscription of this king dated “in 
V.S. 1166 (c. 1109 A.D.) is preserved in the Rajputana 
Museum.” What happened to this branch after the reign of 
Vijayaraja is at present unknown. It seems likely that they 
were gradually ousted from this region by the rising power of the 
Guhilas of Mewar. The Guhila prince Samantasitha (c. 1171- 
79 A.D.), after being in turn ousted from Mewar is reported to 
have founded a principality in that portion of Vagada which is 
now known as the Dungarpur State.* 

(4) Paramaras of Jalor (Jaralipura). 

The existence of this branch is known from a stone-inscrip- 
tion dated in V.S. 1174 (c. 1118 A.D.) which is reported 

to have been discovered in a temple of Siva at Jalor, in the 
State of Jodhpur. It supplies the following list of the princes 

of this family: (1) V&kpati-raja, his son, (2) Candana, 
his son, (3) Devaraja, his son, (4) Apardjita, his son, (5) 

Vijjala, his son, (6) Dhiaravarsa, and his son, (7) Visala. 

It records that in the year mentioned above Mallaradev!, 
the queen of No. ‘, placed a golden Kalasd on the temple 
of Sindhurajesvara.* Rai Bahadur G. H. Ojha thinks that thi» 
line was an offshoot of the Abu Paramiras, and he refers 

Vakpatiraja of this inscription and Mahtpala-Devaraja of the 
Abu line to the same period. To me however it seems that the 
Vakpati of the Jalor inscription was possibly Vakpati IT (c. 974- 

95 A.D.) of the M@lava line, and thus he may be identical with 
Utpalaraja to whom the earlier Abu Paramaras trace their 
genealogy.” In that case we must suppose that after conquering 

BMR, 1918, p. 2. 
ASI, WC, 1909, p. 49; Ojhs, HR, I, p. 208. 
Thid.; see alao infra, DHNI, Vol. 11, chapter on the Guhila-putras. 
Noticed by Bhandarkar in 457, WC, 1900, p. 54; see aloo HR, I, 18% 

an This conclusion msy have to be modified after an ee 

Gut om BI, XX, Appendia, p. 81, fn. 2. ; . 
re we we 
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the Sukri valley in the Jodhpur State, Vakpati II placed another 

of his sons as his feudatory over this tract. It is possible that 
after the disastrous defeat of Bhoja (c. 1010-55 A.D.) this line 

became independent of the control of the parent branch. The 

successors of Udaydditya do not appear to have been strong 

enough to exercise control over their distant kinsmen in Marwar. 

There is no record of the history of Visala'’s immediate succes- 

sors. According to Mitad Nenst Jalor was wrested from the 

Paramaras by Kirtipaéla, a brother of the Nadol C&bamina 

Kelhana (c. 1164-79 A.D.).1 We have seen that a section of 
the descendants of Kirtipala, the Deoda Cahamanas subsequently 

ousted the Paraméras also from Abu. 

(5) Paramdaras of Kiradu (Kirdtakiipa). 

This branch is known from a stone-inscription which is 
reported to be incised on the pillar of a temple of Siva at Kiradu 

(Kiratakipa), in the Jodhpur State. The inscription is damaged, 
and bas not yet been properly edited, though a transcript of the 

inscription was published as early as 1918." Recently a summary 
of the contents of this inscription has been published by Prof. 

Bhandarkar.? Rai Bahadur Ojha‘ and Dr. Ganguly* have also 
discussed the contents of this inscription. I have already noticed 

that there seem to be differences in the readings of the various 
scholars. The inscription refers to the origin of the Paramiaras 
from the sacrificial pit on Mount Abu (Arbuda bhudhara) and 
(hen mentions the name of Maharaja Sindhuraja of Marumangala. 

Ganguly suggests his identification with Sindburaja (c. 995-1010 
A.D.) of the main line. The next name is given by Bhandarkar 

as Usala (Utpala) and by Ganguly as Ddsala. According to 

El, Vol. Xi, p. 74; x00 also supra, DHNI, Vol. TT, p. 910. 

Nahar, Join [necriptions (Jaine Lekhe Sategraha), Part I, pp. 251-63. 

El, Vol. XX, Appendiz, p. 47, No. 812. 

HR, 1, pp. 162-83. 
J BORS, Vol. XVIII, 1082, pp. 40 &. 

See eupre, DENI, Vel. O, p. 848, fn. 8 ° eo fw ae we eh 
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the former the next two names are lost. The same scholar refers 

the next name as Dharanivaraha, ‘From him Devaraja Dhaf- 

dhuka' who became ruler of Marumandala after propitiating 

Durlabharaja’ who may have been either the Caulukya (c. 1010- 

22 A.D.) orthe Cahamana prince (c. 999 A.D.) of the same 
name. Next came Krsnar&ja,? Socharaja, Udayaraja, and 

Somegvara. G. S. Ojha thinks that the Socharaéja was 
the son of the Abu Paramiara Krsna II (c. 1060-67 A.D.). 

This is not impossible but in that case there must have been 

some mistake in reading and interpreting the names before 

Dharanivaraha. The next prince, Udayaraja, whose might 1s said 

to have spread in Coda, Gauda, Karn&ta, and Malava. His son 

Somegvara appears to have been the feudatory of both the 
Caulukya princes Jayasitnha Siddharaja (c. 1094-1144 A.D.) and 

Kumarapala (c. 1144-73 A.D.). According to Prof. Bhandarkar’s 

reading Someégvara is said to have regained his lost throne in V.S. 

1193 (? c. 1141 A.D.) through the assistance of the first of these 

two Caulukya princes. Jt is not unlikely that Somesvara was ousted 

from his paternal possessions by an invasion of the Cahamanas 

under Arnoraja (c. 1139 A.D.). The inscription next mentions 

that in V.S. 1205 (c. 1148 A.D.) in the time of Kumarapala 

Someévara consecrated a temple. In V.S. 1218 (c. 1161 A.D.) 

be claims to have taken 1,700 horses and the forts of Tunakotta ° 

and Navasara‘ from the Sindhuraja Jajjaka, and made him a 

vassal of Kumarapala. We have a Kiradu stone-inscription of 

the Nadol Cahamana Alhanadeva, a feudatory of Kumiarapala, 

dated in V.S. 1209 (c. 1153 A.D.).° This shows that some 

time after V.8. 1205 he was temporarily ousted from the Kiradu 

1 Ganguly's suggestion thas Dhandhuke is s separate ruler seems pisusible. 

3 Gangoly refers to this prince the two Bhinmal inscriptions (V.8. 1117 and 1123) 

gnentioned above on pp. 911-13 as belonging to the Abu Paramfra Krypa. 

3 According to Ojha, Tamnsut (probably Tanot of the [G/J, Vol. XVI~Atlae, p- 34) 

" {mp the Jaisalmer State. 
4 According to Ojfhs, Nauser in the Jodhpur Btate. 

§ BI, pp. 172-74. 
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region and was again restored some time before V.S. 1218. 
Nothing is known about the subsequent career of Someévara 
or any of his possible successors. 

GENEALOGICAI. TABLES. 

(Dates Approximate.) 

(1) Paramdras of Léta and Mdlava (c, 888-1310). 

Paramara 

Upecdraraya. alias Krenarija 7 

Vairisimha I 

ets J 

Vakpatiraja I, alias Bappsiraja 

Vairisiriba II, alias Vajratasvamin. 

Harsa, alias Siyaka I] (Harsasirnha ?) 
(c, 948-74 A.D). 

= Vadajidevi 

ee <n 

Vakpati TH, alias, Utpalarija, 
Mufja (c. 974-905 A.D.). 
Amoghavarsa Prthvivalla- 
bha and Srivellabha = Mrna- 

we ee 

lavati. i 
Sindhurija, alias Navasiha- 
ainka (¢, 905-1010 A D.) 

| | 
Bhojadeva | ? 
(e. 1010-1055 A.D.). Udayaditya 

(c, 1060-1087 A.D.). 
Jayasimba I 

(*, 1055-1060 A.D.). 

. 
Laksmadeva Naeravarman Svamaladevi= Guhilaputre 
(aliaa Jagaddeva = (v. 1007-1111 A.D.). | Vijayasiraba 

? | =Momaladevi ° 
Yaéovarman (c, 1184-42 A.D.). Alhanadevis= Dihala 

Kalacuri 
Gaya-Karye s 
(1151 A.D.) 
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Le SELES ae oe ee a eT 
| | 

Mahdkumdra J ayavarman I ‘Ajayavarman = 
(c. 1192-1200 A.D. 0) .@ Laksmivarman 

Vindhyavarman e (1144 A.D.). 
| (1192 A.D.). = 

Subbaiavarman a 
alias Sohada. a Mahdkumdra 

5 Hariscandra 
Arjunavarman = | (c. 1178-79A.D .), 

alias Trividbavira 

(c. 1211-15 A.D.) = —— | 
(succeeded by *Devapala of Mahakumdara 
the line of the Mahdkumdras.) Udayavarman 

(1200 A.D.). 
*Devapala (succeeds 

Arjunavarman of the 
main line) 

(c, 1218-36 A.D.). 

| 
| | 

Jaitugideva (Jayasirnha II ?) Jayavarman II 
(c. 1289-48 A.D.), (also known as Jayasimhe III?) 

(c. 1256-60). 
? 

Arjuna(varman) II? 
? 

Bhoja II ? 
? 

Jayasirnhe IV ? 
(A.D. 1810) 

(2) Paramdras of Candrévati and Arbuda (c. 975-1800 A.D.). 

Kanhadedeva—Dhumaraja {Possibly the Krgnaraja of 
Vakpati II's (c. 974-95 A.D.) grants 7] 

Utpsleraje (probably the same as Vakpati II of the 
main line). 

Aranyaraja 

Vasudeva alias Adbhuta-Kranarija I. 

Dharanivaraha ? 

? 
Mahipila (alias Devaraja ?) 

f (c. 1002 A.D.). 
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I 
Dhandhuka 

| : 
Parnapails Krenaraja II 
(1042-45 A.D.). (1060-67 A.D.). 

? 

Dhruvabhata and others. 

Ramadeva Vikramasirhha ] 

Yaéodhavala (c. 1146-62 
A.D.), 

Dhiravarsa Prahladana 
| (¢. 1163-1219 A.D.). 

Somasirmha 
(c, 1230-89 A.D.). 

| 
Krenaraja ITI 

Pratipasirnha 
(1286-87 A.D.). 

? 
Vikramasimba II ? 
(1299 A.D.). 

(3) Paramdras of Banswara (Vageda). 

| 
Vairisithha Dambarasimbi 

(probably Vairisirnha I : 
of the main line). | | 

Dhanika x 

Karhksdeva (Kaki 2) 
alias Caoca, (?) 

ra 

Satyaraja 

Limbaraje 

= Rajaéri. 

Mandaltka, alice Mandans 
(c. 1059 A.D.). 

Camunderija 
| (c. 1060-1102 A.D,). 

Vijayaraja (0. 1108-09 A.D.). 
1184 
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(4) Paramdras of Jalor (Jdvdlipura). | 

has iaigiacs (probably the second prince of shat 
ei name of the main line). 

Devaraja 

Aparajita 

Vijjala 

’ Dharavarss 

Visala = Mallaradevi 
(c. 1118 A.D.). 

(5) Paremdaras of Kiradu (Kirdtakipa). 

Sindhuraja 

Usala | Utpala) or Disala (7) 

x 
(Dharanivaraha) 

Devaraja Dhandhuka ! 

Krgnaraja * 

Socharaja * 

Udayaraja 

Someévara 
(1161 A.D.). 

1 The reeding of the Kiradu inscription may possibly be 
Devarija 

Divndhuke 

Kyqperije 

3 Identified by some with the Abu Paramire Krana Ii. 
3 Gon of Aba ParamSra Erepa (1). 
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CHAPTER XV 

Tae CauLUKYAS (SOLANKIS) OF ANAHILA-PATAKA 

Unlike the history of many other dynasties which ruled in 

India during the period under survey, that of the Caulukyas’ of 

Gujarat and Kathiawar, who ruled in those regions for nearly 
three and a half centuries (c. 950-1804 A.D.), suffer from no 

dearth of materials. Not only have we numerous epigraphic 
records of these kings, but—what is more important—we have 

a number of Jain chronicles curefully registering the dates and 

incidents of each reign. Indeed, the facts are so plentiful that 

ina work like the present one we shall only have space to men- 

tion briefly the incidents of the reign of these kings, and to 
indicate as far as possible the sources whence future students 

may construct a more detailed history, the broad outlines of 

which have already been fixed by Bihler,? Bhagvanlal Indraji, 
and Jackson." 

The history of Gujarat and Kathiawar immediately before 

the rise of the Caulukyas of Anahilapataka (Anhilvad) is mainly 

connected with the general history of the Gurjara-Pratibaras of 

Kanauyj. The Una grants‘ of the Calukya feudatory Avanivar- 
man, dated in A.D. &93 and $99 unquestionably show that the 

! This is supposed by some scholsra to be " s Ssnakritised form, through an earlier form 
Cajukya, of the old names Calkye, Caikyo, Cirikya...made to harmonise with the Puranik-look- 

ing story that the founder of the dynasty sprang from the Culuke of Brahmé. The popular 

Variant of the word pestne to have been Suluki or Solahki.”’ See BG, Vol. I, Part I, p. 166. 

The eponymous founder of the family 1s named Culukya, because born in the Culuke of the 

Crestor: EJ, Vol. 1, p. 24. Compare also the forme Subksa and Sdlkis, BJ, XIV, pp. 117 

and 190, See also DHN/, Vol. 1, pp. 348 #. and fa. 2 00 p. 438. To Dr. Barnett however 

‘the connection of Canlukys and C&éjukys seews rather dubious. ° 
¥ JA, Vol. VI, pp. 1808. 

> BG, Vol. I, Part J, pp. 1568. 

' Bi, Vol. LX, pp. 1-10, 
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whole of this region, up to the southernmost part of the peninsula, 
was included in the empire of Mahendrapéla I (c. 898-907 A.D.). 
The Haddala grant’ of the Capa feudatory Dharanivaraha, indi- 
cates that Mahipala held at least Gujarat up to 914A.D. [ 
have already shewn elsewhere that the invasion of the 

_ Rastrakita Indra III (c. 915-17 A.D.) and the defeat of 

Mahipala I (ce. 914-48 A.D.) soon after A.D. 915 had very 

serious consequences for the fortunes of the Gurjara-Pratihira 
empire.” Though the Partabgarh inscription of Mahendrapala 
If, dated in 945-46 A.D., proves that the Pratihiras 

recovered their hold for some time in Malwa, there is 

enough evidence to indicate that their hold on Gujarat and 
Kathiawar grew precarious. The Karhad plates of Krsga III 
(c. 940-56 A.D.) seem to show a renewal of Rastrakita pressure 

on these provinces in the reign of his father Amoghavarga III 

Vaddiga (c. 934-40 A.D.). The statement contained in them, 

that the Rastrakiitas advanced as far as Citrakita,® seems 

to be confirmed by the recently discovered Ahmedabad plates 
(949-70 A.D.) of the Paramara Siyaka [I, a feudatory of 
Akalavarsa Krsna [LI These struggles between the Gurjaras 

and the Rastrakiitas apparently produced disorder and anarchic 

conditions in this area, suchas are always favourable to the 

rise of bold adventurers and new dynasties. The Gurjara- 
Pratihara power had been sinking since its disastrous defeats 
in the second decade of the tenth century. But the rapid 

decline of the Rastrakutas during the period (c. 956-73 A.D.) 
which followed the death of Krsna III must have indirectly 

helped the immediate rise of the Caulukyas in Gujarat. 
The Gujarat chronicles give us a rather romantic, if 

unreliable, story of this dynasty’s origin. This can be briefly 

4 JA, Vol. XTL, pp. 190-96; tbid, Vol. XVIII, p. 90. 
3 Bee DHNI, Voi. I, chapter on the Loter Gurjara-Pratthéras, pp. $80 §. 

3 Probably Chitor in Mawar, Rajputans, see DHN/, Vol. I, fn. 4 on 'p. 689. 

« PTOC, Madras, 1925, pp. 808-08; Ei, Vol. XIX, pp. 177-79, 206 @.; also guprd, 

DENI, Vel. 11, pp. 848-49. 

¥ 
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summarised as follows. The Capotkatas,' commonly known 
as Cavadis,’ ruled in Paiic&sara* in the period c. 720-956 A.D. 
During the reign of S&mantasirnha, alias Bhuvata, the last 

prince of this line, R&ji, Bija, and Dandaka, the 3 sons of 

Bhuvan&ditya, the ruler of Kalyana-kataka in Kanauj * started 
incognito in the guise of beggars on a pilgrimage to Somnath. 
On their way back they attended a cavalry-parade held by 

Samantasithha. A criticism made by Raji, on some of the 

cavalry movements pleased Samantasimha, who, taking him to 

be the scion of some noble family, gave him his sister Lflidevt 

in marriage. Lilidevi died pregnant, and the child, who was 

taken alive from his dead mother’s womb, was called Milaraja, 
hecause the operation was performed, when the Mila con- 

stellation was in power. Miularaja grew up an able and 

popular prince, and, having slain his uncle, usurpe dhis throne.® 

Though it is difficult to disentangle truth from fiction in 

this story it undoubtedly contains some elements of fact. The 

existence of the Civotakas as a ruling power in Gujarat in 

the first half of the &th century A.D. 18 proved by the Nausari 

grant of the Calukya prince Pulakesi Avanijanigraya (739 

A.D).° It tells us that sometime before 739 A.D. an army 
of the Arabs (Tajihas) destroyed the Saindhava, Kacchella, 

Saurastra, CAvotaka, Maurya and Gurjara kings, and on their 

1 Also CAvoteka. According to Bhagvaniél and Jackson, ‘connected with the — 

Cépss of Bhinmal and of Wadbwan, and are therfore of Gerjara race.” BG, Vol. I, 

Part I, p. 158. 

¥ Also aa Cauda or Caura and Cowra or Ciwara; oe AR, Vol. I, p. 121; Ras, Vol. I, 

p ay, 

1 Mod, village of that oame in Vedbiar, between Gaojarat and Catch; BG, Vol. I, 

Part I, p. 140 and fa. 3. 

‘ Apart from the city of Kanauj, Kinyakubja also eometincs signified a province. 
Bee Barah grantof Bhoja (836 A.D ) for the mention of Kanyakubja-baukti, which included 

Kalaftara-mangola: BI, Vol. XIX, p. 14, line G. A Voraval inscription, dated in 1169 A.D., 
Mentions Vip&rael (Benares) as incladed 10 Kanyskubja-vigaya; WZEM, Vol. IT, p. ty i 

lines 5-6, : é, 

© BG., Vol. I, Part I, pp. 166-67; Kumérapdle-carita, Nirnaysagar Prees, Bombay 

126.1, 18 &. 44K, Vol. 1, p. 962. 

* BG, Vol. I, Part Il, pp. 167-88 and 875, 
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way to the Deccan advanced as far as the Navasérik& country . 

(situated in Lata). The Haddala grant of Mahtpala shows 

that the Capas as a feudatory power lingered on in Hastern 

Kathiawar and Central Gujarat, till 914 A.D. The Una grants 

indicate the existence in Gujarat of the Calukya feudatories 

of the Kanauj rulers in A.D. 893 and the period preceding it. 

It is therefore not unlikely that one of these vassals who was 

connected by blood with the Calukyas of Kalyani and through 

marriage with the Pratihiras of Kanauj, overthrew the small 
Capotkata principality at Paficdsara.! This may have been 

the origin of the distorted tradition of a prince from Kalyana 

in Kanauj. But in the present state of our knowledge of 
Indian history it is unsafe to assert dogmatically that there 

could not have existed in the first half of the 10th century a 
city named Kalyana in the province of Kanauj * which was also 

the seat of a local Calukya principality. Whatever may be the 
value of these guesses, we may probably conclude that Mila- 

raja, tbe founder of the Caulukyas of Gujarat, was really the 
son of a Caivada princess who destroyed his maternal uncle and 

seized his principality at Anahilapataka.® In the inscriptions 

his father Raji is designated a Mahara@jadhiraja.‘ During the 

period under survey this title often indicated no more than 

feudatory rank,’ and it is not impossible that Raji's family, 

as well as that of his wife, were vassals of the great Gurjara- 

Pratihira empire. As I have already suggested, Milaraja 

1 The Haddala grant however gives Vardhaméne (nod. Wadhwan) as the place of 
residence of the Capa prince Dharanivarihe in 914 A.D. 

* Cf. The recent discovery ofa ‘ Kaué&mbi' in Pogdravardhana-Bhukts in Bengal ; x00 

RBI, Vol. XII, pp. 37-43. Also DHNJ, Vol. 1, pp. 383, 841, 848, ete. 
3 Sometimes in late records ‘ Anshillspatake.’ Popularly known as Agshilavida or 

Unhilpoor, mod. Patan onthe Seraswati. According to the chronicles it was founded by 

Vanarhjs, the first Cévadé king of Paficksara (c. 765-80 A.D.) and named after the ebepherd 

Agshils, who pointed out the site of the city : BG, Vol. I, Part I, p. 151. See sleo AAK, 

‘Vol. I, p. 262. 
| 4 IA, Vol. VI, pp. 191 ff., etc. 

§ Of. the Rajor stone-inscription (960 A.D.); EI, Vol. TU, pp. 268-67. Bibler accepted 

the statement of the chronicles thet Raji was s son of the king of Kansaj who reconquered 

Gujeret ; IA, Voi. VI, Pp. 188. 
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profiting by the decline in the power of the Pratihairas and the 
Rastrakitas in the second half of the 9th century carved out 

, small independent principality in the Sarasvat! valley. His 

Kadi grant tells us that he acquired the Sdrasvata-mandala by 
the prowess of his own arms.’ In the Vadnagar pragasti of 

the reign of Kumirapala, dated in 1151 A.D., we are told 

that he took captive ‘the fortune of the kingdom of the 

Capotkata princes.’ Botlr these statements tend to support 

ihe chronicles according to which Malaraja captured Anahilavada 

on the Sarasvat! from the last Cavada prince. 

According to the chronicles, Mtlaraija did not rest satisfied 

with his conquest of the Sarasvati valley, but tried to extend 

lis power in the north, west, and south. His ambition appears 
tv have brought him into conflict with his neighbours. Of 

these the two most important were the Sapadalaksfya® Raja of 

Sikambhart‘ and Barappa,® king of Lata, sometimes described as 

the general of Tailapa of Telingana.? The Raja of Sakambhar! 

hts been rightly identified with the Cahamana prince Vigraha- 

raj, for whom we have the Harga stone-inscription, dated in 

473 \.D.,’ while Tailapa was apparently the Western Calukya 

1 Nija-bhujopdrjita-Saraccata-mangala, 14, Vol. VI, p. 198, line 7, 

7 FI, Vol. I, pp. 206 and 301, V. 5. 

3 According to Bhagvhnla! Endrayi this iethe Sanskrit form of the word Siwalik, a 

rane of hills below Debra Dun, in the Saharanpur distnet, U.P. He suggested that 

the Cahrrmf&oas of Sékambharl who were known sa rulers of Ssphdalakau, may have 

org.nally come from tbe Siwalik Hills. BG, Vol. 7, Part T., p. 157, and fo. lon p. 158. 

§ Mod. Sambhar on the east bank of the lake of that name, on the bordera of Jaipur 

aod Jodhpur: BG, Vol. I, Part T, p. 168, fn. 1. The Rac (Vol. 7, p. 52) describes this 

prince as ‘the Rija of Negor, or of Sambhur, the country afterwards known as Ujmeer.’ 

© Inthe Ras (Vol. I, p. $4) the oaine is given as ‘Barap’ while the PC (p. 23) gives 

tas ‘Rarasa.’ According to Bhagvanlal the name ‘Dvirappa’ of ‘Dedéraya’ is the 

Sanekritieed form of 'Barappa. BG, Vol, t, Part I, p. 159, fa. 1. 

® Inthe Roz (Vol. 1, p. 52), the name is given as * Telip the sovereign of Telingana.’ 

ID the J" tp. 28) * the monarch that ruled over the Telinga country.’ The stetement of 

he Suketa-eatektriana, that Tailapa was a general of the king of Kanauj, is apparently 

‘mistake, But eee 2A, Vol. XIT, pp. 196 &. ° 

‘ El, Vol, Tl, pp. 119. The inecription is eleo sometimes known ss Haras 

Inscription, 

I—36 
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of that name who ruled from c. 973 to 997 A.D.’ The existence. 

of a Caulukya prince in Lata named Barappa is revealed by the 
Surat grants? of Kirtiraja (c. 1018 A.D.) and Trilocanapala 

(c. 1051 A.D.) which gives us the following list of their 

predecessors. 

Caulukys......married a princess of the Rastrakits king 
: of Kanau). 

Nimbarka 

Barupps® mans obtained Lata-deéa 

. Goggirajat...... Mandalika-tilaka, 

Kirtiraja (Saka 940)... Mahdmandaleévara. 

Vatsarija 

Trilocanapala (Saka 972) 

As Kirtiraja (1018 A.D.) isthe 2nd in lineal descent from 

Barappa, we can safely assign him to the 7th decade of the 10th 
century A.D. He was therefore a contemporary of Taila IJ, 

and must have been appointed by him as his feudatory to guard 

the ‘ Baroda gap,’ one of the main gateways to the South. We 

are told by Merutuiga that Milaraja was attacked simultaneous- 

ly by Barappa and the ruler of Sakambhari, and that, unable to 
resist them, he took shelter in the Kantha-durga.* Bibler found 

a confirmation of this statement in the Kadi grant, dated in 987 

.A.D., which tells us that Milar&ja resembled ‘ Tryambaka (Siva) 
since he took up his residence on a mountain, just as the god 

dwells on the Mount (Kaildsa).”. As Anahilapataka, ‘the resi- 

1 BO, Vol. i, Part 11, table facing p. 428. 

$ WZKM, 1693, Band VII gp. 88-89 ; JA, Vol. XTT, pp. 196-905. 

3 Bomnetimes written ‘ Vir: »pa'; see also ante, DHNI, Vol. IT, p. 987, fa. 5. 

§ Sometimes read as Gotgirhis. Identified by Dhruva with the ‘Oaulukys noble Go))i- 
rhja’ whose daughter Nayiyslla was married by the Yédava king Tesuka of Chandod: //, 

Vol. XII, p. 200. 

5 On its strategic importance see my Notes on War, JL, 1027, Vol. XIV, pp. 19-16. 

* PC, p. 23. The fort ofKanthé is identified with mod. Kanthkot in the Bastern 

Vigag division of Kachh ; JA, Vol. VI, p. 184. 
1 Pryembeke iva vikitacelésreyah. 14, Vol. VI, pp. 188-66 ead 198-02, lines $8. 
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dence of M@lardja, was situated in an entirely flat sandy country, 

and not even within fifty miles of any hill,’ the inference might 

be made that the pragastikara ‘ in his anxiety to find points of 

resemblance between his patron and the various gods, found 

nothing more to the purpose than Mdlaraja’s temporary stay on 
the hill of Kanthé, which he boldly compared to Siva’s residing 
on Kail&sa.’ 

There are some differences in the accounts of the chronicles 

of the Caulukyas and the Cahamanas about the results of this 

war. The Hammira-Mahdkavya of Nayacandra tells us that the 
Cahamana Vigraharaja killed Milardja of Gujarat and conquered 

his country.’ The Prabandha-cintaémani on the other hand, 

while giving Miilaraja no credit for victory over the Caéhamana 

prince, tries to give the impression that the latter was persuaded 

or compelled to retire by the former's bravery and diplomacy.’ 

As Bhagvanlal Indraji concluded Jong ago, truth may le midway 

between the two statements. As the Gujarat chronicle represents 

Milaraja as visiting the Cahamana’s camp and saying to him 

‘vou should keep quiet and not give me a side-blow’ while he 

was punishing BArappa, it seems likely that the Caulukya king 

was really defeated, but on his submission the Cahaména prince 
did not press his advantage.’ In these circumstances the state- 

ment of the Gujarat chronicles that Barappa was defeated and 
killed by Milar&ja, seemed improbable to Bhagvanlal and 

Jackson. But the statement of the Deyasraya that Milaraja 

and his son C&émunda crossed the river Scabhravatl,‘ the southern 

boundary of his dominions, and, entering |.Ata, defeated and 

killed Barappa,’ seems to gain some support from the Surat grant 
of Trilocanapala mentioned above." This inscription describes 

174, Vol, VT, p. 59. 

7 Pe), pp. 9625 ; BG, Vol. 1, Part 1, p. 158. 

1 find, p. 159. 

‘ Modern Babarmats. 

* According to this authurity the Caulukys army advanced ss far ae Bhrrukacche 
[Broach), and Barapps was killed by CAmugda in single combat, 14, Vol IV, p. LL. 

® Bee ante, DHNI, Vol. 0, p 988. 
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Goggiréja, Barappa’s son and successor, as the ‘first home of the 

family...who relieved his own land like a greater Visnu, the land 

that was seized upon by powerful enemies like demons.’ ' It may 

well be that the demon-like enemies of this passage were the 

Caulukyas, who defeated his father and seized Lita, ‘ his own 

land.’ The Bijapur stone-inscription of the Rastrakitas of 

Hathundi seems to contain another reference to Milaraja’s 
wars.” We are there told that the Rastrakiita Dhavala (c. 960- 

80 A.D.) gave shelter to the ‘lord of the Gurjaras’ when Mui- 

jaraja (c. 974-92 A.D.) had destroyed Aghata, the pride of Meda- 
pata.” It has been already suggested that this prince of the Gur- 

Jaras was probably Milaraja. If this identification is accepted, 

this would afford a prvof of the struggle of the Caulukyas with 
the Paramaras, and give us sume idea of the extension of Miala- 
réja'8 dominions towards the east. 

Amoagst the other wars of Mularaja referred to by the chro- 

nicles, only two deserve our serious attention. One of these was 

his war with Laksaraja,* the king of Kaccha.” Merutunga tells us 

that this prince was the son of Phulada and Kamalata, the daughter 

of a Paramara king called Kirtiraja.° Laksarija, ‘owing to the 

boon of Yagoraja,’ whom he had propitiated...was altogether in- 

vincible. He repulsed eleven times the army of king Mularaja.’ 

But in the twelfth encounter Milaraja besieged him at Keapilakoti, 

killed him in single combat, and trod on the flowing beard of his 

1 7A, Vol. XII, p 298, Va. Vi, 

2 El, Vol. X, pp. 17-24. 

3 See my chapter ou the Adgtrakufas of N. indda, UHANT, Voi. I, p. 561, Agbita us 

mod. Ahar, near Udsipor station, in Medapata (mod Mewar). 
4 Also called Lakga, Laséha and [d&khaka ; ace Pt, pp 27, 28, 150: taken to belong to 

the Sumra tribe ; BG, Vol. I, Part I, p. Iti, 

6 Mod. Catch. 
6 Not yet identified But this supplies additional evidence of the hostilities between 

MGlar&ja and the Paramiras. Could he be « relative of Mubja? 

7 Bhagvanlal mentions him as ‘ King Yaéovarman of Malwa.’ BG, Vol. I, Pert I, 

p. 160. Bat Tawney's Traos. of the PC doea not connect Yaéorbjs with Malws. Yeto 

varman of Malwa ruled ¢. 1134-42 A.D. 
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foe.’ If there is any foundation of fact in this story, these 

hostilities may have begun long before the joint invasion of the 
Lata and Sékambhari kings. For Milaraja’s retirement on that 

occasion to Kanthkof shows that he was already master of 
Kastern Cutch. 

The Dvydaéraya gives a somewhat different description of the 

death of this ruler of Cutch. In this work Hemacandra connects 

Milarija’s struggles against the ruler of Cutch and the Abbira? 

chieftain of Saurastra® into one episode. He gives us the 

following account of Griharipu, the ruler of Sorath. He lived at 

Vamanasthali,® a city resplendent with the flags of Hanuman 

and Garuda, and at Durgapali.’ He ate the flesh of animals and 

drank spirituous liquor. The ‘ Mleccha’ hunted in Revataeala 

and slew deer at Prabhasa® which should not be slain. He took 

the flesh of cows, despised the Brébmans, and killed the pilgrims 
going to Prabhasa. He was rich and powerful, and once 
compelled the Raja of Sindhu-deéa to pay him tribute. He was 

in close alhance with the powerful Lakha of Kaccha-deéa and 

also with the Turks and other Mlecchas. We are then told that, 

being asked by Somanatha (Siva) in a dream to destroy (rraha- 
ripu, MOlardja, though on good terms with the Abbira ruler, 

marched against hin. In the struggle that followed Graharipu 
4 

1 oP, 27-26 The Vastnpala-Tejahpdia Prasasts of Jayasithhn (GOS, No. X, Appendix 

lp 50 , Va 5-6) alno teila us that Molerbé'a humbled the chief of Kaccha 

Y Thia family, aecording ( Bhagvanlal Indray and Jackson, belonged tothe Cugasama 

tribe, who settled in Sind sod Kathiawar between ¢. 920 and SMO A.D. ° The Cad&ssamas 

are till eornmonty called Ahera-rands (BG, Vol. 1, Part 1. pp. 187, 139, ete). This iden- 

Hification is eupported by the fact that we have a number of inscriptions of the COdisamés in 

Vanthah in Junegath, which waa the capital of the Abbira chieftern : sce ARB, pp. 176, 

Vib 79, 816-17 and 308-05; ASW, Vol J], pp. 159-64. For the close connection of the 

Abturas with the Saminas of Sind, see BG, Vol 1, Part Ip 38. alao EMiot, Vol. 1. 

' 2 Hoth the Abbirns and Sanmas were beel-esters; ece also DHNTJ, Voi. 1, p. 38. 

* Sometimes ‘ Rorath,” /4, Vol. 1V, p 73. Mod. Sorath in the south of Kathiawad. 

* Mod. Vaothals, 0 miles west of Junagarti; JA. Vol. IV, p. 73, fo.; BG, Vol. I, Part 
1, p. 160, 

* Identified by Bbagranlel with mod. Junagarh. 
* Mod. Somnath Patan, also called Veravel. 
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D Went was taken prisoner, and Lakh’ was killed. 

to Prabhasa and worshipped the liaga at Scimandthe,? . 
There is no epigraphic support for Hemacandra’s accoun; 

of this war of Malaraja. The latter's pilgrimage to Somanatha 
however is supported by Merutuiga who tells us that Milarija 
went ‘‘every Monday on a pilgrimage to Some$varspattana,? out 
of devotion to the god Siva, and Somandtha was so pleased with 
his devotion that after informing him of his intention, he came 

to the town of Mandali. The king caused there to be built the 
Milesvara temple.’’ Biibler has pointed out that this Milesvara 

is evidently to be identified with Mulanithadeva to which 

Milaraja assigned the village of Kamboika by his Kadi grant, 
dated V.S. 1043." 

Jayasitnha’s Vastupala-Tejahpala Praéasti supplies us with 

a fact which may indicate that Mularaja waged war with yet 

another power. He tells us that the Caulukya prince was always 
waited upon by 36 Raja-kulas, and that he ‘ put to agitation 

the Sindhuraja.’ * It 1s difficult to identify this ruler of Sind - 

but he may have been one of the later members of the Habbari 
dynasty of Mansiira (c. 912-76 A.D.).' 

Of the time of Milaraja we have the following published 

records : 
(1) Baroda grant.—Found in the possession of @ man at 

Patan (Anabilavada). It records a grant of ‘ a plough of land’ 
to Vacchakacarya in Paladjya-grama in the Gambhata-vigaya, on 

the occasion of a solar eclipse in V.S. 1U3U (c. 974 A.D.). The 

donor was Milaraja, the Ditaka the Mahdsandhivigrahtka Sri- 

Jays.° 
(2) Kadi grant.— Found lying in the Gaikvadi Kacheri at 

Kadi, the chief town of the Uttara Mahals. It contains 22 lines, 

incised on two plates. The inscription opens with a description 

1 JA, Vol. IV, 72-77. 

$ This is also found in Balacundra’s Vasanto-c:lasa (GOS, No. VIL, 1917), 10, 6. 

4 JA, Vol. VI, pp. 101 ff. ; sbid, p. 184. 4 GUS, No. X, Appendix, pp. 58 ff., Ve. 5- 

5 See DHNI, Vol.1,p. 98.  § Noticed by H. H. Dbruvs, WZKM, Vol. V, p. 3”. 
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of the donor's pedigree. Then we are told that M.-Raji-sutah- 
Caulukikdnoayo M.-Milardja, while residing at Anahilapataka, on 

the occasion of a solar eclipse in (V.) Samat 1043 (c. 987 A.D.), 

granted Ardhastama of Modhera in the village of Kamboika to 

the illustrious Milan&tbadeva, established at Mandali, in the 

Varddbi-vigaya. Before making the grant the king worshipped 

Rudramahalaya. At the end of the first plate there is a figure 

of a sitting bull.’ 

(3) Balera grant.—Found in the possession of a Brahman 

at Balera, in Sanchor district, Jodhpur State. It contains 21 

lines, incised on two plates. The inscription opens with the 

date (V.) Sarnvat 1051 (c. 995 A.D.). We are then told that on 

that date Pb.-Mf.-P.-Milarajadeva, from Anahilapataka, granted 

the Varanaka-grama in the Satyapura-mandala to the illustrious 

Dirghicirya, son of Durlabhicarya, who had come from 

Kanyakubja, on the occasion of a lunar eclipse. The donor 

worships the Ambika-pati (Siva), The grant was written by the 

Kayastha Kaficana. The Diutaka was the mahattama Sivardja.” 

The three inscriptions noticed above give us dates from 974 

to 995 A.D., a period of 21 years. According to Merutunga, 

however, Mialaraja ruled for 55 years. This author gives V.5. 

993 as the date of Milaraja's accession, and V.S. 1050 for that 

of his son Cimunda.* This would actually give the former a 

re.gn of about 57 years (c. 937-394 A.D.).4 The Vic@ragrem 

of the same author however gives the reign-period of this 

prince as 35 years extending from 1017 to 1052 V.S. 

1 Edited by Babler, 74, Vol. VT. pp. 191-93. Note the form Caulukikdneaye. 

? First noticed in 1891 by Dhrove, IWZKM, Vol. V, pp. 300-01, and thea by Devi Prasad 

10 J49B, 1898, p. 168. Finally edited by Sten Konow, E/, Vol. X, pp. 76-70. The editor in 

bis introductory remarke accepts the evidence of he Deoli and Karhad plates of Eregs bagi 

(A D 40655) as proof of MOlar&ija's war wth the Kalscuris. For ea different interpretation 

tee 11) chapter on the Later Gurjara-Pratiharas, DHNI, Volt. T. pp. 688-89. 

SPC, pp. Band . The text of the different M98. of Merutubge’s work must be 

corrupt. For the BG, Volt. I, Part I, p. 162. gives the dates from Merututga ss V.8. 998 

(A.D. 942) to 1088 (4.1. 907). T follow Tawney's English version of the text. 

‘The AAK (Vob. It, p. 980) gives the reign-period as 56 years. The MA. (Trans, by 

Bird, London, 1698, p. 148) aleo gives 66. 
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(A.D. 961-96). As we have no dated record of the reign of 

the next king, we cannot verify the statement of this chronicle ; 

but its moderate estimate of the reign-period seems to be more 

consistent with the fact that Mularaja could scarcely have been 

a young man when he overthrew his uncle’s power. But the 

recently discovered Sambhar inscription of Jayasitaha which gives 

V.S. 998 (c. 941 A.D.) as the date of Milaraja seems to indicate 

that he really reigned for more than half a century.’ 
The period of about 25 years (c. 996-1022 A.D.) which 

intervened between Milaraja’s death’ and the accession of Bhtma 

I, was inglorious. No epigraphic record has so far been 

discovered for the reign of any of the princes that ruled during 

this period, and we depend mainly on the chronicles for the 

incidents of their reigns. According to the Prabandha-cinta 

mani, Milaraja was succeeded by his son Caimunda in 1050 V5. 

He reigned for about 13 years, and was succeeded by Vallabha- 

raja in 1065 V.S. This king after investing the fortress of 
Dhara in the country of Malava, died of small-pox.® He ac- 

quired the titles “‘subduer of kings, as Siva subdued the god of 
Love.’’ (Rdaja-madana-Sankara) and ‘‘ Shaker of the world "’ 
(Jagajjhampana). He reigned only for five months and twenty- 

4 

nine days.° Then Durlabharaja was crowned king in 1065 V.5. 

t JBRAS, Vol. YX, p. 155. I have a suspicion that what Bhau Daji calle Merutadga’s 

Theravali (Sthariracali) avd Bhagvantal Vicdrasreni may be the same work. Or is the former 

a separate chapter of the Viedrasreni ? BG, Vol. J, Part I, p. 162. 

2 JA, 1929, pp. 234-36, V. 9. 
3 Ibid. The Dryaéraya says Milara's ‘mounted the funeral pile’ on the banka of the 

Sarasvati. Does it mean that he committed svicide, like some other Indian princes of this 

period ? 

4 PC, p 29, gives V.S 1055 as the dste which marked the end of the reign of 

Camunds, and then gives 1065 as the date when Vallabharéja assamed the sovercignty. | 

think 1055 is a mistake fur 1065. See the Text (Sanskrit) of the work. (Ed. by Rima- 

capdra Dinap&Stha, Bombay, 1888, p. 48) where also the same dates are repeated. 

5 Gili-rogena. The Drydéraya has‘ the disease called Sitala,’ A, Vol. IV. p. 112. 

His fight with Malava is also found in the Kirts-koumudi (IT, 11) and Sukrta-satekirtans. 

(ii, 18). See BI, Vol. I, p. 294. 

¢ The BG, Vol. I, Part 1, p. 162 ssye that the PC gives Odmunde a reign of 6 

months, This must bes mistake: nee IA, Vol. VI, p. 184, where Babler rightly sesigo* 

@ months to Vallabbarajs. 
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He built a palace of seven storeys and a clock tower at Pattana 

and a temple of Madana-sankara for the welfare of his brother 

Vallabharaja. He reigned 12 years, and then in V. 8. 1077 ' 
established on the throne his brother’s son, Bhima.? The 

Vicdrasrent * by the same author gives the list of Mdlaraja’s 

successors as follows: his son Vallabharaja 14 years, V.8. 

1052-66: his brother Durlabha, 12 years, V.S8. 1066-78. 

According to the DveyaSraya, Milaraja was succeeded by 
Camupda, who had 3 sons, riz., Vallabharija, Durlabharaja, 

and N&garaja. ‘“‘Once on a time Camundaraja, inflamed by 

sensual passion did wrong to his sister Cacinidevi; to expiate 

this sin he placed Vallabbar&ja on the throne and went on a 

pilgrimage to Varanasi. By the way the Raja of Malava 
plundered bis umbrella and other insignia of royalty.* Camunda 
laving accomplished his pilgrimage, returned to Pattana” and 
asked his son to punish the Malava prince. Vallabha started on 

his expedition to Malava but died on the way (A. D. 1010). 

Camunda thereupon seated Durlabha on the throne and retired 

ty Sukla-tirtha, on the Narmada, where he died. Durlabha 

married bis sister to Mahendra, the king of Maru-desa.’ He 

and his brother also married respectively Durlabhadevi and 

another princess, the two sisters of Mahendrarija. According 

to Hemacandra, Durlabhadevi was won by Durlabha in a 

Stayamvara; but to retain possession of the princess he had 

tu fight @ number of other claimants, amongst whom were the 

1 PC, pp. 20-80. Bibler bowever gives the date &s §. 1058 wrongly for 1078; see 

{A, Vol, VI, Pp. 185. 

1 The BG, Vol. I, Part 1, p. 168 says that the text of this Work mentions Bhims as 

the sou of Durlabhs, But Tawoey's version gives the relstioastap as nephew. 

} Or Therdeali ? 
' The BG (Vol. I, Part I, p. 162) mentions the name of the Malava kings as 

Mutia But this does not ooour in the text. Bhagvental probably bes taken the name 

rom the very similar story given in the  (p. 38) 10 connection with the pilgrimage of 
Durlatha to Benates. 

Also called king of Nedvie-deds (1.¢., Neddila-deta). He is certainly the Neqqale 
(Nadoi) Céhamdnsa Mahendra (c. 1080 A. D) Bee infra, DHNI, Vol. II, chapter on the 

“ihaminas, Also BI, Vol. IX, p. 69 f.; Vol. XI, p. 68,8. 

Y= 36 
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-kings of Anga, Kasi, Avanti, Cedi-dega,' Kuru-deéa, Hiina-deda, 

Mathura, and Vindhya.* At last Durlabha abdicated his throne 

in favour of his nephew, Bhima, the son of Nagaraja, and with 

Nagaraja ‘made Svargavasa at Pattan.’ * 
To this account we may add the following details found in 

the inscriptions of their successors, and Muslim sources. The 

Vadnagar prasasti of the reign of Kumarapala (V.8. 1208)' 

tells us that Malar&ja was succeeded by CAmunpdaraja. ‘* Inhal- 

ing even from afar the breeze, perfumed with the ichor 

of his (Camunda’s) excellent elephants, the illustrious 

Sindhu-raja fled together with his own elephants that were 

cowed by the smell of (their opponent’s) rut, and vanished in 

such wise that even all trace of the fame of that prince was 

lost.’ ® This statement is not incredible in view of the fact 

that Sind formed the western border of the Caulukya kingdom. 

If there is any truth in this statement, we must assume that 

Camunda by his hostility to the Sind rulers merely carried on 

the policy laid down by his father.’ It is however difficult to 

identify this ruler of Sind. I can only suggest that be was 

probably one of the local rulers of Mangia who may have ruled 

there between the Habbari dynasty and the Sumras.’ Abu’l- 

1 Wrongly given in JA, IV, p. 112, as ‘ Vaidi-deds.’ 

3° Wrongly given in IA, IV, p. 112, as Andhra-deds. 

3 Text (ed. by A. V. Katbavate), pp. 4432. ; see aloo JA, Vol. FV, pp. 111-14. Bhag- 

vanisl sees in this story of the voluntary joint death of the two brothers the hidden hand o! 

Bhims; see BG, Vol. I, Part I, p. 168. 

¢ EI, Vol. I, pp. 2038. 

& Ibid, pp. 297 and 802, V. 6. Kielborn st first took Sindhur&je to mean king of 

find, bat later on in the ‘Errata and Corrigenda’ (sbtd, p. 481) seid ** possibly the king of 

Sind but more probably Siodburaje of Milva."" As Mufija seems to have died some time 

between 904 and 997 A. D. (ibid, p. 228), there is no inherent impossibility in Sindbura)s 

of M&lava being « contemporary of Oimapgs. Bat in view of the fact thet Malarija s/s 

fought with s Sindhurija I prefer his former view. See also the Arthuna stone inscription 

of Paramira Cimupdarsja (A. D. 1080) where Sindburijs must be taken to mosn ‘prince 

of Bind.’ See EI, Vol. XIV. The Kumdrapate-carita ssys thet Cimugda killed Sindhura}s 

ia battle; see I, 31. 

8 See above, p. 947. 

1 See DHNI, Va. 1, p. 9. 
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Vag! assigns to CAmunda a reign of 13 years, but the Mrrat-- 

Ahmadi gives the figure as 12 years and four months and 2 

days.' In view of this approximate agreement of the Hindu 

and Muslim chronicles we may assign to Camunda a:reign of 12 

or 13 years and place him c. 996-1009 A.D. 

According to the Vadnagar pragasti Camunda was succeeded 

by his son Vallabharaja. He ‘astonished the circle of earth 

hy his bold deeds. Densely dark smoke, rising from the empire 

of the Malava king (Mdlava-bhipa-cakra) who quaked on 

hearing of his marching, indicated the spread of the fire of his 

anger.’ According to Abu'l-Fag] ‘ Balabha' reigned for 6 

months,® while ‘Aly Muhammad Khan assigns him a reign of 
7 months. As his war with Malava is confirmed by both 
literary and epigraphic tradition we may accept it as real. The 
ruler of Malava is probably to be identified with Sindhuraja 

(c. 997-1010), the brother of the Paramara Munya. The support 

of the Muslim tradition seems to indicate that the Hindu 

chroniclers were right in assigning a short reign to Vallabha.' 

The fact that he died so soon and was succeeded in the course 

of the same year by his brother Durlabha, seems to explain the 

otnission of hig name in some of the later Caulukya inscriptions.‘ 

We shall not therefore be far from the truth if we assume 

that Durlabha ascended the throne c. 1009-10 A.D. The only 

1 14K, Vol. 11, p. 900; BHG, p. 27. MA, Trans. by Bird, p. 148. Text edited by 

Nawal Ali, Baroda, 1928, Vol. J, p. 90. Abu'l-Pagl and ‘All Mabammad Khin make 

Gimand ( diele }, oF Jitmmand ( divele ) the contemporary of Mabmid of Ghasni when 

he invaded Rompath. This ie evidently a mistake; for epigraphic records and the Kém#l 

Eliot, Vol. I, p. 249) show that the Canlokys ruler at that time wae Bhima (1). 

1 KI, Vol. I, pp. 997 and 902, V, 7. 
SAAK, Vol, IZ, p. 980. 
‘MA, Text, p. 90, Trans., p. 148; also BHG, p. 27. This text spells the name as 

Balya (lb), 

5 The Vicdra-érepi ie obviously wrong when it omite Cimupda and sesigns Vallabba 14 
}tare sdding the 18 years of bis predecessor to the 6 months of bis reign. 

. ° Of Bhima II (¢. 1278-1941 A.D.), see 14, Vol. VI, pp. 106-06. Another reason of the 

—— may be dus $o the fact thet bis father Cimugds may have besn living when be 
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interesting fact mentioned about this king is contained in the 

statement of the Vadnagar prasastt that he caused ‘the destruc- 
tion of the Lata country.’ ' The chronicles of Gujarat generally 
credit Milaraja I with a conquest of the Lata country. But 
the existence of the Lita princes even after the death of Milaraja 
has been revealed by the Surat grant of Kirtiraja (dated in A.D. 

1018),° who must have been ruling in Lita when it was invaded 

by Durlabha. That Durlabha did not succeed in completely 
destroying the Caulukya principality of Lata is proved by the 
Surat grant of Trilocanapala (A.D. 1051), the grandson of 
Kirtiraja.° The A’in-i-Akbari assigns to Durlabha a reign of 11 

years and 6 months, while the Wirat-i-4madi gives him only 8 

years. As Hemacandra and Abu’l-Fagl nearly agree in assign- 
ing him a period of about 12 years we may refer him to the 

period c. 1010-22 A.D.’ 
According to all our sources, literary and epigraphic, 

Durlabha was succeeded by his nephew Bhimadeva, the son of 
Nagaraja. The following epigraphic records are known for his 

reign : 

(1) Radhanpur grant.—Procured from the Radhanpur Durbar 

in North Gujarat. Its find-spot is unknown. It contains 23 

lines incised on two plates. The inscription opens with the date 
Vikrama Samvat 1086 (A.D. 1020). It then drecors that 

M.-Bhitmadeva, from his residence at Anahilapataka after 

1 Lar(t ?)a-vasudha-bhaftja, EI, Vol. I, pp. 297 and 308, V. 8. Note aleo the etatement 

in the ssme verse, that he ‘was not easily accessable to the wives of other men,’ aod 

compare it with Kumdrapdla-carita, 1, 83-34, which seeme to shew he really took another's 

wife by force. 

3 Bee above, DHNI, Vol. II, p. 988. 

3 Ibid. 
4 AAK, Vol. I, p. 260; MA, Trans, p. 148; sbid, text, p. 29. BHG, p. 27. Io the Mus 

lim acooant he is wrongly stated to be the nephew of Vailabha. The MA spelle the name o¢ 

Dela (39), perbaps representing the Prakrit D6ishs (iy) é 

6 As Mufije was certainly dead by the year 997 A.D. the story of PC (pp. 29-80) which 

makes Durlabhs s contemporary uf Mo&ja is wrong. His date for the soosssion af Bhima, 

V.6, 1077 (c. 1001 A.D.) may aleo be inscourate. The Theréeali giv 0 this dete as V8. 

1078. 
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worshipping Bhavani-pati (Siva), granted the village of Mansira, 

situated in the Ghadahadika-dvddasa in the Kaccha-mandala, to 
the Bhatt@raka Ajapila. The Dzataka of the grant was 

Mahasandhivigrahika Canda Sarman, and it was written by the 

Kayastha Vatesvara.' 
(2) Mundaka grant.—Found together with five other grants 

in the possession of the widow of the late Dr. Gerson Da Cunha. 

Its find-spot is unknown. It is incised on two plates of copper 

held together by a ring of the same metal. It records the grant 

of eleven plough-measures of land in the village of Mundaka 
which was included in the Visaya of Vardhi, to the Brahman 

Vasudeva, son of Balabhadra, by M.-Bhimadeva, at Anahila- 

pataka, in V. 8. 1086 (A.D. 1030).? 

(3) Bombay Royal Asiatic Society’s grant.—Deposited in 

the Library of the Bombay branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. 
‘There is no information as to where it was originally found. It 

contains 16 lines, incised on two plates. It opens with the date 

(V.) Samrat (40)93 (A.D. 1036),® and tben records that the 

donor of No. 2, from Anahilapataka, having worshipped (Siva) 

the lord of Bhavani, granted one plough of land in the village 
of Sahasaciin&é in Kaccha-mandala to the Brahman Govinda. 

The writer and the Ditaka of the grant are the same as in 

No. 1.! 

(4) Abu stone-inscription.—Incised in the Vimala temple on 

Mount Abu, in the Sirohi State, Rajputana. It 1s ‘ a short 

inscription of a minister of the Caulukya Bhimadeva I,’ dated in 
V.8. 1119 (A.D. 1062). 

1 Fdiled by Bibler, /.4, Vol. VI, pp. 193-04; eee also BJ, p. 194. Cf Mangiirah in Sind, 

2 Notioed in 4S7, WC., 1920, p. 54. For text and translation eee JBRAS, Vol. XX, p. 49. 

1 The date is given as 98. Fleet took 11 to be Simha-Sachvat 93 (A.D. 1207), and 

referred :t to Bhima 11; /4, XVITI, pp. 108-09. Biahbler first (/.4, Vol. VI, p. 185) took it to 

be acase of omsfted Awndreds. Bat eee Fleet in 74, Vol. XIX, pp. 853-54. 

4 First noticed in e Gujarati History of Cutch (p. 17); 000 1A, Vol. VI, p. 185 fo. It 
Was edited by Fleet ia 74, Vol. XVIII, pp. 108-10. But he took it to be a grant of Bhima 

1. I think Haoltsech, BObler, Bhagvanis! Indraj:, sod Jackson were right in taking the 

Brent to belong to Bhima 1. The fact that the names of the Mesdele, the Ditoks and the 
writer are the same as in No. (1) seems to be conclusive. 

© Noticed by Kielhora in BJ, Vol. IX, p. 168, 
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The dates in these four inscriptions range from c. 1029 to 
1062 A.D.’ According to Merutunga, Bhima I ascended the 

throne of Anahilapataka in V.S, 1077? or 1078.% As both 

the Hindu and Muslim chronicles allot to him a reign of 42 
years ‘ we may with some certainty assign him to the period ce. 

1022-64 A.D. The Prabandha-cintémani supplies us with some 

details of the relationship between him and his contemporaries, the 

Paramiara Bhoja (c. 1010 1055 A.D.) and the Kalacuri (Laksmi)- 

Karna (c. 1041-70 A.D.). We are told that at first ‘a league of 

friendship subsisted ’ between Bhima and Bhoja. But the peace 

was broken through the hostile activities of Bhoja. The first 

invasion of Gujarat by Bhoja was diverted to the south against 
Tailapa by the intrigues of Damara, Bhima’s minister of peace 

and war.’ But the second time, when Bhima had marched to 

conquer the ‘ country of Sindh,’ Kulacandra,® Bhoja’s commander- 

in-chief, swooped down upon his capital Anahilapataka ‘ sacked 

the august city, and having caused cowries to be sown at the 

gate of the clock-tower of the palace, extorted a record of vic- 

tory’ (Jaya-patra). Jn retahation Bhima sent soldiers into 

the country of his enemy and once very nearly caught him 

when the latter was worshipping his family goddess in a temple 

in a suburb of the city of Dhara. Bhima however could not 
achieve any material success against Bhoja, till the latter incurred 

the hostility of the Dahala king Karna. The latter attacked 

Bhoja, in company with 136 princes, ‘ and at the same time he 

invited Bhima to attack the country of M&lava in the rear, promis- 

ing him the half of Bhoja’s kingdom. Then king Bhoja, being 

attacked by those two kings, lost his pride, as a snake, overcome 

1 Mt. Abo Vimale temple inscription of V.8. 1878, contains » date for Bhima I, We are 

told thet the temple of Rsaths was founded in V.8. 1088 (c. 1061 A.D.) by a certain Vimale 

who bad been sppointed Dagdepati at Arbuds by Bbhimadeva (1), see B/, Vol. IX, p. 149. 

* PC, p. 80. 
3 Therdvali, JBRAS, Vol. IX, p. 155. 
4 JBRAS, Vol. IX, p. 157; AAK, p. 200. MA, Trans, p. 148. BHO, p. 9. 

5 BG, Vol. I, Part I, p. 164, fn. 2. Tawney translates ‘ diplomatic agent,’ PO, p. 4. 
* He wae a Digambars Jain. 
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with a charm, loses its poison. And then a sudden corporeal 

malady took hold of Bhoja,’ of which he died. After this Karna 
‘broke down the fort and took all the wealth of Bhoja.’ But 

owing to the intrigues of Damara, Karga while sleeping after 

the sack of Dhara, was taken prisoner by the former and had to 

give Bhima ‘a golden shrine, and the lord Siva associated with 

Ganesga.’ } 

The Doydéraya seems to confirm this story of Bhima’s war 

with Karna. We are told that Bhima’s fame spread to distant 

countries. ‘The Raja of Pundra-desa sent presents; the Raja of 

Andhbra-desa sent him a necklace; Bhima’s fame spread into 

Magadha-desa.’ Then some one said to Bhima, ‘‘ O Raja! on 

the earth the Sindhu prince, and the king of Cedi in their pride 

lone regard not your faine.’’ Hearing this report of his ‘ spy’ 
Bhima with his army went to the Punjab ‘ near to Sindh,’ 

where ‘five rivers flow together.’ The Sind king Hammuka, 
having conquered his enemies, ‘slept in peace.’ But Bhima, 

having crossed the mighty stream of the five rivers by building 

a bridge, defeated and conquered the prince of Sind. Then 
‘Bhima went to Cedi-dega conquering the princes as he went. 

When he beard of Bhima’s approach, the Raja of Cedi collected 

an army of Bhillas and Mlecchas.’ But after long considerations 
he at last decided to make peace with Bhima. This he purcbas- 

ed by handing over to Dimodara, the Vakil of Bhima, a ‘gold 

Meru.’ “Bhima having thus conquered returned to Pattan.’ ’ 

It is difficult to know the proportion of truth and fables in 

these stories. But no doubt they contain some elements of fact. 

We have seen that both liilaraja and Cimunda fought with the 

rulers of Sind. It is therefore quite possible that Bhima also 

carried on the policy laid down by the founder of his dynasty. 

1 PC, pp. 86-77. Among the other romantic stories in this work may be mentioned the 
visit of Bhima to the court of Bhoja in the disguise of a Bréhman (ibid, pp. 47 8.) The 

blury of the birth of Karos (ibid, p. 72) has a similarity with tbe Muslim story of the birth 
of Lakgmagssena (TN, Vol. I, pp. 654-55); vee aloo DHNI, Vol. I, p. 873. The defeat of 

Bhoya by Bhima ie alo referred to by the Vesonte-cilése of Balecandra (003, No. VII, 
1917), iii, 16, 

7 Text, pp. 618 5 24, Vol. TY, pp, 114 ond £32. 
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Bhoja's struggle against the Gurjaras, Cedis, and other enemies 

among whom Bhima was prominent, is referred to by the Udaj- 
pur prasasti of the Paramaras of Milava." The Vadnagar pra- 

fasti distinctly says that Bhfma's horses, which were “ supremely 
skilled in accomplishing the five paces (called dhdrd), quickly 
gained Dhara, the capital of the emperor of Malava.”’* Though 
the Udaipur® and the Nagpur ‘ prasastis do not definitely associate 

the names of Karna and Bhima with Bhoja’s death they clearly 

indicate that Bhoja was ‘‘ submerged ’’ by ‘ floods’ which for a 
time overwhelmed Dhara and its rulers. There is no epigraphic 

evidence to show that Karna was defeated by Bhima. But it is 

not unlikely, in view of the fact that he, like Bhoja, also had a 
meteoric fall, and Bhima may have had a share in bringing about 

the downfall of the Kalacuri empire. Though the chronicles are 

silent on Bhima’s relations with the Cahamanas, epigraphic 
evidence shows that he had reversed his predecessor's friendly 
policy towards the Naddiila Cahamanas. The Sundha Hill in- 
scription of Caciga (V.S. 1319) * tells us that the Naddila princes 
Ahila and his paternal uncle Analilla defeated the Gurjara king 

Bhima I. In the same inscription, the latter's son Baila 

prasada ° is said to have compelled Bhima to liberate from prison 

a king named Krsnaraja. Kielhorn has rightly identified this 

Krenaraja with the Paramara of that name, who ruled in Abu 

c. 1060-67 A.D.” An inscription in the Vimala temple on Mt. 

El, Vol. 1, pp. 285 and 238, V. 19. Sec also supra, DHNI, Vol. LI, p. 866. 1 

2 RI, Vol. I, pp. 297 and 302, V. 9. 

. 3 Ibid, pp. 236 and 238, V. <1. 

4 Jbid, Vol. II, pp. 185 and 192, V. 32. 

6 ET, Vol. 1X, pp. 708. See snfra, DHNI, Vol. If. chapter on the Céhamanas. 

. 
Re int 

| . 

(5) Aévapila (7) Apahilla. 

(8) Béaleprasida, (6) Abile 

? For his Bhinmal inscriptions, dated in V. 8, 1117 and 1123, see BG, Voi. I, Part | 

pp. 472-74. See aleo supro, DHNI, Vol. II, pp. 911-13. 
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Abu shows that Abu was ruled by Vimala, the Dandapati of 

Bhima I, in V.8. 1088 (c. 1031 A.D.).' 

But the most important incident in the history of Bhima 

which has been omitted by the chroniclers and the inscriptions, 

‘s the famous raid of Mahmid of Ghazni on the temple of 

somanitha (mod. Somnath) in 1025 A.D. Our earliest 
Persian source for this expedition, the recently published 

Kitab Zain ul Akhbar?’ gives the following account of this 

expedition: “In Tindistan, on the shores of the sea, there 

a big city called Simnat, which is as sacred to the Hindus 

ax Mecca to the Muslins. In it there are a large number of 

daly made of gold and silver and the idol Manat, which in the 

hove of the Prophet was taken out of Ka‘ba and despatched to 

India, through ‘Adan. ...... The way to it was very perilous 

wil dangerous and full of hardships. ..... When Mahmid 

arnved near the city and the Samans and the Brahmans 

sia him, they began to pray round the idols, and the 

oumnander® of that) city came out and sitting in a boat 

with bis family and relatives went into the sea and 

ahehted on an island; and he remained there as long as the 

\Musim army remained in that country. When the Muslim 

ary arrived near the city, its inhabitants closed the gates and 

bein fighting ; but after only a few days they opened the gates, 

and the army of Amlr Mahmad went in and killed many 

infidels......Mahmad then ordered the Mu‘azzin to go on the 

tp of the dera and call the faithful to prayer......All the idols 

were broken, burnt and destroyed, and the Manat stone ® was 

1 ED, Vol. IX, p. 149. See supra, DHNT, Vol. TI, p. 050, fa. 2. 
\courding to the editor it wae Written ¢. 440 A. H. (1048 A D). Ed. by Mubemmad 

Nazi, Jraneehabr, Berlin, 2928. Muslin historians generally epell * Bomanatha’ as 

Simeiat (obieyan), 

’ This story ig aleo found in TA (Trsve., p. 15). Nigh: ud-Dio after giving the story 

as“ But it appears from the ancient books of the Bréhmans that this was notso §=This 

dul jis been the abject of adoration of the Brahmans from the time of Kishao (Krishna) 

tich wan four thousand years ago.” 

' saiar ( Sw), 
* Bang (afew), 

ii —87 
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taken out of its roots and broken to pieees ; part of it was placed 
on camels and brought to Ghazni and placed outside the mosque 
there. ‘here was a treasure under’ the idols. He carried away 
that treasure and got a huge amount of wealth, consisting of 
silver idols and their jewels..... From that place Mahmid turned 
back, and the reason was that Param Deo,? who was the king 
of the Hindus, was in the way, and the Amir Mahiniid feared 
lest this great victory might be spoiled. He did not come back 
by the direct way, but took a guide and, marching by the way of 
Mangira and the bank of the Sihtin, went towards Multan. His 
soldiers suffered heavily on the way both from the dryness of the 
desert and from the Jatts of Sind. Many animals and a large 
number of men of the Muslim army perished on the way, and 
most of the beasts of burden died, till at last they reached 
Multan.’ ° 

The next important source in order of time for this expedition 
is the Arabic Ta’ rikh ul-Kamil* of Ibn Athir. This historian tells 
us that Mahimdd started from Multan with 30,000 horse, besides 

volunteers “‘on the 10th Sha‘ban (416 A-H., 1025) 4.D.). He 
carried with him provisions (water and corn) on 30,000 camels, 
as the way from Multan to India lay through a barren desert 
without inhabitants or food. After crossing tbe desert he 

captured a fort ‘ full of people, in which place there were wells,’ 

and reached Anahilwara at the beginning of Zu'lqa‘da. The chief 

of Anahilwara, ‘‘ fled hastily, and, abandoning his city, went to 

a certain fort for safety and to prepare for war. Mahmild push- 

ed on for Sumnat.’’ After passing through a waterless desert 

and capturing several forts on his way, he reached Dabalwarah,' 

two days’ journey from Simnat. Arriving at Simnat on 

1 Zr ( 33). 

7 ( repr - 
3 Pp. 86-87 of the text. I am indebted for thia tranelstion to Dr. Mirse, Head 

of the Department of Arabic, Lacknow University. 

4 Written in c. 623 A.H. (1290 A.D.). 

$ According to BG, Vot. I, Part I, p. 166, fo. 2, ' apparently Delviids near Uni.’ 
we 
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Thursday in the middle of Zu'lqa‘da, he was desperately resisted 

by the Hindus for one day; but on the second it was captured 

with great slaughter, over 50,000 being slain. ‘‘ After the 

capture of Sdmnat, Mahmid received intelligence thal Bhim, 

the chief of Anhilwara, had gone to the fort of Kandahat, which 

is situated about forty parasangs from Sdmnat between that place 

and the desert. He marched thither, and when he came in front 

of the place, he questioned some men who were hunting as to the 

tide. From them he learned that there was a, practicable ford, 

but that if the wind blew a little, he might be submerged. 

Mahmtid prayed to the Almighty and then entered the water. 

He and his forces passed over safely and drove the enemy out of 

the place. Thence he returned, intending to proceed against 

Manstira.’” | 

Neither the Zam ul-Akhbar nor the Kamul gives details of 

the route taken by Mahtmid from Multan to reach Somnath. 

The latter only tells us that he came by way of Anhilvada. The 

accounts of Nigam ud-Din and Khond Amir,? though interesting 

in other matters, throw no additional light) on the question. 

The former tells us that Malimoad after) passing the winter--of 

the year 415 ALTE Gol A.D. at Ghazm, advanced towards 

Somnath. “ When the Sultan reached the city of Naharwala 

Parin,? he found at empty. He ordered that grain might be 

collected, and then he took the Way i Sdmnat. When he 

reached Sdinnat, the inhalitants shut the gate on his face. 

\fter much fighting and great struggles the fort was taken, and 

te methods of plunder and destruction were carried into effect, 

and vast multitudes were killed and taken prisoner. The temples 

were pulled down and destroyed from their very foundations. . 

The idol SQmnat was broken to pieces, and one piece was sent 

to Ghaznin, and was placed at the gate of the Jame’ Masjid, and 

for years it remained there. The Sultin raised his standard 

| 1G, Vol. 1, Part 1, pp. 166-68; Riliot, Vol. 1, p. 240. Kamil, Vol. TX. pp. 240 #. 
* Sometimes spelt as KAwand-Atuir. > Mod. Patan. 
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with the intention of returning, but as Param Deo' one of the 
most powerful of the Rajas of Hindistan, had to be met on the 

way, be did not consider it advisable to fight with him at that 

time, under all the circumstances, he turned towards Multan by 

way of Sindh. His troops suffered great privations en route, in 

some places, on account of scarcity of water, and in others, for 

want of fodder, but at last, after suffering great distress and 
hardship he reached Ghaznin in the year 417 A.H. (1026 A.D.)""? 

The Habib us-Siyar of Khond Amir, however, gives us the 

following account of Mabmid’s march from Multan to Nahar- 

wala.2 Weare told that Mahmiid’s army, which mainly con- 

sisted of abont 30,000 cavalry, travelled from Multan ‘* by way 

of the desert.” The soldiers were obliged to carry water and 

forage for many days; and in addition the Sultan loaded 20,000 

camels with water and provisions. ‘‘ Having passed that blood- 

thirsty desert, they saw on the edge of it several forts 

filled with fighting men, and abounding with instruments of war 

but the omnipotent God struck fear into the hearts of the infidels, 

so that they delivered the forts over without striking a blow. 

Sultan Mahmiid went from that place towards Naharwala and 

he killed and plundered the inhalitants of every city on the road 

at which he arrived.’’ ‘ 

The only authorities who supply us with the names of im- 

portant stages of Mahmid’s advance from Multan to 

Aphilvada are the Ta’rikh-i-Firishta aud Ta rikh-i-Alfi. The 

former relates that ‘‘ having passed the desert the army reached 

the city of Ajmeer...... The Raja and the inhabitants abandoned 

the place. Conceiving the reduction of the fort of Ajmeer would 

occupy too much time, he left it unmolested, and proceeding on 

1 TA, Trans, p. 15. To the text the name is 90 xt 

$ A.D. 1086, TA, Trans., pp. 15-16. 

3 Eiliot bas pointed out that Mir Khond, Kbond Amir sometisnes spelt Mir-Khwiod) 

and Te’rikh+-Alfi wrongly read Bohwaro , Elliot, Vol. 1V, p. 180, fm. 2. 

4 Biliot, Vol. TV, pp. 180-81. 
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his expedition took by assault some smaller forts on the road till 
at length he arrived at Nehrwala.’’'? It is clear that by the 
‘Raja of Ajmeer’ Firishta meant the Cahamina ruler of Sakam- 

bhari. It seems a little strange that Mabmiid, whose main object 

was to plunder the treasure of Somnath, should by his attack 

on the powerful Caihamanas’ capital unnecessarily incur their 
hostility. It° may be therefore that Firishta was wrong 

in holding that Mahmid followed the Ajmeer route.’ It 

seems to me that the Ta'rikh-i-Alfi is perhaps more correct in 
representing him as passing through Jaisalmer.® It is not un- 

likely that he went through Bahawalpur, crossed the dry bed 

of the Hakra, passed through Jaisalmer and Mallani, and 

suddenly appeared before Anhilvada. An attack on the 

Cahaminas would have certainly given a warning to the 

Caulukyas, which would have led to some fighting before the 

walls of that city before Mahmud was allowed to pass on his 

way to Somnath. The fact that all the Muslim authorities are 
unanimous in asserting that he fought no engagement at or 

near Anhilvada shows that his strategy was brilliantly success- 

ful. By carrying ample water and provisions from Multan to last 

him for months he was able to cross the Thar by its western 

and less frequented routes, and take the Caulukya king 

1 TP, Briggs’ Trans., Vol. 1, p. OY. 

2 See Bohler in 74, 1897, Vol. XXV, pp 164. He also diabelieves Firiahta's account. 

He shows good grounds for believing that Ajmer was pot foanded till ¢. 1103-1125 A.D. 

The Prtheirdya-eryaya, ono of the aovet rehable chroniciea on the Cahamanas’ history, dis- 

tinctly atutes that it wae Ajayardja the father of Arporays (1139 A.D) who built tbe Ayoya- 

merx (Ajmer). See aleo infra, DENI, Vol. Il, chapter un the (ahumdnas 

3 Eilttot, Vol. IV, p. 180, fo. 2. Sinoe the above was written my attention has been 

drawn to the summary of « psper by Mubaminnd Né&giio on the Somoath expedition of 

Malmud. He refers to s gagida of Farrdkh: {ono of the court pocts of Mabmdd) whi hb 

telle us that Mabméd on his way to Somnath passed by Ludrava, Chickdér (?), Neherwila 

aud Dewalwara. Ni&gim identities ‘Ludrava’ with modern Ludorva, sbout 10 miles weet by 

north of the town of Jaisalmer; Chikdfr with Chiklodar Mata’s Hull, 17 miles north of 

Valanpur; Mundber is about 9 milee south of Patan; and Dewalwira is mod. Delwsda 

between Une and the island of Diu; JRAS, 1928, pp. 235-35. N&gim also rejects Firubta 
and appears to heave formed conclumons aimilar to mine on Mabmad's route, See also 

Nanm's recently published The Life and Times of Sultan Mahmad of Gharna, 1981, 
PP. 2L6 ff, 
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completely by surprise. Finding resistance hopeless, the king 
must have evacuated the city ; but once Mahmiid had passed 

on his way, he found time not only to organise measures for 

the defence of the city, but took steps which greatly increased 
the difficulties of the Yamin! raider. 

The next difficulty that presents itself about this invasion 

is the name of the king of Anhilvada at the- time of this 

invasion. According to Abu’l-Fagl and ‘Ali Muhammad Khan, 

the contemporary ruler was Camunda. According to Gardizi 

and Nizém ud-Din it was ‘Param Deo.’ The published 

lithographed editions of Ta'rikh-1-Firishta also supply the 

same name.’ But in his translation of this work Briggs gives the 
name as ‘Brahma Dew.’? Ibn Athir however supplies the 

name ‘Bhim,’ and there is no doubt that as usual,® he has 

preserved the king's correct name. We have already seen that 

it was Bhima (I) who was on the throne of Anhilvada from 

c. 1022-64 A.D. 
According to the Zain ul-Akhbar, when Mahmid appeared 

before the gates of Somnath, the local commander left the city 
and took shelter in a boat on the sea. The defence was mainly 
organised by the priests." The Muslim accounts leave no doubt 

that the temple-priests resisted the invader with the courage 

of despair. Thus Khond Amir tells us: ‘‘ The army of Ghaznin 
full of bravery, having gone to the foot of the fort brought 

down the Hindus from the tops of the ramparts with points of 

eye-destroying arrows, and having placed scaling ladders, they 
began to ascend with loud cries of Alléh-u-Akbar. The Hindu: 
offered resistance, and on that day, from the time that the 
sun entered upon the fort of the turquoise-coloured sky, unt 
the time that the stars of the bedchambers of heaven wert 

1 See Lacknow Ed., 1864, p. 83; Bombay Ed., 1881, Vol. I, p. 57. 
$ Vol. I, p. 74. tee also ibid, p.170. ‘The prince Bhim-Dew (s lineal descends! 

from Brahms Dew of Gujerst. who opposed Mahmood Ghiznevy).' 
See supre, DHNI, Vol. 1. chapter on the Later Ourjara-Prattharas, pp. 603-60 

obig, Vol. Ti, chapter on the Condratreyas (Candelias).—Nanda, and Bidd, pp. 688 £. 

| Samans 0nd Bréhmens, see above, p. 953. 
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conspicuous, did the battle rage between the two parties. When 

the darkness of night prevented the light of the eye from seeing 

the bodies of men, the army of the faithful returned to their 
quarters. The next day having returned to the strife, and 

having finished bringing into play the weapons of warfare, they 
vanquished the Hindus. Those ignorant men ran in crowds 

to the idol temple, embraced Simnat, and came out again to 

fight until they were killed. Fifty thousand infidels were killed 

round about the temple, and the rest who escaped from the sword 

embarked in ships and fled away.’’’ 
According to Firishta, the struggle for the fortified temple 

went on for 3 days. ‘‘ The labours of the second day proved 

even more unsuccessful than those of the first... ..As fast as 

the besiegers scaled the walls, so fast were they hurled down 

headlong by the hesieged who now seemed resolved to defend 

the place to the last. On the third day an army of idolators 

having arrived to reinforce the garrison, presented itself in order 

of battle in sight of the Ghizny camp. Mahmood determined 

to prevent this attempt to raise the siege and having ordered 

aparty to keep the garrison in check, himself engaged the 

enemy in the field. The battle raged with great fury ; victory 

was long doubtful, till two Indian princes, Brahma Dew 

and Dabishleem, with other reinforcements joined their 

countrymen during the action, and inspired them with 
fresh courage. Mahmood at this moment perceiving his troops 

to waver, leaped from his horse, and, prostrating himself before 

God, implored his assistance. Then mounting again, he 

touk Abool Hussun, the Circassian* by the hand, by way of 

encouragement, and advanced on the enemy. At the same 
time he cheered his troops with such energy, that ashamed 

to abandon their king with whom they had so often fought 
and bled, they, with one accord gave a loud shout and rushed 
forward. In this charge the Moslems broke through the 

1 Hiliot, Vol. TV, p. 182. 
9 One of his generals, 
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enemy's line and laid 5,000 Hindus dead at their feet. The 
rout became general. The garrison of Siimnat, beholding this 

defeat, abandoned the defence of the place, and issuing out at a 
gate towards the sea, to the number of 4,000, embarked in boats, 
intending to proceed to the island of Serendeep or Ceylon.’’! 

According to all accounts Mahmid gained much treasure,’ 
by plundering the temple. According to the Zainul-Akhbar 
the treasure was found under (zir) the idols. Probably it 

was buried in the raised platform (ved?) on which the images 

were set up. The romantic story first found in the Ta’ rikh-i- 

Alfi and later repeated by Firishta, in which Mahmid is said 
to have refused the offer of gold by the Brahmans to spare 

the idol of Somnath, and breaking open with a single blow 

of his mace ‘the belly of Simnat which was hollow’ was 

rewarded by the discovery of *‘ diamonds, rubies, and pearls, 

of much greater value than the amount which the Brahmans 
had offered,’’ has been rightly rejected as impossible.’ It 

seems very likely that the idol of Somnath was a ‘solid un- 

sculptured liaga,’ and not a statue. This is supported by 
the fact that Abu Sa‘id ‘Abd ul-Hayy b. ad-Dabhak 

b. Mahmiid al-Gardizi our earliest authority on the 
invasion described the god as a stone (Si«).4 Ibn Athir 

also distinctly says that the idol ‘had no appearance of being 
sculptured.’* It is significant that we have no trace of 

1 TF, Briggs’ Trans., Vol. I, pp. 70-71. 

2 According to Ibn Athir the treasure found in the temple was ‘more than twenty 
million (twenty thousand thousand) dindre.’ Kamil, 1X, p. 248. But BO (Vol. I, Part l, 

p. 167) gives the figure se two millions. Mr Bhond (Rewdat us-§s/a, Nawal Kishor Ed.. 
Val. IV, p. 48) gives the figare as 20,000 gold dirhams. Nagim has celoulated the valoe of 

Pe nceerteanin £10.509,000. According to Khood Amir Maba@d obtained ‘ more than 
§ MD POO (thousand ?) déndre’ from the idol temple of Bomndth. He adds that this big sam wee 

 qebalned becense the 66 pillars which supported the roof of the temple ‘ were all sdorned 
pode orl Bitiot, Vol. IV, pp- 199-89; eee sleo ibid, to. 8 on p 188. 

‘tefl MG, p. 685 s00 leo fn. 87; CHI, Vol, TIL, p. 25. 
,. Khood Amir says that ' the name of the idol of Bomnkt was Let,’ quia, Ya. IV. 
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this dramatic story in any authority till about 600 years 

after Mabmiid. 

According to Ibn Athir Mabmud after plundering the temple 

drove away Bhima, the chief of Anhilwara, from the fort of 

Kandahat,’ and then proceeded on his way to Mangira. But 

the Zain ul-Akhbar, our earliest authority on the subject, tells 

us that from Somnath Mahmiid took a guide and marched 

direct by way of Mangira. The reason for this course was 

tbat Param (Bhima?)* Deo, the king of the Hindus was ‘in 

the way.’ This statement is also found in the Tabaqat-i- 

Akbari. According to these authorities, therefore, Mahmiid 

did not return by way Anhilvada, because he wanted to avoid 

a conflict with Bhima, ‘the most powerful of the Rajas of 

Hinddstin.’ It is therefore doubtful whether Ibn Athir was 

right in making Bhima the opponent of Mahmid at Kandahat. 

Our suspicion seems to be confirmed by the statement of Khond 

Amir, who tells us that after the glorious victory at Somnath, 

Malimiad ‘reduced a fort in which the gorernor of Naharwila 

had taken refuge.’* Firishta states that the relieving force 
which nearly snatched the fruits of victory from Mabmid in 

the battle of the temple was sent by Param‘ (Bhima) Deo, 

the Raja of Naharwala. This king, we are told, ‘‘had cut off 
ahove 3,000 of the faithful,’’ and “ after the taking of Somnath, 

instead of proceeding to Nehrw&la shut himself in the fort of 
Gundaba.’’® It is clear that Firishta means that Bhima was 

1 TdentiBed by Sir Wolseley Haig with the mod. island of Beyt Shankhodher, an islet 

at the N.W. corner of Eathiswar, see CH!, Vol. II, p. 25 and fn.1. Firiahta gives 

the name of the fort as ‘ Gundebs." Briggs’ Trans., Vol. I, p. 74. B&bler identified 

it with Kanthkot in Hast Outeh; Col. Watson preferred Gindbvi on ‘ Kathiavids 

ont u few miles N.B. of Midni' while Dr. Weil favoared Gandbir in Broach, in the 
mouth of the DbAdhar river; Elliot preferred Khandadirs ot the N.W. angle of 

Kalbiawar. None of theses suggestions are froe from diffcultice. Bee AG, Vol. I, Part I, 
p.167, fn. 4. JA, Vols VI; pp. 188-86. But I prefer Babler's identification, eee DHN/, 
Vol. IT, p. 988 and fp. 6 
| > It is almost cartain thet Perom ise mistake for Bhim. The stages of corruption 

‘0 MSS. may have been as follows : en - gi > te 
* Elliot, Vol. TV, p. 188. ¢ In Briggs’ Trane. ‘ Brahma,’ Vol. I, p. 74. 
' Certainly the “Kandehat ' of Ibo Athir, 

n—$8 
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present in the battle, in which he is said to have caused such 
havoc on the Muslims. This is confirmed by his statement 

that when the battle was raging ‘‘ two Indian princes Param ' 
(Bhima) Deo and Dabishleem with other reinforcements joined 

their countrymen during the action.”’ The statement of 
Firishta that Bhima -personally fought at Somnath does not 
find support from any existing authority. Evidently there 
is a confusion in the Muslim tradition about the details of this 
episode. Iam however disposed to believe that Mahmid, in 
his anxiety to avoid Bhima’s armies in the neighbourhood of 
Anhilvada, avoided that route, and with the assistance of guides 
tried to find outa shorter and less frequented road to Sind.’ 

During these movements he defeated, as Khond Amir says, o 

section of Bhima’s army, which may have been sent from 
Anhilvada to Cutch to block that line of retreat. 

Msbmiid’s invasion had no permanent effect on the 
history of Gujarat.’ The Mundaka and Radhanpur grants show 
that Bhima was in safe possession of his capital Anhilvada. 
He had at least 3 queens, viz., Udayamat!, Cakuladevi,‘ and 

another. By the first he had a son named Karna, while the 

second, who was probably of low origin, was the the mother 

of Keemaraja.© He had another son named Milaraja. Of 
these Karna appears to have been the youngest. According to the 
Prabandha-cintémani Milardja died in the lifetime of his father 

1 In Briggs’ Trans. ‘ Brahma,’ ibid, p. 70. 

3 Bbler snggesied that Mahm6d marebed through the northern part of the Rano 

and Ther Parker ; 1.4, Vol. VI, p. 186. 
9 1 omit hese the fentestic stories about the two Débshilims who figure in later 

Moslim chronicles in connection with Msbmfd’s srrangements for the government of 

Bomaeth. For theas ese Elliot, Vol. I, pp. 800-04; Vol. IV, pp. 18888; TF, Brigee 
Mf'xane., Vol. 1, pp. 76-00. All the earlier sutherities are agreed thed Mabméd alter 

Bomneth best s hasty retecat with hie spoile, See alee BG, Vel. I, Pt. 1, p. 168. 
f Qe Oshlidev!, PO, p. 116, The Ras (Vol. I, p. 98) and the BG (Vol. I, Pert I, 
|p 309 i nas Ba 
vi <g(S ‘hdg name te given by the Kumsrepile-corite (1. 96-90. Bet the PC (p. 116) 
aptien. thee tage os “Harighls,’ re ne eee ims . becca 

‘Sud dui» bywetltel heteares Goi, ae 
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and the latter built a ‘ temple called Tripurusaprdelida, a the. 
welfare of the prince.’’ According to the Dvy@éraya, the 
throne was then offered to Ksemaraja. But the latter refused 
to accept it, and induced his father to crown Karna. After © 

Bhima’s death, Ksemaraja retired to Mundikeévara, near the 

village of Dahisthala (or Dadhisthala), on the banks of the 
Sarasvatl, to perform penances. This village of Dahisthala was 
granted ‘to Kumara Devaprasada that he might attend upon his 

father Ksemaraja in his penances there.’* It is extremely doubt- 
ful whether Karna’s succession to the throne was really effected 
in this peaceful way. The sudden death of Milar&ja, and the 
strange tendency of the young prince Ksemardja for penances 
may have been due to more forcible reasons. According to the 

Prabandha-cintémani the coronation of Karna took place in V.S. 
1120 (c. 1064 A.D.) in the month of Caitra, and he ruled till 

the year 1150 V.8. (c. 1094 A.D.) covering a period of 29 years 

8 months and 21 days.’ The Therdvali of Merututga assigns 
him 80 years, from V.S. 1120 to 1150.‘ Abu'l-Fagl and ‘Ali 
Mubammad Khan assign to him a reign of 31 years.’ As 

there is an approximate agreement amongst all! these authorities, 
we may accept the detailed statement of Merututga and place 

Karna im the period c. 1164-94A.D. His long reign of 30 

years appears to have been comparatively uneventful. The 
only inscription so far discovered for it is his Sunak grant. 
This was discovered at Sunak, ‘a village 15 miles east-south- 

east from Pattan, N. Gujarat, and about 5 miles west of Ufijha 
railway station.’ It contains 23 lines, incised on two plates. 
The inscription opens with the date V.S. 1148 (A.D. 1091), and 
records that M.-Trailokyamalla-Karnadeva from Anabilapataka, 

after worshipping (Siva), the lord of Bhavan! on the occasion of a 

PO, pp. 17.78. 
Td, Vel. TV, p. 988. 
PO, pp. 78.81. 
JBRASB, Vol. IX, p. 185. 

amped BHG,p. 21; 44K, Nel. I, ». 200. ee 2 @& w 
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lunar eclipse, granted four ploughs of land requiring 12 pailam? 
of seed corn in Laghu-Dabhi,’ situated in ‘a division of 126 
villages the chief of which was Anandapura.’* From the income 
of this grant a tank which the Rasovika (?) Thakkura Maha- 
deva caused to be constructed in the village of Stinaka‘ was to 

be maintained. The grant was written by Akgapatalika 
Kekkaka, son of the Kayastha VateSvara. The Ditaka was 
Mahasandhivigrahika Cahila.’ 

According to the Prabandha-cintamani Karna undertook a 

successful expedition against a Bhilla named Aé& dwelling at 
Agapallt,° who was king of over six lakhs.’ Having captured 
Agapalli he built there a temple to the goddess called Kocharaba. 
He also erected a temple to the goddess Jayanti, and the temple 

of Karnegvara, which was adorned with a lake called Karna- 

sigara. He founded the city of Karnavati in which he reigned 
and in Pattana he built the temple of Karnameru.’ A Chitorgadh 
inscription of the time of Kumarapala credits him with a vic- 
tory over the Malavas at the Sidakiipa mountain pass.’ Inspite of 

these accounts of his wars and his temple-building activities, the 

chronicles do not give us the impression that Karna was a very 
powerful prince, and the tradition preserved in the Hammira 
Mahakaoya of Nayacandra that he was killed by the Cabamina 

Duééala may therefore have some foundation in fact.” If the 

1 One pailim=4 seers. 
2 Little Dabbi. Mod. Dabhi, about 1 mile SW. of Sonak. £/, Vol. 1, p. 816. The 

village of Sanders which Isy to the south-west of DBphl is mod. Bandera, 8 miles SW. 
by W. of Dabbi. 

2 Mod. Vedoagsr in N. Gujarat; ibid. 
4 Identical with the find-spot of the grant. 
$ Edited by Haltsech, £7, Vol. 1, pp. 916-18. Apother dete V.8. 1148 (A.D. 1089) 

fer hais reign is recorded in » MS. See Kislhorn'’s Rep. on Sons. M88. for 1881, p. 23; BC, 

Vol. I, Part I, p. 171. 
& Identified with mod. Asival, sear Ahmedabad. Ras, Vol. 1, p. 108. 

f Of mon or villages? 
§ PC, p. 8. 
@ BI, Vol. XX, p. 200, No. 16-98. 

% 14, Vel. VILL, p. 69. ‘ Deséals wae Oth in descsnt from Vigrabaréjs, the enemy) 

‘ef Milarija, from whom Karys was Sth in descents’ BG, Vel. I, Pact, p. 171, f2. + 
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Sundhs Hill inscription of Cacigadeva, dated in V.8. 1319 is 
to be believed he was also defeated by the Naddila Cahamana 
Prthvip&la.! 

According to the chronicles Karna was sueceeded in V.8. 
1150 (A.D. 1094) by Jayasimnha Siddharaja, his son by Maya- 
nalladevi,’ the daughter of the Goa Kadamba Jayakegin (A.D. 
1052).* 

The following records have so far been discovered for 
Jayasimha’s reign : 

(1) Atru stoné pillar inscription.—Found in the Gadgaccha 

temple at Atru about 14 miles from Sirod and in the same 

tahsil, in Kotah State, Rajputana. It contains only 6 lines 

opening with the name of M.-Jayasitmhadeva, and then recording 
the grant of Mbhaisadi-grama to Mahakavi-Cakravarti-Thak- 
kura-Niraéyana. It ends with the date (Simha) Sam. 14 
(c. 1127-28 A.D.).‘ 

(2) Bhinmal inscription.—Found in Bhinmal, Jodhpur State, 

Rajputana. It is dated in (V.) Sam. 1186 in the reign of (Jaya- 

sitaha) Siddharaja.* 

(3) Gala stone-inscription (i).—Found in a temple on the west 

bank of the rivulet named Candra-bhag&, equidistant from the 

villages of Gala and Duadpur which are about 8 miles from 

Dhrangadra, in Jhalawar, NE Kathiawar. The inscription, 
which is damaged, contains 5 lines. It is dated in (V.) Sameat 

1193 (c. A.D. 1186), in the reign of Mahd...(Si)ddha-Cakra- 
tartt Avantindtha-Jayasitnhadeva. The object is to record the 

erection of a temple to the goddess Bhattarika with a shrine 

' BI, Vol. IX, pp. 72 and 76, V. 2. 

2 For the stories of her marriage, see PC, pp. 79-80; f4, Vol. IV, pp. 288-84. 
According to Merututiga she was ugly, and scoording to Hemacandra extremely beautiful. 

> BO, Vol. 1, Pact I, p. 170, fo. 8. 
‘ The text is given in AS!, WO, 1908-06, pp. 56-57. I scospt the suggestion made (ibid, 

P. 67), that the renord probably belongs to Jayssithbs of Anabilvad and that the era therefore 
is the (Sizbhs) era instituted by him. For the location of Atro, ses ibid, 1904.06, pp. 47-48. 

5 Noticed by D. BR. Bhandarkar, 491, WC, 1907-08, p. 86. 
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of Ganeéa by certain persons (apparently related to the Vyaya» 
karage Mahamatya (treasury officer ?) Ambaprasada.’ | 

(4) Gala inscription (ii).—Dated in (V -) 8. 1198 in the time 
of Siddharaja Jayasithha.? 

(5) Ujjain fragmentary stone inscription.—This was ‘but 
a fragment and was lying in the compound of the local Munici- 
pality.’ It opens with the date Thursday, the 14th . of 
the dark-half of Jyestha of V. S. 1195:(c. 1188 A.D.)'and refers 
itself to the reign of Tribhuvana-gagda-Siddha-Cakravartj- 
Avantinatha-Varvaraka-jisnu-J ayasithhadeva, who resided at 
Anahilapataka. The inscription then tells us that J ayasitaha was 
holding Avanti-mandala after vanquishing the Malava king 
Yagovarman. Mélava was ruled at this time by Mahadeva, son 
of Dadika of the Niagara race. The Mahattema Dadaika was 
the keeper of the seal at Anahilapataka.* 
> (4) Bhadreswar inscription. —This fragmentary inscrip- 
tion was found at ‘Chokanda Mahadeva, near Bhadresvar, 
Kachh.’ It is dated in V.S. 1195 (A.D. 1138) in the reign 
of M.-P.-Siddha-Chakravarti-Tratlokyamalla Jayasithhadeva.' 

(5) Dohad stone pillar-inscription.—Contains 18 lines, 
carved on a stone pillar, lying close to the sluice of a tank at 
Dohad in the Panch Mahals. The inscription opens with Om 
namo bhagavate Vasudevdya. Then comes the name of Jaya- 
sithhadeva the ruler of Girjara-mandala, who threw into prison 
the lords of Surdstra and Malava; he who destroyed other kings, 

as Sindhurdja and others, and made the kings of the North bear 
his commands (respectfully) on their heads like Sega: be whose 
rajedhant was Anahile-pdtaka, Then we are told that from him 
the Vahini-pott Kedava obtained a commission ss Sendpali 

i" 4 Maied by @. V. Acharys, JBBAS, Vol. XXV, 1917-81, pp. 938-44. 
cc. 8) Baferred to by Diskalker, Annzel Report, Wsteon Museum, Rejket, 1993-93, p.1: 
Ml, Vel. XIX, Appendic, p. 97, No. 287. ; 
gy: 4, Motiond in ASI, WO, 1991, pp. 66-86. 
‘i gl Matieed by Burgess, Arthssologicad Surcey of W. Indie, No ee 

dppeniia, pp. xu i 

or oe 
rid « 
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over Dadhipadra and other magdalas. ‘The.. monte ‘eile 
ed by him at Dadhipadra established the temple of Goga- 
Narfyans, for the good of his mother,’ in V.§. 1196 (c. 

1140 A.D.).’ 5 
(6) Talwara image-inscription.—Found in Talwara in the 

Banswara State in South Rajputana; incised on the pedestal of 

on image of Ganapati. It traces the genealogy of Siddharija- 
Jayasimha from Bhima. We are told that Jayasimha ‘ humbled 

the pride of Naravarman, crushed Paramardi and founded a 

temple of Ganandtha.’ The date is defaced.’ 

(7) Udayapur stone-inscription.— Contains 12 lines, incised 

outside the entrance of the great temple in the town of Udaya- 
pur, in Gwalior State. It is dated in the victorious reign of 

Jayasiraha.* 
(8) Balt stone-inscription.—Found at Bali, in Jodhpur 

State. It contains 6 lines. It opens with the date (V.) Samvat 

1200 in the reign of M.-Jayasimnhadeva, and then mentions the 
(Marwar Chhamina) Mahdraja Aévaka as his feudatory. It 

records the grant of four drammas by Bopanava-Stambhana in 
connection with the festival of the goddess Bahughyna.* 

(9) Sambhar stone-inscripttion.—‘ Found fixed in a well 

known a8 Umar shah-ki-kuan at Sambhar ip Jaipur State in 
Rajputana. It is engraved on two blank stone slabs and contains 

28 lines of which the Jast 14 lines are more or less damaged. 
The record opens with an invocation to the goddess Sarasvati 
and some other gods and then gives the genealogy of the 
Caulukyas from Milar&ija to Jayasimha. It states that after 

| Réited by H. H. Dhrova, /4, Vol. XX, pp. 168-60. In the opinion of some eoholars 

(BI, Vol. XIX, Appendia, p. 80, No. 950), » Kiradu inscription of Kumarapéle supplies the 
date V.S. 1198 (9) for this reign. On this date the local Paramira princes of KirdjakGpe is 

said to have recovered his lost kingdom through the help of the (Caulukya) Jayasithhs 
Biddharkja, See aleo supre, DHN?!, Vol. II, p. 928. 

1 Notiod in BMRB, 1915, p.3. The date, though defaced, ‘falls between Senkvci 

116) and 11908 ° (A.D. 1806-1189). 

> Notled by Kisthors from an imperfect paper-rubbing in 14, Vel. XVIII, p. 84l. 
: ee RI, Vol. XI, pp. 88-88. Kévaks is the came os Kéirhjs 
saa 
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the expiry of 998 years from Vikrama, Miladeva came to the - 
crest of the earth in this dynasty. From the provenance of the 

Inscription as well as the fact that ‘Sambhar’ is actually 
mentioned in the inscription, it is possible to conclude that 

Jayasithha actually held Sambhar for some time.! 

These inscriptions range from ¢. 1127 to 1143 A.D. Accord- 
ing to the Prabandha-cintémani of Merutunga Jayasimha’s 
reign extended over a period of 49 years, V.8. 1150-1199 (c. 

1094-1143 A.D.).* This agrees with the period assigned in the 

Therdvali of the same author. The A’in-i-Akbari and the 

Mirat-t-Ahmadi allot him a period of 50 years.‘ The Bali stone- 
inscription, dated in V.S. 1200, seems to support the Muslim 

tradition. According to the Prabandha-cintamant, he ascended 

the throne when he was still very young, and the power in the 
state appears to have fallen into the hands of his mother, the 

dowager queen Mayanalladevi.’ It is not therefore unlikely, as 

Bhagvanlal has suggested, that the circumstances that led to the 
coronation of Jayasitnha were attended with violence and court 

intrigue.© The unusual sorrow of Devaprasida which led 
him to burn himself alive to follow Karna’ and the violent 
death of Madanapala, the brother of queen Udayamati, Karna’s 

mother,’ may be connected with intrigues and struggles for the 
succession. Merutuiga seems to indicate that one of the most 
important acts of the queen-mother Mayanalladevi was the 
abolition of the tax at Babuloda,® on the pilgrims going to 

1} Edited by Bisheswar Nath Ren, JA, 1929, pp. 234-86. The inscription is now io 

the Bardar Museum, Jodhpur. 
PC, pp. 80 and 115. 
JBRAS, Vol. TX, p. 185. 
AAK, Vol. 11, p. 900; MA, Treos., p. 148; BHO, p. 97. 
PC, pp. 80 #. 

BG, Vol. I, Part 1, pp. 171-72. 
Deopafraga, IA, Vol. IV, p. 2865. 
PC, pp. 81-82. 

® ‘Apparently mod. Bholeds on the Gujerst-Kathiswad frontier about 98 miles SW. 

of Dholke,’ is the Ahmedabed District : 8G, Vol, I, Part I, p. 178, 

ons 8 me ee 
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Somnath. According to him the tax yielded seventy-two lakhs 
to the royal treasury.’ 

Jayasiinha was a great warrior. The provenance of the 
inscriptions, which come from the States of Kotah, Banswara, 
Gwalior, Jodhpur, Jaipur, Dhrangadra, Cutch, the Panch Mahals, 

and Ujjain show that his dominions must have extended over 
large portions of Central India and Rajputana, besides Gujarat, 

Kathiawar and Cutch.” According to the chroniclers, one of 
his earliest wars was against the Abhfra rulérs of Sauragtra. 
According to Merutunga, the Abhira ruler Navaghana’ had 

advanced from Girnar, and having defeated the Caulukya armies 
eleven times, ‘had caused to be thrown up ramparts round 
Vardhamana‘ and other cities.’ Jayasiraha personally marched 

against him and after killing Navaghana appointed Sajjana as 
his Dangadhipati ‘to superintend the affairs of Suragtra.’° 

Merututiga’s account of the conquest of Surigfra is confirmed 
by the Dohad inscription, noticed above, which tells us that 
Jayasimha imprisoned the prince of that country. Bhagvanlal 

Indraji drew attention to an inscription of Sajjana in the temple 

of Neminatha at Girnar, dated in V.S. 1176 (A.D. 1120).* 

Jayasithha’s next war was against his western neighbours, 
the rulers of Ma&lava. According to Merutunga Yagovarman, 
king of Malava, invaded and overran Gujarat, when Jayasirmha 

was absent from his capital, on a pilgrimage to Someévara. 

The minister Santu, who was left in charge, was compelled to 
wash the feet of the Paramara king and throw ‘into the hollow 

of his hand a bandful of water’ as a sign of the transference 

1 PC, p. 64. 

1 A Kirade {necription states that Udayerkjs, the local Paramére chief fought 
for Jayasithhs in Ooja, Gaads, Karplite and Malava; see ente, DHNI, Vel. Il, 

chapter op the Pereméraa, p. 026. 
3 Alias Ehengira, PO, p. 95. See DHNI, Vol. II, supre, fn. 2 on p, 941. Navaghane 

was certainly connected with Gribsripu, the enemy of Milarije. 

{ Mod. Wedhwan in Jhalawar. 

5 PO, 96-96, 
* BG, Volcl, PartI, pp. 176-77. 

~-$9 ald sd 
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of the spiritual merit which his master had gained by his. 
pilgrimage to Somnath. The angry Caulukya king, when he 
returned, waged incessant wars for 12 years and in the end 

stormed Dhara, imprisoned Yagovarman and led him in triumph 
to Pattana.’ According to the Dvydsraya Jayasitnha advanced 
on Ujjain ‘ by daily stages of eight kos,’ entered it, and “seizing 
Yasovarman, imprisoned him and brought all Avantidesa with 

' Dhara under subjection to himself. Afterwards Jayasitmha seized 

and imprisoned @ raja of that country near to Ujjain named 
Sim and several other Rajas. Some of them he caged like 

birds, some be chained by the neck like cattle, or by legs like 
horses. * The Kumé@rapala-carita tells us that Jayasimha 
destroyed Dh&ré and killed Naravarman.’ The Vasanta-vilasa 

contains the statement that Jayasimha brought from Ujjayini 

Yogini-pitha‘ and defeated and imprisoned the lord of Dhara 
‘ like a suka bird in acage.’* The substantial accuracy of these 
statements of the chroniclers seems to be proved by epigraphic 

evidence. The epithet Avantindtha, which first appears in the 

‘Gala inscription (A.D.1137), seems to have been accepted as a 

regular title by Jayasimha. The Talwara inscription informs 

us that Jayasitnba humbled the pride of Naravarman while the 

Dohad pillar inscription states that he threw into prison the 
ruler of Méalava. The statement of the Dohad inscrip- 
tion is supported by the Vadnagar pragastt of Kumfra- 

pala which also states that Jayasithha ‘‘ fettered the 
proud king of Malava.’’° The Talwara, the Udaipur, and above 

all the fragmentary Ujjain inscriptions testify to the accuracy 

1 PC, pp. 8& ff. 
2 TA, Vol. IV, p. 966. Before the declaration of war Jeyasithha vowed to ‘ encage' 

Yaéovarman ‘ like s parrot.’ 

3 Nirnayaseger Prese Ed. Bombay, 1996, V. 41. 

4 For stories about Jayssitbha's relations with Kiliké and other Yoginis of Ujisiv 
seo Deyitroyc, 1A, p.266. The Yoginis are ssid to have fought against the Caulukye 
roler when he attacked Ujjsip. 

5 Gaskwad Oriental Beriee, No. W, 1917, 11, 22-98, 
3 BI, Vol. 1, pp. 9008, V.11. | 
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of the epigraphic and literary tradition. As both Naravarman 
(c. 1097-1111 A.D.) and Yagovarman (c. 1184-42 A.D.) were 

contemporaries of Jayasimha (c. 1094-1143 A.D.) it seems 
quite probable that both of them lost their lives in the protracted 

struggle which lasted for about 12 years.’ Béhler bas already 
pointed out that in the 12th century, as now, one of the great 

routes from Gujarat into Malwa passed through the Panch 

Mahals. The appointment of Sendpati Kegava in Dohad shows 
that Jayasitaha was well aware of the strategic importance 

of this route in his warg with the Paramaras, and was deter- 

mined to hold this high-road to Dhari and Mandu for the free 

movement of his own troops.” According to Sundha Hill inserip- 

tion of Caciga, Jayasitnha was assisted in the campaigns in 
Malava by the Naddiila Cahamana Asaraja.’ 

The virtual annexation of the Paramfra territories in 

Malwa and Southern Rajputana brought Jayasirhha into touch 

with the Candellas, the Kalacuris, and probably the Gaharwars. 

The Kumdrapéla-carita claims that Jayasithha defeated Madana- 

varman the lord of Mahobaka‘ (c.1129-63 A.D.). According 

to the Kirttkaumudi, he went from Dhara to Kalafijara.® As 
| have already suggested elsewhere, it appears from the chronicles 

that Jayasimha did not derive much material advantage from his 
wars with the Candellas.° But the authenticity of the statements 

of these chronicles about this war seems to be proved by a 

Kalafijar stone-inscription which refers to a victory of Madana- 
varman over the Gurjara king.’ The Prabandha-cintamani 

1 See also supra, DANI, Vol. IT, chapter on the Paramdras, pp. 883 ff. 
1 IA, Vol. X, pp. 161-62, 
> BI, Vol. TX, pp. 78 and 76, V. 36 &., see above, p. 967, inscription No, 8. A reference 

to Jayasithba's conflict with the Paramidras of Vigade is possibly contained in the Arthuns 

inscription of Vijayarija (V.8. 1166). Hia father Camupdaraye (c. 1080-1102 A. D) ia said 

lo have defeated a king of Avanti in the Sthali (Vigads) country, sec supra, DHNI, Vol. 

II, Pp. 923, fp. 4, 

‘1,43, 
5 Bee above, DHNI, Vol. 11, pp. 710-11: see aleo BG, Vol. I, Part I, pp. 178-79. 

* See above, DHNI, Vol. II, pp. 710; also p. 710, fn. 4. 

' Ibid; s elmilar statement also oceurs in Prthoirdje-Raso. Bee 14, 1008, p. 144. 
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informs us that the ‘king of the country of Dihbala’ wrote to. 
Jayasimha ‘a letter of alliance,’ and that the latter maintained 

diplomatic relations with ‘ Jayacandra,’ ‘king of Benares.’? This 
king of Dahala was probably the Kalacuri Yasah-Karna (c.1078- 
1125 A.D.). But the name of the Gihadavala king ‘Jayacafidra’ 

(c. 1170-93 A.D.) given by Merututiga appears to be & mistake 
for Govindacandra (c. 1114-55 A.D.).? 

The Dohad and the Talwara inscriptions seem to contain 

references to two other wars of Jayasimmha. The former tells 
us that he ‘destroyed Sindhuraja and others and made the kings 

of the porth bear his commands on their heads like Sega.’ * 
Though it is difficult to find the name of this ruler of Sind, he 
is without doubt one of the Sumra chiefs who ruled at Mangiira 

* from c. 1025 to 1862 A.D.‘ In fighting with the rulers of Sind, 
-Jayasirnha was merely following a policy which was laid down 
by the founder of his dynasty nearly a century before his time.’ 

His other war appears to have been against a ruler named 
Paramardi. The Talwara epigraph states that he ‘ crushed 

Paramardi.’ This Paramardi must be differentiated from the Can- 

della Paramardi, who ruled c. 1167 to 1202 A.D.‘ I would sug- 

gest the identity of this prince with the CaJukya Vikraméditya 
VI of Kalyani (c. 1055 to 1126 A.D.), who was also known as 

Paramardideva.’ 

According to the chronicles, there was yet another struggle 

in which Jayasirhha was involved. This was waged against 

a prince named Barbaraka.’ According to the Doydéraya 

1 PC, pp. 94 and 112. ‘Jayacandrs’ is apparently Jayaccsndre of the inecriptioas. 

See DHNI, Vol. I, pp. 536 2. 

3 See above, DHNI, Vol. I, pp. 515 f. 

3 The Kivtikesmudi also mentioos ‘the binding of the lord of Sindhu.’ BG, Vol. 

I, Part I, p. 179. 
—-$ See above, DENI, Vol. 1, pp. 90 &. 

5 Gee above, DHNI, Vol. 11, p. 942. 
©. Dhis identification is suggested in RMR, 1915, p. 8. For the Candelia Paramsrd!, ¢¢ 

han, Vel. I, pp. 718 f. 

Ba fee BG, Vol. 1, Part 1, p. , BUS. The inscription (No. 9) may indicate that Jayasithbs 

gles Sitertal the Olhsminss of Sikambbess and for some time of leest engaged theit copie! 
ue. 9: ‘Held VAY, Pt I, wp. 116-1, 0d fu. Lem ps 11 
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this chief was assisted by the younger brother of ‘the Raja of 
Antardhanadegs.’ As the followers of Barbaraka are described 
by Hemacandra as Raksasas,' who troubled the Brahman sages 
at Sristhala-tirtha (Siddhapur) he may have been a leader of some 
non-Aryan tribe. According to Bhagvanlal, the modern represen- 
tatives of this tribe ‘are the Babarias, settled in South Kathia- 

war, in the province still known as B&baridvéda.’? Hemacandra 
tells us that Jayasithha led an army against this chief and 

defeated and imprisoned him. But on the assurance given by his 
wife Pitgalika that he would leave the Brahmans in peace, he, 
was released; and henceforth became a faithful servant of the 

Caulukya king. That this account of Hemacandra is based on | 

fact is shown by the title Varvaraka-Jignu first founded in the 

Ujjain epigraph dated V.8.1195 (c. 1139-40 A.D.).’ 

The chronicles represent Jayasitaha as a great builder. 

Amongst the numerous structures ascribed to him may be men- 
tioned the temple of Rudra-mahakala at Siddhapur and the great 
artificial lake Sahasralitga at Pattan.‘ Both these works show 

Jayasimaha to have been a devotee of the Saiva faith. Bhagvanlal 
Indraji has shown that the attempts of Hemacandra and other 
Jain chroniclers to represent him as leaning toward Jainism have 

little foundation. The facts at our disposal rather point the 

1 Bot be also calles Barbaraka a Kgatriga; see FA, Vol. IV, p. 266. Jayasithhs Siri 

calls him dugtech Berberekem Hiram. Bee Kumdrapdla-carita, I, 44. 

2 bid, Vol. I, Part I, pp. 174-75, and fn. 1 on p. 174. 

2 The Kirtckhenmadl of Someotvera tells us that, like Vignu, Jayssithhs conqueted (the 
Cibam&na) Arporijs (cosen), but, unlike bim, married his daughter (Lakgm!) to the 

Sikambbari prince. Bhagvaolal Indraji thought that this wass mistake and that the 
war and peace really took place io the reign of Kumarapéla. JAAS, 1918, p. 274. BG, Vol. 

I, Part I, p. 170. Bob see Deydéraya (1A, Vol. IV, p. 961), which aloo says that Koa of 
Bapadalakgs bent bie heed before Jayaeithbs. [t is possible thet the Kirado Paramira 

Udayarkjs (eee supra, DENI, Vol. Tl, p. 996), whose might is sald to have spread “ as 
far an Coja, Ganga, Karpite ond MAlave " was fendatory of Jayasichha. 

‘ PC, pp. 90.5 ese for » refecence to the list of buildings secribed to him BG, Vol. 

I, Part 1, p, 280, fa, & 
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other way.’ Jayasitnha, however, honoured Hemacandra and 
other Jain monks for their learning, and there are stories that -he 

used to hold discussions between the rival sections of that 

religious fraternity.’ According to the Dvydsraya he established 
schools for the study of the Jyotisa-sastras, Nydya-Sastras, and 

Puranas, and he built a hundred and eight temples of Candika- 

deva and others at the Sahasralitiga tank.” The same authority 
tells us that Kumarapala the successor of Jayasithha started an 

era during his reign. This must refer to the era known as the 
Simha era the epoch of whichis A.D. 1113-14. We have a 

Mangrol inscription of Kumarapala dated in the 32nd year of this 

era. But the Atru stone-inscription, dated in the year 14 shows 

that the era was already in use during Jayasimha’s reign. We 

must therefore conclude that Abhayatilaka,who completed the 
Doyasraya, committed a mistake in giving the credit for estab- 
lishing this era to Kumarapaila. The institution of this new era is 
another evidence of Jayasimbha’s successful administration. 

In spite of all these victories in peace and war, one sorrow 

constantly gnawed at Jayasimmha’s heart. He had no son. The 
chronicles tell us that all his prayers to the gods proved in vain. 

The god Mahadeva himself told him that ‘* his brother‘ Tribbu- 
vanapala’s son Kumarapala should sit on his throne.'’* The rela- 
tionship of Kumarapala with Jayasithha may be shown by the 

following table :— _ 

1 BG, Vol. I, Part I, p. 179. See also PC (p.90) which in recording the 
ceremony of setting up the flag oo the temple of Rudra-mabakAle says: On this occasion 

** he bad the fisgs of all the Jains temples lowered, as in the country of Milevs when 

the banner of MshBkkls is displsyed, no Sieg is hoisted on any Jaina temple.” 

4 See for example PC, pp. 97 ff. The story of the Digambera Kumudscandrs and the 

bvetimbers Srideve. 

8 IA, Vol, TV, p, %7. 

4 ‘ Brother ‘is probsbly a misteke. Authorities differ as to the ancestry of Kurodre 

pals. In another place the Deyaéreya (1A, LW, p. 267) deecribes Jayscishhs as Kumérapals « 

“uncis."’ 

$ Dophireys, 1A, Vol. IV, p. 967 ; a00 also Kemarapéle-verite, III, 1.80, Kamaro 

pile-protibothe, p. 6. 
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(1) Bhimadeva I 

Cakuladevi= 
(once a heiaera) 

= Udayamatt. 

(2) Karna 
Ksemaraja! 

(Given the appanage of 
Dahisthali by No. 2.) 

= Mayanalladevi 

Devaprasada (3) Jayasizmha 

Tribbuvanapala 

= Kasmiradevi 

| 

Mahipala Kirtipala (4) Kumirepila Premaladevi seal ae 
=Kanhada (or = Arnoraja 
Krsnadeva, (King of Sak- 
a general of ambhari). 
Jayasimha), 

Merutudga tells us that ‘as Kumarapaila was of low birth, 

Siddhbaraja could not bear the idea of his inheriting the throne 

and was always on the look-out for an opportunity of compassing 

his destruction.’? The same authority adds that Siddharaja 

had adopted as his son ‘the prince named Bihada, the son of 

the prime minister Udayanadeva.'* The chronicles make it 
quite clear that during the later years of Jayasimha's reign his 
court was divided into two factions. The Kumérapéla-carita 

tells us that owing to his hatred of Kumarapala ‘ Jayasimha 
killed the latter's father Tribhuvanapala, and drove Kumérapfla 

| Merotanga’s Therarali (JBRAS, Vol. IX, p. 158) bas ‘Devapéls’ in the plsce of 

‘Devaprasida.’ The contemporary Drydéraya, gives Keomarije and Karga as the neines of 

the two sons of Bhime. Keemarije's son was Devapresida. PC, p. 116, gives Bhima; his 

ton Haripdle; bis son Tribbuvanapéla ; his son Kumérapila. BG, Vol. I, Part I, p. 181, gives 
Bhims; bis son Kgsmarbja; bis son Harip&ls; bis von Tribbuvenepila ; bis eon Rumérspéle. 

> PC, p. 146. 1 Ibid, p. 190. 
* Abo'l-Fagl alge says that ' Kumérepéls Solanki through fear of his life lived in 

retirement * till Jaynaishha's deeth, 44K, Vol. II, p. 968, 
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into exile. After long wanderings in distant countries’ he at 
last came back to Anahilla-pattana and took shelter in the house 
of his brother-in-law Krgnadeva. Though there is no definite 

evidenoe, yet the sudden death of Jayasirha within 7 days of the 

arrival of Kumarapala at Anhilvad looks rather suspicious." The 
Prabandha-cintamani tells us that Kumarapila was so closely 
pursued that he was at last compelled to take shelter with the 
‘ great minister’ Udayana at Cambay. The latter was persu- 
aded to help Kumérapala to escape by the emphatic statement 

of the Jain monk Hemacandra that Kumiarap&la would be instal- 

led as king “in the 1199th year of the era of Vikraméditya,' 
on the second day of Karttika, on a Sunday, in the nakgatra of 
Hasta.” This prognosis of Hemacandra was attended by the 

practical admonition of the monk to Kumirapila that he ° must 
be grateful ’’ and ‘‘ always devoted to the law of the Jina.’ * We 
are told that Kumarapala ‘reverently accepted this admonition.’ 

Jayasirnha did not long survive this compact, and it seems certain 
that even if Jayasitmha’s death was natural,’ Kuméarapala’s 
elevation to the throne was to some extent aided by the powerful 

Jain party in Gujarat. According to Merutunga, after Jaya- 

girmha’s death K&nhadadeva ‘ made his forces ready for battle,’ 

and played the part of a king-maker. It appears that, includ- 
ing Kumrapila, there were three candidates for the throne. 
Kanhadadeva found the other two unfit for kingship, and ordered 

Kumérapila to ascend the throne. Kumérapaila was at this time 

60 years of age. Once in power, he proved to be a vigorous 

and effective ruler. The disaffected ministers were ‘ all dismissed 

1 Vatepedra, Bhpguksechs, Ujjsyin!, Kificl, and Oiteakiijs ; see Kumérapéle-coris, 

11, 87 .; aloo PC, pp. 116 &. 
3 Kumérepale-cerite, Til, 449-49 

% Bat seo above, p. 067, inscription No. 6 of Jayssisihs which is dsted in V.8. 1900 

4 PC, pp. 117-18. 

- oe ie Mane tase oho ot te ned Ee Sees re * When king 
‘intdiastn died accidentelly...........kamicapéls took ease of his kingdom. 

Hee Bis p18. 
TSS BO, pp. 118-19. 
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to the city of Yama,’ and even his sister’s husband, who had 

become haughty and contemptuous, was blinded and had his 

limbs paralysed by royal orders. After this most of the officers 
submitted, but Bahada, Jayasithha’s adopted son, escaped and 

with a section of the royal army took service under the king of 
Sapidalaksa.’ According to the Kumdrapéla-carita, Kuméara- 

pala after his coronation made Bhopalladev!, his Pattarajtt and 
Udayana his chief minister? This Udayana was no doubt the 
same man who had helped him to escape from the fury of Jaya- 
simaha at Cambay. 

Of the time of Kumarapala we have the following published 

records : 

(1) Mangrol stone-inscription.—Found incised on a piece 

of hard black stone, ‘‘ built up in the wall to the right in de- 
scending into a Vao (Vapi) near the Gadis’ gate at Mangrol in 
Junagarh,'’ South Kathiawar. It contains 25 lines, and opens 

with Om namah Sivaya and an invocation to Hara. It then 

praises Kuméarapala, who succeeded Siddhar&ja. Next follows 

the genealogy of a family of (suhila chiefs.” Amongst these 

Sahajiga became a commander of the Caulukya forces. His 

sons grew so powerful that they were able to protect the Sau- 
ristra country. One of these, named Samaraja set up an idol 

of the god MaheSvara ; and another named Tha(kkura) Miluka 

made some grants for the service of the god. In lines 23-25 
the record is dated in V.8. 1202 (A.D. 1145) and Simha Sassvat 

32. It was composed by the Parama-Pasupatdcarya-mahé- 

pandita Prasarvadnya. 
(2) Dohad stone-pillar inscription.—This short inscription 

is incised at the end of No. 5 of Jayasitnha. It records that 

| Ibid, p. 190. 
* IIl, 414 ff. The Kumarepale-carite gives the name Padmivatl ee that of another 

queen of Kumirapéla (BO, Vol. I, Part I, p. 186). The Ras (Vol. I, pp. 199-08) gives the 
Wagic story of 8 Sesodia queen of Kuwérapéle, of the House of Mewar. 

* For detadle see DANI, Vol. II, injra, chapter on the Ouhile-putres, 
' BI, pp. 188-80; ARB, pp. 170-80, 
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in V.S. 1202 (c. 1145-46 A.D.) ‘Raga Sarhkarastha, who 
attained to gréatness under the good graces of the M/ahdmanda- 
legoara Vapanadeva, residing at Godrahaka, gave three ploughs of 
land in the village of Adviliya-K6da in the pathaka of Ubhloda, 
for (the expenses of) the worship of the god (Goga-Narayana),' 

(3) Kiradu inscription (t).—It belongs to the time of the 
Kiradu Paramara Someévara, a feudatory of Kumiarapils. It is 

dated in V. 8. 1205.” 
(4) Chitorgadh stone-inscription (t).—lIncised on a slab of 

black marble preserved in the temple of Mokalji at Chitorgadh in 
the Udaipur State, Rajputana. It contains 28 lines, and is much 
damaged. It opens with Om namah Sarvajiaya and 4 verses 

invoking Siva (Sarva, Mrda, and Samiddhesvara) and Sarasvati, 

and then eulogises the family of the Caulukyas. In that family 
was born Milaraja. After many other kings of this line came 

Siddharija, who was succeeded by Kumirapiladeva. The 
proper object of the inscription is to record that in the course of 

his campaigns against the rulers of Sikambhari he came to thie 
Citrakifa mountain, and having worshipped the god Samid- 
dheévara and his consort granted a village (name lost) and made 

some donations to his temple. The pragasti was written by the 
chief of the Digambaras Ramakirti. The date (V.) Sarnvat 1207 
(c. 1160 A.D.) comes at the end.’ 

(5) Chitorgadh stone-inscription (ii).—The record is frag- 
‘mentary and highly weather-worn. It contains the genealogy 
of the Caulukyas from Milarija to Kumé&rapils. The 
former was born in the race of Caulukys who was in his 
tarn born from the hollow of the palm of Brahm’. Then follows 

the usual genealogy from Milarija to Jayasithha. After bim, 

* 1 Mditeé by Dhrave, 14, Vol. X, pp. 160-60. He took this ineaription $0 be « part of 
Jayectthbe’s (5), snd wrongly relerred it to the reign of Jayeaishhs. Though the name o! the 
yeigning king 1s net mentioned in it, inseription Mo. 1 shows that it must belong 
Eeminupile's wigs. 
ae 9. Bea onpre, DENT, Vol. TT, pp. 025 &. 
on 4 ‘itied by Kictorn, BY, Vl. I, yp. 481.64 ep gen et 

a 

ew oe 
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Kumfrapom, sou of ‘iribhuvanapala who was son of Deva- 

pras&da, son of Ksemar&ja, who was son of Bhimadeva (I).’ 

(6) Vadnagar pragasti—lIncised on a stone slab in the 
Arjun-Bari near the Simelé tank at Vadnagar in Gujarat. It 

contains 46 lines, opening with Om namah Sivaya and a 
matgala addressed to Brahman. The next 17 verses give an 

account of the origin of the Caulukyas, and traces their genealogy 

down to Kumirapéla. Verses 19 to 29 praise the ancient 
Brahmanic settlement of Nagara or Anandapura,? and the ram- 
part which Kuméarepala raised round it. V. 30 gives us the 
name of the author of the pragasti, Sripdla, who, we are told, 
was adopted as a brother by Siddharaja and bore the title 

Kavi-cakravartin.® The record was written in (V.) Sasmovat 1208 

(c. 1151 A.D.) by the Niagara Brahman, Pandit Valhana.t © 

(7) Kiradu stone piller-inscription (11).—Found incised on a 

white stone pillar at Kiradu, ‘a small village near Hathamo 

under B&dmera, in Marwar in Rajputana. It contains 21 lines 

of very damaged and fragmentary writing. It opens with the 
date (V.) Satnvat 1209 (c. 1153 A.D.), in the victorious reign 

of Rajadhiraja-Kumérapala, ‘who has conquered all kings,’ by 

the grace of Sattkara, the lord of Parvati,’ and then records 
that when Mah&deva was ‘in charge of the signet and the seal, 

etc.’ * (the Naddala Cabamana) Maharaja Alhanadeva on the 

Sivaratri Caturdasi, and certain other specified days gave 
secrity for the lives of animals. No life was to be taken under 
penalty of @ fine for persons belonging to the royal family and of 

| Originally fousd st Obitorgedh; now in the Victoria Hall, Udaipur. 481, WC, 
1905-06, p. 62, No. 2980 ; BI, Vol, XX, p. 900, No. 1629. 

1 Mod. Vidsagar (Sanskrit Vrddhs-nagara), io the Kbersta sab-division of the Kad 
dutrict, Baroda State. For the antiquity of this place see BI, Vol. I, p. 95. 

2 He was the post-lagreate of Jayasithhs ; ese Kielborn, ‘did. 
' Edited by Kislhorn, #7, Vol. I, pp. 298-805. First noticed by Dhrova, /4, Vol. X, 

p. 160. 
S Srtkorepaden semectemedri-spépiran peripate......(loet), According to Dr. 

Barnett this seems to means ‘being in charge (f) of all the functions ef the Seal in the 
Trmeury (drt Kereqa). 

Re ie ee 
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capital punishment for others. The record was written by 
Mahérajaputra-Sandhivigrahike Thakkura Kheladitya.’ 

(8) Pali inscription.—It is engraved on a pilaster close by 
the sanctum in the Sabhadmandapa of the temple of Soman&tha 
at Pali (Pallika-grima), in Jodhpur State. Itis dated in (V.) 
Samvat 1209 in the reign of Kumarapala.' 

(9) Ratanpur stone-inscription—-Contains 11 lines, incised 

on 4 stone in the dome of an old Saiva temple outside the town of 
Ratanpur in Jodhpur State, Rajputana. It is damaged, the Ist 

and the 7th lines being almost illegible. It opens with an 
invocation to Siva, and is then dated in the victorious reign of 
M,-Pb.-P.-Kumarapala.* The inscription then records the publi- 

cation of an order of Girijidevi, the Maharajnt of Ptnapakga- 

deva, successor of (the Naddila Cahamana) Maharaja Réayapala, 

prohibiting slaughter of animals on some specified dates. The 
violation of the order was to be punished with fines. On the 
Améavasya day even the potters were ordered not to burn their 

pots. The edict was made public through Pitiga and Saliga, the 
two sons of the Sravaka Subhatnkara belonging to the Pragvata- 

vataéa and Naddula-pura. It was written by Thokkura Asa- 

pala.’ 

(10) Bhatund stone pillar-inscription.—Incised on one of 
the pillars of the Sabha-mandapa of a dilapidated temple in the 
village of Bhatund, about a mile to the south of Bijapur in the 
Jodhpur State. The record is ‘ highly weather-worn.’ and its 

object is not clear. It is dated in (V.) Samat 1210 (A.D. 1154) 

in the reign of ‘the Caulukya sovereign Kumérapala and mentions 

1 BI, pp. 17373. For Klbagedeva‘s other inscriptions (V.8. 1918.86) see 5, 
Vel. IX, pp. 68-65; Vol. XI, pp. 48.46. 

$ Netieed by D. B. Bosodarkar, 48!, WC, 1907-08, pp. 44-45; see aleo EI, Vol. XI. 
p- 70. 

§ fs in No. 6......'* lustrions by the favour of Parvati-pati “ (ine 9). i 
‘$ dl, sw 905-007. See alee Bi, Vol. XX, Appendia, p. 209, No, 1833. The recor 
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the Dandanayaka Vaijika.’ who was apparently in charge of the 
Naddila district.’ 

(11) Nadol grant.—The plate was found ‘in the possession 

of the Panchayat of the village of N&dol, in the Desuri district, 
Jodhpur State. It contains 13 lines of writing in Sanskrit 
prose ; there is a benedictory verse towards the end. It opens 
with the date (V.) Sam. 1213 (A.D. 1156) when Pb.-M.-P.- 

Umapativara-labdha-prasdda-prauthapratépa-nijabhuja - vikrama- 

ranamgana-vinirjita-Sdkambhari-bhipdla-Kumirap&la was reign- 
ing at Anahilapifaka and when the Mahamatya Bahadadeva was 
transacting the business of the Seal, etc. It then records a grant 

made by his feudatory, the Mahdmandalika Pratapasitaha of the 
Vadina clan (anvaya). The grant consists of one rupaka per 

day from the custom-house (mandapikd) of Badarl to some 

Jaina temples at Naddladayika (mod. Nadlai) and Lavathdadi. 
The inscription was written by the Gaudanvaya-Kdyastha-Pandita 

Mahipala.* 
(12) Balt Inscription.—Incised on a lintel in the temple 

of Bahuguya Mata at Bali, the principal town of the district 
of the same name in Jodhpur State. It is dated in (V.) Samvat 

1216 (A.D. 1159) in the reign of Kuméarapala. On that date 
his Dandandyaka at NaddQla was Vayajaladeva and ‘ Jahagirdar ' 
of V&labi (mod. Bali) was Anupamegvara. The inscription 

1 Also known as VatjA, Vaijalladevs, and Veyajeladeva. The following inscriptions 

also mention him : 

(a) A atone inscription in the Mahb&vire temple at Sevadi (Jodbpur State) dated in 

V.8. 1213 speaks of Dathda Valjé as ruling in Naddls. 

(b) A stong inscription in a Jaina temple at Ghaveray sn the Desuri district (Jodhpur 
Btate) is dated in V.8. 1219 in the reign of Dathdandgoka Vaijaliadeva. 

(c) A stone inseription in s lintel of the Sabhd-mengapa of the temple of BSlé or 

Babugugs MSté at Bali, deted in V.8. 1916, in the rego of Kumirapile, speaks of Doda 

Vayajaladeva as ruling in Naddrdls. 
(1) Inscription No. 2 of the Canlukya Ajsyapala, dated in V.S, 1231 mentions 

Mahamandoledpera Vaijalladevs of the Caboyape (Cihaména) family. 
See Ef, Vol. XI, p. 70 and fp. 4. 
* Noticed in 487, WC. 1908, pp. 61-62. The town of BhAjutjapedrs-oagara is identi- 

Gs} with mo} B ratua l, tha fa l-sp:3 of the record. 

* Bitol by D, B, Bhsoderker, /4, 1919, Vol. ALI, pp. 205-208. 
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records that 2 , plot of land belonging to Bali which,couid be- 
traversed by one ploughshare in a single day was granted by 
Vayajaladeva for the worship of the goddess Bahughrni.' 

(13) Kiradu inscription (iti).—Incised in the Siva temple at 
Kiradu, Jodhpur State. It belongs to the time of Kum@rapala 
and his feudatory, the Kiradu Paramara Somesvara. It is dated 
in V.8. 1218 (A.D. 1161). 

(14) Udayapur stone-inscription (i).—Said to have been found 

‘inside the east entrance of the great temple of the town of 
Udayapur (Lat. 23°54’N., Long. 78°7’ E.) in the State of Gwalior. 
It contains 20 lines of incomplete writing, for in its present 

condition ‘at the beginning of each line we miss from about 
8 to 10 akgaras.’ The inscription records donations to the 

temple of the god Udalesvara in the town of Udayapura by 
Maharajaputra Vasantapila. It was apparently dated in the first 

8 lines, in the reign of Ku(marapala) of Ana(hilap&taka), ‘the 
vanguisher of the lords of Sikambhari and Avanti,’* while the 

Mahaimatya Yasodhava(la) was managing the affairs of the state.‘ 
and when the Mahdasddhanika Rajya(pala) was governing at 
Udayapura. Of the date of the record which was contained in 
the beginning of the first line only ...ga-sudi 15 Gurau remains. 
As the endowments were made on the occasion of a lunar eclipse 
the editor has calculated that the lost portion must have been 
(V.) Saseoat 1220 var... (A.D.) 1163." 

(15) Jalor stone-inscription.—Incised on a lintel in the 
second storey of an old mosque now used as a topkhand at Jalor, 
in Jodhpur State. It records the construction of a Jain vihara 
containing an image of Parévanitha on the fort of Kaficanagiri, 
belonging to Jabalipura (mod. Jalor) in V.8. 1221, by the 
— - dharddhitoara -Paramarhata-Caullakya-M .-Kumarspéla 

“DAB, 10, 1907-08, pp. 64-55, 
8 BY, Vol. XX, Appendia, p. &7, No. 818, 

: é “W ‘Thle in the interpretation of Kielborn ; but to me it seems that —_— was 6 
‘lai ph te king ; ose shore, inseription Ko. 8 of ea: a 

eee -tta..... Sen thovd inamniption No. 6 
ee 5 aa Vol. laps satel — 
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being requested by Prabhu Hema Siri. The temple was known 
as Kuvara (Kumira) vihdra.' 

(16) Udayapur stone pillar-inscription (ii).—Said to be 
incised on a pillar ; in the south of the east entrance of the same 

temple as No. 14. It contains only 5 lines. It opens with the date 
(V.) Samvat 1222 (A.D. 1166), and records that the Tha(kkura) 
Caihada * gave half the village of Sathgavattd in the Bhrthgart- 
catubgagti (group of 64 villages called Bhrtngari), probably to 
the temple where the epigraph was found at Udayapura.’ 

(17) Veraval pragasti of Bhava-Brhaspati.—Contains 54 
lines, incised on a stone slab fixed in the porch of the temple of 
Bhadrakal! at Verava] (Somnath) in 8. Kathiawar. The record 
opens with Orn namah Siodya and invocations to Bhavantpati 
(Siva), Ganega, and Soma (Moon). It then gives an account of 
the birth and career of Bhava-Brhaspati. He was born in the 
city of Vanarasi in the Kanyakubja-Visaya in a Bréhman family, 
and took the vow of the Pasupatas. When he reached Dhara 

and Avanti in the Malava country he was highly honoured, and 
the Paramira lords became his pupils. Next he bound to him- 

self Jayasithha in a close bond of brotherhood. After his 
death, when Kumérapila, ‘ who was a lion to jump on the heads 
of (those) elephants-Ballila, king of Dhara and the illustrious 
ruler of Jaéfigala,’ ‘ quickly mounted the throne of his kingdom,’ 
the Gagda‘ Bhéiva °-Brhaspati, ‘ seeing the temple of the Foe of 
Cupid (Somanath) ruined,’ exhorted him ‘ to restore the house of 
the god.” We are told that the temple of Somnath was first 

* 

| Réited by D. R. Bhandarkar. £/, Vol. XI, pp. 5455. The record really belongs 
to the Naggals (Cihamins) Samerasitbha, who effected some repsirs to the temple in V.8. 
142. Note the form Caullakye; ose abore DHNI, Vol. IT, p. 948, fa. 1. 

7 Kielborn hae suggested that this Cébade may be identical with Kamérspila's general 
of the same name mentioned by the Dopdéreya; vee 14, Vol. IV, p. 987; Vol. XVITI, p. 
H3, fo. 22, 

> Edited by Kiethorn, 14, Vol. XVIL, pp. 843-44. 
' Temple priest; see WEEM, Vol. SII, p. 2 sad fo. 1. 
SA commen Rohetifin title of religions teachers ) id, fo. 1. 
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erected in stone by Bhima I.' Kumirapila agreed, made Brhas- 
pati the lord of all the gandas, and appointed him governor of 

Soman&tha-pattana. When the temple of Somnath was finally 
rebuilt the king made his office of chief temple-priest hereditary 

and granted him the village of Brahmapuri, near Mandali,’ 
When Bhoja, the son of the king’s sister Premalladev!, worship- 
ped Somanatha under the guidance of Brhaspati, Kuméarap&la, 
characterised as M&heSvara-nrpagranih gave another village to 

the priest. The record was written by Rudra Siri, and is dated 
in the last line in Valabhi Sampvat 850 (A.D. 1169).* 

(18) Junagarh stone-inscription.—lIncised on a piece of 
hard black stone and found in a Saiva temple at Junagarh, It 

contains 34 lines of very much damaged writing. It opens with 
an invocation to Siva, and then gives the genealogy of the 
Caulukyas of Anahilap&taka from Miular&ja, followed by the 

names of Bhima, Karna, Jayasimha and Kumarapala. It seems 
to record the building of a Saiva temple by the last prince of 
Anandanagara‘ and his minister Dhavala. The date is Vala- 
bhi-Samvat 850 and Sitaha-Samoat 60 (A.D. 1169).° 

(19) Nadlat stone-inscription.—Found near the temple of 
Mahadeva, about one mile SW. of Nadlai.* It contains 3 lines 

and records the construction of the mandapa, etc., of the temple 

of Bhivadesvara by one Péhini at the cost of 330 drammas, 
in V.S. 1228 (c.1171 A.D.), during the victorious reign of 

1 Most have been damaged during the invasion of Mabméd io the reign of thie prince. 

See supre, DHNI, Vol. IT, pp. 958 &. 
$ Mod. Brabmapor, near mod. Mandal, in the Viramgam Tatuks of the Abmeadabad 

Collectorate. 
3 Col. Tod first noticed this record (Trarels in Western India, p. 604). Than Forbes 

poblished an abstract in JBRAS, Vol. VIII, pp. 50 &. Finally edited by V, G. Oxhs with 

an introduction by Babler in WZKEM, Vol. Ill, pp. 1-19; eve aleo Bi, pp. 188-98. 
4 Mod. Vadnagar. 

5 BI, pp. 184-85. Kiethorn seemed to doubt the resding of the dates, see £7, Vol. XX. 

Appendia, p. 180, No. 1881, sod p. 200, No. 1468. 
$ Madisi is situated 8 miles to the NW. of Desuri, the prineipal tows of the district o! 

_ fen eqme name, Godwar divieion, Jodbper State ; Z/, Vol. XI, p. Sh 
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Kurbvara(Kuméara)pila, while Kelhana was ruling in Nadila 
and the Rasa Lakhamana at Voripadyaka.? 

These inscriptions cover a period of about 26 years, c. 1145 
to 1171. According to the Prabendha-cintamayi Kumarapala 
reigned for 31 years from V.S8. 1199 to 1230.2 The Theravalt, 

gives the reign-period as 1199 to 1229 V.S.° The Mirati- 
Ahmadi‘ assigns him a reign of 30 years and 6 months, while 

the A’in-i-Akbari gives him only 23 years.’ As the Bali stone- 
inscription of his predecessor is dated in V.S. 1200 and the 

Udaipur stone-inscription of his successor is dated in V. S. 1229 
Kumarapala’s reign must fall between these two limits. As 

Merutunga tells us that Kumiarap&la ascended the throne when 

lie was fifty years old, it would seem at first sight that 
the tradition recorded by Abu’'l-Fagl of a shorter reign of 23 
years is the more correct. But the Nadlai stone-inscription of 

V.S. 1228 shows that the Therdrali represent the true tradition 
regarding the lower limit of the reign. 

According to the Gujarat chronicles Kumiarapala, like his 

predecessors, was also a great warrior. The most elaborate 
description of his digvijaya is found in the Kuméarapéla-carita 
of Jayasitnba Sari. The whole of the fourth Sarga of this 

work is devoted to the king’s victorious campaigns. We are 

told that he first reached JavAlapura® (mod. Jalor). After being 
entertained by its néyaka, he proceeded to attack the Sapada- 

laksa country. Arnordja, the king of this place who was also 
his brother-in-law, worshipped him; then he proceeded to the 
Kuru-mangala and halted on the banks of the Mandakini 

(Ganges). Then the Gurjara king marched against Malava. 
On the way the lord of Citrakita ‘showed his gratitude to him.’ 
After reaching Avanti-deSa he captured its ruler. He then 

1 Bdited by D. RB. Bhandarkar, £/, Vol. XI, pp. 47-48. 
! PC, p, 181. 
+ JBRAS, Vol. IX, p. 155 ; 200 aleo p. 157. 
4 MA, Trans., p. 148. 
* AAK, Vol. II, p. 980, 
© Sometimes spelt ‘JabAlipura,’ see supra, DHNI, Vol. IT, p. 982. 

4} 
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followed the banks of the Narmad&, and rested for some time in 

the Reva-tira. Next he crossed the river, and entering Abbira- 

visaya, compelled the lord of Prak&Sa-nagari to become his ser- 
vant. Further south his advance was obstructed by the Vindhyas, 

and after exacting tribute from the petty village chiefs in that 
area he appears to have turned west and subdued the lord of Lata. 

Proceeding northwards from Lita he turned towards the west, 

and defeated the chief of the Suragtra-visaya. From Surdgtra 
he entered Kaccha, defeated its chief, and went on to fight with 

the Paficanadadhipa, who is described as nausddhana-samuddha- 

ta. After defeating him he proceeded to fight against Mialardja 
the lord of Milasthina (mod. Multan). After a terrific contest. 

Milaréja was vanquished, and the Caulukya king returned 

victorious from the Saka country, by way of Jalandhara and 

Marusthana. After describing his triumphant tour of victory, 
Jayasitoha thus indicates the limits of Kumirapala’s digotjaya.' 
A Gamgam Aindrim G-Vindhyam Yamydm a-Sindhu-pagcimam, 
A-Turuskam ca Kauberim Caulukyah Sddhayisyatt. 

[Up to the Ganges on the east, Vindhyas on the south, Sindh, 
on the west and up to the Turuska (land) on the north did the 

Caulukya (king) conquer.”] 

Further on Jayasithha gives a detailed account of Kuméra- 

pila’s war with Arnoraja, the lord of Sikambhari. According to 

him, the war was caused by Arnoraja having insulted Devalla- 

devi, the sister of Kumarapila. She is said to have left the 

C&hamina kingdom and complained to her brother. Kumira- 

pila thereapon invaded the O&haména territories and defeated 

1 IV, 117; the Kum&repdle-prabsndha also gives the same limite of his sway. Bee 54, 
Vol. 1, Past I, p. 189, fn, 1. 

£ Pho Sukrte-kirti-kelloliai of Udsyaprabbs contains the following vers on Kumért- 

pile’s conquest : 
Agre Hemmire.viraé citam sjire-maht-padapeh phde-padma- 
Erigs-bhrige) Kalitge} sedsnesed ensgo Medepstah hapatah, 
Andhrah Korpite-Lajen Kure-Mara-Murelé- en” 

_ Ksidarstembhah sabhagim iti nepeti-kuleir abutoly sorte ged: . 
Mise gts 1 

os. ye pps 1, 9p. 162,, V.00, A 
ad 7 oats Fi pagina ug : 
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Arnorija, but in the end reinstated him on his throne.’ The 
Dvydéraya however says that the hostilities were first com- . 
menced by Anna of Sapadalaksa, who, ‘supposing the goverd- 
ment to be new and Kumérapala to be weak quarrelled with 
him,’ and invaded Gujarat. But Anna was defeated and wounded 
in the fight, and bought peace by marrying his daughter Jalbanfi 
to Kumérapila.? Merutuntga agrees with Hemacandra in stat- 
ing that it was the king of Sap&dalaksa who first made the* 
attack. According to him the Cihamana king was induced to" 
attack the frontiers of Gujarata by Bahada, the son of the prime 
minister Udayanadeva and the adopted son of Siddharaja. 

_Bahada, ‘ desiring to make war on Kumarapala, having won 

over to his side all the officers in those parts with bribes, atten- 

tions and gifts, bringing with him the king of the Sapddalaksa 
country, surrounded with a formidable army, arrived on the 
borders of Gujarat.'" For a time the position of the Caulukya 
king was serious. A large section of the army, including 

Cailiaga, the driver of the royal elephant, refused to follow him 
to battle. But in the end, thanks to Kumérapala’s personal 

bravery, the enemy forces were completely routed, Bahada was 

captured, while Anna the Sapadalaksa king was wounded with 
an iron dart. This victory over Arnoraja is also mentioned by 
the Vasanta-vilasa,’ the Vastupala-Tcjahpala-prasasts,’ and the 

Sukrtakirtt-kallolini.* 

There is ample epigraphic evidence to show that this literary 
tradition of war between Kumarapala and Arnoréja is based on 
fact. The Kiradu (V. 8. 1209) and Ratanpur stone inscriptions 

show that the principality of the Naddila Caéhamanas was 

1 TV, 170 ff. 
1 IA, IV, pp. 967 &. 

> PC, p. 190, 
‘ GOS, No. VIL, iii, 90. The Cibaména king is referred to as ‘King of Jhagela’ in 

this Work. Aleo in the Veraval inscription of Bhive-Brhsspeti; eee W2EM, Vol. III 
pp. ft, 

* Appendix I, in GOS, No. X, pp. 68 &., V. 88. , 
‘ bid, Appendix IZ, gp. OT &., V. 61. 
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included within his dominions. The inscription of Bhatund 

and a number of others’ indicate that during the years V. S. 
1210-16 one of his Danda-nayakas was actually posted in the 
Naddiila area. The Cahamana principality of Naddiila served as a 
buffer-state between the kingdoms of Anahilapitaka and Sékam- 
bhari, and its inclusion within the Caulukya dominions must 

have been effected by successful war. This guess seems to be 
supported by one of Kumarapala’s Chitorgadh inscriptions (V. 8. 
1220) which actually states that he defeated the ruler of Sikam- 
bhari, and, after devastating the Sapadalaksa country pitched his 

great camp at Salipura, not far from modern Chitor in Udaipur 
State, Rajputana. There is however no evidence to show 

that the Ciahamana ruler was completely crushed. The Vadnagar 
pragasti (V. S. 1208), which also refers to Kumiarapila’s 

victory over Arnoréja when read with the Chitorgadh inscrip- 

tion mentioned above indicates that the war on this frontier 
raged for at least 8 years. Kumirapala’s victory over the 

Jatgala king is also referred to in the Veraval inscription of 
Bhava Brhaspati (A.D. 1169). 

The war with the Cahamanas of Sikambharl seems to have 
involved Kumarapala in two other struggles on his eastern 
frontier. The Doydsraya says that after his victory over Anna 

he was advised to win fame by subduing Ballila. The reason 
why his ministers counselled him to attack Ballaila is given 
by Hemacandra in another passage, where he writes that 

before Anna advanced upon the frontiers of Gujarat he formed 
an alliance with Ballala, the king of Avanti, and it was 
arranged that both the powers should simultaneously attack 
the Caulukya kingdom from the north and the east.’ After 

the Caulukya king had returned to Pattana, ‘" News was 
brought to Kumirspila that Vijaya and Krsna, the two 

1 See above, DANI, Vol. II, p. 980 &. 
© The PC (p. 141) seems to give Vigraharkja, eas Viévala, the ere 

as elso conbemnporary with Komirspéla, 
2 IA, Vel. IV, p. 286. 

Pa 
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Samantas whom he had sent to oppose Ballala, when be himself 

advanced against Anna, had gone over to the king of Ujjain, 

and that monarch was already in his territory and was advanc- 
ing on Anahillapura. Kuméarapéla, assembling his troops, 

went against Ballila, who was defeated and struck from his 

elephant.’’? The Vasantavilasa* also refers to Kumirapila’s 
victory over BallaJa while the Kirti-Kaumudi informs us that 

the latter was beheaded by Kuméarapala.? The authenticity 

of this literary tradition seems to be borne out by epigraphic 
evidence. The stone pillar at Dohad, which contains an in. 

scription dated in the reign of Jayasirthha in V. S. 1196 (A.D. 

1140) also contains a postscript dated in V. S, 1202 (A.D. 
1145-46). But, significantly enough, it fails to mention the 

name of the sovereign lord of the Mah@mandalegvara Vapana- 
deva. We have already noticed the strategic importance of the 

Dohad region. It is not unlikely that sometime between 1140 

and 1146 A.D. the Caulukyas lost their hold over this region. 
But there is no doubt that whatever reason may have induced 

the composer of the inscription to omit the name of Kumarapala, 
the Caulukyas had recovered their hold on Mialava some time 

before 1168 A.D. The two Udayapur inscriptions of Kumarapala 

dated in V.S. 1220 (A. D. 1163) and 1222 (A. D. 1166), 

which were discovered not far from Bhilsa, show that, like 

his predecessor he was again the lord of Malava. The Veraval 
inscription of Bhava-Brhaspati (A.D. 1169) refers to Kumiara- 

pila’s victory over Ballila, the king of Dhar&, while the 

Vadnagar prasasti states that the Caulukya king charmed the 
goddess Cand!, ‘‘ when she was desirous of taking a toy-lotus 
with the lotus-head of the Malava lord, that was suspended 
at his gate.’’* This last inscription indicates that Ballala 

1 Ibid. 
711, 9. 
> BG, Vol. I, Part I, p. 185. 
¢ BI, Vol. I, p. 802, V. 15, See cleo sugrs, DHNI, Vol, IJ, pp. 886 #. 
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was killed sometime before c. 1151 A.D.' It is however difficals 

vo identify the Milava king Ballaila. The genealogical lists 
in the published records of the Paramaras do not contain this 

name: as Liiders has suggested, he may have been a usurper 
who seized the throne of Malava some time between 1138 to 

1144 A.D.? and taking advantage of Kuméarapala’s difficulties 
when he first ascended the throne of Anahilapataka, declared his 
independence, and allied himself with the Cahaméanas of 

Sakambhar!, and advanced against Gujarat to try conclusions 

with the traditional enemies of his country.’ 

The second war that was waged by Kumarapila in connec- 

tion with his struggle with the Cahamina Arnoraja was against 

the Paramira principality of Candravati in Abu. The Kumara. 
pala-carita tells us that when he was fighting with Arnorija, 

Vikramasithha, the lord of Candravati, rebelled against him. 

So after his victory against the northern ruler, he advanced 
towards Candravati and after capturing the city imprisoned its 

ruler! According to this authority, the throne of Candri. 

yvati was given to Vikramasitmha’s nephew Yasodhavala.’ The 

authenticity of this tradition is shown by the Mount Abu praégast 
of Tejahpila (V. S. 1287), which tells us that the Arbuda 
Paramara Yasodhavala ‘‘ quickly killed Ballila the lord of 
Malava, when he had learnt that he had become hostile to the 
Caulukya king Kumarapala.’’* From the wording of this 

1 Léders suggested on the authority of the Veraval inscription that Ballila must have 

dad before 1160 A.D.; EJ, Vol. VIL, p. 901. But the Mileva lord ig the Vadnager io 

scription is certainly the Balléla of the later record, and so we can shorten the period of bis 

death by aboot 16 years. 
S £1, Vol. Vil, pp. 201-08. The lest dete of Yasovarmsn ead the frst dete of 

 ‘Yekguivermaa. 14, Vol. XIX, pp. 048-49; sbid, pp. 863 8. Recently » snggestion bs 
been made that Beliéle was a Hoyssle ruler from Dorasamudra. 

3 Ges inscription No. 14 sbove and fn. 8 on p. 082. 
_ 4 IY, 491-88. The Doydsraye (IA, Vol. IV, p. 967) says that Vikramasisbhe, tbe 

‘Pansuiian reler of Abs, entertained Kumbreplls when the latter rescbed his mpi op bis 

ah $9 waging sgainst Kune of Sephdstakss. | 
* ME QG, Vol I, Part I, p. 286. 
«EGE, Fel MILL, p. 216, ¥. 36. Bee alae supra, DENI, Val 1, opt wt 14 f. 
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passage we may conclude that Yasodhavala was a feudatory of 
Kum&rapala. 

Apart from these three wars, Kumarapala seems to have 

engaged in at least two others. One of these was waged against 

Mallikarjuna, the ruler of Kautkana (Konkan). The Arbuda 

Paramara Yasodbavala, who claims to have materially assisted 

Kumarapila against Ballila, seems to have also shared in 

his campaign against this prince. We are told by the Mount 

Abu pragasti of Tejahpila (V. 8. 1287) that when Yaéodhavala, 

‘inflamed with anger, held his ground in the battle-field, 
the wives of the lord of Kaudtkana shed drops of tears from 

their lotus-like eyes.’’’ The chronicles however do not men- 

tion YaSodhavala's name in this connection. Merutuhga gives 
the following’ story about this war. Once when the Caulukya 
king was giving a general audience to the people, he heard a 

bard bestowing on the king of the country of Kautkana, the 
biruda of Ra@ja-pitamaha. Deeply indignant, he looked around 

the assembly, and, finding Amrabhata (also known as Ambada), 

a son of the prime-minister Udayana, willing to lead an army ‘to 
destroy that semblance of a king,’ Kumarapala despatched him 
with all his chieftains. But when Ambada had reached the 
Kantikana country and was encamped on the further bank of the 

river Kalavini, he was suddenly attacked and put to flight by 

Mallikarjuna. Kumiarapila seeing him deeply humiliated but 

yet determined to try his luck again, invested him with the 

command for the second time. Ambada now crossed the river 
by throwing a bridge across it, and carefully transporting his 

army to the other bank, attacked, defeated and killed Mallik- 
irjuna.? Then ‘‘ be bad Mallikarjuna’s head set in gold, and 
after establishing the authority of the Caulukya sovereign’é 
presented it to his lord at Anahillapura. Kumarapala thereupon 

! EI, Vol, VEIL, p. 916, V. 98. 
7 According to the PB, Mallikirjuna was killed by the Olkamine Somefvara, who 

wae at that tine ving 6 Kumérapile’s court. See R48, 1918, pp. 074-76. 
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conferred the title Raja-pit#maha on Ambada.’ This Mallik. 

Arjuna bas been rightly identified with the Silahara prince of that 
name, for whom we have inscriptions dated in Saka 1078 (A.D. 

1156) and 1082 (A. D. 1160). As the earliest inscription, so 

far known, of his successor Apariditya is dated in Saka 1084 

(A. D. 1162), Bhagvanlal suggested that he must have lost his 
life between A. D. 1160 and 1162.’ 

Another war mentioned by Merututtga was waged against 
Surhvara,’ the chief of Surigtra. The expedition against this 
prince was led by the prime-minister Udayana. But in the 
struggle that followed the Caulukya forces were defeated, and 
Udayana himself was carried to his quarters mortally wounded, 
Bhagvanlal has calculated that this war must have taken place 
sometime c. 1149 A. D. (V. S. 1205), as the repairs to the temple 
of Adinatha at Palitana, which he promised to carry out just 
before his death, were finished in A. D. 1156-57 A. D. (V. S, 

1211). The same scholar has suggested that the Suristra 

chieftain was possibly some Gohilvad Mehr chief. He may how- 

ever have belonged to the family of the Abhira-Cidisama chiefs 
of Junagadh who had been giving trouble to the Caulukyas since 

the days of Miilarija I. The Kumérap@la-carita tells us that 
Samara (Sausara) was in the end defeated and his son placed on 
the throne. As the Sundha Hill inscription * tells us that the 
Naddula Cahamana Alhidana ° helped the Gurjara king in sup- 

pressing disturbances in the mountainous parts of Saurigtra 
(girau'saurdstre), the victory over Samara may have been won 

through the assistance of this feudatory.’ 

2 PC, pp. 122-98. 
2 BG, Vol. 1, Part I, p. 186, /bid, Part II, p. 644. Oo Kombrapile’s conquest of 

the Konkans see also Sukrte-kirti-kallolini, GOS, Vol. X, Appendix, pp. 67 &., V. 68 ff. 

3 Also known as Sethosara, According to others the name is Semara, See BO, Vo. 
Y, Part I, p. 186 and fn. 1. 

4 BG, Vol. I, Part I, p. 186. 

$ BI, Vol. IX, pp. 70 2. 

& Same ss Athanadeva of inscription No.7 above, p. 979. 
§ JI, Vol. XI, p. 71. 
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I shail iicinde the list of er 8 wars by ee 
to a very curious story about a Dahala king named Karns. The 
Prabondha-cint@mami ' tells us that this king once marched 
against the Caulukya kingdom. The report of this invasion took 

Kuméarap&la by surprise, and he was ina state of bewilderment 

knowing not what to do. But as Karna was marching by night, 
seated on the forebead of an elephant, his eyes closed in sleep and 

‘a gold chain that he wore on his neck, caught in a banyan-tree 
and hanged him, and so he died.’ If there is any truth in this 
story Karna must be the Dahala Kalacuri Gaya-Karna, who ruled 

about 1151 A. D. 

Kumiarap&la’s reign is extremely interesting in the religious 

history of India. The Jain chroniclers unanimously assert that 

ig he advanoed in years he gradually came under the influence of 

ITemacandra and at last embraced Jainism. The Kumérapala- 
rarita of Jayasitnha (A. D. 1365) devotes six sargas (V-X) to 

describing the circumstances that led to his final conversion and 

the steps which he took for the advancement of that religion. 
We are told that on the advice of Hemacandra he first gave up 

eating flesh and drinking wine.* Then on the instruction of the 

nunk the king went to Somnath, accompanied by the sage, and 
worshipped Siva. Hemacandra then caused Siva to appear and 
praisy the Jain religion. Asa result of this Kumarapila accept- 

ed the Abhaksa-niyama and fixed his mind on Jainism (Jaina- 
dharme-manasth@pana). Jayasitnha devotes the next chapter to 

a religions discourse between the king and the sage, and then in 
the 7th sarga we are told that the king finally accepted Sraddha- 
dharma from Hemacandra and prohibited the killing of animals 
in his kingdom.’ The author informs us that the order became 
eflective in Surkgtra, Lata, MAlava, Abbira, Medap&ta, Maro, 
and even Sapdalakea-deéa.' The decree was enforced with such 
hyour that a merchant of Sap&dalakga, for killing a louse that 
+ 
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was sucking his blood like a raksasa, was arrested like a thief 

and compelled to give up all his property for the foundation of a 

sanctuary for lice (Yaka-vihara).’ The slaughter of goats on 

Nava-ratras was abolished and the king even sent ministers to 

Kadi to suppress injury to animals. The next two sargas are 

devoted to the description of Kumirapila’s pilgrimage to various 

Jain sacred places, and the establishment of caityas and temples 

and various donations. In the tenth section we are told that the 

king conferred upon his guru the title of Kalikala-sarvajta * and 

after selecting Ajayapala as his successor died soon after Hema- 

candra’s death. The Kumarapala-pratibodha of Somaprabha ° 

generally describes the Jain teachings given to the king by Hema- 

candra, and sets forth Kumarapala’s edict prohibiting slaughter of 

animals, meat-eating, gambling, and prostitution, The most 

interesting effect of Jain teaching on the king was his withdrawal 

of the right of the state to confiscate the property of those who died 

childless (m rta-dhanapaharana-nisedha).' Another interesting 

fact supplied by this author 1s a description of the king’s daily 

time-table (dina-raryd). We are told that the king left bis bed 

very early in the morning and recited the sacred Jain mantra 

Paitca namaskara (five salutations), and meditated on the ador- 

able gods and gurus. Thereupon he finished his bath, ete., 

worshipped the Jain images in the household temple, and, i! 

time permitted, proceeded on ap elephant to the Kumara-rihara 

‘nthe company of bis ministers. After performing eightfold 

worship there he used to go to Hemacan
dra, and, having worship: 

him, listened to his religious teachings. He returned at mid- 

day to his palace, and after giving food and alms to mendicants 

1 VIT, 688 &. 

2X. 106. He had before this conferred the title Peramarhata on his preceptor 0m 

being cured of leprosy by hia . occ 
VI', 069 ff. 

$ GOS, No. XIV. The date of the MS. ia giren as 1403 A. D., but according 10 Me 

- qditor it wes probably compossd ¢. A. D. 1179, aad its suthor wes s contempors'] of 

4 Pound sleo in the Vasenterilase, LI, 28. 
¥ 
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and sent food-offerings to the Jain idols, took his meal. Then he 

attended an assembly of learned men, and discoursed with them 

op religious and philosophical topics. In the 4th prahara of the 
day (about 3 P.M.) he took his seat on the throne in the royal 
court and attended to the business of state, heard appeals from 

the people, and passed judgment on them. Sometimes purely 

as a part of royal duty he attended wrestling matches, elephant- 

fights, and other such pastimes. He took his evening meal 

48 minutes before sunset, but ate only once on the Sth and 14th 

days of every fortnight. After dinner he worshipped with 
flowers the household temples and made dancing girls wave lights 
before the deities. Worship over, he listened to musical concerts 

and recitations, sung by edranax. Having thus passed the day, 

he then retired to rest.’ Another interesting work on Kumiara- 

pala’s conversion to Jainism is the allegorical drama Moha-raja- 
pardjaya of Yasahpala (¢, 1174-77 A.D.)* which resembles the 

Prabodhacandrodaya of Krana Misra (¢. 1065 A.D.) This 

work also specially emphasises Kumarapala’s prohibition of the 

four ryasanas* and the abolition of the rule by which the property 

of those who died heirless was confiscated to the state... The 

king, we are told, ordered his Dandapasikas to suppress gamb- 

ling, meat-eating. wine-drinking, butchery, robbery and 

adultery. But it is interesting to know that Vesya@-ryasana was 

not considered to be a very great sin, and was apparently allowed 

to continue. Gambling, it appears was very common amongst 

the nobles, princes, and general public. Yasahpala describes 
five kinds of gambling, riz., (1) Anidhiya, (2) Nalaya 

(3) Caturanga, (4) Aksa and (5) Vardda. We are told that 

amongst habitual gamblers, some have hands, feet, and ears 

chopped off; of others the eyes are removed : some are without 

' Ibid, pp. 428 @. 
2 GOS, Vol. 1X, 1918. The author was a» Mogab Bavia, and certsioly o Jain. 

1 1V, 3, 

‘ See the story of the merchant Kovera, III, 63 & The wealthy Benis caste, who 

Yere mostly Jains, suffered most by thie rule. It is interesting to remember that Hema- 

aod are wae also s Bania. 
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“os> and lips, and of some all the limbs are out aff, ‘While ‘others 
go naked.’ But spart from these disreputable fellows, there 
were amongst the habitual gamblers men of the highest fami- 

lies. The author gives us the following names from this class : 

(1) Mevada-Kuméra, (2) Suratthahica-sahodara (brother of the 

king of Surattha), (3) Cathndravadi-pats, (4) Nadile-narinda- 

nattuo (nephew of the Nadila king), (5) Guhardja-bhéya-natii 

dano, (6) Dharahiraya-bhaginijjo (sister's son of the Dhara 

king), (7) Sayarabhari-bhuvadla-madulago (maternal-uncle of the 

Sakambhari king), (8) Kumkanahtva-vemaugo (step-brother of 

the king of Konkan), (9) Kaccha-bhumibhuyaniga-salao (brother- 

in-law of the king of Kaccha), (10) Maru-mandala-khandc- 

duhida-namdano (sister's son of the king of the Maru country), 

(11) Calukya-niva-janassa-madugo (maternal uncle of the Calu- 

kya king). We are told that these were so much addicted to 

gambling that they did not stop even if their father, mother, or 

any other relatives died. The next interesting information in 

this work is the names of the various sects who were wedded to 

the principle of slaughter.” These were the (1) Kaula, (2) 

Kapalika, (3) Rahamana, (4) Ghatacataka, and (5) Mari (?). 

There is general agreement amongst the other Jain authors 

about the facts detailed above, and there is some epigraphic 

evidence to show that the statements, though exaggerated, are 

at least partially based on fact. The Kiradu and Ratanpur 

inscriptions, for instance, actually record edicts for the prohibi- 

tion of animal-slaughter on certain specified days, while the 

Jalor stone-inscription calls Kumarapila Paramdrhate. but 

there is also evidence to show that though influenced by Jaipism) 

he never formally gave up his traditional Saiva faith, Even 

the Jain writers admit that he worshipped Someévara and 

rebuilt the temple of that god at Somnath.’ In the Veraval 

4°IV,N. 2 IV, 98. ee a 

_$ Miee Depatroys aleo recorde the buildiog of the Galva tomgle.of Mabbldevs Kumars
 

Sjghledioers 24 Agekillspurs, 14, Vol. IV, p. 900; alec the the tomaple of odredse™ 

alabiidere, id. Yor the repair of temples vee aloo Vacamta-tih ee aca 
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stone-insoription, which records this fact, he is called Mahe- 
svara-nppagranth,’ in A.D. 1169, only a few years before his 
death (c. 1174 A.D.). Most of his inscriptions begin with in- 
vocations to Siva; and it is significant that not a single inscrip- 
tion has yet been discovered where he invokes any Jain deity. 
The Jain chronicles record stories of Bréhman hostility to the 

influence of Hemacandra at his court. In these quarrels, the 
Brahmans, we are told, always came off second best, and were 
often saved from the wrath of the king by the merciful inter- 
vention of Hemacandra. But there is reason to suspect these 
stories of the king's partiality to Jainism. The Ras-mala for 

instance records a story in which the Saiva saint Sankara Svam! 

brings about the death of Hemacandra and induces Kumarapila 
to massacre the Jain monks and become his disciple. It is evi- 
dent that Kumarapla accepted some of the principles of 
Jainism. But it is doubtful whether he was really sincere 
in his acceptance of its tenets. It is not unlikely that his lean- 
ings towards Jainism had a material object in view, the winning 
of the support of the powerful and wealthy Bania corporations, 
who were predominantly Jain, The king’s numerous wars 
must have drained his treasury, and may have made him increas- 
ingly dependent for financial assistance on the Jain community, 
who appeared to have formed, then as now, the backbone of 
industry, commerce, .and banking in Gujarat. It may not be 
without significance that Hemacandra himself was a Modha 
Bania by caste, while Udayana, the prime minister was also a 
rich merchant of the Srim@la-vatiiga.? 

» According to the Kumarapdla-carita of Jayasimha, the 
Caulukya monarch before his death discussed with Hemacandra 

' Io the Sembay (Gecretariat) grant of his successor Ajayapile, Kumérapila is called 
' Umapati-veratabdhe-presida, see 1A, Vol. XVIII, p. 82, line 4. 

1 PC, p. &&, See aleo p. 976 above for the connection of Kussdraptle's accession with 
the Jeia Banis community. | 
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the question of succession and seems to have selected Ajaya- 

pala! The Kumdrapala-prabandha however telis us that 

Kumérapala desired to give the throne to his daughter’s son 

Pratépamalla, but Ajayapala raised a revolt and got rid of 

Kumarapala by poison.’ It is significant that this tradition that 

Ajayapala ‘ wickedly poisoned his sovereign’ is also recorded 

by Abu’l-Fag] and ‘Ali Muhammad Khan.’ The dramatic fore- 

cast of Hemacandra that the royal pupil would only survive him 

for six months,‘ was probably made to come true by more violent 

means than the Jaina chroniclers would have us believe. The 

suspicion of foul play increases when we sec that there was a 

violent reaction in the religious policy of Kuméarapala’s succes- 

sor. It is not unlikely therefore that soon after the death of 

the powerful Jaina teacher all the elements of dissatisfied 

Brahmanical forces combined to bring about a change of royal 

policy by violent means. The appointment of Kapardin, an 

avowed devotee of the goddess Durga, as the prime minister of 

Ajayapala, the violent deaths of Amrabhata, the son of the Jain 

prime minister Udayana after a short civil war and of the Jaina 

monk Ramacandra* all seem to point to the same conclusion. 

The relationship between Kumarapila and his successors 

is usually left uncertain in the chronicles and inscriptions. But 

. the Doydgraya of Hemacandra and the Therdrali of Merututga 

tell us that Ajayapala was the son of Mahipala,* a brother of 

Kumirap&la.’? This statement is supported by a Patan inscrip- 

tion at Veraval, which calls Ajayap&la the brother's son of 

1 X, 138. 

2 BG, Vol. J, Part I, p.194. See also PC, p. 149, which seems to refer to the bitth of 

a son to Kumirapile: ‘A son has been born to your majesty.’ The king is reported to 

have answered that this child would be a king in Gujatst but not in that city (Apahilla- 

pijeka). 
3 AAR, Vol. Tl, p. 263; MA, Trans., p. 148. 

# PC, p, 150. 

& Ibid, pp. 152-58. 

& According to Forbes one of the candidates for the throne on the death of Jayasiiha : 

RAS, Vol I, p. 176. 
t BG, Vol. I, Part I, p. 104 and In. 2; JBRAS, Vol. IX, p. 166. 
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KumérapBla.' The A’tn-i-Akbari also calls Ajayapila the nephew 

of Kumarapala.’ 
The following inscriptions are so far known for Ajayapala’s 

reign : 

(1) Udayapur stone-inscription.—Found ‘ in Udayaditya’s 

magnificent temple to Siva at Udayapur, in the State of Gwalior, 

C. 1. Itcontains 23 lines, and opens with Om namah Siraya. 

Then follows the date (V.) Samuvat 1229 (A. D. 1173),° in the 

reign of M.-P.-Parama-maheérara Ajayapaladeva, when the 

Amatya Somesvara was transacting the business of the seal.‘ 
At this date the illustrious Linapasika,* an officer appointed by 

the king to govern Udayapura, which was in the Bhdaillascamte 

mahadvadasaka-mandala,’ a province acquired by the king’s own 

prowess, on the occasion of a Yugdadi, which coincided with the 

Akegaya-trtiyd, gave the village of Umaratha in the Bhrasgarika- 

Cutuksasti-pathaka to the god Vaidyanitha, at Udayapura, for 

the spiritual benefit of the deceased Raja, the illustrious Solana- 

deva, asonof the Rajaputra, the illustrious Vilhanadeva, of 

the Muhilatindha(?) family. Lines 20-21. state that the 

donation was received (on behalf of the god) by Nilakanthba 

Svamin,’ 

(2) Unjha inseription,—-Found in the Kalesvar Mahadev 

temple at Unjha, Baroda State. Itis dated in (V.)S. 1231 in 
the reign of Ajayapiladeva of Analilapataka." 

Ibid, fn. 2, on p. 1H. 

4AK, Vol. IT, p. 4: we also RAS Vol. TL. p, 108. 
The exact date in Monday, the 16th April, A. D. 1173. 

Sri-Srt Narawadaw samasta-mudrd-ryapardn partparhthapats, 

Corrupted from Prakrit Logapastys, Sanakrit Lavanaprasids. Another form of the 

ame is Lipapasiis. fee 14, Vol. XVI, p. 346. 

© Bhaillaavdmi is mod. Blilsa, to the NE. of Bhopal, C. 1. 

1 Edited by Kielhorn, /4, Vol. XVIII, pp. 344-48 Previously edited by F. W. Hall 

i J4SB, Vol, XXXF, pp. 125; oorrection suggested by Holtsach in 1A, Vol. XI, p. 244, 
n 19, 

* Noticed by D, Ra Bhandarkar from his own transcript, Bf, Vol. XX, Appendie, 

POA, No. 888. 

ee ee * id 
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~ (3) Bombay Secretariat grant.--The find-spot_ of “the | 

tee is not known. It was deposited in 1889 in the 

Bombay Secretariat. It contains 32 lines, incised on two plates. 

Though there are ring-holes in the plate, and one plain copper 

ring was found, there is no indication of any seal having been 

attached to the ring. At the end are engraved the sun, the 
moon, and the figure of a four-faced, and four-armed god, seated 

on a water-lily (Brahman). The inscription opens with two 
verses praising the god Siva (Vyomakesa and Smarar&ti), and 
next comes the name Brahmanapataka the place from which the 

grant was issued. It then traces the succession of Pb.-M.- 

Parama-mahegvara Ajayapaladeva from Jayasithha.' We are 

pext told that in the reign of this prince, who was established in 

Anahilapataka when the Mahamatya Somesvara was in charge of 

the seal, the Cahuyana (Cahamina) Mahdmandalegvara Vaijalla- 

deva who had attained the Pafica-mahasabda and who through the 

favour of Ajayapaladeva was governing the Varmad@-tata-mandala, 

when stationed at Brihmanapataka, in V. 8. 1231 (for 1232? = 

A. D. 1175), granted the village of Alavidagitnva, belonging 

to the group known as Makhulaga@mva-grama-deicatrariméat and 

forming part of Pirna-pathaka, for the feeding of 50 new 

Brahmans in Khandohaka, southern division. In line 31 

there is another date, (V.) Sarzvat 1231, in figures. The 

Da(taka) of the grant was the Pratthara Sobhanadeva. The 

grant ends with Sra-hasto-yam-Mahamandalegvara-Sri Vaijalla- 

devasya. Uparori (Uparika?) Vamadeva.’ 

If Fleet is right in his suggestion that the date V.8. 1231 

of the second inscription is a mistuke for V.8. 1282 the two 

records show that Ajayapala reigned at least for 3 years (V.S8. 

acai Merututiga’s Theracali tells us that be reigned for 

‘s es given the epithet Varcercka-jiqna, while Kumsraphle is called? Umapeti. 

: rashda and vinirfita.Gékambhori-bhipale. The epithet padawudhpite quali- 

pespletionship of both Kumaraptle and Ajsysptls to their prodessasens..” © 

Mega hy Fleet, 14, Vol. XVIII, pp. 80-85. Ine Kadl gut. (im (A. 

gh 
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3 years and two months, from V.S. 1229, Pauga, to 1282, 

Phalguna.’ The Prabandha-cintimayt of the same author states 
that he ‘ ruled for 3 years beginning from V.8. 1230.’? As the 
A’in-i-Akbari*® and the Mirdt-i-Ahmadi also assign him 8 years, 

we may conclude that his reign period did not exceed that 

limit by any appreciable margin. The Jain chroniclers do not 
record any achievements of this reign. The author of the 
Sukrta-samkirtana however notes that the king of Sapadalakgs 
sent Ajayap&la a silver pavilion ‘as a feudatory’s gift.’‘ This 
seems to be confirmed by the Kadi grant of Bhima IT (V.S. 
1263), which gives Ajayapala the epithet Karadikrta-Sapadalaksa- 
Ksam@pala.* If there is any truth in this statement, this 

Cihamana ruler must be identified with Somesvara, for whom 

we have dates ranging from c.1170to 1177 A.D.® There is 
some evidence to show that Ajayapala was engaged in war with 

the rising Guhilas of Rajputana. From an Abu inscription 
dated in V.S. 1287 we learn that the Abu Paramara Prahladana 

defended the illustrious Gurjara king when his power had been 
broken on the battle-field by Samantasimha.’ Litders suggested 
the identification of the latter prince with the Guhila Samanta- 
sinha, whose name is mentioned in two inscriptions of Mt. Abu. 

He referred him toc. 1200 A.D." But two inscriptions of the 
Guhila prince, recently discovered, are dated in V.S. 1238 
(c. 1171 A.D.) and 1236 (c. 1179 A.D.).° These make him a 

| JBRAS, Vol. IX, p. 158. 
1 This mast be wrong ; eee above, p. 999, inscription No. 1, dated in V.8. 1939. 
3 AAK, Vol. 11, p. 980; MA, Trans., p. 143; BHG, p. 27. 

‘BG, Vol. I, Part I, p. 194. 
| STA, Vol. VI, pp. 104 #. Pleet in the grant No.9 of Bhima IT (see below, p. 1008) 
i Mad it, I think wrongly, a0 Karadikrte-Sopadalokge-Lakgmépéla, and translates as 

_ ‘levied tribute from Lakem&péla, the king of Sepdelakpa.’ JA, Vol. XVIII, pp. 118 
und 115, 

" JASB, Vol. LV, Part I, pp. 408.; FRAS, 1913, p. 977; also infre, DENI, Vol. II, 
thapter on the Cahemdnes 
"BI, Vol. VIN, p. 916, ¥. 98. See also infra, DHNI, Vol. 11, chapter on the Oshile- 
— Pitrag, 

| Tbid, p. 900; LAders takes the Garjare king to be Bhins IT. 
Notiond ia RMR, 1984626, p. 8; gleo 14, 1094, p. 100. 
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contemporary of Ajayapaja; and as the two immediate successors 
of Ajayapala were minors when they ascended the throne, 

the conflict may have taken place during his reign.’ 
According to the Merutunga, Ajayapaladeva, soon after his 

accession, ‘ began to destroy the (Jain) temples set up by his 

predecessors’ and appointed Kapardin, a worshipper of Durga, 
to be his prime minister. Among the violent acts recorded by 
this author of this ‘low villain of a king’ is the execution of 
the minister Kapardin and the Jain scholar Ramacandra, ‘ the 

author of a hundred works’ (and a pupil of Hemacandra). 

The former was ‘cast into the cauldron,’ while the latter was 
‘ placed......on 8 heated plate of copper.’ I have already refer- 
red to the armed revolt of Amrabhata, the son of Udayana, 
Kumirapala’s powerful Jain minister. We are told that he 
refused to prostrate himself before the king, saying that in this 

birth he did obeisance only ‘‘to him who is without passion 
as a god, to the sage Hemacandra as a teacher, and to Kumira- 

pala asamaster.’’’ The angry king ordered him to prepare 
for battle. Thereupon he worshipped the image ‘of the Jina 
and after accepting consecration for battle, ‘ swept away from 

his own mansion the retainers of the king like a heap of 
chaff, with the wind of his own soldiers.’ He then ‘penetrated 

as far as the clock-house’ and passed into existence as a god, 

being emulously chosen by the Apsaras, who came to behold 

the wondrous sight.”* There is no reason to doubt these 

stories of the violent end of these two influential Jain devotees. 

But there is some ground to suspect the authenticity of Merv- 

tuhga’s story about Kapardin. For the two inscriptions of 

Ajayapaila give the name of his chief minister as Samesvara. 

Possibly however Kapardin was one of the minor ministers. 

But when we contrast the evident horror and angeg,of Merv: 

tanga in his description of the death of Rémacandra with his 

tacit approval in the case of Ksperdin we may wel suspect 

1 HE, TL, p64 1, 100, pp A 
8 PO. ». 158. SA 
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that underneath this story there lies a desire to show poetic 
justice for the violent anti-Jain policy of the king’s ministry. 
The Prabandha-cintamagi says that Ajayapala, ‘the sinner 
against religious edifices, was stabbed to death with a knife by 

a door-keeper (Pratihdra) named Vayajaladeva, and being 

devoured by worms, and suffering the tortures of hell every day, 
he passed into the invisible world.’* It is not easy to identify 
this murderer. But I would like to point out that this was 
the name of a very influential Cébamana officer of both Kumiata- 

pala and Ajayap&la;? and the murder may have had some con- 

nection with the king’s religious policy. 

Ajayapala was succeeded by his son’ Milardja IL. The 
Prabandha-cintémagi calls him Bala-Milaraja, and assigns him a 
reign of two years, beginning from V.S. 1233. The Theravali 

styles him Uaghu-Miladeva, and allots him a period of two 

years, one month, and two days, from V.S. 1232, Phalguna, to 

1234, Cattra.® Abu’l-Fagl gives him a reign of 8 years,’ while 
‘Ali Mubammad allows him 20 years." The Muslim tradition on 
this point ts evidently wrong, for we know that the successor of 
Mularaja must bave ascended the throne before V.8. 1235, 
Merututga, therefore, is apparently right in assigning him a 
short reign. He probably ruled from c. 1176 to 1178 A.D." As 
the Muslim tradition agrees with Merutungs, it seems certain 
that Milar&ja ascended the throne when still a child. The 
Prabandha-cintamani states that after the accession in V. 5S. 

! bid, p. 184. Tawney bas tranelsted Pratshfrs as ‘ docr-keeper,’ see Banskrit Text, 
Ed. by R&émecandrs Diosaéths, Bombey, 1889, p. $49. But i think the Saoskrié word 

here denotes a higher offheial of the State. 
1 See Kamérepéis's inecription No. 10 on p. vil end fn. t on p. 981; also inscription 

No. 2.0f Ajayapale on p. 1000. 
2 BI, p. 940, line 98; RAG, Vol. I, p. 200. 

‘ PC, po 

' JBRAS, Vol. IX, p. 156. 
* AAK, Vet. TI, p. 200, The name is Lakhmél. 
' MA, Trans, p. 148, The pase is given as Lakhé Mai Deo 
' Bee TN, Vol. J, pp. €51-58, which says that Bhima wes already on the throne of 

Nehrwileh in 66 &, 3. UA. D, 1178), ' 
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1233, bis mother “‘ queen Naiki, the daughter of king Paramardin 
taking her son in her lap,’ fought at Gadarara-ghatta, and con- 
quered the king of the Mlecchas, by the aid of a mass of rain- 
clouds, that came out of season attracted by her virtue.’’* The 
Kirti-kaumudi, the Sukrta-samkirtana,‘ and Vasanta-vilasa ° state 
that Miladeva even in childhood defeated the Muhammadans.' This 
tradition of the defeat of the Muslims is confirmed by epigraphic 
evidence. A Veraval inscription of Bhim II tells us that MQla- 

raja conquered Hammira in battle,’ while four Kadi plates of the 
same king give him the epithet parabhita-durjaya-Garjjanakadhi- 
raja." Two other Kadi grants call him: Mleccha-tamo-nicaya- 
cchanna-mahi-valaya-pradyotana-balarka.’ Bihler has suggested 
that Garjjanake is a mere Sanskritisation of the ward Ghaznavi, 
giving the etymological meaning of ‘the roarer.’"" Mr. Jackson 
has conjectured that this conflict with the Muslims occurred 

in 574 A, H. (A.D. 1178), when according to the Muhammadan 
historians Sultan Mu‘izz ud-Din unsuccessfully invaded Gujrat." 
But as the Muhammadan chroniclers unanimously give the name 

of the contemporary Caulukya king as Bhim Deo it seems 
difficult to accept Jackson’s suggestion that they are wrong ia 

1 Identified with the Goa Kadsmba Mchdmandaleérara Perwidi who ruled c. 1147-75; 
BG, Vol. I, Part I, p. 195; Part IZ, pp. 460, 476, 456 and 548; called Sicacttta, did, p. 

566. 

3 Utsohge tiduth sutate nrpete oidhdys (baving meade her son s child in arms king). 

3 PC, p. 154. 
* # BG, Vol. 1, Part I, p. 195. 

§ II, 84. 
® The Muslims are mentioned as T'urugkes in the first two and Mlecche in the third. 

1 BI, p. 210, line 2. 
® IA, Vol. VI, pp. 1948. ; ibid, p. O01, Bee also Royal Asiatic Society's grent, sbid, 

Vol. XVIII, pp. 113. But Fleet reads the word as Négarjuno-Koviréje, i.e., Naghrjuns, the 
ford of Kavi (mod. Kavi in Broach district), Without actually rejecting Babler’s reading 
in the Kadi plates, Fleet is emphatic thst bis reading is quite distinot on the plate. 

9 JA, Vol. VI, p. 199, line 12, plate 1. But see ibid, p. 900,‘ where Ba&hler wroog!y 

gives tbe summery os ‘whe conquered the ruler of Garjjsoaks.’ The Bagtish transletio? 

ought to be ‘ the morning sun by illuminsting the world, that bad been overshadowed by the 
darkness of the Miecchas,' see sbid, p. 306. 

» 9-34, Vol. VI, p. 186. 

3 BG, Vel. I, Part 1, p. 195, fa. 4. 
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mentioning Bhima instead of Milar&ja. If Bibler’s reading 
and interpretation of Garjjanaka is accepted, one might suggest 

that the invader may have been one of the Ghaznavids of Lahore. 

But it is highly improbable that the ‘mild and the voluptuous’ 

Kbusrau Malik Taj ud-Daulah (c. 1160-86),' the last representa- 

tive of that line, would have attempted so daring and distant 

an expedition. As the Caulukyas of Anhilvada were frequently 
in conflict with the rulers of Sind the struggle in question may 

have been caused by the raid of a Sumra chief of Mangira. 

There is a third possibility. We know that Mu‘izz ud- 

Din conquered Multan in 571-72 A.H. (1175-76 A.D.).2 Can 
it be that before embarking upon his distant expedition against 
Nahrwalah in 574 A.H. (1178 A.D.) he sent a minor expeditiog 

for reconnaissance during the period c. 1176-78 A.D., which 

has been left unrecorded by Muslim historians? 

According to a Veraval stone inscription Milaraja II “ went 
to heaven even in youth as if desirous of (meeting) his father 

there. Then Bhimadeva became the self-elected husband of 

royalty.”"* The Sukrta-satnkirtana and the Kérti-kaumudi inform 
us that he was the younger brother of Milaraja.‘ The Kirtt- 

kaumudt further adds that when Bhimadeya came to the throne 

he was still in his childhood.’ 
Of the time of Bhima II we have the following published 

records : 

(1) Veraval stone-inscription of Bhdva-Brhaspati.—Found 

lying loose in the Fauzdar’s office at the sea-port of Veraval, 

in Junagarh state. It contains 45 lines, many of which are 
damaged and extremely fragmentary. It opens with verses 
in praise of Siva and Sarasvat!; then follow an account of 

Sanda-Bhava-Brhaspati and his family and the names of the 

' For bie rule, vee CHI, Vol. TL, pp. 374. 

3 TN, Vol. I, pp. 449-61. 

® Bi, p. 918. 
4 BG, Vol, I, Part I, pp. 106-96. Res, Vol. I, p, 200 aad fn. 2. 

5 BG, Vel. 1, Part I, p. 196. 
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established two idols,’ CajindareSvara and Prthivideviévara, at 
the large town (mahdsthana ?) of Talajhi* for the spiritual 

merit of (his father) Caiindara, the son of the great man (brhat- 

puruga), the Mehara-raja Ana, and his mother Sethahe-rajni 

Prthividevi. He granted 55 pdthas*® of land in each of the 
two villages named Kambalatli‘ and Phulasara® for the main- 
tenance of the gods.® The inscription also records donations of 
annual grants of money (dramma and ripaka) from Prati(hara) 
Sakhada, the Sres¢hin Valahala and the Mahajanas of Timb&nka, 

the pijamatya of the Timbanaka-mandala, and Raéiila Uccadeva, 
This last person and 8 other trustees (Gogthika) were appointed 
to administer the revenues of ‘this place of worship’ under 

the control of certain Sobhiarka. The inscription was incised by 
Sau Alada.’ 

(8) Abu stone-tnscriplion (t).—Opens with Om svastt and an 

invocation of Siva, the Jord of the holy Mt. Abu. Then follows 

a glorification of Avanti and a list of 7 spiritual ancestors‘ 
of the Saiva ascetic Kedararisi, who belonged to the Capala- 
gotra. The object is to record that this ascetic paved the 

interior of the Tirtha of Kanakhala on Mount Arbuda, and built 

and renovated various temples at that holy place. The record 
was composed by Lakemidhara in (V.) Samvat 1265 (A.D. 

1208-09), in the Vijaya-réjya of Pb.-M.-Bhimadeva, the 

saviour of the Caulukyas,? while Mahan.” Thab0 (?) was in 
charge of the great Seal, when the Mandalika Dhar&vargadeva, 

1 Ssive Likgas (7). Rams were sacrificed before them, eee [4, Vol. XI, p. 880. 
3 Mod. Talsje (or Tilajba) on the Getramji (Sstruhjsye) river peer Palitens, io the 

SB. of Kathiawar. 

3 One paths = 240 0g. ft.; nee ibid, fo. 238 of p. 389. 
$ Mod, Kamot, W. of Taldjba. | 
5 Mod. Phulssr, 8. of Tali jbs. 
6 ames of cultivators are given who were appointed to plough the lend. 
1 aited by Haltescb, JA, Vol. XI, pp. 837-40. 
© This inclades Yigedvari, a female ascetio. 

:; 9 ‘Copbukyoddharege. 

© Mahamatye. 
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the lord of Candravati was protecting the earth, and when the 
worshipful prince,' Prahl&danadeva was the Yuvardja. The 
inseription was engraved by the Sitra(dhdra) Palhana.’ 

(9) Royal Asiatic Society’s grant.—Found deposited in the 
library of the Royal Asiatic Society, London, in 1879. Its 
find-spot is unknown. It contains 56 lines, incised on three 
plates. It opens with Orn svasti: then follows the date, V.8. 
1266 (A.D. 1209), Simha Samrat 96. Next comes the genealogy 

of the Caulukyas of Anahillap&taka from Milaraja I to Bhima 

[1.2 We are then told that in the reign of Pb.-M.-P.-Abhi- 
nara-Siddharajadera-Vola* (Bala ?) Narayanavatara Bhimadeva, 

while the Mahamatya Ratnapéla was in charge of the Seal and 

when the Mahapratt(hdra) Somardjadeva was carrying on the 

administration at Vaémanasthali* in Surastra-mandala,® 350 

pasas of land yielding four Khandas' were granted to a certain 

Madhava of the Nigara kindred (jfdtiya), for the mainte- 

nance of an irrigation-well and a watering-trough made at the 

village of Ghantelani * by one Mahipila of the Pragvata kin- 

dred (jfatiya). The Diitaka is represented as ‘ himself (Soayam, 

perhaps Somaraja).” 

(10) Veraral stone-inscription of § ridhara.—Reported to have 

been originally found by Tod and Postans on a (stone) pillar at 

1 Kuméragurw. 

1 Edited by Cartalleri, 74, Vol. Xf, pp. 20-25. The record is also celled Kankhal 
(Mt Abu, Rejpatana) inaoription, ase E1, Vol. XX, Append X.p.05, No. 454. See also 

tupra, DHNI, Vol. 11, chapter on the Paramdras, p. 916. 

* Bitudas sod epithets as in No. 4 above. 
‘ Tho correction of Vote to Rala is suggested by Fleet, JA, Vol. XVIII, p. 118, 

[n. 17, But could it have any connection with the popular epithet Bholo spplied to bint 
ee 2G, Vol. J, Part I, p. 196. 

§ Vamanasthali-Srikereve. Vamanssthali is modern Vanthali in the Jonagarh 
State. 

* Mod, Sorath, or perhape the whole of the Eethiawar peninsuls as Plest 
Dggesta, 

’ potow chain. 100 paéanes] khenge, 
” This place together with the other villages mentioned in connection with the grant 

"+301 vet been identified. Wor their sames, eee p. 116, /4, Vol. XVID. 
Edited by Fleet, hid, p..110-16. 

ah 1. 
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Somnath, near the Qazi’shouse. At present the slab bearing 
the record is “ built into the wall of the fort, to the right’ of the 
great gate of the town ’ of Veraval. The inscription contains 47 

lines of fragmentary and damaged writing. It opens with (Om 

namab) Sivdya, and a mangala addressed to Siva (Vs. 1-3). Then 

follows a eulogy of the temple and town of Soman&tha, ‘ which 

the moon founded in order to escape the intolerable disease of 

consumption)’ (Vs. 4-5). Next comes a eulogy of certain members 
of the Vastrakula family and the Caulukyas of Anhilvad.? 

Sridhara of the former family * we are told, was honoured amongst 
the officials of king Bhima II. By his counsel he quickly 

made again stable the country that had been shaken by the war 
elephants of Malava and protected Devapattana by his power. 

He made like so much grass the host of the heroic Hammira. 

The proper object of the inscription is probably to record 
that this person constructed two temples at Somanatha, one 

of these a Vaisnava shrine raisedin memory of his mother, 

and the other a Saiva temple, in memory of his father. The date, 

V.8. 1273 (A.D. 1216) is given in the last line.’ 

(11) Bharana  stoné-inscription.—Found built into the 

verandah of a Bav&’s monastery «t the small village of Bharana 

near Khambhalia, a seaport in the Gulf of Cutch im Jamnagar 

State, Kathiawar. It contains 9 lines of fragmentary writing, 

opening with the date V.S. 12(75) (A.D. 1219) in the Vajaya- 

rajya of M.-Bhimadeva of Anahilapataka. The object is to 

record that a well was caused to be made by Samantasiriha, 

who was probably an officer appointed in Saurdgtra (Sri-Saw... 

desabhiyukta-mahatn-Sri...).' 
(12) Kadi grant (11).—Found as in No. 5 above, It contains 

98 lines, opening with Orn srastfi and then giving the genealogy 

1 Prom Milardja I to Bhima IJ, with the exception of Bhima I, whose name hes 

been lost through damage of V. 16. 

'  & Belonged to the Sindilys gotra and the city of Nagars (mod. Vednagar). 

3 Raited by Bubler and V.G. Oxbs, Ei, Vol. Il, pp. 487-46. 
4 BI, pp. 204-6, ; 
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of the Caulukyas as in No. 4 above! We are then told 

that M.-P.-Pb.-Abhinava-Siddharaija-Saptama-cakravartt Bhima- 
deva, residing at Anahilapataka in V.S. 1283 (A.D. 1226) grant- 

ed the village of Nataulf, in the Calisa-pathaka? to the temple of 
MileSvara at Mandala and the ascetics attached thereto. The 

trustee was the Sthdnapatt Vedagarbharasi. The grant was 

written by the Aksapatali(ka) Kayastha Somasiha; the Ditaka 

was Mahasandht(vigrahika) Tha(kkura) Vahudeva. The inscrip- 
tion ends with ‘Sri-Bhimadevasya.’° 

(13) Nana stone-inscriplion.—Found in the temple of Nila- 

kantha-Mahadeva at Nana in the Bali district in Godwar. It is 

in Marwari, and records the repair of the temple in (V.) Sarnvat 

1283 when Bhyivadeva (Bhimadeva), son of Ajayapiladeva, was 

paramount sovereign at Anahila-nagara, and when the Cahama 

(Cahamina ?) Dhindhaladeva, son of Visadhavala, was his 

feudatory.‘ 

(14) Kadt grant (iii).—Found as in No. 6 above. It con- 

tains 55 lines, incised on two plates. The introductory portion 
is almost the same as in No. 4. The inscription next records 
that M.-P.-Pb.-Abhinara-Siddharaja-Saptama-Cakravarti Bhima- 
deva residing at Anahilap&gaka °in V.S. 1287 (A.D. 1030) grant- 
ed the village of Deva (?) in the Vardhi- pathaka,® to the 
temples of Analegvara and Salakhanesvara, built by the Solum 
(ki) Raga Ani Pha(kkura) Lundpasika * to defray the expenses 
of the temple service and to feed Brahmans. The trustees of 
the endowment was Vedagarabharasi, the Sthanapaté of the 

' The birwdas and epithets are «similar with some differences. The most important of 
these is the epithet Mleocha-tumo-nicaya-cchanna-mahi-calaya-pradyotana-balarka given to 
Muluraja IT, 

® Por the places mentioned in connection with the boundary, see 1A, Vol. VI, p. 200. 

? Edited by Bubler, 4, Vol. VI, pp. 199-200. 
* AST, WC, 1908, p. 49. 
* In the English summary Bibler gives thie as ° Anahillapdtaka.’ 
* The place names Oocurring in the description of the boundaries of the villages {eee 

14, Vol. VI, p. 991) have aot yet been identifed. 

" Banakrit Lavagapreshda ? see supra, DHNI, Vol. IL, fa. 5 on p. 909. 
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Molegvaradeva-matha at Mandalf. The writer and the Défaka of the 

the grant are the same as in N6, 12. Line 7 of the plat@'YT then 
ends with ‘@ri-Bhimadevasya.’ Lines 8 to 26 contain a” muti- 

lated postscript which appears to ‘contain some more orders 

regarding dues to be paid by the merchants of Salakhanapura..’ * 

(15) Abu stone-inscription (ii).—Engraved on a white slab 

built into a niche in the corridor of the shrine of Neminatha on 

Mt. Abu which is generally known as the ‘ temple of Vastupala 

and Tejahpala.’ It contains 33 lines. In the opening lines 

(1-5) we are told that in (V.) Sarrout 1287 (A.D. 1230) the 

Caulukya king Bh(imadeva) was ruling at Anahilapataka, and 

while the Maha-mandaleévara-rajakula-Somasitha, born in the 

family of the illustrious Dhimardja, who had sprung from the 

sacrificial fire-altar of the holy Vasistha was reigning victorious- 

ly, TejahpAla caused to be made in the village of Deulavadé * on 

the top of Mt. Arbuda, the temple of the holy Neminitha, 

called Linasitnha-casahikd, for the increase of the glory and 

merit of his wife Anupamadevi, and his son Liinasimha. 

Tejahpala*® is described as ‘conducting the whole business 

of the seal of the Makamandaleécura-ranuka-Vtradhavaladeva, 

the son of MahamandaleSvara-ranaka Lavanapras&dadeva, born in 

the Caulukya-kula, in the...... ritraemandala (obtained) by favour 

of the aforesaid M.-Bhimadeva. The rest is mainly devoted to 

au elaborate description of the management of the temple and 

some endowments to the same. The Sravaka trustees (gosthska) 

wpointed for the temple were Tejahpila, his two brothers 

Malladeva and Vastup@la, their deacendants and ell male mem 

bers of the family of Linasitnba’s mother Anupamadevt * and 

their descendants. Amongst the names of persons to whom 

the care of the temple was entrusted occur the names of Rajakula 

4 lained by Baler, 14, Vol. VI, pp. 90148. | 
£9 Mad. Dilwara, in Lat. 24°96 N. long.72°48' B. The other places westioned is i 
Wiesdigtion have all been located round about Dilwars, ses BI, Vol. VII. p M1. 
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Somasithhs, the lord of Oandrivati and his son nthe 10 Bajokula 
Kanhegadeva.’ Line 81 records that the Mahdrajakula Soma- 
siinhadeva granted to Neminitha in the Linasithha-vasahikd 
the village of Davini in V&hirabad!, for his worship and personal 
allowance. The record concludes with Somasiraha ‘ entreating 
the future kings of the Pramara (Paraméra) race to protect his gift 
for all time.’ 

(16) Abu stone-inseription (iti). —Engraved on a black slab 

built into a nicbe in the corridor of the same temple as in No. 
15 above. It contains 47 lines of writings. It opens with an 
invocation of Sarasvati and Ganeéa. Then comes an account of 

Tejahpala’s family, which may be tabulated as follows :— 

In Anahilapura...protected by the Caulukyas. 4 

(1) Candapa...the crown of the Prdgvatanvaya 

(2) Candaprasida 

(3) Soma. 

(4) Aévaraja= Kumiradevi 

ee 

(7) Vastupila (8) a ar (seveD 
(sactva a aughters)* 

(6) Malladeva the Caulu ve Rpeuriel 
|= Liluka ‘a evs devi > 

- Pirnasirhha= Ablanadevi 
(9) Jayantasimba or Jaitrasirha 

Petheda. 
(10) Lavanyasirhha or Linasirbhe 

| 
(5) Liniga (died in youth) 

| The same as Kreparéjedeva of No. 15. 
7 A short acopunt of the record was published by Wilson in the Asiatic Researches, 

Vol. XVI, pp, 800M. It wae than edited by Prof. Kathavate as Appendis B to bis Bd. of 
the Kirti-kaumudi. Be-edited, by Laders in BJ, Vol. VIII, pp. 904-07 and 919-22. 

* Note the omission of the neme of Bhimadeve, the reigoing king. 
' JalbG, MAG, 880, Dhanadev!, Bobagé, Vaysjuks, snd-Padmnaledevi. 
* Her genealogy : In the Prégvije family of Candrivatl : 

Gigs 

Dharenigs = Tribhuvavadevi 
{ 

Anepamedevt 
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From V. 25 the genealogy of Tejahpala’s masters baatnd as 

follows : 

In the family (vavkéa) of the Caulukys heroes 
AINOra]a....ceceeens after him 
Lavanaprasada 

Viradhavala :his two ministers (Vastupala and Tejahpala) 

From V. 30 begins a description of Mount Arbuda and the 
following genealogy of the Paramaras of Candravati : 

From the sacrificial fire of Vasistha 
(i) Paramira.,.so called because he took delight 

in killing his enemies (para-mdrana). 
: In that lineage 

(2) DhOmaraja: Then came 
(3) Dhandhuka 
(4) Dbruvabbhata and others. In their lineage 
(5) Rimadeva 

(6) Yagodhavaéla...killed Ballila, lord of Milava, who had 
become hostile to the Caylukya king 
Kumirapils. 

(7) Dbaravarsa 
(defeated the lord 
of Kaunkana) 

(8) Prahladana...defended the 
| Girjara king 

when his power 
had been broken 
m battle by 
Samantasimbs. 

(9) Somasimbadeva 

(10) Krgnarajadeva. 

V. 60 announces that for the religious merit of his wife (Anv- 
pama) and son (Lavanyasitnba) Tejakpala built this temple of 

Nemindtha on Arbuda. It was built of white marble and had 

52 shrines for the Jinas. There were besides 10 statues of the 

members of Tejabpila’s family (Nos. 1-10) mounted on female 

ts. Behind these statues, on khaffakas of white marble 

the same persons were placed with their wives. The el 
a 
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was composed by Somesvaradeva whose feet were honoured by 
the Caulukya king. It was engraved by the Satra(dhara) 
Candesvara. It is dated in the last line (47) in V.S. 1287 

(A.D, 1230).' 

(17) Kadt grant (iv).—Found as No. 6 above. It con- 

tains 40 lines, incised on two plates. The introductory portion 
is nearly the same asin No. 5 above. The inscription in its 
formal part records that the donor of No. 11 above, in V. 8. 

1288 (c. 1282 A.D.) granted a village (name lost) and 20 ploughs 
of Jand in the village...... (name lost), both in the Valauya- 

pathaka,’ to the temples of AnaleSvara, and Salakhaneévara in 

the Salakhanapura and to the Shdanapati of the local matha, 

Vedagarbhar&si, as well as his son Somesvara for the maintenance 

of the Bhattarahkas and the almshouse (satra). The writer* 

and the Diataka of the grant are the same as in No. 12 

above.‘ 

(18) Kadi grant (r)—Found as in No. 6 above. It 

contains 47 lines incised on two plates. The introductory 
portion is nearly the same as in No. 5.° In the formal part 
it records that the donor of No. 12 above, in V.S. 1295 (ce. 

1238 A.D.), granted as palladika in the village of GhUsadi, near 

Gohanasara, a garden measuring two ploughs and some other 
objects * to the temples of Viramesvara built by Rand Virama, 

son of Rand LinapasA in Ghisadi and Simalesvara. The 
trustee is the same as in No. 14 above; the writer as in 

1 Wilson first published a translation of the record in the Asiatic Researches, Vol. 

XVI, pp. ORM. It wae first edited by Prof. Kathavate as Appendix A of his edition of the 

Kitti-kaumudi. A second edition appeared in BI, pp. 174-84. Finally edited by Liders, &/, 

Vol. VIIT, pp 200-04 and 908-19, 

1 Places mentioned in connection of the boundaries not identified; see IA, Vol. VI, 

p. a4. 

3 Here called Mahakgapetalike. 
' Rdited by BObler, IA, Vol. VI, pp. 903-04. 
’ Though bere Malarije IT is given the epithet pardbhile durjaya-Garjjonskadhiraja, 

‘he editor errongously translates it as ‘morning ean, etc.” See /4, Vol. VI, p. 208. 

" Writing damaged in this portion. 
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No. 12 above. The Daiaka was the Mahdsandhivigrahike 
(Thakkura) Vayajaladeva.' 

(19) Kadi grant (vi).—Found as No. 6 above. It con- 
tains 44 lines, incised on two plates. The introductory portion 
is nearly the same as in No. 5.° It records that the donor of 
No. 12 in V.S. 1296 (A.D. 1288) granted the village of Raja- 
yasiyan! in the Vardhi-pathake to the same doneees as in No, 

17. Trustee asin No. 14. The same writer as in No. 12, 

and the same Ditaka.as in No. 18 above.* 
These inscriptions cover a period of about 60 years, from 

1235 to 1296 V.S. (c. 1178-12388A.D.). According to the 

Prabandha-cintamani, Bhima IT reigned for 63 years from V.8. 
1935.‘ According to Merututga’s Therdvali he ascended the 

throne in V.S. 1234, Caitra 14, and apparently continued to 
reign till V.S. 1300, when Visaladeva came to the throne.” As 
the epigraphic and literary evidences agree in assigning Bhima 
a long reign, it is likely that he really ruled from c. 1285 to 

about 1298 V.8. (A.D. 1178-1241). 
According to the Kirti-kaumudi, Bhima II was still young 

when he ascended the throne. The Jain chroniclers usually 
pass over his reign, or only supply the most meagre details of it. 

The violent reaction of the royal family towards Saivism and 
the persecution of prominent Jain monks must have alienated 
the sympathies of the Jain writers from the reigning house of 

_ Anhilvad. Yet there is reason to believe that this long reign of 
more than half a century was not devoid of important incidents, 
which had far-reaching effects on the whole history of Gujarat. 
It seems that in the very year in which Bhima ascended thc 

. throne Gujarat was faced with the invasion of Turugkas under 

the formidable leadership of Sultan Mu‘izz ud-Din Ghirt. The 

1 Baited by Babler, 74, Vol. VI, pp. 208-08, 
8 Malerjs II is called Mleccha-tamo. ats, 04 1 Be, 18 shone. 

' 9 Bdited by BGhder, 14, Vol, VI. pp. 908-08. : 
., © PO, p. 164. 

x! anus, Vol. 1X, es 155, 
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Tabaqat-1-Nasirt relates that in the year 574 (A. D. 1178), the 
Sulfin ‘‘ marched an army towards Nahrwalah by way of 
Uchchah and Multan. The Rae of Nahrwailah, Bhim Diw, was 

young in years, but had numerous forces and many elephants, 

and when the battle took place, the army of Islam was defeated 
and put to rout, and the Sultan-i-Ghazi returned again without 

having accomplished his designs. Nigam ud-Din tells us that 

‘in the year 574 A.H. he again came to Uchch and Multan, 

and thence marched towards Gujrat through the desert. Rai 

Bhim Deo, who was the ruler of the country, gave him battle ; 

and after a severe struggle, the Sultin was defeated, and after 

much trouble he returned to Ghaznin and rested there for a short 

time.’'* Firishta also repeats a similar story. We are told 

that ‘in the year 574, he again marched to Oocha and Moultan, 

and from thence continued his route througl: the sandy desert to 

Gujerat. The prince Bhim-dew advanced with an army to resist 

the Mahomedans, and defeated them with great slaughter. 
They suffered many hardships in their retreat, before they reach- 
ed Ghizny.’’* 

According to these three Muslim accounts Bhima was no 

contemptible ruler, as the Jain authors try to paint him. It was 

no mean achievement for one so young in years to defeat one of 

the greatest military leaders of the age. The victory was s0 
decisive that the Muslims apparently made no serious efforts to 
recover their position for about 20 years. It was not till the 
month of Safar in 5938 A.H. (A.D. 1197) that Qutb ud-Din 

! TN, Vol. I, pp. 461-82. 
TA, Trans., p. % The Zafar ul Walih also stutes that when Mu'izz ud-Din 

Ghiri advanced towards Nehrwalah by way of Ujjs and Multan,"the infidel Bhim Deo, 

the Rai of Gujarat, who was young in years, came bat with his minister ( SS ) to 

pose the Muslim advances with many soldiers and elephants. But, curioasly enoagh the 
suthor writes: "The two armies met and there wus a hard atraggle, which promised 

‘Vitary in doe time. S60 be retarned to Ghasni."’ Thas perhaps like some other Muslim 
fei he svoided telling en unpleasant truth. See Zafer, Ed. by B.D. Ross, Vol. HI, 

+ O78, 

’ TP, Rrigg’s Trana., Vol. II, p. 170. 
N—46 
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ae in raiding AgahilapAtaks, tg ‘g pking ‘Basan 
Nigimol, the author of the Taj ul-Ma’athir, gives the following 
account of this Muslim campaign : 

“Tn the year 591 H.(1195 A.D.) when Qutbu-d-Din was 

again at Ajmir, intelligence was brought to him that a party of 

seditious Mhers, ‘who were always shooting the arrow of deceit 

from the bow of refractoriness,’ had sent spies and messengers 
towards Nahrwala, representing that a detachment of the army 
of the Turks had arrived at Ajmir, of no great strength and 

numbers, and that if from that quarter a force could be immedi- 

ately sent to join them, before the enemy could find the opportu- 

nity of putting themselves in a state of preparation, they could 

make a sudden night attack upon them, and might rid 
the country of them, and if any one of the Turkish 
army were to escape from the talons of the eagle of 
death, be must necessarily take the road to flight, and with his 

two horses would make three stages into one, until he reached 

Delhi in a state of distraction. 
When this treacherous plan was revealed Qutbu-d-Din 

determined to anticipate it, and during the height of the hot 
season ‘ before the sun arose, fell upon the advance guard of the 

black infidels, and like lions attacked them right and left.’ The 
action lasted during the whole day, and next morning, the 

immense army of Nahrwila came to the assistance of the van- 

guard, slew many of the Musulmans, wounded their commander, 

pursued them to Ajmir, and encamped within one parsang of 
that place. 

In this predicament, a confidential messenger was sent (0 
’ Ghagna, ‘to explain before the sublime throne the porition of the 

army of the infidels, and to ask for orders as to future proceed- 
ings.’ ‘A royal edict was issued conferring all kinds of honours 
and kiodoess upon the Khusri, and leaving to his entire discre- 

dion the subjection and extirpation of the turbulent.’ A larg? 
satiny was despatched to reinforce him, under he command of 



ae ee auae 

mes iat 

Husain, ‘Yeso-d-din, s son of Muwsiyidu-d-dtn Balkh and Bhatfy- 
d-din Mubammad Jarah. These reinforcements arrived at the 
beginning of the cold season, when ‘the vanguard of the army 
of the winter began to draw its sword from the scabbard, and 

the season of collecting armies and the time of making raids had 
returped. 

‘In the middle of the month of Safar, 593 H. (January, 
1197), the world-conquering Khusra departed from Ajmir, and 
with every description of forces turned his face towards the 

annihilation of the Rai of Nahrwila’ When he reached 

the Jofty forts of Palfand Nandul, he found them abandoned, 
and the abode of owls, for the people had fled at the approach of 
the Musulmans, and had collected under their leader Rai Karan,’ 

and Daribars,? in great numbers, ‘ at the foot of Mt. Abu and at 

the mouth of a pass stood ready for fight and slaughter.’ The 
Musulmans did not dare to attack them in that strong position, 

especially in that very place Sultan Muhammad Sim Ghiiri had 

fallen wounded, and it was considered of bad omen to bring on 
another action there, lest a similar accident might occur to the 

commander, The Hindus seeing this hesitation, and misconatruing 
it into cowardice and alarm, abandoned the pass, ‘turned their 

face towards the fields of battle and the plain of honour and 

renown’ for ‘they were persuaded that fear had established itself 
in the hearts of the protectors of the sacred enclosure of religion.’ 

‘The two armies stood face to face for some time engaged in pre- 
parations for fight, and on the night preceding Sunday, the 13th 

of Rabi’ul awwal, in a fortunate moment the army of Islam 

advanced from ite camp, and at noon reached the position of the 
infidels.’ A severe action ensued from dawn to midday, when 

' Prof. D. B. Bhanderher suggests that ‘ Karen’ is the Nadol Cihsmina Kelhays 
c. 1164.43 A. D.). See BI, Vol. XI, pp. 78-74: also infra, DHNI, Vol. II, chapter “= 
Cahamnenas. 

; Vrobably Dhirivarge {c. 1168-2819 A. D.), the Abu Paramira chisel, who was s 
leudatory of Bhima IT. Se) supra, DHNI, Vol. Ul, pp. 038 &., chapter on the Pareméres ; 

two EL, Vol. XI, pp. ‘764 Ta, NT D. - 
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‘the army of idolatry and damnation turned its back in flight 
from the line of battle. Most of their leaderswere taken prison- 

ers, and nearly fifty thousand infidels were despatched to hel! 
by the sword, and from the heaps of the slain, the hills and the 
plains became one level.’ Rai Karan effected his escape from the 

field. ‘ More than twenty thousand slaves, and twenty elephants 

and cattle und arms beyond all calculation fell into the hands of 

the victors.’ ‘ You would have thought that the treasures of the 
kings of all the inhabited world had come into their poss- 

ession.’ 
‘The city of Nahrwala, which is the most celebrated in the 

country, full of rivers,’ and the kingdom of Gujarat, which is ‘a 

separate region of the world’ came under the dominion of the 
Musulmans, ‘and high and low were treated with royal benignity 

and justice.’ ‘ The chief nobles and pillars of the state were 
favoured with bandsome robes of honour, and received abundant 
proofs of royal kindness,’ then ‘the standards of the Khusri, 

victorious in battle returned to Ajmir."'’? 
The above quotation gives us some idea of the severe struggles 

that Qutb ud-Din had to encounter for about two years (c. 1195-97 

A.D.), before be succeeded in effecting his temporary occupation of 

Anshilap&taka in 1197 A.D. It was probably one of the episodes 

of this protracted struggle that gave Jayasitaba SQri his theme 

for his drama Hammira-mada-mardana.2 The account of Jaya- 

siznha, though tainted with the well-known bias of Jain authors, 

seem to contain some elements of truth. He tells us that when 

Bhtmasithha* was the simanta-shani of Surfistra, and when 

Viradhavala was reigning at Dhavalakapurf‘ a mighty ‘army o 

horse of the Turugka-ciras’ came to attack Gujarat by way of the 

Maru. Viradhavala, however, promptly appeared in the Marudess 

1 Elliot, Vol. Il, pp. 226-31; nee also TN, Vol. I, p. 616; TF, Brigg’s Traos., Vol. 

I, p. 180. 

$ Ba by C.D. Delsl, GOS, No. X, 1020. 
9 Ti, 0. Must be identified with Bhima II. 
+ blag known as Dbavalakks-negari, or sometimes Dhavalithke, Modern Dbolks, 

“piunedabed District. V, 20. 
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before the Mleccha-Cakravarti, Somasitnha, Udayasithha, and 
Dharavarga, the princes of the Maru country and Bhimasimha of 
Surigtra, joined him against the Mlecchas. In the meantime the 

territory of Jayatala,’ the lord of Medapita, who in his pride 

had not joined Viradhavala, was invaded by the Hammira. 

His capital was plundered with terrible brutality. Even the 
children were butchered; and the people were so demoralised 

that they threw themselves into wells rather than fall into 

the invader‘s hands.* The approach of Viradhavala and the 

intrigues of his spies in the end compelled the Muslim prince to 
beat a hasty retreat towards Mathura, his own principality. 
Viradhavala then returned to his capital in triumph by way of 

Arbuda-giri,® Candravat!, the capital of the Paramaras,* the river 
Sarasvati,, Anhilvad, the capital of the Gurjara king,’ and 
Karpavat! on the Sabhramati.’ In this account Jayasimba 

characteristically gives all the credit to Viradhavala, the generous 

patron of his religion, and does not even mention ‘ Rat Karan’ 

who according to the Muslim writers, was the real leader of these 

campaigns." 

t 7}, 8 Probably Jaitraaitnha, the ruler of Medsp&ta (r. 1213-52 A.D.) whose 

capital Nigadrahspura (modern Nagds, 14 miies north of Udaipur) waa destroyed by the 

troops of the Suratrina (Bulfin). See WZKM, Vol. XXI, pp. 142 f.; alao BY, Vol. XI, 

p. 78, fn. 6; infra, DHNI, Vol. IT, fra, chapter on the Guhila-putras. 

§ 610,11. &. V8. *V,18 ff. 3 V, 18 ff. $V, 2) ff. TY\V, 20 ff. 

2 The Muslim leader in this invasion ia often designated by Jayasitbha as Milecchi- 

karo (11,8 ff.). It base been recently suggested that this name is s corruption of Amir-- 

Shikdra, an office conferred by Qu{b ud-Din oo I!tutusish; HR, If, p. 467; also 1A, 1929, 

p. 47. I do not know how this identification caa be sustained oo phonetic grounds. Dr. 

Barnett considers the identification as very improbable, but it seems to me possible that 

Joyasitbha may have based hie plot on some of the incidents which took place when 

Litutesiah (1211-86 A.D.) captured Muodswar (54+ ), probably mod. Mandor near 
Jodhpur in the Biwalik (Saphdalekes territory) in A. H. 624 (c. 1296 A. D.), or when be 
invaded Malwa in 4. H. 689 ic. 1984 A.D.), captured Bhilss, and sacked Ujjain. Ses 

TN, Vol. 1, pp. 611 and 691 @. Though the text sometimes gives the name as ple), 
the mention of ‘Siwallk’ A. H. 682 makes the identification of Mandawer with Mandu 

impossible ; see tbid, p. 611, fn. 8 CHI, Vol. IIT, p. 63 places it 8 miles north of Bijoor 

in U.P. J think Reverty was right aod Gir W. Haig wrong. 
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~ Besides these serious conflicts with the Muslims, tnere 36 

evitience to show that there were other foreign invasions during 
the reign of Bhima IT. According to the Prabandha-cintamané, 
while Bhima was reigning, ‘ the king of Malava, named Sohada, 
advanced to the border of Gujarat, with the intention of devasta- 
ting that country, but the ministers of Bhimadeva went to meet 
him, and addressed this couplet to him, 

Thy blaze of might, O sun of kings, gleams in the 

eastern quarter, 

But it will be extinguished, when thou shalt descend 

into the western region. 

When Sohada heard this disagreeable utterance of the minister 

be turned back again. Subsequently his son, named the glorious 

Arjumadeva, quite defeated the realm of Gujarat.'’ The Hammira- 

mada-mardana of Jayasithha also refers to the invasion of Gujarat 
by Mahdraja Devapala of Mélava* simultaneously with the 
Muskm invasion from the north. WLavanaprasida, who was a 

minister of Bhima, is credited in Balacandra’s Vasania-vildasa with 

victories over Coda, Kerala, Lata, Malava, Radha, and the 

Hinas.’ To this war between Malava and Gurjara princes during 

this period the literary and epigraphic records of the Paraméras 

bear testimony. Thus the Péarijata-maijari‘ of Madana’ tells us 

that the Paramara Arjunavarman (1211-15 A. D.) defeated the 

Ceulukya-mahi-mahendra Jayasitnha.’ Hultzsch inclined to the 

view that this Jayasimha is identical with Bhima II, who like 

his predecessor Jayasithha, was known as ‘the New Siddhardja.’’ 

} is 

4 he siege 

3 IM, 62-48. 

© Aloo known as Vijagedr. 
‘5 Peo peocoptor of the Paramérs Arjansvarman. 
uy Bip ae Gurjerendre and Gurjerepeti. 
fopive Var . 90. Hall first onggected the isatitcntion, st 44.0 Vol Vu, 

a pean, Me i 
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Bat it is more likely that this ruler was J iil the tem- 
porary usurper of Bhima II’s throne, for whom we have gota 
grant, dated in V. 8. 1280 (c. 1223 A. D.). The statement of 

Madana concerning the victory of the Paramadras over Gujarat 

kings is also borne out by the inscriptions of the former, Thus 
the Piplainagar and Bhopal grants of Arjunavarman (V. 8. 
1267-72) claim that the ‘angered prowess’ of Subhatavarman ?” 
was ‘witnessed in the conflagration of the cities of Gurjara,* 
and repeats the story of Arjuna’s victory over Jayasitmhs.‘ ‘Ihe 
same incidents are also recorded in the Mandhata grante* of 
his sons Jaitugi and Jayavarman. 

The Vydyoga Parthaparakrama of Prahladana seems to 

refer to hostilities between Bhima II, and the CAabamianas of 

Sékambhari. We are told that the Abu Paramara Dharavarga, 
who was a feudatory of the Caulukya prince, repulsed a night 
attack by Prthviraja (III), lord of Jatgala.* This is confirmed 
by the bardic tradition of war between the two kings.’ 

Another important foreign invasion that seriously troubled 
Gujarat during this period appears to have come from the south. 

The inscriptions of the Yadava king Sitghana (c. 1210-47 A.D.) 

claims repeated victories over the Gurjaras.° One of Singhana’s 
earlier expeditions was apparently led by his Brabman general 

Kholegvara.? Fleet has suggested that this expedition took place 
inthe time of Lavanaprasida,” who, as we have seen, was the 

1 This name cocurs atthe end of his grant: Sri-Jayeshha-devasya ; bat in the great 

itself the name is given ae Japactasid@ha. Sco /A, Vol. VI, pp. 107-96. He is called Jatt. 

rusmbha in the Maodhata grant of Jayevarmao: &/, Vol. IX, p. 191, line 15. Qn the 

'lentity of the prince defeated by the Paramira Arjuns, seo Kielborn, sbid, p. 218, fn. 2 

Sime as Sohada of PC: feather of Arjuna. 

Gurjarc-pattans ; eve JASH, Vol. V, p. 878, V. 15; JAOS, Vol. VIT, p.. 96, V. 16. 

JA0S, Vol. VII, p. 96. V. 17; JASB, Vol V p. 379, V. 17. 

E!, Vol. 1X, pp. 108-08, lines 12-18; sbid. p. 130, lines 14-16. 

G08, No. TV, p. 8. 
Ras, Voi. I, pp. 908 &. 

BG, Vel. I, Part Tl, pp. 260-48 and 694-95. 

Athbeth inseription, Archasological Sureey of Western Indic, = TH, p 8. 

BO, Vol, 1, Past Xf, p. 095. 
sce “t+ eo ee 2 we 
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chief minister of Bhima II. The Yavada claims to victory over 
the Gujarat kings seems to be confirmed by two pieces of literary 

evidence. Somesvara in his Kirti-kaumudi tells us that during the 
time of Lawvanaprasida and his son Viradhavala, Sitghana with 

a mighty army crossed the Tapti and overran the country about 
Broach. The capital of the Gurjaras trembled with fear, and the 
terror-stricken villagers fled en masse from their route, guiding 

their movements by the columns of smoke from the burnt villages 
that marked the advance of the Yadava army. lLavanaprasfida 

when he heard this, though he had but a smal] army advanced to 

the Mahi and ‘did not consider them unconquerable.’ In the 

meantime however four kings of Marvad rose against Lavana- 

prasida, and were joined by the chiefs of Godhr& and Lita. 

“In these circumstances Lavanaprasida suddenly stopped his 

march and turned backwards.’” The Yadava army, however, did 

not, according to Somegvars, advance further ; but he gives no 

reason whatever for this, observing only that “ deer do not follow 

a lion’s path even when he has left it."’’ But as Sir R. G. 
Bhandarkar has remarked ‘‘if the invasion spread such terror 
over the country, as Somesvara himself represents, and the army 

of Sisghana was so large, it is impossible to conceive how it 
could have ceased to advance when the Gurjara prince retreated 

unless he had agreed to pay tribute, or satisfied the Yadava com- 

mander in some other way.’'’ His guess is confirmed by the 
Lekha-paddhati,’ also known as Lekha-paticastka, of an unknown 

author, which gives us the following draft of a treaty (Yamala- 

patra) between Simhana (Sitghana) and Livanyaprasida, dated 

in (V.) Samoat 1288. 

Samoat 1288 varse Vaisikha Sudi 15. 

Some'dyeha Srimad-Vijayakatake Mahdrajadhirdja-Srimat- 

Simnhanadeoasya |§ Mahdmandaleévara - Ranaka-Sri - Lavanys- 

1 Kiti-kenmudi, TV, 48-68 ; BG, Vol. I, Part Il, p. 961. 
2 BO, Vol. I, Part IL, p. 941. 
3 GOS, Mo. XIX, 1938. 
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prasddasya ca, Sarraja'-kula-Sri-Srimat-Sirmhayadevena Maha- 
mandalesvara-Rana-Sri-Lavayyaprasddena pirvaridhyatmiyatmt- 
ya-daéegu rahaniyatn, Kendpi-kasyapi bhiimi nakramaniya. Ubha- 
yor-madhyad yah ko'm balistha-Satrund grhyate tada tasya éatror 

upary-ubh@bhydm-apt katakam kartavyam. Atha ca séatru-danda- 

dhipo grhnati tada dalena satnvahanad karya. Yady-ubhayor- 

api deéayor-madhydt ko’pi rajaputrah kim-api vindsyaparadese 
pravigatt tadd svadese kendpi sthanam na datavyam. Anyatra 

vinasfam samdropaniyam. Likhita-vidheh palandya vyabhicara- 

raksandya datta-pratibhak Dattaintaramn deva-Sri-Vaidyanatha- 
patram utpatitam.* 

Commenting on this treaty, Sir R. G. Bhandarkar rightly 
remarked that ‘‘it is extremely unlikely that the author of the 

work should introduce these persons in this form unless he had 
seen or heard of such a treaty between them. Simbana is but 

another form of Sintghana, and he is spoken of as a paramount 

sovercign. The treaty, it will be seen, was concluded in 
the victorious camp, which is a clear reference to the invasion 

described by Somesgvara.’’ * 

This treaty throws a flood of light on the internal history of 
Gujarat. It is dated in V. S. 1288 (c. 1231 A.D.). The in- 
scriptions of Bhima IT noticed above shows that he was ruling at 
Agabilapitaka at least up to V. S. 1296 (c. 1238 A. D.). But it 

is significant that the treaty omits the name of the reigning 

sovereign and substitutes for it that of bis minister the Mahd- 
mandaleévara Lavanyaprasida. The author of the Kirti-kaumudi 

tells us that the kingdom of the young Bhima was gradually 

divided among powerful ministers and provincial chiefs, while 

Sukrta-samkirtana fefers to Bhima’s great anxiety on account of 
the chiefs, who had forcibly eaten away portions of the kingdom.‘ 

The statement of these chroniclers would seem to indicate 

1 Bir B. G. Bhandarkar euggeste Samréfyo or Semrit. 
1 Text, p. 58; partially quoted in BG, Vol. ae 942, 
> BG, Vol. I, Part I, p. 242. 
§ Ibid, Pest 1, p. 196, 

Tl—=46 
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_ had’ “the-religious ‘revolution in Ajayaptla’s reign, his Violent 
death, atid the youth of the next two rulers must have 
shaken the very foundation of the authority of the central 
government at Anahilapitaka. To the task of re-establishing 
the authority of his house, Bhima appears to have devoted his 
wholé bnergies. But though he may not have been a mere 
“simpleton ’ (Bholo), as he is sometimes represented to be, -he 
does not appear to have met with any substantial success. 
Resides the disorder and economic distress caused by repeated 

invasions he was faced with the treachery and disaffection of 
many of his powerful feudal barons. The statements of the 

dein authors on this point are remarkably confirmed by the 
dads grant of Jayantasimha, also known as Jayasithha.’ It was 

fotind as in No. 6 of Bhima II, and contains 42 lines incised on 
two plates. The introductory portion of the grant is almost 
similar to the other Kadi grants of BhimaJI. But after 
tracing the Caulukya genealogy up to this prince * it replaces 
4he usual paddnudhyita by tadantaram sthane and mentions the 
name of M.-P.-Pb.-Umapati-vara-labdha-prasdda-praugha-pratapa- 
Coulukya- kula- kalpa- valli- vistdrana - dipta- Abhinava-Siddharaja 
Jaysthtasitnhadeva, established at the rdjadhani Ayahilapura. It 

éhen records that this prince, in V.8. 1280 (c. 1228 A.D.), 
. the village of Samp&vada in Vardhi *-pathaka to the donee 

¥ inscription No. 13 of Bhima II. The inscription ends with 
Sai-Sayasisshaderasya.* 

This grant shows that some time between V. 8, 1276 and 
1968, te & dates of Bhima TI’s Bharana and Kadi - - inscrip- 
¥ 

1. Called Jeteracithhas in the Mendhate grant of the Paanies soins soe Ei, 
compe 
vy, 9 To dapasihhe-Biddbarhje is given, in addition to the useal ‘epithe, tbe title ae lah haat i Tes i Se . 



tions, he later was 48 ousted from his saserioa throne uy nishnped. 
As Jayantasirhha calla himself a Osulukys, be was‘probably ore 
of Bhima’s relatives; but the actual relationship. mest-remain 
for the present uncertain. The Kadi grant (No. 4), of Bhetod, 
dated in V.S. 1283, shows that the usurper’s tenure of power 
was comparatively short, and that Bhima had won back his 
throne. at Anabilapitaka sometime before c. 1226A.D. But 
the most serious danger that threatened the Caulukyas of 
Anhilvada’ came from one of their distant branches, which was 
founded by Dhavala, the husband of Kumérapala’s maternal 
aunt. The Sukpta-kirti-kallolini calls this chief Bhimapalli-pati 
and the line founded by him as Dhavala-kula.’ His son was 
Ana or Arnor&ja, who, we are told, served under Kumarapila 

and killed the chiefs of Medap&ta and Candr&vatipura.* In 
return for his services Kumérapala granted him the village of 
Vyaghrapalli, about 10 miles 8.W. of Anahilapateks.* It was 
from this village that his family came to be known in tbe Verna- 

cular form as Vaghela. Udayaprabha‘ relates that Bhima I, 
considering that Argoraja, son of Dhavala, had made Kumira- 

pala kipg and was an object of that prince's favour, entrusted 
the task of administration to Arnoraja’s son Lavansprasada.’ Ig 
was this Lavanaprasfda and his son Viradhavala‘ who, while 
acknowledging the nominal sovereignty of Bhima II, gradually 
carved oub a principality round Dhavalakka (Dholka), between 
the Sabarmati and the Narbada. Though the Jain writers often 
invest Viradhavala and even his father Lavanaprasida with royal 
titles, it is significant that even as late as V.8. 1287 an Abu 

stone-inseription represents both of them as Mahdmandalesoaras 
and Ranakas, But it is to be noted that a Girnar inscription, 

V. 703 or Dhovalancays, 14, Ye: hems 
v.88. 
Ba, Vol. 1, Part Ii, p. 196. 
pa hee ACSI 

tnother wes Gallekgagaderi; pee 5/, p- O15, ¥.% 

* Bis mnsther area Madanaderi cy, Modeanshili, PO: ps Bile Bly, pe Mlb Vi 18 Pe 
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dated in V.5. 1288, not only omits Bhima’s name, but invests 
Lavaynaprasida with the title of Mahdarajadhiraja and his son 

with that of Maharaja. It was inthis very year that the Yamala- 
patra of the Lekha-paddhati and also an Abu inscription omit 

mention of the name of Bhima. As Bhagvanlal Indraji has 
suggested, the Vaghel&is perhaps rose to power by aiding Bhima 

to recover his throne from the usurper Jayantasimha’ (c. 1275- 

1283 V.S.). Though it is evident from epigraphic evidence, 
that Bhima If continued to reign till V.S. 1296, he was 
apparently not strong enough to destroy this imperium im im- 

perio which after Lavanaprasada’s death, Viradhavala continued 

to build up in the south. The formal transference of the crown 

of Anahilapataka was perhaps not completed even as late as V.S. 
1300, when according to the Theravali Visaladeva ascended the 
throne, yet for all practical purposes, during the period V.S. 

1288-1300 Viradhavala seems to have acted as an independent 

sovereign. 

The Jain authors are at pains to assert that the transference 

of power from the time of Bhima to the Vaghel&is was peaceful, 

and did not involve any violent measures by the latter. Thus 
according to the authors of the Sudrta-samkirtana, Kumiarapila 
appeared to his grandson Bhima and directed him to appoint 
Viradhavala as his heir-apparent. ‘‘Next day in court, in the 

presence of the nobles, when Lavanapraséda and Viradhavala 

entered, the king said to Lavanaprasida ‘ Your father Arnordja 

seated me on the throne, you should therefore uphold my power; 

in return I will name your son Viradhavala as my heir- 

apparent.’ ’’* 
The anxiety of the Jain authors to whitewash the usurpe- 

tion of Viradhavala and his father is evidently to be explained by 

the fact that after the violent measures of Ajayapala, the Jain 

religion had found new patrons in the line of Vyaghrepall’. 

! BG, Vol. I, Part I, p. 198. 
S BG, Vol. 1, Past I, pp. 196-97. 
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And, as in the case of Kumarapala, the substantial backing 

of this powerful and wealthy mercantile community no 

doubt greatly facilitated the task of Viradhavala. In consoli- 

dating his power Viradhavala, we are told, was ably assisted 
by two Jain Bania ministers, Vastupala and Tejahpala.’ 

Jayasithha in his Vastupala-Tejahpala-pragasti tells us that 
these two brothers were at first ministers’ of Bhima, and 

the latter at the request of Viradhavala gave them to the 
Vaghel& prince ‘as a matter of friendship.’’ This is probably 
intended to hide the fact that these two ministers deserted 

him and joined the party of Viradhavala. According to Béala- 

candra’s Vasanta-rildsa it was the Rdjalakgmi who appeared 

to Viradbavala in a dream and asked him to appoint the 
two brothers of the Pragvata family as his- Mantri-yugma.! 

Whatever may be the reason that led to their appointment, 

their influence on the reign of Viradhavala is apparent. 

Not only do the Jain authors ascribe all his success directly 

or indirectly to them and their family, but even all the epi- 

graphic records of his reign are connected with their achieve- 
ments. Besides the inscriptions Nos. 15 and 16 of the reign 

of Bhima, which practically belong to these two brothers, 

the following published records of their time may be men- 

tioned : 

(1-30) Abu stone-inscriplions.—These 30 short inscriptions 

are engraved in the temple of Neminatha’ at Abu. They are all 

incised either on the lintels of the doorway of the main temple 

or that of the cell-shrines in the corridor of the temple recording 

the erection of these shrines or of images of Tirthatkaras. The 

records all belong to Tejahpila, and contain dates from 1287 

} For their genealogy see inscription No. 16 of Bhima II, above, p. 1018. 
1 Korape-pede-krfa-vydpric, V. h0. 

3 Ibid, Va. 88-51. 

‘ ITT, 51 @; for another version, see PC, pp. 156 £. 
5 Same as in No. 15 of Bhima II, see above, pp. 1012-18. 
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to 1907 ¥.S, They are of interest aa showing dist thie ‘ministay: 
in the years following V.S. 1287, when the téniple was srected, 
did not cease to enlarge and embellish the sanotuary which he 
had erected.’ 

(81) Girnar stone-inscription. —Found over the west doors 

of the temple of Vastupala and Tejahpala on Mt. Girnar. It 
opens with (Ors) namah SarvajAaya and a mutilated invoca- 

tion to Nemi-Jina. Then follows the date, V.8. 1288 (A.D. 
1332). The rest is devoted to a pragastt -of Vastup&la and 

Tejahpala describing their various building and charitable 
activities. Besides the genealogy of the ministers,’ the only 
important information supplied by the record is as follows : 

(¢) Inc. (V.)8. (12)79,* Vastup&la’s son Jayantasiziha 
was transacting the business of the Seal‘ at Stambhatirtha 

(Cambey). | 
(ti) In V.8. (12)76, Vastupila and Tejahpala were appointed 

to. carry on the business of the Seal in Dhavalakkaka and other 
cities in the Gurjara-mandala by the Mahdrdje Viradhavala, 
gon of M. Lavanaprasida, of the Caulukya lineage (hula). 

(#i) In V.S. (12)77, the Mahamatya became Sattghadhipati 

and made pilgrimages to Satrufijaya, Ujjayanta and other 

Mahatirthas. ‘Phe inscription was composed by the Gurjara- 

Purohita Tha(kkura) SomeSvara, and written by the Kayastii 

Jaitrasithha.’ 

(82-36) Girnar onsiacitions —All these five inecrip- 

‘tions are on the doors of the same temple as No. 31. 

‘They all describe the numerous charitable and building 

“fd _ Béited by LAdpes, £1, Vol. VIII, pp. 907-00 and 926-09. The lmecstptions do no 

rnettion the name of aay King. 
2 Almost the seme os iu Mo. 16 of Bhims; sce above, p» 1013. 

3 Sede 79 verge-phroets wae translated by Burgess sa‘ belove the Gethvat yeer 7°. 

“Bub OD: Tab pelted ot ait shad masa —— 1906? 5 vee ARB, 

613004, Mo, VIL, p. xl, ta. 8, ee ia 

F VokiTC; pp. 190-78. ‘Fn pigeon 2 Vastopsla '0 
a oy he PO RE te eae 

cee 

ye. 383-067; 
i Ai, oe 
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attivities of the two ministers. They were composed by Mala 
dh&ri Naracandra, Somedvara, Maladhari Narendra, Maladbari 
Sardcandra and i a They are all dated in V.8. 

1288.! 
(87) Girnar stone-inscription.—Tncised ‘on the rock to the 

east of R&jala and Va&jela caves and west of the road to Gau- 
mukha.’ It records the erection of four new and beautiful Jain 
temples for the spiritual benefit of the donor and his wives. 
The date is V.8. 1289.* 

Besides the above inscriptions, the Jain authors kegs left 

a number of literary compositions on the life and works of the 

two ministers.” 
As Viradhavala’s principality lay between the Sabarmati 

and the Narbada, he had to bear the brunt of the assaults of the 
Yadava raler Singhana. I have already referred to one such 

expedition by Sitghana and his treaty with Viradhavala's 
father in V.S. 1288. The Hammira-mada-mardana gives @ 
detailed account of another attack by Sitghana in collaboration 

with the Malava-nareéa Devap&la (c. 1218-29 A.D.) and the 
Mandalegrara Satngr&masithha who was the son of Sindburija 
and the nephew of Sithbsa, the lord of Lita‘ But thanks to 
the activity of Vastupala’s spies the alliance was dissolved and 
the allies dispereed. The Ambem inscription tells us that Rama, 
the son of Kholedvara, led a Yaédava army as far as the Narmada, 

1 ARB, pp. 986-808. 
? ARB, p. 316. But in 48W!, eas aunitntaseucieaiaca’®! s: eb 

See EI, Vol. XX, dppendis, p. 73, No. 507. For notices of other inscriptions see G08, 
No. VET, pp. asi. . 

> See Kirti-keumadi by Somesvara, Ed. by A. V. Kathavaje, Bombay, 188 Ro. 
XXV of Bombay Senekels Series); Sukrte-comkirtena of Arisithha; Vasente-vilieé of Bale 
candra, GOS, No VIR, 1017; Bammtra-meds-merdene of Jaysslibha, GOS, No. Xj 1920; 
Vastupale-Tejebpliteagrasest’ by the same, GOS, No. X, Appendia I, pp. 08-66; Subrie- 
Kitli-kellokiet by Odayapeabha, GOS, No. X, Appendie IT, pp. 67-00; Vostapala-piebendhe 

totem ee ee eee ee 

am 
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where ‘he slew a number of Gurjara soldiers, but he himaelf 
lost his life.’ Sir R. G. Bhandarkar has shown that his expedi- 
tion must have taken place shortly before Saka 1160 (c. 1295 
V.8.).? Possibly therefore Rima lost his life in the expedition 
referred to by the drama of Jayasitaha, The Vasanta-vilisa 
describes a victory of Vastupala over the Cabamana ruler of 

Lata named Sankhu. He attacked Stambhatirtha from 

Bhrgukaccha with a cavalry force but after a fierce struggle was 

forced to retreat to Bhrgupura.* This Sankhu, who is also 

referred to by other Jain writers,* is, I think, to be identified 

with the Sathgrama of the Hammira-mada-mardana. Besides 
these wars, Viradhavala is credited with other victories. 

I have already referred to his success against a Muslim 
invader who advanced as far as Medapata. Somesgvara records 

his campaigns against the chiefs of Vamanasthali, near Juna- 
gadh, Godhra in Eastern Gujrat, and Cutch.‘ Not all of these 
were successful. In the last campaign we are told that Viradha- 

vala was defeated and made a prisoner. 
Viradhavala must have died sometime before V.S. 1295,’ 

for a colophon of a MS. of the Yogasastra* contains that date 
as in the reign of Mahamandalesvara-Ranaka-Visaladeva. Meru- 
tufiga narrates that when Viradhavala died, ‘owing to his excess- 

ive popularity, 120 followers elected to burn themselves with 
his corpse.’ Jain tradition related that Visaladeva poisoned his 
father and prevented by arms the accession of his elder brother 
Virama.’ That the succession was disputed seems to be proved 
by the colophon of a palm-leaf MS,” which is dated from the 

1 BG, Vol. I, Part II, pp. 940 and 242. 
$ IV, 178. 
3 Gafkhbs io PC, p. 162M. 
4 Kit-kaumadi, XXTII-XX(V; BG, Vol. I, Part 1, pp. 900-01. 
$ According to Rijaéekbare sod Harga Gani Viradhavals died 06 Dholka, sot long 

before the death of his minister Vastupéls in V. 8. 1997 (A.D. 1840) : 14, Vol. VI, p. 1%. 
6 Mo. 87 of Banghevi's Bhandar at Patten; see COS, No. VII, p. xi, fe. 2. 
$ PC, p. 167. 

8 BG, Vol I, Pert II, p. 208. 
9 ‘Do, 908 in the Jniselmeve Bhandar;’ see GOS, No. VII, p. xi, fm, 4 
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rijadhani of Moahimagdalesvara-Ranaka-Virama, in V. 8. 1296, . 
in the victorious reign of M.-Bhimadeva. These two colophons. 
seem to indicate that the kingdom was for a time divided between 
the brothers. The presence of Bhima II’s name in the colophon 
of Virama and its absence in the case of Visala may show that — 
while the elder brother still continued to pay nominal allegiance 
to the government of Anahilapura, the younger and more ambi- 
tious brother was determined to end the anomalous position and 
assert his complete independence. The Ahmedabad pillar in- 
scription of V. §. 1308 ' shows that Visaladeva had then already 
assumed imperial titles, while by the year V.8. 1318? he 
had ousted the line of Bhima and captured the throne of Anahila- 
pitaka itself. 

The following inscriptions are known for the reign of 
Visaladeva.* 

(1) Ahmedabad pillar-inscription.—On a pillar in the mosque 
of Ahmad Shah I (A. D. 1411-43), in the Bhadr at Ahmedabad. 
It contains 10 lines, incised ona pillar to the right of the pulpit. 
The preserved portion opens with the date, (V.) Sarat 1308 
(. 1251 A.D.) It records that on that date, in the victorious 
reign of M.-Visaladeva, while the Mahapradhanas appointed by 
him (were) the Rayaka Vardhama and MOlaraja, a trellis (jalt) 
was caused to be made in the mandapa of the god Uttaresvara by 
Pethada, the masdhani, of Bai Sodbala-devi. The overseer 
Upadragf3) was the Ra(uta) Malla, the Stra(dhéra) Sdmana.‘ 

(2) Dabhoi stone-inscription.—Incised on 8 large stone fixed 
in the inner side-wall of the Hira Bhigol& gate at Dabhoi. The 
inscription, which contains 59 lines, is very badly damaged and in 
many portions is extremely fragmentary. It seems to open with 8 
verses invoking Siva-Vaidyanatha, and then in Vs. 4-79 gives an 
eulogistic description of the predecessors of Visaladeva. Vs. 

' BI, Vol. ¥, pp. 100 #. 
: 1A, Vol, VI, gp. 910 #. 

* His mother was Vayajaladevi; BI, p. 315, V. 19. 
en, aiid by Baw, 3. 3. Abbod, BI, Vol. V, pp. 109-08, Mosthogi may be s mistake for 
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4-7 seem to have contained references to Milaraja I, the founder 

of the Caulukyas of Ayahilapitaka. .From Vs. 8-79, we have 
a description of the achievements of the Vaghelas from Arnoraja 
to Visaladeva.’ The proper object seems to have been to record 
the building or restoration of a temple of Siva-Vaidyanatha at 
Dabhoi (Darbhavati) by the order of Visaladeva. The praéasti 

was composed by Somesvara, the royal priest? and written by 
the Brahman Prahlidana. It was incised by the Sitradhara- 
dhurt Padmasimnha. The date, (V.) Samvat 1311 (A.D. 1263) 

comes at the end.* 
(8) Kadi grant.—Found as No. 6 of Bhima II.‘ It con- 

tains 36 lines, incised on two plates. It opens with Om svasti ; 

then follows the date, V.S. 1817° (A. D. 1261), when the 

P. -Pb, -Umapati-vara-labdha-prasdda-praudha-pratépa-Caulukya- 

kula-kamalini-kalikd-vikasa-martanda-Sitng hana-sainya-samudra- 

samégosana - Vadaranala-Malavadhisa-mana-mardana-Mcdapa{aha- 

desa-kalusa-rajya- valli-kaindocched-ana- Kuddala - kalpa-Karnafa- 
raja-jaladhi-tanaya-svayamvara -Purusottama - bhuja-bala-Bhina- 

Abhinava-Siddharaja-apar-Arjuna Visaladeva ruling victoriously 
at Anahillapataka, and when the Afahdmatya Nigada was in 
charge of the Seal. It then states that on this date the 
Mahémentalegvara-Ranaka Samantasitnha, who ruled at 

Mandali in Vardhi-pathake, for the spiritual benefit of bis 
grandfather Rana Liigapasaja, granted 12 ploughs of land in 

the villages of Mehina and Rinasibavasana, 12 shops at 

Mandali, and some other gifts for the purpose of feeding 
in Afapalli,° at a formerly instituted Sattra, 8 new Brih- 

mans, and to keep the drinking-fountain filled. All this was 

made over for management to the Mah&munimdra-rajakule 

1 The inscription contains references to many bistorical incidents. 

9 The seme as the autbor of the Kirt:-koamudi. 

9 Rédited by Bibler, RJ, Vol. 1, pp. 20-82. 

4 See above, DHNI, Vol. IT, p. 1007. 

& On the 4th of the dark half of Jyesjha—Thuredsy ; 19th March, A.D. 1961. 
$ Identified with Ahmedebad; see Bhendarker's Report for 1838-84, 17-18; 30 

Vol. 1, Port 1, p. 906. 
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Viévémitra, the head of the matha of MileSvaradeva at 

Mandgapika. The Diitaka was Mahd-sandhivigrahika Tha(kkura) 

Sridhara, the writer Mahaksapatalika Tha(kkura) Govinda. The 

inscription ends with A pardrjuna-M.-Sri-Srimad-Visaladevasya.! 
These 3 inscriptions cover the period 1308 to 1317 V.S. 

We have seen that Visaladeva was already a Mahamandalesvara 

in V. S. 1295. Merutunga’s Therdvali asserts that he became 

king in V. §. 1800. He probably means that he ascended the 
throne at Anahilapataka on that date. For, as we have seen, 

Bhima II was actually ruling in that city in V. 8. 1296 (A. D. 

1238). Then there is evidence to show that Bhima was suc- 

ceeded in that city by one Tribhuvanapala, who ruled up to V. 8. 

1299. This is proved by the Kadi grant? of the latter. This 

inscription contains 42 lines, incised on two plates. ‘the intro- 
ductory portion gives us the Caulukya genealogy from Milaraja 
Ito Bhima 11.2 We are then told that M.-P.-Pb.- Tribhuvana- 
pala, who meditated on the feet of Bhimadeva (II), and who 

resided at Anahillapiftaka, in V. 8S, 1299 (c, 1242 A. D.) granted 

the villages of Bhatagara and Rajapuri in the Vigaya and 

Dandahi Pathakas‘ to feed the Karpatika (mendicants) at the 

almshouse (satragara) built by Rana Lunapasai in the Maula- 
talapada, for the spiritual benefit of bis mother Rajat Salakbana- 

devi. The management of the endowment was entrusted to 
Vedagarbharagi, the Sthdnapati of the temple of Mileévara 

(Siva) at Mandall, and his descendants. The writer of the 

grant was Akeapatalika Tha(kkura) Somasiha, the Dataka 

Tha(kkura) Vayajaladeva. It ends with Sri-Tribhucanapdlasya- 

1 Bdited by Babler, 14, Vol. VI. pp. 210-18. Note aluo the unfinished Cambay stone 
inscription in which the last name is that of Vissledeva. As the record is undated, it is 

impossible to say definitely whether it belongs to him. BJ, pp. 214-18. 
? Found as No. 6 of Bhime Il; see above, DHNT, Vol. II, p. 1007. 
1 The Votédoan agrees with No. 19 of Bhima IJ. see ibid, p. 1016. 

‘ The king addresses the officials and inbabitants of the Vigaya and Dapdahi. 

Pathakas. 

* Edited by Bahler, JA, Vol. VI, pp. 908-10. Thie prince is possibly to be identified 
With the Tribhutaae-Rayeke who foaght end killed Bila, a general of Gubila Jaitrasishhs 
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This grant shows that besides his brother Virama, Visala- 

deva had probably to fight Tribhuvanapala, the immodiate 

successor of Bhima II, before he could seat himself on the 
throne of Anahilap&taka. If Merututiga is to be believed, Visala- 
deva’s struggle for the crown was settled by V.8. 1300. 
Tribhuvanapila had therefore a short tenure of power, which 
probably extended from c. 1296 to 1300 V.S. 

The first important event in the reign of this prince was 
the downfall of his father’s two great ministers, Vastupéle ! 

and Tejahp&la. According to the Jain writers, it was Vastu- 
paJa who was instrumental in securing the crown for Visala- 
deva. Somedvara records that in spite of this service, they 
suffered great indignities at the hands of the king, and were 
nearly obliged to undergo the ordeal of ghata-sarpa in order to 
prove themselves innocent of peculation.? On another occasion 
Vastupala came into violent conflict with Simba, the king’s 
maternal uncle, and ‘abandoned the hope of life.’ ° On both these 

occasions, we are told, the royal priest SomeSvara saved them 
by bis intervention. Before these incidents, it seems that the 

king had relieved them of their high offices and appointed a 
Brahman named Nagada as his chief minister. The Kadi grant 
shows that Nigada was transacting the business of the Seal 
as iste as V.8. 1317. The appointment of Nagada like that of 
Kapardin in the reign of Ajayap&la probably marks a Br&ihmani- 

cal reaction in the king’s administration ; and we are therefore 

not at all surprisedto see the Jain chroniclers completely 
ignoring Visaladeva after recording the incidente about the Jain 
ministers.‘ But the inscriptions of the king shows that 
his reign was not without its share of military glory. 

(c. 1906-89), when the Istter was trying to recover Kotiadaks (mod. Kotege); ove WZK¥, 
Vol. XXI, pp. 142 f. See aleo infre, DHN!, Vol, II, chapter on the Gubile-puires. 
;- | Bor some sdditionsl ineiription of Vastephis sod bis family, eve A , 1927-28, 

—. Theos stove-laveriptions contels deine fem V. 6, 20LBB:. | Bs leo 3%, 

11; sor smother inecription dated in V.8, 1296. . 
Les BG, Val. 1, 98; 14, Vol. VI, p. 190. 

Ce 
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The po Dabhoi inscription seems to claim that 
Visaladeva successfully fought with the Dhdarddhiévara and 
Dakginegvara and kept a hero’s vow (vira-vrata) on the 
banks of the Sindhu.’ Hise success against the rulers of Malava 
and the South is confirmed by the epithets applied to him in the 
Kadi grant. The name of the Southern prince is given as 
Sitghana (c. 1210-47 A.D.), who was certainly the Yadava 
ruler of that name, and who had been raiding the Gujarat 
frontier since the days of Lavanaprasfida. The statement con- 
tained in the Kadi grant, that Visaladeva won in a Svayamvara 
the daughter of the Karndta-raja, may indicate an alliance 
between the Caulukyas and the MHoysalas of Dorasamudra 
against their common enemy the Yadavas of Devagiri.? Buhler 
suggested that the Malava prince who was defeated by Visala- 
deva was Pirnamalla.’ But it is more likely that he was either 

Jaitugideva(e. 1239-43 A.D.) or Jayavarman (c. 1256-69 A.D.), 

the two immediate successors of Devapdla, the opponent of 

Viradbavala, who fought with Visaladeva. Bihler is however 
probably right in his guess that the ruler of Medap&ta defeated 
by the Caulukya king was the Guhila Tejasituha (c. 1260-67 

A.D.) mentioned in an Abu inscription.* 
According to Merutufga, Visaladeva® was succeeded by 

Arjunadeva in V.8. 1818. The Cintra pragastt of the reign 
of Saratigadeva reveals the fact that Arjuna was not the son 
but the nephew of Visaladeva. We are told that “‘ after the 
illustrious Visvamalla had anointed Arjuna, tbe son of (his 

younger brother) Pratipamalia, he enjoyed (in heaven) the ban- 

quets of ambrosia and the nectar of the lips of the celestial 
maidens," The same record gives us the name of Nagailadevi 

1 BI, Vol. 1, p. 98, line 99, and pp. 28-24 and p. 38, line 30. 
” Buhler first suggested the identification of the Karpits king : /4, Vol. VI, p. 191. 
3 14, Vol. VI, p. 191. For another epigraphic reference to Visala's invasion of Malavs, 

‘ ‘Tia, Vols VI, p. 101. 
* Sometimes known ae Vidvasalla or Viévala or Vieala, ave XJ, Vol. I, p. 272. 
. EI, Vol. I, p. 97%. : 
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Visaladeva’s queen. A stone tablet at Kodinara in Kathiawar 
contains two pragastis of the Nigara Brahman Nanika, the 

court poet of Visaladeva which record the inauguration of 

Sarasvata-krida-ketana and Sdarasvata-sarovara by him. One of 

these prasastis is dated in V.S. 1328,’ 

Of the reign of Arjuna we have the following published 

records :—~ 

(1) Veraval grant.—Found in the temple of Harsata at Veraval 

in Kathiawar. It contains 45 lines of writing in very bad Sans- 

krit, opening with Om om namah Visvanathaya and an invo- 

cation to that deity. It is then dated in Rasula-Mahamnada-samvat? 

622 (A.D. 1264), in V.8. 1320 (A.D. 1264), in Valabhiya 

(S.)945, and Sitnha-Sameat 151, when P.-Pb.-Um@pattoara-labdha 

praudha-pratapa-Niksanta-malla -Ari-raya-hrdya-Salya Caulukya- 

Cakravarti-M.-Arjunadeva was ruling victoriously at Anahilla- 

pataka and while the Mahamatya-Ranaka Maladeva was tran- 

sacting the business of the Seal, and Amir-Rukunadina® was 

reigning in the coast of Haramuja.’ At this date, with the 

permission of the Paficakulas, in the town of Somanathadeva, 

Mahan(ta) Abhayasiha the pari(pdrgvtka) of Mahattara- 

Gandaéri-Paravirabhadra, the great teacher of the P&Supatas, 

the (ship-owner),° Noradina Ptroja,* a native of Haramuja-desa, 

brought a piece of land in the Sikottar!-mahdyanapal! outside 

the town of Somnath and built a mijigiti (masjid) on it. 

For the maintenance of this place of worship he gave the 

whole palladika belonging to the temple of Bhitesvara, in 

the centre of Somnath, the danapala of an oil-mill, and 

two shops in front of the mijigiti. Any surplus that remained 

was to be sent to the holy districts of Mecca and Medina. 

Raited by H. H. Dhruva, /A, Vol. XI, pp. 98-108. 

3 amir Bokn nd-Div. 
4 ‘The emall jeland of Harmes, which gives its name to the straight leeding oo o 

the Persian Gulf. 
_ -& “New (the). 

6 Mar ud-Din Picts. 
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The trustees appointed for the management of the endowment 

included the Muslim congregations (jamatha, i.e., Jaméa‘at) 

of Nakhuyd-naurika (ship-owners), of wharf-people (Ghattaka) 

who are devoted to the Martyr’ with their preacher (Khaliba), 

and of the Musalmans among the landholders (pathapati) and 

the (Persian) artisans (cunakara). The inscription ends with 

the statement that any one who plundered this place of 

worship and its income will bear the guilt of the five deadly 

sins (patica-mahapataka).* 

(2) Rav stune-inscription.—*‘ It is engraved on a memorial 

slab at the corner of the courtyard wall of an old temple ’’ at 
the village of Rav, about GO miles east of Bhuj in Cutch. It 
speaks of Arjunadeva as “great king of kings, supreme ruler, 

supreme lord.’’ It is dated in V.S. 1328 (A.D. 1272), when 
Maladeva was his chief minister, and records the building of a 

step-well in the village of Rav.* 
(3) Girnar  stone-inscription.—Found on the famous 

Girnar hill in Kathiawar at the entrance of the mandapa of 
Ganadhara situated in the west of the main temple of Nemi- 

natha. It contains 7 lines of Sanskrit prose. It is dated in 

V.S, 1330 in the reign of Arjunadeva, when Palha was (trans- 

acting the business of the Seal) in Sauragstra. It records the 

grant of the right of engraving inscriptions (séfradhd@ratram) 

in the temple of Neminitha and at other sacred places on the 
hill of Girnar to satradhara Haripaila, son of stitradhdra Goga, 

belonging to the Mevida community by Udayaprabha and 

other Jain priests and the Paitcakula headed by Dhandha.‘ 
These three inscriptions cover the period V.5S. 1320 to 1330 

(c. 1264-73) Merututiga states that Arjunadeva’s reign extended 

1 AM, 
1 Edited by Huitasoh, 74, Vol. XI, pp. 241-48; BI, pp. 294-27. 
2 Noticed by BObler, [4, Vol. VI, p. 101; see Kachdesno Itshds by Atmaram K. 

Dvivedi, p. 18, aleo BG, Vol. 1, Part I, p. 904 and fn. 8. 
‘ Edited by D. B. Diskalkar, Quarterly Journal of the Mythical Society, Vol. XIV, 

Pp. 949-48, 
) 
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up to V.S, 1831.! According to Abu'l-Fagl and ‘alt Muhammad 

he reigned for only 10 years.’ As the earliest known inscription 

of his successor is dated in V.S. 1832, we may tentatively accept 

with Buhler Meratutga’s date? We know of very few political 

incidents in his reign ; but his two inscriptions show that his 

authority extended from Patan to, Cutch and the South of 

Kathiawar. His Veraval inscription is of great interest, as it 

bears witness to his tolerance in religious matters. The generous 

statesmanship which allowed Muslim communities to thrive 

and to build and endow mosques in one of the most sacred cities 

of the Caulukya kingdom forms a remarkable contrast to the 

policy of plunder and desecration practised by the early Turkish 

conquerors of India. 

According to Merututga, Arjunadeva was succeeded by 

Saratigadeva in V.S. 1331.‘ The latter's Cintra pragastt shows 

that he was the sun of Arjunadeva.’ Of his reign we have the 

following published records and dates : 

(1) Khokhra stone-inscription.—This mutilated inecrip- 

tion is incised on a Palié at Khokhra in Cutch, which was ori- 

ginally in the fort of Bhadreswar. * The Pali& has a figure of a 

cow feeding probably on Indian corn (maize) and suckling her 

calf,’ and at present contains 6 lines of writing. It opens with 

On and gives the date (V.) Sarnvat 1382 (A.D. 1275), when 

M -P.-Pb.-Praudha-pratapa-Narayandvatara-Lakgms-svayamoar- 

Maharajo-Saratigadeva was ruling victoriusly at Anahillsp&jaks, 

and when the Mahamdtya-Sri-Marava-mahath rédht *_$14-Kanha 

was transacting all the royal business. 

IJBRAS, Vol. 1X, p. 158. 
AAK, Vol. Tl, p. 900; M4, Trans. 180. 

TA, Vol. VI, p. 191. 

JBRAS, Vol. TX, p. 156. 

BI, Val. I, p. Wi, V. 12 

& 
-~ & ee em we mH 
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(2) Amaran inscription.—Found at Amaran, Jamnagar 

State, Kathiawar. It is dated in V.S. 1333 in the reign of 
Malava - dhara - dhimaketu - Girjjara - dharani- samruddharana- 
varaha-Saptama-cakravarti-Bhuja-bala -malla-Maharaja- Sarahga- 
deva, when Palha was officer-in-charge of Sauristra. It records a 
benefaction by a prince (name lost), son of the Capotkata Ranaka 

Bhojadeva.’ ° 
(3) British Museum inscription —Dated in (V.) 8. 1385 in 

the reign Kalydna-Vijaya-rajya of Saérangadeva.’ 

(4) Cintra stone-inscription.—Incised on a long slab of 

polished black stone which is now preserved in the Quinta of 

Don Joao de Castro at Cintra. Its contents however show that 

it originally belonged to a temple at Veraval or Somnath. It 

contains 66 lines of writing, and opens with On om namah 

Sirdya; then follow three verses containing a mangala addressed 

to Siva and GaneSa. Next come the genealogy of the Vaghelas 

from Vigvamalla* to Sarangadeva (Vs. 4-13). Next is described 

the spiritual family of the Lakuliga-Pasupata* ascetic Tripurén- 

taka, the benefactor of the Tirtha of Somnatha (Vs. 14-39). 

Verses 40-46 inform us that Tripur&ntaka built temples, and 

dedicated 5 Liagas, and erected a furana at Somnath. Verses 

47-72 ‘enumerate the benefactions which Tripurantaka made in 

order to provide for the service of his temples’ and the rules 

regarding the worship. V. 76 states that the praéastt was 

composed by Dharanidhara, written by the mantrin Vikrama, and 

incised by the Silpin POnasiba, At the end we are told that the 

Linga-pratistha-mahotsara took place in V.S. 1343 (1287 A.D.)° 

! Edited by Diskalkar in the Gujrat: journal Puratatra, Vol. I, Part I, pp. 37-41. 

2 Notioed by Kielhora from a rubbing supplied by Burgess, EJ, Vol. I, and Vol. V, 

Appendix, p. 84, No, 987. 

> Visaladevs. 

‘ The head establishment of this sect was io Karobage (mod. Karvan on the 

Miyagam-Dabboi railway) io Late (Oentrai Gujarat). 

5 Rdited by Bobier, BJ, 1902, Vol. I, pp. 271-87. A oopy of the prafasti was fret 

published in Murphy's Travels in Portugat (1708), and the plete was then reproduced by 

Burgess in No. 9 of the Memoranda of the Archaeological Survey of Western India, Bombay, 

1879, The ‘reoord is sometimes known as Veraval inscription, see EJ, Vol. XX, Appendiz, 

p. 87, Mo. 811, « 

n—48 _ 
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(5) Anavada stone-inseription. —Found during ‘« ‘schevkion : 

work at Anavada, the old Avahilapétaka, nearly 3 miles from 

Patan, in the Kadi division. It contains 24 lines, and begins 

with the opening stanza of Jayadeva’s Gita-Govinda. Then 

follows the date, (V.) Samvat 1848 (c. 1291 A.D.), when M. 

Sarattgadeva was reigning at Anahilavataka, and while Maha- 

simdhi (vigrahika) Mahama(tya) Madhustidana was transacting 

the business of the Seal. and the Pafcakula consisted of Pethada 

and others. It then’ records a list of gifts which was made 

on that date and also previously by various persons, merchants 

and shipowners (nau-vittaka), etc., for the worship, offerings 

and theatricals in honour of Krsna.’ 

(6) Cambay stone-inscription.—Found in the Jain temple 

of Cint&mani-Parsvanatha at Cambay, in the Kaira collectorate 

of Gujarat. It contains 29 lines of damaged writing in Sanskrit, 

beginning with an invocation to Parévantha and then follows a 

date (V.) Samoat 1165.7 Next comes the genealogy of the 

Vaghelis. Ligigadeva, his son Viradhavala, Prat&pamalla, his 

pon Arjuna (lines 5-6), and Sdratigadeva (line 26). In line 25 

occurs the date V.S. 1352 (c. 1295 A.D.).’ 

These inscriptions cover the period V.8. 1332 to 1352 

(c. 1275-95 A.D.).‘ 

This agrees with the statement of Merutufga, according 

to whom Saratgadeva ruled from V.S. 1331 to 1853, or roughly 

! died by D. B. Bhandarkar, 74, 1912, pp. 20-21. 
% * Without any indication as to what it refers to.’ 

3 Vary imperfectly edited in BJ, pp. 237-88, see slo Kielhorn in BY, Vol. V. 

Appindié, p. 98, No. 249. Though it contains » dete for Biratigadevs, it is doubtifal whether 

it belongs to his reign. | 
4. For a MS. dnted in (V.) Seseoct 1850, in the reign of Géradgaders, while his army 

rail onnaaaped near Kélpelli, vee Bhandsrkar’s Report for 1888-04, 1728; BG, Vol. 1. 

Pact I, p 906. Bhogvanis! identifies Asdpelli with Ab@edebed. Hf. H.. Wileoe votice 
$AitilisResberchis, Vol. XVI, p. S11) on Abe inscription of B nr fs bited in V8 
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from 1274-78 to 1296-97 A.D. Abu'l-Fas! and ‘Ali Mulismmad 
assigned hima reign of 21 years.* Unfortunately very few 
facts throwing light upon the political incidents of his 
reign are known. The Amran inscription however tells us 

that he revived the fortune of the Gurjara country and was 
a veritable dhiimaketu to the Malava kingdom. The Cintra 

Pragastt seems to indicate that the traditional hostilities 
against the Yadavas of Devagiri and the rulers of Malava 
were successfully continued under him. We are told by 
Dharanidhara, the author of the ‘pragasti, that the ruler of 

the Gurjara kingdom was ‘“‘passionately addicted to the sport 
of rescuing the earth...... Through his power he in battle reduce 
ed the powers of the Yédava and the Malava lords, just as the 
lord of birds formerly (overcame) the huge-bodied elephant and 

the tortoise’’* Biihler rightly identified the Yadava foe of 

Siranga with Ramacandra, the last independent Hindu 
monarch of Devagiri, who ascended the throne in 1271 A.D. 
and died in 1809-10 A.D., a feudatory of ‘Al& ud-Din Khaljf 
(1296-1316 A.D.).* The M&lava king, whom he could not iden- 

tify is perhaps the (Paramira?) Jayavarmana II for whem we 
sem to have inscriptions ranging from c. 1256 to 1260 A.D. 

Sdratgadeva was succeeded by Karnadeva, popularly known 
is Ghelaro or the ‘insane prince’ * in c. 1296-97 A.D. Merututga 
assigns him the period V.S. 1853 to 13860 (A.D. 1296-97 to 
1303-04). According to Abu'l Fagl he reigned for 6 years 10 
months and 15 days.’ All accounts agree that he was the last 
Vaghelé king of Anhilvad. We have already noticed conflicts 

TA, Vol. VI, p. 101. 

AAK, Vol. Il, p. 960. MA, Trans., p. 150. 
EI, Vol. 1, pp. 27% and 281, Vs. 19-18. 
Ibid, p. 978. BG, Vol. I, Part II, pp. 590-89, CHI, Vol. II, p. 96. 
Bee 1A, Vol XX, p. 84. BI, Vol. IX, p. 117, and apecially Kielborn's note, ibid, 
Raplstep sty irons Darah 908 #. 

ee ee ine 
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between the Muslims and the Caulukyas in the time of Bhima IT 

and Viradhavala. On that occasion the Muslims advanced from 
the region of Mathura southwards to Medapata. After about 50 
years’ inactivity they again renewed their depredations on the 

Caulukya dominions. Unfortunately for Karna, his accession 

nearly synchronised with that of ‘Ala ud-Din Khalji (1296-1316 

A.D.) one of the ablest military leaders among the Turkish Sultans 

of Delhi. Within a short time of his usurpation of the crown 

‘AJ& ud-Din turned his attention to the fertile plains and wealthy 

ports of Gujarat.'. Baranf tells us that at the beginning of the 

8rd year of his rule ‘“‘ Ulugh Khan and Nusrat Khan, with their 

qmirs and generals, and a large army marched against Gujarat. 

They took and plundered Naharwala and all Gujarat. Karan, Rai 

of Gujarat, fled from Naharwala and went to Rim Deo of Deogir. 

The wives and daughters, the treasure and elephants of Rai 

Karan, fell into the hands of the Muhammadans. All Gujarat 

became a prey to the invaders and the idol which, after the vic- 

tory of Sultan Mahmad and his destruction of (the idol) Manat, 

the Brahmans had set up under the name of Somn&th, for the 

worship of the Hindus, was removed and carried to Delhi, 

where it was laid down for people to tread upon. Nusrat Khan 

proceeded to Kamiya (Cambay) and levied large quantities of 

jewels and precious articles from the merchants of the place 

who were very wealthy. He also took a handsome slave from his 

master (afterwards known as) Kafir Hazir-din&ri, who was made 

Malik-naib, and whose beauty captivated ‘Al& ud-Din. Ulugh 

Khan and Nusrat Khan returned with great booty.''? Firishta 

adds the information that amongst the wives of Karna, who were 

= 

1 The Ras (Vol. 1, p. 266) mentions the atory thet Karpe had two Négars Brihms 

ministers named MAdhave and Kebeva. Kargs took by force the former's wile, who was 

padmini, and elew Kedava. Madhsva thereupon went to ‘Al ud-Din end brought in she 

2 Biliot, Vol. It], p. 168; eve leo TA, Trans. p. 157; MA, Trane, pp. 160.0; Zofar 

al- Ws of ‘Abdelldb Mebssmad. Ed. by B. Denison Uoes, Landon, 1991, Vol. 1], p. 787: 

a 4AK, Vel. I, p. 968. Ras, Vol. I, PP. 965 g. 
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captured in this expedition was ‘Kowla Devy,’! whose ‘ beauty, 
wit and accomplishment so captivated ‘Al&é ud-Din that he took ” 
her into his harem.’* The Mirat-i-Ahmadi states that before 
Karna fled he engaged the Muslim generals in battle ; and the 
Zafar ul-Walih informs us that it was ‘a hard struggle.’ This 
campaign did not however completely end Karna’s career. He 

appears to have maintained his independence in the hilly territory 
known as Baglan in Nasik ; and Firishta tells us that when in 

1306 A.D., according to the instructions of Malik Kafir, Alaf Khan 

tried to join him in ‘the borders of the Deccan’ from Gujarat ‘ by 
the route leading through the mountains of Buglana, so as both 

to enter the Deccan together,’ he was successfully opposed by. 
Karna. Immediately before this Malik K&far had tried to per- 

suade the Caulukya king to hand over to bim Devaladevi, his 

daughter by Kavaladevi. For we are told that at her request the 
Sultin had issued express injunctions to his generals to seize her 
daughter and send her to Delhi. But ‘ The Raja could by no 
means be brought to agree’ to this demand. Finding that his own 
military efforts had no effect on local rajas, he directed Alaf Khan 

to join him ta Gujarat. But Firishta relates that for two months 
Karga defeated all his efforts to force a passage, fighting several 

actions. At this time Sankara the son of the Devagiri Yadava 

Ré&madeva made offers of help to Karna, who agreed to give him 
his daughter, who was only 13 years of age. When Bhtmadeva, 
Saikara’s brother, was escorting the girl to Devagiri, and had 
nearly reached the capital city, a section of the troops of Asaf 

Khan, numbering about 300, who had gone ‘without leave to see 
the caves of Eloora, in the neighbourhood of Dewgur’ surprised 
the escort and captured the young bride." According to Firishta, 

' * Kowla’ is quite correct, Kamala through the intermediate Kamold. Dr. Barnett 
suggests that the vernsoular form of the name was probably Kavalidevi, in Sanskrit 
Kamaledevi, 

> TP, Brigge’ Trane., Vol. 1, pp. 827-20. Phe MA (Trans. p. 162), eays ‘ formed an 
aulawfal connection with the mother of the damsel’ (Dewalde). 

* TP, Briggs’ Trane., Vol. I, pp. 865.68. Devaladevi, who like her mother, was famous 
‘or ber beauty, was mareied to Kbigr Khan, the eldest soa of ‘Alf ed-Din, Amir Khasran 
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before this incident Alaf Khin, being much concerned at the 

reports of these marriage-arrangements and fearing for his head, 

had made one supreme effort to pierce Karna's mountain-defen- 

cet. His army, we are told, ‘entered the mountains in all direo- 

tions and engaging the Raja gave him total defeat. Kurrun Ray. 

fled to-Dewgur, leaving his elephants, tents and equipage on the 

field.’ After this history loses sight of Karna, and he probably 

died as a refugee somewhere in the Decean.’ 

compesed poems op their love. After the marder of the blinded Kbigr by his younger 

baother Mabirak, sboot 1818-19 A.D. the latter married her forcibly against ber will. After 

the murdet of Mubarak by Kbosrau in 1820 A.D. she was foreed into the barem of the 

userper. Snob ie the reward that fate often reserves for besuty. . 

! The Vighelds continued to rule in Gujsrst ae petty cbiels in the Mobammedss 

period. See the Adalfi sell-inscription of Bag! Badidevi, wite of the Vagheld Virsaisbbs of 

in the seign of Mabméd Bogerhh, 2459-1611 A.D., deted in V.8. 1586. ARB., 

‘pp. 904-06 ; aloo BG, Vol. I, Part I, p. 206. cee 
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CHAPTER XVI 

Tae CinaMAnas (CAUHANS) OF THE PUNJAB, RAJPUTANA 

AND GUJARAT 

The bardic tradition of the Rajputs regards the Cahamanas’ 

‘(Cauhans) as one of the four fire-born races (agni-kula). With 

‘the founders of the Pratitharas (Parihars), Caulukyas (Solaskis) 
and Paramaras (Pévars), their founder is said to have sprung 
from the fire-altar of the sage Vasistha on Mount Abu.’ He is 

stated to have been ‘quadriform (Caturanga), whence his name 
Cauhan.’* The first seat of the government of ‘ Anhal, the 

first created Cauban’ was Mahismati on the Narbada, from 
which city the power of the twenty-four Sakhas of the tribe 

spread throughout the length and breadth of India. Unfor- 

tunately, authentic archaeological and literary records which 

bear upon*the history of the tribe and its branches contain 

nothing to support the data derived from bardic songs. 

Unlike the Paramaras, the authors of the inscriptions and 

the k&@vyas in the court of the Cahamana princes even as late as 

the 14th century A.D. seem to have been ignorant of the origin of 

their patrons from the fire-pit. It is unknown not only to Somes- 

vara’s Bijolia stone-inscription, dated V.S. 1226 (c. 1169 A.D.) 

but also to the Prihviraja-vijaya, which appears to have been 

composed in the life-time of Prthviraja III (c. 1179-92 A.D.) 

1 ‘There are variants of this name: C&hudse, EJ, Vol. XI, p. 70, fa. 4; Cahavd4s 

ZDMG, Vol. XL, pp. 38 &.; Cahucdyo, JA, 1890, p. 216, In. 8; alao Garhgodhara-paddhati, 

Ba. by Peterson, p. 1, éloka 2; Cahumdno, ASR, Vol. XXI, pp. 178 f., No. 9. 

9 4R, Vol. I, pp. 112 .; for variations of the story of fire-origia, see tid, Vol. IIT, pP- 

14418 I reserve the discussion on tbe origin of the Rejpate for the Ged voleme oft 

} work. 
‘ ge 

$A, Vol. I, p. 118. In another place it is stated that like Viggu, who created bin 

he was ' four-srmed' like his orestor, sad ‘ was thence styled Oxtech Osan "i 
Wel TIT, p. 14408. a 
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and even to the Hammira-Mahakavya of Nayacandra Stiri, the 
grandson of the spiritual adviser of Hammira of Ranthambhor 
(c, 1283-1801 A.D.). Like Padmagupta-Parimala, the court-poet 

of the Paramara Sindhuraja (¢. 995-1010 A.D.), these authors 

would certainly have utilised the myth to glorify their patrons, 

if gt was Known in ther time. The authers of both the 

Prtheivaja-cijaya and the Hamaira-Mahalacyo trace the origin 

of the tribe to an eponymous Cahamana who was born from the 

Sun (Sterya-mandaliy. According to the Bijoha  inseription 

Simanta, the carhest representative of the fannuly on its list, 

wis born in the Vatsa  gotra at | Alncchatrapura.’ This 

Alicchatrapura has been identified by some with Nigapura 

(mod,  Nagaur, Jodhpur  Statels An inscription — recently 

found in the possession of the descendants of Gyanji Jabi, 

Colonel Pod's gana, says that Alnechatrapura was the capital of 
Junghudesa® (fanqulaedesa), Rat Bahadur Oyha would identify 

‘Jangala country with the region now kuown as Bikaner and 

Northern Marwar.  Reeent discussion ‘however has shown that 

Jalteala-desa "does not mean a particular tract of land. Janyala 

literally means a forestor waste. and it) has been shown that 

Jangala settlements were attached to various aneient Indian States 

bhe Madra and Kuru. According tu the Madablarrata Aliechatra 

Was the capital of Uo ttara-Pafiedla, and this section of the state 

ity possibly have abounded in forests and hence aequired the 

Hame of Paneala-jangate ' Ta that case we must suppose that 

Pith: Sindh hilduacnptren af Cac. cS os Ela the eponymous Cahamana 1s 

stuted to have been a source of gieat pleasure tothe sage Vatsa (A7, Vol EX, p. tah). 
The Mt. Abn ipsctiptiens of Luntiga oVos  JaT7) suave that when the Solar and Lanar 
Pieces citae to ap end, the holy Vacea too, \Vateal brought about the creation of a new race 
cf Warners, the Cabsmanas (2. Val UX, pp. 72.) To the recently published Sevadi erant Of Ratnapala (VS. 1176}, however, the (uhanaeg-1aM%sua ie sud to have sprung from 
& peraon who came out of the eye of Indra, Jord of the Rast C27, Volo XT, pp. doa ff). 
These composers of Cabamane recorda were wleo aynorant af the fire-orjin of their patrons 
“8 late as the Lith century A DD 

7 Oho, NaguttPracdrint-Patrika, Vol Wi, Vart HL. FASB, 122, p, 299, 
*JRAS. VID, p. O04, fn 1. a ae 5 Like Kuruw-jangala, Madreya-punyala, ete. 
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the Caham&nas, at least in the middle of the 12th century A.D., 

claimed to have migrated from the Upper Ganges-Jumna Valley. 

But it is significant that the authors of the two literary works 

referred to above do not mention Ahicchatra, and on the 

contrary seems specifically to associate the rise of the Cahamanas 

with the lake Sakambhari (Sambhar), situated on the borders 

of the Jodhpur and Jaipur States. The provenance of the 

earliest inscriptions and the identification of some of the places 

mentioned therein suggest that the Sambhar region was possibly 

the cradle-land of the tribe. The well-known tradition, both 

literary and epigraphic, that the Cahamanas took Delhi from 

the Tomaras, supported by references to conflicts between some 

of the earlier Cahaminas and Tomara chiefs, seems to indicate 

that the movement of the tribe was from Sambhar towards the 

Ganges-Jumna Valley, and not rice tersa.! 

Epigraphic evidence supports the bardic tradition that the 

Cahamanas were divided into many branches, Some of 

these were unquestionably feudatories of the Prattharas of 

Avanti and Kanauj. Thus the Hansot plates of the Céhamin: 

Bhartrvaddha (V.S. 813 = A.D. 756) show that be owed allegiance 

to Nagavaloka, rightly identified with Nagabhata I (c. 725 

A.D.), while the Harga stone-inscription reveals the dependence 

of Gavaka I on another Nagavaloka, alias Nagabhata IL’ (c. 

815 A.D.). The Partabgarh inscription of the time of 

Mahendrapala IT (V.S. 10! 3=:A.D. 946) mentions his feudatury 

the C&bamana Mahdsdmanta Indraraja.* During the period 

«. 750 to 950 A.D. most of the regions over which the Céhamanas 

ruled were certainly included in the Pratthéra dominions. 

It was probably Vigraharaja IT (A.D. 973), of the Sakambhari 

branch, who first became free from the control of the ‘ house 

! ‘The theory that Sapddalakga ia derived from the word ‘Siwalik,’ range of hills 

ranning perallel to the Himalayas from Kangra to Nainitel, is far from certain. See supe 

DHNI, Vol. Il, p. 937, fa. 8. 

4 EJ, Vol. XII, pp. 199-900; JA, 1911, Vol. XL, pp. 980-40. 

3 BI, Vol. XIV, pp. 180-51. 
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of Raghu’ (Pratiharas), to whom his father Simharaja had 

stil] paid homage.’ 
The history of the Cahamanas may be conveniently ee 

round the following heads: (1) Cahamdanas of Lata, (2) Caha- 

manas of Dhavalapuri, (3) Cahamanas of Partabgarh, (4) 

Cahamanas of Sakambhari, (5) Cahama@nas of Ranastambhapura, 

(6) Cahamanas of Naddila, (7) Cahamanas of Jaralipura, and 
(8) Cahamanas of Satyapura. Of these the last three (Nos. 6, 7 

and 8) were undoubtedly connected with No. 4; but the relation- 

ship of the first three with each other or with the rest is at 

present unknown. 

(1) Cahamanas of Lata. 

The earhest reference to the existence of C&éhamanas in 
Lata was revealed by the discovery of the Hansot grant of 

Bharitrraddha, It was found in the possession of a person in 

the town of Hansot, in the Anklesvar taluka of the Broach 

district, Bombay Presidency. [t contains 36 lines, incised on 

two plates. It opens with Om Srastt, after which comes the 

lolowing: ‘ The Cahamiana family, exalted with a large army, 
who have succeeded in adorning their territory, who are a 

receptacle of victory, like Meru (which is lofty with large ridges, 

adurned with the circle of Siddhas, the support of Jaya, or the 

sun.’ Then comes the genealogy of the donor : 

In the Cibamina family 

Rijan Maheévaradima 

Bhimadama 

Bhartrvaddha (I) 

Parama-mdheévara Haradama 

piisbiiatee 

Parama-maheévara-Samadhigata-panca-mahdsabda-Mahdsdmantadhi- 
pati Bhartrvaddha (II). 

} 14,1918, pp. 58 and 62, V. 19. 
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It is then announced that this last prince, while staying 

at’ Bhrgukaccha (mod. Broach), granted the village of Arjuna- 
devigrama in the Akriresvara’ risaya to the Brahman Bhatfa 

Bita (?) and two others. The grant was written by the 

Valabhya? Bhatta Kakka. It was issued from Bhrgukaccha, 

with Bhatta Lialluva as its Ditaka, in the prarardhamana- 

vijaya-rajya of the illustrious Nigivaloka, in the (V.) year 813 
(A.D. 756).° 

This inscription give> us six generations of Cahaminas who 

appear to have resided in the region of Broach. By assigning 

a period of 30 years for each generation Konow arrived at ¢. 500 

A.D. as the date of MaheSvaradima.‘ Noticing the occurrence 

of names which were common to the Maitrakas of Valabht’ and 

the occurrence of the epithet Valubhya from Valabhi ?) before 

the name of the writer of the grant, he also suspected intimate 

contact between the two families.” But the most striking 

feature of these princes’ names is certainly the ending -dama in 

three of them, which is likewise found in the names of 

geveral descendants of the Western Ksatrapa Castana. In the 

opinion of Rapson, it may well be a Sanskritised form of a 

Persian word.’ 

The identification of Nagavaloka with Nagabhata I of the 

Gurjara-Pratihira family is now generally accepted. The 

existence of a Gurjara ruling family in the Broach region till c. 

1 Probably the present Anklesvar taluka; £7, Vol. XII. p. 291. 

2 * Prom Valabbi ‘?—:bid, p. 24. 

3 Biited by Sten Konow, FJ, Vol. XIT, pp. 197-204 

4 I would rather sesign 25 years, apd propose c 1 A.D as the date of Msbedvara- 

dima. 

$ Cahsmios Dhrubhata (=D 'iravabhata)= Maitrake Dbravabhate Sildditys vil 

(A.D. 766). 
that 

§ ‘It is possible that Bhartreaddhs IT's sister wax married to Sil&dityo VI, #0 

Gilsditys VII may have worn the name of his maternsl graodfather '; BI, Vol. XU, 

p 199. 
7 * Spalaga-dame ’: see Rapson, Catalogue o/ Indian Coins (Andhras, Keatrapas, 

1908, p. cv. For s Kacchepaghate name ending in d&man, see my obapter on the 

Kecchopegh&tos, DHN!, Vol. 11, p. 822; also fn. 6 on the same pege. 

etc-), 
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706-36 A.D." seems to indicate that Bhartrvaddha II may- have 

succeeded Jayabhata III, the last representative of that family, 

as the viceroy of Lata. Bhartrvaddha’s predecessors, however, 

may have been settled, as Konow suggests, in Broach for a 

long time previously.” But the fact that they are assigned only 

vague praise in the grant of their successor, combined with the 

absence of any titles of even feudatory rank, indicates that their 

position as rulers of Gujarat was not very conspicuous. 

For about five centuries nothing is heard of the Cahamanas 

in Gujarat. The Hamimira-mada-mardana of Jayasitaha’ reveals 
the presence of the Mahamandalesrara Sarngrimaraja, also 

known as Sarngramasimha, who was a contemporary of the 

Vaghelé Viradhavala (¢. 1233-43 A.D.). He is said to have 

been the son of Sindhurfija and nephew of Simba, lord of Lita- 

desa. The drama represents him as in alliance with the 

Devagiri Yadava Simhana (c. 1210-47 A.D.) and the Malava 

Paramara Devapala (c. 1218-36 A.D.) against the Dholka 
chieftain. The allied invasion however, failed, largely owing 

to the activity of the spies of Vastupala, the able minister 

of Viradhavala. The alliance was dissolved and Samgrima- 
rija was forced into an alliance with Viradhavala. The Vasanta- 

tilisa of Balacandra also contains ‘ an account of the hostilities 

between Viradhavala and the princes of Lata. It relates that 

Stambhatirtha (mod. Cambay) was conquered by the Dholka 
chiefs from the king of Lita. The latter, according to this 

authority, was of Cahamana lineage, and named Safkhu. On 
one occasion he started from Bhrgukaccha to attack Stambha- 
lirtha with a cavalry force. But in the battle which followed 
Saikhu was defeated and compelled to retire to Broach. As 
the father of Sahkhu was named Sindhurija, be is almost 

certainly identical with the Sarhgrimaraja of the Hammira-mada- 

mardana. Jayasitnha says of Sankbu that his ‘left foot was 

1 BG, Vol. I, Part 1, p. 177. 3 ET, Vol. XII, pp. 196 f. 
* GOS, No. X, 1990, 4 GOS, No. VII, 1917. 

lI—60 cai” 
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adorned with the figures of 12 Mandaladhipatis on golden damas,"? 
and he defeated the Yadava king Simhana on the Narbada. 

From these statements it is clear that Broach was the centre 
of the Cahamina principality. Being situated on the frontiers 

of the Caulukyae, the Yadavas, and the Paramaras, it was in a 

difficult position. Though Balacandra calls Satkhu a bhipati 
or king, it is doubtful whether they at any time really enjoyed 

sovereign power. Jayasiruha more appropriately calls him a 

Mahamandaleérara. It is likely that, though possessing consi- 

derable power and prestige, these princes were always conipelled 

to acknowledge, at least tacitly, the sovereignty of their stronger 

neighbours. The dominance of the great kingdoms of Gujarai, 

Malwa and the Deccan during the period ¢. 750-1175 must 

have kept them in insignificance. It was only after the decline 

or downfall of the states towards the end of the 12th and the 

beginning of the 13th century that they were given opportuni- 

ties to rise in importance. 

As to the relationship of the family of Bhartrvaddha and 

Sankhu nothing is at present definitely known. But as Broach 

was the base of power of both the families, it may be conjec- 

tured that they were connected by blood. 

(2) Cahamdnas of Dharalapuri. 

The existence of this branch was made known by the dis- 

covery of a ,Stone-inscription at Dholpur : It contains 26 lines, 

incised on a black stone in the Residency of the Dholpur State, 

Rajputana. It opens with a eulogy of the Sun-god (Bhaszal, 

Bhaskara). Then follows the genealogy of a king named 

Candamahisena : 

In the Cahavéna-vamésa 

Isukn 

Mahisarama= Kanhulli...performed sati when her 

husband died. 
Candamahisena 

or Candas. 

1 G08, No. X, V. B. 
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This last prince lived in Dhavalapuri.'. The proper object 
of the inscription is to record the building of a temple of 

Candasvamin, together with a pond and a well. The date of 

the consecration of the temple is V. 8. 898 (A.D. 842).? 

Candamahasena’s family appear to have been feudatory 

princes. Possibly he acknowledged the sovereignty of the Prati- 
hira emperor Bhoja, who had captured Kanauj sometimes before 

836 A.D. The only thing known about him is that the Mleccha 
lords who were established on the banks of the Carmanvati 

(Chambal) paid him homage ;* I am unable to suggest the 
identification of these Mlecchas.‘ 

(3) Cahamdanas of Partabgarh. 

This branch is known from the Partabgarh stone-inscription 

of the Pratihéra emperor Mahendrapala II,* whose gift 

of a village for the cult of the goddess Vata-Yaksini-dev! in 
V.§. 1002 (A.D. 946) is recorded init. But it also contains 

references to earlier grants to various shrines attacked to the 

monastery of Hari-Rsisvara We are told that the provincial 
eoyernor of Mahendrap@la resident at Ujain, at the request of 

the Cahamana Mahd@samanta Indraraja, granted a village for 
the cult of Indridityadeva. The inscription gives the following 

senealogy of the Cihamana chief : 

Princes of the Cahaman-dnraya...who were a source of great 
pleasure to king Bhojadeva. 

Govindaraja 

Durlabharajs 

Indraraija 

1 Identified with mod. Dholpar, ZDMG, Vol. XL, p. 38. 

* Edited by Hultesch, ZDMG, Vol. XL, pp. 88-43. 

* Carmanrati-tota-draya-satesthita-Mtechadhipa-prararah, 
ipsitand = prawatd = serdm = kurranti «= yaya. 
Is it possible that there were during that period some Arab settlements in the 

Chambal valley as a result of s long series of Arab raids from the lower Indus valley? See 

supra, DHNI, Vol. I, Obapter I. 
& Edited by G. 8. Ojba, £2, Vol, XIV, pp. 160-61. See sleo DHN/, Vol. 1, pp. 685 #, 

4 
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This last prince built the great temple of the Sun-god, 

named after him (Indr-dditya), at the village of Ghénté-Varsika.' 

As grants are recorded to this temple in V. 8. 999 (A.D. 942) 
it is certain that Indrar&ja built the temple on or before that 

date. 
It appears from the eulogy of Indraraja’s predecessors that 

his family first rose into importance in the service of Bhoja and 

his successors. Indraraéja was a vassal of Mahendrapéla If, 

and was immediately subordinate to the governor of Ujjain. 

This is apparent from the fact that he had to apply to the latter 

in order to secure a grant of land for his temple. 

Nothing is known about any possible successors of Indra- 

réja. 

(4) Cahamanas of Sakambhari. 

The earliest inscription of this branch is still the Harsa 

stone inscription? of the time of Vigrahar&ja II dated in V. 5. 

1030 (A.D. 973). It carries back the genealogy of the Caha- 

manas for six generations up to Givaka I, who, as we shall 

presently see, was a contemporary and feudatory of the Pratihara 

emperor N&gabhata II (c. 815 A.D.). The much later Bijoli: 

rock-inscription, dated in V. S. 1226 (c. 1169 A. D.), in the 

reign of Somegvara, however, gives the names of 27 predecessors 

of Somesvara. Morison in 1893, first published a list of Caha- 

mana princes from a Sanskrit work named Prthvirdja-viyjays, 

which on comparison was found to agree closely with the list 

supplied by the two inscriptions mentioned above. To these lists 

1 Baid to be situated in Dadapura (mod. Mandssor). The village bas been ident- 

fed with mod. Ghotarsi, 7 miles east of Partabgarb. 

$ Sometimes called Hares Inscription, see El, Vol. XIX, Appendiz, p. 14, No. 82. 

2 WZEM, Vol. VIL, pp. 187-99. PB, now edited with Jonaréja's commentary, |) 

8, K. Belvelksr, Bibliotheca Indie, Now Series, No. 1400, Caloutts. The autbor of the work 

ig unknown. Serds has suggested that it may be JayanSke, the Kashmirian post, whose 

eticy in Pribvirdjn's court is recorded in Barge XII. As it mentions the dafest of Mahsm- 

cied GhOst by Bhimel, which took place in 1176 A.D., it ia. suggested that tbe work 

‘was scumpos d between that dete sod about 1200 AD, Tye wortk is incomplete. 
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and that given in Hammira-mahakaoya of Nayacandra’ H. B. 

Sarda * has added two more pedigrees contained in the Prabandha- 
koga® and the Surjan-carita.! The last scholar has contributed 
a critical and comparative chart of all these genealogies, and 

drawn the reasonable conclusion that, in the present state of 

our knowledge, the lists supplied by the Prthvirdja-vijaya and 

tested by the evidence of the Bijholi inscription may be accepted 
as reliable. 

According to the Prthvirdja-vijaya and all the other literary 

traditions noticed above, the first historical person on the Caha- 
mina genealogy is Vasudeva. The 3rd and 4th Sargas of the 
Prithviraja-vijaya describe the mythical origin of the lake 
Sakambhari, which through the favour of the two goddesses 
Sikambhari and Aégipuri was ever after to remain in the 
possession of Vasudeva and his descendants, who thus became 
known as Sakambharisrara.’ In his lineage was born Samanta- 
raja, the first name on the Bijolia list. He was a feudatory prince 
(Samanta) and was possibly also known as Ananta. As I have 
ulready noticed, this inscription records that he was a vipra 
and born in the Vatsa-gotra at Ahicchatrapura. If-there is 
any historical basis for the statement of the Prthviraja- 
tyaya that Vasudeva was already connected with the 
Sambhar region, then Ahicchatra must be located near the 
borders of the Jaipur and Jodhpur States. As Samanta is the 
I2th king, counting backwards from Vigraharaja II (A. D. 973), 
we may perhaps assign him roughly to about the middle of the 

' 1A, Vol. VIII, pp. 85-78. 
1 JRAS, 1918, pp. 950-81. 
* Of Rajaéekhara. Bee Gedgoraho, Bombay Sanskrit Series, No. XXXIV, Introduc- ion, p. oxxxy, Note 11, footnote. Stated to be 4 or 5 centuries old, JRAS, 1918, p. 968. 
* Composed as Benaree by Candradekhara, » Bengali Vaidya (Gauda Ambasthe) Poet in the court of Sarjan Sithhe of Bundi, Akbar's C&haméos geoeral. I am at present 

*ngaged in editing this Mahakavye (No. 1185 of the Gort. Collection of MSS. in the 
Nbrary of the Asiatic Boalety of Bengal.) 

* Ve. 1-5. ‘The country round the lake was known os Sakembhari-pradesa ; ibid, V. 8. Also infra, p. 1000, f.8, 8. 
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7th century A. D.’ Since the succession between Samanta and 
Vasudeva does not appear to have been immediate, it is difficult 
to decide the exact time when Vasudeva carved out his principality 
round Sambhar. The succession from Samanta to Durlabhar&ja 
Tis given as follows : 

1 Samantaraja (also known as Ananta?): after him, 

2. Purnatalia 2 

3. oe : 

4. Vigraharija I 

rr er, a 

5. Candrarija 6. Gopendrgrija 

7. Durlabbaraja (1) 

Practically nothing but vague praise is assigned to these 

princes, and they were apparently insignificant. According to the 
Prthvirdja-vijaya Durlabharija I was succeeded by his son 

Govindaraja. But the Bijolia inscription places Givaka after 

Durlabha. Sarda has accepted Giivaka as an alias of Govinda- 

raja. The Harsa stone inscription of Vigraharaja traces his 

descent to prince Giivaka. Scholars agree in identifying the 
Giivaka of the Bijolia inscription with the Gavaka of the Harsa 

record.‘ They also agree that ‘Nagivaloka the foremost of 
kings, in whose court Glivaka ts stated to have ‘attained pre- 

eminence,’ is the Pratibéra Nagabhata II (c. 815 A. D.).’ 

1 Prebandha-koso however gives V. 5. G04 (A.D. 551} as the date of Vastders, ee: 
Reports on Sanskrit MSS. in Southern Indio, by Haltzech, Vol. TIT, Mudra, 1908, No. 1966, 

p- 119. The M8. was found in the private library of s Maratha Bréhman of Tuarjore: 

also JRAS, 1913, p. 966, fo. 1. 
2 Gerda omits this name from hie list of names given from Bijolis inscription. se 

JRAS, 1918, p. 270. The fact that PB (Vs. 7-8) seems to omit this name makes me 4 little 

doubtful about the reading of the transcript in BJ, Vol. XX, Appendia, p. 51, No. 344. 

3 Bometimes Jayantatija, or Ajeyspils. 
‘ D.B. Bhandarkar is of opinion that the Ssivs temple referred to in the Harsa 

ingeription of Vigrabarije (V. 8. 1080) was originally constrocted by Géveks I, IA, 

1913, P- 66. 

§ 14,1911, pp. 239-40; ibid, 1918, p. 88. 
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The implication of this statement of the Harsa stone inscription 
‘sno doubt that Giivaka I was a feudatory of the powerful 
Pratibaéra monarch. 

According to the Prthviraja-vijaya, the next prince was 
Govindar&ja’s son Candraraja II. This agrees with the Harsa 
inscription; but the Bijolia epigraph gives the variant Sasinrpa.) 

His son was Givaka II.’ According to the Prthviraja-vijaya, 
his sister Kalavati chose for her husband the king of Kanayj.’ 
Giivaka’s son was Candanaraja. According to the Harsa in- 
scription, he defeated and slew in battle a Tomara prince (Tomar- 
eéa) named Rudrena,* who has not yet been identified. There 
is reason to believe that the Tomaras were settled in the region 

round modern Delhi in the 9th century A. D.5 The north of the 

present Jaipur State is reported to be divided into two divisions 
viz., Tarnvraivafi and Sekhav&ti. The former name is said to be 
derived from the Rajput tribe Tathvar, who-ate the same as the 
Tomaras of the inscriptions, As Tathvraviti is not very far 
from the Sambhar region, Rudrena may have been a_ prince of 
this locality.© This conflict and the death of Rudrena may then 
be regarded as the opening act of that grim struggle which in 
the middle of the 12th century was to extend the arms of the 
Cahaménas to the foot-hills of the Himalayas. According to the 
Prthviraja-rijaya, Candana’s queen Rudrani, also called 
Atmaprabh&, set up 1,000 lingas on the banks of Puskara, ‘which 
shone like lights in darkness.’7 Candana’s son by this queen was 
Vakpatiraja, called Vappayaraja and Vindhyanrpati (?) in the 
Bijolia inscription. The Harga inscription gives him the epithet 
Maharaja, and states that he put to fight one Tantrap&la, who 

) The meaning of both the namosia the asme, ‘moon-king.' 
1 The Bijolia inscription seems to spell the name ‘Givika.' See EJ, Vol. XX, 

Appendiz, p. 61, No. 844. JASB, LV, I, dt has‘ Gavika.” JRAS, 1919, table on p. 970. 
* Ve. 80-81. She had 19 other suitors, but they were all defeated by her brother. 
‘ Kielhorn read the name as ‘Rudrena.’ EI, Vol. II, p. 181, V. 14. But D. RB. 

Bhandarkar proposes to read it as ‘Rodra,’ 14, 1033, p. 68, and fn. 2. 
5 Bee infre, DHNI, Vol. IL, chapter on the Tomaras. $ 1A, 1918, p. 69. 
' Ve. 87-88, She wasaleo probably known a Yogini; see JRAS, 1913, p. 268, 
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was ‘coming haughtily towards the Ananta country’ to deliver » 
message of his overlord." The identity of the defeated prince is 
unknown; but it may be assumed that the kingdom of the 
Caham&nas was called Ananta-gocara, after the name of its second 

prince. According to the Prthviraja-vijaya, Vakpati I was a 

great warrior and won 188 victories. He was also a devotee of 
Siva, and built at Puskar a temple (prasdda) for Vyomakega 

(Siva), ‘which looked like Kailisa.’? He was succeeded by his 

son Simbhar&ja. The Harga inscription gives him the epithet 

Maharajadhiraja, and states that he subdued the Tomara chi§ 

(nayaka) Salavana’ and put to flight and captured the hosts that 

had gathered under his command. The princes who werc 

captured in this struggle were kept in prison till his overlord, 

who belonged to the ‘family of Raghu,’ came in person to his 

house to liberate them.* The Raghu-kula-cakrarartin® referred 

to in this passage is most probably one of the successors of the 

Pratihara monarch Nagabhata IJ, to whom, as we have seen, 

Gtivaka I owed allegiance. It is difficult to identify the Pratthara 

prince ; but as we have the date 973 A.D. for the successor of 

Simharaja, he must be either Mahendrapéla II (A.D. 946) or 

one of his weak successors. The fact that the overlord had to 

come personally to the house of his feudatory to effect the 

release of prisoners is sufficient evidence of the increasing impor- 

tance of the Cahamanas of Sakambbari and of the decline of 

the imperial power of Kanau). 

1 4, 1913, pp. 68 snd 62, V. 16. The overlord may have beep either the Pratibirs 

emperor MabipAls I (c. 914-31 A.D.) or one of his immediate succeseors. According to some 

‘Tantzepils’ may denote the designation of sa individual; see £/, XIX, Appendiz, p 14 

{n. 4. For ‘Anente, see also V. 28. 

Ve. 41-48. It was probably from Vakpeti's son Lakemaps that the Oibsménss 

of Negdiila took their rise, see i/ra, pp. 1104 #. Vakpati bad snctber son, named Vatearajs 

see EJ, Vol. II, p. 129. 
$ The passsge msy also meso ‘subdued the Tomare ndyoka...together with Lerens : 

seo Bhandarker, 1A, 1912, pp. 67 @., and Kielhorn, £/, Vol. 11, pp. 116 #. 

4 JA, 1018, pp. 58 and 62, V. 19. 

— $ BBledekbara tells us that the Pretifies prioces of Kensaj claimed descent from the 

Raghu-bule ; seo supra, DHNI, Vol. I, p. 676. 
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Sithhagaja was succeeded by his son Vigraharaja II, for 
whose reign we have the Harga stone-inscription: This was 
found “engraved on a large slab of black stone which lies in the 
porch of the temple of what is known as Purdma Mahadeva on a 
hill near the village Haras, situated in the Sikar principality of 
the Shekhawati province, Jaipur State,’ Rajputana. It con- 
tains 40 lines of writing, and is somewhat damaged. It seems 
to open with Om om namah Sivdya. The first verse pays 
obeisance to Gajinana ; the next 10 verses eulogise Siva, who 
appears fo have been given the name Harsa. Verse 12 praises 
the ‘mansion of the divine Hargadeva.’! Verses 13-27 trace the 
genealogy of the Cahamanas from Gavaka I to Vigraharaja IT. 
The inscription then gives an account of ‘a line of ascetics who 
were in charge of the temple of Harganitha,’ relating that in 
the country of Ananta (Ananta-gocara) there lived Visvaripa, 
‘who was a teacher of the Lakula doctrine? expounding pai- 
cartha.’ His disciple was the Brahman Bhavirakta, alias Allata, 
of Ranapallika.* Allata, who was like Nandin, beyan the build- 
ing* of the temple of Harsanatha with the wealth received from 
pious people. The temple was completed in (V.) §S. 1013 
(c. 956 A.D.) ; but Allata died in (V.) S. 1027 (A.D. 970) 
hefore he could accomplish all his designs. The works were 
completed by Allata’s disciple Bhavadyota * at the request of his 
preceptor. The architect of the temple was CandaSiva, 
‘omniscient like Visakarman in the art of building houses.’ 
The record was composed by Dhirandga, the pious son of the 

' D.R. Bhandarkar has tried to show tbat the description fits in well with the ruined 
temple where the inscription was found ; 4, 1913, pp. 57-58 

7‘ Lékulamnaya, » term technical to the philosophy (daréana) of the Lakuliéa-Paéupate 
sect : thid, p. 69, 

* Identified by Kielborn with Reoolt, 7 miles east of Harasneth, and one mile weat of 
Bhishu : EI, Vol. TT, p. 119. 

4 DR. Bhandarkar thinks that he simply repaired the temple, which was built long 
4R0 by Givika 1; 7A, 1918, p. 58. 

' oD. R. Bhandarker points out that Alinta and Bhivadyote are given the epithets d'gamala-vasana and digambara respectively. This may indicate that the sect, lika their deity Lakaliéa, who is represented as Urdhe-medhra, was naked. JA, 19183, p. 39, 

U-—§] 
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Karasika Thiruka. Then is given a list of ee ts received 
by the temple up to (V.) S. 1030 (c. 973 A.D.) M-Sirha- 
raja, after having bathed at Puskara-tirtha * had Pes the villages 
Sithbagogtha* in the Tinaklpaka*-dvddasaka in the Patta- 

baddhaka ‘- Visaya, and Kanhapallika in the Sarahkotta *-Vigaya - 

his brother Vatsarija, the village of Kardamakhata in the 
Jayapura-Vigaya ; king Vigraharaja, the villages of Chatradhari 
and Satkaranaka; Sirnhardja’s other sons, Candrar&ja and 
Govindar&ja, two hamlets in the Pattabaddhaka and Darbha- 

kaksa °.Visayas ; Dandhuka, an official (Duhsddhya) of Sithharaja, 

the village Mayurapadra in the Khattakiipa ’-Vigaya ; and a cer- 
tain Jayanaraja, the village Kolikipaka. Besides these fields had 

been given by various pious people at Madrapuriké, Nimbadiki,' 
Marupallikaé, Harga  and............... (Ka)lavanapadra; and 

taxes on salt and horses had been assigned for the benefit of the 

temple by traders (?) at Sakambharf and horsedealers of 
Uttarapatha.” 

Mod. Puskar near Ajmer. 

Modern BSithhot, sbid. 

Mod. Tunu in the Sikar pnecipality, 7A, 1913, p. 60. 

Mod. Patods in the Sikar principality, tid. 

Mod. Sargot in Marot. Jodhpur, sbid. 

Mod. Dhakas in the Sikar principality, 1:d 

Med. Khata in Ssmbbar Nizamat, Jaipur Rtate, sbid. 
Mod. Nimra, 43 miles south of Harasnath, near « ealt lake, E/, Vol. (7, p. 11% 

Bhandarkar locates most of the villages mentioned in the Sikar chiefship of Jaipur 
: 00 IA, 1048, p. 60. 

9 Edited by Kielborn, FJ, Vol. If, pp. 116-80. He-edited by D. RB. Bhandarkar, /, 

1918, pp. 57-64. The record is sometimes called Heras Inscription, see EI, Vol. XIX, 
Appendsz, p. 14, No. 8%. The Sakroi stone-inacription is referred by some to the reign of 
VigraharSje. It is engrsved on a slab ‘ in the principal niche of the exterior of the shrine” 

of SSkambbsri at Sakrai, some 2) miles distant from Raghupathgerb, Jaipur Stete. {3:- 

putans. The record has not been properly read but it seems to refer itesif to the reign of 
the Clhevine prince Vigrahartja. It records thet Dayiks, wife of Vatearfije (00 doubt, the 
paternal uncle of Vigrahsrijs referred to in the Harga inscription) repaired the temp'e «! 
Gubkertdevi. Ys is dated in Semweatscrs 55 Migbe Sudi 6. The date fe taken to be s “0 

of omitted bundrads sod equivalent to V. 8, 1085. A971, WC, 1900-10, p. 573 in 27, Vo! 
KEK, Appondia, p. 17, No. 97 the inscription is referred ‘ sie to the time of king 
Vutersja, encoceser (?) of Vigrabsréjs, 

i 

FS 
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This inscription gives the date (V.) 8. 1030 (c. 973 A.D.) 

for Vigrahardja. The donatory position of the record also shows 
that he had two brothers Candraraja and Govindaraja, and an 

uncle, named Vatsaraja, brother of Sithardja. It appears 
cortain that sometime before this date the Cahamé&nas had com- 

pletely freed themselves from the contro! of the princes of 
‘Raghu-kula’ (Gurjara-Pratiharas). The  Prthviraja-vijaya 

tells us that Vigraharaja extended his conquests as far south as the 

Narmad’ and defeated the Gurjara king Miilaraja, who fled to 

Kanthadurga.’ He is also reported to have built a temple 
(ihama) for the goddess Asipuri on the banks of the Reva at 

Bhrgukaccha.? The statement of the conflict between Malar&ja 
and the king of Sakambbari is remarkably borne out by Meru- 

tunga's Prabandha-cintamani according.to which the ‘king of 
Sapadalaksa,’ who ruled from his capital at Sdkambhari, invaded 

Gujarat, and the distressed Caulukya was forced to take shelter 

in the fort of Kantha.* The identification of this invader with 

Vigraharaja is generally accepted. According to the Hammira- 
muhdkarya, the struggle ended with fatal results for Milaraja.* 

I have shown elsewhere * that, though it may well be doubted 
whether Nayacandra is correct in his statement that Mlaraja 
was killed by Vigraharaja, there is sufficient reason to believe 
that he was really defeated by bim. 

Vigraharaja was succeeded by his younger brother Durlabha- 

ria of whom nothing more was known than the name of his 

uutusier, Madhava, which is supplied by the Prthvirdja-o1aya, 

until the discovery of the Kinsariya stone-inscription of Cacca 
threw some welcome light on his reign. This was found ‘in a 
temple dedicated to the goddess Keviy mdtd and situated on 
the summit of a bill in the vicinity of a village named Kinsariya, 

oe 
3 V. 88. 

* PC, pp. 28 ff. Bee supra, DANI, Vol. If, chapter on the Caulukyos, pp. 987 @. 

; 4, Vol, Vif, p. 7. Bee supra, DHNI!, Vol. Il, Pp 930. 

Ibid, 
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4 miles north of Parbatsar, the principal townof tbe district of 
the same name in the Jodhpur State. It is incised on a stone 
fixed in the wall of the Sabhdmandapa.’ It contains 23 lines 
of somewhat damaged writing. The first verse has peeled 
off. In the next four verses it invokes Katyd&yani, Kali, and 
another deity (name lost). Verse 6 praises the Cahamana race. 
Then it gives the names of Vakpatiraja, Simbhar&ja, and Dur- 

labhardja. The latter, we are told, earned the epithet Dur- 

langhya-meru, a8 none could transgress his orders. Verse 12 
‘represents him as having conquered the country called Asosit- 

tana.’? Next is given the following genealogy of a line of feuda- 
tory princes who traced their descent to the sage Dadbfci and 
were hence known as Dadhicika (also Dahiyaka).* 

In this race: 
Meghanida 

[= Masata 
Vairisimha 

|=Dundi 
Cacta 

| | 
Yaéshpusta Uddbarana 

Cacca built ‘this’ temple of Bhavanl, no doubt the temple 
where this inscription was found. The prasasts was composed 

by the Gauda-Kayastha Mahadeva, son of Kalya, a poet. The 

date (V.) Samvat 1056 (c. 999) is given in line 22.° 

Durlabhar&ja was succeeded by his son Govindarija, whom 

the Prabandha-koéa credits with a victory over Sultan Mahmud.’ 

If the latter is the prince of Ghazni of that name, we must 

suppose that the Cahamina king won some minor success when 

1 Perbape ‘Résohittans,' EI, Vol. XII, p. 56. | 
# The editor identifies them with the Dabiys Rajpute: See ibid, pp. 67 ff. According 

to Muhasote Neinsi, they originally migrated trom Thalner, on the Godavari, sear Naw. 

into Marwar. 
3 Edited by Ramakarns, B/, Vol. XII, pp. 56-61. 

‘ JRAS, 1918, p. 260, fn. 2. Bee also Bombay Sanskrit Series, No, XXXIV, [ntrr 

duction, p. CXz2¥i. 
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Mahmid was on his way to Somnath through Jaisalmer and 

Mallani. ButI am disposed to doubt the reliability of this 

statement, as it is omitted in the much more reliable Prthvi- 

ra&ja-vijaya. 

Govindaraja was succeeded by his son Vakpatiraja who 

according to the Prthvirdja-vijaya sent Arnbaprasada the lord 
(pati) of Agh&ta, with his army to the abode of Yama and rent 

his mouth with a dagger (churika).1 Aghata is modern Ahar, 
near Udaipur station, and was the ancient capital of the Gubi- 

las. It is therefore certain that this Arabaprasada is to be iden- 

tified with Ambaprasid or Amraprasid who is placed in the 
Guhila list of princes after Saktikumara (V.S. 1084=A.D. 977).? 

Vakpati Il. was succeeded by his son Viryérama who is 

stated by the Prthvirdju-rijaya to have been killed by the (Para- 

mara) Bhoja lord of Avanti (c. 1010-1055 A.D.).2 He was 
succeeded by his younger brother Camundaraija, who built at 

Narapura‘ a temple of Visnu.’ The next king, according to the 

Prihrirdja-vijaya, was Viryarima’s son Durlabharaja ITI, also 

called Virasimaha, who is said to have been killed in battle 

by the Ma@tangas. The commentator Jonarija explains Mdtaga 

by the word Mleccha.® If this interpretation is correct, he may 
have lost his life ina struggle against an unrecorded invasion 

of the Yaminis from the Lahore region. Durlabha is probably 
the same as Dasala of the Bijolia ruck inscription; but the 

latter's father's name is given in the inscription as Sizhhafa. 

Durlabha III was succeeded by his brother Vigrahar&ja ITI, 
who is probably identical with Visala of the Bijolia inscription 

! V, Va. 54-60. 

* JRAS, 1919, p. 266 and fo. 3; sleo HR, 1, pp. 436-30; ibid, IT, p. 488, See also 
mfra, DHNI, Vol. TT, chapter on the Guhilo-putras 

2 V. 67. 

‘ Narwor, ' situated ' 10 Kishengarb territory at 4 distance of about 15 miles from 
Ajmer, JRAS, 1918, p, 272. 

eV. 66, 

* Matanya-sathgare = Mleccha sategrame. The commentator also adds that it may 
mean haati-samere, which seetva to be more probable. 
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and Vidvala of the Bammira-mahdkdvya. According to the 
Bijolia inscription Visala’s queen was named Ra&jadevi. The 
Prthvirdja-vijaya states that Vigraharfja gave to Uday&ditya of 
Malava (c. 1059-87 A.D.) a borse named S&ratga, with which 

Udayaditya vanquished the Gurjara Karna‘ (c. 1064-94 A.D.). 
If this statement is based on fact, we must reject the statement 

of Nayacandra, that Karna was killed by Viévala's predecessor 

Duala.’ 
Vigrabaraja was succeeded by his son Prthvirijal. The 

Prthviraja-vijaya states that this prince defeated and killed a 

body of 700 ‘ Caulukyas’ who had come to Puskara to rob the 
Brahmans. He is also reported to have built an anna-satra on 

the road to Somanatha. The Bijolia inscription gives Rasal- 

ladev! as the name of his queen. Only one inscriptian has so 

far been noticed for the reign of Prthvirdja I. This is his 

Revasa stone-inscription found in the temple of Jin-mata (Jay- 

anti-mata) situated about six miles to the south of Revasa. 

The latter place is nearly 16 miles NW of Khbatu, in the Sambhar 

Nigamat in Shekhawati, Jaipur State. The goddess inside 

the temple is ‘an eight-handed Mahisamardini’; the Sabha- 

mangapa of the temple is ‘ doubtless old,’ and is stated to be not 

later than the 10th century A.D. The present inscription 1s 

incised on the lower part of a pillar of this Sabh@maydapa. 

It is dated in V.S. 1162 (c. 1105 AD.) in the reign of Prthvi- 

deva* and records the building of the temple by one Hathada, 

son of Mohila.‘ 
Prthviraija I was succeeded by his son Ajayaraja * alias 

Salhana. According to the Prthvirdja-cijaya, he defeated the 

1 Vs. 76.78. 
. 

2 JA, Vol. VIII, p. &. Though the author dose not actually state the dynasty to which 

Karps belonged, the inference is obvious thai the Ceulakys prince is mest. Bee supra, 

DHNYI, Vol. Tl, pp. 872, fn. 2, and 964. : 

4 * Prthvidevs ' is the same ss ‘ Prtbrishje.’ Another variant of the name is * Prthvi- 

bhats,’ which we find in the case of the second prince
 of that came. Geo infra. 

4 Noticed in ASI, WC, 1900-10, p. 62. 

& Also known 00 Ajayadeve. 
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Matakgas (mlecchas?) and also Sulhana the king of Malava. The 
last statement is confirmed by the Bijolia inscription. which states 

that Ajayar&ja captured in battle Sulhana, the commander-in- 

chief of the army, tied him to the back of his camel, and brought 

him to Ajmer.’ As there was no prince ruling in Malava during 
this period who bore the name Sulhana, he must be a general 
of one of the Paraméra kings, possibly Yasovarman (c. 1134-42 
A.D.) These were not the only victories of Ajayaraja. The 
Bijolia inscription states that he killed three kings, viz., Caciga, 

Sindhula, and Yagoréja, while another stone inscription found 

in the Adhat dinké Jhonpré, Ajmer,’ says that he conquered the 
country up to Ujjain.’ Besides these conquests, the most im- 

portant achievement of his reign was the foundation of the city 
of Ajaya-meru, pow known as Ajmer.‘ The author of the Prthvi- 

raja-vijaya eloquently describes the many temples and palaces 

with which the king beautified this city. No inscription of 

Ajayardja has yet been published, but certain silver and copper 
coins of a prince of the same name bearing the figure of a 
‘ seated goddess on the obverse’ which are frequently met with in 
Rajputana and Mathura, bave been referred to him.’ It is inter- 
esting in this connection to uote that the Prthviraja-vijaya 

actually states that be filled this world with his rijpakas, made of 
Durvarya (silver).' It also states that the king’s wife (priya) 
Somalekh& used to coin fresh (nava) ripakas every day.’ In 
corroboration of this last statement certain silver and copper 
coins bearing on the obverse ® the legend Sri-Somaladevt have 

' JRAS, 1918, p. 972, to. 6. 
7 Now in the Rejputans Maseum. 
* JRAS, 1918, p. 973, fn. 6. Ajayarija was also sometimes called Jayadeva (J49B, 

Vol. LV, Part I, p. 41, V. 14) or Jayaréja (PB, V, V. 89). 
‘ PB, p. 164; JRA8, 1918, pp. 979-73 ; 1A, 1897, pp. 162-04 
* Ojbs, 74, 1929, pp, 909-11, 
* V. 88. fee infra, inscription No.~2 of Someévara which refers to the Drammas of 

Ajayapsle ? Y, we. 90. 

| Ojba calis this sideat the coin ‘ mverse’ bat Mr. Allan, Keeper of Coins in the 
British Museum, told we that is ie better to accept Cunninghem's practice of calling 
that side of the coin ‘ ghewnee ' whieh bears the soyal legend. 
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been referred to this queen. The silver coins bear on the 
reverse’ ‘a degraded representation’ of a king's head, while 
the copper coins bear the effigy of a horseman. As the Bijolia 
inscription actually gives Somalladevi as a variant of the name 

of Ajayap&la’s queen, it seems probable that the coins in 
question belonged to her. 

Ajayaraéja was succeeded by his son Arnoraja. Of his 

reign only two inscriptions have so far been noticed, viz., 

his Revasa (Jaipur State, Rajputana) stone-inscriptions. These 
are incised on the lower part of a pillar of the Sabhd- 
mandapa of the same temple which bears the inscription of 

his grand-father Prthvirija I.’ They are dated in (V.)S. 1196 

(¢. 1189 A.D.) in the reign of Arnnaraija (Arnoraja).2 The 

Doyasraya of Hemacandra states that Ana of Sapadalakga bent 
his head before the Caulukya Jayasitha (c. 1094-1144 A.D.) .‘ 

Somesvara’s Kirti-kaumud? confirms this statement, and adds 

that, though Jayasimha defeated the Sakambhari prince, he gave 

his daughter as a bride to him.’ The marrage was no doubt 

intended to end an era of hostility between the two neighbouring 
dynasties. The Prthciraja-r1jaya mentions two queens of Arno- 

raja, of whom one came from Gurjara, and the other named 

Sudhava from the desert country named Arici.© The commenta- 

tor Jonaraja tells us that the Gurjara queen was named Kajicana- 

devi and that she was given away by Jayasimha.’ Hostilities 

with the Caulukyas seems tv have broken out afresh with the 

accession of Kumirapaila (c. 1144-73 A.D.) to the throne 

of Anhilvada. The Jain chronicles record many incidents in 

connection with this new war. I have, elsewhere, discussed 

Ojba calls this aide * obverse ' but see abeve. 

Bee ante, DHNI, Vol. IH, p. 1070. 

Noticed in AS/, WC, 1900-10, p 62. 

IA, Vol. TV, p. 266. 

JRAS, 1918, p. 274. 

6 Avictbhigo marubhimi-nama, PB, p. 197. According to Beards it means Marwar, %¢ 

JRA8S, 1913 p. 274. Y PB, p. 198. 
$ See ents, DHNI, Vol. U, chapter on the Caulukyas, pp. 906 ff. 

= = ww & 
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in detail the facts mentioned by them. We shall here mention 

only two incidents. The first is Arnoraja’s invasion of Kuméra- 

pila’s territory, before the latter had consolidated his position 

on the throne, in support of the cause of Bahada, the adopted 

son of Jayasitnha ; and the second is Arnoraja’s ill-treatment of 

his wife Devalladevi, who, we are told, was a sister of Kumara- 

pila. Both these incidents are given by different authorities 

as causes of war between Arnoraja and Kumérapala. Recently 

Rai Bahadur H. B. Sarda has offered the plausible conjecture that 

the Jain chroniclers mention only one war while the facts suggest 
two distinct struggles. He supposes that the first war ended 

with a marriage-alliance at the beginning of Kumérapala’s career. 

The Deydsraya mentions that Arnor&ja brought peace by giving 

his daughter Jalhan& to Kumirapala. The next war may have 

been occasioned by the treatment of Devailadevi some time 
before V.S. 1207 (c. 1150 A.D.), the date of Kumarapala’s 

Chitorgadh stone-inscription.' 

Besides these strugules, Arnoraja is reported to have engaged 
in other conflicts. The Prthrira@ja-vijaya* states that he defeated 

the Mafimyas and once made a great massacre of the Turuskas. 
The latter, we are told, caine across the desert (Marusthali). 

By the time they reached the Cdhamana dominions, they were so 

thirsty that according to Jonaraja they had to drink the blood 
of their horses by striking their shoulders with their weapons. 

Arnoraja, it is said, made a great slaughter of them, and after- 

wards purified the place, by constructing a lake on the battle- 
held by diverting the waters of the river Candra,” which rises 
In Puskardransya. It is evident from these statements that these 

1 14, 1912, pp. 195.96, 
® Sarga V1. 

3 Acc. to Sarda mod, Bandi river, which is in its lower coufse known as Luni, 

JRAS, 1918, p- 274, fo. 9 In the JGJ, Vol. XXVI (Atlas), 1931, two rivera are shown - 

With the name Bandi, one iss tributary of the Lum, the other of the river Banas None of 
these rises from near Pasbkar or flows by the firtha; the Luni, however takes ite tise in 

me Sambhar lake and flows by Paoshker. Under the circumstances I prefer to identify 
Cundra with the Luni. 

u—652 
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Muslims musi have raided the temples of the sacred Puskara- 

tirtha. This appears to be another unrecorded instance of 
Muslim invasion of India. Possibly the Turugkas were troops 

of the YaminIs of Lahore. 

It appears from the Prthvtraja-vijaya that the reign of 

Arnoraja had a violent ending. We read that queen Sudhava had 

three sons, who differed from each other as the three gunas 

(sattva, rajas and tamas). Of these Vigraharaja was like 
the sativa-guna, while the eldest son is reported to have 

‘rendered the same services to his father as Bhrgu’s son 
Paraéu Rama had rendered to his mother.’* This certainly 

indicated that this eldest son murdered his father. But 

unfortunately neither the Prthviraja-vijaya nor the Bijolia 

inscription mention his name. The Hammira-mahakarya, the 
Prabandhakvga and the Surjan-carila however give the name 
of the successor of Analadeva * (Arnorija?), and the predecessor 

of Visaladeva (Vigraharaja IV) as Jugadeva. It is there- 

fore likely that the eldest prince was named Jugadeva, and 
that he succeeded in occupying the throne for at least some time. 

The Prthvtraja-vijaya however seems to indicate Vigrabaraja 

IV, one of the sons of Sudhava, as his father’s immediate 

successor. It is not improbable that before Jugadeva bad time 
to consolidate his position on the throne, he was ousted by his 
younger brother, Vigraharaja. The following records are known 

for the latter’s reign. 
(1) Ajmer stone-inscription (i).—Found in the mosque 

known as Aghat dinka Jhonpré, on the lower slope of 

the Taragadb hill at Ajmer, Rajputana. It consists of 75 
lines of writing. It contains a large portion of the lst act, 

the beginning of the 2nd act, the end of the 3rd act 
and a large portion of the 4th act of Lalita-Vigraharaya, 
a drama (ndfaka) composed by the Mahdkavi Somadeva 
in honour of king Vigraharaja of Sakambbart. The preserved 

APB, VI, pp. 197 @, JRA8, 1918, p. 274. 8 Tn the Surjen-cerita Apaladeve. 
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portion of thé dratta deals with the king’s love for Desaladevi, 
the daughter of prince Vasantapala,’ who appears to have lived 
near or at the town of Indrapura (?). The end of the 3rd 

act contains a conversation between the king and SaSiprabha, 
a confidante of Desaladevi. Reference is then made to the 

king’s impending ‘ march against the king of the Turuskas.’ 

Two Turugka prisoners appear in the 4th act, and spies 

of the two hostile kings enter their enemies’ camps to 

ascertain their strength and position. The Turuska spy 

announces that the C&hamina army ‘ consists of a thousand 

elephants, a hundred thousand horses, and a million men,’ 

while the Caihamfna spy states that ‘the Hammira’s army 

consists of countless elephants, chariots, horses and men.’ 

We are also told that the camp of the Hammira, which was a 
Yojana distant from ‘ Vavveraa,’’ the place where Vigraharaja 
was then encamped, was ‘ well guarded.” The Cahamana king 

consults R&ja Sithhabala, his maternal uncle, and the Manért Srtf- 

dhara as to the course of conduct on the impending struggle. 

The preserved portion ends with the arrival of a dita from the 
Hammtra. The record was written and engraved by the learned 
Bhaskara.® 

(2) Ajmer stone-inscription (ii),—Found as No. 1 above. 
It consists of 81 lines of writing, containing portions of 

the 2nd and 3rd acts and the concluding portions of the Sth 

act of the Harakeli-ndfaka, a drama composed by the M.-P. 

Vigrahar&jadeva of Sakambhar!. The drama in certain portions 
seems to have been imitated from the Airdtarjuniya of 

Bh&ravi. It seems to be intended as a praéasti to the god Siva 
and his consort Gaurf. In the end the god expresses great 

' Kielhorn suggesta that he may be » Tomara chiel, !.4, Vol. XX, p. 208, fo. 1. 
7 Kielhorn was not sare aboot the Sanskrit equivalent of this Prakrit form, He 

however suggested thet thie may possibly be Vyaghreraks which is mod. Baigbera about 
47 miles 8. EB. of Ajmer: Sy fn. 8 To Barnett Vavveraa looks like Varvarake 
(> Vavveraa). 

* Partially efttted by Kisthorn in 14, Vol. XX, pp. 90! & _Baited by the sane in 
Gditing er Perteheif, 1901, pp. 1-18. 
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pleasure with the composition of the drama, and tells the author 

that ‘ his fame as a poet is to last for ever.’ The inscription 

was written by the same as No. 1. Heis described here as 

the grandson of the learned Govinda, ‘who was born in the 

family of Hina princes and was, on account of his manifold 

excellences, a favourite of king Bhoja.’ It is dated in (V.) 

Samvat 1210 (A.D. 1153). 

(3) Lohuri stone-inscription.—Engraved on a pillar in 

the temple of Bhitesvara near the village of Lohar} in the 

Jahazpur district of the Udaipur State. It records that during 

the reign of the illustrious Visaladeva, in V. ($.) 1211 (c. 

1155 A.D.), the great Pasupata priest Visvesvaraprajiia adorned 

the temple of Siddhesvara,? with a mundapa,” 

(4) Delhi Siwalik Pillar-inscriptions.—Incised on the 

pillar which is known as Firdz Shah's Lat or the Siwalik 

Pillar, which contains the inscriptions of Asoka. It is re- 

ported that the original site of the pillar was near Khizrabad, 

immediately west of the Jumna, at the foot of Siwalik mountains, 

whence it was removed to Delhi by Firtiz Shah (A.D. 1351-88). 

There are three short inscriptions on the pillar The first 

consists of only 3 lines, giving the date (V.) Sanavat 1220 (A.D. 

1164) in the reign of the S&kambhari king Visaladeva, the son 

of Annalladeva.' The second inscription, of four lines, contains 

short pragasti of king Vigraba or Vigraharaja. The third in- 

scription, in six lines, also contains a pragasti of the ‘ornament of 

the Cahaminas,’ Visala also called Vigrahardja of Sékambhar!, 

who is said to have conquered the whole region from the 

Vindhyas to the Himalayas and repeatedly exterminated thie 

Miecchas. It is dated in (V.) Samrat 1220 (A.D. 1164), and 

was written at the king’s command in the presence of the 

1 Partially edited by Kielborn in JA, Vol. XX, pp. 201 f. Edited by the seme © 

Gdttinger Festachrift, 1901, pp. 16-30. 

2 Now known as Bhitesvara. 
3 Noticed in RMR, 1928, p. 2. 
& Avariant of Arp8rbja, see BI, Vol. X(X, p. 48, fo. 9. Bialhorn read the Dui" 

ga Avelladevs. 
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astrologer Tilakaraja by the Gauda Kayastha Srtpati, when 

the Rajaputra Sallaksapa was serving as the Maha-mantri.! 

These inscriptions range from V. 8S. 1210 to 1220 correspond- 

ing to ¢. 1153 to 1164 A.D. The last of them sbows that by 

1164 A.D. the Cabamaina dominions had spread northwards to the 

foot-hills of the Himalayas, and perhaps may have included a 

substantial portion of the Punjab lying between the Sutlej and 

the Jumna. This extension of power in the Punjab must have 

brought Vigraharaja IV, into repeated conflict with the YaminIs 

of Ghazni and Lahore. It is therefore natural that the inscrip- 

tions should refer to repeated victories over the Turuskas and 
Mlecchas. The success of lis arros was no doubt largely due to 

the rapid decline of the Yaminf power * during the administration 

of Khusrau Shah Mu‘izz ud-Daulah (A.D. 1152-60) and Khusrau 

Malik Taj ud-Daulah (A.D. 1160-86). The Bijolia inscription 

of Somesvara refers to the conquest of Dhillika and Asika by 

Vigraharaja,” while the Siwalik pillar inscription claims that the 

Cahamana prince made Arydraria ‘once more the abode of the 

Aryas’ by exterminating the Mlecchas. According to some 

inscriptions of the Lith century, the town of Delhi and the 

neighbouring region, then known as the ‘land of Hariyanaka,’ 

were conguered by the Cihamanas from the Tomaras.‘ In 

the S. W. Vigraharaja’s arms appear to have reached the 

valley of the river Sukri. The Bijolia inscription seems to state 

that he reduced Pallika and Naddtla * and burnt the town of 

Javalipura, which is to be identified with modern Jalor in 

1 Edited by Kielborn, /4, Vol. XIX, pp. 215-19. Firat noticed in the Asiatic Researches, 

1788, Vol. 1, pp, 879-82, and then in 1801, ihid, Vol. VII, pp. 179-81. Lanea 1-4 of the 

8rd inscription are quoted in Saraigadhara'’s Paddhat:, Peterson's Ed.. Nos. 1255 and 
1256, Bee JA, Vol. XIX, p. 216, fo. 6, 

7 TN, Vol. I, pp. 111-118; TA, Traue., pp. 37-98. TF (Briggs Trans.), Vol. I, pp. 
155-59. CHI, Vol. IIT, pp. 87 @. and 688. 

5 V. 22; see JRAS, 1918, p. 276, fo. 1. JASB, 1886, Part I, pp. 8l and 42. Aska 
18 sometimes spelt Azgikd, eee infra, p. 1078. 

‘ See EI, Vol. 1, p. 98; JASB, Vol. XLID, Part 1, pp. 104-10; and EJ, Vol. XID, 
PP. 17-27. Also infra, DHNJ, Vol. I, chapter on the Tomaras. 

* Bee EI, Vol. IX, p. 6, fn. 4. 
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Jodhpur State.’ Whether his power really extended so far south 
~as the Vindhyas is moré than doubtful. For though the Para- 
maras during this period could offer no effective resistance to 
his arms, his reign synchronised with that of the powerful 

Caulukya monarch Kumérapala (c. 1141-73 A.D.) for whom 
we have epigraphic records in Kirdidu, Ratanpur and Bhatund 

it Marwar, Chitor in Mewar, and Udayapur in the Gwalior 
State. It rather seems that, seeing on his southern frontier 
such a formidable rival, he turned his whole attention to 

the northern region, where the fortunate decline of the YamInis 

assured him of success. The capture of Delhi and the land 

between the Jumna and the Sutlej] made his dynasty the 

guardian of the gates to the Ganges-Jumna Valley,’ and, 
as subsequent history shows, the Cahamanas had to bear the first 

shock of the revived Muslim power that was gradually issuing 

out from the hills of Gbir.’ 
By his combination of military gifts with literary merit 

Vigrahar&ja seems to have revived the memory of such rulers as 
Muiija and Bhoja. But, unlike them, he seems to have escaped 
a tragicend. The Prthrirdja-vijaya declares that with his death 

the name of ' the friend of the poets ’ disappeared.’ He was suc- 

ceeded by his son Apara-Gangeya * and the latter by Prthvibhata, 

the son of the eldest son of Sudhava (i.e., Jugadeva?). The 

following inscriptions are known for this prince’s reign : 
(1) Hatsi stone-inscription.—Originally found on the wall 

of a building at Hansi, in the Hissar district of the Punjab. It 

contains 22 lines, opening with salutation to an unspecified goddess. 

1. V.91. JASB, 1886, Part I, pp. 81 and 42 

$ JL, 1927, Vol. XIV, pp. 8.9. 
3 The Ghansabiniah dynasty of Gbir is now regarded by some es of Iranian origin, 

sts CBI, Vol. Til, . 88. Though this inay possibly be oo, there is little doabs shat the 

most important officers and the balk of the men who entered Indie with the Ghorids were 

af Parkish origin. 
4 JRAS, 1918, p. 276. 
+ Geo JRAS, 1913, p. 976. Abe'l-Fasi (44K, Vol. Bf, p. 908) possibly gives © 

varisat of this name sa Amr Gang@. The Prebondhe-kode sleo gives the nome * 

Amers-Gtdgeys. Reporte on Sanskrit MSS. in 8. Indie by Helgmesh, Mo, 311, 1908, p. 114. 
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Then follows @ verse invoking Murari. V.2 refers to the 

Caéhamana king Prthvirdja and his maternal uncle, Kilhana; V. 3 

informs us that the latter belonged to the Gihilaiita tribe. The 

yerse following tells us that thinking of Hammfra who had 

become the cause of the anxiety of the world, the king put 

Kilhana in charge of the fort of Asikaé.’ The proper object of the 

inscription was probably to record that Kilhana erected a pratoli 
(or gateway) and near it two kosthakas or graparies. The 

flag on the pratoli, we are told, ‘ set Hammira as it were at 

defiance.’ The rest of the inscription is devoted to a praéasts 

of Kilhana, comparing him ‘to Hanuman and Prthviraja to 

Rama. V.11 ‘refers to bis having burnt Pamcapura? and 

captured but not killed its lord.’ The record was composed by 

Laksmana of the Doda* race, a servant of Kilhana. The date 

(V.) Samrat 1224 (c. 1168 A.D.) comes at the end.‘ 
(2) Menal stone-inscription.—Found at Menal in Udaipur 

State, Rajputana. 7 lines, opening with Srasti, followed by the 
date, (V.) Samrat 1225 (c. 1168 A.D.). It refers to some 
endowments made by Maharaji Subavadevi, queen of Prthviraja 

II, to the god Subavesgvara.’ 

(3) Dhod stone-inscription.—Engraved on a pillar in the 

temple of Rathi Ragi at Dhod, in the Jahazpur district of 
Mewar. It is dated in (V.) Samrat 1225 (c. 1169 A.D.) 

and records that during the reign of P.-Pb. Prthimvideva 

(Prthvideva), the lord of Sakambharf, his feudatory Adhiraja 

Kumiarapala, son of Tha(kkura) Matigalarija erected the temple 

of Nityapramoditadeva,’ at Dbavagartta.’ Kumiarapila is said 
to be the chief of Uparamvala Antar!.° The record mentions 

| According to D. R. Bhandarkar it ig doubtless Hanai. /A, 1912, p. 17. 
* Identified with ‘ Pachapattans * on the Sutle}, ibid, p. 18. 

S One of the recognised 96 royal races of Rajasthan. Bheodarkar thinks that they 

are the Doge or the Dodiss, a clan of the Parambras, ibid. 
4 Edited by D. RB. Bhandarkar, JA, 1019, pp. 17-19. First published in the Asiatic 

Researches, by Captain B. Fell, Vol. XV, pp. 445-46. 
+ Notloed in 48J, WC, 1906, pp. 69-60, No. 9191. t Mod. Dhod. 
$ Now known es Rathi Rini's temple, % Uperemaie Antari t 
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Rajat Suhavadevi, apparently a queen of the Cahamana 
prince.’ 

(4) Menalgarh pillar-inscription.—Found on a pillar over 
the northern gateway of a palace in Menalgarh in Mewar. It 
records the erection of a monastery (matha) by Bhava Brahma, 

while the Cahamana Prthviraja was reigning in V.S. 1226 
(A.D. 1170).? 

These inscriptions range from 1224 to 1226 V.S., correspond- 

ing toc. 1167-1170 A.D. As the last recorded date of his prede- 

cessors is A. D. 1164 and the first of his successors A.D. 1170, 

Prthvibhata’s reign appears to have been short. It has been 

assumed that bis succession to the throne was not peaceful. The 

Dhod stone-inscription mentioned above is reported to contain a 

statement that he won a victory over the king of Sakambhari by 

the strength of his arms.” This seems to indicate that Apara- 

Gangeya, who according to the Prthriraja-rijaya died unmarricd, 
was forcibly removed from his throne by him. The only 

important point in Prthviraja’s reign is his conflict with the 

Muslims, which is revealed by the Hansi stone-inscription. If 
the identification of ‘ Paticapura ’ with ‘ Pachapattana ” on the 

Sutle] is accepted, le must have had some success in these 

conflicts against the Yamini prince Khusrau Malik Taj ud- 

Daulah (1160-86), who is described by Minhaj as ‘ of excessive 

mildness and beneficence......but addicted to pleasure.’ ‘ 
Prihvirija was succeeded in 1170 A.D. by his uncle 

Someégvara, son of Kaficanadevi, the daughter of the Caulukya 

Jayasimha Siddharaja. According to the Prthrirdja-rijaya, the 

interval between his father’s death and bis own accession to the 

throne was spent by Somesvara in the court of the Caulukyas 

Jayasitnha and Kumérap&la. We are told that the former, 

hearing that Someévara’s son would be un incarnation of Rama, 

1 RMR, 1923, p. 2. 
$ Noticed by Shyams! Das, JASB, 1866, Vol. LV, Part I, pp. 18-16 snd 46. 
3 JRAS, 1918, p. 276, fn. 2. ‘TN, Vol, 1, p. 14. 
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took away his grandson to his own capital.! After his death his 

successor Kumérapala continued to favour the Cahamana prince, 

so much so that his name ‘protector of Kumara’ became a signifi- 

cant one.? In the course of Kumarapéla’s campaign against 

Konkan, Someévara is said to have cut off the head of the prince 

of that country.? While living in the court of Kumarapala 

he appears to have married the daughter of a Kalacuri prince 

of Tripurl.‘ According to Jonaraja, the commentor, the name 

of the princess was Karptradevi.' By her he had two 

ons, Prthvfraja and Hariraja. The former was born at the 

ond of Vaisdkha, when Mars was in Capricorn, Saturn in 

Aquarius, Jupiter in Pisces, the Sun in Aries, the Moon in 

Taurus, and Mercury in Gemini.’ Hariréja was born in Magha, 

Sudi, 3. It is said that these sons were born when Vigraharaja 

IV was still on the throne. After the death of Prthviraja IT 

the ministers brought him to the Sapadalaksa country and placed 

him onthe throne. It is therefore likely that on his accession 

lhe was already a manof mature years.  The}following inscrip- 

tions are known for his reign : 

(1) Bijolia? rock-inscription—Found in the village of 

Bijolia in Mewar about 100 miles from the capital (Udaipur). 

Ii appears to be a Jain record, and opens with salutations 

to Pargvanatha and other Jain divinities. Vs. 10 to 26 are 

devoted to the CAhamina genealogy which is traced from 

| PB, p. 196; JRAS, IMS, p. 274. 7 PR, p. 234; JRAS, 1913, p. 275. 
2 But see ante, DHNI, Vol. 1, chapter on the ¢anlukyas, p. 91, where the credit is 

viven to Ambada. 
‘Trpuri-puram(da)ra. The tribal name os given as Ralicurys. The name of the 

father is Acalar&ja, see J RAS, 1918, p. 277. Tam unable to identify this prince of Tripurl. 

Bee DUNT, Vol. II, chapter on the Hathayas, pp. 751. I fear it was an exaggeration of 

the poct to represent bim asa ruler of Tripuri. He may have beon a petty chief in the 

Caulukys court who élaimed Haihsys lineage ond ralationebip with the Tripori branch. 

’ PB, Fase M11, p. 297. Sarda wrongly gives the name a6 Karpuradevi. The marriage 

and the correct name of the queen are also mentioned 10 Hammira-mahakaryo; see Text,p 16. 

® The position of Venus, the aacending and descending nodes, are loat through 

damage to the MBS. JRAS, 1913, p. 275. 
7 Bards calle it‘ Bijolian,’ Kielhorn spells * Biyholi * and D. R. Bhandarkar ' Bijolia.’ 

u—63 
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Simanta to SomeSvara. VY. 27 seems to state that the last ruler 

had the biruda Pratapa-Lankesvara. V. 28 states that he gave 
the village of Rewna to the ‘self-existent Pirévanétha.’ Vs. 29-80 
apparently give the genealogy of the person who built a temple 

- .to house the deity. Itis dated towards the end in (V.) Sastvat 

1296 (AD. 1170). 
(2) Dhod stone-inscription (i).—Engraved on a pillar 

in the Rathi Rani temple at Dhodin Jahazpur, Mewar. It 
records that in (V.) Satirat 1228 (c. 1171 A.D.), during 
the reign of Pb.-M.-P. Somesvara, the Karamka Br&hman 
Mahantama C&hada, son of Vijai, sold his house to the temple 
of Nityapramoditadeva for 16 drammas (coins) of Ajayadeva.’ 

(3) Dhod stone-inscription (i1).—Found as No. 2 above. 

It records that in (V.) Samrat 1229 (c. 1172 A.D.), when 

Pb.-M.-P. Somegvara, was ruling at Ajayameru-durga in the 

county of SapAdalakea, Bhatt@raka Prabhasarasi built a monastery 
near the temple of Nityapramoditadeva for the residence of 

Kapélika ascetics from foreign countries.’ 

(4) Rerasa stanc-inscription.—Incised ou a pillar in the 

Sabhd-mandapa of the temple of Jin-Mata, about 16 miles 

N. W. of Khatu, in the Sambhar Nizamat of Shekhawati, Jaipur 

State. It records that in (V.) Samrat 1230 (c, 1174 A.D.), in 

the reign of Some$vara, one Alhna, son of Udaira, rebuilt the 

mandapa of the temple.' 

(5) Anralda stone-inscription.—Engraved on a Sati-pillar. 

It is dated in (V.) Samrat 1234 (c. 1177 A.D.) and records that 

during the reign of M. Somegvara the memorial stone was erected 

in honour of Sindara(ja), son of DoJa Ra(o) Sitaghari(ja).” 

These five inscriptions noticed above range from V.8. 1226 to 

1234, corresponding roughly to c. 1169-1177 A.D. As we 

have an inscription of his successor, dated in V.8. 1235 (A.D. 

1 Badly edited by Kaviraj Shyamal Des in JASB, 1886, Vol. XL, Part 1, pp. 1415 
98-89 and 40-46. The record ought to be re-edited. For the date, see JA, 1801, p- 1%: 
No, 114 and fo. 21.° 

9 Noticed in BMR, 1922, p. 2. ‘ Noticed in ASI, WC, 1910, p. 59. 
3 Thid. 6 Noticed in RMR, 2988, p. 9, 
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1180), Somegvara’s reign must have ended sometime before 

that date. Besides these inscriptions, coins of billion or 

copper of the ‘ Bull and horseman type’ of Somegvara are 

known.’ The obverse bears the figure of a horseman with 

the legend Sri-Somesrara-deva, and the reverse the figure of a 
humped bull and the legend Asdvari sri Sama (ntadeva). It 

seems from the Prthvirdja-rijaya that when Somesvara died 

his eldest son Ptthviraja IIL was still a minor. ‘So before 

leaving this world he had appointed the Devi or the queen 

(Karpiradevi) to protect his son in his childhood.’? The author 
of the Prthvirdja-vijaya gives eloquent description of the pros- 

perity of the Cihamana kingdom during the Queen’s regency. 

It appears that she was ably assisted in her adininistration by 

the minister Kadamba Vasa.’ On his reaching the age of 
discretion Prthviraja seems to have been assisted by another 

officer named Bhuvanaikamalla, who is reported to have come 

to the Cahamana court to find out how ‘the son of his elder 

brother's daughter ” was protecting this earth. While Kadamba 

Vasa is compared with Hanuman, Bhuvanaikamalla is described 

ax a veritable Garuda, who served Prthviraja and his brother 

Hariraja, the two incarnations of Rama and Lakgsmana. ‘Just 

as Rama, with the help of Garuda and Hunuman crossed the 

sea and did other things, so Prthviraja, with the help of Hanuméan- 

like Kadamba Vasa and Garuda-like Bhuvanaikamalia, did many 
things for the welfare of the people.’' The following records | 

are so far known for the reign of this prince : 

(1) Lohari stone-inscription.—Engraved ona Suatt-pillar, 

It is dated in (V.) Saravat 1236 (c. 1180 A.D.), and records that 
during the reign of Prthvirija, the memorial was set up in honour 
of Jalasala, son of Vagadf Salakhaga, by his mother Kalbi. It 

contains the names of 9 ladies who became Safi on this occasion.* 

‘CCIM, pp 257 and 262, 3 JRAS , 1918, p. 277. 

> Or Kadamba Vama. See JKAS, 1919, p. 277 and fn. 1. # JRAS, 1918, pp. 276-79 

* Noticed in RMR, 1998, pp. 9-3; eee aleo 4S/, W'C, 1906, p. 63, No. 2885; /4, Vol. 

L@?, p. 49, fn. 16. 
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(2) Madanpur stone-inscriptions.—These are three in 
number, and were found in the large temple of Siva at 
Madanpur, which is situated at the head of one of the principal 
passes leading from Saugor (C. P.) to Lalitpur, Jhansi and Gwalior. 
It is 24 miles to the 8.E. of Dudahi, 35 miles to the $.8.B. of 

Lalitpur and 30 miles to the north of Saugor. Inscription No. (1) 

records the name of Prthviraja of the Cahumiéna-varhga, who 

came to the country of king Paramardi. No. (ti) gives the 

genealogy of Prthviraja as grandson of Arnoraja and son of 

Somesvara. We are then told, that in (V.) Samvat 1239 (c, 

1182-83 A.D.) he conquered the eountry of Jej&ka-bhukti. 
No. (iii) gives the names of CandraSekhara, Tryambaka and 
Tripuréntaka indicating that the temple where his inscription 
was placed was a Saiva shrine.’ 

(3) Udatpur stone-tnscription.—Engraved on a Sati-pillar ; 

dated in (V.) Samrat 1244 (c. 1188 A.D.) in the reign of J. 

Prthviraja.’ 

(4) Visalpur stone-inscription.—It was found on a_ pillar 

in the temple of Gokarnaniitha at Visalpur near Rajmahal in the 

Jaipur State. The temple, ar well as the town, is said to have 

been founded by Visaladeva (Vigraharaja IV). The record is dated 
in (V.) 8. 1244 (ce. 1187-58 A.D.), in the reign Pb.-M.-P. Prthvi- 

raja. The object is to register some donations to the temple of 

the god Gokarna at VigraNapura,’ in the Supadalakga country.’ 

(5) Bajta image-inscription.—Found ‘engraved on the pe- 

destal of an image of Ganesa, kept in a niche in a temple of 

Miam Mat& near Bajta,’ in the Estate of Savar, Rajputana. 

It records that the image was made by one Rajala, son of 

Maham Ratmvata, an officer of Pitbimadeva (= Prthvideva= 

Prthviraja) in (V.) Sameat 1245 (c. 1189 A.D.).* 

1 ASR, Vol. XX, Plate XXXII, Nos. 9, 10 and 11; ibid, Vol. XXI, pp. 178-74, Nos 9-1! 

9 Noticed in ASI, WC, 1906, p. 62, No. 2224. The stone is now in Victoria Museum, 

Udaipur (Mewar). 

3 Same as mod. Vissipar or Bieslpar. 

4 Noticed in ASR, Vol. VI, p. 156, Plate XX1. Alaoin ASI, WC, 1921, pp- §5-56. 

6 RMR, 1014-12, p. 2. 
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These inscriptions range from V. S. 1236 to 1245 

corresponding toc. 11/9 to 1189 A. D. Besides these records, 

silver and bilhon coins of the usual ‘ Bull and horseman’ 

ty pe, which were first imitated by his father, have also been 

discovered for his reigu.’ I have elsewhere ° discussed the stories 

of Prthviraja’s hostility with the Candritreya Madanavarman 

and the Gabadavala Jayaccandra. The story of the Scayamvara 

of the latter’s daughter Samyogiti and her abduction by 

Pethviraja as told by the Prthvirqja Raso of Cand Bardia,’ 

reads more like romance than history. The chronology of 

this Hindi Epic has been shown to be full of absurdities,£ and 

undoubtedly in its present state at) contams much un- 

tistorical matter. © Nevertheless there is good ground to beheve 

that the facts narrated by him, though exagverated, have an his- 

torical kernel. Thus the Madanpur inscriptions of Prehviraja 

really show that he was on hostile terms with the Candella 

nionerch, and had invaded and ydundered, af not annexed, 

wlarge portion of the Candelli territory beyond the Betwa. 

Whether Prthviraja actually captured Mahoba and plundered 

Kalinjar, as Cand says. is more than can be admitted at present. 

But To have shown from the Candella records that there was 

Irendship between the Gahadavalas and the Candellas,’ and the 

struggle which according tu Cand was opened with the battle on 

the Pahuj may well have been a duel between these two alhes on 

one hand and the Cahamanas on the other. The Vy@yoga 

Partha-parakrama indirectly refers to hostilities between the 

Cahamina Prtbviraja and the Caulukya Bhima ID (c. 1178-1241 

' CCIM, pp. 261-62 
2 See supra, DHNI, Vol. IU, pp 719 @., chapter on the cundratreyas: also tbtd, 

Vol 1, p. 641. 

“The Benares edition (191) of this work, bsought out by Mohanlal Viehanlal Pandia 

151 Shem Sandar Daas, is ueeful but 4 more critical edition, with historical and geogra- 
plical notes and an index, would be very valuable for the history of this period 

§ See Kaviraj Syamal Das in JASB, 1887, Vol. LV. pp. 5-65; aleo Haldar in JBRAS, 

1027, pp, 203-212, 
* Supra, DHNI, Vol. 1, p. S41: thid, Vol. LL, pp. TH and 720; aleo TN, Vol. 1, p. 466, 

fn. ], 
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A.D). We are told that the Abu Paramara Dhir&varga, a 
feudatory of the ford of Anshillapajaka repulsed a nocturnal 
attack of the king of Jaétgala.’ The Prihvir&ja-vijaya mentions 

a victory of the Cahamana prince over one Nagarjuna, who had 

besieged Gudpur. Unfortunately neither the prince nor the 
locality mentioned can at present be identified. But it contains 
significant allusions to the rise of a ‘ beef-eating mleccha named 
Ghort’ in the North-West who had captured Garjani (Ghazn1). 

The last of the Yaminis, Khusrau Malik Taj ud-Daulah 
(1160-86 A.D.) whose dominion had so long separated the 

leader of this new horde of invaders from the C&hamanas, 

had been removed. The Ghurl and the Cahamana now stood 

face to face. The Muslim knew that the wealth of the 

rich cities and temples in the Jumna-Ganges valley and 

beyond could only be secured by the destruction of this Hindu 

power which held the key of the Delhi gate. The Cahamina 

knew, and expected no quarter. The Prthvirdja-vijaya tells us 

that hearing of the activities of the “Mleccha GhorI,’ he vowed to 

exterminate the Mlecchas. The Muslim chief, we are told, hear- 

ing of this vow, sent an ambassador to Ajmer. This man “* bad a 

wide forehead but no hair on his head. The colour of his 

beard, eyebrows and the eyelashes was of the grapes that came 

from Ghazni, and his speech was like that of the wild birds ; if 

had no cerebrals. His complexion was like that of a leper, and le 

wore along coga. Rajas took shelter in fortress in fear of him. 

When these fiends in the shape of men took possession of Nadi! 

(Nadol), the warriors of Prthviraja took up their bows and arrows 

and the emperor became angry and resolved to lay the Ghori’= 

glory in the dust."’ But his Pratihéra soon brought the welcome 

news that the king of Gujarat had utterly destroyed the ° Ghori ' 

forces. This Muslim invasion is no doubt the same as that which 

was undertaken by Mui‘zz ud-Dio Ghirl in A. H. 574 (A.D). 

1 GO8, No. 1V, 1917, pp. i and 3. Fors traditionsl story of hostilities between the 

O&bainins snd the Csalukya princes, see Res, Vol. I, pp. 3 ft. 

1 JRAG, 1913, p. 279. 
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1178), and which was beaten back by the young Bhima, the 
Caulukya king of Anhilvada.' It is clear from the account of the 
royal pragasttkdra that the Cahamana offered no material assist- 

ance to his cousins at Naddfila or to the Caulukya king Bhima. 

It was very fortunate for the Hindu principalities that the 
Muslims were beaten back this time. But this policy of the 

Indian States which kept their efforts against their common foe 

isolated and prevented them from offering a concerted front, was 

soon to bear disastrous results. According to the Tabagat-i- 

Nasiri, in 587 A. H. (1191 A.D.) Sultin-i-Ghazi (Mui‘zz ud-din) 

“caysed the forces of Islam to be organised, and advanced 

against the fortress of Tabarhindah’* and took that stronghold, 

and made it over to the charge of the Malik Ziya-ud-din, the 

Kagi Muhammad-i-’ Abd-us-Sallim, Nisiwi, Tilaki...... They 

selected 1,200 horses from the forces of Hindtistan and Ghaznin, 

all men of Tilak and the whole of them were ordered to join bis 
khay! (band or division) and were lucated within that fortress 

under the stipulation, that they should hold it for a period of 

eight months, until the Sulfan-i-Ghazi should return again from 

(rhaznin ; but the Rae Kolah® Pithora, however had arrived near 

1 TN, Vol. I, pp. €51-52: TA. Trans., p 36; see supra, DANI, Vol. I, pp. 36 &., 

chapler on the Caulukyas. 

7 See TN, Vol. I, p. 467, fa. 3. Some MSS, have Tabarhindh. But Raverty notes that the 

printed text hae Sirhiod. The TA, Mor‘at-:-Jahan-Numd and Ahulagat-ut Tawdrtkh also have 

Suhind, According to Thornton's Gazetteer of India, London, 1986, (p. 872), Sirbiad 1a the 

Dame of the tract '' consisting of the N. EK. portion of the plain which intervenes between 

the Jumna and the Sutley rivers. Jt includes the Britiah Districts of Umbaila, Ludhiana 

and Mirozpur, together with the native States of Patials, Jind and Nabha: in the historical 

Kenue it embraces the level plain between the Himalayas and the Desert of Bikaner, the 

Butlej and the Jumoa.’’ Buda'unt bes Tarliad&h, and aaye it was JaipSl's capital. Firishte 
has Pathindsh or Bhathindah. The Lubb ut-Tuwarkh-s Hind ssya ‘ Tabarbiodsh, now 

known by the name of Bithandab.’ Considering all these facta, it seems probable that the 

fortress meant was really located at Bhatinda, in the I'utisls State. 

> On this see TN, Vol. I, p. 488, fn. 6 Reverty shows that golehk (corrupted into golah 

or kolah) means ap illegitimate offepring. According to the Taj-al-Ma‘athir Kolah was the 

son of Pithora, Raverty bolde that Minh&j bas apparently confused the two names: and 

this seems more likely, because he has not sald a single word about Pithora’s son having 
beon set up by the Muselmans at Ajmer. The T4 (Trans., p. $8) has ' Pithora, the RSi of 
Ajmer," 
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at hand and the Sultén marched to Taré’in to meet him. The 

whole of the Rana&s* of Hind were along with the Rae Kolah. 

When the ranks were duly marshalled the Sultan seized a lance 
and attacked the elephant on which Govind Rae, Rae’ of Dihlt, was 
mounted, and on which elephant he moved about in front of the 

battle. The Sultin-i-Ghizi, who was the Haidar of the time, 

anda second Rustam, charged and struck Govind R&e on the 

mouth with bis Jance with such effect that two of that accursed 

one’s tecth fell into his mouth. He launched a javelin at the 

Sulfan of Isiém and struck him in the upper part of the arm 

and inflicted a very severe wound. Tbe Sult&n turned his 

charger’s head round and receded. and from the agony of the 

wound he was unable to continue on horseback any longer. 

Defeat befell the army of Islim so that it was irretrievably 

routed, and the Sultan was nearly falling from his horse. Seeing 

which a lion-hearted warrior, a Khalj stripling, recognised thie 

Sultan and sprang up behind him, and, supporting him in his 

arms, urged the horse with his voice, and brought him out of 

the battle. On the Musalwin forces not seeing the Sulfin, 

lamentation broke from them, until they reached a place ol 

safety where the defeated army was safe from pursuit by the 

infidels.”"* 

The Muslim army thus returned to Ghaznf, seemingly 

without being seriously troubled by the pursuit of the victoriou- 

1 In some MSS. Ries: others perhaps with more truth have ‘s number of Kajpu! 

princes;’ TN, Vol. I, p 499, fn. &. 

2 He apparcutly led the van of the C&hamina army The T4. (Trans, p. 89) gives th 

name a8’ Khand: Rai,” TF (Briggs, Traus., Vol. T, p. 172), givea ‘ Chawund Ray.” Can! 

calle him Rai Govind. Sve T-4, Trans, p. 80, fn.1; TN, Vol. 1, p 454, fn. 9. 

2° TN, Vit. I, pp. 457-63. TA, Trans, pp 38-59. TF, Brigge’ Trns., Vol. I, pp. 11-7" 

Briggs ‘Firiehta) gives the place of battle as “ Narain now called Tirowry on the bank of the 

Goorautty, 14 miles from Thenesur, and 80 miles from Debly,"' But Raverty (TN, Vol. I. 

p. 459, fn. 7) pointed out that Briggs bad committed a mistake. The name on the Litho 

graphed edition of the text of Firiehta, revised by Brigga himaelf, is clearly giver 3 

'Tara'in,’ axinthe TN. Jt ia not unlikely that Briggs meant by hia’ Tirowry,' the plur 

mentioned by Mirza Mughal Beg on the royul rosd from Karnal to Thanesar #4 ‘Agioabad | 

Taliwari. 
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Cabamanas. This wasa greatblunder. Prthviraja soon after 

his victory invested the fort of Tabarhindsh, and after a siege 

of 138 months compelled the Qazi of Talak to capitulate and hand 

it over. After this success Prthvirija pitched his camp ‘ in 

{he neighbourhood of Tara’in.’ In the meantime Mu‘izz ud-Din 

had completely reorganised his forces, and ‘in the following 

year’ (ie, AH. 588=A.D. 1192) appeared in the field of 

Tara’in with a cavalry force one hundred and twenty thousand 
strong, ‘ arrayed in defensive armour.’ Minhaj tells us that 

the Sultén left ‘the centre division of the army, the 

baggage, the standards and banners, his canopy of state and 

elephants,’ several miles in the rear. He then advanced in 

a leisurely manner with the more mobile scction of his troops. 

“The light-armed and unencumbered horsemen he had directed 

should be divided into four divisions, and had appointed 

them to act agaimst the infidels on four sides ; and the 

Sultan had commanded, saving.‘ Itis necessary that, on the 

rieht and left and front and rear, 10,000 mounted archers 

should keep the infidel host in play ; and when their elephants, 

horsernen and fuot advance to the attack, vou are to face about 

and keep the distance of a horse's course in front of them.” 
The Musalm&n troops acted according to these instructions, 

ind having exhausted and wearied the unbelievers, Almighty 
Gad gave the victory to Islam, and the infidel bost was over- 
thrown. Rée Pithora, who was riding an elephant, dismounted 

and got upon a horse and fled from the field until in the neigh- 
bourhood of (the) Sarsuti,? he was taken prisoner, and they 

The object was no do.bt to harsse the Indians and to induce them to break their 

order, Raverty quotes from atther authorty that the Sultan divided his army iato 5 
diviwonk, four of which with 10,00 light and horse-mounted archera were to atteck the 
fuemy from all sides, often pretending Arght. This went on from 9 A.M. to the afternoon, 
When, finding the enemy tired and worn out, he charged them with the fifth division of 
12,000 horse, the flower of his army, and carried everything before him. TN, Vol. I, p. 468, fn. 2. TF, Briggs’ Trane., Vol. I, pp. 126.77. 

a Surasvati, probably the river of that name, see Thornton, Gazetteer, p. 820. I¢ 
‘se io the Sirmur State in Lat. 80° 23’, Long. 77° 19’, and Gows through Ambels and Kurnal. There was aloo city of this pame oo ite banka; sce TA, Trens., p. 82, fo, 2. 

lin—5 4 
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despatched him to hell; and Govind Rée of Diblt was slain in 
the engagement. The Sultin recognised his head throug, 

those two teeth which had been broken. The seat of govern- 

ment, Ajmir, with the whole of the (territory), such as Hé&nst, 

Sursuti! and other tracts were subjugated. These events took 

place, and this victory was achieved, in the year 588 H.; and 

the Sultan placed Malik Kutb-ud-Din, Ibak, in the fort of 

Kuhram, and returned home.’’’ 

Hasan Nigim{, almost a contemporary, adds some interesting 

details of this conflict. We are told that on reaching Lahore 

Mu‘izz ud-Din sent an officer calling upon Pithora Rae “ to 

embrace the Musalmin faith and acknowledge his supremacy. ‘ihe 

Chohan prince sent an indignant reply ; and having received aid 

from most of the Rajas of Hind, with 300,000 horse...... advanced 

to meet him......Pithora Rae sent a message to the Sulfan, say- 

ing ‘ It is advisable thou shouldst retire to thine own country, 

and we will not follow thee. The Sultan in order to deceive 

him, and throw him off his guard, replied : “ It ix by command 

of my brother, my sovereign, that [ come here and endure 

trouble and pain : give me sufficient time that [ may despatch an 

intelligent person to my brother, to represent to him an account 

of thy power, and that I may obtain his permission to conclude 

a peace with thee under the terms that Tarhind (Tabarhindah)), 

the Panjab, and Multan shall be ours, and the rest of the country 

thine.’ The leaders of the infidel forces, from this reply, 

accounted the army of Islam as of little consequence, and, without 

any care or concern, fell into the slumber of remissness. That 

same night the Sultan made his preparations for battle, and, 

after the dawn of the morning, when the Rajputs had left ther 

1 *Tbp.i-Batétsh calls Sorsotl a grest city. In Akbar's time Bursat! wai one of (he 

Maballas of Sirkar Sanbhal.' 7N, Vol. I, p. 468, fn. 8. 

3 TN, Vol. I. pp. 466-60; TA, Trans, p. 89; Briggs’ Trens.,Vol. I, pp. 178-78. Firsts 

- igives the number of the OAhamna army 0+ 800,000 horse and 8,000 elephants, and the ovum" 

. ber of princes sasembied in the camp aa 180. 
“te 
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camp for the purpose of obeying calls of nature, and for the 

purpose of performing ablutions, he entered the plain with his 

ranks marshalled. Although the unbelievers were amazed and 

confounded, still in the best manner they could, they stood to 

fight and sustained a complete overthrow.’ As Hasan Nigami 

was almost contemporary, and as the story is also repeated in 

Firishta,? I am disposed to believe that there may be some truth 

in it. It is quite possible that Mu‘izz ud-Din really attacked 
the Hindu camp during a truce which the Cihamana generals 

accepted as geriuine. 

This battle practically put an end to the sovereignty of the 

Cihamanas of Sakambhari. After this battle Qutb ud-Dmn 

appears to have captured Ajmer from ‘ Kola,’ who according to 
Klhots’ interpretation of Taj-ul-Ma athir® was the ‘ natural son ’ 

of the Rai of Ajmfr, He appears to have been taken prisoner 

bat ‘ managed to obtain its release or at least immunity from 
punishment.” But on account of his ‘ancient hatred against 
the Musulmans’ which was deeply rooted and concealed in the 

bottum of his heart, he ‘ appears to have been detected in some 

intrizue.’ Orders were therefore issued for his death and ‘the 

diamond-like sword severed the head of that abandoned wretch 
trom his body.” *‘ The son of Rai Pithaura.’’ continues Hasan 

Nizam, “in whose qualities and habits the proof of courage 

and the indexes of wisdom were apparent, and who, both abroad 

und at home, exhibited familiarity with rectitude, and prognos- 

ications of goodness was appointed to the government of 

Ajmir.”’ Delhi and Meerut were captured soon after. Every- 
thing seemed to have been settled now so far as the Cahamanas 
dre concerned. But Nigimi tells us that Qutb ud-Din soon 
received intelligence ‘from Rantanbor that Hiraj, the brother 
of the Rai of Ajmtr, had gone into rebellion and had turned his 
lace towards the siege of the fort of Rantanbor and that the son 

Quoted from Taj.ul.Ma'dthir by Raverty in TN, Vol. I, p. 466, fn. 2. 

TF, Briggs’ Trans., Vol. I, pp. 176-76. 3 Elleot, Vol. Il, pp. 214-25. 
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of Pithaura, who had been advanced under the protection of the 

sublime court, was in a state of extreme danger. On receiving 
this intelligence, ‘‘ Kutb ud-Din........00.. eee departed for 
Rantanbor, passing over hill and desert like a wild ass or an 

antelope. When Hirai) heard of the arrival of the auspicious 

stanCards............he placed the hand of weakness in the skirts 

of flight, and for the fear of the blade of the scimitar fled like 

the wind with his resurrectionless army......... The son of Raj 

Pithaura was favoured with a robe of honour and other kindnesses;: 

and in return for his friendship, he sent abundant treasure for 

the service of the state, together with three golden melons, whicl 

with extreme ingenuity had been cast in moulds like the full 

moon.” ? ‘ The Raf who had fled from Delhi had raised an army 

of idolatrous, turbulent, and rebellious tribes, the vapour of 

pride and conquest having entered his thoughtless brain. Kutb- 

ud-Din pursued him and when the wretch was taken, his head 

was severed from his body and sent to Delhi, which had been Ins 

residence and capital.’’ * 
The statement of Hasan Nigimi shows that a son of Prthvi- 

rija had been installed to succeed his father as the feudatory of 

the Muslims. The yoke of bondage, it seems, did not fit in well 

with the pride and traditions of the Cahamanas. The rebellions 

of ‘Hiraj,’ the brother of Prthviraja, and of ‘the Ral’ from Deli 

were the last attempts of the Cahaminas of Sambbar to regain 

their independence. The Rai who raised the standard of rebel- 

lion after escaping from Delhi was probably a scion of Govinda, 

presumably the feudatory of Prthvirija who was killed in the 

second battle of Tar&’in. Unfortunately the Muslim chroniclers 

do not give us the names of either this prince of Delhi o 

of the son of Prthviraja who became a feudatory of the 

Mubammadans. There are also discrepancies about the correct 

name of the brother of Prthviraja who gave so much trouble 

1 Eliot, Vol. Il, pp. 219-20. See T", Briggs’ Trane., Vol. 1, pp. 179 and 193-94. 

4 Biliot, Vol. 11, p. 220. Firisbts refers to‘ Hemrij's' brave genersl * Chutr-Hay- 

Was be a eon of Govinds- Rays? 
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to his nephew. Firishta gives the name of the prince as 

Hemraj, and states that be ‘expelled Gola, or natural son, 

of Pithow Raj, from Ajmer’?' He has apparently mixed 

together two distinct episodes. Hasan Nizimi refers to two 

separate expeditions by Qutb ud-Din. One of these, as we 
have seen, was undertaken against ‘ Kola,’ the other when 

Prihviraja’s son was in great distress at Ranthambhor owing 

to the rebelhon of ° Hirajy.’ Elhot perceived that ‘ Hiraja ’ 

js not a common Indian name and suggested that it was probably 

an ‘abbreviation of the Sanskrit /’hirdj, a potentate.’? The 

Hammira-mahahavya oof Navacandrn however seems to 

indicate that the name of this prince was really © Hariraja.’ 

That Somesvara had another son named Haririja is proved by 

the Prihvtraja-rijaya. According to Nayacandra, Prthviraja was 

succeeded by Hariraja, who ruled for sometime before he was 

destroyed by Shihab ud-din.” The Tantoti image-inscription 

discovered in the estate of the same name, in the district of 

Ajmer, dated in VS. 1251 (c¢, 1194 A.D.), in the reign of 

Hariraja* shows the correctness of the tradition recorded by 

Nayacandra. It ts engraved on the pedestal of an image, which 

is broken off, and contains four lines. It records that the village 

of ‘Taituth! (mod. Tantoti) was in the fief of Pratéipadevi, the 
queen of Haririja, Nayacandra also seems to indicate that the 
name of Prthviraja’s son who was ousted by Haririja, was 
possibly Govindardja.® 

' TF, Broggs' Trans., Vol. J, p. 179 

2 Eliot, Vol. U1, p. 219, fp 1. 

7 TA, Vol. VILL, pp. GL-72. Finahta (iriggs’ Traos., Vol. 1) also ssys that Hemraj 
4s killed in the second engage ment. 

{ Noticed by @. H. Ojha in WMA, 1911-12, pp. 2 and 5. It ia now in the Rajputans 
Mogeun. 

5 Sarda accepts Govinderéjn ae the name of Prthvirsja‘e aon, see JKAS, 1913, p. 268, 
fn. 16. In his Hammira-mahakécya Nayacandra seema to deecnbe Govindardia as the 
‘Rrandson (pautra) of Pruhviraja.” who was bamahed from the kingdom by hie father ; Text, Fd. by NX. J. Kirtane, Bombay, 1879, p. 28, IV, 24; /4, Vol. VILi. p 62. But I haves 
“uspicion that bho hes committed » mistake, The verse of N syacandra is as follows: 

Tatrasti Prthrirdjasya prak pitrto niedsitah 
Pautro Govimdardjakhye} svasdmarthyaite-caibhacad. 
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(5) Cahaménas of Ranastambhapura. 

According to the Hammitra-mahakarya of Nayacandra the 
Ranastambhapura (Ranthambhor ) branch of the Cihamanas was 

established by Govindaraja after the death of Harir&ja. I have 

quoted from Hasan Nigimi to show that Hira] (Hariraja), after 

throwing off the yoke of the Muslims, besieged his nephew 

in the fort of Ranthambhor. When Qutb ud-Din recovered 

Ajmer after defeating Hariraja, Govindarija apparently continued 
to rule in Ranthambhor as a feudatory of the Muslim». The 

Hammira-mahakacya, of course, does not hint at these differences 

between Hariraéja and Govindaraja, though it makes some 

disparaging remarks about Harir&ja’s fondness for pleasure and 
dancing girls, which, it is alleged, made him an easy prey to 

‘Sahabadina.” When attacked by the Muslim-prince he was so 

enfeebled that he could not resist him and committed Sak with hi: 

whole family. He left no son, and so his followers and retainers 

retired and assembled round Govindaraja at Ranthambhor.' 

According to Nayacandra, Govinda was succeeded by his eldest 

son Balhana and the latter by his eldest son Prahlada. The 

Manglana stone-inscription dated in (W.) 8. 1272 (ce. 1215 A.D. 

seems to show that Vallanadeva (7.¢., Balhana) was still a 

feudatory of the Hamira Samasadana (Shams ud-Din Ttutmisly) 

of the city of Jogini. The marble stone bearing this inscription 

was found at Manglana, 19 miles W. of Maroth in Marwar. It 

records the construction of a step-well by Vallaga’s feudatory, 

the Dadhica Maharaja-putra Mahamandalegrara Jayatrasiraha.” 

Prablada’s younger brother Vagbhata served him as his prime- 

minister. Prahlada died in a lion-hunt, and was succeeded by his 

This presupposes that Prtbvirija's soo exiled Govindarkjs before the latter founded bis 

prineipelity in Benthambhor. But Muslim accounts show that Prthvirhjs's son wae siready 

in thet fort hard preseed Ly Harirdjs. It is thos possible that peutro ie s mistake for putr. 

See sieo J RAS, 1913, p. 268, fa. 16; EI, Vol. XIX, p. 47. 
1 Text, II, 78-82; IV, 1-19, JA, Vol. VITI, p. 61. 1 have already pointed out that 

Kirtene’s summary mentions Govindsrijs se the grandsoo of Prtbvirhjs but probably he 

was the unnamed son of Prthvirljs mentioned by tbe Muslims. Gee BI, Vol. XX, Appendis 

' p: 80, fn. 2. 

8 1A, 1912, pp. 85-88. 
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son Viranarayana, who is reported by Nayacandra to have been 

decoyed to Yoginipura (Delhi) and poisoned the Saka (Muslim) 

prince Jalléladina. I am unable to identify this Delhi Sultan. The 
only prince bearing that name in the 13th century is Firiz(A.D. 

1290-96), the first of the Khalji kings of Delhi; but his date forbids 

identification with him. It seems extremely probable that by 

‘ Jallaladina ' Nayacandra really meant Shams ud-Din Iltutmish 

(1211-86 A.D.), whose officers according to the Tabaqat-1-Nasiri 

took the impregnable fort in 623 A.H. (12264.D.).’ Vagbhata, 

Viranairéyana’s uncle, we are told, was absent from Ranthambhor 

at the time of his nephew's tragic death ; be had been insulted by 

him, and consequently he had retired to Malwa in dudgeon. The 

Muslim king, according to Navacandra, sent instructions to the 
prince of Malwa to kill Vagbhata, but the latter was too much for 

him. Having learned the evil intentions of the Malwa ruler, Vag- 
bhata killed him, and with the assistance of the ‘ Kharpiiras ' 

attacked and captured Ranthambhor, which was presumably in 

Mustim hands at the time. This must have happened during the 

weak rule of the successors of Titutmish. According to Nigim 

ud-Din the fort was recovered by the Hindus during the reign of 
Sultan Raziyya (1236-40 A. D.s, shortly after the death of 

Wtutmish.? It is difficult to identify the Malwa prince slain by 
Vigbhata, for the history of that area during the last quarter of 

the 13th century is extremely obscure. I am also unable to suggest 

the region where these ‘Kharpdras ’ dwelt. The name bears resem- 

blance to the name of the Kharparika tribe who are reported by 
Harisena to have paid taxes and obeyed the commands of the Gupta 
emperor Samudragupta." Kirtane seems inclined to accept them as 
Khakars, a Mongol tribe who invaded India about this time. There 
is as yet no means {o verify all the details of the above account of 
the successors of Prthviraji given by Nayacandra.' But that 
Vagbhata, a descendant of Prthviraja actually ascended the throne 

' TN, Vol. I, pp 610-11: TF, Briggs’ Traoe, Vol. I, p.210;CHI, Vol. ITI, p. 518, 
TA, Trans., p. 76. TH, Briggs’ Trane, Vol. 1, p. 219. 3 GI, p. 8, line 92, 
Bee above Manglana ineoription (1215 A.D.) of the time of Balbags. 
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of Ranthambhor is proved by the recently discovered Balvan stone- 

inscription of Hammira, the last Céhamina of this line.’ 

This Vagbhata has been identified with ‘Bihar-deo’ (Bahada-deva) 

of Ranthambhor, who is described by Minhaj as ‘ the greatest of 

the Rais of Hindistin.’? He was attacked in A.H. 646 (A.D. 

1248) by Ulugh Khan,’ who met with indifferent success, losing 

one of his nobles, Malik Bah& ud-Din Aibak in a battle under the 

fort of Ranthambhor.’ The Khan's soldiers, we are told, 

‘showed great courage and fought well; they sent many of the 

infidels to hell, and secured great spoil, after which they returned 

to the capital.’’ This happened in the reign of Sultan Nasir 

ud-Din Mahmid (1245-66 A.D.). The attack seems to 

have been renewed in A.H. 651 (A.D. 1253), when Ulugh 
Khan ied a Muslim force from Nagor in the direction of 

Ranthambhor and Chitor. Minhaj relates that ‘‘B&dbhar Deo, 

Rai of Ranthambhor, the greatest of the Rais, and the most 

noble and illustrious of all the princes of Hindustan, assembled 

an army to inflict a blowon Ulugh Khan. But.....-although 

the Rai’s army was large and well appointed with arms and 

horses it was put to flight, and many of its valiant fighting men 

were sent to hell. The Musulmans obtained great spoil and 

captured many horses and prisoners (burda), They then 

returned safe with their booty to Nagor, which in conze- 

quence of Ulug Khan’s presence, had become a place of 

great importance."’* It is clear from these accounts that the 

Caham&nas of Ranthambhor, being aided by the weak 

rule of the successors of Iltutmish (1211-36 A.D.), had again 

consolidated their position to such an extent that their chief 

was regarded as the most powerful of all the Hindu princes of 

Hindustan. 

1 BI, Vol. XIX, p. 49, V. 6. 
3 Eliot, Vol. 11, p. 867; TA, Trans., p. 87 TF, Briggs’ Trans., Vol. I, p- 936. El, 

Vol. XIX, p.47. The CHI, Vol. III, pp. 60 and 516, gives the name aa‘ Nebér Deo.’ 

3 A title of Ghiyith ud-Din Balban, who acted as the Visir of Nagir ud-Din, and, ther 

succeeded him as Sult&p of Delhi in A.D. 1266. See TF, Briggs’ Treas., Vol. I, p. 259. 
« TN, Vol. 11, pp. 684-85. $ Elliot, Vol. If, pp. 870-71. 
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According to Nayacandra, Vagbhata died after a reign of 12 

years. His successor was his son Jaitrasitnha. According to the 

Balvan inscription of Hammtra, Jaitrasitaha harassed a certain 

Jayasitaha of Mandapa and killed the Karma king (Karma-ksitisa) 

and a king of Karkaralagiri.” He is also said to have ‘ defeated 

hundreds of brave warriors of the king of Malava at Jhampéitha- 

ghatta, and kept them as prisoners at Ranastambhapura’? 

(Ranthambhor). I have suggested elsewhere that — this 

Jayasitiiha of Mandapa (Mandu) was possibly the Paramara (?) 

Jayavarman I, for whom we have the dates ranging from 

¢, 1256-60 A.D... The Kkurma king may have been a member 

of the Kacchapaghiata (or Kacchapari) family, an off-shoot of the 

Gwalior branch, which was slowly carving out a principality 

round Amber in the Jaipur State.” According to Nayacandra, 

Jaitrasuiha had three sons, ciz., Hammira, Surat rina, and 

Virama. Of these the eldest, Hamimira was born from his 

beautiful queen Hiradevi. In course of time ‘finding that his sons 

were now able to reheve lim from the burden of government, 

Jaitrasituha one day talked over the matter with Hammira, and, 

after paving him excellent advice as to how he was to behave, he 

euve over the charge of state to him, and himself went to live in 

the forest. This happened in Samrat 13389 (A.D. 1283)." ° 

We have the following published records for Hanimira’s reign : 

(1) Balran stune-inseription.—Found engraved on a 

stone slab built into a niche of the reservoir in front of the temple 

Lif we may believe the Mushin chroniclers, then Ranthambhor was captured by 

the Hindus, possibly under Vagbhatu‘s leadership shortly after Titatmieh's death 10 1236 A.D., 

during Raziyya's reign (1235-40 A.D.). Twelve years’ reigo frum the last year of 

Raziyya would give Vagbbete a reign-period extending from 1240-52 A.D. But 

kee ante, Bihar Deo wae fighting with Ulugh Khanin 1258 A.D. 

7 ET, Vol. XIX, pp. 46 and 40-80, Va. 7 §. Vfbd, V. 9, 
{See ante, DENI, Vol. HY, chapter on the Paramaras, pp. 04 1 ; also El, Vol. XTX, p. 47. 

8 It bas heen suggested that he may be a descerdant of Pajyuoa, who soocordiag to 

trading wane vassal of Prthelraja III, see E/. Vol XU*, p. 47. In thir connection 

Dr. Barnatt pointe out that Kdrmicale or the like is regular term for Kamaon. 

871A, Vol. VITI, p. 64. The text is naverahni-cahn-bhe, 1830 A.D. is apparently a 

printer's mistake, 

1155 
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of Kavalji (Kapiligvara), in the Balvan estate of the Kotah 
principality of Rajputana. It contains 39 lines of writing which 
open with invocations to Ganega and Kapallévara (Siva). 

Then follows a description of the surroundings of the temple, close 

to which, we ere told, flow the rivers Cakratatini,’ Mandakini ? 

and Ketumukha. Next follows the name of the O&hamina 

Prthvirija (Vs. 4-5): In his family was Vagbhatadeva (V. 6). 
after him (tato) Jaitrasimha (Vs. 7-8); then came Hammira 

(Vs. 9-12). The next verses describe the family of the 

Katériya Kayastha Narapati, who had originally migrated 
from Mathura and had served as the chief minister (mantri. 

mukhya) of both Jaitrasitaha and Hammira (V. 35). Their 
pedigree is a8 follows :— 

Ananta 

Sedha 

ee 

Laksmana 

"Pairnapéla 

Yamunapala 
Devarija 

Somana = Somaladevi 

Narapati= Nayaéri 

} | 
Padmasimha Thiri Lola Lakgmidhara Soma 

Moksasithha | Gahgadeva Jayasinls 

| 
Keéava Sodha 

Both Narapati and his wife NayaSrt were eminent for 

their many acts of charity. The pragasti was composed by 

Modern Chikans which flows to the left of the Kaval}t’s temple : BI, Vol. XI% 
pp. 44-47. 

3 Modern Madikeos which Sows behind the temple, tbid. 
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Vaijaditya, who was the Pauranika in the court of Hammira 

(V. 39). Then come the date (V.) Samvat 1845 (c. 1289 A.D.), 

and lastly the name of the Satradhdra Gajuka, who had engraved 

the record.’ 
(2) Gadha memorial-tablet.—This was found at Gadha, 

in Sheopur District, Gwalior State. It belongs to the reign 

of M. Hammira-deva.’ 
According to Nayacandra, Hammira ascended the throne in 

v.9. 1339 (A.D. 1283), and was killed by ‘Ali ud-Din (A.D. 

1296-1316) in the 18th year of his reign (A.D. 13801). He is 

represented by the author asa great conqueror.* During the 

course of his warlike expeditions he is said to have defeated 

Arjuna of Sarasapiira, the prince of Gadhamandala* and Bhoja 
of Dbar&, ‘the friend of poets.’ After defeating Bhoja he is 

said to have reached Ujjain, where his army bathed in 

the Ksipra (Sipr& ?), and he offered his devotions at the shrine of 
Mahakala. From Ujjain Hammira marched to Citrakota 

(Chitor) and after ravaging Medapata (Mewar) went to the 

Arbudadri (Mt. Abu). Here he worshipped at the temple of 

Rsabhadeva, and having bathed in the Mandakini paid his devo- 

tions to Acaledvara. The king of Abu, though a brave warrior, 

had to submit to Hammira. Leaving Abu, he arrived at 

Vardhanapura (Wadhwan), which he plundered. Then he pro- 
ceeded by way of Ajayameru (Ajmer) to Puskara, where he 
worshipped the Adivaraha. From Pugkara he repaired to 

| First uotioed in RMR, 1981, pp. 2-4. Now edited by R. BR. Halder in EJ, Vol. XIX, 
pp. 45 52, 3 Noticed in ASI, 1916-17, Part I, p. 30. 

> Sarigadbara in bis Paddhati refers to the Cibuvins king Hammire of Sékambbari- 
deéa as follows Puré Sakambhari-dese Sriman-Hammira bhapats 

Céhuvagdnr aye jatah khydta} sauryoh earjjuna ; 

Sarngadhara-paddhoti, Ed. by Peter Peterson, Bombay Sanskrit Series, No. XXXVI, p. 1, 

Sloka2. Y am indebted for thie reference to Prof. G. Majumdar of the Presidency College, 
Calcutta. The asthology was composed in 1963 A.D. Sardgedhare's grandfather Raghavs- 

deve was a courtier of Hammirs. SArdgadhare ws credited with the composition of « 
Karya named Hammiro-raso ; bat no copy of thie work has yet been discovered. 

‘ Must be the Gond roler of that plece, see CHJ, Vol. II, p. 516; sleo DHNI, 
Vol. IT, p. 788, 
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Sakambharl, and after plundering some other places on the route 

reached his capital, where the great officers of the State, headed 
by Dharmasithha, received him.’ After finishing this triumphal 
march of conquest and after consultation with his spiritual 
guide Visvartipa as to the efficacy of the Koti-yajia, he per- 

formed that sacrifice and sumptuously feasted the Brahmans 

and gave them liberal daksinds. In the meantime Allavadina 

(‘Ala ud-Din), who had ascended the throne of Delhi, finding 

that Hammira had ceased to pay the tribute which Jaitrasimha 

used to pay, instructed his brother Ullukhana (Clugh Khan) to 

invade the Cihamina territory. Nayacandra then describes in 
great detail the various conflicts between the armies of ‘Alaud- 

Din and the Cahamianas. In one of the early conflicts, after 

gaining some minor advantages. Bhimasimha, one of Hammtra’s 

two generals, was defeated and killed by Ulugh. The other 

general, Dharmasiraha, whom the king accused of deserting 

Bhima, was disgraced, blinded, and castrated. He was then 

superseded by Bhoja, a natural brother of the king. This was 

the beginning of dissensions and treachery in the Céhamans 

court. When Dharmasithha, through the assistance of the 

courtezan Radhadevi, succeeded in recovering his position, Bhoj: 

was disgraced, and in disgust joined the Muslim side. Treachery 

combined with the repeated attacks of ‘Ala ud-Din at last 

brought about the downfall of Hammfira. He was killed, 

after a desperate resistance, in the month of Sravana, in tlic 

18th year of his reign.’ 
Nayacandra's story of Hammtra’s victories is unsupported 

by reliable evidence, with the possible exception of one incident, 

his victory over Arjuna of Sarasapura. In his Balvan inscription 

mentioned sbove, Hammira is credited with a victory over 

one Arjuna, ‘thereby depriving Mélava of the fame and 

glory which it then enjoyed.'* Probably the Arjuna of tlic 

1 1X, 18 &. 
3 1A, Vol. VII, 64 ff. 

3 El, Vol. XIX, pp. 45 ff. For details ove 1A, Vol. VIII, pp. 65 &. 
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Hammira-mahakavya is identical with the Arjuna of the inscrip- 

tion. I have already tentatively accepted him as a Paramara 

ruler, and probably the predecessor of Bhoja II of Dhara.’ 

But it is not impossible that both of them were contemporaries 

ruling over different portions of the disintegrated Paramiara 
dominions. 

But though there is hardly any evidence for the alleged 

victories of Hammira, Nayacandra’s account of the conflicts 

between Hammira and ‘Al& ud-Din and the tragic end of the 

Cihamana after a stubborn resistance, is, substantially attested 

by Mushm evidence. A contemporary Amir Khusrau in 

hix Tarikh-1 ‘Alat describes in some detail the siege of 

Ranthambhor. The * Saturnian Hindus, says the writer, 
‘bravely resisted all the attempts of the Muslims to capture the 

fort,” till “no provisions remained in the fort, and famine pre- 

valled to such an extent that a grain gf rice was purchased for 

two grains of gold.”" Seeing no hope of success, “‘ one night the 

Rai lita fire at the top of the Inll, and threw his women and 

family into the flames, and rushing on the enemy with a few 

devoted) adherents, they sacrificed their lives in despair. On the 

fortunate date of the 3rd of Zi-lka’da AH. 700 (July, 1801 

A.D.), this strong fort was taken by the slaughter of the stink- 

ing Rai. Jhain was also captured, ‘an iron fort, an ancient 
abode of idolatry, and a new city of the people of the faith 

arose.’ The temple of Bahir Deo, and the temples of other 

gods, were all rased to the ground.’’* The account of the 
desperate resistance of Hammira is also found in Baranf’s 

Tu rtkh-i-Firfiz Sbabi.2 Barani relates that the attack on 

! Supra, DHNI, Vol. II, chapter on the Paramdras, pp. 906-07 and 928. 
4 Elhot, Vol. III, pp. 74-76. 
3 Ibid, pp. 146. and 171 @. Both Barani and Nizam ud-Din (TA, Trans., p. 168) 

nee the word nabsah to express the relationship between ‘ Hamir Deo’ and ‘Rai Pithaura of 
Delhi. It ig usually translated as ‘grandson.’ Elliot (Vol. III, p. 171, fn. 2) pointed 

i that it is probably loosely used to mean a ‘descendant.’ Seesiso TA, Trans, p. 
+ fn. 2. 
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Ranthambhor began as early as the reign of Jalal ud-Din 
Firiz (1290-96 A.D.). The Sulfin in A. H. 689 (A. D. 

1290) led an army to Ranthambhor. The Ral of the place 
with his Rawats and followers, together with their wives and 

children, all took refuge in the fort of Rantambhor. The SulfAn 

wished to invest and take the fort. He ordered manjantks 

to be erected, funnels to be sunk and redoubts to be constructed, 

and the siege to be pressed...... But after reconnoitring the 
fort, he found that it could not be taken without sacrificing 
the lives of many Musalmans..........._. So he raised the 
siege and next day departed for Delhi.’’ ‘AJ& ud-Din (1296. 

1316 A. D.) soon after bis accession renewed the efforts of his 

uncle to take the fort. The immediate cause of his attack was 
the asylum which Hamir Deo, its chief, gave to a body of ‘ new 

Musalmans’ who had rebelled against the Sultan after the con- 

quest of Gujarat in 1297 A.D. During the first attempt in 

1300 A.D., when Ulugh Khan and Nusrat Khan were besieging 

the fort, the latter was fatally wounded by a stone shot from a 
maghribi in it, and died two or three days after. It wa: 

only after repeated attempts that “‘the Sultén succeeded in 

reducing Rantambhor... ........ with much bloodshed and diffi- 

culty. He slew Hamtr Deo, the Rai, and all the new Musal- 
mans, who had fled from the rebellion in Gujarat, and had taken 
refuge with him. The fort and all its territories and appurten- 

ances were placed under the charge of Ulugh Khb&n, and thc 

Sultan returned to Delhi.’’‘ This account is fully corroborated 

by Firishta,? who adds the information that after the death of 

Nusrat Khin, Hamir Deo’ “‘ marched out from the fort, and 

gave battle, having collected within a short time 200,000 men. 

1 Biot, Vol. Il, pp. 178-79. For « Kajpat tradition that Hemera had s son, wh¢ 

fied to Mewar after the capture of Reathambbor by ‘Als ud-Din, see Makbripa-poda-prahiie, 
pp 14-15; aleo [HQ, 1961, p. 901 and fn. 2 on the same page. 
9 PH, Baigge’ Trane., Vol. I, pp. 901-03 and 887 £.; see also 7A, Trans., pp. 163 £. 

2 Beiggn epelis the name es ‘ Hambur Dew.’ 
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With this force he compelled Aluf Khan to fall back to Jhayin,' 

with great joss.’ 
Before concluding the account of the Cahamfnas of this 

branch, I would briefly refer to the prince called by Minhaj, 

‘ Chahar-i-Ajir ’ ® who ruled contemporaneously with NAsir ud- 
Din Mahmid, the Sultan of Delhi (A. D. 1246-66). Minhaj 

describes him as ‘the greatest of all the Raées’ in the tract 
of country known as, ‘Gwaliytr, Chandiri, Nurwur and 

Malwab.’ He had ‘about 500 horsemen well trained to arms, 

and 200,000 footmen.' The Hindu prince, we are told, was 

defeated, ‘and the fortress which had been constructed by him, 

among defiles and passes was taken and plundered.’ This 

happened in A. H. 649 (A. D. 1251). Firishta names the 
newly built fort ‘ Nurwar.'* This prince has been identified 

by Cunningham‘ with Cahada Deva of Narwar, for whom as 
well as for his son Asaladeva, we have inscriptions in the fort of 

Narwar. The coins of Cahadadeva, discovered by Cunningham, 

range from V. 8, 1294 (?) to 1311 (c. 1237-54 A. D.). The 
cvins of his son Asaladeva range from V. S. 1311 to 1886 (e. 

1254-79 A.D.). The Kuharas Safi pillar-inscription of 
his time is dated tn V. S. 1327 (A. D. 1270). The names of 

two successorseof Asaladeva, his son Gopala and his grandson 
Gagapati, are known from the Narwar inscription of the 
last prince, dated in V. 8. 1355 (A. D. 1298). Cunningham 
guessed that Ganapati’s principality must have been annexed 
to the Muslim empire during the vigorous reign of ‘Alé ud-Din 
(. A. D. 1296-1316). The family name of Cahada and 
his descendants was unknown to Cunningham. It seems now 
to be revealed by the fortunate discovery of the fragmen- 
tary Rataul grant of Mahdkumdra C&hadadeva,’ found by 

JhkIn (Ujjain). 
TN, Vol. I, pp. 600-91; alo fo. 1. on p. 690. 
TP, Briggs’ Trans., Vol. I, p. 289. Briggs spells the king’s name as ' Jahir Dew.’ 
ASR, Vol. II, pp. 814-16; OMI, 98-08. 
Rdited by D.R. Gebui, #1, Vol. X10, pp. 221-86, 

1 

% 
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diggers at the village of Rataul, Tahsil Baghpat, District 
Meerut. The preserved portion of the genealogy mentions 

the Cahamana Arnordja and Prthviraja. The last verse 
preserved begins with ‘ Prthvirdjasya.’ As the name of 

Mahakumara Cahadadeva is engraved on the top of the plate, he 
was apparently the donor of the grant, and may possibly have 

been a descendant of Prthviraja III. In the annals of Tod, 

one Cahadadeva is given as the brother of Prthviraja.’ At 

present it would perhaps be idle to try to guess the exact rela- 

tionship, but it seems possible that the Cahadadeva of the 

grant and that of the coins and inscriptions of Narwar are 

identical, and were probably connected by blood with the 

Cahamanas of Sakambhari. Sahni has pointed out the resem- 
blance of the coins of Cihadadeva and the Cahamianas.? I aw 

unable to say what connection, if any, Cahadadeva had with 

the Ranthambhor line. 

(6) Cahamanas of Naddilu’ 

The existence of this branch, which is generally known as 

the Nadélia, and its connection with the Sikambhari family was 
first established by Kielhorn,’ on epigraphic foundations by the 

publication of a number of valuable inscriptions. Since then 

Bhandarkar has made additions to our stock of knowledge 

by his supplement to the work of the German scholar.” The 

epigraphic records of this branch trace its genealogy to 

one Laksmana, who is said to have established himself at 

Naddila. The Nadol grant of Rajaputru Kirtipala (V. S$. 1218) 

1 JA, Vol. VII, p. 59. 
EI, Vol. XU, p. 204 
The name is spelt in different ways: Nagdula, NadqGls, Nadvale-pura, Naddla-purs 

and Nadia. Kielhorn regards Nagula (Kirt»Kaumudi, TH, 60; EL, Vol. I, p. 26, V. 14) a8 
misteke. See Kiethorn, El, Vol. 1X. p. 62, fo. 4. It is identified with mod. Nedol iv the 

Jodbpox State of Rajputans. 

4 The Cahamanas of Naddula, EI, Vol. 1X, pp. 69-68; 168-59. 
$ The Cahamanas of Marwar, by D. R. Bhandarkar, £/, Vol. XI, pp. 96-78. 
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informs us that Lakgsmana was the son of the C&hamana king 

Vakpatiraja of Sakambhari.! As Kirtipala is 11th in lineal 
descent from Va&akpatir&ja, the latter is undoubtedly identical 

with the first prince of that name in the Sakambharl 

branch, who ruled about the middle of the 10th century 

A.D. The connection of Laksmana with this branch is also 

established by the fact that he is called Sékambharindra in 

the Sundha hill inscription of Caéciga (V.S. 1319).? The epi- 

thet may mean prince of Sakambharl, as Kielhorn supposed; but 
it may contain a veiled hint that he was also a claimant for 

the ancestral throne when his brother Sitnhardja succeeded 

their father. This may be one of the reasons which led him 

to migrate from his ancestral home in search of a new 
dominion. No inscriptions of Laksmana have yet been 

published. But Tod refers to two of Ins records dated in 

VS. 1024 (ec. 967 A.D.) and 1039 (c. 982 A. D.). An 

inscription on the Suraj-pol at) Nadol, which is reported to 

have been erected by him, contains his name, showing the 

authenticity of the tradition that he really established himself 

m that town, The fort of Nadol, which bears his name, and 

Which is also said to have been constructed by him, also connects 

him with Naddula. 

Laksmana was succeeded by Sobhita* who is stated in the 

Sundha hill inscription to have taken away the glory of the lord 

of Mrmaddri-bhava (t.c., Mount Abu.)' This probably indicates 
that he won victories over one of the predecessors of the 

Paramira Purnapila (c. 1042-45 A.D.) The next prince was 

Subhita’s son Baliraja, who claims to have defeated an army of 

Muiijaraja,° no doubt the Malava Paramara of that name (c. 974- 

"5 A.1).). This conflict, as I have already pointed out, must have 

' ED, IX, pp. 66 @. 
2 Tind, pp. 70 ff. 

- * Also known as Sohitea, SSbiya and Sdbbita ; see FJ, Vol. IX, pp. 64,67, 68n, 
T und 80. 

* ET, Vol, IX, p. 75, V.7 ; eee fn Gon p. 71 for Hemddri-bhaca-ndtha, 

; Thid, p. 75, Vv. ui, 

115A 
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taken place when Mufija invaded this area, attacked Medapita 
and destroyed Aghdta.’ Balirija was succeéded by his cousin 
Mahendra,’ the son: of his paternal uncle Vigrahapila. This 
Mahendra has rightly been identified with the prince of 
that name who is reported to have been protected by the Ragfra- 

kits Dhavala of Hastikundi ® (c. 997 A.D.) when the former 

was harassed by the (Caulukya) Durlabharaja (c. 1110-22 A.D.). 

According to the Dvyasraya of Hemacandra, Durlabha and his 

brother Nagaraja married two daughters of the Naddila prince 

Mahendra.‘ This matrimonial alliance was probably intended to 
put an end to the growing hostility between the two powers, 

caused no doubt by the expansion of Caulukya power in Marwar. 

Mahendra was followed by his son Asvapaila. The Siva temple 
of Asalegvara or Asap&leSvara was probably either founded by 

him or named after him by one of his successors.° The next 

ruler was his son Ahila, who according to the Sundha hill 

inscription defeated an army of the Gurjara king Bhima’ (c. 

1022-64 A.D.). This shows that the conflict between the two 

powers was again renewed. Ahila was succeeded by his pater- 
nal uncle Anahilla, a son of Mahendra. The bostilities with tlic 

Caulukyas apparently continued during his reign. The 
Sundha hill-inscription’ credits him with having defeated a 
king natoed Bhima, no doubt the Caulukya Bhima I. 

In addition to this, he is also reported to have taken 

Sakambhari, killed Sadha, a general (Dangaddhiéa) of the 

Malava king Bhoja (cr. 1110-55 A.D.) and the Turuska.” 

The simultaneous struggle with these three powerful neighbours, 

1 See eupra, DHNI, Vol. Il, p. 985, chapter on the Paramdras ; aloo EI, Vol. X. ?- 

90, V. 10. 

2 Also called Mahinda, see EJ, Vol. 1X, p. 75, V. 9. 
3 See supra, DHNI, Vol. 1, p. 561. EI, Vol. X, p. 90, V. 11; also tbid, p. 18. 

4 The bride of Dorlabharija was osmed Dorlebhadev!. /A, Vol. VI, pp. 112 113: 

also DHNI, Vol. 11, supra, chapter on the Caulukyas, p. 045; aud fn. & on the same page. 

§ I, Vol. XI, p. 40, line 80 ; aleo ibid, p. 68. 

6 EI, Vol. IX, p. 78, V.18. See supra, DHNI, Vol. IT, p. 962. 

! £1, Vol. IX, p. 78, V. 14, 
@ fdid, p. 75, V. 17. 
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their cousins at Sambhar, the Caulukyas of Anhilvada, and the 
Paramaras of Malwa, must have been a terrible strain on the 

Cahaménas of Nadol; and it was not long before they succumbed 

to one of them. The claim of victory over the Turuska, 

must refer to some minor success which Anahilla possibly 

ichieved when, in 1024 A.D., Mahmid of Ghazni was advancing 

towards Patan on his way to Somnath through the Luni and 
the Sukri valley. The temple of Siva Anahilesvara was 
probably built and named after himself by Anahilla. 

Anahilla was succeeded by his son Balaprasida. The 

Sundha hill inscription states that he forced king Bhima to 

release from prison a prince named Krsnadeva.' Kielhorn 
has suggested that this Krsna is to be identified with the Abu 

Paramara Krsgaraja II, the successor of Purnapala, for whom 

we have inscriptions dated from 1060-67 A.D.’ This incident 

may indicate that the Paramaray of Abu and the Cahamanas 
of Naddula were trying to act in concert so as to check the 

progress of Caulukya imperialism. Balaprasida was succeeded 

hy his brother Jindurija.. Only one record, dated in (V.)S. 

li32 (¢. 1075 A.D.), and discovered in the Kameévara Mabadeva 

temple at Auwa in the Sojat district of Jodhpur State, has so 

far been referred to his reign.’ ‘Phe name of the prince in this 
Auua temple inscription is unfortunately written as Khindrapala, 

which in the opinion of some scholars is a mistake for Jindrapéla 
a viriant of the name of Jindurfija. According to the Sundha 

hill-inscription he ‘ fought victoriously at Sandera,’ which place 
is identified with modern Sanderao in the Jodhpur State, S. W. 
of Nadol.2 The name of the defeated prince is however un- 

known; and in view of the hostile relations of this branch with 

Practically all their powerful neighbours, it is uselss to make 

| Ibid, p. 76, V. 18. 

Sec supra, DHNI, Vol. IT, pp 91d-18, chapter on the Puramaras. 
Also known s¢ Josaladeva, Jithda, Jendrardjs and JindrapAls. 

ic Noticed in Bi, Vol, X1, pp. 68-89 and fo. 9, p. 68. If the identiGoation is socepted 

d this must be the eatilest idecsiption of the Neddéia Cibamipes. 
* 1, Vol. 1X, pp, 79 end 76, V. 90. 
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any guess. The temple of (Siva) Jendrarajegvara was apparently 
founded by Jinduraja.’ His successor was Prthvipala, who js 
reported to have defeated an army of the Gurjara king Karna ? 
no doubt the Caulukya prince of that name who ruled in 
Anhilvada (c. 1094-1144 A.D). Prthvtpaila was succeeded by his 
brother Jojalla* who appears to have continued the successful 
wa. against the Caulukyas. The Sundha_ hill-inscription tells 
us that he occupied by force Anahillapura, the capital of 
the Caulukya Karna to which I have referred elsewhere.‘ 

The two following inscriptions are known for his reign : 

(1) Sadadi stone-inseription.—Engraved on a pillar in 

the temple of JageSvara at  Sadadi, in Desuri district, 

Godwar division, Jodhpur State. It contains 11 lines of 

writing, and refers to the management of the festivals of the gods 

Laksmanasvamin ° and others. Itis dated in (V.)S. L147 (c. 1091 

A.D.), in the reign of Maharaja Jojaladeva and records a king - 
order, that when a festival (yatra) of any particular god com- 

mences, the ladies (pramuadakula) attached to the temples of thie 

other gods must also put on their ornaments and best garments 

and attend with their Silapalas.* 

(2) Nadol stone-tnscription.—Incised on a pillar in_ the 

temple of Somesvara at Nadol, in the Desuri district, Godwar 

division, Jodhpur State. Content» almost identical with No. 1; 
same date. The title of the king is here given as Maharajd- 

dhiraja. It contains 13 lines of writing.’ 

) EI, Vol XI, p 40, lines 26-27. 

2 BI, Vol. IX, p. 76, V.22. See supra, DHNI, Vol. 11, pp. 964-66. 

3 Also known ae Yojska or Jojaladevs. 

4 See sbid, chapter on the f aulukyos, p 65. 

§ Prébably named after Lakemans, the founder af the Nadol branch. 
§ First noticed by Kielhorn, BJ. Vol IX, p. 158; then edited by D. BR. Bhaodarks! 

io BI, Vol. X1, pp. 260. The editor suggests that the temple where this inacription 4° 
originally attached, wasin Nadol. 

1 Noticed and edited as No. 1 above. 
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Jojalla was succeeded by his brother Asarija, also called 

Asaraja, Asvaraja (II) or Asvaka. Of his reign we have the three 

following inscriptions :— 

(1) Sevadi stone-tnscription (()—Incised on the lintel of 

the doorway of a subsidiary shrine in the front corridor of the 

temple of Mahavira at Sevadi, a village about 5 miles to the 

SE. of Bah, the principal town of the district of the same 

name in Godwar, Jodhpur State. It contains only 3 lines, 

and is dated in (VS. 1167 (¢. 1110 A.D.), when Asvaraja 

was the Mahd@rajadhiraia and Watukaraja, the Yucardaja. 

It records a grant of barley equal to one hdraka’ 

from every one of the wells ‘arhata) belonging to the 

villages of Padrad&é, Medramea, Chechadiva* and Maddadi for the 

daily worship of Dharmanithadeva in the temple of Samvipatt ° 

hv the Mahd-Sahantya ‘ Uppalarka.’ 

(2) Seradi stone-inscriphion (ti).—Incised on the lintel of 

another cell in the front corridor of the temple of Mahavira at 

Sevadi. It contains §& lines of writing, opening — with 

the invocation of the Jain Tirthankara Santinatha. It then 

traces the genealogy of Natukardja from the CAahaména Anahila 

through Jinda and Asvaraja, Ins son and grandson, and 

records that Katukarfija made an annual grant of 8 dram- 

mas on the Siraratri day in (VIS. 1172 (c 1115 AD.), to 

the Jain Thallaks, belonging to the Shanderaka®-yaccha, for the 

worship of SAéntinatha in the Nhatfaku (niche) of Baladhipa Yaso- 

deva, the grandfather of the donee. Santinatha was apparently 

‘ According to D. R. Bhandarkar it ie connected with the Marathi word Aard, a large 
basket often used in measuring corn. 

? Mod. Chechli, about 4 miles to the north of Sevad:. ‘ Mod. Sevadi. The donce was probably cxtablisbed in the temple where the inscrip- 
LOU 18 incined, 

* According to D. R. Bhandarkar it in connected with the deéi word Sdhani, meaning 
Master of stables. 

Edited by D. R. Bhandarker, EZ. Vol. XI, pp. 98-30. 
Mod. Sanderay, 10 miles N. W. of Bali. 
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established in the temple of Viranatha (Mahavira), which, we 
are told, was situated in the bhukti ' of Katukaraja.’ 

(3) Bali stone-inscription.—Engraved on the lintels of the 
pillars of the Subha-mandapa of the temple of the Bola, alias 

Bahuguna-mata. It contains 6 lines. It is dated in the 

victorious reign of M. Jayasitnhadeva in (V.)S. 1200 (c. 1143 

A.D.) andrefers to Maharaja Agvaka as ‘subsisting on his lotus- 
feet.’ ° On this date the village of Valahi,’ was being exjoyed as 

grasa by the Raji Tibuyaka. The grant of 4 drammas by one 
Bopanavastabhana in connection with the festival of the goddess 

Bahu-ghrna and some other endowments which are not quite 
clear, are recorded.’ 

These three inscriptions give us dates from 1167 to 1200 

V.S., corresponding to «, 1110 to 1143 A.D., for ASaraja. The 

third inscription shows that he was a feudatory of Jayasimba, no 

doubt the Caulukya Siddharija Jayasimbha of Anahilapataka 
(c. 1094-1144 A.D.). All bis three inscriptions, it will be 

observed, were found around Bali. When Bhandarkar wrote his 

paper on this branch he accepted Asardja as the successor of 
Jojalla at Naddula. Since then the publication of the Seradi 

grant of Ratnapala has shown that Nadddla was in possession 

of this prince in V. 8S. 1176 (c. 1119 A. D.). This inseription 
was also found at Sevadi, inthe Bali district of Godwar. I! 

contains 60 lines, incised on 3 plates. It opens with a 

obeisance to the god Brahman. Then follows the following 

genealogy of the donor :— 

From a person who issued from the cye of Indra, the lord 

of the east, the Cahaména-vamie : 

1 Thie shows that Katukerdje was still a Yucardjc. The templs of Viranéthe «© 

eppatently the temple of Mahivira where the inscription was found. 
 $ Rdited by D. B. Bhandarkar, B/, XI, pp. 80-82. 

3 Mod. Bs'i, in Godwar. 

4 Mod. Girks, signifying the landed possession of a ruling tribe. 

5 Edited by D. RB. Bhanderker, ZJ, Vol. 1X, pp. 82-88, 
+ 
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In this family : 

Laksmane 

Sohita......called Dharapati ! 

Baliraja: Then, 

Vigrahapila 

Mahendra 

Anshilla 

eae re 
Jesaladeva 

eee 

ar 

Weare then told that when Mahdrajadhiraja Ratnapéala 

was reigning at Nadia, he renewed from his camp at Nahura- 

grama* when (V.)S. 1176 (c. 1119 A.D.) bad elapsed, the grant of 

the Brébmana village of Gumdakurca * in Sapta-gata-Visaya to 

the Brabmans resident in that village. The grant was originally 

made by Maharaja Jendraraja.' 

{i is thus clear that Ratnapéla had either ousted his uncle 

\saraja from Nadol sometime between c.1110 and 1119A. D., 

or that he had succeeded his uncle Jojalladeva sometime after 

(1090 A.D. In the former case, which appears more likely, 
we have an adequate motive for his subordination to Jayasiriha. 
Apparently from his base round Bali he was trying to recover 
lis throne with the assistance of the Caulukyas. The following 

inscriptions of bis sun the Mahdrajadhiraja Rayapala, 

' May masn that io w conflict with tne | oramaras, he temporariiy ovcupied Dhiré in 
Milsa His son end successor Balirhja actaaly cleime victory over Mufijs, see 
arte pp, 1108-06 

* Mod. Bamaniin-ro Nard, in Js'or district, 11 Kos west of Gundoch. 

> Med. Gundosh. 
* Bame as Jesaladeva of the genealogical table, see ante, p. 1107, fo. 8. The insorip- 

tion wan edited by Ramkaroa in EI, Vol. XI, pp. 90619. 

~ 
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bearing dates from 1189 to 1202 V.S. (c. 1182-1145 A.D.), 

which were discovered not far from Nadol, seems to indicate that 

this prince held it during those years. 

(1) Nadlai stune-inscription (i).—Found engraved on the 

lintel of two pillars in the Sabha-mandapa of a Jain temple of 

Adinatha at Nadlai, 8 miles to the N. W. of Desuri in Godwar. 

It contains 6 lines. It is dated in (V.)S. 1189 (c, 1132 A.D.), 

and records a grant made by Rudrapila and Amrtapala, sons 

of the M.-Rayapala, in conjunction with their mother the 

Raji Manaladevi. The gift consisted of 2 palikas of oi] from 

out of the share due to the royal family from each oil-mill 

(ghanaka), The donee were the (Jain) ascetics in and outside of 

Nadiladagika.’ 

(2) Nadlai stone-inscription (ii), —Engraved on a_ pillar 

in the temple of Nemin&tha at Nadia. It contains 

26 lines. After obeisance to Nemindtha, it gives the 
date, (V.)S. 1195 (c. 1138 A.D.), and refers itself to 

the reign of M.-Rayapila over Nadiladagika (Nadlai), 

and then records the vilt of one-twentieth part of the 

income (abharya) derived from the loads leaving or entering 

Nadiladagika by the Gubila Phakura Rajadeva for the worship 

of Neminatha. Then comes the sign manual of the donor, Rau 

(ta) Rajadeva.* 

(3) Nadol stone-inscription (i).—39 lines, engraved on a 

pillar in the temple of Somesvara at Nadol, about 10 miles N. W. 
of Desuri, in Godwar. It opens with the date (V.)§. 

1198 (c. 1141 A.D), in the victorious reign of M.-Rayapala, 
and then refers to 16 Brahman representatives, 2 from each of 

the 8 wards of the town of Dh&lopa,” with Devaica as inter- 

mediary (madhyaka), who solemnly promised to find out by means 

of Caukadika (paficiyat system) whatever should be lost 

1 Mod Nadia. The record ie edited by 1. R. Bhandarksr in EJ, Vol. XI. 

pp. 34-36. 

2 Edited by D. R. Bhandarkar, E/, Vol. XJ, pp. 87-41 
2 Mod. village of the same name, 4 miles S W. of Nadol. 
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or snatched away from the Bhata, Bhattaputra, Dauvarika, 

Karpatika, Vanijj@raka and others on their way. If the goods 

were lost in any particular ward, the representatives of that 

ward were to find out the lost property. Maharaja Rayapéla 

supplied the money and arms necessary for carrrying on the 
investigations. | 

(4) Nadlai stone-inscription (iti). —Engraved in the temple 

of Adin&tha at Nadlai. It js dated in (V.) 5. 1200 (A.D. 1143) 
in the reign of Mf.-Rayapala when the Rduta Rajadeva was the 

Thakura of Nadiladagika. It records some benefactions to the 

temple of Mahavira.* 
(5) Nadol stone-inscription (it). lines ; found at Nadol. 

It ig dated in (V.) 8.1200 (1144 A.D.) in the reign of M.-P. 

Raya pala.’ 

(6) Nadoul stone-inseription (1ii).—Engraved on a pillar in 

the temple of Somesvara at Nadol. Tt is dated in (V.) 5. 1200 
in the reign of Rayapala and records that Bhanana, a Karnata 
Ranaka freed the dancing girl (pramad@kuli) of all the gods 

of Usapapattana from dasa-handha, which was possibly a kind 

of tax equal to one-tenth of their income.’ 

(7) Nadlai stone-inseription (v).—>5 lines engraved on a 

lintel in the temple of Adindtha. Tt opens with the date 

(V.) S. 1200 (¢. 1143 ALD.), an the reign of W.-Rayapiila, 

and records that Ra@uta Rajadeva made a yvrant of one 

piméopaka* from the pailas" accruing to lum and 2 palikas 

from the palas of oil due to bim from every gha@naka.’ 

(8) Nadlai stone-inscription (¢).—-5 lines, on the same 

lintel as No. 4. It opens with the date (V.) 5. 1202 (c, 

1 Edited by D.R. Bhandarkar, FJ, Vol. XT, pp. 87-41. Noticed by Kisthoro in 

ibid, Vol. IX, p. 189. 

! Tranecribed by P.O. Nahar io Jana Inscriptions, Part J, pp. 213-11. 

3 Noticed by Kielhorn in kJ, Vol. IX, p. 159. 

4 Notioed by D, R. Bhandarkar in AS/, 1c, 1908-0, p. 49. 

§ Probably a kind of coin. 
© A kind of weight 4 pald=1 payali; & payalizl mapa, 4 manda ser; 2 sés=1 mar. 

7 Edited by D. R. Bhandarkar, EJ, Vol. XI, pp. 41-42. 

W—§7 
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1145 A. D.) in the reign of M. Riyapila, and when the Rauta 
Rajadeva was the Thakkura of Nadula-dagiki.'! 

These eight inscriptions, as we have said, show that during 
the period c. 1182-45 A.D. Rayapala held Nadol and the 
neighbouring districts. The relationship of Rayapala with 
Ratnap&la (c. 1119 A. D.) is indicated by a Mandor stone- 

inscription” which gives the following genealogy of one 
Sahajapila : 

Prt bipale ee 

Ratnapala 

R ayapale 

Sahajap als 

The identification of this Ravapila with the Rayapila of Nadol 

shows that he was probably the immediate successor of his father 
Ratnapala. The efforts of Asvaraja (c. 1110-43 A.D.) to recover 

Nadol therefore appear to have been futile. But the Sevadi stone- 
inscription of his son Katudeva‘ dated in (Simha) Samvat 31 

(c, 1143 A.D.) shows that the latter succeeded in capturing the 
ancestral seat, at least for some time between c. 1141 and 1143 

A.D. This inscription was found incised on a piece of stone 

surmounted by the figure of a cow and her calf at Sevadi, near a 
house in front of the Jaina temple of Mahavira. It contains 

11 lines. The record is mutilated, but gives the date (Sithha) 
Samvat 31, when M. Katudeva was reigning at Nadfila and 
while Samipaiti was being enjoyed by (bis son) the Yueardja 

Jayatasiha.* The use of the Sinha era seems to indicate that 
Katudeva was, like his father, under the influence of the Caulukyas. 

But the fact that he omits the name of his sovereign lord 

Jayasimha (c. 1004-1144 A.D.) may indicate a tendency to 

1 Edited by came, sbid, pp. 42-43, 
? Noticed in E/, Vol. XI, p. 69, fn. 1; also ibid, p. 907. 

+ Same sa Katukarbjs of the records of amibie eee seit: 6 1208. 

4 Réited by D. R. Bhandarkar, ibid, pp. 88-8. 
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assert his independence. If this was so, it met with immediate 

punishment ; during the period V. S. 1208 to 1218 (c. 1146-61) 
not a single inscription of the Cahamanas has been discovered in 

Godwar, and instead of them we find the records of one 

Vaijalladeva '(V.S. 1210-1216), the Dandanayaka of the Caulukya 
Kumarap&la (1144-73 A.D.) ruling at Nadilla (Nadol).? It has 

been suggested that the Cahamanas were supplanted for their par- 

tiality towards the Sikambhari prince Arnor&ja (c. 1189 A.D.), 
with whom Kumérapala was on hostile terms.’ In any case, 
the inscriptions of the Caulukya sovereign‘ and those of 

his officer clearly testify that the power of the Nadol 

Cahamfnas was for some time in abeyance, if not suppressed. 

But by the year A.D. 1161 they again appear in possession 

of their ancestral capital. The course of events seems to be 

indicated by the following inscriptions of Alhanadeva, also 

known as Alanadeva, and Ahladana, the son of the Naddila 
Cahamana Agaraja (1110-13 A.D.) : 

(1) Kiradu stone-inscription.—Found in a Saiva temple in 

the ruins of Kiradu near Hathma, about 16 miles N,N.W. of 

Barmer, the principal town of the Mallani district, Jodhpur State. 

It contains 21 lines, opening with the date (V.) S. 1209 (c. 1152 

A.D.), when ¥.-P.-Umapati-rara-labdha-prasdda-praudha-pratapa 

Kumarapala (Kumarapala) was reigning and Mahadeva was carry- 
ing on the business of the veal. We are then told that (Maha) 
raja Alanadeva, who had obtained Kiratakipa,’ Latarhada* and 

' Also named Vaija and Vayajaladevs. He was aleo a Céhamana but his relationship 

with the Nado! branch is unknown, see supra, DH NI, Vol. 1, chapter on the Caulukyas, 

pp. 981, 1000 and 1003. 

3 Bee EJ, Vol. XI, p. 70, fn. 4. 

2 Prof. Bhandarkar suggests that Réyap&la may have been supplanted for this reason 

by Kamirapila, EJ, Vol. XI, p. 70. 
4 Note his inseriptioos af Kiradu, Pali, Rateapar and Bhatuad (1200-11 V. 8.); see 

ante, DHNJ, Vol. Il, ebapter on tha Caulukyas, pp. 9784. 

§ Modern Kiredo. 
* Modern Reddbade, which wae the origins! name of the district round Nagor-Gundha 

in Mallani, Marwar. 
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Siva through the favour of his sovereign (prabhu), on the above 

date, which was a Sivar&tri day, issued injunctions to the 

mahajanas, tambulikas, and other subjects forbidding the 

slaughther of living beings on the 8th, 11th, and 14th days of 
both fortnights of every month in the three towns mentioned 

above, on pain of capital punishment. This edict, which is called 

Amari-rig@hi (edict of non-slaughter), then specified a scale of 

punishment for Br&éhmans, priests, ministers and others. It was 

issued by the king with the approval of Mahdrajaputras Kelhana 

and Gajasimha.’ 

(2) Nadol grant (1).—Found at Nadol. It contains 38 lines, 

opening with Om namah Sarrajtaya and a verse addressed to 

Mahavira. It then records the genealogy of the Cahamianas of 

Naddila from Laksmana to Alhanadeva. omitting Ratnapala 

and Riyapala. In the formal part it registers that Maharaja 

Albanadeva of Naddila in (V.) Sam. L2ine (¢. 1161 A.D.), 

after worshipping the sun and Isina and making gifts to 

Brabmans and gurus, granted to the (lain) temple of 

Mahavira in the Sanderaka-gaecha at the holy place (Maha- 

sthana) of Nadddla a monthly sum of 4 drammas to be paid 

from the custum-house (Sulku-mandapika@) in the Naddila- 

talapada. The Dituka of the grant was the Muhd@matya Laksml- 
dbara of the Prigvata race. It was composed and written 

by Sridbara, and ends with the sign-manual.? 
(3) Nadol grant city.—Found at Nadol : 34 lines, incised 

on two plates, opening with Sras/t and invocations, to Brahman, 

Sridbara (Visnu), and Saftkara, ‘who always free fromm passion, 

are famous in the world ax Jinas. It then traces the genealogy 

of the Naddila Cahaméanas from Vakpatiraja of Sakambhart to 

Rajakula Alhanadeva (omitting Ratnapala and Réyapala) and 

his three song Kumara Kelhanadeva, Gajasitha and Kirtipala 

1 Bdited by D. li. Bhandarkar, HJ, Vol. XI, pp. 48-46. 

2 Edited by Kielhorn, EJ, Vol. 1X, pp. 65-66. It wae first obtained and nothoed by 

Tod, who presented it to the Roys! Asiatic Society: then aotieed by Dhruva in JBRAS. 

Wel. XIX, pp. 26-34. Re-edited by Rambarga, JA, Vol. XL, pp. 1466 &. 

a 
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by his Ragtrauda queen Analladevi. We are then told that 

Albana and Kelhana were pleased to give to the Rdjaputra 

Kirtipila 12 villages, appertaining to Naddilai (mod. Nadlai in 

Godwar). In (V.) 8.1218 (A.D. 1160), after bathing at Naddila 

and worshipping the Sun and Mahegvara, Kirtipala granted a 

yearly sum of two drammas from each of his 12 villages to the 
Jina Mahavira at Naddalai.' 

(4) Jhamvaria  stone-inseription.—Found inscribed on a 
pillar of the inner shrine of an old Vaisnava temple lying outside 
the village of Jhamvara, about 12 miles to the west of Jodhpur. 

Contains 15 lines of corrupt Sanskrit, opening with date (V.) 8. 

1219 (c. 1162 A.D.). It mentions the Mahdraja-putra 

Gajasituha in connection with the city of Mandavvapura (mod. 

Mandor). It records that his general the Suuluiki Jasadhavala, 

gon of Dimodara, granted to the god Vasudeva one dramma 

from the income of his generalship of Jbamara (mod. Jhamvara). 

In its concluding portion, the epigraph records the crant of 

one kaiasa of oi! from the oil-mills for lighting a light in the 

temple by the same donor. The grant (together with another 

record of the time of Kclhana) were made in the pre-ence of 4 

representatives of the 4 pudarus of Mandavyapura.’ 

Of these four inscriptions the first shows Alhana as a 

feudatory of the Caulukya Wumarapala. In the Sundha- 

hill inscription he is stated to have aided the Gurjara king 

in putting down disturbances in the mountainous parts of 

Sauristra (Girau Sauragtre).’ It was probably for this faith- 

ful service to bis sovereign that he got a smal! principality 

in the region now known as Mallani. His second inscrip- 
tion shows that by the year 1161 A.D. he had so much 

pleased Kumirapila as to be restored to his ancestral 
principality of Nadol. Though his grant does not mention 

1 Edited by Kislhorn EJ, Vol. IX, pp. 66-70. 

2 Edited by Teasitori, JASB, 1916, pp. 101-02. 

> EU, IX, pp. 72 and 77, Ve. 92-83; sleo Nadol grant of Kirtipala, £7. Vol. LX, 

pp. 67 and 69, V. 8. See also DHN'J, Vol. II, supra, chapter on the Coulukyas, p, 02. 
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Kumarapala’s name, we must assume that Alhana still continued 

to be subservient to him. His humble title of Maharaja 

is inconsistent with sovereign authority. This recovery of 

Nado] must have occurred sometime between V. 8S. 1216, the last 

date of Vaijalladeva in Godwar, and V. 5S. 1218, the date of 

Alhana’s Nadol grant. 

Albana was succeeded by Kelhana, his son by his queen 

Annalladevi,'a Rastrauda (Rastrakita) princess probably of the 

Hathundi branch in Godwar. The following inscriptions are 

known for Kelhana’s reign : 

(1) Buamnera grant (i).—A single plate, reported tu have 

been found at Bamnera in the Jodhpur State, about 7 miles 

from Erinpura railway station, while the foundations of « 

building were being dug. It opens with the date (V.) 8. 1220 

(c. 1163 A. D.), in the reign of Kelhana, son of M.-Alhana- 

deva. It registers a grant of land by Ajayasirnha, son of 

Maharajaputra Kumarastha, to a Brahman named Narayana at 
a place called Koretaka,? the Dutaka being C&imundaraja. It 
ends with the sign-manual of Rajaputra Kirtipala.’ 

(2) Sanderav stone-inscriptton (1).—4 lines, engraved on a 

lintel in the Sabhd-mandapa of the temple of Mahavira at 

Sanderiv, about 10 miles north-west of Bah, in Jodbpur State. 

It is dated in V.S. 1221 (c. 1164 A.D), in the reign of Kelhana- 

deva, and records that Annalladevi, the queen-mother (Matr-rajni), 

granted one plough (harla) of land‘ to the Tirthankara Mabiavira, 
Miile-nayak of the Sarnderaka-gaccha.’ 

(3) Bamnera grant (ti).—Found as No. (1) above ; 18 lines, 

incised on one side of a single plate. Itis dated in V. 8. 1223 

(c. 1166 A.D.) in the reign of M.-Kelhanadeva, the ruler of 

Nadiils-Mandala, and registers the grant of a well situated 

The same as Analadevi. 

Mod. Korts, a village, some distance to the north of Bamnera. 
Edited by M. B. Garde, FJ, Vol. XIII, pp. 207-08. 

Ae mach ss could be ploughed in a single day by ons plough. 

Edited by D. R. Bhandarkar, E/, Vol. 1X, pp. 46-67, -~ =» Ww we 
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in the property of Rdjaputra Ajayaraja in Korarhtaka ' to the 

donee Nariyana. The sign-manual is that of M.-Kelhanadeva.’ 

(4) Bamnera grant (iti)—Found as No. (i) above. It 

refers itself to the reign to M.-Kelhanadeva, and registers 

the grant of a well (¢hiko) to the Brahman Narayana at 
Korentakasthana by Ajayasiha, son of Raja Kurhvarasiha, on the 

holy occasion of the Deva-utthapani-ekadasi, It is undated.’ 
(5) Nadol stone-inscription.—9 lines, engraved on the 

Suraj-pol in the centre of the village of Nadol. It opens 
with the date (V.) 8. 1223 (c.1167 A.D.) in the reign of (the 

Cahamina) Kelhana reigning at Nadila. The last 5 lines of 
the record is rather illegible but it contains the date (V.) 8. 

1039 for Lakbhana (Laksmana), founder of the Naddila branch 

of the C&haméanas.' 

(6) Jhamvara stone-inscriplion.-10 lines, engraved on a 
pillar of the inner shrine of an old Vaisnava temple, outside 

the village of Jhammvara, 12 miles to the west of Jodhpur. It is 
written in corrupt Sanskrit and opens with the date (V.) 8. 1227 

(c. 1171 A.D.) in the reign of Af.-P.-Kelhanadeva at Nadila, 

the chief town in the Sapta-Sata-bhimi. Next it mentions the 

rule of Mahardjaputra Camundaraja over Mandavyapura. Lastly 

it registers the grant of one drammz made by the Rastauda 

Natinada from the amount of some cess at Jhatara (mod. 

Jhamvara), one the four padras in the bhimi of Mandavyapura.’ 

(7) Nadlut stonesinscripfion.—Found near the temple of 
Mahadeva, about a mile south-west of Nadlai. It contains 

1 Mod. Korte, north of Bamnera. 

? Edited by Garde, £7, Vol. XTIT, pp. 28-10, Kielhorn probably notices this grant 

in ibid, Vol. TX, p. 61, fo. 1, from a rubbing. 

3 Edited by Garde, EJ, Vol. XIII, pp. 210-11. 
‘ Noticed by D. R. Bhandarkar, AS/, I1¢', 1905-09, p. 45. 

& Edited by Tessitori, J4SB, 1916, Vol. XIT(N.8.), pp. 103-04. Saptadata-bhams of 

thia record is the same as Sapladate-rrgayo of the Sevadi grant of Ratnapdla, see supra, 

DUN J, Vol. IT, p. 1112, According to the editor ‘* the expression designated the whele of 

the territory then held by the Céhaminas; '* bat I would like to qualify this by ‘ territory 

then held by the Nadd@ila branch only.’ 
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3 lines, which open with the date (V.) 8.1228 (c. 1171 A.D.), 

during the reign of Kurnvarapéla (Kumérapala), while Kelhana 

was ruling at Naddlya, and the Rana Lakhmana at Varipadyaka, 

and Anasiba was the Thakura of Son&nd. It records that the 

mandapa, aksusama and dama of the temple of Bhivadesvara 

were constructed hy Pahini, son of the Satradha@ra Mahadia, at 

a cost of 830 dramas.’ 

(8) Lalrai stone-inscription (t)—Found amongst the ruins 

of the Jain temple at Lalrai, 5 miles south-east of Bali. It 

contains 18 lines of damaged and fragmentary writing. It is 

dated in (V.) 8S. 1233 (c. 1176 A.D.), when Kelhanadeva was 

ruling at Nadéla, and states that the Rajaputras Lakkanapala 

and Abhayapala, the owners (bhoktr) of Sinanava and sons of 

Kirtipala, made a grant conjointly with the queen Mahibala- 

devi, in the presence of the village paicakula, for celebrating the 

festival of the god Santindatha. The grant consisted of barley 

weighing one Adraka as used in (the country of Gurjaratra, 

from the well (araghula) of the village Bhadiyauva.’ 

(9) Lalrai stone-inseription — (11).—-Found as) No. 4 

above; contains 13 lines. It is dated in (V.) 8. 1233, and speaks 

of the Rajaputras Lakhanapala and AbbayapAla as the bhoktrs of 

Satininaka, It then records that the cultivators Bhivada, 

Asadhara and others granted for their spiritual merit four Séis 

of barley from (the field called) Khadisira to the Tirthankara 

Santinatha in connection with the festivals of the Gujars.’ 

(10) Sanderav stone-inscription (it),—Found as No. 

above; incised on a pillar in the Sabhd-mandapa of the temple. 

It is dated in (V.) 8. 1236 (c. 1109 A.D.), in the reign of M.- 

Kelhanadeva of Nadila, and records the gift of a column and a 

house to the Tirithanhura Parsvandtha, worshipped at Sarnde- 

raka (Sanderav), in the Bhukti of the queen Jalhana by Ralha 

1 Edited by D. R. Bhandarkar, FY, Vol. XI, pp. 47-45. 

2 Mod. Badva, 5 miles sunth-west of Lairai. The secord is edited by D. R. Bhandsr- 

ker in EJ, Vol. XI, pp. 49-50. 

3 Edited by D. B. Bhandarkar, £/, Vol. XU. pp. 60-51. 
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and Palha. Those residing in the house must pay 4 draéas to 
the God." 

(11) Paladi stone-inscription.—Found at Paladi in the 

Sirohi State. It is dated in the reign of Kelhana in V. 8, 1249 

(c. 1192 A. D.).’ 
The inscriptions noticed above range from 1220 to 1249 

V. §., corresponding to ¢. 1163-1192 A.D. Inscription No. 7 

shows that Kelhana was in c. 1171 A.D. still a feudatory 

of the Caulukya Kumarapila (1144-73 A. D.). During his 

rule, as in the reign of his father, lis brother Ktrtipala 
apparently shared in the adininistration of the kingdom. This 

is evident from the Nadol grant of Kirtipala dated in V. 8. 

1218 (c. 1160 A. DD.) and the Bamnera grant (() of Kelhana 

dated in V. oS. 1220 (c. 1163 A. D.). The second inscription 

ends with the sign-manual of Kirtipala. The Sundba_ bill- 

inscription states that Kelhana defeated the ‘Southern king 

Bhilima,) who has rightly been identified with the Devagiri 

Yadava Bhillama (¢. 1187-91 A. D.), whose Gadag inscription is 
dated in A. D. 1191. The dates on the records of Kelhana show 

that he was also a contemporary of Mucizz ud-Din Muhammad 

Ghari (1178-22060 A.Dor. He may therefore possibly have 

come into conflict with Mu‘izz ud-Din in A. H. 574 (A. D, 

1178), when the latter advanced from Multan through Rajputapa 

on his way to Gajarat.) Nigam ud-Din relates that Mu‘izz ud- 

Din marched through the desert before he was met and defeated 
by the Caulukya Bhima HI (¢. 117s-1241 A. D2." The Prthoi- 

rija-vijaya actually states that before the Muslim invader wag 

defeated by the Gujarat king, he took possession of Nadila, and 

that all the princes on his route of advance took shelter in forts.* 

! Edited by D. R. Bhandarkar, FJ, Vol. XI. pp. 91-52 

3 Noticed in FJ, Vol. XI, p 73 

TEI, Vol. 1X, pp. 72 and 77, V. 94; BG, Vol T, Part Up. 314 
§ TN, Vol. I, pp. 451-82. See aloo ante, DHNI, Vol. II, chapter on the Caulukyas, p. 1017, 

‘TA, Trans., p. 96. 
8 JRAS, 1013, pp. 276-79; see also ante, DENT, Vol. TT. chapter vp the Cahamdanag, 

p. 1086, 

158 
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Kelhana’s conflict with the Muslims is further attested by 

the Sundha hill-inscription which states that the C&ihamans 

prince, “ after destroying the Turuskas, erected a golden torana, 

like a diadem for the abode of the holy Somega.’ Apparently 

then Kelhana may have won some success against the 

hosts of Mu‘izz ud-Din when the latter was disastrously 

defeated by the Caulukya Bhima II and retreated to his capital 

amidst considerable difficulties. We may assume that Kelhana 

recovered his capital after the departure of the Turugkas. But 

+¢ seems that he was not allowed to end his days in peace. Qutb 

ud-Din Aibak, the general of Mu‘izz ud-Din after his capture 

of Ajmer inc. 1194 A.D. from the Cabamana Hariraja, came 

into hostile conflict with the Caulukya Bhima II. In the first 

battle, which took place in A.H. 591 (A.D. 1195), Qutb ud-Din 

was severely defeated and driven back into the fort of Ajmer. 

After receiving reinforcements he again advanced towards the 

Gujarat frontier from Ajmer in A.H. 593 (A.D. 1197). Hasan 

Nigimi relates that when “ he reached the lofty forts of Pali and 

Nandal, be found them abandoned, and the abode of owls, for the 

people had fled at the approach of the Musalmins and had 

collected under their leaders Rai Karan and Darabaras in great 

numbers at the foot of the Mount Abu and at the mouth of a pass 

stood ready for fight and slaughter.’’* Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar 

has suggested the identification of these two generals of Bhima I! 

with the Abu Paramara Dharavarga (c. 1164-1219 A.D.) and 

the Naddila Cabhamana Kelhana.” Whether we accept thie 

identification of ‘‘ Réi Karan ” with Kelbana or not, it 18 certain 

that after the victory of Qutb ud-Din the position of the 

Cahamanas became increasingly difficult, and before long they 

were compelled to abandon Nadol and seek a new base for their 

struggle with the Muslims. For all practical purposes J am 

! BI, Vol. IX, pp. 72 and 77, V. 34. 

2 Elliot, Vol. I, 226 €.; See also ante, DHNI, Vol. Tl, chapter on the Caulukyas, 

p. 1089. 

3 81, Vol. XI, p. 78. 
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disposed to regard Kelhana as the last prince of this kine 
who ruled from Nado!l. Bhandarkar has however pointed out 

an inscription ' of his son Jayatastha (Jayantasimha) dated in 
V. 8. 1261 (c. 1194 A.D.), which is engraved on a pillar in the 

temple of Jagesvara at Sadadi in the Destri district of Jodhpur, 

and which according to him ‘originally belonged to some temple 

at Nad6l.’ In this inscription the prince is given the epithet 

Maharajadhiraja. Another inscription discovered in Bhinmal 

gives to the Mahdrajaputra Jayatasiha the date V.S. 1239 

(ec. 1182 A.D.).2 If we are to accept Bhandarkar’s conclu- 

sion that Jayatasiha succeeded his father at Nadol sometime 

before 1194 A.D., we must give up his suggestion that 

‘“ Rar Karan’’ is the same as ‘‘ Kelhana,’’ for the former was one 

of the leaders of the Caulukya forces in 1197 A.D., and is 

reported by Hasan Nigami to have escaped from the battle-field 

after the defeat of his army. The subsequent history of the 

descendants of Kelhana and Jayantasimha is not clear. In 

V. §. 1283 (c. 1226 A.D.) we find the region now known as the 

Bali district in Godwar under the Cahama (Cahamana) Dhan- 

dhaladeva, son of Visadhavala who was a feudatory of the 

(Caulukya) Bhyivadeva (Bhima LI).’ It is at present uncertain 
whether these two rulers had any connection with Kelhana and 

Jayantasimha. 

(7) Cahamanas of Javalipura. 

The Cabaminas of this branch, who are generally 

known as the Sonigaras,' trace their descent to Kirtipala, also 

known as Kiti. He was a brother of Kelhansa, and, as I 

have noticed, already enjoyed some control in the admini- 

stration of his father and brother. His Nadol grant, dated in 

1 EI, Vol. XI, p. 73 and fn. 2 on the eame page. 

1 BG, Vol. I, Part I, p. 474, No. 4. 
3 481, WO, 1008, p. 40; see ents, DHNI, Vol. 11, chapter on the Caulukyas, p. 1011. 

‘ Sometimes spelt S8ogiré or Sonagar’. The name is ssid to be derived from Songar 

(Suvargagiri), the mame of the bill fort of Jalor; B/, Vol. XI, p. 79. 
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V. S. 1218 (A.D. 1160), which was issued during his father’s 

reign, shows that he at that date held 12 villages, appertaining 

to Naddilai (mod. Nadlai in Godwar). The Sundha hill- 

inscription tells us that ‘ he defeated a Kiratakita chief named 

Asala and at Kasahrada routed an army of the Turuska.’ ' Kirdta- 

kita has been identified with modern Kiradu, a small village 

about 16 miles N.N.W. of Barmer in the Mallani district of 

Jodhpur State. In V.S. 1285 (c. 1178 A.D.) Kiradu region 

was under the rule of Madanabrahmadeva, a feudatory of the 

Caulukya Bhima M7? It is uncertain whether this Asala was 

related to  Madanabrahma. The other place, Kasuhrada, 

where Kirtipala is said to have defeated ‘an army of the 

Turuska, bas been idenufied by Bhandarkar with Kayadram, 

or Kasadram, a village in the Sirohi State, at the foot of 

Mt. Abu.” The same schular has also suggested that this 

conflict with the Turuskas was the engagement which Qutb 

ud-Din fought with the Caulukya armies in A.D. 1197. Itis 

however not unlikely that Kirtipala’s success was achieved in 

the earlier expeditions which was undertaken by Mu‘izz ud-Din 

in A.D, 1178 when the Musims were defeated. The Sundha 

hill-nscription, afier referring to his victory over the Turugkas, 

makes the significant statement that ‘as ruler of the kingdom 

of Naddila’ Kirtipala took up fis residence at Javalipura.’ 

This shows that Kirtipala, who appears to have died some- 

time before 1/82 A. D., and was therefore a contemporar) 

of his brothers Kelhana® (¢. 1163 to 92 A. D.), removed 

his seat of residence to Jalor during the latter's life-time. 

If so, then tis claim tw have taken up his residence at 

Jalor as ‘ruler of the kingdom of Naddiila’ may inditate that he 

1 BI, Vol XI, pp. 72 and 77, V. 16. 

2 El, Vol. XI, p. 72; see ante, DHNI, Vol. U1, chapter oo the Coulukyas, p. 1006. 

3 EJ, Vol. XJ. p. 72; see alec Vel, IX. p. 73 

4 BI, Vol. IX, pp. 72 and 77, V. 35. Javblipura (sometimes spelt JabSlipurs) is mod 

Jalor. 

8 The Sundhs huli-inscription omts Jayaotusiibe; E/, Vol, 1X, pp. 70 &. 
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was a claimant for the throne of Nadél. According to Muhanota 
Nainsi he took Jalor from the Paramaras.’ An unpublished 
Kumbhalgarh inscription seems to indicate that Kirtipéla 

temporarily ousted the Medapata Guhila Samantasimnha sometime 

between c. 1171 and 1179 A.D., but was himself driven out of 

Mewar by Samantasithha’s brother Kumara with the assistance 

of the king of Gujarat.’ It is possible that these incidents took 
place after his capture of Jalor. 

Kirtipala was succeeded by his son Samarasitaha. He had 

two other sons, viz., Lakhanap&la and Abhayapala and a daughter 

named Rudaladevi who built a temple of Siva at Jalor. The 

two following inscriptions of the reign of Samarasimha are so 

far known : 

(1) Jalor stone-mscription ().—7 lines, incised on two 

lintels of an old mosque, now used as the fopkhand, and 

opens with an invocation to  Nabheya (Rsabhanatha). 

It is dated in (V.) S. 1289 CG. 1182 A. D.), in the reign 

of Mahdraja Samarasitahadeva, son of Mahdrdja Kirtipala and 

grandson of Maharaja Alhana. It records that a mandapa was 

constructed by the Seth YaSovira of the Srimala family who 

was joined in this work by his brother and all the members of 

the Gosthi.’ 

(2) Jalor stone-inscription (i1).—Incised on a lintel in_ the 

second storey of the same mosque as above. It contains 

the statement that the Kuvara (Kumira)-cihar: was rebuilt 

by the Bhandgart YaSovira in accordance with the orders 

of the Cahamaina Mahdrdja Samarasimba in (V.) 8. 1242 (c 

1185 A.D.).‘ 

1 ET, Vol. XI, p. 74. 

2 Bee wjfra, DHNI, Vol. I], chapter on the Guhila-putras The identification of Bitu 

of thie inscription with the founder of the Jalor branch af the Cibamanas was fret made by 

Ojba, HA, II, pp. 45) &. 
3 Bdited by D. R. Bhandarkur, EJ, Vol. X1, pp. 52-54. 

4 fbtd, Vol. XI, p. 68. 
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These inscriptions give the dates ¢c. 1182 and 1185 A.D. 
for Samarasimba, and show, as I have already noticed, that 

his father Kirtipala must have established himself in Jalor some- 

time before 1182 A.D. and must have died sometime before 
that date. According to the Sundha hill-inscription, Samara- 

simha built extensive ramparts on the Kanakacala or 

‘golden hill,’ ' and founded the town of Samarapura. The 
latter place has not yet been identified; but Ojha’s suggestion 

that Kanakécala is the name of the fort of Jalor * is generally 

‘accepted. This conclusion is supported by tbe phrase Sri. 

Jabali-puriya-kaficana-giri-gadhasyopart which occurs in 

Samarasimha’s second inscription.® Kielhorn identified this 

Samarasimha with the Cahu(mdna)-rana(ka) Samarasiha, whose 

daughter Liladevi was married to the Caulukya Bhima IT.‘ 

According to the Sundha hill-inscription Samarasimha 

was succeeded by his son Udayasitiha. But an Abu in- 

scription speaks of Mianavasimha, son of Samarasimha, 

as the eldest brother of Udayasimba.” Possibly this 

brother preceded Udayasitaha as ruler of Jalor. The 

Devdi (Deora) branch of the Cahaminas trace their descent 

to Manavasimha, who is also known as Mahanasithha. ' 

From his grandson Vijada-DaSasyandana, known in_ the 

bardic chronicles as Vijada and Devaraija, the name of this 

section of the Cahaminas is said to be derived.’ The Abu 

inscription noticed above is built into the wall outside the porch 

of the Acaleévara temple on Mt. Abu. It contains 32 lines, and 

gives the following genealogy of MAnavasirha’s deacendants :— * 

El, Vol. IX, p. 7. 

Locally known as Sonalgarh or ‘guiden fort.” 

El, Vol. X1, p. 56, line 1; ibid, p. 74. 

IA, Vol. VI, pp. 194 ff. ; £7, Vol. IX, p. 78. 

El, Vol. TX, p. 80, {n. 6. 

El, Vol. XI, table fecing p. 78. 
lbtd, {p. 

I omit the names of the predecessors of Samarasidshe given in the inscription. | in ee: ee en | ed 
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1. Samarasimhs 

| | 
9. Manavasirhha . 8. Udayasirhs. 

4. Pratapa 

5. Vijada, slao called 
Dasasyandana (i.c., Dasaraths) 

6, Lavanyakarna 7. Lundha, also called Laksmana Linavarman 
Luntigadeva, Luntiga, 
Lundhaguara and Lintagara. 

It is dated in V.S. 1377 (¢. 1321 A.D.), in the reign 

of Maharajakula Liutagara, who resided at (Vii ?)hundba, 

belonging to Candravati;" and it definitely states that 
Luntiga ‘conquered and ruled all countries particulariy 

Candravati and the divine territory of Arbuda’ I have 

already pointed out elsewhere’ that it was about this period 

that Luntiga and tus kinsinen supplanted the Paramaras 

of Candravatl. The Derdad Cihamainas are up to the present 
day the rulers of Abu (Sirehi State). 

The Deodai branch was probably founded by Vijada- 

Devaraja some time after the succession of Udayasirhha 

about 1262 V. 8. fe. 1205 A. D.). The history of the 
Sonigara branch continued uninterrupted through Udaya- 

sitaha and his descendants. The following inscriptions are 

known for the reign of Udavasitaha : 

(1) Bhinmal stone-inscriplion (1),—14 lines, incised on the 

upper face of the Jower square section of a pillar (of the temple 

1 Edited by Kielhorn, K/, 1X. pp 79 §. 

2 See ante, DHNI, Vol. UL, chapter on the Paramdras, p. 919. Kielhorn (#/, Vol. IX, 

p. 82) pointed ont from epigraphic ev uence the following auccessor of Luntiga in Abu :—~ 

mali habe Luatiga (1316-2) 4.D,) 

i i 
Tejasithha (c. 1881-86 A.D.) Tibupaka 

Einhagedeva (c. 1880 A.D,) 
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of Jagsvami) at Bhinmal. It opens with Om namah Siryaya. 

Then comes the date, (V.) S. 1262 (c. 1205 A. D.), in 

Srimala, in the reign of €.-Udayasimha, during the term 

of office of the Pafic committee consisting of Asvapas! and 

others. It records the grant of 40 drammas by Vilhaka, the 

Vetaka in the treasury of the god Jayasvami.’ 

(2) Bhinmal stone-tnscription (i7).—8 lines, incised on a 

pillar on the west face of the third right-hand pillar in Baraji’s 
rest-house at Bhinmal. It is dated in (V.) 8. 1274 (¢. 

}Zis A.D.), in the reign of the same as in No. 1, 

during the term of office of the pate consisting of Sa° Depala 
and others. The inscription is damaged, but records a grant for 

the offering of a nairedya to the god Jagasvami.’ 

(3) Bhinmal stone-inscription (i1i)—15 lines, damaged, 

on the south face of the fifth right pillar on the right hand of 
Baraji’s rest-house. Jt is dated in (V.1 8. 1305 (c. 1249 

A. D.), in the reign of the same asin No. 1 during the term 

of office of the pajic consisting of Maha’ Gajasiba. It records 

the grant of 50 drammas to the treasury of the god Jagavsimi. 

(4) Bhinmal stoneeinscription (it). —25 lines, in the walled 

enclusure of Nilakantha Mahadeva, about J miles from the town 

of Bhinmal, in the Jaswantpura district of Jodhpur State. 

It is dated in (V.)S. 1806 (. 1249 A.D.) in the reign 

of the same as in No. (1) during the term of office 

of the Mahanta Gajasithha and others. It registers two gifts 

of 54 drammas to the god Jagatsvami.' 

The inscriptions noticed above range from 1262 to 1306 

V.&., corresponding to ¢. 1206-1249 A. D. Udayasithha appa- 
rently was the rnost succexsful ruler of this branch. The 

Sundha hill-inscription’ tells us that be ruled over Naddila," 

Edited in BG, Voi. I, Part I, pp. 474-75, No VIE. 

Edited sbid, pp. 475-76, No. VIIT. 

Edited tbid, pp. 476-77, No. }X. 

Edited by D. R. Bhandarkar, £/, Vol. XI, pp. 58-57. 

EI, Vol, IX, pp. 73 and 7%, V. 48. 
Mod. Nadol. This place as well aa others mentioned on the next page sre in Marwar. => = &» w SB = 
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Javalipura,: Mandavyapura,? Vagbhatameru,’ Siracanda,' 
R&tahrada, Kheda,’ Ramasainy,® Srimala,’ Ratnapura," 
Satyapura” and other places. This list of places indicates 

that his territories extended from Sanchor and Jalor in 

the south to Mandor in the north, including Nadol, the 

old seat of his ancestors. The Sundha hill-inscription further 

informs us that he curbed the pride of the Turuska, was not 

conquered by the Gurjara kings and put an end to the 

Sindhuraja.” D. R. Bhandarkar rightly conjectured that 

he is identical with the Marwari Udayasimala who is men- 

tioned in the Hammira-mada-mardana as assisting the 

Dholka Canlukya Viradhavala (¢. 1219-44 A.D.) against 

a Muslim invader." Sindhuraja has also been identified by 
the same scholar with the Lats ‘Cahamana Sindhuraja, 
whose son Samgramarfja is represented in’ the same drama 

as in league with the YAdava Siahana (/. 1210-47 A.D.) 

and the Parimara Devapala oo, 1218-36 A.D.) against Viradha- 

vala.’ The conflict of Udayasithha, who extended his territories 

as far north as Mandor, with the Turuskas was inevitable. I 

have already sugyested that the invasion of the Milacchikara 

in the Hammira-mada-mardunid was probably the  mulitary 

campaign of the Delhi Sultin Ututmish (1211-36 A.D, which 

he undertook in A. H. b2t (e. le2e ALD.’ and in which he 

Mod. Jalor 

Mod. Mandar, north of the Jodbpar town 

Mod. Bertner in Mallao: 

Mod. Suracand. 

Mod. Kher, between Tilwara and Palotra 

Mod. Ramsen 

Mod. Bhiomal 

* Mod Ratanpura 

¥ Mod. Banchor. 

1 RI, Vol. IX, pp 73 and 7s. V. 46. 

NEI, Vol. XI, p. 76; wee ala ante, DHANI. Vol fi, p 21. 

9 Tbnd seee mluo unte, DANG, Volo TE, chapter on the Canackyas, p. bul. The word 

“indhu-raja may also mean king of Sindhu which country was not very far from the 

boundary of Udayasithba's kingdom. 

1S TN, Vol. 1, p. Gt; see also ante, DIN, Vol. U, p. Wal, fa 7, 

li-—59 

=~» (Cw @2@ 2 OO 
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captured ‘Mandawar (Mandor) within the limits of the Siwalikh 
(territory).’ But Udayasimha appears to have also come into con- 
flict with the Delhi Sultan earlier than that date. Hasan Nigdmi. 

relates that sometime between 1211 and 1216 A.D. ‘‘ they 
represented to his Majesty (Shams ud-Din) that the inhabitants 
of the fort of Jalewar (Jalor) had determined to revenge the 

blood which had been shed, ‘and once or twice mention of evil 
deeds and improprieties of that people was made before the sub- 

lime throne.’ Shams ud-Din accordingly assembled a large army, 

and headed by ‘a number of the pillars of the states such 

as Rukn ud-Vin Hamza, ‘Izz ud-Din Bakhtiyar Nasi: ud-: In 

Mardin Shah, Nasir ud-Din ‘Ali and Badr ud-Dtn Saukar- 

tigin,’ valiant men and skilful archers, took the way to Jalewar .. 

By reason of the scantiness of water and food it was a matter of 

danger to traverse that desert, where one might have thought 

that nothing but the face of demons and sprites could be seen, 

and the means of escape from it were not even written on the 

tablet of providential design. ‘Udi Sah, the accursed, took to the 

four walls of Jalewar, an extremely strong fortress, the gates of 

which had never been opened by any conqueror.’ When the 

place was invested by Shams ud-Din, Udi Sah requested some « 

the chiefs of the roval army to intercede for his forgiveness. 

While the terms of his surrender were under consideration, two 

or three of the bastions of his foot were demolished. He cate 

‘with bis head and his feet naked and placed his forebead on the 

earth ’ and was received with favour. The Sulfan granted him 

his life, and restored his fortress, and in return the Rai presented 

respectfully an hundred of camels and twenty horses in the 

name of tribute and after the custom of service. The Sultan 

then returned to Delhi.’"’ 

But the struggle’still went on, and about 1226 A.D. Titutmis! 

undertook another campaign, in which he is reported to have 

captured Mandor, which according to the Sundha hill-inseription 

1 Elhot, Vol. I, p. 288; see ales TF, Briggs’ Trans., Vol. I, p. 907. 
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was one of Udayasirhha’s possessions. According to the 
Sundha inscription, Udayasimha was ‘a scholar, conversant with 

the great works of Bharata’ and others, and built two Siva 
temples at Javalipura. His queen was Prahlaidanadevi who 

bore him two sons Cacigadeva and Camundaraja.” A Bhinmal 

inscription shows that 'idayasirnha had another son named 
Vahadasitnha,® while the Jain writers indicate that he had 

also a daughter who was married to Virama, the eldest son 

of the Dholka Caulukya Viradhavala.! A MS. of Rama- 

candra's Nirbhayabhina-vydayoga is dated in (V.) 8. 1306, in 

ihe victorious reign of Mahdrdajakula Udayasimhadeva.’? At the 

end of his work entitled Vicekarildsa, Jinadatta tells us that he 

wrote it for the gratification of Dhanapala of the Vayada 

family, who was looked upon as son by Devapala, the treasury 

minister of Udayasitaha of the Cahavana dynasty and the Jord 

of Javalipura.° 
According to the Sundbha insertption Udayasithha was 

succeeded by Cacigadeva, also known as Caca. This record 

describes Caciga as ‘‘destroying the roaring Gtrjara lord Virama, 

hating the enemy Salya, taking exquisite delight in felling the 

shaking Patuka, depriving of bis colour Sanga and a thunder- 

bolt to the mountain—the furious Nahara.’" Kielhorn has sug- 

rested the identification of the ‘Girjara lord Virama’ with the 

elder son of the Dbolka Caulukva Viradhavala, who according 

to the Jain writers Rajasekhara and Harga Gani was prevented 

from succeeding his father Viradhavala by the intrigues of the 

minister Vastupala." As these writers assert that he was 

' Vie. Bbarate’s Ndfya-ddstra. 

? BI, Vol. IX, pp. 78 and 76. 
b BG, Vol. 1, Part I, pp. 481 a. 

«IA, Vol. V1, p. 190. 
6 £1, Vol. Xl, p. 76; Paterson's Firat Report (E89-58), p. 1n6. 

© Ef, Vol. XI, p. 76; Bhandarksr's Search for Sanskrit MSS. for 1883-84, p. 156. 

7 El, Vol. IX, pp. 73 and 78, V. 50. 

1 £1, Vol. IX, p, 78; soe also 2A, Vol VJ, p. 190 and ante. DHNI, Vol. II, chapter 

on the (oulukyas, pp. 1082-83, 
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poisoned at his father-in-law Udayasitaha’s court at Javalipura, 
and as Viradhavala died when Udayasitnha was still reigning, 

it has been suggested that Caciga, may have brought about his 
death during his father’s reign.’ The other princes cannot be 

satisfactorily identified.’ 

The following inscriptions are known for the reign of 

Caciga : 

(1) Sundha hill stone-inscription.—Found on the 

Sundha bill," about 10 miles north of Jaswantapura, in the 

district of the same nawe in Jodhpur State. Itcontains 50 

lines of writing. The record opens with two verses invoking the 

moon on the forehead of Sambhu (Siva) and — Parvati, 

and then traces the gencalogy of the family from ‘the hero 

Cabamana, a source of great joy to the Rsi Vatsa " to Caciga. 

Itis a prasast: of Caciga composed by the Jain Stiri Jayamangala, 

and is dated in (V.) 8. 1819 (A. D. 1262). Ciciga 1s stated to 

have remitted certain taxes at  Srimala, granted funds at 

Ramasain$a for the worship of the god Vigraliaditya, and visited 

the Sugandbiadri, where he established a magdapa at the temple 

of the goddess Camunda, known by the name of Aghatesvarl.' 

(2) Kareda stune-insertplion.—Found at Kareda in Mewar : 

Itis dated (V.) 8. [826 te. 1264 AD.) an the reign of 

Cacigadeva.’ 

(3) Bhinmal stone-inseription (t).—Ineised ‘on the 

south face of the lower square section of the western side of the 

north pair of dome pillar~ (of Jagasvamin's temple) at Bhin- 

mal. It contains 24 lines. and is dated in (V.) 8. 1380 (c. 1274 

A.D.). It records some donations to the god Jayasvami by one 

] EE}, Vol. XI, Dp 76. 

2 For suggestions, see sbiul 

1 Ip dhe inseription at is called Sugandhadri, 

$ Ed. bs Kielborn, Ff, Vol. 1X, pp. 70-79. 

$ Noticed in EJ, Vol. X1, pp. 76-77. 
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Subhata for the spiritual benefit of Rajadhiraja Udayasimha 
and himself,’ 

(4) Bhinmal stone-inscription (i1).—25 lines, incised in @ 

fallen pillar on the bank of Jaikop lake at Bhinmal, and is 

dated in V. 8. 1833 (c. 1277 A.D.) at the holy Sriméla, in 

the reign of Mah@rajakula Ca(?)cigadeva, during the term of 
office of the Pate consisting of Maha. Gajasiha and others. 

It registers some grants by the Naigama Kayastha Subhata 

for worship and services to the Tirthankara Mahavira.’ 

(5) Bhinmal stone-inscription (it1).—13 lines, incised on 

the north face of the lower square section of the eastern of the 

north pair of dome pillars (of the temple of agasvami) at 

Bhinmal. It is dated in (V) S. 1334 te. 1278 A.D), 

in the reign of the same ax in (4), and records donations 

to the treasury of the god Jagasvaimi by one Maha. Dedaka.’ 

These five inscriptions «ive us dates from V. 8. 1319 (A. D. 

1262) to 1834 (c. 1278 A. D.) for the reign of Caciga. From an 
inscription originally found at Burtra (Budhatra). but now depo- 
sited at the Ajmer Musenm it appears that Cacigadeva, or Céeca, 

as he is called, had a queen named Lakgmidevi from whom be 

had a daughter called Ripadevi.£ There is some doubt as to 

his suecessor, We have inscriptions dated in the years 

1339 to 1855 VS. (c¢. 1282-1298 AD.) for a_ prince 

named SAamantasinnha which were discovered at Bhinmal, 

Sanchor, Jolor and the neighbouring regions. * But unfortunately 

none of these mention the name of his father. Rajput 

1 BG, Vol. 1, Part I, pp. 478-80. The record ie damaged, und though it evidently belongs 

to the reign of Céciza, does oot meution his vame = Another Bhinmal inscription (se) of 

Caciga, dated in V. S. 1828, ia noticed wn E1, Vol. XI, p. #7. 
2 BG, Vol. 1, Part J, pp. 480-81, No. X11, 

3 Tbid, pp. 481-63, No. XIII. 

4 EI, Vol. IV, p $1214 Ibid, Vol. XI. p. 77. She was married to the Guhila (?) 

Tejusiniha (c, 1260-67 A.D.) See mfra, DHN]. Vol. IF. chapter on the Guhtla putras 

5 See BG, Vol. I, Purt 1. pp. 483-84, No. XIV; pp. 494-86, No. XV; pp. 486-88, No. 

XVI; EJ, Vol. XI, pp. 87-89; pp. 60-60; pp. 60-62; p. 60, {n. 10. 
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bardic traditions however unanimously speak of Bamante- 

girhha as the son of Udayasithha.’ As the dates and’ proven- 

ance of his records also show that he must have suc- 
ceeded Udayasimha in the region over which the latter ruled, he 
may be accepted as his son. Rapidevi’ of the Burtra inscription 

(V.8,1840=A. D. 1284) was therefore a sister of Samantasivbha. 

A Jalor inscription of Samantasimha, dated in V. 8. 1353 

(c. 1296 A. D.) gives the name of Kinhadadeva ‘‘as subsisting 

on the lotus feet’ of the Cahamana prince ‘and bearing the 

burden of administration.’ This probably indicates that Kanhada 

was a son of Samantasithha who was acting asthe Yuvardja at 

the time of the inscription. This conclusion is supported by the 
bardic chronicles of Rajputana.‘ This Kanhadadeva is certainly 

to be identified with ‘‘ Kaner Deo,’ the Raja of Jalor who was a 

feudatory of ‘Ala ud-Din Khalji (A. D. 1296-1316).° 

(8) Cahamanas of Satyapura, 

The existence of this branch, the Sdncérds, was known from 

the Khyata of Muhanota Nainsi,° who traced their descent from 

‘Rava Labana ’ through Vijaist, the son of Alhana. This last 

prince must be identified with the Alhana of the Nadol branch 

(c, 1152-1160). According to Namnsi it was Vijaisi who first 

conquered Sanchor ; and he gives the following list of Vijais!’s 

successors :—— 

1 BI, Vol. XI, p 77. 
2 She married Tejssitnha, posarbly the Gubila prince of Agha}o of that oame and 

hed by hum a aon named Keetrasitha ; £1, Vol. IV, pp. 812 @. 

2 EI, Vol. XI, pp. 66 f. 

4 bid. 
‘ 

5 See El, Vol. XI, p. 77, TF: Bngge Trana., Vol. 1. pp. 870 # According this 

authority Naber Deo (Kaner Decl) was killed snd bis fort was taken somatime before 700 

A. D. (A. D. 1809). Bee sleo CHI, Wol. III, p. 111. For the successors of Kinbadadeva, cou 

piled msinly from Muhapota Neipsi, see D. K. Bhandarkar io £J, Vol. XI, pp. 778. Two 

inscriptions one of Vanevira (V. 8. 1994) sod one of his son Ranavira (V. 8. 1448) sre known, 

see ibid, pp. 62-64. 

6 Muhagoto Nainsi ki Khyata (Prothama bhégo), Hindi Trans. by Baémandsiyso- 

Dugeds, pp. 171 #.; sleo Es, Vol. XI, p. 79. 
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This Pat has been identified with the Ca&hamana Pra- 

tapasitmha whose stone pillar-inscription dated in (V.) 5. 1444 

(c, 1887 A. D.) was found at Sanchor.’ This inscription gives 
the following genealogy of Pratapasirnha, whom it represents 
ag reigning at Satyapura (mod. Sanchor) : 

In the family of the Cabumina king 
Laksmanasitiha of Nadila. 

Virasiha of Sobhita 
Karptradbari. | 

f Salha...liberated the people of 
king Makada | Srimala from the Turuskas 

Vikramasiha 
| Vairigalya Fito s tess, caste Gh a se diet ee ete 

| | 
Subbata 
(Subadasalya) Sarhgramasiiha Bhima. 

| 
Kamalladevi = Pratdpasitisha 

It will be seen on comparing this list with that 
supplied by Nainsl that the two generally agree ; the only 

differences are that the latter omits Sarigrdémasimha, the father 

of Pratdpasimha (Pato). Combining the two documents we may 

conclude that like Kirtipala, another son of Albana, who 

conquered J&valipura (Jalor) and founded the Sonigara branch, 

Vijayasitaha conquered Satyapura (Sanchor) and became the 

founder of the Sducora branch of the C&haminas. The Sundha 

inscription shows that during the reign of the Sonigaré 

1 Bdited by D. R. Bhandarkar, E/, Vol. XI, pp. 64-67. 
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Udayasitaha (c. 1206-49 A. D.) Satyapura was within his 
dominions. A stone inscription of Samantasimha, Udayasirnha’s 

grandson, dated in V.S8. 1345 (c. 1288 A. D.), has also been 

found in Sanchor. We may therefore conclude that during this 

period (c. 1206-88 A. D.) the Sdncoras were feudatories of the 

Sonigaré branch. 

GENEALOGICAL TABLES’ 

(Dates approximate.) 

(1) Cahaménas of Léfa. 

Maheévaradima 

Bhimodamu 

Bhartrvaddha I 

Haradime 

Dhruvata (Dhruvabhbaia 7?) 

Bhartreaddha I] (766 A. D.). 

[oorre rer meee i 

Simba Sindburija 

Samgraimaraja 
(Samgramasimhha) alias Sankhu 

(c 1215-45 A. D.) 

(2) Cahamanae of Dhavalapura. 

Isuka 
| 

Mahisarima 
{ = Kanbulla 

Candamahasena, or Cana 
(K42 A. DD) 

(3) Cahamdnas of Partabgarh. 

Govindaraja 

Durlibhara je 
| 

Indrariija 
(042 A. D.) 

1 Princes whose names are in italics @id not reign. Unoertatin relationship 6 

ordinarily indicated by vertica! dots, 
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(4) Odhamdnas of Sdkambhari. 

Vasudeva 

Bimanterdja (aleo known as Ananta?); after him 

Purnatalla? 

Jayaraja (Ajayapala and Jayantaraja) 

Vigraharaja 1 

Candraraja | Gopendraraja 
(Gopendraka) 

Durlabharija | 

Govindarija alias Givaka T 

Candrarija IT (Sasinrpa) 

a. | 
(rivaka I] Kuldvati=King of Kanau; 

| 
Candanaraja 

Vakpatiraja | (Vappayaraja; 

| Miso known bs_ Yinenysnrpe?)) 
Simbaraja Vatsardja Laksmana 

_ (The founder of the 
| a Naddila branch) 

Vigraharaja Il | | 
(978 A.D.) | 

| | 
Durlabharaja II 

aliag Durladghya-meru 
, (A.D. 980) | 

Gorindardia 
Candrardja 

Govindaraja IT (Gundu) 

Vakpatiraja 11 

Viryarima . 

{ Camupdaraja 

Durlabharaja ITI Vigraharaje ITI 
alias Diels (7) and alice Visala and Viévala 
Virasirhba im Rajadevi. 

‘ 

u—60 
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_ 
Prthvirdja I 

Risalladevi= (1105 A.D.) 

Ajayaraja alice Salhane 
(Jayadeva, Jayaraja) 

Arnoraja (1189 A.D.) 
Sudhava=' |= Kafcanadevi 

| a ae 
Jugadeva ? | Someévara (1170-77 A. D). 

Vigraharajx 1V = Karpiradevi 
Prthvibhata alias Visala 
(Prthviraja IT) (1153-64 A.D ) 
(1167-69 A.D.) 
= Buhavadevi 

Apara-Gangeya, 
or Amara-(3a° 

re ee en TE ee re 

| 
Prtbviraja 111 Hariraja 
| (1179-92 A.D.) = Pratipadevi 
| (1194 A.D.) 
| 
? 

(rovindardja 
(Founder of the Ranastambhbapura 
branch) 

(5) Céhaménas of Rapastambhapura. 

Govindarija (son of Prthviraja IIT?) 

j 
Balbans 

| 
Prablida Viagbhata 

| (Bahada) 
Virandriy ana 

Jaitrasimnba 
= Hiridevi 

re 
Hammira Suratrana Virama 

(1288-1801) 
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(6) Cahamdnae of Narwar (?). 

Prthvirdja IIT 

? 
Cahada 

| (c. 1287-54 A.D.) 
Asaladeva 

| (c. 1254-79 A.D.) 
Gopala 

Ganapati 
(1298 A. D.) 

(6) Ca&hamanas of Naddila. 

Lakemana (son of Vakpatiriys I of the Sakambbari line ) 

| 
ie sh SaaS a ee eters Fag SR 

Sobbite 
(Sobhita, Sohiya, and Vigrahapdla 
Sohita) 

| Mahendra 

Bahiraje | (Mahindu) 

| | 
Aévapala alias Anshilla 

| Asala a eee eee 

Ahila | 

Balaprasads Jindura)s 
(Jendraraja, 
Jesaladeva, 

Jirmda, 
or Jendrapala) 

ere bce aes & __ | 075 A.D.) 

| 
Prthvipala Jojalla Aéaraja alias 

(Yojaka or Aévaraja 
Jojaladeva) and Aévaka 

Ratoapala (1000 A. D.) (1110-48) 
oa A.D.) | 

RayapBia (1162-46 A.D.) 
= Manaladevi 

| = Padmalledevi : 

Co | 
Rudrapéla  Amrtapila Sahajapdla 

(Ruler of Mandor ?) 
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| | | 
Katudeva Albanadeva Manikerdya 
(Katukaraja) (Alhidana and (According to 
(1148 A.D.) Alana) Nainel founder of 

(1152-61 A.D.) the Bundi branch) 

Jayatasimnha Deva (Ninth in 
succession ; took 
Bundi from the 
Minas) 

. . s a | + 

Kelhaga Gajasimha Kirtipala Vijayasitnha 
(1163-82 A.D.) (Founder of (Founder of 

the Jalor the Sanchor 
Jsayantasimha. branch) branch) 
(1194 A.D.) 

(7) Cdhamdnas of Jdvalipura. 

Kirtipala (son of Alhana of the 
Naddila branch) 
(Kitu) 

i 

| | 
Samarasimba Rudalade vi Abhayapala 

(1182-85 A.D.) 
Lakhanapala 

—. 

| | | 
Manavasirhha Udayasimha Lilidevi = Bhima II 

alrag {1206-49 A.D.) (Ceulukya) 
Mahbanasimbe 

| 
Pratadpa 

Vijada-Daéasyandana 
alias Devaréja (Founder 
of the Devda branch, 
now ruling in Sirohi) _ 

Caciga Cémundardja Véhadasimha. 
(Caos) (1262-38 
AD.) 

Samantasimba Rapddevi 
(1282-98 A.D.) = Tojasirha 

| (Gubila) 
Kanhadadeva 
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(8) Cadhamdnas of Satyapura, 

Vijayasimba (son of Alhans of Naddila branch) 

Podmasichha 

Sobhita (Sobhrama) 

sai (Balo) 

Vikramasiraha 

Saat 
Saingrimasimha Bhima 

Pratdpasimha 
(1887 A. D.) 
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CHAPTER XVII 

THe Tomanras (Tuars) or Deiat 

The Tomaras ' are recognised as one of the 36 celebrated 

Rajput tribes. According to the bardie tradition, ‘Anangpal 

Tuar’ founded Delhi in Vis, 792 (A.D. 736)? and established 

the Tomara dynasty, which came to an end when the 20th 

prince, another Anatigapala, abdicated in favour of his grand- 

child the Cauhan Prthviraja . l1s2-92 A.D.)8 dt is difficult 

toestimate the element of truth in this tradition. But the 

statement that Delhi passed under Cahamana control in- the 

reign of Prthviraja is certainly wrong. The Delhi Siwalik 

pillar-sinscriptions of Visaladeva-Vigraharaja TV of Sikambhari 

~how that Delhi was already under the rule of the Cahamanas in 

1h. A.D. It is however likely that the Tomaras were in control 

af the region round Delhi before Visaladeva conquered it in) the 

middle of the 12th century. A Delhi Museum inscription 

dated in 1828 A.D. in the reign of Muhammad Tughlag 

(1325-51 A.D.), tells us: 

Phere is a country called Hariyana," a very heaven on 
earth > there hes the city called Dhiika built by the Tormaras. 

Wherein, subsequent to the Tomaras, the Cahamana = kings 

uuent on protecting their subjects established a kingdom, in 

Which all enemies of pubhe order were struck down, 

1 Alas known ag Tuar and Tomar; see 14, Vol Tp. 4. 
7 MI, p. 81; Tod gives the date aa S S48 AD) Taz See tH, Vol. 1, p 108 

\ourding to Tha Batdta ’ Delle rw the old city tent by adolatora © Edhet, Vol TTT, p 588, 

* fh. Vol. 1, pp 88, 100f,. 
{ 74, Vol XIX, p. g18. See ales DANE, Vol Ti cupea, p. foto, 
* Fauted by Eggehog, EL, Voto 1, pp 25 
* Identified by Kiethoro with taod. Hariyana in the Hresar dincict of the Punsab, 

Mod. Delhi. Dhilli-pura ‘‘ waa renowned under the name of Yogin:pura,”’ see 
JASE, Vol. XLUT. Part I, pp. 1G wad 10). alec supra, DUNE, Vol. TE, po Mr But see 
HEXXT, 281, 

li—§] 
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Thereupon the mleccha Sahivadina,’ having burnt down 
the forest of hostile tribes by the fire of his valour, seized that 

city by force.” 

The Palam Baoli? inscription dated in V.S. 1837 (c. 1280) 
in the reign of Balban (1266-87 A.D.) also says : 

“* The land of Hariyanaka was first enjoyed by the Tomaras 
and then by the Cauhanas. It is now ruled by the Saka kings. 

First came Sahavadina, then came Khuduvadina,’ then 

Asamasadina,’ then Pheruja-sahi,’ became king.’’ ° 

On the basis of these inscriptions we may perhaps conclude 
that the Cahamana Visaladeva conquered Delhi from the 
Tomaras sometime before 1164 A.D. and that it was the 

Tomaras who really founded Delhi. The capture of Delhi by 

Visaladeva in the middle of the 12th century was probably the 

culmination of a series of struggles between the Tomaras and 

Cihamanas. This is revealed by the Harsa stone-inscription of 
Vigraharaja, dated in V.S. 1030 (A.D. 978).’ We are told 

that his greategrandfather Candana (c. 900 A.D.) secured the 

fortune of victory by slaying on the battlefield the proud 

Tomara lord (Tomarega), king (bhipa) Rudrena.® The 

struggle between Tomara and Cabamina did not apparently 
cease with the death of Rudrena. For we are told further on 
in the same inscription that Simbhardja (c. 950 A.D.) Vigraha- 

raja’s father, defeated another Tomara leader (Tomara-naéyaka).’ 

1 Sbib&b nd-Din Ghért (died March 15, 1908 A.D.). 
3 From the village of ‘ Bober‘ in the Robtek district, Panjab. Henoe sometimes 

called Boher Palam Baoh inacription. 
3 Qutb ad-Din Aibak (1206-1910 A.D.) 
4 Shame ad-Din [itutmish (1911-36 A.D.). 

6 Roko od-Din Pirds (1296 A.D.). 
€ Edited by R. L. Mitra, JASB, Vol. XLII, pp. 104-10; see alec E/, Vol V, 

Appendix, p. 84, No. 288. 

? EI, Vol. Tl, pp 116. See also DH NI, Vol. 1, supra, pp. 1164-66. 

* Radropéle? See EI, Vol. V, p. 7, No. 44. 

® Bee EI, Vol. Il, p. 121, fo. 96, and p. 127, V. 19. 1¢ must be clearly understood 
thst my sssumption of the connectios of these Tomaras with Delhi is mere gases. Ther. 
is no definite proof. 
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An earlier inscription which seems to show the settlement 

of Tomaras in the Karnal district of the Punjab is the undated 
Pehowa’ pragasti of the Pratthira emperor Mabendrapala 

(c. 893-90 A.D.).? Verses 6-19 of this record gives the 
following account of a local Tomara family who were apparently 

feudatories or officials of the Pratihéra emperors. The pedigree 
of the family is given as follows :— 

In the exalted Tomara-varhéa. 

Raja Jaula (Va. 6-8) 

Vajrata = Mangaladevi (Vs. 9-10). 

Nayika = Jajjuka = Candra 
| (Vs. 11-13) 

ee elie eee re 

| Gogga (V. 14)...bhiinatha, 
Pirnaraja Devaraja 
(Vs. 15-16) (Ve. 17-19) 

As J&ula is called a réjd and is said to have ‘obtained prose 

perity by Jooking after the affairs of a king,’ it is possible that 

he was either a petty feudatory chief or a high official, in the 

employment of some powerful king. The identity of this 

sovereign is very doubtful, as we do not know how many genera- 

tions intervened between him and the next mentioned prince, 
Vajrata. But from the statement that his race continued to be 

the ‘home of joyful prospering intimates of princes’ we may 

perhaps conclude that the successors of J&ula continued to 
prosper. Vajrata, we are told, ‘gained a lofty exaltation through 
the most pure business transactions.’ It seems likely from 
the subsequent description of the record that Jajjuka with his 
three sons entered the military service of their sovereign. We 
are next told that Jajjuka'’s three sons founded at Prthidaka, 

' Ancient Prthidaka, in Kurukgetra. I is situated in Let. 90° 89’N and Long. 76° « 

88°E, in Keithal teheil, Kernel district, 16 miles weet of Thaneawar; /GI, Vol. XX, p. 100. 
* EI, Vol. 1, pp. 949 &. 
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on the bank of the Sarasvati, a triple temple of Vignu, in the 

reign of Mahendrapéla. 
This inscription seems to show that these Tomaras were 

settled in the Karnal area and were in the employ of the 

Pratihiéra emperor Mahendrapila. But, as Kielhorn noticed ' 

long ago, it is impossible to be positive, ‘for Prthildaka was a 

place of so great sanctity, that even pious men from distant 

countries may have built temples there ; and if strangers did so, 
their inscriptions as a matter of course would mention the 

ruling king of the country.’’ It is again impossible to venture 

any definite opinion about the relationship of these Tomaras 
with the Tomaras of Delhi who were defeated by the Céhamanas. 

But in view of epigraphic fact and bardic tradition, which con- 

nect the Tomaras with Delhi, we may perhaps be allowed to 

guess that members of Jaula’s family were residents of the area 
formerly known as the Delhi Division of the Punjab. 

From the above discussion we may conclude that the Tomaras 

were settled in the district round Delbi from at least the 9th 

century A.D. During the reign of Bhoja (c. 836-82 A.D.) and 
Mahendrapala (c. 893-907 A.D.) they came into the orbit of the 
mighty Pratih&ra empire.’ But soon after, about the begin- 
ning of the 10th century, as the Pratihfira power began to 

decline, a section of the tribe probably founded an independent 

principality round Delhi.” With the rise of the CAhaménas of 
Sakambharf they soon came into conflict with them. The 
struggle practically ended with the capture of Delhi by Visaladevs 

some time before 1164 A.D. 
If these conclusions are correct, it seems likely that before 

the middle of the 12th century the Tomaras had to dispute with 

1 BI, Vol. 1, p. 944. 
. 1 The Delhi fragmentary stone-inscription of Bhojs was found jucleed on » email piece 

of stone built into the 9th step inside the Pandavan-ka kild : Rejpetena Mesowm Report, 19%. 
p- 8. In the opinion of some scholars this shows thet the Tomores raled in Delhi after the 
Pratibires. I agres with them if they mean by ‘rule,’ rele as soversigns. 

} According to an aathority cited by Reverty in A. D, Se 
recorded : gte OH, 1928, p. 196, fn. 1. 

»' 1 
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the Muslim invaders the passage of the ‘ Delhi gate.’ The king 
of Delhi who tried to prevent Mahmiid of Ghazni’s sack of 
Thanesar in A.D. 1014,’ was very possibly a Tomara. Another 

occasion when the Tomaras appear to have come into conflict with 
the Yaminis was when Majdiid, the brother of Maudid (1040-49 

A.D.), captured Thanesar and was waiting about 1041-42 A.D. 

at Hansi. for an opportunity to attack Delhi.’ 
Before we conclude this meagre account of the Tomaras of 

Delhi we must take note of the following 5 kings whose names 
with approximate dates have been placed by Cunningham under 
the caption ‘ Tomaras of Delhi and Kanauj :’ 

1. Sallaksanapala-deva (c. 978-1008 A.D.). 

2. Ajayapala-deva (c. 1003-19 A.D.). 

Kumirap&la-deva (c. 1019-49 A.D.). 

Anangapala-deva (c. 1049-79 A.D.). 

Mahipala-deva (c. 1103-1128 A.D.). oe 

Their names were all taken from legends of coins which are 
of the usual ‘ Bull and horseman’ or the ‘Seated goddess’ type." 

I do not know the reason that led him to identify them with the 
Tomaras. His attempt to prove that the ‘Bautira’ king of 
Kanauj mentioned by the Arab chroniclers were ‘Tovara or 
Tomara’ princes is hardly convincing.’ I have shewn elsewhere * 
that ‘Bauitra’ probably was a corrupt form of the word 
‘ Pratihéra,’ members of which dynasty ruled in Kanauj at the 

time of the visit of the Arab writers mentioned above.* In support 
of the identification of one of these princes, named Anafgapéla, 

some feeble evidence seems to be contained in the bardic 

1 TP, Trane. dy Briggs, Vol. }, pp. 69ff.; see aleo CH/, Vol. ITI, p. 18. If there is any 
foundation in Firiehte’s statement that the prince of Delbi helped Koandapile against 
Mabmfd in 1008 A.D. (DHN!, Vol. 1, pp. 91-02) that prince must also be sesumed to be o 

Tomara : TP, tid, p. 46. 

CHI, Vol. 111, p. & 
> For these aging see CMI, p. 88; CCIM, pp. 256, 200-60. 
‘ CMI, p. 80, 

5 Boo eupre, DENI, You. I, chapter on the Dynestio History of Sind, pp. 4, tn. 8,28, ots. 
5 Mee '€d} (068 2.D.); Elliot, Vol. I, pp. 9088. Read with thie the statement of 

Sulaiman (0, 926 A.D.) eboet the king of Jura, ibid, pp. &5. 
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tradition about the three Tomara princes of that name ' and the 
statement of Amir Khusrau * that he ‘‘ heard a story that in Delhi 

about five or six hundred years ago, there was a great Rai called 
Anangpal.’”* Cunningham identified this Anangp&l of Amir 
Khusrau with the traditional founder of Delhi, and the Anatga- 
pala of the coins with the second prince of that name in the 
bardic lists of the Rajputs.‘ 

1 CMI, p. 84. 

? Died 1836 A.D. 

3 Ellot, Vol. IIT, p. 665; Conningham (('MJ, p. 81) finds verification of the date of 

Anstgapéla I given by the bards end Khasrau in the inscription on the Iron Pillar of 

Delhi: (G %) Sam 428 (A.D. 736; Raje Tunwar Ad: Anang., But neither Kiethorn nor 

Bhandarkar refer to this inscription in their let of Northern inscriptions, E/, Vols. V, 

VII and XX. 
4 For the Tomaras at Gopacala (Gwalior) see the atone-inscription of Mitrasena deted 

in V.8. 1688, JASB, Vol. VIII, Part IJ, pp. 698-701; the Narwar pillar inscription, 

ibid, Vol. XXXI, p. 404, plate IV; ASR, Vol. IT, pp. 861ff. 
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GENEALOGICAL TABLES. 

Ansigapila c. 740 A.D. (?) 

Rudrena (Rudrapéla ?) 
e, 900 A.D. 

Line of Jdula, 

Jaula 

Vajrata=Mengala-desi. 

Nayiki = Jajjuka = Candrika. 

| wee ee ere rete ee oe 

Pirnaraja - Devaraja 

Gogga 
(c. 890-910 A.D). 
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CHAPTER XVIII 

Tae GUHILA-POTRAS (GUHILOTS) OF THE PUNJAB, 

RAJPUTANA AND KATHIAWAR. 

The rise and early history of the Guhila-putras,' are 
shrouded in mystery, and still remains a subject of great con- 
troversy. According to the bardic tradition, the Guhila-putras 
belong to the Solar lins,* and are direct descendants of Rima’ 

through Sumitra, Kanakasena and Sildditya (the last of the 

Valabhi princes of Gujarat). The story runs ‘hat after the fall 

of Valabhi in 524 A.D., Puspavati, the daughter of the Paramara 
prince of Candr&vati and queen of Siladitya, who had escaped 
the tragic fate of her husband, was delivered of a son in @ cave 

(yuha), The child grew up in charge of Kamalavati, the 

married daughter of a Br&ébman of Birnagar. When the child 
grew up, he came to be known as Guhila (cave-born), and was 

clected king by the Bhils of Idar.‘ The Bhils however in time 

1 Sometimes Gobhile-putra (B7, Vol. II, pp. 10 ff.); Gubile-puirs (J49B, Vol. LV, 
Part 1, pp. 18 and 48); Gukeledtre (497, WC, 1911-12, p. 63); Gubdle-nute UA, 1919, pp. 
17 ff.}; Gubélo-vetes ([A, Vol XX, pp. 80 &.; ibid, Vol. XVI, pp. 815 @); Gubile-gotre 

(JBRAS, Vol. XXIT, pp. 166 #.); Gubil-Sdgeje-rehia (WZEM, Vol. XX1, pp. 1492); 
Cuhil-dnveye (BI, Vol. IV, pp. 29 #.); Gubstékhydnvays (B1, pp. 158 #.); Gubilye-cames 

(BI, pp. 74. @.). The form Guhilot or Gehlot is a farther corruption from Gubile-uta. 

3 Garyevethdt (Children of the ann). Saryo-vahfye-M.-Sri-Siladitye-vesse-Gri- 
Gulhedatie-raula,.....(BI, p. 14l, tines 37:99). Bat the Guhilots also sometimes claimed to be- 

long to the family of the Moon (Mrgditke-rathés). See ibid, lines 88-36. Mrgdaka-vetsodyote 
kdraka-pretépe-marttaggacatara Raya-tri-KumbAekarna. I am indebled for thie reference 
to Dr. H.C Reyohaodhary. 

1 Reghwoatd, derived from « predecessor of R&me. Note alec that Abe'l Pasi 
(AAR, Vol. TI, p 986) says that the Ranks of Mewar consider themesives as desceedante of 
the Sacsanian Neushirein (e. 681-79 A.D.), king of Persia, aleo AR, Vol. I, pp. 971%, Gee 
sso BG (Vol. I, Part 2, p. 100) whish considers s marriage connection with the Valabhis and 
the fogitive daughter of the last Sesenien (A.D. 651) as ‘ not impossible," 

* Ko doubt the State of thet See ee Rees Diceen ot Se Pontes Te 
dency, east of —: 
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grew tired of foreign rule, and rising in rebellion killed the 8th 
‘prince of his line, Nagaditya. His son Bappa was at that time 
an infant, only three years of age. The descendants of Kamala- 
vatl, who had become the hereditary priests of Guhila’s suc- 
cessors, again came to the rescue of the family. Under their 
protection Bappa was removed to the hilly region known as 

Nagindra' (mod. Nagda, near Udaipur). While tending cows 
in this retreat be found favour with a sage named Harita, a 

devotee of the god Ekalinga (Siva). Harita accepted the boy 
as his disciple and through his favour Bappa obtained invulner- 
ability and other supernatural gifts. When Hiarita went to 

heaven, Bappa entered the service of his uncle, the Mori 

(Maurya) * prince of Chitor. After successfully repulsing a 

‘barbarian’ expedition from ‘ Gajni,’ he dethroned the Mori 

king and seized the crown. Thus was laid the foundation of 
the Guhila dynasty in Mewar.” 

Scholars are unanimous that there are some elements of 

truth in this tradition. For instance, it is accepted that the 

ancestors of the Guhila-putras originally migrated from Gujarat. 

The close association of the early founders with the Brahmans 

is also taken to be true. But while one school is still trying to 

prove the descent of the family from the kings of Valabbt,' 

others’ have pointed out literary and epigrapbic evidence to 

show their origin from the Brahmans of Anandapura‘ in 

Gujarat. The difficulty of connecting the origin of the Guhila- 

putras with the death of Siléditya VII of Valabhi is obvious. 

For the latest known date for the latter is A.D. 766,’ and we 

have an inscription dated in A.D. 646 for Sila,” the fifth prince 

1 Also known as Nigadrahs or Nigabrada. 

1 ‘Phe Morys or Maurya sub-clan of the Parsméras still exists. Census Report, Ray- 

putene, 1911, I, 25. ; AR, Vol. I, p. 965, {0 8. Bee also supra, DHNI, Vol. I], p. & 

3 AB, Vol. 1, pp. 947 . 

4 JASB, 1912, pp. 68-09 ; 1A, 1937, pp. 169-74. 

5 JASB, 1909, pp. 167-87; JA, Vol. XXXIX, pp. 189.91. 

6 Mod. Vednagaz, in Barods State. 

1 BG, Vol. 1, Part I, p. 98. 0 JASB, 1900, 9.18. - 
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of the Gubila-putra family, Assigning a period of twenty years 
for each reign, we must place Gubadatta or Guhila, the fitst: 
prince, to about the middle of the 6th century A.D., clearly two 
centuries before his supposed father. The attempt: to connect 
the reigning family of Mewar with Stladitya VII and the fall of 
Valabhi must therefore be given up. In the Atpur inscription 
of Saktikumara, dated in V. S. 1034 (¢. 977 A.D.), his ancestor 
Guhadatta is described as a Makideva and Vipra-kula-nandana, 
who had emigrated from Anandapura.’ It will be observed 
that this Anandapura, which is the modern Vadnagar in Baroda 
State, is quite close to Idar, which according to bardic tradition 

was the original seat of power of Gubila. The Chatsu inserip- 
tion of the Gubila Baladitya (about the 10th century) describes 
his ancestor Bhartrpatta as being, like Rama (Paragu- Rama),~ 

endowed with both priestly and martial quilities (brahma ksatr- 

ancita).” Inthe Mt. Abu inscription of Samarasimba dated in 

V. 8. 1842, Bappa or Bappaka, the founder of the Gubila-varnéa, 

is Said to have ‘ obtained regal splendour (kgdiram mahah) in the 

guise of an anklet after he had bestowed on the sage priestly 
splendour (brahmanya) under the guise of his devotion.’ In- 

the Rasika-priyd, a commentary on Jayadeva'’s Gila-gocinda by 

Rina Kumbbakarna, Bappa is referred toas drija-pungava and as 

belonging to the Vatjavapa yotra.’ A verse cited by the Brabmans 

ol Mewar, in giving the description of the Rands family, says 

that the ‘ gotra is Vaijavapa, the pravaras are three and the 
Veda is Yajus.’' The Gotra-pravara-ntbandha-kadamba * gives 
Vajavapi as the name of a pravara, and Atreya, Gavisthira‘ and. 
Paurvétitha as names of three gotrargis. Hence it may be con~ 
cluded with reasonable certainty that the ancestors of the — 
‘ Gubila-putras * of Mewar were originally Brahmans of Ananda- 
pura in Gujarat. Very possibly, like the founders of the | 
Kadambas in the South and the Senas in the North-East, the . 

1 1A, Vol. XXXIX, pp. 186 f. 2 BY, Vol. XJI, pp. 10 & 
1 JA8B, 1009, p. 178. 4 [oid —-§-- Myeore Govt. Oriental Beries, p. 8% 
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i 
| ancestor of the Guhila-putras may have changed his priestly 

scupation for that of arms, and in due course laid the founda- 
ons of a State, which is still ruled by his descendants in Mewar.’ 

‘be statement in ‘the bardic annals that Bappa founded his 
lynasty by supplanting the Moris (Mauryas) of Chitor seem 
o be based on fact. The Dabok inscription’ of Dhanika, 

me of the ancestors of the Guhila Baladitya, of the (Gupta) 
year 407 (c. 725 A.D.), is dated in the victorious reign 
of Pb.M.-P.-Dhavalappa-deva, who has been with some 
probability identified with the Maurya prince Dhavala referred 
to in the Kanaswa (Kotah State, Rajputana) inscription 
dated (V.)S. 795 (c. 788 A.D.).° The Nausuri grant of the 
“Yalukya prince Pulakesi Avanijandéraya informs us that some- 
Gime before 739 A.D. an army of Arabs (T@jtkas) advanced as 

far south as Navasariki in Gujarat after destroying on ite way 
Saindhava, Kacchella, Sauragtra, Cavotaka, Maurya and Gurjara 

princes. Possibly the bardic tradition about the barbarian 
invasion from “Gajni’’ is only a later distortion of this Arab 

expedition from Sind, which took place sometime before the end 

of the fourth decade of the 8th century A.D. Bappa, who may 
have distinguished himself by his bravery in this crisis of the 
fortunes of his Maurya masters, may have later appropriated the 

“royal power. 
This brings us to the discussion of Bappa’s date and his 

" posiéion in the genealogy of the Guhila-putras. In the Atpur 

eee 

inscription of Saktikumara (V. 8. 1034), the earliest epigraphic 
record which supplies a regular genealogy of the family, the name 

of Bappa does not occur at all. It traces the family’s pedigree 

1 T seserve for Vol. II s fuller discorsion an the ' origin of the Rajputs.’ 
2 Referred to ss‘ Dbdj (Udsipur State, Rajputans), now Vislorie Hall, Udsipur 

necription’ in RI, Vol. XX, Appendiz, p. 187, No. 1871. throagh it be stated tn ASI WC, 
(906-06, p. 61, thet the record was ‘originally found a Dabok.’ The epigraph in e named 
wobebly becouse Dhsniks held Dbavagarte (mod. Dbod). 

$ ASI, WO, 1906, p. 61; BI, Vol. XII, pp 11-12. Ojbe dose set semags this identi: 
tention snd pooposse to read the dato of the Dabok inscription as 90, whigh. he sefare ‘0 
iho Harys ora, soe HR, I, p. 421, fo. 1, TA, Vol. XIX, pp. 068. - 
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from Guhadatte. This does not however prove the non-existence 
of Bappa. For it is recognised that Bapps is not really a proper* 
name. Tod held that ‘‘it signified merely ‘a child,’ '! while 
Crooke is of opinion that ‘it is the old Pr&krt form of bap: 
(father).’* D. R. Bhandarkar has suggested that it is the’ 
same as ‘Bapa’ or ‘Bava,’ a respectful term for ascetics.’ Thig’ 
designation attached itself to the real founder of the Guhila- 
putras because he was a disciple of the Saiva ascetic Haritarasi 

and the ‘Diwan’ of the god Ekalinga. Crooke’s view however 

seems to be supported by the fact that in Pallava history, 
the earliest known ruler is designated by the title Bappa-deva 

in’ the Hirabsdgalli grants of his son Sivaskandavarman.' 
Whatever may be the value of these various suggestions, wi 

accept the view that Bappa was only a biruda and not'the 

prince’s real name. Who was then this ruler and what was his 
position in the family's pedigree ? Certain inscriptions of the 

14th century and later place Bappa or Bappaka just before 

Guhila.2 This must however be wrong for a stone inscription of 

Naravabana, dated in V.S. 1028 and found on the wall of the 

‘Nathe’s mandir’ near Ekalitgaji’s temple, near Udaipur’ de- 

scribes Bappaka the ruler of NAgabrada’ as the * moon amonget 

the princes of the Guhila family’ (Guhila-gdtra-narendra-candra). 

It is therefore impossible that Bappa was a predecessor of Guhils. 

1 AR, Vol. I, p. 961, fn. 1. 

3 Ibid; see leo ZA, Vol. XV, pp. 276 #.; BG, Vol. 1, Pact t. p. 84; HR, I, p. 408. 

3’ JAGB, 1900, 180 &. The suggestion was originsily made by Bhagvanle! Indreji in 

BG, Vol. I, Part I, p. 04. 
4 El, Val.d, pp. 2-10. 

. 

5 Chirwa stone-ioseription of Bameresithha, V.8. 1890 (W2ZKM, Vol. XXI, pp. 149 £); 

Chitor stone-insoription of the Guhils-vacée, V.8. 1881 (14, Vol. XXII, pp. 608); Abe 

atove-inecription of Semeratihbe, V.8. 18t2 (/4, Vol. XVI, pp. $45 €.); Renpar (near 

Badedi) Jain temple-insoription of Kambha, V.8. 1496 (BI, pp. 118 @.). 

© BI, pp, 00-91; JBRAG, 1903-08, Vol. XXII, pp. 166-67. 

7 Aloo called Rigadrabs, ooo RMR, 1095, p. 9; WZKM, pp. 149 &, Called 

‘Nagindra ’ (Nagendra) in 4B, Vol, I, p. 960. It is modern Nagds, 1¢ miles north of 

Udaipar, ab the foot of a bill on which stande the temple of Bkalitigaj. JBRAS, Vol. XXII, | 

Pp. 150 #, 
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he Kumbhalgarh inscription of Rani Kumbha, dated in 

V.S. 1517 (A.D. 1460), mentiéns Bappa as the fifth prince 
between’ Naga and Aparajita.’ As this place is given to Sila by 

the ‘Atpura and all other records, including the Sadadi inscription 

‘of Kumbha (V.S. 149), the conclusion seems to be forced upon 

tig that, this prasastikara of Kumbha's reign really believed 

tlist-Bappa was-a biruda of Sila. Tod accepted the identity of 

thefe two princes, though on somewhat different grounds.’ But 

there are certain difficulties 1 in accepting this identification. An 

‘Udaipur ae mueesithe date V.S. 718 (661 A.D.) for 

3 feemee §=6But the Ekalingaji-mahatmya, 
: Bose. (Vs. 19-20). gives V.S. 

: In another work bearing 

2 was composed during the reign of 

rs 800 Riyamalla, the same year is given as the date of 

‘Bape’ s abdication in favour of his sun. Ag in the first work 

the verse begins with Yad uktum purdtanait kavibhih. 

-D. BR. Bhandarkar thought that the date was copied from some 

older record, and as such deserving of some credence. “As the 

date for Aparajita is V.8. 716 and for Allata V.5. 1010 we have 

292 years for 12 generations ; it gives 243 years for each genera- 

tion. The difference between Allata’s 718 and Bappa’s 810 is 

years; if we assign 243 years for each generation we find 

at Bappa is placed in the 4th generation from Aparujita.” 

"Fn the Atpur list this is Khommana I.‘ Bhandarkar therefore 

tHought that Bappa must be identical with this Khommana.’ 

‘Recently however G. H. Ojha has arrived at the conclusion that 

‘ Bappa was the biruda of Khommaga I's father Kilabhojs.’ He 

a Hotiond in Asi, WC, 1908-06, p. 61, No. 9214. HR, I, 898. 
Ee t ABR,'Val. 1, p. 270. He proposed the date of accession of Sila-Bapps, aod inal of 

abe foundation of the Guhilot dynasty in Mewar, as V.8. 784 (A.D. 798), see ibid 

‘3, BT, Vol. 1V, pp. 20-88. 
~ 1 This name is sometimes spelt ss ‘Khummanc’ and ‘Khushmaye,” Bebe | form 

whieh cocuts as early 9s c. 042 A.D. seems to be the oldest. 

~~ s* J48B, 1900, pp. 180-90. ¢ HR, pe 
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rightly rejected the view of Kaviréja Syaémal Das,’ who pto- 

posed to identify Apardjita’s so Mahendra with Bappa. Foér, 
as the Kaviraja accepted V.S. 810 as the year of Bappa’s abdica- 
tion, a period of nearly one hundred years must accordingly be 

assigned to two gonsecutive reigns, which is unusual and cannot 

be accepted without the support of stronger evidence. Ojha points 
out that in the Raja-prasusti-mahakdvya as well as the Khyata 

of Nainsi, ‘ Khurhmana’ is given as the name of the son of ‘ Bappa.’ 

As in the Atpur inscription Kalabhoja is given as the name of 
Khommanta's father, Ojha is certain that Bappa must be the 
biruda of Kalabhoja.” It is unwise to be dogmatic in regard to 

either of these two views.’ But it seems to me that Bappa should 

be referred to the period between 789 A.D., the approximate 

date of the destruction of the Maurya principality by the Arabs, 

and 753 A.D., the traditional date for Bappa's abdication. Now. 

we have the date 661 A.1). for Aparijita.! The period between — 

this date and 753 A.D. is 92 years which can be covered by © 
3 or 4 generations. But as Mewar tradition is unanimous that 
Bappa had a very long reign* we can accept that it was probably » 
covered by three generations. This would tend to support the 
identification of Bappa with Kalabhoja. 

On this view, the first seven Gubila-putras, from — 

Guhadatta (Guhila) to Mahendra JI (ce. 550-720 A.D.),- 

either were subordinate princes of the Mauryas, or otherwise held 

-a very unimportant position. It may be that, as tradition says, - 

\ Viravinoda, Vol. J, p. 250. 

1 BR, YI, p. 409. 
1 More recently the identification of Bappa with Khummana has been urged by Prof. 

S. Dutt. Por his arguments see ///Q, 1928, pp. 796-97. He points out that the Guhilote of 

Mewar i in the inscriptions of the 15th century and later are described as belonging to Bapps. 
rahéa “while in earlier inscriptions they ore referred to as Khammane-catesiya. That - 

Khummags loomed large in Guhilot tradition is also proved by the fact that of the first 20 

Guhitots as maoy s¢ 3 bore that name sad ‘the most ancient postic chonicle of Mawar’: 

probably ‘written in the Oth ceotury......aod......recast during the reign of Pratipsdihhe’ 
‘ (1579-08 A.D.) is designated Khumana-Réso. 

§ BI, Vol. IV, pp 99-82. 

§ AR, Vol. I, Pp. Mi. . 
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‘ the first eight of them held a principality somewhere 

the upper Sabarmati valley, portions of which are now includ- 
ed in the State of Idar and 8S. W. Mewar. The principality 
appears to have been founded by the Brahman Guhadatta 

(Guhila), who migrated from Anandapura. Inasmuch as in 

ancient days there was no bar to intermarriage between the 
Brahmans and the Ksatriyas, Gubadatta may possibly have claim- 

ed some relationship with the Valabhis of Gujarat. As I have 
already remarked, instances are not wanting in India where 

Bréhmans have founded dynasties. When the 7th prince 
Mahendra, who is wrongly mentioned as the 8th and named 

Nagaditya in tradition, was killed by a rising of the Bhils or 

non-Aryan inhabitants of the State, his son Ké&labhoja escaped 

and subsequently became the chief disciple of Haritardééi, the 
powerful Saiva priest of the shrine of Ekalinga at Nagahrada.’ 
After Haritarasi’s death he succeeded his spiritual guide as the 

head of the Ssiva temple. When the Arabs invaded the Maurya 

kingdom sometime before 739 A. D., they seem to have threat- 

ened the shrine of Ekaliiga at Nagahrada, following their usual 

practice. Like the monks of mediaeval Europe Kalabhoja- 
Bappa could probably wield a sword with as much dexterity as 
a sacrificial ladle. The destruction of the Maurya State gave 

him the opportunity to found a dynasty of his own. 

Besides this line of Guhilas, there appears to have been at 

jeast one other branch of the family in that region, further to 
the north-east, which was distinct from the dynasty of Bappa. 
The founder of this line was Bhartrpatta of the Guhila lineage, 
who is reported to have been endowed like (Paradu-) Rama with 
priestly and martial qualities. As Dhanika, the Gfth prince of 
his line, appears to have left an inscription dated in Gupta- 
Samvat 407 (A.D. 725), we cun approximately place the date 

of Bhartrpatta to c. 625 A.D. He therefore seems to have 

1 AB, Vel. 1, p. 350. 2 1A, Vol. XXM, p. 908. 
3 ASI, WO, 1906, p. 61; BJ, Vol. XII, pp. 11.18, 
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branched off earlier than Kalsbhoja from the common stock in 
the upper Sabarmati valley. There appear to have been other 
branches besides these two. Some of them were connected with 
the Medap&ta family. The relationship of others is obscure. 
For convenience we collect the account of the various Guhila 
families under the following heads: ' (1) Guhila-putras of Meda- 

pata, (2) Guhila-putras of Chatsu and Dabok, (3) Guhila-putras 

of Saurdgtra, (4) Guhila-putras of Asika, (5) Guhila-putras of 

Nadilagagika, (6) Guhila-putras of Sesoda, (7) Guhila-putras of 

Dungarpur (Vagada). 
Before giving an account of all these various branches I 

would add, by way of introduction, that none of them appear to 
have held any considerable power till nearly the second half of 

the 12th or the beginning of the 13th century A.D. We have 

seer that according to traditional and epigraphic evidence they 

were feudatories of the Mauryas in the 8th century A.D. In 

the 9th they must have gradually come into the orbit of the 
mighty Pratthéra empire, which extended from Kéthiawar to 
Northern Bengal. The annals of the bards are silent on this 
point; but the Chatsu inscription of the Gubila Baladitya refers 

to the inevitable fact. One of his ancestors Hargardja, we are 

told, conquered princes inthe north and presented horses to 
Bhoja,? who, as we shall see, must be identified with the first 

Pratihara prince of that name (c. 836-82 A.D.). Again, the 
Partabgarh inscription of the Pratfh&ra Mahendrapala II, shows 
that in V.8, 999 (c. 942 A.D.) the Medap&ta Gubila Bhartrpatta 
II, son of Khommana III, still acknowledged the sovereignty 

of the Kansuj emperor.’ There is no doubt therefore’ that from 
about the middle of the 9th to the middle of the 10th century 
the Gubilas occupied the position of feudatories of the powerful 

' For the names of the traditional list of the 94 Sakhas of the Guhilots see AR, Vol. I, 

pp. 99-201; Coneus Report, Rajputene, 1911, I, 266. See aleo the Abu insoript:on of Samara- 
uithhe (V. 8, 1842) which refers to the numeroas branches and the sub-branches of the 

Guhile-vethse, 14, Vol. XVI, pp. S46 f. 
+ BI, Vol. XII, pp. 10 @., V. 19, $ BI, Vol. XIV, pp. 176 #., Part Iq. 
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Pratibaéra empire. From the middle of the 10th to the end of the 
12th century most of the region occupied by the Guhilas either 
directly came into the possession of the three powerful kingdoms, 
the Caulukyas of Anhilvada, the Paramaras of Malava and the 
Cahamanas of Sakambharl, which sprang up on the ruins of the 
Kanauj empire, or became the bone of contention between them. 

Some of the branches, as those of Asika' and Saur&stra? definite- 

ly figure as vassal chiefs of Caulukyas and the Cahamanas respec- 
tively. The early attempts of the Medapata branch to secure a 

sovereign position were speedily frustrated by the growing strength 
of these three powers. One of the Medapéta chiefs, Ambapras&- 

da, who probably ruled in the first quarter of the 11th century, 

lost his life in the hands of the Sakambhar! Cihamana Vakpati- 
raja II,* while the Chirwa inscription of the Guhila Samara- 
sitaha (V. 3. 1330) shows that the Malava Paramara Bhoja 
(c. 1010-55 A.D.) was in possession of the fort of Chitor itself.‘ 

The Atru (1127-28 A.D ) andthe Talwara inscriptions of the 

Caulukya Jayasimha and the Chitorgadh inscriptions (c. 1150A.D.) 
of his successor indicate that the triangular area between Kotah, 

Mewar and Banswara was included within the Caulukya domi- 

nions during the first half of the 12th century.’ It seems very 
likely that after the second half of the 12th century, when the 
power of the Caulukyas and the Paramaras had declined, the 
Guhilas of Medap&ta found opportunities to establish themselves 

as sovereigns. But by this time the Turks were in possession 
of Delhi and Ajmer, and the templesand cities of Mewar were 
not seldom visited by their plundering bands. Aided by their 

hills, the Guhilas kept up a desperate resistance against 
Delhi. Their efforts were not always successful. Often 

1 Hansi inscription of Prthviréja If (A.D. 1167); 14, 1013, pp. 17-10; see DHNI. 
Vol. I1, eupra, pp. 1078-79, and infra, pp. 1201-09. 

© Mangrol inscription of KumSrapile (A.D. 1145’ BJ, pp 186-60. Bee also DHNI!. 

Vol. IL, supra, p. 977, and infra, pp. 1199-1200. 
3 See DHNI, Vol. Il, ante, chapter on the Céhamanas, p. 1068,  ‘ Ibid, pp. 870-71. 
§ Jbid, chapter on the Ceulukyes, pp. 965, 967 and 978-79. 
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when the throne of Delhi was occupied by an able military leader, 
as in the reign of ‘Ala ud-Din Khalji (1296-1316 A.D.), 

their fortunes sank very low. But they recovered their 
strength during the weak reigns which often followed. The 

halo of romance and dignity with which tradition has invested 

the history of the Guhila-putras is due to this struggle often 

against enormous odds to save Hindu independence from being 
completely submerged in Northern India by the Turkish and 

Timurid' floods. Their history before the 13th century lacks the 
dramatic element and seems to contain nothing which could fire 

the imagination of poets and bards. The bulk of the bardic 

annals about the Guhila-putras therefore grew up very late, 

certainly not before the 14th century. This explains their fre- 

quent divergence from fact when they deal with the early history 

of their heroes’ family. 

(1) Guhila-putras of MedapGta. 

As I have previously suggested, the first seven princes of the 

juhila-putra family who preceded Kalabboja-Bappa, probably 

the real founder of the Medapata line, lived and died rather in- 

gloriously, ruling over a small principality somewhere in the 

upper Sabarmati valley, which is now occupied by the south- 

western portion of Mewar and Idar. The Atpur inscription of 

Saktikumara supplies the following names of the predecessors of 

Kalabhoja :— 
Guhadatta . lo bie family 

Bhoja 

Mahendra | 

Naga 

Sila 

Aparajita 

Mahendra IL oe 

1 The Timurds are uleo Turkish and pot Mugbul in origin ; but it has become customary 

to separate them from the earlier Turki sovereigns. 
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No epigraphic records have yet been discovered of the first 
four members of the family. Certain small silver coins bearing 
the legend Sri-Guhila or Guhila-Sri, ‘ in an ancient western form 

of the Sanscrit character,’ which were dug up at Agra,’ have been 
referred by some scholars to the reign of the first prince.* But, 
as we shall see later, it is more than likely that they were issued 

by a prince of the same name who belonged to the Chatsu 
branch. There is at present no sufficient reason to suspect that 

the dominions of Guhadatta really extended from the upper 
valley of the Sabarmati to the neighbourhood of Agra.* His 
principality appears to have included only portions of the present 
State of Idar and S. W. Mewar. As we have an inscription 

for Stla dated in V. S. 703 (c. 646 A.D.).* we may safely 
place him about the middle of the sixth century A.D. He 

may have been at first a feudatory of the Valabhis of Gujarat. 
The only thing known about the next four princes is the tradi- 

tion recorded in the Khydtas that N&gahrada or Nagadraha 
(mod. Nagda) was founded by N&ga,’ the fourth prince. But 
Ojba has rightly pointed out that this admittedly ancient place 

may have been named after the Nagas, who it is well known 
ruled in Rajputana and Mathura in the 3rd and 4th centuries 
A.D. The Khydtas also give the name of Bhoja as Bhojaditva 
(or Bhogaditya), and that of Naga as Nagaditya’ while the Abu 

1 The number of coins is given by Carlleyle us ‘upwards of two thuossnd.' 1S/. 
Vol. IV, p. 95. Another coin foand in Nerwar; bearing the legend Sri-Guhilepets (JASB, 
1896, p. 192), is leo referred by some scholars to s prince of the Guhila family, eee Hi, 

1, p. 400, fn. 1. 

2 Carlleyle in A87, Vol. IV, p. 98 ; Ojhe in HR, I, p. 400: ibid, p. 401. 
3 As Ojhsa bas done. He is of opinion thet sfter the fall of the Hépa Mihirako!s. 

nearly the whole cf Bajpatans and the neighbooring countries came ender the possession o! 
Gubadstts. The doabtful evidence of the Agra and Narwar coins and of the Obstet {necrip- 
tion does not, in my opinion, support such s sweeping conclusion. See ibid. 

4 Noticed in ASI, WC, 1906-00, p. 48. See alec Nagari-precarig) Patrika, ‘ea 1, pr. 

$11-94; HR, II, p. 402, and JASB, Vol. 1909, p. 181. 
&® HR, Ul, p. 402. 

$ Rayehsodburi, Political History of India, 1988, p. 998. 
t BR, T, p. 408. 
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inscriptios of Samarasithha (V. 8. 1842) mentions Bhoja as a 
devotee of Vignu. For the reign of the fifth prince Sila, also 
called Stléditya, we have the Samoli stone-inscription dated in 
V. 8. 703 (c. 646 A.D.). This was found in the village of Samoli 

in the Bhumat district of Mewar (not far from Vasantagadh, in 
the Sirohi State).’ It records the construction and dedication of 

a temple by one Jeka, a mahajana from Vatangara.* Ojba states 

that be bas seen a copper coin of this prince. On one side of 

this coin, according to him, appears the name of Sila; the 
writing on the other side is illegible." Sila was succeeded by 
Aparajita, for whose reign we have the Nagda stone-inscription 

dated in V.8. 718 (c. 661 A.D.). The stone bearing the 
inscription is reported to have been found near the temple of 

KundeSvara at Nagda, near Udaipur. It contains 12 lines of 

writing. The first two verses invoke Vignu under the names 
Hari and Sauri. We are next told that Raja Aparajita of 
the Guhilancaya chose for his leader (of troops) the Maharaja 
Varabasithha, the son of Siva (sithha ?). The inscription re- 

cords that Yaégomat!, the wife of Varabasimmha, built a temple of 

(Vignu) the enemy of Kaitabha. The praéasti was composed by 

Damodara, and incised by Yaéobbata. The prose part states 

that on the above date, the temple of Vasudeva was inaugurated. 

The inseription ends with Namah Purugottamaya.‘ 

The above inscription unfortunately records no incident of 

political interest, besides the date, for the reign of Apardjita. 
The reign of the next prince, Mahendra U, is also a blank, 
having left no epigraphic or numismatic records. But if there is 
any historical basis in the Rajput tradition recorded by Tod, he 

1 Gee above, chapter on the Perameraz, p. 910 and fa. 4 on pp. 910-11. 
1 Kielborn snggested its identification with Vasantagadh in Sirohi, see ante, pp. 910-11, 

fn, 4, 

* HR, 1, p. 408 and fn. 5. I is reported to be in the possession of one Sobbalé! of 
Udaiper. 

* Baked by Kislhern, BJ, Vol. IV, pp. 20-89; for ite Audgpot, ose HR, II, p. 408. 
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may have been, as I have previously suggested, the prince 

who lost his life in a rising of the aboriginal Bhils, who 
formed the bulk of the population in the Guhila State. His 
successor was K@iabhoja, who probably bore the biruda Bappa 
or Bapa.’ We have already discussed the circumstances which 

may have helped him to rebuild his ancestral state on a stronger 

foundation by the assimilation of the Maurya State of Chitor.? 

I have tentatively assigned for his reign the period c. 739-753 

A.D., and noticed his close association with the influential Saiva 
ascetic Haritarasi, the chief priest of the shrine of Ekalitga 

at Nagabrada (Nagda). The ending -rdsi seems to indicate that 

he belonged to the LakuliSa sect of the PaSupata ascetics.» A 

Chitor stone-inscription dated in V.S. 1331 tells us that it was 

through the favour of the sage Hiéritara¢i that Bappa became 

lord of Medapata and its town Nagahrada.* The Mt. Abu 
inscription of Samarasimha dated in V.S. 1342 also states that 

Bappa obtained ‘regal splendour’ through the favour of the 
same sage practising penance in the town of Nigahrada.* These 
statements may indicate that his association with this ascetic 

must have materially assisted him in reviving his power. This 

conclusion is supported by the recent discovery of a gold coin 

‘which in the opinion of Ojha belongs to Bappa.® On the top 

of the obverse of the coin is the legend Sri-Voppa; below this 

to the right is a trident; by its side is a Jinga (representing the 

God Ekalitga at Nagda). ‘To the right of this is the bull 

couchant (Nandin) and below the bull the figure of a monkey 

lies prostrate on the ground. This represents according to QOjha 

1 See supra, DHNI, Vol. If, pp. 1157-58, and fn. 9 on p. 1168. 

2 Ojhe however disbelieves in the unsnimous tradition about this break end revival of 

Gubila power, see HR, II, 418 f. He believes thet tho Gahiles ruled from Negds an- 

interruptedly from Gohadatts downwards. 
2 For some of these names ending in -radi, see JBRAS, 1906-08, Vol. XXII, pp. 150 #.; 

alec BJ, Vol. 1, pp. 211 ff. 
4 JA, Vol. XXII, pp. 40 &. 

& IA, Vol. XVI, pp. 345 &. 
$ A8I, WC., 1921, pp. 57-58 ; sleo JASB, 1027, Numismatic Supplement, pp. 14-18. 
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Voppa (t.e., Bappa), the founder of the Mewar line, who is 
considéred to be Nandi-gana of Siva. He points out that 
according to the Sundarakdnda of the Ramayana Nandin has 

the face of a monkey.* On the reverse of the coin there is a 

folded Camara, a cross enclosed in a circle; to the right of this 

symbol is the handle of a chatra; below this is the representation 

of a cow suckling its calf; below the cow are parallel lines end- 

ing on the right with a fish. There is also a pot or vase to the 

right of the cow and four dots below the parallel lines. Accord- 

ing to Ojha the cow and the calf represent the cow of the sage 

Haritaragi, which according to the Mulanota Nainst he tended 

for 12 years before he attained royalty through his favour.” If 

the coin is genuine, and this interpretation of the symbol is 

correct, it supports the epigraphic and bardic tradition which 

ascribes his royal power to the favour of the sage. With the 

exception of this coin there are no records of the reign of 

Kilabhoja-Bappa. The only incident ascribed to his reign is 

that mentioned in the late Abu inseription of Samarasimaha (VS. 

1 Dr. Barnett points out that ‘Nand: ia different from the Gages or goblins. See 

Elements of Hindu Iconography, by Gopinath Rao, Madras, 1914. 

? Ds. Barnett is not conrinced. He demands better evidence to prove that Nandin had 

amonkey'sface. He rightly pointe out that @ monkey's face ia not a monkey's body. 

3 HR, I, p. 417. Por two more coins, one ascribed to Bappa, the other fo Kalabbois, 

nee Ni’, 3983, pp. 138-42. 

4 This coin is said to be in the possession of the prince of Sirchi, Mabaraié 

Keaurt Bithba. It should be carefully examined. Ia it not rather strange 

that we should hare po gold coins of some of the gremtest kinge of thts 

period, in compatison with whose power, preatige ead exteot of dominions, 

Kalabbo'a-Bappa‘s position seems rather iosi gniBcant and sbadowy? Iam doubtful aboat 

Ojba‘e interpretation of the ‘square enclosed in a circle’ ae the symbol for the eun. He 
finds in it # sure evidence of the Solar orig in of the Gubilas. But it is significant that 

unlike some other dynasties, the epigraphic record» of the Guhilas even a6 late ax the 

14th century A.D. never trace the genenlogy of the family to the sua, nor do they even hint 

ot solar origin while earlier inscriptions (race the pedigree back to the Anandapura 

Brdhmun Gubedatta, later records trace it to Bappa and re’er to bis connections with 
the sage Hériterhédi. It ia only in records which are considerably later than A.D. 1802 that 

the sua or the moon are mentioned. It therefore seems to me that either the symbol bas 

not beeo properly read or that its interpretation ia wrong. But if Ojha hes been right 

iD bis reading and interpretation of the symbol then it raises serious doubte as to the 

Renuinencss of the coin iteelf, ee 
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1342), viz., an invasion of peninsular India by him in the 

course of which he is said to have punished the raler of 

Karnita and ‘put an end to the pleasure of love of Coda 

women.’ ? 
Practically nothing is known about Khommians I,’ Mattata, 

Bhartrpatta I,’ Sirnha, Khommana II, Mahayaka, and 

Khommana III, who according to the Atpur and other 

inscriptions are said to have ruled in succession after Kalabhoja. 

Tod quoting from Khumména-Raso, gives a description of the 

conflict between the Mewar prince ‘Khummé&na’ and the Muslim 

leader ‘Mahmud Khorasan Pat’ when the latter invaded the 

Guhila territories.‘ Tod identified ‘Khummé&na’ with the first 

Guhils of that name, and thought that the name of the Muslim 

chief is a mistake for that of the Abbasid Caliph Al-Ma’min 

(813-33 A.D). If there is any historical foundation to this 

story, it is more probable, as Ojha suggests, that the prince who 

came into conflict with the Arab invaders was Khommana II 

(c. 810-30 A.D.), and not the first of that name (c. 758-73 

A.D.).. The 3rd Guhila bearing the name Khommiya has 

been rightly identified with Khommana, the father of Maha- 

rajadhiraja Bhartepatta, the feudatory of the Kanau) emperor 

Mahendrapala IT (946 A.D.). The Partabgarh inscription of 

2 JA, Vol. XVI, 845 ff. 

8 Bot see ents, p. 1157, fn. 4. 

1 Ojbs (HR, Il. pp. 420 #.) bas identifed this priace with Bhartrpatts the founder of 

the Chaten branch of the Guhilas. This however seems to be improbable, if not ‘mpossible, 

even if we sccept the reading of his date of the Dabok inscription of Dhanika (Harge yesr 

907 = V.8, 810= A.D. 818). For Bhartrpetts of the Chateu inscription, being the 5th prince 

counting beckwarde from Dhanike, mest be referred approximately to ¢. TI8 A.D, Bat we 

have seen that the period of Kalabhojs-Bappe, the 4th, counling backwards, from Bhsrty- 

patte of the Nagds branch, is approximately 789-68 A.D. Thus it is absolutely impossible 

to identity these two Bhartrpstjas. It may be added that Ojhe himeslf believes in v.8. 

SiO (¢. 158 A.D.) to be the date of KSlabboja-Beppe's abdication. This is also clear from 

another calculstion. Ojhs socepte the Prat thire emperor Bhojs (c. 886-682 4.0.) s# being 

the Bhoje who was s contemporary of Haryarijs, the ‘th prince from Bhartypeiis of 

the Ohaten branch. This fixes the period of the letter roughly about the firet half of the 8th 

contery, Which was the period of Beppe. 

4 AR, Vol. 1, pp. 908 £. 
6 HR.T.». 490. 
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this last prince records that M.-Bhartrpatta granted in perpe- 
tuity o field named Vavvulika (Babbulika) situated by the 
side of the river Nandya in the village of Palasa-Kipiké to 

the (Sun) god Indrardjaditya-deva of Ghont&varsi in V.S. 
999 (c. 942 A.D.).' Ojha would identify Paldsa-Kipiks 
with Parasia, which is about 16 miles south of Mandasor, and 

Ghantavarsi with Ghotarsi, about 7 miles east of Partabgarh. 

Another fragmentary stone-inscription which supplies a date for 

Bhartrpatta, the son of Khummana IIT, was discovered at Ahar 

near Udaipur.’ It is dated in V. 8. 1000 (c. 943 A.D.), in the 

reign of Bhartr (Bhartrbhafa), and registers the construction of 

a temple of Adivariha (Vignu)) at the Gatgodbheda-tirtha® by a 
person named Adivariha. It may be inferred from the Partabgarh 
inscription that during the period , 800-950 A.D. the Guhilas 

of Nagabrada were the feudatories of the Pratihara rulers of 
Avanti and Kanauj. According to Ojha, it was Bhartrpatta II 
who founded the city of Bhartrpura, identical with the modern 
village of Bhatevar, which has given the name Bhartrpuriya to 
one of the Jaina gacchas.* 

Bhartrpatta LI was succeeded by Allata,* his son by the queen 

Mabalakgmi. The Ahar Sarancsrara temple-inscription of Allata 

contains the dates V.S. 1008 (c. 951 A.D.) and 1010 (c. 953 
A.D.) for his reign.’ It is incised on a slab of white marble 
attached to two pillars in front of the Ranga-mandapa of the 
Saiva temple near the burning ground at Ahar in Mewar. It 
contains 6 lines opening with an invocation to Hari. It then 
mentions the Rajat Mahalakgm!, her son the king (medini-pati) 

Allata, and his son Naravibapa. It then speaks of the 
Andtya Matamata, the Sandhirigrahika Durlabharaja, the 

' Bl, Vol. XTV, pp. 197 @. Part IIL. See aleo supra, DHNI, Vol. I, pp. 566-87. 

* Notiond in RMR, 1914, p.2; ARI, p. 425. EI, Vol. XIX, Appendiz (p. 11, No. 60) 
sems to doubt the reading of the date. 

5 Mod. Gangobhev at Aber. 
* HARM, p. 8 

' Known in local snneis a Kin Ravel, ibid. 
" BI, pp. 67-09, Aloo Préctne-lehha-mald, Vol. II, p. 9%; 14, Vol LVI, p 209. 
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Akeapatalakas MayUra and Ssmudra, the Vandipati Naga and the - 
Bhigagadhiraja Rudra&ditya. It registers the construction of a 
temple of the god Murari (Vi8nu), which was begun in V.S. 
1008 and completed in V.S. 1010 and records various endow- 

ments for its maintenance, on the sale of an elephant one 

dramma, on that of a horse two ripakas, a horned animal 

drummardha-ciméaka (i.c., 2, dramma), etc. Contributions 

were also levied upon various other traders of the locality, 

including even the gamblers. It is also laid down that the 
merchants of Karnata, Lata, Madhyadesa and Takka should pay 

contributions to the temple. 

Practically nothing is known about the political incidents of 

Allata’s reign. But Ojha' mentions an unpublished damaged 

and fragmentary inscription in a small Jain temple at Abar, 

near Udaipur, which says that Allata killed in fight his powerful 

enemy Devap&la, and also mentions the Aksapafalika Mayira, 

whose name occurs in the S&ranegvara inscription referred to 
above. Though at present there is no evidence it is not 

impossible that this Devap&la is identical with the Kanauj 
Pratihfra of that name. * 

Allata was succeeded by Naravdbana, his son by the Hina 
queen Hariyadevi. The Atpur inscription of Saktikumara tells 

us that ‘ her fame shone forth in the form of Harsapura."* This 

probably indicates that she founded a city of that name. Only 
one inscription, dated in V.S. 1028 (. 971 A.D.) has so far been 

_ published for the reign of Naravihana.‘ This is his Hkalingaji 

1 AR, O, p. 428. 

3 HR, II, p. 428, fn. 2. See eupre, DHNTI, Voi. 11, pp. 5878. According to Beroet! 

this identification is ‘possible but not very probeble.’ Though at present there is no definite 

evidence that the Pratthirs emperor Devapdls was killed yet it is certain that be was pot : 

very powerful prince. Dissensions within and invasione hastened the decline and break 1 
of the Pratihira empire. It is therefore not impossible that like Rajyapalea (c. 1010 A.D.' 

he may have also been killed in trying to put down internal fose who were often the feuds 

tories of the Kansaj empire. 3 JA, Vol. XXXIX, pp. 186 £. 
§ BI, pp. 69-71; then edited by D. R. Bhandarkar io JBRAS, 1908-08, Vol. XXII, pi 

166-67. In the account of the contents of the inscription I have followed this later versic 

a the repetd, : 
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stone-tnscription, which was discovered in the temple of Natha, 
14 miles north of Udaipur. 1t is incised on a slab in the proper 

right-hand niche in the outside wall facing east of the Sabhé- 
mandapa of the temple. It contains 18 lines, and opens with 
obeisance to Lakulisa,' The first verse is damaged ; the second 

praises Sarasvatl, and the next two eulogise the city of 

Négahrada.” Verse 5 tells us that in that city flourished the 
prince Bappaka, who was a moon amongst the kings of Guhila 

lineage. The following verse probably mentioned the name of 

Allata, the father of Naravahana, to whose reign the inscription 

refers itself (Vs. 7-8). The inscription then supplies an account 

ofthe Lakuliga sect of the Saivas. We are told that in the 
country of Bhrgukaccha (Broach), through which flows 

Narmada, the daughter of Mekala, the sage Bbrgu being cursed 

ly Murabbid (Vignu), propitiated the god Siva. The latter in 
the presence of that sage incarnated himself in a form charac- 

terised with aclub (/akula) in his hand. The place where Siva 
thus descended to the earth was called Kayavarvkana.’® In this 
place, the inscription tells us, Siva did not remember his Kailasa. 
Then follows an account of Kusika and other sages who were 

conversant with the Pagupata-yoga, and who resorted to the use 

of ashes, bark, and matted hair. Then follows a statement that 

there were certain sages whose fame had spread from the 

Himalayas to Rama's bridge who worshipped the god Ekalitiga. 

It was by them that this temple of Lakuliga was raised on Mt. 

ASvagrama. The next verse states that the praéast: was 

composed by the poet Amra, the pupil of the celebrated 

dialectician the sage Vedanga, who had silenced the disputants of 

the Syadvada (Jaina), Sangate (Buddhist), and other sects. V.19 

gives the date V.S. 1028. At the end occur the names of 

2 Labolids was believed to be an Avatéra of Siva. 

f Mod. Nagda, about 14 miles north of Udaipur. 

2 Mod. Karvao in the Dabboi Talake of Barode préot, Barods State, 
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SupOjitaraéi and Viniscitariéi and others who erected a temple 

and dedicated it to Lakulida.’ 

Apart from the dates supplied by this inscription, very 

little is known about Naravahana’s reign. The Atpur inscription 
of Saktikumara only praises him in vague and general terms which 

mean nothing. It however mentions the fact that he married 

the daughter ofa Cahamana named Jejaya. Ojha noticed an 

unpublished Ahar inscription which mentions the name of 

Narav&hana’s Aksapataladhisa, Sripati, son of Mayira, who held 

the same post in the previous reign. Naravibana was su 

by his son Saliv&hana,’ who had a short reign and was in 

succeeded by his son Saktikuméra some time before V.S. | 

(c.977 A.D.). Salivahana’s reign therefore falls bet 

1028 (c. 971 A.D.), the last known dete of his predecesa 

V.S. 1034 (c. 977 A.D.), the first known date of his son: This 

makes him a contemporary of the Malava Paramara. Mivéja- 

Vakpati II (c. 974-95 A.D.), who is said in the Bijapur inscsjp- 

tion of the Hastikundi Ragtrakija Dhavala (V.S. 1058) to bt‘ve 

‘ destroyed Aghita’ the pride of Medapéta.’‘ I have already 

suggested elsewhere that one of the princes, who was defeatedgon 

this occasion and whom Dhavala claims to have protected jas 

1 For an account of the Iakuliés sect see Bhandarkar's introduction to his edition of 

this record. See aleo Gaye-kérikd of Bhdsarvajhs (Bbive Sarvajfia). Date of the sathor 

about the second half of the 10th contary A.D., Ed. by C. D. Dalal, 008, No. KV, 1930. 

2 Ojha believes that the Kathicwer Guhiles axe descended {rom this prince, see Hi, 

Tl, pp. 481-488 and {n. 2 on p. 431 ; sleo DHNI, Vol. TI, infre, pp. 1199 £. 

3 Mod. Abar, near Udaipur. 

‘BI, Vel. X, pp. 18 sod 20-31, V. 10, The capitel af the Gebiles bad probsbly bec 

tranclorsed by this time from Nigshreds to Agbije. This letter town eppears from the 

Garagedvars terople inecription of Allste (V. 8. 1098 sed 1010) to have 
airesdy become an ir 

portest trading centre in Medspéja. According to Mewsr tradition Xiu R&val (Allage) found: 

ed the city of Kds (i.0., Abbds, Aghije, Aber, efc.). The existence of the place as 0 buly site 

befcee the reign of Allats is however proved by the Absr inscription of his father Bhsrtyps{
\ 

TI (¥. & 2000). It is likely thst the development of the site as » commmetelal cntrepot 

agen in the reign of Allste, who lester may beve even tesnsterred hie sesidense to tha! 

‘ 
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poasibly the Guhila Saliv&bana, or his son Saktikumara.’ The 
following inscriptions are known for the reign Saktikumara : 

(1) Atpur stone-tnscription (i1).—Found by Tod at Atpur 
(Ahar), near Udaipur in Mewar. It opens with the date (V.) 8. 

1084 (c. 977 A.D.), and records the erection of a temple to the 

god Nanigasvémi. Next it gives the genealogy of the Guhila 
family from the Anandapura Brahman’ Guhadatta to Sakti- 

kamére.” 
(2) Ahar stone-inscription (1i).—Discovered in the village 

of Ar (Ahar) near Udaipur. It was incised on a piece of marble 

built into some steps leading to the terrace of a Jaina temple. 

It appears from the inscription that during the reign of Sakti- 

kuméra ‘the previously existing practice of offering each year 

14 drammas to the sun-god (tapana) was continued.’ It mentions 

the name of Aksapatalika Mattata.‘ 

(8) Ahar stone-inscription (it).—lncised in a Jaina 

Devakuliké at Ahar, near Udaipur. It is damaged and frag- 

mentary. 1s probably contained a panegyric on Saktikuméra 

and some of his officials, and seems to mention Mattate and 

Gundala, the two sons of Aksapatalika Sripati, as the two arms 

of Saktikuméra.’ 

Nothing is known about the incidents of Saktikumara’s 

reign. He was succeeded by his son Amb&prasida, also known 

as Amraprasida.’ The Abu inscription of Samarasimhe (V8. 

1342)’ and the Sadadi inscription of Kumbha (V.S. 1496) * omits 

| Gee ante, DHNI, Vol. I, p. 561; ibid, Vol. Il, p. 856. 
1 For diferent interpretation of Mahideva (Brébman) and Vipro-kule-nandena, vee 

Mobaals! Viehanla! Pandia in JA8B, 1919, pp. 68 £. 

3 First edited by Tod in AR, Vol. LL, pp. 924-25. Then fully edited by D. B. Bhaadar 

ker from  transoript of the origins! inscription prepare! by Ojba, io 7A, Vol. XXXIX, 

pp. 186-91. See sleo M. V. Pandis 1o JASB, Vol. VIII, pp. 6aff. 

‘ Bdited by ©. Bendall, Journey, p. 82; see aloo HR, II, p. 434. 
© Noticed in ASI, IC, 1908, p. 68; alno in HA, Il, pp. 434 and 48%. 

* Also sometimes spelt as Atibiprasida. 

! IA, Vol. SV, gp. S668. 
* BI, pp, 118 @.; aleo 451, 1007-08, pp. 914.4. The resord is sometimes called “Banpur 

inscription.’ 
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him and places his brother Sucivarman immediately after Sakti- ’ 
kumara. But the Chitor inscription of the Guhilas, dated in 
V. 8. 1831,1 and the Kumbhalgarh inscription of Kumbha 

(V.S. 1517)? mention him as successor of Saktikumara and 
predecessor of Sucivarman. A damaged unpublished inscription 
found at Ahar mentions his queen as belonging to the Caulukya- 

vathéa. Unfortunately her name is Jost.’ Amb&prasida seems 

to have had a tragicend. The Prthvirdja-cijaya claims that the 
Sikambhari Cahamana Vakpatiraja Il sent Ambaprasaida, the 

lord of Aghata, with his army to the abode of Yama“ The 
epithet Aghata-pati applied to the Guhila prince shows that the 

royal residence was now definitely transferred from Nagahrada 

to this place. In the Atpur inscription of Saktikuméra he is 
described as having ‘established himself at Atapura,’ which is 

generally taken as another form of the name of Aghata or modern 
Ahar. Probably the Guhila princes had begun to prefer this 

new city as their place of residence even earlier.° 

Ambaprasida was succeeded by his brother Sucivarman, 

for whose reign only one inscription is known. This is his 

Hastamaté temple-inscription at Ahar.® Unfortunately this 

epigraph which is cut on one of the steps leading to the 

entrance to the temple, is much mutilated. In the beginning it 

mentions king Sucivarman as son of Saktikumara. Its object 

‘was probably to register the foundation of the temple to the god 

Rahileévara. It also mentions one Soduka of the Caulukya- 

kula and his daughter Mahima; but owing to its damaged state 

their relationship with the other persons mentioned cannot be 

determined. The history of the Guhilas after Sucivarman is 

rather obscure. From the inscriptions of the 14th century and 

1A, Vol. XXII, pp. 30-81. 

BR, Tl, p. 440; ose aloo ASI, WC., 1906-06, p. 61, No, 9214. 
HR, Il, p. 486, fo. 1. 
Va. 59-60; sve also ents, DHNI, Vol. II, chapter on the Cahaménes, p. 1068. 

fee ents, DHNI, Vol. II, p. 1171, fa. 4. 

BI, pp. 72-74; eee sleo HR, Il, p, 442, fn. 1. aoe =e => ww 
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later we may perhaps be allowed to conclude that Naravarman 

(alias Nyvarman), Anantavarman, Kirtivarman (alias Ya$o- 

varman), Yogar&ja and Vairata succeeded Sucivarman, one after 

the other, on the throne of Medap&ta. The Chitor inscription 

dated V.8. 1331,’ and the Abu inscription dated in V.S. 1342? 

of Samarasithha mention Naravarman as the successor of Suci- 

varman. The unpublished Kumbhalgarh inscription has the 
following verse : ° 

NrvarmAnantavarma ca Yasovarma mahipatis, 
trayo’py Ambaprasddasya jajftire bhrataro’ sya ca, 

This may indicate that these threc brothers of Ambaprasida 
probably succeeded Sucivarman. The Abu inscription of 
Samarasitsha (V.S. 1342) however mentions after Naravarman 

the names of only Kirtivarman and Vairata.‘ But the Sadadi 

inscription of Kumbha places Kirtivarman, Yogaraja and Vairata 

in succession to Sucivarman * while the Kumbbalgarh inscription 
of the same king dated in V. §. 1517 gives Nrvarman, Yaso- 

varman, Yogaraja and Vairata after Ambdaprasdda. The 

above shows that there was Considerable confusion in the 14th 

century and later regarding the order of succession and the 
names of the rulers who came after Naravarman. No records 
either epigraphic or numismatic, are known to refer themselves 

to these princes, and the only important information about them 
is contained in the unpublished Kumbhalgarh inscription which 

tells us that after Yogaraja Vairata, a descendant of Allata, 
occupied the throne.’ This certainly indicates that the princes 

1 74, Vol. XXTI, pp. 80, Kl. The names after Neraverman are lost. 

1 JA, XVI, pp. 846 &. 3 Quoted in HA, II, p. 489, fa. 1. 

{ 1A, Vol. XVI, pp. 346 ff. 6 Rf, pp. 118 ff. ; see alec 437, 1907-08, pp. 214 ff. 

§ HRY, p. 40. 
7 Tatas ce Yogardjo "bhan-Medapate mahipatih, 

aps rajye sthite taemiths tacchd-(no dinath) gotah. 

pascdd Allata-sathtane Vairoto-"bhin nareécarah.—HR, IT, p. 448, fine 2. 

But Mohanote Naipel in his chronicle (17th century) describes Vairaje as the son of 

Yogarhja (Yogerdjard), sve Muhnota Noigel ki Khyats (Preshame bhiga), Hind! Trens, 
by ‘BR. Dugada, Pp. 0.. es 
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from Vairata downwards belonged to a separate line, which 
claimed descent from Allata. Whether this Allatae is the 
Guhila prince of the same name who ruled in V. S. 1008-10 
is uncertain. I have already accepted the conjecture of 
Ojha that the names Kirtivarman and Yadéovarman being 
synonymous, probably belonged to the same person. We do 
not know the exact relationship between this prince and Yoga. 
raja, though there is no reason to doubt that he wae closely 
connected with him. We may tentatively suggest the following 
order of succession after Allate 

(1) Aleta 

(2) Sicey tank 

(3) Saélivihans 

(4) Saktikumira 

(5) Ambipraeida (6) Sucivarman (7) Naravarmano (8) Aneotevarman (9 Kirtivasman 
(Nrvarman) alias 

Yadovarman 

? 
(10) eee 

? 
(11) Vairata 

ndant 
of Allata ?) 

As we have the dates V.8. 1034 for Saktikumara and V.S. 

1173 for the fourth from Vairata, we may roughly fix the period 

V.S. 1050-1125, corresponding to c. 993-1068, as that during 

which the seven princes from Nos. 6-11 may have held sway in 

MedapBta, or in portions of it. This gives each of them a 

reign of little less than 10} years. There is reason to suspect 

that during most of this period a large part of Medapita was 
conquered by the Paramaras of Malava. The Obirwa stone- 

inscription of Samarasithha (V.8. 1830) tells us thet Madana, 

who was appointed his Talara in the fort of Citrakite, composed 
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hymns of praise in honour of Siva in the temple of Tribhuvana- 
Narayana raised by Bhoja-réja.’ This Bhoja has rightly been 
identified with the Paraméra Bhoja who ruled in Malava 
from c. 1010 to 1055 A.D. Ihave shown elsewhere that Bhoja 
was in possession of Véagada, the area now occupied by the 
States of Dungarpur and Banswara, and that his armies main- 

tained contact with the Cahamanas of Naddula.’ It may there- 
fore indicate that before they could recover from their defeat at 

the hands of the Sakambharl Vakpati, Medapata was invaded and 
practically conquered by the Paramaras. But following their 
usual practice, the Guhilas perhaps maintained their indepen- 
dence in the more hilly and inaccessible portions of Mewar. 

Whether the Mewar territories of the Paramiras after the death 
of Bhoja passed under the control of the Caulukya Bhima I 
(c, 1022-64 A.D.) is more than we can say atpresent. But 

there is sufficient evidence to show that the Caulukyas during 
the rule of Jayasiraha (r. 1094-1144 A.D.) and his successor 
Kumérapfla (c. 1144-73 A.D.) dominated a large part of Mewar. 
The Chitor inscriptions of the latter prince show that, like Bhoja, 

he was in possession of Chitor c. 1150 A.D. It is therefore not 
surprising that the later pragastikdras of the Gubilas found it 
rather difficult to give a satisfactory account of the Gubila 
princes who ruled in the 11th and early 12th centuries. It is 

very significant that the Chitor inscription of the Caulukya 
Kumarapala dated in V.S. 1207 refers only to his campaign 
against the rulers of Sakambhar!, and does not even hint at the 
existence of the Guhila kingdom. It is therefore possible that 
the Guhilas during this period had either become feudatories of 
the Caulukyas or otherwise occupied so insignificant a position 
as to deserve omission in a record of royal victories. It should 

also be noted that not a single inscription of Saktikumara's (V. 
5. 1084) nine successors survives and even Jater up to the time of 

Jaitrasithha (V; 8. 1270-1809) the epigrapbic records of the 

1 WZEM, Vol. XXI, pp. 1438. 

_ # fen tenta, DENI, Vol. 1, pp. 81011, 
| | 

Q 
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Gubilas are extremely rare. This remarkable scarcity of 

epigraphic documents, when considered with other facts detailed 

above, tends to support our conclusion as to the comparative 

insignificance of the Guhilas of Mewar during the 11th, 12tb, 
and even the 13th centuries A.D. 

According to the Sadadi (V.S. 1496) ' and Kumbbaigarh 

(V.S. 1517) * inscriptions of Ran&é Kumbha, Vairata was succeed- 

ed by Harnsapala,’ and the latter by Vairisithha. According to 

the Abu inscription of Samarasithha (V.S. 1342) Vairisithha 

was followed by Vijayasitaha.‘ The accuracy of this order of 

succession is fortunately verified by the Bheraghat inscription 

of the reign of the D&éhala Kalacuri Narasimladeva, dated in the 

Kalacuri year 907 (c. 1155 A.D.).‘ Tt gives us the following 

genealogy of his mother Alhanadevt : 

Gobhila-putra 

Harhsapals...............Prdgvate ‘ranipdla 

Vairisirnha Malava (Paramara) 
Udayaditya (c. 1060-87 A.D.) 

Vijayasimba = Syamaladevi 

Alhanadev!=Gaykkarna (1151 A.D.) 
Dahala Kalacuri. 

This matrimonial connection between Udaydditya and 

Vijayasiroha suggests an alliance between the struggling Para- 

mara and Guhila dynasties against the imperialism of the 

Caulukyas, who under Bhima I (c. 1022-64 A.D.) had be- 

come by far the strongest power in Western India after the fall 

1 BI, pp. 118 f. 

3 HR, QU, p. 440. 
® Given as VatbSaphls in the Bedadi epigrapb. This is clearly s mistake of the ecribe. 

‘ Given se Viresithhs II, by the two ioscriptions of Kambhs mentioned above. See 

BI, Vol. XIX, Appendia, p. 109, No. TH. 

S BI, Vol. Il, p. 10, Hadhopils is called Prageats‘vanipile. See aleo the slightly vsris0! 

geneslogica! information ia Kerenbel stone-insoription, 14, Vol. XVID, pp- 14-18. 

§ee ents, DENI, Vol. TI, chapter on the Hethepas, pps 791 and 796, 
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of Bhoja I (c. 1055 A.D.). Only one inscription was so far known 
for the reign of Vijayasitaha. This is his Paldi stone-inscription 

dated in V. 5. 1173 (c. 1116 A.D.)' It was found in the temple 

of Karttikasvimin near Paldi about 4 miles north of Udaipur. 
But recently Ojha claims to have discovered a grant of this 

prince in the village of Kadmal. According to him it is incised 
on two plates and contains the genealogy of the Guhilas from 

Guladatta to Vijayasimhaof Nagahrada. * It is dated in (V.S. 

1164 (c. 1108 A.D.)." 
Nothing ix known about the next three princes, Arisizaha, 

Coda (or Codasimha) and Vikramasimha (or Vikramakesart). 

Even their relationship to each other is uncertain. Thus while 

the Abu inscription of Samarasithha (V.8. 1342 mentions) Vikra- 

masimna as the son of Coda‘ the Kumbhalgarh inscription of 

Kumbha (V.S. 1517) refers to Vikramakesari as the elder brother 

(agraja) of Coda.’ According to the Sadadi and Kumbhalgarh 

inscriptions of Kumbha Vikramasitaha was succeeded by his son 

Ranasimba.’ Bhandarkar has identified this prince with the 

Mahimandalegvara Rajakula Rayasideva reigning at Catndapall,’ 

whose Ajahari stone-inscription is dated in V.S. 1223 (A.D. 

1167). It was found at Ajabari, Jodhpur State, Rajputana.’ 
The Ekalitga-mahatmya, composed in the reign of Réané 

! Noticed in RMR, 1916-15, p. 3. 
t Notioed in HR, II, pp. 445-46. The genealogy from Gubadatta to Allata is the same as 

1 the Atpar inscription of Sektikuthire (V.8. 1084). See sbid, fo. 1. Ojba has not been 

able to decipher the inscription folly. Gee aleo Rajputena Gasettesr, Vol. If A (Mewar Resi. 

dency), 1908, p. 24. 
> Bee BI, Vol. XIX. Appendix, p. 38, No. 176. D.R. Bhanderkar is inclined to refer 

the Pipad Jodhpur State, Rejpotana) inacription of Rand Sri. Rajakule!Vijsyasithhs reigning 

ut PippalapAde in V.8. 1924 to this prince, see BI, Vol. XX, Appendis, p. 49, No. 828. 

‘ IA, Vol. XVI, pp. 948 &. 
$ HR, XI, p. 446, fn, 8. 
© FIR, TI, p. 440; BI, pp. 118 ff. This name is omitted in the Aba inscription of 

Samarasicbhs, JA, Vol. XVI, pp. 845 f. 

7 Agoording to D, B. Bhandarkar ‘probably the same ae Candrivati.’ 

Noticed in A897, WO, 1910-11, p. 90. Bee slso BI, Vol. XX, Appendis, p. 49, No. 
824; also fn. 1, 00 the ssme page. This would place him before Vijayasichhe if we accept 

Bhandarkar's identification in ibid, p. 49, No. 828. See above, fp. 3 on this page. 
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Kumbha, gives the name of this prince as Karna which appears 
to be another name of Ranasithha.' This work tells us that from 

the reign of ‘Karna’ the Guhilas branc hed off into two sections, 

one of which was known as Raval (Rajakula), and the other as 

Réad, In the Raval branch flourished Jitasimha (Jaitrasimha),’ 

Samarasitaha and Ratnasimha, while in the Rand branch there 

were Mahapa, Rahapa, etc. The fRadrals ruled in the fort of 

Citrakita, while the Rands were the chiefs of Sesoda under the 

former, and became koown as the Sesodia clan. It was 

Hamumtra of this line who recovered Chitor from the Muslims 

after it had been taken from the Raval Ratansithha in 1803 A.D. 

and revived once again the power of the Guhilas in Mewar. 

Ranasitaha (Karna) was succeeded by his son Keemasitha ’ 

who is represented in the Kumbhalgarh Praéasti as the younger 

brother of Mahana.’ This may indicate that Mahana was 

passed over in favour of the younger son Ksemasirha, a not 

unusual incident in the history of the Rajput dynasties. 

Nothing is known about Keemasitnha. He was succeeded by his 

son Samantasithhs, for whose reign we have the following seven 

inscriptions : 

(1) Jagat stone-inscription.—Incised on a pillar in the 
temple of Atnbadevi at the village of Jagat, in the Chapan dis- 
trict of Mewar. It is dated in V.S. 1228 (c. 1172 A.D.), in the 

reign of Maharaja Simantasithha, and records the gift of a 
Suvarna-kalasa to the local temple.’ 

1 HR, Tl, p. 47. The Bkelihga-mdkdimya gives the name of Karpa‘s father os 

Gri-Pafijs, whieh is taken by Ojha ae ancther name of Vikramasichha. Ojha potnte out tha! 

the author of the Mahatmys, in trying to exaggerate the importance of Karpa, describes 

the princes of most of the countries known to him as paying homage to him. 
1 The Mahdtmye does not mention the name of the 5 princes (Keemasisha t 

Padmagithha) who roled between Ranssimbs (Kargs) and Jaitracihbs. 
3 Sededi (V.B. 1496) and Kambbalgarh (V.8. 1517) inscriptions; see sleo HR, Il. 

p. 440. 
4 Ibid, p. 448, fn. 1. 
$ Noticed in RMB, 1916-15, p. 8; AR, It, p. ae. aie a Lil, 

p- 100, 2. 2. | ee 
a aPeath: < 

ris ae ee, ae Pn 
¥ ttle th 
ree ae! CRRA LS 
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(2) Solaj stone-inscription—Incised on the door of the 
temple of Boresvara Mahadeva near the village of Solaj on the 
bank of the Mahi in the Dungarpur State, Rajputana. It is 
dated in V.S. 1286 (c. 1179 A.D.), in the reign of the same as 
in No. 1 above.’ 

(8) Uthman (Sirohi State, Rajputana) inscription of the 
time of Sathvatasitnha (Samantasimbha, dated in V.S. 1256 

A.D, 1200). It is incised on a pilaster of a temple of Mahadeva 
at Uthman about 114 miles NE. of Sirohi. Language is 
Marvari-’ 

(4) Bamnera (Jodhpur State, Rajputana) inscription (i) of 

Mah@raja S&mantasitnha, dated in V.S. 1258 (A.D. 1202). 

It is incised on a porch pillar of a temple of Sirya at Bamnera, 

about 7 miles from Erinpura railway station.*® 

(5) Bamnera (Jodhpur State, Rajputana) inscription (1) of 

the time of M.-Samantasirhha dated in V.S. 1258 (A.D. 1202). 

Incised and found as No. 4.' 

(6) Sanderao (Jodhpur State, Rajputana) inscription of the 
time M.-Samantasihadeva dated in V.5. 1258 (A.D. 1202). 

Incised on a pillar of a Jain temple of Mahavira at Sanderav 

about 10 miles NW. of Bali.’ 
(7) Bamnera (Jodhpur State, Rajputana) inscription (iit) of 

the time of M.-Samantasimha, dated in V.S. 1258 (AD. 1202). 

Incised and found as No, 4.° 

Noticed ia RMR, 1914-15, p. 3; HAR, 0, p. 4. 

Notieed in ASI, WO, 1016-17, pp. 65-66; alao BI, Vol. XX, Appendiz, p. 64, Ne. —2- ww 

Ibid, 1908-00, p. 62; uleo B/, Vol. Vol. XX, Appendiz, p. 64, No. 444. 

Ibid; aleo BJ, Vol. XX, Appendie, p. 64, No. 445, 

Ibid; aleo EI, Vol. XX, Appendiz, p. 64, No, 446. 

Idd; sleo BI, Vol. XX, Appendiz, p. 64, No. 447. Though from the notices of the 

mscriptions Nos. &7 in the ASI, WC, it appears that the dynastic name of the ruler is Dot 

specifeally mentioned, Bhandarkar sccepts him as » Guhila (BI, XX, Appendsz). In 

the opinion of some, however, the provensnce of these recorde seem to create some difficalties 

in the acceptance of this Sbsnsntesithha ss Lelonging to the Gubila dynasty. The Unstre 

(Jodhpur State, Rajputans) declé inscription recording that the Gubileiitra Riya Motisvard 

Was followed Sef by his wife, a Mobili in V.8. 1248 (A.D. 1192) must be referred to this 

a = = 
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‘ The seven inscriptions noticed above give the dates V.S. 

1228-1258, corresponding to c. 1171-1202 A.D., for S&manta- 

simmha. But they supply no-details of the incidents of his reign.’ 

He has however been identified with the S&mantasimha who 

is mentioned in an inscription in the shrine of Neminatha on 

Mt. Abu dated in V.S. 1287 (1230 A.D.) as contemporary with 

Prahladana, the younger brother of the Candr&vati Paraméra 

Dharavarsa (c. 1163-1219 A.D.).?_ This inscription tells us that 
Prahlédana, apparently during the administration of his brother, 

defended the Gurjara king when his power had been broken by 

Samantasiraha. I have already suggested the identification of 

the Gurjara king with the Caulukya Ajayapala (c. 1173-76 A.D.), 

the nephew and successor of Kumiarapila (c. 1144-73 A.D.)* 

Kumarapala, as we have seen, was in possession of the fort of 

Chitor and a large portion of Mewar. It is possible that 

Samantasitaha, taking advantage of the trouble that followed 

Kuméarapala's death c. 1173 A.D., tried to recover Chitor or 

otherwise to strengthen his position. ‘he Abu inscription and the 

provenance of his records show that he at first gained consider- 

able degree of success, but Ajayap&la partially recovered his 

position with the help of his feudatory’s brother. There is reason 

to believe that Ajayapala took such drastic steps against 

Samantasimha that the latter for some time at least had to take 

shelter in the hills of Vagada, which lies to the east of the Mahi, 

and is now known as the State of Dungarpur. The Abu in- 

scription of Samarasitnha (V.S. 1342)* relates that Kuméra- 

situha, the successor of Samantasitmha, ‘‘ made the earth 

possessed of a good king after having taken it away 

again from the possession of the enemy.”’ The unpublished 

1° When edited properly they may reveal sme important data. - 
2 BI, Vol. TH, pp. 200-04 and 206-19; see sleo onte, pp. 918 and 1016. 

3 Bee ante, DHNI, Vol. 11, chupter on the Caulukyes, pp. 1001 £. Bee sleo ibid, 

ebapter op the Paramaras, p. 918. 
€ 14, Vol. XVI, pp. 845 &. 
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Kumbhalgarh inscription of Kumbha says that after S&manta- 
sittha his brother KumSrasicaha ousted from the country the 
enemy prince Kitu, who had seized his kingdom, and after. 

pleasing the Gurjara king became king at Aghatapura.! This 

Kitu has been identified with Kuirtipala,? a younger brother of 

the Naddila Cahamfna Kelhana (c. 1163-92 A.D.), the reputed 

founder of the JAvalipura Cahamanas. I have shown elsewhere 

that Kelhana was a feudatory of the Caulukya Kumarapala 

about 1171 A.D.,* and it is not unlikely that he continued to 

acknowledge the sovereignty of his successor Ajayapala. The 

principality of Kirtipala assigned to him in his father 
Alhana’s reign (c. 1152-62 AD.) appertained to Nadddlai,‘ 

modern N&dlai in Godwar (Jodhpur State), not far from the 
frontiers of Mewar. It is therefore quite likely that on the 

instructions and with the assistance of Ajayapala, Kirtipala 

invaded Mewar and occupied it on behalf of the Caulukya king. 
This possibly happened sometime after c. 1171 A.D., the date of 

the Jagat inscription of Samantasiznha, and before c. 1179 A.D., 
the date of his Sola} inscription. The former was found in the 

state of Udaipur and the latter in the State of Dungarpur 
(Vagada). According to Mubanota Nainsi,’ Samantasimba 

voluntarily abdicated his throne of Chitor in favour of his 

younger brother, in reward of his devoted service to him, and 
having ousted and killed Caurastmalaka, the prince of Vagada, 

established his line in that region.° We can well believe the 

1 Sémantasiththa-ndmd bhupotir bhatale jatah. Bhrat&é Kumarasithho ‘bh&t soardige- 

grahinam parom, deéin ngkdsayamasa Kitu-samjiém nrpam tu yah, sctkrtam J ghafe-purem 

Guryara-nppotim prasddya. Bee HA, II, p. 451, fn. 2. 

2 Ibid, p. 451. 
3 EI, Vol. XI, pp. 47-48; also ante, DHNI, chapters on the Caulukyos and Caha- 

monas, pp. 964-85, 987-88, 1119-20 and 1121. : 

4 EI, Vol. IX. pp. 66-70. 

§ Also called Muhnot Nepst or Maté Nensl, the author of the yet unpublished Khyata, 

a valoable chronicle of the history of Rajputans. The author lived to the court of the 

Hathor prince Jaswant Singh (A.D. 1698-78) of Marwar. Recently a Hindi translation of a 

part of the work has been published. See Bibliography at the end of the chaptey. 

§ AR, Il, pp. 458-56. 
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chronicler as regards his statement about the retirement of 
SAmantasimha from Mewar to Dungarpur, for this is supported 
by the Solaj stone-inscription of the Guhila prince. But what 
he writes about the voluntary abdication, when read 

with the statements of the tradition contained in his successor's 
inscriptions, seems clearly to be wrong. It appears that after the 

defeat of Saimantasitnha, when the country was occupied by the 

Jalor C&hamana Kitu, his brother Kumirasimnha succeeded in 

pacifying the wrath of the Caulukya sovereign and with his assis- 

tance got himself installed on the throne of Aghata-pura (mod. 
Ahar), from which his brother had been ousted. Kitu seems to 
have retired to his Jalor principality after peace had thus been 
restored between the two powers. Kumirasirhha, we may 

assume, must have acknowledged the supremacy of the Caulu- 

kyas. As we have inscriptions of Kirtipila’s son Samarasithha 
dated in 1182 A.D., the restoration of the Guhila power appears 
to have occurred sometime before this date. The contemporary 

Caulukya prince may have hsen Ajayapala (c. 1173-76), or any 
of his two immediate successors, MOlar&ja If (c. 1176-78 A.D.) 

and Bhimadeva II (c. 1178-1241 A.D.). The inscriptions Nos. 
3-7 of Simantasimba, if they really belong to him, seem to 

indicate that be took full advantage of the weakness of the 
Caulukyas during the period c. 1176-1202 A D. to recover his 
power to some extent and even extend his authority across the 

Aravalli Range into the Sirohi and Jodpur States. 

According to the Abu inscription of Samarasimha' (V.8. 1842) 

and the Sadadi* (V.S. 1496) and Kumbhalgarh* (V.8. 1517) in- 

scriptions of Kumbha, Kumérasithha was succeeded by his son’ 

Mathanasimba and the latter by his son Padmasishha.’ No in- 

scriptions are known for the reigns of these two princes. The only 

1 1A, XVI, pp. 845. 

2 BI, pp. 118 @.; A8!, 1907-08, pp. 214 fl. 
3 HB,II,p 40. 
4 The Aba inscription doss not specify relationship, but see HR, Tl, p, 468. 
& {bid " 
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hght upon the subject comes from the Chirwa inscription of 
Samarasithha (V.8. 1330).' This states that Mathanasishha 
appointed Uddharana of the Tartarada family * to the post of the 

Taldrakea * of the city of N&gadraha (Nagda). His duties are 
probably indicated by the words dusfa-éista-sikgana-rakeana-‘ 

dakgatva used by the pragastikara to praise him. Uddharaga, 

we are told, had 8 sons, of whom the eldest, Yogaraja, was 
appointed as Taldra in the same city by Padmasimha. 

Padmasithha was succeeded by his son’ Jaitrasithbha® The 

following dates and records are known for his reign : 

(1) Ehklingaji stone-inscription.—On a stone near the 

Nandi in the courtyard of the temple of Ekalitgaji in Mewar. 

It is dated in (V.8.) 1270 (c. 12138 A.D.), in the reign of M. 

Jaitrasirbhadeva.’ 

(2) Nandesama stone-inscription Engraved on a pillar in 
the temple of Siirya (the Sun) at the village of Nandesama in 

Mewar. It is datedin V.S. 1279 (c. 1223 A.D.), when M. 

Jayatasitnha was victoriously reigning at N&gadraha, and while 

Maham Dutgarasithha was administering the treasury (Sri- 
karana).® 

(3) MS. of the Dasavaikalika-siitraa—Written by Hema- 

candra in (V.)S. 1284 (c. 1227 A.D.) at Aghata-durga in the 

reign (kaly@na-vyaya-rajye) of Samasta-rajdvali-samalatkrta-M, 

Jaitrasicnha, while the Mahdm@tya Jagatsitnha appointed by 
him, was carrying on the administration of the seal (samasta- 
mudrd-vyéparan paripanthayati).’ 

! WZKM, Vol. XXI, pp. 142 ff. 3 Ibid, p. 156, V. 9. 

Por the forms Taldra and Talarokgoka, see sbid, pp. 146-47. 
4 “An example of the figure Yathdsd*khyo ' (Barnett). 
& Bee WZKM, Vol. XXI, pp. 149 f. 
© Apparently also known as Jayastasithha, Jayssithhe, Jaystntesihhe, Jitesitths, 

Jayatals and Jesala. 

1 BI, p. 06 f.; HR, IT, p. 470, fo. 9: also Bhdenager Prdcina-dodhe-sategrahe, p. 
47, fp. 

8 Notioed in RMR, 1935, p. 9; s00 also HA, II, p. 470, fn. 3. 

* Peterson's Third Report (1884-96), Appendiz, p. 02. The date ia quoted by Kielhorg 
in IA, Vol. RIX, p, 168, No. 88; eve also HR, Il, p. 71, fo. ]. 
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(4) Jharole stone-inscription.—Engraved on a lintel of the 

temple of Vayajan&tha (Vaidyanatha-Siva) at Jharole. It is dated 

in (V.)S. 1308 (c. 1251 A.D.), in the reign of the illustrious 
Maharajakula (Maharaval) Jayasirnhadeva, while he was ruling 

over Vagada. It registers the erection of the temple by one 

Khetaka and two others.’ 
(5) MS, of the Paksika-vrtti—Writen by Thakkura Jayatala 

in Agha&ta in (V.)S. 1309 (c. 1256 A.D.), in the reign of M. 
Jayatasimha and that of his dependent (@érita) Jayasitnha, while 

Talbana was transacting the business of the seal.’ 

The above records give dates ranging from V.S. 1270 to 

1309, corresponding to ¢. 1213-1256 A.D. As we have the 

date V.S. 1317 (c. 1260 A.D.) for his son and successor, his 

reign certainly ended some time between c. 1256 and 1260 A.D.° 
The titles and epithets of Jaitrasitmha seem to indicate that he 

very nearly succeeded where his predecessors had failed. Though 

the title Maharajadhiraja is no sure indication of sovereign rank, 

the facts of his reign, as we shall presently see, seem to show that 

he had won a larger degree of independence than any of his prede- 

cessors. His success was no doubt due to a large measure to the 

fall of the Cahamanas of S&kambhar!l and the decline of the 
Paramaras of Malava and the Caulukyas of Anhilvada. In the 

latter kingdom the intrigues and treason of Viradhavala and other 
high officials of the State had paralysed foreign policy. It was 

at this opportune moment that the reign of Jaitrasithba came; 

and he was not slow to take advantage of his position. In the 
Guhila inscriptions he is unanimously praised for his military 

success against his various neighbours and the Muslims. Thus 

the Ghaghsa inscription of his‘son Tejasinha (V.8. 1822) tells 

! Noticed in RMR, 1925, p. 2. 
1 AR, XL, p. 471, fn. 9. 

7 Bat ese ASI, WC, 1905-06, p. 61. No. 2222, which records s Ohitorgagh inscription 

dated in (V.)8. 1322, carge Kartske cadi 12, which is apparently dated in the reign of the 
Gobile prince Jaitrasithhs. Strangely it spesks of Jaitresichhs as 0 brother of Padms- 
eitbhs. Jt is pow in Udsipur. 21, Vol. XX, Appendie, p. 81, dose not notios this record. 
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us that the lords of Malava, Gurjara, Sakambhari and the Turuskas 
were unable to humble his pride.!’ The Chirwa inscription of his 

grandson Samarasimha (V.S. 1330) asserts that his pride was 

never brought low by the princes of Malava, Gurjara, Jafgala, 

and the Mlecchas.? The Abu inscription of the same prince 

(V.S. 1342) declares that his arm ‘‘completely eradicated Nadila, 

and he proved a very Agastya to the Turuska army. Even now 

the mistresses of the goblins were tottering about intoxicated 

with the blood of the Sindhuka (?) army.’’* The conflict with 

the Gurjaras must refer to his struggles with the Caulukya 

Bhima If (c, 1178-1241 A.D.), or with his feudatory the 

Dholka Rana Viradhavala. Geiger however would identify 
the Ranaka Tribhuvana mentioned in the Chirwa inscription 

with the Caulukya Tribhuvanapila, who appears to have 

succeeded Bhima II, at Anahillapataka before V.S. 1299 

(c. 1242 A.D.).‘ The inscription relates that Bala, the grandson 

of Yogaraja, the Talfra of Nagda in the reign of Padmasithha, 

went to heaven fighting in front (puratak) of Jaitrasimha to 

capture Kottadaka* from the Rasaka Tribbuvana. The mention 

of a struggle with the rulers of Sakambhar! and Jaigala seems 

to point to a conflict between Jaitrasiraha and the Cahamanas, 

who were the traditional rulers of these places. But as both 

1 RMR, 1927, p. 3. 

7 WZKM, Vol. XXJ, pp. 142 ff. : 

Na Malariyena na Gaurjaresa 

na Maravesens no Jémgalena 

Miecchadhinathena kadaps mano 

mlanuh na nenye' oanipasya yasya. (V. 6.) 

3 JA, Vol. XVI, pp. 846 f. 
1 JA, Vol. XJ, pp. 208-10; WZKM, Vol. XNI, p. 151, fo. 3; HAR, UL, p. 461; 000 also 

ante, DHNJ, Vol. 0, chapter on the Coulukgas, pp. 1095-96 and fo. 5 on pp. 1035-36. 

& Balakeh Kotjahaka- 

grahane Sri-Jaitrastsho-nrpa-puratah, 

Tribhuvana-ranaka-yuddhe 

jagama yuddhoa param lokam (V. 19). 

Ojbs identified Kottabska with Kotsda; HR, II, p. 461. Geiger identified it with Kotabin 
the Kotah State of Rajpatane; WZAM, Vol. XXI, p. 151, fp. 2. 

b 
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Prthviréja ITE (c. 1179-92 A.D.) and bis brother Harirdja 

(1194 A.D.) were ousted from those regions sometime before his 
accession, I am led to conclude that these wars must refer to 

Jaitrasitaha’s hostilities with the successors of the C&ihaméanas 

in those territories, viz. the Muslims. This guess is supported 

by the references to his conflict with the Turugkas, which 

probably first took place when he attacked Nadol. The Naddula 

C&bamanas had once lost that fort to Mu‘izz ud-Din Ghirl in 

1178 A.D.’ Ttagain fell into the hands of Qutb ud-Din in A.D. 

1197 ; and it probably remained in the possession of the Muslims 

during part of Jaitrasinha’s reign. The Abu inscription of 

Samarasirha, by associating Jaitrasiraba’s destruction of Nadila 

with his victory over the Turugkas, seems to lend support to 

“Bhandarkar’s conjecture that his attnck took place when 

Qutb ud-Din was in possession of Kastern Marwar including 

Nadol.? But Ojha has recently expressed the opinion that the 

conflict at Nadol was not with the Turuskas but with the 

Javélipura C&éhamana Udayasimba (c, 1206-49 A.D.), who is 

credited in the Sundha hill-inscription with having ruled over 

Naddula, and who was also a contemporary of Jaitrasimha 

(c. 1218-56 A.D.).* The Chirwa inscription of Samarasimba 

(V.S. 1330) seems to indicate that Jaitrasithha also fought with 

the Paraméras of Malava. It tells us that Madana, the grandson 

of Yogaraja, an officer of Padmasimba, fought in the battlefield 

of Uttupaka‘ on behalf of Jesala against the Pattcagusdiha * 

Jaitramalla. Ojha would identify Jesala with the Guhila 

Jaitrasirnba, and Jaitramalla with the M&lava Paramé&ra Jaitugi- 

deva® (c. 1239-43 A.D.), who were both contemporaries of each 

other. ‘The Abu inscription of Samarasitaha (V.8. 1842), which 

mentions Jaitrasithha’s victory over the Sindhuka army, probabl; 

1 See onte, DENI, Vol. 11, chapter on the Caéheménas, pp- 1331-28, 

3 BI, Wol. XI, p. 73. 
3 HR, Ni, pp. 461-62. 
4 Mod. Artbuns, in Banswara State, Rejpetans. 

5 According to Ojhs 6 title; but what does it nignity ? 
¢ Bee enpro, DHNI, Vol. II, chapter on the Peromares, pp. G00ll, 
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refers to a possible conflict with the rulers of Sind on the 
West.’ 

But the most important trial of Jaitrasithha’s strength took 
place when the Muslims invaded his territory and devastated 
Na&gadraha (mod. Nagda) and perpetrated terrible brutalities on 
the population of Medapata. This is revealed by the Hammira- 
mada-mardana of Jayasithha,’ which gives the details of the 

invasion of the territories of Jayatala, the lord of Medapata, by 
the Turugka-viras under the Mleccha-cakravartin ‘ Milaechtkara.’ 

We are told that even the children were butchered and people 

threw themselves in the wells rather than fall into the bands of 

the invader. The author tells us that the enemy was only 

compelled to retreat northwards to his territories by the advance 
of the victorious legions of the Dholka chief Viradhavala and the 

intrigues of the spies of bis minister Vastupala. The reality of 

this Muslim invasion is proved by the Chirwa inscription referred 
to above, which tells us that Pampardja, a son of Yogardja, the 
Taldra appointed by Padmasitnha at Nagadraha, was killed when 
that city was destroyed by the soldiers of the ‘ Suratrina.’* It 

seems probable that both Jayasithha and the composer of this 
record refer to the same invasion. Rai Bahadur Ojha thinks 

that ‘ Milacchikaéra’ of Jayasimbha is but a Sanskritization of 

the word Amir Shikér which was conferred by Qutb ud-Din on 

his slave Iltutmish (1211-36 A.D.).‘ Whatever may be the 
value of this identification on phonetic grounds, I have shown 

elsewhere that Sultan Iltutmish really undertook a number of 

expeditions to Rajputana. He captured Jalor sometime between 
121] and 1216 A.D., and Mandor about 1226 A.D. In one of 
these he may have overrun Mewar. The raid on Nagda may 
possibly have been undertaken for plundering the treasures of 

1 This ruler of Sind was possibly « Samra chief, see onte, DHNI, Vol. I, Dynastic 

History of Sind, pp. 81%, See aleo Oiha, HR, IJ, pp. 468-69. 

1 Ed. by G, D. Dalal in GOS, No. X, 1090. For details and references see ante, DHNI, 
Vol. TI, chapter on the Canlukyes, p. 1081, and fn. 1 on the same page. 

3 WZEM, Vol. XXI, p. 167, V. 36. 

4 Bes ents, p. 1081, fn. 8; also HR, IT, p. 467. 
Cal 
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the temple of Ekalinga. But it is strange that the Muslim 
historians should not refer to any conflict with Jaitrasimha. This 

does not indicate that the Mewar prince was considered a very 

important ruler of the time. Ojha however concludes from the. 

silence of the Muslim chroniclers that Iltutmish was defeated by 

Jaitrasitnha,’ thus justifying the poet’s description of the latter 
as a veritable Agastya to the Turuska army. The same scholar 

throws out the suggestion that it was after the capture of 

Nagadraha by the Muslims that the Guhilas definitely transferred 

their capital to Chitor.°. Another invasion of Mewar by the 

Muslims appears to have taken place in the reign of Sultan 

Nasir ud-Din (1242-46 A.D.). Firishta narrates that the 

king’s brother, Jalal ud-Din, when summoned from his govern- 

ment of Kanauj, became ‘ apprehensive of a design against his 
life ’ and so fled to the hills of Chitor with all his adherents. 

The king pursued him; but finding, after eight months, that he 

could not secure him returned to Dehly.'* It is again curious 

that the Muslim historian does not mention the name of the 

Mewar prince. 

Jaitrasitaha was succeeded by his son Tejasitmha. The 

following dates and records are known for his reign :— 

(1) MS. of Sravaka-pratikramana-sit ra-cirm.—Written by 

Kamalacandra, disciple of RAamacandra, a resident of Agh&ta, 
in (V.)S. 1317 (c. 1260 A.D.), when the M.-P.-Pb.-Umapatt- 

vara-labdha-praugha-pratapa-samalankrta-SA-Tejasimhadeva was 

reigning victoriously at Aghata-durga, and while his Mahdmatya 

Samudvara was carrying on the administration of the Seal 

(Mudra vyaparan paripanthayats) ; ‘ 

} HR, I, pp. 467-68. See CHJ, Vol. Ill, map facing p. 64, in which Mewar is 

incladed within the kingdom of Delhi in 1286 A.D. 

2 HR, p. 468. 
? TP, Briggs’ Trans., Vol. 1, p. 238. 
‘ Peterson's Report, p. 28; HK, Il, p. 478, {n. 4. Dr. Barneté aleo drew my sttention 

to this MB. 
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(2) Ghaghsa stone-inscription—Found in the village of 
Ghaghsa near Chitor. It contains 28 lines of mutilated writing. 

The first two verses praise Mahadeva Somanatha, while verses 
3-8 trace the genealogy of Tejasitnha from Padmasimha. The 

pragasti then describes the family of the Mahdajana Ratna, 

belonging to the Dindu family, who built the well where the 
inscription was originally found. It is dated in (V.)S. 1322 

(c, 1265 A.D.), and was composed by Ratnaprabha Siri of the 
Chaitra-gaccha,’ 

(3) Chitor stone-inscription.—Incised on a stone fixed on 

an arch of the bridge on the Gambhiri river near Chitor. The 
stone is reported to have originally belonged to the temple of 

Mahavira, at the Talahattiké’ of Citrakita-mahadurga. The 

record is dated in (V.)S. 1324 (c. 1267 A.D.), in the reign of the 
Maharaja, the illustrious Tejasirnhadeva. It mentions Hema- 
candra Stiri and others of the Caitra-gaccha.* 

The above records give us dates from V.S. 1317 to 1824 
(«, 1260-67 A.D.) for Tejasiraha. The assumption of im 

perial titles, as well asthe epithets which were formerly found 
on the records of the Uaulukyas of Anhilvada, seems to indicate 
that Tejasitaha completed the process which began in his father’s 
reign of asserting his complete independence. It seems signi- 
ficant that the epithet Umapativara-labdha-praudha-pratapa 

should appear on his records so soon after the end of the reign 
of Bhima IT (c. 1178-1241) and his successor Tribhuvanapala 

(c. 1241-44 A.D.) It is to be noted in this connection that the 

Vaghela Visaladeva (c. 1244-62 A.D.), who apparently succeeded 
Tribbuvanapila at Anhilvada about 1244 A.D., claims to be 

1 Notiond in RMR, 1927, p. 8. The epigraph is now deposited in the Victoris Hall, 
Udaipar. 

1 Talahati,etown at the foot of the hill of Chitor, of which there is at present no 
(race. 

3 First noticed by Syamaldas in JASB, Vol. LV, Part I, pp. 46-47; then in RMR 
1029, p. 8. The record is sometimes called ‘ Citorgadh inscription,’ BI, Val. XX, Appendis, 
p. 81, No. 570, 
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Medapata-deéa-kaluga in his Kadi grant, dated in V.8, 1917! of 
Tejasiznha. It is therefore probable that Tejasithha came into 
conflict with the newly founded Vaghela principality of Gujarat. 

That the two princes were contemporaries is further proved 
by the claim of Ratnaprabba, composer of the Chirwa inscription 
(V.8. 1330), that he was honoured by Vidvaladeva and Tejasirnha- 
deva.” One of the queens of Tejasithha was Jayatalladevi, the 
mother of his successor Samarasitnha. Ojha is of opinion that 
he had another queen named RGpidev!, who was a daughter of 
the Jalor Cahamana Cacigadeva (c. 1262-68 A.D.).’ I see how- 
ever no ground to agree with him that this marriage must have 
taken place in the reign of Tejasitnha’s father Jaitrasiraha. 

Tejasitmha was succeeded by his son Samarasimha. The 
following dates and records are known for his reign :— 

(1) Chirtwra stone-inscription.—Incised on the outside of the 

door of the temple of Visnu at the village of Chirw&, about 10 

miles north of Udaipur and 2 miles east of Nagda. It contains 
51 Sanskrit verses, opening with Or namah Sri-Mahad: raya and 

verses in praise of Yogarajesvara (Siva), and then tracing the 

genealogy of Samarasimha from Padmasithha. The latter was born 
many years after Bappa of the Guhildngaja-raméa. ‘Ibe inscription 
then gives the genealogy and history of the various members of a 

family who claimed to belong to the Tantarada family (jdtas- 
Témtaraga-j44tau) who served in various capacities in the Guhila 

administration from the time of Mathanasimbha onwards. The 
object of the inscription is to record that in the village of 
Cirakflpa,’ near N&gabrada,’ Yogaraja, the talara of Padmasirhha 

in the city of Nagadraha,’ raised a temple to (Siva) Yoga- 
rajeévara and his consort Yogarajesvari. Before this Uddbaraga 

1 JA, Vol. VI, pp. 210 ff. See alec supra, DHNI, Vol. IL, chepter on the Coulukyes, 
pp. 1084 and 1087. 

9 WEKM, Vol. XXI, pp. 142 f. 
3 HR, Il, p. 462. See also DHNI, Vol. Tl, chapter 00 the Céheménce, p. 1188. 
4 Mod. Chirwa. 
5 Mod. Nagds. 
¢ Game as Nigahrads. See WEZAM, Vol. XXI, pp, 1568., Vo, 10, 18, 16, and 4, - 
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had also erected a temple in the same place to (Visnu) Uddbs- 
rapasvimin. Madana, grandson of Yogaraja, and his mother 
Hiri granted two fields situated at the back of the Kalebaya lake 
and to the north of Citrakfita-nagara-durga, to the temples 

after having divided them into two equal parts. The prasasti 
was composed by Ratnaprabha SOri. It is dated in (V.)S. 
1880 (c. 1273 A.D.). 

(2) Chitor stone-inscription (i).—54 lines, incised on a large 
stone near the burning-ground in the neighbourhood of the 
Kirti-stambha of Kumbha. It contains only the first portion of 
the inscription ; the second is lost. The opening verses invoke 
(Siva) Candraciida and Ganesa, It then eulogises the Guhila- 

vamga of Medapata and its capital Nagahrada. Next it traces 

the genealogy of the family from Bappa, who won Medapata 

through the favour of Haritari‘i to Naravéhana. It was com- 

posed by Veda Sarman. Its date (V.)S. 1331 (c. 1274 A.D.), 
shows that it must belong to the reign of Samarasimha.? 

-(3) Chttor stone-tnscription (ti) —Engraved on a lintel belong- 
ing to a Jaina temple in the fort of Chitor. It records the con- 
struction of a temple of Syama-ParSvanitha by Jayatalladevi, 

queen of Tejasithha. It is dated in (V.) S. 1835 (c. 1278 A.D.), 

in the reign of Mahdrdjakula Samarasirnbadeva, the ornament of 
the Gubila family, and records a grant of land by him for the 

construction of a monastery for Pradyumma Siri.’ 
(4) Abu stone-inscription.—In a monastery adjoining a 

temple of Acaleévara (Siva) near Achalgarh on Mt. Abu. It con- 
tains 48 lines. The inscription was composed by the same as 
in No. 2 above. It is dated in the reign of Samarasimha or 

Samara of Medapita in (V.) S. 1842 (c. 1285 A. D.), and 

records that he repaired a mathaon Mt. Arbuda (Abu) at the 

1 Bdited by Bernhard Geiger, WZKM, Vol. XXI, pp. 142-62. 
* BI, pp. 748. Canniagham published a photosincograph in ASR, = xx, plate 

XXV. Then edited by Kielboro, JA, XXII, pp. 60-81; see alo HR, IT, p. 4 
3 Noticed in RMR, 1928, p. 8; previously noticed by Syamaldas in en Vol. LY, 

Part I, pp. 18 and 48. 

t—67 
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request of the Pasupata ascetic Bhivasankara. Its main value 

is that it supplies the genealogy of the family from Bappa, who 

first gained royalty through the favour of Haritaraéi, practising 

penance at the town of Nagabrada. ' 
(5) Chitor stone-inscription (i1t).—Engraved on a pillar 

about a wile or so from Chitor. It is dated in (V.) 8. 1844 

(c. 1287 A.D.) in the reign of Mah@rajakula Samarasirhha, and 

records some grants to the temple of Vaidyanatha built on a 

tank called Citranga (mod. Chitrang Moris tank) at 

Citraktita.? 

(6) Dariba stone-insertption,—Engraved ona pillar of the 

temple of Mataji at Dariba, about 10 miles from Sunwar station 
of the Udaipur-Chitor Railway. It is dated in (V.) S. 13856 (ce. 

1299 A.D.), in the reign of Mahdarajakula Samarasithadeva, 

when his chief minister was Nimba. It records the gift of 16 
drammas to the temple by two persons named Karand and 

Sobadé.* 
(7) Chitor stone-inscription (1v).—Incised on a loose stone 

slab on a platform built round a tree in front of the Rampol gate at 
Chitor. It is dated in (V.) S. 1858(c. 1301), in the reign of M.- 

Samarasithhadeva. It is damaged, but seems to register the erec- 

tion of a prafastt in the neighbourhood of the ‘terrace’ of 
Bhojasvami (Bhojasvdémidera-jagat:) by Raja Dbarasimha, the son 

of Maharavat Rajd Pata of the Pratihara family. ‘ 
(8) Chitor stone-tnscription (r).—Found incised on the 

9th arch of the bridge over the Gambhiri near the fort of 

! Pirst noticed in the TAsiatic Researches, Vol. XVI, pp. 284 f.; see Wilson's tran- 

slations, ibid, pp. 2902-96. Byamaldss edited the record in 1886 in JA8B, Vol. LV, Part I, 

pp. 92f., 49f., and 578. Finatly edited by Kielborn, [A, Vol. XVI, pp. 845-58. 
2 Pirst noticed by Byamaides in JASB, Vol. LV, Part I, pp. 1801; aleoia RMA, 

1938, p. 8; see alao ASI, WC, 1906, p. 62, No. 2232. 

9 Noticed in RMR, 1927, p. 8. 
# Noticed in RMR, 1991, p.1. The report identified ‘Bhoja’ in the compound Bhoja- 

svamin sethe Parsinira ruler of that neme. Dr. Barnett saggeste that jogeti is 4D 

arebitectura] term, something like ‘terrace.’ Bhapdarkar bowever translates the word /4973!! 

by ‘grounds,’ ece B/, Vol. XX, Appendiz, p. 92. 
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Chitor. It seems to record the grant of some land by Samara- 
sitaha for the good of his mother Jayatalladevf. The portion 
containing the date is hidden and the record is much 
damaged.’ 

the above inscriptions give dates for Samarasithha from 

V. 8. 1330 to 1358, corresponding to c, 1273-1301 A.D. Not 
much is known about this long reign of about 30 years. The 

Abu inscription dated in V. S. 1342 (c. 1285 A.D.) seems how- 

ever to contain some information of his conflict with the Mus- 

lims. We are told that ‘‘like unto the primeval boar, having the 

sword for his flashing tusk, he in a moment lifted the deeply sunk 

Gurjara land out of the Turuska sea.’’ As Ghiyath ud-Din 

Balban (1266-87 A.D.) was at the time of the record the 
Sultan of Delhi, this may refer to a conflict with him. 

Jinaprabha in his Tértha-kalpa tells us that when Ulugh 
Khan, the younger brother of ‘Ala ud-Din, proceeded on his 

expedition against Gujarat in V.S. 1386 (c. 1299 A.D.), 

Samarasimha, the ruler of Citrakifa saved his country 

from devastation by doing homage to him. Though this is 

not mentioned in the Muslim chronicles, Ojha rightly points 

out that as the Jain author was a contemporary, his statement is 

reliable.* It was shortly after this incident that we find ‘AI& ul- 
Mulk, the Kotwal of Delhi, urging the conquest of Chitor 

amongst other places upon ‘Alé ud-Din Khaljt (1296-1316 
A. D.).‘ The contemporary writer Amir Khusrau in his Ta’ rikh- 
1 ‘Alai® gives the following short description of the Sultan's cam- 
paign against Chitor. 

‘On Monday, the 8th Jumada-s Sanf, A.H. 702 (1303 A.D.) 

the loud drums proclaimed the royal march from Delhi, under- 

1 Noticed by Byamaldas, JASB, Vol. LV, Part J, pp. 18 and 47. 
2 Satyapure-kalpa in Tirtha-kalpa, p. 96, quoted in HR, II, p. 477, fn, 2 

3 Jbtd. 

4 Bee Tarikh-i-Firus Shsht, extracts Trans. in Eliot, Vol. IT, p. 171. 
® Alao known as Khosdinul Futth. Elliot, Vol. III, pp. 67 ff.; fora better tran- 

slation ave Journal of Indian History, 1920, pp. 860-78. Text edited by 8. M. Haq, 

Aligarh, 1997. , 
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taken with a view to the capture of Chitor.’’ The author accom- 
panied the expedition. The fort was taken on Monday, the llth 
of Muharram A. H. 7038 (August 1303 A.D.) Amir Khusrau 
says:—‘' The Rat struck with the lightning of the emperor's wrath 

and burnt from hand to foot, sprang out of the stone gate; he 
threw himself into the water and flew towards the imperial 

pavilion, thus protecting himself from the lightning of the sword. 
The Hindus say that lightning falls where ever there is a brazen 

vessel, and the face of the R&i had become yellow as one, through 

the effects of fear.... Though the Rat was a rebel royal mercy was 

conferred upon him.” ? Ratnasitha apparently surrendered when he 
found the position to be untenable. After his departure Lakgmana- 

simba (als. called the Laksmasimha) of the collateral Sesodi& branch 

and after his death his son Arisiraha were raised to the throne of 
Mewar and the Guhilas under their leadership continued to resist 
the Muslims with the courage of despair. This must have made 

the emperor crimson with rage and when the citadel was at last 
stormed he ordered 8 massacre of thirty thousand Hindus ina 
single day. ‘Alf ud-Din then bestowed the government of Chitor 
upon his son, Khigr Khan, and named the place Khigrabad. ° 
Barani * and Firishta ‘ also refer to the capture of Chitor by 
‘Alé ud-Din after a siege lasting for some time. Abu’l-Fag] in 
his A’in-t-Akbari gives the name of the prince of Chitor as 
Rawal Rattan, and narrates the well-known story of the causes 

of the war between Chitor and Delhi.’ It is doubtful how far 

the beauty of Padmini was really responsible for the Muslim 
attack on Chitor. If there is any truth in the story, which is 

1 For s tradition of the captare of the Rand, his impritonmest ip Delhi for two yesrs 

and hie reeces from Delhi by his followers, see HI, Vol. ITI, pp. 108 and 111. 
2 Text, pp. 67-66; Elliot, Vol. TI, pp. 76-77. 8. Dutta pointed owt ([HQ, 198). 

p. 202, fo. 2) thet Eilict’s translation of the relevent parts is wrong. I have compared 

the text with the translation aod have fonnd thst Dutta is right. For a beteer English 
rendering of the text see Journal of Indien History, 1989, pp. 980-78. 

3 Elliot, pp. 199-88. 
4 TP, Briggs’ Trens., Vol. I, p. 486. 

& AAK, Vol. D1, pp. 269-70. 
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not directly mentioned by any contemporary writers,’ it may 
have been used only as-a pretext to crush the rising power of 
the Guhilas. 

Only one inscription of Ratnasithha, the son of Samarasithha 

has as yet been found. This is his Dariba temple-inscrip- 
tion dated in (V.) 8.1859 (c. 1802 A.D.). It is engraved on 

a pillar in the temple of Mataji at Dariba and records the gift of 

16 drammas to the temple when the Maharajakula Ratnasithha 
was ruling over Medap&ta and while his chief minister was 
Mahanastha.’ Thelpossession of Chitor by ‘Ala ud-Din Khaljf 

is proved by two inscriptions in that city dated in A. H. 705 
(1306 A. D.) and 709 (c. 1810 A.D.) in his reign.” 

(2) Guhala-putras of Chatsu. 

The existence of this branch of the Gubilas is mainly known * 

from the Chatsu stone-inscription of Baladitya,‘ which was dis- 
covered about 26 miles south of the City of Jaipur in Rajputana. 
Another record of one of the earlier members of the family, was 

found at Dabok, in the Jahazpur district of Udaipur. It has 

therefore been concluded that the principality of this line pro- 

bably extended from Dabok in Udaipur in the south to Chatsu 
in Jaipur on the north. Bhandarkar suggested that their 
capital was probably at Dhavagarta, modern Dhod in Jahazpur 

district. But he himself quotes a tradition which may indicate 
that it was further north, at Chatsu.’ The tank where the 

1 Ojha (Udeyapur Rajyo ka Itihasc) and, following him Haldar (J4, 1929 and 1930) 
and Qenungo (Prabdsi, Philgun, 1337 B. 8.) bold the view tbat the Padmini episode is 

not directly or indirectly mentioned by any contemporary or reliable piece of evidence. 

But see JHQ, Vol. VII, 1981, pp. 287f., where Dutta tries to demonstrate that Amir 

Khostan indirectly refers to the Padmin! episode in his Te'rikh-i-'Aldi and that the Kambhal- 

gadb insoription (V. 8. 1517—Gaka 8. 1962=A.D. 1460) also hints at it. 

? Noticed in RMR, 1937, p. 8. 
3 Noticed in ibid, 1929, p.¥. For the subsequent history of the Gabilas see HR, 

pp. 496 #. 

4 BI, Vol. XJ, pp. 10-17. 

5 Rand chode O8tes, jo ody eo le (' The Rapd has forsaken Cijel; whoever wants 
it may take it’), 
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inscription was found is even now known as Gholerdov-talav, 

or the tank of the Guhila-raja. 

The founder of this line was Bhartrpatta, who is stated in 

the Chatsu inscription to have flourished in the Guhila family. 
He is also said to have been like R&éma (i. e., Parasu-Raima) 

endowed with priestly and martial qualities. I have already 

commented upon the true meaning of this statement. The 
pragastikara apparently wanted to say that though Bhartrpatta' 

was a Brahman, he adopted the life and profession of a Ksatriya. 
I have approximately calculated his date as c. 625 4.D., and 

have ventured to guess that be was an earlier immigrant from 

the principality established by the Brahman Guhila of Ananda- 

pura. Nothing is definitely known about his next three succes- 

sors,' his son Isanabhata, his grandson Upendrabhata, and his 
great-grandson Guhila I. (ruhila’s son was Dhanika, who, as I 

have elsewhere said, is probably identical with Dhanika of the 

Dabok stone-inscription dated in Gupta Samrat 407° (¢. 725 

A.D.). The inscription is dated in the victorious reign of the 

Pb.-M.-P.-Dhavalappadeva, who has with some probability been 
identifed with the Maurya prince Dhavala of the Kansuvam 

inscription dated in V.S. 795 (A.D. 738). Ojha however demurs 
to this identification, and regards the question of the family of 

Dhavalappa as still open.” Nothing is known ubout the next two 

successors of Dhanika, riz., his son Auka and grandson Krsna- 
raja. Krsna’s son Satkaragana is stated to have conquered Bhata, 

the Gauda-kgitipati, and made a present of the latter's kingdom 

1 Ojbe would id-otify bim with the 11th prince of the same name in the Medapits 

line; see HR, II, pp. 420 & I have tried to show that thie is improbable; see ante, 

DHNi, Vol. 11, p. 1187. fn. 8. 
2 ASI, WC, 1906, p. 61. The date was read by Bheodarksr ss 807. He changed 

it to 407 in Bf, Vol. XI{, pp. 11-12. But Ojhs bee proposed to reed the date es 907, which 
be refers to the Bargs ora (V. 8. 870=A.D. 818); cee HA, LI, pp. 481, fo. 13; see sido 
DHNI, Vol. I1, ante, p. 1185, fn. 8. 

2 BRU, p. 421, fo. 2. 
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to his overlord (prabhu). Satkaragana’s son by his queen Yajja, 
Hargaraja, succeeded him. This prince is called a dvija, which, 
as Bhandarkar points out, usually denotes a Brahman in the 

inscriptions of the period. He is also stated to have conquered 

kings in the north and presented horses to Bhoja. This Bhoja 

has been identified with the Pratihara emperor of Kanauj of that 
name who ruled about 836-90 A.D. ; if so, the prabhu of Harsa- 

rija's father was possibly Nagabhata IT (c. 815-33 A.D.), the 

grandfather of Bhoja, or his son Ramabhadra. But who could 
be the Gauda king who was defeated by Safkaragana? Bhandar- 

kar’s suggestion that Bhafa may be the Pala ruler Siirapala 

seems to be wrong. I am inclined to regard Bhata rather as a 

biruda or an epithet of Dharmapala (c. 769-815 A.D.), who was 

a contemporary and rival of Nagabhata II,’ the predecessor of 
Bhoja I. 

Hargaraja was succeeded by (ruhila II, bis son by the queen 
Silla. Guhila married Rajjhd, a daughter of the Paramara 

Vallabharaja (V. 24). I am unable to identify this prince. 
The Chatsu inscription tells us that Guhila II created the im- 

pression that he was Guhila I come to life again to destroy his 
foes (V. 22). We are further told (V. 23) that with excellent 

horses he vanquished the Gaudadhindatha and levied tribute upon 

the princes of the east (pricya). I am inclined to identify this 
lord of Gauda with Devapéla (c. 815-54). If this is accepted, 
we must conclude that the expedition of Guhila II was under- 

taken in the interest of his overlord, who was still probably 
Bhoja I (c. 836-90 A.D.). It seems likely that the small silver 
coins bearing the legend Sri-Guhila or Guhila-Sri which were 
dug up in Agra in 1869* really belonged to this prince. 

Gubila II’s son was Bhatta. He is stated to have led an 

expedition of conquest against the kings of the south (V. 26). 

3 See DHNI, Vol. 1, p. 987. 
3 ASR, Vol. IV, p. 95; eee also ante, DHNI, Vol. I, p. 1168, 
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He married Pura#a, the daughter of one Viruka, and had by her 
a son named Baladitya, also known as a Balarka and Balabhinu, 

who succeeded him. The Chatsu stone-inscription emanates 
from this prince. It is incised on a slab of black stone built 

into the side wall of the steps leading down into a great tank, at 
the bottom of which it was originally found. The tank is 
situated at Chatsu, the principal town of a tahstl of the same 

name in the Jaipur State, about 26 miles south of Jaipur. The 

record contains 27 lines of writing in the northern type of alphubet 

of about the 10th century A.D. It opens with Om namab and 

two verses addressed to the goddess Sarasvati and Murari (Visnu). 

Next follows the genealogy of the Guhila-vamsa, from Bhartr- 

patta to Baladitya. This latter married Rattava, the daughter 

of the Cahamana king Sivar&ja, and had by her three sons, 
Vallabharaja, Vigraharaja and Devaraja. The object of the in- 

scription is to record the erection of a temple of Murari (Vignu), 

by Baladitya, in memory of Rattava, who had died. The pragasti 

was composed by the Karanika Bhanu, a Vaignava, and engraved 

by the Si#tradhara Bhiila.’ 
Nothing more is known about Baladitya or any of his 

descendants. It may be that their principality was 

gradually swallowed up by the growing power of the Caha- 
manas of Sakambhari. 

(8) Gulila-putras of Saurdgtra. 

The princes of the modern States of Bhavnegar, Palitana, 
Vala, and Lathi’ in Kathiawad claim to be Rajputs of the Gubila 

tribe. The rulers of Bhavnagar trace their descent from Saliva- 
hana of Paithan. A descendant of this ruler, we are told, settled 
in Khera-gadh on the banks of the Luni in the Jodhpur State. 

1 Bdited by D. R. Bhandarksr, EJ, Vol. XIT, pp. 10-17. 

9 JG], Vol. VIT, p. 983; Vol. XVI, p. 166; Vol. XIX, p. 800. The ruling family uf 
Bajpipla, in Gujarst (Rews Kanths) also claims Gubile descent, and is appersotly connected 

with the princes of Bhavnagar, see iid, Vol XXI, p. 80. 
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The last prince of Khera, Mohadasa, was killed by Si&j!, grand- 

son of the Rathoda ‘ Jayacandra’’ of Kanavj. Sejakji,t Moha- 
disa’s grandson, then migrated to Saur&stra about 1250 V. 8. 
with his followers, and entered the services of the Sorath king 

Mahipala, whose capital was at Junagarh. He obtained 12 

villages around Sépur, and from his progeny were descended the 
Guhilas of Kathiawar and the neighbourhood.* Recently Ojba 
has advanced the theory that Salivahana, the ancestor of Sejakj1, 
was really the prince of that name in the Medapata branch of 
the Gubilas, who was the predecessor of Saktikumara (977 

A.D.).° He is of opinion that the person who really migrated 
from Khera in Jodhpur was Sahajiga who is mentioned in the 
Mangrol stone-tnscription of the Guhila Thakkura Malaka, 

This record was found incised on a slab of black stone attached to 

the wall of a well in the town of Mangrol in Junagarh, in 

South Kathiawar. It contains 25 lines, opening with Om 
namah Sivaya and invocation of Hara (Siva). It then praises 
the Caulukya Kumarapala (c. 1144-73 A. D.), the successor of 
Siddharaja (c. 1094-1144 A. D.). Next follows the following 
genealogy of a family of Guhilas :— 

In the Guhila fainily 

Sabara 

Sshajiga 

| = aa aRRaDR! 

Malaks Somarija 

We are next told that Somardja set up an idol of the god 
Maheévara and named it, after his father, Sahajigedvara. 
ps granted one Ka(reapana ?) from the custom-house 

wt Sometimes oslled Sejaki. He is reported to have founded Sejakpur, while his son 

Gobel * founded R&opor in (V.) 8. 12ul (c. 1144 A. D.). Somnath and other Mediaeval 

les in Kathiawad, by H. Consens, 1931, p. 5. 

ps.” Balebodha Itihdsas of Bhcoanagar, by Devadaiker Vaikupthaji Bhatts, quoted in AR, . 
mi, p. 431, fo. 2, - 

© BR, Vol. IL, pp. adolf. a 
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(Sulka-mandapika) of Matgalapura (mod. Mangrol) and other 
gifts for the service of the god. The record is dated in (V.) 8. 

1202 (c. 1145 A. D.) and Sithha Samvat 32. The inscription 
was composed by the Pasupata teacher Prasarvajiia. 

This record shows that Mulaka was a feudatory chief under 

the administration of Kum@rapala. Ojha has suggested that 

Sahajiga first migrated from the Luni valley and took service 

under Jayasimha Siddharaja, and having distinguished himself 
in his war against the chief of Sorath was appointed to a princi- 

pality in that region.” Though there is at present nothing to 

support this guess, it is not beyond the range of probability. 

Sahajiga is described in the inscription as a commander of the 

Caulukya forces ; and it is possible that be was a contemporary 
of Jayasimha. His sons are described as capable of protecting 

Saurastra (Saurdstraraked-ksama) and one of them, Milaka, is 

called Surdstra-ndyaka. 

No other record is at present known that throws any light 
upon the history of this branch. 

(4) Guhila-putras of Astka. 

The existence of a Guhila chief at Asik& or Hansi, in the 
Hisar district of the Punjab, is known from the Hanst stune- 

inscription of the Sakambhari CShamana Prthviraja II (c. 1167- 
69 A. D.).* This was found on the wall of a building at Hansi. 
It contains 22 lines of writing. The opening verse invokes 
Murari (Vignu). It then mentions Kilhana, the maternal uncle 

of the Cahamana Prthvirija, who belonged to the Gihilaiita 

clan. We are next told that a8 Hammira had become a cause of 
anxiety to the world, the king put Kilhana in charge of the fort 

of Asik’. The object of the inscription is to record that Kilhana 

1 BI, pp. 188-60; ARB, pp. 179-80 ; see also onte, DHNI, Vol.'II, p. 977, inscription 
No. 1 of Kamaraptls. 

2 HR, I, p. 488 tn. 
2 JA, 1913, pp. 17-19. 
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erected a pratoli (gateway) and near it two Kogthakas 
(granaries). The flag which Kilhana set up on the pratolt, we 
are told, ‘set Hammira as it were at defiance.’ The Guhila 

chief is stated to have burnt Paficapura, which bas been identi- 
fied with ‘ Pachapattana ’ on the Sutlej. The inscription is 

dated (V.) 8. 1224 (c. 1167 A. D.).? 

It is clear from this inscription that the Gubila principality 

of Asik& was established by the Cahamanas of Sakambhari, spe- 
cially to check the advance of the later Yamints,’ and must have 
been practically swept out of existence when the Turks under 

Mu'izz ud-Din Ghirl captured Hansi after the second battle of 
Tara’in in 688 A. H. (A. D. 1192).° 

(5) Guhila-putras of Nadiladagika, 

The existence of this small principality of the Gubilas is 

known from the Nadlai stone-inscription ‘ of the Naddila Caha- 

mana Rajyapala (c. 1132-45 A. D.). The inscription was found 
incised on a pillar in the temple of Neminatha at Nadlai. It 

contains 26 lines, and opens with salutation to Neminatha. It 
then gives the date, (V.) S. 1195 (c. 1188 A. D.), and refers 

itself to the reign of Maharajadhiraja Rayap&la over Nadtladagiké 

(Nadlai in Godwar, Jodhpur State). We are then told that for 
the worship of Neminatha, the Thakkura Rajadeva, son of Rauta 
(i. e., Rajaputra) Uddharana, of the Guhila family granted zsth 
part of the income derived from the loads going on their way or 

coming to Nadiladagika. It ends with the sign-manual of the 
donor—Svahasto’yam Rau Rajadeva. 

Two other Nadlai stone-inscriptions’ dated in V. S. 120u 

and 1202, under the Naddila Cabaména Rayapala, also record 

} JA, 1912, p. 18. See ante, DHNI, Vol. Il, chapter on the Cahamanas, pp. 1078-79. 

2 Ibid, p. 1080. 

8 Ibid, pp. 1089 #f. 

4 BI, Vol. XI, pp. 36-87; aleo ante, DHNI, Vol. I, chapter on the Cahamdnes, 

1112. 

‘ 5 EI, Vol, X1, pp. 41-48. See also ante, DHNI, Vol. II, chapter on the Cahamanas, 

pp. 1118-14. 
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gifts by one Rauta Rajadeva. In one of these he is described as 
the Thakkura of Nadiladagiki. There is therefore little doubt 
that this Rayapala is the same person who is described in the 
inscription dated in V. 8S. 1195 as the son of the Guhila 

Uddharana. 

Nothing is at present known about the subsequent history 

of this principality. 

(6) Guhila-putras of Sesoda. 

I have already recorded the statement of the Khalitga- 
mahatmya that in the reign of the Medapata Guhila Karna (alias 
Ranasimha) the Guhilas became divided into two branches, the 
Ravals, and the Rands.’ The former or the elder branch con- 

tinued to enjoy sovereign power in Mewar. In the latter branch 

flourished Mihapa, Rahapa, etc. Mahapa and Rahapa were the 

two sons of Karna and held in succession the fief of Sesoda, 

which was assigned to them by their father. The descendants 

of Rahapa came to be known as Sesodias from the name of their 

jaigir, and ultimately revived the Guhila power in Chitor 
after it was crushed by the armies of ‘Ala ud-Din Khalji (1296- 
1316 A.D.). Ojha* gives the following list of Rahapa’s 

descendants mainly from the bardic chronicles : 

1. Rand Rihaps 

2. Naraepati 

8 Dinakarna 
| (Dinakara) 

4 Jasakarns 
| (Jasakara) 

6 eee 

6 ie os (Purapils) 

q oo (Rdnd Prathema) 

1 Ses ants, DHNI, Vol. IL, p. 1179. 

2 HR, Il, p. 822; also Muhagotse Neiga ki khyate, Part {, Hind! Trans. by Rimanbri- 
ysys Dignda, Nigsripracisin! Ssbbé, Kad, Barhvat 1988, pp. 16-19, fa, 
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8. Bbuvanasirhha (Bhunagsi) 

9. Bhimasirhhs 

10, Jayasimha 

11. Mahdéranad Laksmanasimha (1308 A. D.) 
| (Lakhamasi), 

| | 
Mahdréné Arisirnha (Arasi or Arsi) Ajayasimha 

Mahdrénd Hammira (c. 1826-64 A. D.) 

As mentioned above this line of chiefs seems to have always 

remained feudatory to the main line of Chitor. Laksmanasirnha 

Lakgmasithha and his son Arisitnha took their share in the 
defence of Chitor against “Al4 ud-Din and were killed in 1303 

A.D. The Kumbhalgadh inscription (V.S. 1517-A.D. 1460) of 

Kumbhakarna seems to indicate that Laksmanasimha after the 

surrender’ of Ratnasitmha to ‘Ala ud-Din was raised to the throne 

of Mewar and so he and his son Arisitnha both reigned for very 
brief periods before their deaths. Tradition records that 

Laksmanasitnha died along with seven of his sons in trying 
to maintain the defence of Chitor (EJ, Vol. XXI, p. 281, V. 
180). It was his grandson (?) Hammira who restored Guhila 

power in Mewar by capturing the fort of Chitor from Jesa or 

Jayasimha. Jes& was the son of the Jalor Cahamana Maladeva 
who was placed in charge of the fort by ‘Ala ud-Dio after the 
administration of Khigr Khan. According to Muhanota Nainsi 
the Cahamina Ma&ladeva ruled at Chitor for 7 years." The 

capture of Chitor by Hammfra seems to have happened some 
time after the reign of Ghiyéth ud-Din Tughluq (c. 1820-25), 
for-whose reign we have a Persian inscription in Chitor.' 

1 Sometimes called ‘ Lakgmasithbs.’ 
1 Toemin gate has been rightly taken by 8. Datts to mean ‘departore.’ For thie 

interpretation he depends on the contemporary authority of Ta'rikh-i-‘lai of Amir Kbusran. 

flee THQ, 1081, p. 298, fn. 1. See aleo ante, DHNI, Vol TH, p. 1198. 

3 HR, II, pp. 508-08. 
4 Ibid, p. 801 and fn. 2, See aloo CHZ, Vol. Ill, p. 596; AAK, Vol. I, pp. 960-70, From 

the line of Lakemagssithhs (Lakgmasizhha) the sppellations Sesodia and Mahdrapd came to 
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(7) Guhtla-putras of Dungarpur (Vagada), 

The ruling princes of the State of Dungarpur claim to be 
descended from the elder branch of the Guhila family now rule 

ing in Mewar.’ I have already quoted the story of Muhanota 
Naing! which tells us that the Medapata Guhila Sadmantasithha 

voluntarily abdicated his crown in favour of his younger brother 

Kumarzsimha, and established his line in Vagada.* I have also 

mentioned elsewhere the circumstances that led to the expulsion 

ot Samantasimnha, by the Caulukyas of Anhilvada and recovery 
of the principality by his brother Kumirasithha through the 

assistance of the kings of Gujarat. Apparently Samantasimha, 

when driven out of Mewar, took refuge in Vagada, and his line 
continued to rule in that region ever afterwards. His Sola; 
inscription shows that in V. 5S. 1236 (c. 1179 A.D.) he was 

already established in his new kingdom. The present rulers 
of Dungarpur appear to be descended from him. It is likely that 

this branch of the Guhilas finally ousted the successors of the 

Banswara (Vagada) Paramara Vijayaraja (1108-09 A.D.) ° 

GENEALOGICAL TABLES, 

(Dates approzimate.) 
(1) Guhila-putras of Medapata— 

Gubsdatta or Guhils (c. 650 A.D.) 

Bhoja 

Mahendra I 

Naga or Nagaditya 
Stia or Siladitya (646 A, D.) 

Aparajita (661 A. D.) 
Mahendra II 

' 7G1, Vot. XI, p. 860. The story that ths family 1s deacanded from Mahop, eco of 

Karps, appears to be wrong in view of the statement of the chronicle of Mubagote Neips! 

which is generally reliable. 

2 fee ante, DHNI, Vol. II, p. 1182 ff. 

3 Ren ante. DHNI, Vol. Il, chapter on the Pereméras, p. 994, 
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Kalabhoja alias Bappa? (739-53 A. D.) 

Khorhmina I (also called Khummana) 

Matiata 

Bhartrpatta I 

Sirmha 

Khorhmana II (also called Khummana) 

Mahiayaka 

Kbormmaina III (also called Summana and Khummana) 

Bhartrpatta lI 

(942-48 A. D.) 
= Mahdlakemi (Rastrakita) 

Allata = Hariyadcvi (Hina princess) 
(Alu) (951-53 A. D.) 

Naravahana (971 A. D.) 
= Céihamdana princess (Daughter of Jejaya) 

Salivaban (Probably the ancestor of the Junagarh branch) 

Saktikumara (A. D. 977) 

| era 

Ambaprasida Sucivarman Naravarman Anantavarman Kirtivarman 
aliae (Yasovarman) 

Nrvarman 
? 

Yogaraja 

Vairata (Probably a 
descendant 

| of Allata?) 
Harmsapaia 

Vairisirnha 

Vijayasitnhe (A.D, 1108, 1116) 
= Syamaladevi 

Alhanadevi 

Arisimha ? Coda or Codasimba? ##Vikramasirhha? (= Vikramakesari ; 
also known as Pufija ?) 

Ranasithha (alice Karna) 
| (A.D. 1168 2) 
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| 
‘Se oe i Ga oT ene | 

Ksemasimha Mé&hapa Rahapa (Founder of the Serodia line ) 

} 
Saémantasimha 

(c. 1171-79 A D.) 
(Founder of the Dungarpur line) | 

Kimarasiiba 

Mathanesimha (also called Mahanasimmha) 

Padmasimha 

Jaitrasimha (cr. 1218-56 A.D.) 

Tejasimha (c. 1260-67 A.D.) 

Samarasirhha (c. 1278-1801 A.D.) 

festnaa/chhs (c. 1802-08 A.D.) 

(2) Guhila-putras of Chatseu— 

Bharirpatte (c. 626 A.D.) 

seaabhels 

Upendrabhate 

Guhile I 

Dhapike (725 A.D. ? ) 

lols 

ywoustje 

iin eae Yajjd 

Harsaraja = Silla 

Guhila 1] = Rajjhd (Paramara princess) 

Bhstja= Purdéd 

Balsdays (Balirke o¢ Balabhinu) 
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(8) Guhila-putras of Saurdgtra— 

Sahara : 

Sabaies 

| 
Milaka Somarija 

(1145 A.D.) 

(4) Guhile-putrae of Asiké Hansi— 

Kilhana (and his successors ? ) 
(1167 A.D.) 

(5) Guhila-putras of Nadiiladégiki— 

ae 

Rajadeva (1188 A.D.) 

(8) Guhile-putras of Sesoda— 

Rand Rabapa (son of Ranasimhha alias Karna of the 
Medspata line) 

Narapati 

Dinakarna 

Jasakarna 

Pirnapala 

Prthvipals 
Bhuvanasirha 

Bhimasimba 

Jayasizbha . 
Mahdrdna (aleo called Laksmasitnhs) Laksmanasimha 

(1808 A.D.) — - 
| 

Mahérand cal aes Ajayasimha 

9 
Mahdrénd Hammira (c. 1826-64 A.D.) 

(7) Guhila-putras of Dungarpur (Vagada)— 

Line of S&mantasirhha (1171-79 A.D.) and his descendants, 

T~69 : 
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CHAPTER XIX 

CONCLUSION 

In the preceding pages I have endeavoured to give an account 

of the more important dynasties which ruled in Northern India 

during the period of transition that intervened between the 
decline of the Hindu power and the gradual conquest and consoli- 

dation of the country by the Muslims. The conquering zeal of 

the Arabs was checked by the impenetrable bulwark of the 

Gurjara-Pratihira empire, and languished in the sands of Sind. 
The Muslim conquest did not really begin till the decline of the 

Pratihéra empire and the arrival of the Turk onthe Indian 
frontier in the 10th century A. D. Before the Turks’ conquest 
of Northern India was completed, new tribes began to pour 

through the gates of the Hindukush and challenged their 
authority. It was only an accident that the religion of some of 
the new comers happened to be Islam. 

Analytical study of all the Hindu dynasties that ruled 
during the period under survey reveals no central theme in 

their political history. Kanauj was on the decline and its 

hegemony challenged on every side. [ am rather sceptical 

about the stories of the later writers that they ever showed 

any genuine appreciation of the danger threatening their in- 
dependence and religion sufficient to unite them in a common 

effort to check the advance of the enemy. They failed 

to produce a ruler like Candragupta Maurya, who could 
merge the various conflicting interests under one flag by the 
prowess of his sword and oppose the invader with the 
resources of an empire. Nor like the Greeks could they devise 
any machinery for acting in concert under a common leader 

against the invaders. For the greater part of this period we have 
4) deal with separate units whose only political contact with 
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their neighbour was when they fought with each other or com- 

bined to destroy a hated and powerful rival. For practical pur- 

poses we may divide the period under survey into the following 
five heads : 

(1) The period c. 915 to 998 A.D. 

From the decline of the Gurjara-Pratihéra empire to the 
accession of Mahmidd of Ghazni. 

(2) The period c. 998 to 1080 A.D. 

Age of Sultan Mabmad. 

(3) The period c.J1030 to 1179 A.D. 

_ From the death of Mahmid to the accession of C&bamana 
Prthvirdja ITI. 

(4) The period c. 1179 to 1200 A.D. 

Age of Prthviraja and the passing away of Hindu ascendency 

in the Madhyadeéa. 

(5) The period after 1200 A.D. 

Gradual penetration of Islamic power into the outlying parts 

of India. 

- During the first period (c. 915-98 A.D.) the power of the 
Gurjara-Pratihiras of Kanauj steadily declined. The outlying 

_ provinces slowly broke away from the imperial structure and set 
up independent governments. The period of transition and 
politica! readjustment which bad always intervened between the 
fall of one imperial power and t ve rise of another in India had 
already begun. Among the many tribes and princes struggling 

to capture the sceptre of the effete Pratih&ra princes we notice 

the two outstanding figures of the Paramira Vikpati Mufija (c- 
974-95 A.D.) and the Candella Dhatiga (c. 964-1008 A.D.). 
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Both literary and epigraphic records are unanimous in testifying 

to the military ability of Mufja. Before his death he had 

unquestionably made himself the most important prince in 

Western India. But the promise of a brilliant and unifying force 
in the troubled history of India was destroyed when he met his 

tragic fate in one of his campaigns beyond the Godavari. There 

was however still some hope in the growing power of the 

Candellas, who were slowly building up a strong kingdom in the 

South-Central portion of Northern India. During his reign of 

nearly half a century Dhafga had gradually extended his 

authority over the whole tract lying to the south of Jumna and 

bounded roughly on the east and west by the Son and the 

Chambal. But before this power had time to spread itself in 

the North-West the Turks had established themselves on the 

Indian frontier. Alp-tigin (c. 933-63 A.D.) founded his prin- 

cipality in Ghazni in c. 993 A.D, ; and during his lifetime his 

general Sabuk-tigin had already commenced his predatory in- 

cursions in the provinces of Lamghan and Multan. When the 

latter ascended to the throne in 977 A.D. the Turkish attack 

was developed on a more ambitious scale. The Sahis of 
Afghanistan and the Punjab were brave and plucky fighters ; but 

they proved no match for the new enemy. In spite of the bold 

resistance of their kings and their alles they were gradually 
pushed out of Afghanistan, and by the year 997 A.D. when 

Sabuk-tigin died, the Turks were masters of Lamghan and 
Peshawar. 

With the accession of Mahmid, the son of Sabuk-tigin, in 

A.1), 998, the second period begins. The two outstanding 

personalities among the Indian princes are again supplied by 

the Paramaras andthe Candellus. In the former dynasty 
flourished Bhoja (c. 1010-55 A. P.), who gradually won back 

the position which had been lost alter the defeat and death of 

Mujija, while in the latter Vidyadhara ruled. Vidyadbara's 

grandfather Dhatga seems to have outlived Sabuk-tigin and 
probably witnessed the practical downfall of the Sabis in 
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1008 A.D. Vidyadhara ascended the Candella throne some time 

before 1019 A.D. At that date be had become so prominent 

as to be described by Muslim historians as the most powerful 

Indian prince of the time. There seems to be sufficient evidence 

to indicate that the Candellas made a bold bid to grasp the crown 

of Imperialism which had fallen from the heads of the unworthy 

successors of Mahendrapila 1. If fortune had been favourable, 

they might perhaps have once again combined a_ substantial 

portion of Northern India under their rule, and ihus created 

some unity in the confused currents of its history during this 

period. But this was not to be. Unfortunately for them, they 

were confronted by one of the greatest military leaders that the 

Turks had ever produced. Under the able generalship of 

Mahmiid the Turkish bands with their insatiable lust) for 

plunder and destruction were organised into one of the most 

efficient engines of war. For more than thirty years they 

pillaged, burned and devastated the rich plains, cities and 

temples of the Indus and the Ganges valleys. Even the distant 

temple of Somnath had to yield up to them its hoarded treasures. 

The Paramara Bhoja seems not tu have come into serious conflict 

with the Muslims and the brunt of the attack fell upon the 

Sahis and Candellas. The former were exterminated as a power 

in the Punjab, while the latter, though saved from complete 

destruction, found themselves unequal to the task of offering 

effective resistance to the vandalism of the Turk. Vidyadhara, 

in spite of his undoubted military ability, seems to have failed 

to achieve any practical resultsin the open field. Though 

Mahmiid could not capture Kalinjar and failed to penetrate into 

the plains of Kashmir, and though most of his expeditions 

were for plunder and not for conquest, yet the Turkish power 

during his reign had gradually advanced into a permanent pos!- 

tion in the Western Punjab and Northern Sind. Multan and 

Lahore became the two outposts of the Muslims in the valley 

of the Punjab rivers. 
The period (c. 1030-79 A.D.) which followed the death 
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of Mahmid in 1030 A.D. was marked by a gradual weakening 

of Turkish pressure on the plains of India. Though the 

Yaminis certainly continued to raid the territories of the 

neighbouring princes and once—about 1033 A.D., in the reign 

of Mas‘id IT (1080-10 A.D.)—are reported to have advanced as 

far east as Benares, they failed to produce during the period a 

single king or general who could) even approach Mahmid in 

military skill and leadership. In the east the same thing 

happened in the kingdom of the Candellas. The successors of 

Vidyidhara lacked the ability of their illustrious predecessor 
and the vision of an e:mpire-huilder, and failed to profit by the 

weakness of their neighbours. The position that they occupied 

in the South-Central portion of Northern India gradually slipped 
into the hands of the Dahala Nalacuris, who in Gatgeyadeva 

VikramAditya (¢,1030-41 A.D.) and Laksmi-Karna (¢. 1041- 

70 A.D.) produced two men of outstanding personality. The 

latter formed an alliance with the Caulukva Bhima I (c. 102v- 

64 A.D.) and the Karnatas and defeated and probably killed the 

Paramara Bhoja (c. 1010-55 A.D.) of Dhara. By unceasing 

military activity Laksmfi-Karnn extended his dominions from 

Western Bengal to the borders of Gujarat. In the North he 

suppressed the independence of the Candellas, and became the 

unquestioned arbiter of a large portion of the Ganges-Jumopa 

valley. Indian history seemed at last to find a personality 

who could emulate the achievements of the Pusyabhiti Harsa 

or the Gurjara-Pratihara Nagabhata I] and Bhoja I, but again 

this hope was unrealised. The edifice of the Kalacuri empire, it 

seems, was built on unstable foundations ; and when Laksmi- 

Karna was overwhelmed by a series of defeats, his empire like 

that of Napoleon, collapsed with him. The position left vacant 

in the Ganges-Jumna valley by the fall of the Kalacuris was then 

occupied by the Gihadavélas. Govindacandra of this dynasty 

ascended the throne in the first decade of the 12th century, 

and for nearly fifty years ruled over a strong kingdom which 

seems to have included almost the whole of the modern U. P, 
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and Behar. He was sufficiently powerful to offer effective 
resistance to the feeble attempts of the YamInis to penetrate 
into the Ganges-Jumna valley but neither he nor his dynasty 
showed any outstanding vigour or ability. In the South-East 
the dynasties of Orissa and the Ganjam and Vizagapatam 

districts of the Madras Presidency were welded into a single 
administration by the Ganga king Codagatga-Anantavarman 
(c. 1076-1147 A. D.). His dominions seem to have some- 
times extended from the lower courses of the Godavari to the 

Ganges; but here also there is no sign that either he or his 

successor wished or had ability to plana North Indian Empire. 

In the Western portion of North India the fall of the 

Paramaras synchronised with the rise into importance of the 

Caulukyas of Anahilapataka and the Cihamanas of Sakambhart. 

In the first half of the 12th century the former in the reign of 

Jayasimaha Siddharaja (c. 1004-1]44) united under their sway, 

in addition to Gujarat and Kathiawar, large portions of Centra! 

India and Rajputana. The success of Jayasiriuha was fully 

maintained by bis successor Kumdarapaila (c. 1144-735 A.1).) 

During the first half of the 12th century the Cahamanas had 

also established a strong kingdom in Rajputana with Sikambbari 

as their capital. They were undoubtedly the most considerable 
power in Rajputana during this period, and maintained contact 

with the growing kingdom of the Caulukyas on their south- 

western frontier. Sometime before 1164 A.D). they advanced 
into the Punjab and appear to have included under their swas 

most of the territories which now lie to the east of the Sutle;. 

This brought them into conflict with the declining Yamloi 
Sultanate of Lahore and Ghazni and the Gabadavalas of 

Kanauj and Benares. In the first half of the 12th century the 

position of the former was growing precarious owing to the 

pressure both of the Cahamanas on the east and of the rising 0! 

the Shansabinis of GhOr. Before this period was over, fresh 

bands of Turks under the leadersbip of the princes of Gbar had 

begun their depredations in India. In 1175 A.D. Mu'izzud- 
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Din Muhammad ibn Sim had captured Multan and Uch, and 

though repulsed in 1178 A.D. in his attempt upon Anahilvada, 

had recovered sufficiently to capture Peshawar in the following 
year (1179 A.D.) from the Yamin! Khusrau Malik (c. 1160-86 
A.D.). 

The accession of Prthviraja IIT (c. 1179-92 A.D.) to the 

throne of Sakambbari in about 1179 A.D. brings us to the next 
period (c. 1179-1200 A.D.). The records of this period seem 

to indicate that Prthviradja was the most important figure in the 

last quarter of the 12th century. His dominions included most 

of modern Rajputana and extended roughly from the Sutlej to 

the Betwa and possibly to the Ken, skirting the river Jumna on 

the north. The activities of the Caulukyas were paralysed by 

intrigue and dissensions, while the Senas and the Gangas were 
far distant from the North-Western frontier of India. By his 

victories over the Candellas and the Gahadavalas and his com- 

mand over the cis-Sutlej districts, he had constituted himself the 

main barrier against the advance of the Turks from the Indus 

Valley. If the Yamfnis could have held the new body of Turks 

in check for some time, there was just a possibility that Prthvi- 

raja with his undoubted military ability, might have so consoli- 

dated his dominions, as to be able to offer an effective check to 

the advance of the new invaders. But the descendants of 

Mahmiid were too enfeebled to be able to save themselves from 

destruction. In A. D. 1186, Mut‘izz ud-Din captured Lahore 

from the last representative of the Yaminis, and the Shansabanis 

and Cahamanas stood face to face. The victory in the second 

battle of Tarf’In in 1192 A.D., which appears to have been won 

by superior generalship as well as by perfidy, practically put an 
end to the domination of the Madhyadeéa by the Hindus. The 

defeat of the Gihadavalas was only a matter of detail. 

In the period that followed, the Turks issued from their 

bases in the Madhyadega under intrepid and able adventurers to 
bring about the downfall of the dynasties that ruled in more 
distant parts of Northern and Peninsular India. As I have 

u-—70 P 
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already noticed,’this proccss took along time to complete, and 
was not attended with uniform success. Before it was finished, 
fresh bands from Central Asia had burst through the North- 
Western gates and were challenging the authority of the Muslim 

conquerors of India. The latter at last fell before these new- 
comers, and it wasa mere accident, as I have said, that their 

conquerors were again Muslims. So history once more repeated 
itself. | 

As to the causes that lead to the success of the Muslims 
and the downfall of the Hindus, various reasons have been 

advanced by various scholars. Indian climate, deadening effect 
of the caste system, the demoralising influence of the cult of 

ahim$a preached by Buddhism and Jainism, a false sense of 

chivalry and other factors have been held to contribute to the 

overthrow of the Hindu dynasties. I am unable to discuss this 

question without a thorough analysis of the administrative, 

economic, religious and social systems of the period, which I 

hope to undertake in the third volume of this work. I would 

therefore reserve the discussion of the question for the present. 

But whatever factors are found by later investigations to have 

contributed to the downfall of the Hindus and the victory of 

Islam, it appears to me that the vigour and the insatiable thirst 

for plunder and destruction of the roving and hungry bands of 

Central Asia, which was strengthened by their own interpreta- 

tion of Islam, and the superior generalship of their leaders, 

must have played a large part in the success of the Turks. The 

Indians were not less brave; but they failed to produce a 

Mahmiid or a Mu‘izz-ud-Dtn." 

1 Ppof, Dodwell very kindly suggested thet I should expand these concloding remarks 

inté the size of ove ef my bigger chapters say of about bundred peges or more. This would 

make my conclusions on the period scceasible to the students of some of the British Uni: 

vergities Who have not got enough time to go through all these details. Unfortunstely the 

size of the two volumes bas already heoome rather inconveniently large. Bo I am preparing 

a amell volume entirely devoted to» synthetic survey of the period to suit the requirements 

of these stadents. 
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Dynasties and the Territories controlled by them chronologically 

A. D. 

c. 500—600 :— 

c. 600—700 :— 

c. 700~800 :— 

arranged. 

Dynasties. Territories.} 

1. Guhtla-putras Idar State in the North Divi- 
(Guhilots). sion of the Bombay Presi- 

dency (?). 

2. Cahaménas Sambhar (Sdkambhari) re- 
(Cauhans). gion in Rajputana (?). 

1. Guhila-putras (i) Mewar (Medapata), Raj- 
(Guhilots): Two putana : Centre of power 
branches. Nagadraha or Ndgahrada 

(mod. Nagda). 

(it) From Dabok in Udaipur 
(Mewar) State in the south 
to Chatsu in Jaipur on the 
north, in Rajputana: Capi- 
tal probably Dhavagarta 
(mod. Dhod) in Jahazpur 
District, Udaipur or at 
Chatsu, Jaipur, Rajputana. 

2. Caihamdnas No change. 

1. Guhila-putras No change. 
(Guhilots). 

2. Cdhamanas No change. 
(Caubans). 

3. Hathayas Round about Kahla in Gorakh- 
(Kalacuris). pur, U. P. 

4, Tomaras (Tuars) Delhi (Yogini-pura, Dhillika) 
and neighbouring regions (?). 

1 The territories must in every case be taken as only a rough indication, Exact 
delimitation of boundaries is not possible at this stege of our knowledge. 
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A.D. Dynasties. Territories. 

c. 800—900:— 1. Guhtla-putras No change. 
. (Guhilots). 

2. Cahamanas Portions of Marwar and Jaipur 
(Cauhbans). States, Rajputana : Capital 

Sakambhari (mod. Sam- 
bhar). 

3. Hathayas (1) Round about Kahla in 
(Kalacuris) : Gorakhpur, U. P. 
Two branches. 

(tt) Jubbulpore Division and 
the neighbouring regions 
(Dahala) in ©. P.: Capital 
Tripuri (mod. Tewar). 

4, Candratreyas Bundelkhand (Jeja-bhukts) in 
(Candellas). C. J.: Capital Kharjjuraca- 

haka (mod. Khajraho). 

Paramaras South and Central Gujarat, 
(P&vars). Bombay. 

qr 

6. Tomaras (Tuars). No change. 

c. 900-1000 :— 1. Guhtla-putras Mewar, region round Partab- 
(Guhilots). garb (in Rajputana), and 

Mandasor (in C.J.) : Centres 
of power Nagadrahu and 
Aghata (mod. Ahar). 

2. Cahamdnas (1) Almost the whole of Mar- 
(Caubans) : war and Jaipur States and 
Three branches. neighbouring regions, in 

Rajputana (Sapadalakga) : 
Capital Sdkambhari. 

(it Nadd&la (mod. Nadol) 
and the neighbouring re- 
gions in Godwar, Marwar 
in _Rajputans. 

(it) Partabgarb and the 
neighbouring regions 'n 
Bouth Rajputana States 
Agency and C. 1. 
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A.D. Dynasties. 

c. 900—1000:— 8. Hathayas 
(Kalacuris) : 
Two branches. 

4. Candratreyas 
(Candellas). 

5. Kacchapaghitas 
(Kachwahas). 

6. Paramdras 
(Pavars). 
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Territorves. 

(1) Round about Kahla, in 
Gorakhpur, J. P. 

(it) Jubbulpore and Chhattis- 
garb Divisions of C. P., 
portions of Baghelkhand 
and neighbouring regions 
in C. I,: Capital Tripuri. 

Bundelkhand, Gwalior and 
portions of Bhopal Residen- 
cies in C. I.; Allahabad, 
Jhansi and Benares Divi- 
sions in U. P.: Centres of 
power Kharjjuraoghaka and 
Kalafjara (mod. Kalinjar). 

Portions of both Gwalior 
Residency (C. I.) and 
Bharatpur State, Raj- 
putana. 

Western portions of the 
Northern Division and 
Khandesh of Bombay ; 
Indore Residency, Bhopa- 
war and portions of Bhopal 
Agencies in ©. I.; and 
portions of Aurangabad 
Division of Hyderabad: 
Centre of power Ujjayini 
(mod. Ujjain). 

7. Caulukyas (Solat- North Gujarat, Cutch and 

kis). 

8. Tomaras (Tuars). 

Kathiawar in Bombay ; and 
Sanchor District (Satya- 
pura-mandala) in Marwar, 
Rajputana: Capital Ane- 
hilapataka (mod. Anavada, 
3 miles from Patan in N., 
Gujarat). 

No change. 
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Dynasties. 

c. 1000—1100:— 1. Guhtla-putras 

e 
(Guhilota). 

2. Céhaminas 
(Cauhans) : 
Two branches. 

38. Hathayas 
(Kalacuris) : 
Four branches. 

4. Candrdatreyas 
(Candellas). 

Territories. 

Some hilly and inaccessible 
portions of Medapdta 
(Mewar), Rajputans. 

(i) Nearly whole of Marwar 
(or Jodhpur) and Jaipur 
States and portions of 
Mewar in Rajputana. 
Capital Sakambhari. 

(it) Nadd#@la (mod. Nadol) and 
the neighbouring regions 
in Marwar, Rajputana. 

(t) Kahle and (1) Kasia bran- 
ches in Gorakhpur, U. P. 

(it) The Dahala branch: (In 
the last quarter of the 
century) practically the 
whole of C. P. and C. 1: 
the Ganges-Jumna valley 
(U. P.), Tirhut Division 
and Shahabad District of 
Bihar, portions of Chhota 
Nagpur and Western 
Bengal: Capital Tripuri. 

(tc) Tuthménea branch in 
Chhattisgarh Division of 
C. P.: Centres of power 
Tumména (mod. Tumana 
in Lapba Zemindari) and 
Ratnapura (mod. Ratan- 
ur): both in Bilaspur 
istrict, C. P. 

{ During the let quarter of the 
century:—] Bundelkhand 
and portions of Baghelkhand 
Agencies and portions of 
Gwalior and Bhopal Res- 
dencies in C.I.; Allahabad, 
Jhansi, Benares and possi- 
bly Meerut and Fyzabad 
Divisions in U. P.; por- 
toins of Essterff Rajputans 
States Agency (Kotab, etc.’ 
and Ssugor and Damob 
Districts in C. P. 
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A.D. Dynasties. 

¢. 1000—1100 : — 

5. Kacchapaghatus 
(Kachwahas) : 
Three Branches, 

6. Paramdras 

(Pavars) : Five 
branches. 
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Territories. 

[Partial eclipse in the 2nd 
quarter and complete 
eclipse in the 3rd. 

Revival of power in the 4th 
quarter in} Bundelkhand 
Agency in C. I., and _por- 
tions of Jhansi Division, 
U. P.: Centres of power 
Kharjuravdhaka and Kélan- 
jara. 

Gwalior Residency, C. I., and 
portions of Eastern Raj- 
putana States Agency 
(Bharatpur, etc.): Centres 
of power of the three 
branches—(i!) Gwalior, (it) 
Dubkund and (11!) Narwar. 

(1) Portions of Rajputana 
(Sirohi, Mewar, Banswara, 
Kotah, Bundi, etc.) ; Central 
and portions of Northern 
Divisions of Bombay 
(Khandesh to Konkan); 
Hyderabad (north of Goda- 
vari), Nerbudda D)hvision, 
C. P.; and Malwa, Bhopal 
and Bhopawar Agencies uf 
C.I.: Centres of power 
Ujjayiniand Dhara. [ Almost 
complete eclipse during 
c. 1055-60 A.D. Partial re- 
vival in the 2nd half of the 
century. } Other branchesin 
(1) Sirohi State (centre of 
power Candrdodti), (sit) 
Banswara State (Vagada). 
(io) Round about Jalor 
(Jaodltpura) and (o) Kiradu 
(Kirdtakupa): all four in 
Rajputana, 
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A.D. Dynasties. 

c. 1000—110:— 7. Caulukyas 
(Bolankis). 

Territories. 

Northern Division (north of 
Narbada), Gujarat, Kathia- 
war, and Cutch of Bombay ; 
Sirohi and the neighbour- 
ing regions in 8. Marwar 
in Rajputana: Capital 
Anahtla-pataka. 

8. Tomaras (Tuars). No change. 

c. 1100—1200:— 1. Guhila-putras 
(Guhilots) : One 
main and four 
minor branches. 

2. Cadhamanas 
(Caubans) : One 
main and four 
minor branches. 

[Power still under partial 
eclipse.] (A) compara- 
tively inaccessible — por- 
tions of Mewar, Marwar 
and Dungarpur: Centre 
of power dghita (mod. 
Ahar). (B) Minor branches : 
(3) in Sauristra (Kathia- 
war), (it) Naduladagtha 
(mod. Nadlai in Jodbpur 
State), (if) in Dungarpur 
(Vagada), and (tr) at Sesoda 
(in Mewar). 

(A) Ambala Division, Patiala, 
Nabha and portions of 
Simla Hill States in the 
Punjab; Jaipur, Alwar, 
Bikaner, most of 
Marwar, portions of 
Mewar, Bundi, Kotah, 
Tonk, Jhalawar, Karauli, 
Dholpur, and Bharatpur 
States in Rajputana . 
portions of Gwalior Res- 

dency and Bundelkhand 
Agency in C. I.; and 
Jhansi Division in U.P : 

Centres of power Sdkam- 
bhari (mod. Sambhar! 

and  Ajayameru = (mod. 
Ajmer). (B) Minor bran- 

chea at (i) Ranastambia- 

pur (mod. Ranthambhor) 
in §= Jaipur State, (i 
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c. 1100—1200 :-— 

oO—71 

APPENDIX 

Dynasties. 

3. Hathayas 
(Kalacuris) : One 
main and two 
minor branches. 

4. Candratreyas 
(Candellas). 
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Territories. 

Naddila (mod. Nadol), 
(at) Jdedlipura (mod. 
Jolor) and (iv) Satyapura 
(mod. Sanchor); all in 
Rajputana. 

(A) Dahala branch in 
Jubbulpur Division (south 
of Bhanrer Range), C.P. 
and Baghelkhand Agency 
in C, I.: Centre of power 
Tripurit (mod. Tewar). 
(B) Minor branches: (1) 
Gorakhpur, U. P. (Kasia 
branch) ; (11) Tutamdna 
branch — independently 
held the Chhattishgarh 
Division and the neigh- 
bouring regions (Maha- 
Kosala, Dakstna-Kosala 
or Kosala): Centres of 
power Tumnmdna (mod. 
Tumana in Lapha Zamin- 
dari of Bilaspur District) 
and = Rautnapura (mod. 
Ratanpur in Bilaspur 
District). 

Portions of Jhansi Division 
of U.P., Bhopal, Bundel- 
khand and portions of 
Bachelkhand Agencies 
(north of Kaimur Range) 
of C. I.: and Saugor and 
Damoh Districts,inC.P.: 
Centres of power Kalinjar 
(Kalavjura), Mahoba 
(Mahotsacanagara), Ajai- 
garh (Ajayadurga) and 
Khajraho (Kharjjura- 
odhaka). ° 

[ Power partially eclipsed in 
the last quarter of the 
12th century. ] 
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A.D. 

¢. 1100—~1200:— 5. 

6. 

iP 

Dynasttes. 

Kacchapaghatas 
(Kachwahas) : 
Two branches. 

Paramaras 
(Tavars): One 
main and three 

minor branches. 

Caulukyas 
(Solankis). 

Territories. 

Portions of Gwalior Residen- 
cy inC.J.3(1) Narwar and 
(11) Gwalior (?) branches. 
The latter possibly shift- 
ed to Eastern Rajputana 
in the 2nd quarter of the 
century with Daosa and 
then Amber as the centres 
of its power. 

(A) () [During ¢. 1100-1142 
and c, 1192-1200 A.D.] 
Indore Residency. Bhopa- 
war, Malwa and portions 
of Bhopal Agencies in C. 1, 
and portions of Kotah, 
Tonk and Jhalawar 
in Rajputana: Centres of 
power Ujjaytntand Dhara, 

(it) [During ¢. 1142-92 A.D.) 
Power of the main line 
broken into fragments: 

(a) one fragment probably 
ruled in portions of Notah., 
Tonk and Jhalawar, in 
Rajputana and the other 
(by probably in portions 
of Bhopal Agency, (.1. 

(B) Minor branches in i! 

Sirohi (capital Candrura- 
ti), (1) Jalor (Jardlipurs 
and (tit) Kiradu (A rru‘a- 

kipa) in Rajputana. 

Portions of Sind, Cutel. 

Kathiawar, Gujarat, and 

portions of Konkana 11 

Bombay ; almost the whole 

of Rajputana; and portions 

of Agra Division in U. P.: 

portions of Gwalior and 

and Indore Residencies, 

Malws, Bhopawar and 

portions of Bhopal Aget- 

cies in C. 1.: Centre of 

power Anahila-pataka. 
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A.D, Dynasties. 

e. 1100—1200 :— 

¢, 1200—1300:— 1. Guhila-putras 
(Gubilots) : Two 
branches. 

2. Cahamdnas 

(Canhans) : 

Four branches. 

3. Hathayas 

(Nalacuris). 

4. Candritreyas 
(Candellas). 
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Territories. 

[During the 4th quarter of 
the century the area 
became much reduced by 
the loss of control in 
Konkana in Bombay, 
portions of Rajputana, 
and C, I.] 

(1) Mewar and the neigh- 
bouring regions, portions 
of Sirohi and Marwar: 
Centres of power Ndga- 
draha (Nagda), Aghata 
(Ahar) and Citrukita 
(Chitor). 

(it) Feudatory branch at 
Sesoda in Mewar. 

() Region round Rantham- 
bhor (Ranastambhapura) 
in Juipur State, Raj- 
putana ; (tt) «= Region 
round Narwar in Gwalior 
Residency, C. I. (?); 
(11) Region round (s#) 
Javaltpura (Jalor) ; and 
(tc) Satyapura (Sanchor) 
in Marwar, Rajputana. 

Round Tummdna (mod. 
Tumana), Bilaspur Dis- 
trict, Chhattisgarh Divi- 
sion (Mahdkosala\, C. P. 
(?) Also in portion of 
Jubbulpore Division 
(Dihala) [as @ minor 
power]. 

[Eclipse of power during 
the first few years of the 
century : Then revival 
in] Bundelkhand and 
Baghelkhand Agencies 
and portions of Gwalior 
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A.D, Dynasties. Territories. 

¢. 1200—1300 :-— Residency in C. I. Also 
portions of U. P. (Jhansi 
Division): Centres of 
power Ajaigarh (Jaya- 
durga) and  Kalinjar 
(Kdlafjara), 

5. Kacchapaghatas Region round Amber in 
(Kachwihas). Jaipur State, Rajputana: 

Centre of power Amber. 

6. Paramdras (Pivars): (i) Indore and portions of 
Two branches. Gwalior Residencies, 

Malwa, Bhopal and 
Bhopawar Agencies in C. 
I. ; Saugor, Narsingpur, 
Hoshangabad and Nimar 
Districts of C. P. ; and 
portions of Gujarat along 
the lower courses of the 
Narbada up to the 
Sae (iocluding Broacti) : 
Centre of power Dhiiru 
and Mandu [During the 
2nd half of the century 
Paramara power rapidly 
declined}; (it) Minor 
branch in and = round 
Sirohi: Centre of power 
at Candrdrati. 

7. Caulukyos Portions of  Gujara', 
(Solankis). Katbiawar, and Cutch in 

Bombay ; portions of 
Marwar and Sirohi in 
Rajputana: Centre of 
power Anahtla-pdlaka 
[ About the 2nd half of the 
century Caulukyas los 
contro] in Rajputana. | 

c. 1300—1400:— 1. Guhila-putras Mewar and the neighbour- 

(Gubilote). ing regions : Capita! 

Citrakite(Chitor). [Power 

eclipsed o, 1803 A.D. ] 
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A.D. Dynasties. ! Territories. 

c. 1800—1400:— 2. Cdahaménas (1) At Jalor (Jadvdlipura), 
(Cauhans): Four (i) in Sirohi (capital 
branches. Candravati, (itt) at Satya- 

pura (Sanchor) and (to) 
in Bundi: [All in Raj- 
putana |. 

Hathayas Portions of Jubbulpore, 
(Kalacuris). and Chattishgarh Divi- 

sions of C. P. [in a 
decadent condition J. 

4. Candritreyas Portions of Jhansi Division 
(Candellas). of U. P. ; Bundelkhand 

Agency in C. I. ; and 
Damoh and Jubbulpore 
Districts in C. P. (?): 

Centre of power Kalinjar 
(Kalanjara). 

5. Nacchapaqhatas Round about Amber in 
(Kachwahas). Jaipur State, Rajputana. 

6. Paramaras (Pivars). Indore and _ portions of 
Gwalior Residency ; Mal- 
wa, Bhopal and Bhopa- 
war Agencies (?). 

7. Caulukyas Portions of Gujarat, Kathia- 
(Solankis). war and Cutch: Capital 

Auahila-pitaka. 
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701, 70°, 724, 733 

Ajaban, in Codbpur State, 14, 1179 
A‘aharr stone-auseription of Ranasideva, 1179 
Ayhar: atone ipseription of Paramara hing 

Yoséodhavala, O14 
Avapala, Bhatfaraka {40 
Ajuyadeva, Rajya Mahapradhana, Of 
Ajaya-weru (Ajmer), city of, G57 fn. 

1099 
Ajayameru-durga, 1082 
Ayavapala, Caulukya hing of Anahili-patuka, 

YOR YOU, Wed, 10s, 16, 1028) 10g6, 

182, 1163 
Ajayapila Tomara king atcording to Cun- 

ningham, 1140 
Ajayarata JI, altas Salhana, Cahamana 

king; built Ataya-sneru, 957 fn 2, 1162 
fo. 8, 1070, 1071 

Ajayaraja J, a variint of the name of th: 
Sakambhari Calamana Jayardta, alse 
called Jayantarijn 

Ajayara:a, Rayaputra, 1119 
Ajayas tite, Mahakumara, 800) 
Ajayasituhe, Seaodia prince, 1205 
Ajayasubha won of Maldrajaputra Kumarn- 

Site, 1138 
Ajavaverman, Paramira king of Malaya, 889, 

BX), BL. BY4 2 
A) Deo, Diwan or Mahiea of Parmar, Ra of 

Kalintar. 721 
Ajmer, aleo spelt Aimir and Atmeer; ancicnt 

Ajeyameru, 915 fo. 4, 1060 fo. 4, 1071, 
1074, 1086, 1087 fn. 8, 1091, 1093, 1ua0, 
1102, 1122, 1183; Museum, 914; stone-rn- 

° 
—t Wi7L, 

scription of Vigiabaré'a IV. No. (1), 1074; | 
stopesinscription of same, No. (1, LTS 

Ajmoer (same as Ajmer), 956 
Aimir. also spelt Ajmer and Ajmeer; ancient 

Ajayameru, 1018, 1019, 2020, 1090 
Akalavargs. biruga of Kygpa I] and Krgna 

III, RégtrakGta kinga of Ma&nyakbetaka - 
} Amaregyara-keetra, 004 Malkhed), 756, 889, 841, 842 

1231 

Akbar, the great Timurid emperor,” 713 fo. 
1, 735, 802, 1090 

Akriregvara-Vigaya, 1056; probably mod. 
Ankleavar taluka, 1056 fp. 1 

Akea, a kind of gambling, 995 
: Akgara (letter), 706 
Akgapad. 412 fn. 2 
Akgapatalaka, an official title, 1170 
Akgapotaladhisn, an offieial title, 1172 
Aka pafaliha, an offirial title, 944, 1173 
Akeaana-tetiya, ty 
Alada, Sau, 1h 
Alaf hhav, a general under Malik Kafur 

JH45, 1046 
Alamka@ra, &56 

Alanadeva, same as Alhanadeva, 1113 
‘Aaud-Din Khal? Sultan of Delhi, 801, 907, 

104d, 1044, POSS, Lous, TOL, Tle, 1194, 
1163 1195, 1196, 1197, Tog, }205 

‘AG ul-Mulk, the Korw a! of Uclby, 1198 
of Vranukya, 724; Nos (yy and (1) of. Al svidaparmiva, village of, 1009 

Alayadina Sultan& (sulian ‘Ala eud-Din), 
Tat 

Al-Birani fsometimes spelt Bi.inty, 825 fo. 
1h 

Mesander, @2l 

Atha ond dus brother | dal, heroes of the 
Panapharclan, 74 

Alhaduna, (a) atmdca king of Naddula ; same 
ag A‘hadinadeva, (uu 

Alha-Cibat, 74 
Alhana (eame as Albanudesva, (d}amana king 

of Nadddlad, 1125, 1134, 1133, 1183 
Athena, son of Udatra. 1Us2 

Alhanadeva, Cabamana kirg of Naddtla: alao 
knewnas Atunalesa and Alhadana, 979, 
TiS. VETG TPES, Lads. 125 

Alhanatesvi, Guhda paucnes-s: wife of the 
RKalacurt kine Gaya-Karna 775, 778, 77, 
7.8, TU, 87, 993. Gus, 1173 

‘All Mubamnmad Nban, author of Afirat-s 
dhmadt, tH7. 958, ea, gus, 1008, 1040, 
hing 3 

{Kami one ofthe Gllest compilations of 
Arab histars C7 

Allahabad, 674, 772, 774, 783° 797 
Ailan, Jobo,  Reoper of Coins, British 

. Museun. London, bu72 fn, & 
 Alluja, Vakuliex Pasupata ascetic, 1665; 

see BhAvirakta 
Allata, Goubila king of Mewar, 1158, 1169, 

1170, £177, 1170 fn. 2, 1276, 1179 fo. 2 
~ All@vadina (AJ4 ud Din), 1100 
Al-Ma‘min, Abbas d Caliph, 1168 
Alp-tizin, founder of the Turks principality of 

Ghazni, 7*5, 1213 
Aluf Khan, 1103 

Amadeva. Sabdtka, 904 
Amara, 734 

Amathantak, 783 fn, 1 
Amarkantek inscription (mutilated), mentions 

the name of Somualladest, 813 fn. 2 
| Amaraguthhadeva, Hathasa king, Slo 
Amaresvara, 873; same ag Amaregvara-tirtha. 

873 fn. 8 
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Amsretvara-firthe, 998 identibad Awdri-raghs (edict off now-eleaghter), 1116 aren 3011 
Pape drprerylipor 700 Tunas jope 
mirn-deleks, negdra.dhe of 
Amétye. an official title, 000, 1160 rest eri agp capital oi peg Améraryt’, 864 same as Apabilvijaks, Apahills-p&teks, 

{ 
. ! ; 

hotels 1000 oe peat uloinars Apabilla-pura, Aahilrad, 
n : ' 

Ambapraséda, Vyayakarone Mohd matys 966 | Anhilwa : Aa oe 
Atabiprasdda, Gubila lord of Aghlte; also; vade, 8 inllee from Perens Gone aoe 

know. as’ Kmraprashda; killed by the | 763.2. 703, 659, Ber fee as an os : = vs : | + Oe » OOS, D1, , : 943, 
ieee Vakpati IT, 1069, 1162, 1178, 948, 950, 960, 963, ¥8I, 982, 984, 988, omni 

Ambarasens, learned man, 832 1006. 1010, 2011, 1018, tO2v. 1025, 1028, 
/ par eslapsctien ipa | 1087, 1028, 1034, 1035, 1098, 1042, 11107 
Amber State, 829, 1097 
Ambika, g ddess, 900 Anahila-pattana : same as Anahile-p&taka, 695, 
Ambika, river, 839 976 
Ambiké's town, 858 | ee: see Agahila-pataka, 1019, 1096, 

Ambi-pataka, village, 763 . 

Aindhiya, a kind of gambling, 995 | Anabilaved, 909, same as Agahila.pa{vks 
Mak ( jul) a na lavada, same as Anahila-pAtaka ; alao 
mir "!} scommender, leader, 631, 682, . speit Anhilvada, 550, 987, 956, 957, 028 
683, 1014; assumed by the Arab chiefs of 961, 962 
Sind, 682 Apahilavatska {same ae Anshilspaitaks), 101” 

Amir Ruko ad-Din, 1035 fn. 8 Anatuledvara Siva, temple oF ; nae Pee 
Amir-Rukunadina, same ag Amir Ruko Anatilla, Cahamana king of Nadtile, 952, 

ud. Dis, ruler of Hurmuz 1038 LiOG, TOT, Woe, lids wlew Sadts ts 
Amir-:-Shikdra, a0 office, 1021 fn. 8, 1189 general} +70 
Amir ul-mu'minin, lord of the faithful, 681 =. Anahilla, city of, 69 
Amutagati, an author, 857  Anabilla-pitake, same ae Anabila-pateka, 
Amir Khusrau poet and {itterateur ; composed 1x9, £38, 1799, 1040 1986 1287 

poema ou the love of Devalalevi and © Anahillapura. sarne aa Anahilla-pataks, 884, 
Khigr, 692 fn. 4, 692 fo. 1, 1085 fo. 3, . 989, 991, 996 fn. 3, 1108 
1301, 1150, (195, 1196, 1197 fo. 1, 1205 + Ansla, god. 871 
fn. } ' Apaladeva (Arnor&ya?), 1074 

Amods, village, 755, 803, 804, 810, 812  Kasleédvara, temple of, 1011 
Amods plates (grant) of the Hainaya Prthvi- | Anaiisievi, Rastrauda (RastrakOta} qnerr 

deva (1}, of Tummigps, 755, 83, 804; | of Alhanade'a 1117, 1118 
Amoda grant (I), of the Tutmana , Anand, is the Kaira deatrict. Gutarat, 714 
Kalacurs Prthvideva H{. 810; grant of the | Aoands, Vastavys Kayastha of TT kk&riia 
same No. (11), from the same place. 810 younger brother of Vise, the Vis -‘ 

Amoda grant of the Tumméns Kalacori' Jeyapira iaace as Jayadurga) 734; jar 
Jitaliadeva 11, 812 | appouted as governor hunee f, 729 

Amma, Rénaks, 863. 864 ; Anandanagare (nod. Vadragar), ia 
Ammadeva, Svet4mbara Acarya, 863 : Anaodspala, 1149 fo 1. 
Ammenadovs, (Hashaya) Kulecan prince, ) Anandsapura {sometimes called Ananda: .- 

756, 761 gaara), modern Vadnagar in Bare ts 
Amovhavares biruda of Vikpati 11, 852, 854 | Gtete, B19 WH,970 1154f0.6, 1155, tie, 
Amozhavargs ITE, Vaddigs Ragtrakéts king | 1167 fo 4, 1173, 1108 

of Manyskhetaks (Mslkbed), 741, 756, Abstgapais. Tormare (king) according t- 
840. 841, 648. 954 | Cuoungbam, 145. 1149 

Amoghavargs IV. Nrpstuiga Kokkala | Ansige Bhima. Eastern Gangs kins, %1> 
(Kakka IL), *89, 854 : Ananta, Bréhman officer of Kirtaveruain 

Amranp iocoription of Biraigaders, 1041, 1068 . 700, 701 fn. 2, 702, 708 
Amrao. Jamnager State, Kathiswar, 1041 Ansota vountry (Anenia gocera} kingdom of 
Amrabhata. also known aa (Awbeds), 991, | the Céahamanas ; 80 celled after the oan 

992, 998, 10/2 ; OF she second proce, 104 1168 
Amstederi, queen of Paramira king Dhen- | Anents gocara (see Ananta country). 14, 1 

dbuke, 908 Ansanta. Kesh ainan king, 728 fn. 2 
Amytapala, eon of Réyapala, 1129 Anants, porestbly « name sf the Cahanas: 

Amra, a post, 1171 Abmanteré'e 1161 1062 
Amraprashda (alec Ambéprasida), Guhils | Anapta gotra, 79) 

ince: should be identified with Acbb&- | Aoantephis, founter of a Saiva temple. '-' 
praabda, 1060 Anantavarms Cogegafigas, great Oriess kis 

Athéae of level land (presthe), 968 4 



av aa Gubile prince ofiMewar, 1175. Rinne (the epic hero), 668, 788 fn. 8 
rjuo ’ K 1 Anasiba, Thakure of SopSAs, 1190 678 tn. 1 BO, Bon ng king of Dabkund, 

Avavade, the old Agabila-pitska, 8 miles Arjuna, 
from Pateo. 1042 | Agi 

Anavads stone-i- scription of Shraigadeys, 1(2. 
Aadhrs, 680, 787, 986 fn. 2; deés, 951 ; 

same as Sshaadérjuna, 738, 798 
Arjuns of Sarasspdra, 1099, 1100 
Arjuna, Paramara feudatory, 856 fo. °5 

Andhra-Khimd! Mandgalc, 806, 807, some 
reads Andhra and Khimidi 

Aga, 680, 772, 774, 946, 986 fn. 2 
Angiras, sage, 684 
Anhal, according to bardic tradition, the firat 

create] Canhan, 1052 
Anhilvad. modern name of Anahila-pataka, 

7380, 655, 913, 1010, 1016, 1021, 10143; also 
written Unbilwara 

Anhilvada fAnhilwara) capital of the Cau- 
lukyas; see Analila-pituka Anashila-pura, : 
1105, 1027, 1072, 1087, 1107, 1103, 1162, 
118A, LIL, 1206, 1217 

Avhilwira (Anahila-pataka), 954, 955, 961 
Anrruddha, 827 
Anklesvar, taluka of the Broach district, 

Bombay Presidency, 1055 
Anna-satra, 1070 
Anna of Sapadslakga, %87, 983 
Annalladeva, a variant of Arporajs; Kiel- 

born reada the name as Avelladeva, 1076, 
1076 fn. 4 

Annamear&ja, Kakatiya king of Bastar, 
fn. 2 (continued on 782) 

Antirdliaond: és, 973 
Antarped:, 702, 713; crgaya, TO1 
Anuja (younger brother}, $59 
Anupamadeyvi, Tl? 

Anunpameévara, 95] 
Anvatda stone-inacription of Some¢sara, 1082 
Apara-Gafgeya, Cahamansa king of Sakai- 

bhari; variants of tia names, A‘nara 
Gabgeya and Amr Gangi, L078, 1078 — 
fn. 3, 1079 

Aparidityas, Silahar prince, 992 
Aparajits. another name of Kacchapa-ghata 

king Devapala 826 
Aparitiia, Gubila king of Mewar, 1158-59, 

1163, 1165 | 
Apararjuna, a btruda of Visaldeva, 1034, 1185 | 
Arab(a), 1156, 1159, 1160; chiefs of Sind, 681, . 

682; settlements in the Chambal valley 
(?), 1059 fn. 4 

Arabia, learned men of, 692 fn. 4 
Arabian Sea, 698 
Arang, in Raipur district, C. P., 758, 815 
Arang plate of Hashaya king Ameragirnha- 

deva, 815 
Arunyaré‘a, Paramfra king, 908, 909 
Aravalli Range, 1184 
Arbuda, 842 919; mandala, 908, 009, 911; ° 

mountain, 878, 481, 920, 10H, 1031 1193 | 
Arbud&dri (Mt. Abu), also eniled Arbuda | 

giri, 1019 
Ardhastama, 943 | 
Argha. 772 | 

f 
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Arghatirths, 784 

—— Sesodia king of Mewar, 1179, 1196, 

u—72 

Arjuns, son of Kalscuri king Kokkalla, 756, 761 
Arjuna, Vaghel& (Canlukya) king, 1042 
Arjunadeva, king of Malays, 1032 
Arjunadeva, king of Anahbila-pataka, 1037- 

38, 1039-40 
Arjunadevigrama, a village, 1056 
Arjunakonasarana (?), village, 806 
Arjunavarman, Paramara king, 868, 894, 

895, 896, 898, 899, 900, 901 fus. 3, & 4, 
902, 906 

Arjunayanas, 738 
Arjun-Bari, in Vadnagar, Gujarat, 979 

_Arnoréja, Cahamans king of Sakambhari; 
also known as Ana and Arnnordia, 836, 
957 fn. 1, 985, 986, 987, 988, 990, 1027, 
1028, 1034, 1072, 1073, L974 190@4%, 110% 

Arslan Kali}, Muslim commandar, 1018 
Arthuns, village of, 118% fn. 5, 920 
Artbuna inscription of Camundaraja, 851, 920 

921, 946 fn. 5 
Arthuna inscription of Vijayaraja, 923, 924, 

971 fn. 3 
Arvas (Aryans), 1077 
Aryararta, 1077 
Asaf Khan, general of Akbar, 892 fo. 1 
Asadbara, a Brahman donee, 832; a cultivs- 

tor, 1129; a Jaina scholar, author of 
Trisasti-smrts and other works, 894, 897 
fn 6, 899, 902, writer of a grant, 835 fn. 2 

Asada-d Din a Muslim commander. 1018 
Agila, a chief of Kir&takdta, 1124 
\saladeva of Narwar, 1103 
(aulesvara Siva, temple of, 1196 
Asalla, ruler of Narwar, 834 fn. 1 
Asamasidins, identified with Shamsnd-Din 

Iitutmish, 1146 fn. 4 
Asapala. Thakura, 980 
(sapaledvara Siva, temple of. 1106 
Asipalit, tdentified with modern Ahmedabad, 

1081 fo. 6; army of the Vagbela 
(Caulukya) Sdrangadeva encamped near, 
1042 fo. 4 

Kéapurl, goddess, 1061, 1067 
Agara}a. same as Asardja, 1109 
Agari'a, C&hamaina king of Naddiila; also 

called Agaraja Advaraja (II) or Advaka, 
971, 1409, L110 

Asarita. the writer of a Paramara record, 920 

reverse of the coin of Somedvara, 108 
Aaiatic Society’s plate of Viniyakap&la, 676 

fo. 1 
Aéiké identified with Hansi. 1161, 1162, 1077, 

1078, 1078 fn. 1, 1202, 1203 
Asin!, the wife of Mahé-Sédhantka Mab&ika, 

853 
Adoka, "the greateat of the Maurya kings, 1076 
Aéodittana, country of (perbaps Rasodittana), 

1068 
Asravé, mother of Devalabdhi, 677 

 ESddrari Sri Sama(ntadeca), the legend on 
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AstasGhasrikd, 785 
Advagrima (Mt.), 1171 
Aévakr, same as Adaraja, 1109, 1110 
Aévaka, Mahdraye, 961 
Asaval, near Ahmedabad, 964 fn. 6 
Aéva-neta, 701, fp. 1 
Aévapala, C&hamana king of Naddila, 1106 
Aévapasi, 8 proper name, 1128 
Aivapati, 724, 784, 785, 789, 794, 795. 797, 

798 
spi (JI), same as Addraja, 1109, 1114, 

1 
Aévatthviins, Kars, 878 
Aéaratdya, 731 

Aéviliva-KOds, village of, 978 
Atreya-gotra, 790 
Athaisi tappa, 742 
Atmaprabba, another name of the Cihamana 

queen Rudrans, 1063 
Atpur (Ahar), 1173, 1174 
Atpor inscription of Baktikumara, 1154, 1156, 

1163, 1168, 1270, 1171, 1173, EL79 fn, 2 
Atreys, a gotrargs, 1155 
Atri sage, 717, 743, 748, 752, 770 
Atru, pear Sirod sn Kotah State, 065 
Atru stone-pillar-tnseription of Jayaenha, — 

' Bala, a proper name, 1187 965, 974, 1162 
Audrabadiersgaya, 863 
Aufrecht, (71 fo. 6, 902 fn. 2 
Augas: Parganas, in Baberu Tehsil, Bands 

district, U P., 706 
Augasi plate (grapt) of Madanavarman, 7H, 

710, 719 fn. 
Ruka. Gubila of Chateau, 1198 

Aurabhata (may be ancient Avala}, &1f fn. 2 
Aurva, age, 1oU 
Auwa temple inscription of 

Khindrapala (?), 1107 
Avala. village, 610 
Avallad-vi. queen of the (Hashays) Kalacun: 

kirg Karna, 756 
Avaninatha. 884 
Avenivaerman, feudatory, 939 
Avanivarman, Canjukya king, 763 
Avanti, 797, 788, 767, 845, 685, 945, 986, 9&2. 

988, 1008, 1054, 1089, 1169: -Mando'a, 
966 ; -de4a, 985 

Aric, a desert country; Marwar according t: 
Sarda, 1072 

Ayoskdra (worker in iron), 726 
Ayodbydpuriya family, 816 
Ayomukha, 740, 743 
Ayus, 748 
Ayysr. Venkatarama, 867 fn. 6 
Asimibd-i-Taliwarl, 1088 fo. 3 

Jiodrapala 

Babada, village, 633 
Babarias, « tribe settled in Booth Kathiawar; 

identified with the Barbarakaa, 1738 
Bébaniavdda, province in 8 Kathiawar, 978 
Bachhandgadh, to Bilespor. C.P., 809 
ssa 741, 766 fp. 4, 763 'n. 2, 838, 862 

on. 7 

| Baha-ud Din (Tughril), 
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Badari, custom-house of, 8t 
Bidavi, 862 
Badmeré, 979, 1006 fn. 2 
Badr ud-Din Baukartigin, 1130 
sar the village; ancient Bhadiyéuva, 1120 

n. 
Beghari, 718, fn. 1 
Bagbari etone-inscription of Paramardi, 711, 

; 712, 717 
| Baghelkhand, 711, 727, 728, 740, 761, 762, 

791, 794, 797. 800; Agency, 773, 840 
Baginn, on Nasik, 1045 

| Bahada, son of the prime minister Udayana- 
deva and the sdopted son of Caulukys 
king Juyasimha, 975, 977, 988, 1073 

Bahadadeva, Mahamatya, 981 
Rahar-Deo (Babada Deva), see Vaghbata. 

1006, 1997 fo. } 
709 feos 

' Bahawalpur 957 
» Babughrna, goddess, 967, 2, 1110 
* Bahuguna-matd, 1110; temple of, sh 
- Rahuleda (Bhotada), 468 
’ Bahorbend. 790 fa. 2 
' Bathaqui 7738 
Bardka Mathuranraya-kayastha, 80] 

Bala lepthet of Malarija IT}, 1003 
- Ba‘abhadra, 949 
Palacandra, avthor of Vesantapildse, °°) 

fn. 1, 14P2 1129, 1057, 1054 
Raladhipa, 111 
Baladhyakea, 70) fn. 1 
Balatitsa (also knowo as Bélirka and Bi 

bhanul, Crubila king of Chateu, ID. 
1156, 1161, 1197, 1200) 

Balagamve stone-ineeription of Jayaaim’ 
ai 

Balaghat, district of (C. P.) A007 
Falabarsa, Kalacuri king of Dabala, 
Ba'a Kars, 718 
Balandraveda, berada of Paramaira king Js 

tugi, G2 
Halaprasads, Cahamana king of NaJ.t.: 

G13, 052, 1107, tt11 
Bia'asiinha Sétradhdra, 7) 
Bala-ore diatrict fin Orisa), 758 
Balben Delhi Sudéa, OAL 

- Balera grant of Caulnkys Malardia 7, ‘tc 
Halhaog, Chhandna king of Ranthambbor | 
Bali, 967, AL. 2, VEST: aw daatrict of tie 

Godwar division of Jodhpur, POI, 12/7) 
W110, INNS, 1190, 1023; ineerspucn of 
Jayasithha Biddharaja. 967, Wik. o. 

. ipacription of Kumérapéle, O81; store 
ipacription of Adérats, 1110 . 

Belirajs, Cabemadna king of Naddils, ~~: 
1106, 1104, 1911 

- Ballhls. king of "Maleve, 886, 887, 014.5>>. 
PRD, 10, 9Ol 

Balliladevoke, Rauta, 704 
Baloda, AO 
Balotra. 1123 fn. 8 
Balven. of Kotah, :05; estate, 1098 

: Balvan stone-inseription of Hemmire, ‘' 
1006, 1097-99 

me 
at 

4, 
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Bamanan-ro Nord (Nahuré grima), 1111 fo. 
Bamhni village, 734 
Bamhni Sati record, 784, 801 
Bamnera, 7 miles from Erinpura railway sta- 

tion in Jodhpur, 1118 
Bamvera granvte {:) and (1) of Kelhaga, 

1118; grant No. (s1), 1119 

2 

ts), (at) and (ti), 1181 
Baya, autlior of the Kadambari 724 
Bandpbur clan, 719 
Banaras, 773 
Banas river, 719, 1073 fn. 3 
Bands district tin U. P.), 708, 710, 724, 724° 

fn 2, 728 
Bandhu (relation), 475 

Band: river, 1073; anment Candra (?), 1073 | 
fn. 8 

Banerji, BR. D., 709 fn. 6, 774 fn. 1, 864 fn. 4 
Kerigar (apcent Varidurga), 708 
Banswura, State in South Rajputans, &74, 

921, 967, 969, 1162, 1177, 1184, 2206; 
town, 861, 8(4, 867, 922; same as ancient 
Vigadsa, 842, 920; 
Bhoja 861, 65 

Bappa, birnda of Guhila king Kala-bhota (2) 
1154, 1155, 1166, 1187, 1154, 1159, 1160 
1166, 17 1292, 1193, 1194 

Buppairajn, variation of the name of Vakpats 
T. K41, B43, $46, 448 

Bappaka, same as Kappa, 1155, 117] 
Bapyadeva, Pandita and engraver of grants, 

BYE 
Karan, a village in Cawnpore, U. P., 741 
Barab grant ct Bhojadevs, 74h 
Baran. “Ziys  oud-Din, wuthor of Tul rikh-s 

Firuzshahs, 1044, 1101 
Barapps, feudatory of Céjukya hing Taiia Tl 

in LAta, 765, 651, 555, x60, W387, Gos, Yau 
Barbaraka, G72, 873 
Bargujar, Rayput, ss 
Bari, last capital of the Gurjara-Pratibaras 

of Kanan), 600 
Barmer, ancient Vagubhata-mera: principal 

town of Mallan dtetrict, Jodhpur, 1115, 
1124, 1129 fu. 3 

Barnett, Dr. La D., 723 fn. 2, 724 fa. 38, 776, 
Tos, 785, SUL, B24, 845 fp. 3, S48 fn 5, S61 
fn. 1, 864 fn. 2, 806 fo. 2, 900, Yd Fn. 4, 
20 fp. 4, 922, 928, 983 fn. 3, 7) fn. 4, 
1021 fo. 8, 1167 fn. 1, 1270 fn. 2 

Baroda, gap, 837; identified by soine with 
ancient Vatapadraksa, 862 fn 1; prant, 
8O4; State, 864, 971, 909, 1154 fn 6 

plates (grapta) cf 

| 
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Bay of Bengal, 698, 759 
Bayana, 722 
Bedwara, 723 
Behar, 1216 

Belgami inscription of Vikrawaditya VI, 
1789 fn. 2 

4) | Belgutti (Belagavatti= Bhogavati) in Honnali 
Bamnera stone-juscriptions of Samantasimha | Taluq, Shimoga district, Mysore, 781 

Bellary district, 776 
Belluvalla, 862 
Benares, 669, 676 fn. 1, 679, 719 fn. 3, 742, 

747, 751, 788, 757, 759, 768, 777, 779, 782, 
786, 972, 1215; grant of (Lakgmi).Karna, 
666 !n. 3, 673, 753, 757, 750, 782, 786 

_ Bengal, 675, 676, 678, 649, 754, 765, 779; 

Basahi, village, Etawah, U. P., 779 fa. 8, 762: 
Bugabi, plate of Gihadavéle Govindacendra, 

699, 779 fp. 3, 782 
Kafesvar stone-inscription (sume as Bagheri 

atope-inacription) of Paramardi, 715 fn, 1 
Bastar, State of, 741 fn, 2, 817 
Batthidim, town of, 401 
Batibagarb, o village, 21 miles 8. W. of ; Bharadvaja, 763 ; gotra, 

Damob, 801; atone-inscription, Muslim 
record written on Sanskrit, 800-01 

Bauire is not Tomara but a corrupt form of 
Pratibéra, 1149 

' 

i 
t 

I 
| 
‘ 

: 
, 

t 

modern, 813 fo. I ; Western, 1215 
sat Asiatic Society's plate of Jayaccandra, 

io 

Berwara (probably anciunt Vadavarr), 708 
Betis, villave, x62, grant of Bhoja I, 862 
Betwa, river, 700, 702, 710, 711, 715, 728, 

133, 791, 884, &37, 1035, 1217; valley, 

AAO, VOT 
Bhadiyauya, modern Budva, 5 miles 8. W. of 

Lalray, 1120 fn 2 
Rhadrikail, temple of, iss 
Bhadrapada (nonth), s62 
Bhadrastenya, 743 fn 1 
Hshudreswar osernption of Cuulukya 

airuba, 766 
Bhaduod, “11; stone-inscriptiun of Purnapala, 

wi 

Rhagabatapura, 333 
Bhaghpat Tabsil, blu 
Bhagirathi, river, 71:3 
Khagawanlal Indra, 839-40 
Bhaiia, Sutradkara; engraved Chateu 

Bcriptiun of Baidditya, 120) 
Bhailasvémin (mod. Bhilea), 706, 799 
Bhaka Misra (Brahman) clief-uinister of 

Kalacun king Yuvaraia J, 163, 707 
Bhaimana, Kalacur: king of Gorakhpur, 744, 

TAG 
Bhéthsara, village, 1/35 
Bhanapa, a Karnaja Ranaka, 1118 
Bhauara Mandga‘a, 306 
Bhandars, 1125 
Bhandarkar R. +., S67, S68 fo. 4, 1024, 1025, 

1082; D. R., €42 fr. 3, $62 fn. 2, 963 
fo. 6, 909, 911 fn, 3, G12 fn. 1, 915 fn. 6, 
O17 fn. 2, Y67 In. 2, 980 fn.2, 9B! fn 3, O99 
fn, 8, 1006 fu. 2, 1019 fn.1, 1079 fn.1, 1104 
fn. 6, 119 fo. 4&6, 1110, 1113 fn. 1, 4&7, 
1116 fn. 1, 1E18 fn, 5, 1119 fo. 4,112! fa. 
1, 1222, Ll2u-24, LIJE fo. 3.1128 fo. 4, 
112%, 1132 fn, 6.1157, 1158, Il70 fo. 4, 
1173 fn. 2, 1179 fo. 3 & 7, 1181 fo. 6, 
1128, 1194 fo. 4, 1197, 2198 fo. 2, 1199, 
1200 fo. 1 

Bhanrer, latls, 741; Range, 711, 755, 800 
Bhiuu, Aaronthe, 1200 

Jajya- 

it~ 

722 ; tathéa of, 
767 

Bbarana inecriptton of Bhima II, 

Bhargs (Siva), god, 872 

1010, 
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Bharets, the great mythics!l king, 788 
Bharata, the author of Néjyeddstra, 1181 
Bhératatarea, 752 
Rbars'i. goddess, 686. 799, 900 
Bharetpor, State of, 831, 833 
Bharavs. a famous Sanskrit poet, suthor of © 

Kitdldrjuniys, 1078 
Bbarhat. 703 

Bhariypatte 1, Gubils king of Mewar, 11M. 
1160, 1168 

Boa: typatja HI, Gubita king of Mewar, 1161. 
1168 1169 

Bb ortpuatte. founder of the Gubilas of Chaten. 
1:98, 120 

Bhartrpur, tdenticel with the modern eillagr 
of “haresar, LIC9 

Bharizeadd? a 11, Cabamana prince of Ptys, 
Bis, 10, Faramemahesrara,-Samadhs. 
gzfa patcomehdiabda. Makhésamantadhipals. 
WSS, WoT, 158 

BLaskare, Bun-ged, 1056, 1075 
Bhdavat, identibed with Bhailasv&min (mod. 

Bhilsa}. 678, 678 fn. 1 
Bhisvat, Suo-god, 1048 
Bhata. the Gauga Kapati, 1198, 1199 
Bhéta, 1113 

Biatesar, village, socient tuwo of Bhayippur, 
19 

Bhatts. Gubiia king of Chatev, 1159 
Bhatia. » tutte attached to the names of Brib. 

moans, 686, 1056 
Bhatia grama 695 
Bhattaputra, 1113 
Bhajte Someévara Dikerta, 767 
Bhattagraharas, 713, 715, 716 
Bhattaraka. 915, 999, 1015. 1° 82 
Bhattanké (goddess), 965 
Bhattanké-Bhatesrarideri, 658 
Bhattavila country, 809 
Bhatuftapadra-nagara (mod. Bhatund}, 981 

fn. 2 
Bhatund, stone-inacription of Kumarapéla, 98 

988, 1115 fn. 4; village of, 12h, 1115 fn. 4 
Bhav Daji, 914 In. } 
Bhaunagar, 1007 
Bhavabrabman, a P&qupata ascetic, 79) 
Bhiva Brabma, erected s monastery in the 

reign of Prthvirtys IT, 1080 
Bh&va-Brhaspat:, 943, 955, B87 In. 4, O-h, 

] ' , 1005 
Bhasadyota, Lakulisa-Padupate ascetic, 1065 
Bhavagupta, Nrpa, 910 
Bhavirakts. clas Aliata of Rénepalliks (mod. 

Ranoli}, LAkuhéa- Padopstes secetic, 1065 
Bharans-pats (Siva), 652. 868, 663, 806 
Bhavéni, temple of, 10€8 
Bhavatabkara, s Pisupata ascetic, 114 
Bhsvate'as, an ascetic, 790 
Bhavnagar, State, 1200 
Bheraghst, on Narmada, 763 fn. 1, 775, 778. 

787, 791, 798, 795 796, 7.9, 800; inecrip- 
tion of Alhanader! (mother of Kalacuri 
king Narasithbhadeva), 775, 787, 791, 708, 
705, 796, 1178 

Bhiénth, 726 
Bhikga, 762 
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laghirrs seme os Yé lava kiay Bhil lame, 

sae Prt Yidars king, aleo called Bhilims, 

. Bhillea, 722, 781 
Hove 2 idar, » how- Aryan tribe, 1140, 1166, 

’ 
, 

’ Bbilea fanment Bha:laevdmio), 710, 810, gay 
wy fo f, Hal fp. 6 . 

Phile&g, forteess ond town of, 908 
Hula Veo, same as Khim Diw). 1017 
Bhim Die (Bhima I, Caglukye kiog), 1617 
Bhima. village uf, 693 
Bhima, Kalacurs king of Gorakhpur, 744, 

747 
Bhima I, Caulukya king of Anbilwad «Agahi- 

fe-papake), Bie, 700 CR NOG, GT, AOU, B74, 
Vio, WIT, GIS vad, an 46 IMO ORO, 94) 
S2, G63, USe. UO), fe 2, TG, Ug, Gag, dogg, 

ludeifp 3 Ub, 1167, 2196. lato 
Bhima J], Ceguky. prince of Anahila-pataka, 

SS, OY. LT, WaT fn. 8, 1002, 1008, laud, 
16, 19, Toles duly (no 2, 1020 fn 3, 
Teds, (028, bq, 10285, 1026. 1027, 1024, 
1029, 1088, 1484, 1085, 1.686, Lega, Daas 
Peet, Vt2l, bez, 1223. 12246, 1286, Hs, 
Ling, 11-7, 129] 

Bhimadatna, Lats Cahamfina, 1055 
Bhimadesa, eon of Desagirs Yadava Kama- 

deva and brether af Safikara, fiancé cf 
Devale dei, 1045 

Bhituaka. Mehasandhirigrahika-Tha(kkurs , 
lin? 

Bioemaks. king cf the Bhoins, 743 fn. 2 
Bhimsenuhe, wentihied with Caulukya bins 

Bhima V1, ru, 1020 fn. 3, PR 
Bhimasinha, Sesodia (Gubila) Hdos of Mewar, 

1206 
Bhimasithha, a general of the Cébamana kar 

Hammirse, 1100 
Bhinets J, Aestifo, KRalacuors king of Kasia 

743, 750 
Bhirnate 11, Kalacors king of Kasia, 70, 

751 
Bhimeévara Svémin (god), 787 
Bhimeévara, temple of, 1007 
Bhinmal, » town in Jodhpur, identified with 

ancient Sriméla, 812 fn. 3, 912 fo 8, H125, 
1129 1132, 1283; snectiptions of Kress: 
réja. Oa, OL], O82. 062 fo 7; inscriptuss 
of Jayssithhe, 965; inacriptions of Cécica, 
1132, 1188; inscriptions of Udayasmbe, 
1127, 1128 

- Bhigegddhirdja, chief physician, 1170 
Bbivada, s cultivator, 1120 
Bhivadebvara, temple of, 964 

_ Bhoga, a territorial divisson, 862, 683 
Bhogevati, 781 5 
eee lord of Oojein (Ojjayi0!). 

Bhojs, a netural brother of king Hammirs, 
14 

ae a nephew of Caulukys Kurmérapils, 

| Bhoja, Quhila king of Mewar, sleo called 
Bhojiditys, 1168, 1164, 1165 

mos 
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Bhojs I, Gurjsre-Pratibire emperor of 
Pox, 670, 671, 68Y, 745 fn. 2, 746, 754, | 
1039, 1060, 1°48, 1163, 1168 fo. 8, 1199, 
1915 ; aloo cailed Bhojadeva, 741, 744 

Bboja 11, Gurjsre-Pratihare king, 743, 754 
Bhojs, sleo called Bhotarja and Bhajadevs; 

Paremira king of Méleva; kang of Dbard 
and Ujjain, 689, G00, 774, 778, 825, 831, 
682, 844, 482, 850, 861, 862, 463, BA4, 
865, 860, 867, KGS, AO, 870, S71, B72, 873, 
874, 876, 817, 8-4, HOS, HH, VIO, 21, 950, 
961, 969, 1060, 1078, 10u%, 1106, 1162, 
1177, 1179, 1294, 1214, 1215 

Bhoja IJ, Parsmars king of Dhar’, 916 1101 
Bhoja-carita, 867 
Bhojadeva, Capotkats Kénaka, 1411 
Bbojedeva, Parainira king of Malava ‘ace 

Bhoys), 690, 778, 632, 661, 462, 861, 664 
835 

BhojAditya (Bhogaditys), same aa Bho, 
Gubils king, 1164 

Bhojo-prabandha, 856 
Bhoja-réis, Paraorire king, 1177; see Bboye 

Bhojas, 738, 743 fa. 2 
Bhotasvaini, terrace of, 1194 
Bhojavarman, Candells king, 701, 70% 724 

fn. 3, 733, 734 
Bhojuks, a proper name, 729 
Bhojuka, Aéracatdya, 741 
Bhojuka, Sutradhdra, &)1 
Bbolada (Bahudas), 68 
Bhowst, district, GIO fn. 4 
Bhonapala, Thakkura, 715 
Bhonalae of Nagpur, 815 
Bhopst, State in Centra! India, R02, 896, 999 

fn. 6, 1029; Agency, S82, 893,555; prevt ; 
of Arjunavarman, No. FT, 467, 846, 1613; 
-gravt of same, No. IT, SRT, B96, S00, W04 
fn. 4, 102%; grant of Makaktumara Udaya- | 

varinaD, 889, k92 
Bhopalladevi, Pattarajni of Kumarapala. 977 
Bhota (Tibet), 676, 677 fn. 1 
Bhotan&the, 676 
Bhramwaravadra country (mod. Bamral, §11 
Bhrgu. ssge, 1074, 1171 
Bhygukaccha (mod. Broach), 896, 976 fo. 

1089, 1056, 1057, 1167, 1171 
Bhrtya (mercenaries) &66 
Bhad&, Kalacuri queen of Kasia, 749 
Bhu), in Cuteb, 1089 
Bhu‘s-bala-malla, 1041 
Bhukts, » territorial division, 670, 674, 876 - 

fn. 8, 1110 
Bhumat district, in Mewar, 1165 
Bhunbgel, same as Bhuvenasitiba, 1204 
Bh upéla, 981 

Bhupat, 829, 880 
Bhitebvera, temple of "1088, 1076 

Bhuvenadevi, queen of Vijayapale, 604, 695 
Bhuvanaikamalis, a Caihamars officer. } 
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Bhuvaneswar inscription of Hastern Gaige 
_ king Narasithba 11, 815 

Biana, region, 832; stone-inscription of Adht- 
raja Vijaya, $24, 831; tahail, 823; town, 
$23, 8a 

Bibliographies, on Candratreyas, 737; on 
Hathayas (Kalacuris}, 429; on Kacchapa- 
ghatas, 836; on Paraméras, 931-32; on 
Caulukyas, 1049.5); on Cahamanas, 1142- 
i on Temaras, 1152; on Guhila.putras, 
210 

Bids ( Ox), Arabic phonetic equivalent of 
Vidya (Vidyadbara), 658, 69). 691; how at 

_ Was corrupted into Nanla, 656 fo 4 
Bihar, 676, 649, 746, 747, 756 

> Bis, prince «! Kalyina-kataha, 935 
‘Bijsiuand.” foster father of Musa, 854 fn. 5 
Kirapur. town ip Jodbpur State, 980 ; stone- 

inscription of the Rastraklta Dhavala, 
B55, WAtt, WL72 

Birawar State, 723, 726, T32, 753 
Kisholi iwseription, see Bioha sock inscrip- 

tion, 1061 
Binor. in U.P., J021 fn. & 
Byjolis, a village in Mewar, 1081; rock in- 

acripticn of Somesvara; algo called the 
Bithoh and Biyolsan, 1052, 1953, 1060, 1061, 
Hi62, 1663. 1069, 1070, 1971, 1072, 1074, 
1077, 1081, WSL fo. 7 los2 

Fikaner, Desert of, 1uS7 fn 2; State, 1053 
Kikramrt, sovereign of Uj:ain, 907 
Bilaspur district, 758, 774 803, 894, 80, 

809, 810, S12, $13 
Kithana. author of the Vilrramankaderacartta, 

69d, 779, 780, 865, S74; mahapandita, 899; 
mahakari, 695; pandita, 901, 902 

Bilhar: (the Ba‘ihri of the maps}, one of the 
oldest towns in the Jubbulpore diatrict, 
C.P., 770; stone-anserption of the Saiva 
ageetics of the Mattamayura sect of 
the time of Yuvara‘a I}, 752 fn.1, 753, 
757, 758, 789. 767, 770-71. 

- Binae ud-Dir, 722 
_ Birbbum, district. Bengal 765, 784 
' Purd (James), translator of Mirat.1-4dmadi, 

13 943 fo. 4 
Birnager, Brahman of, 1153 
Biruda, 756, 757, 828, 1158 
Birtni (also called al-Birtni), 670 fn. 1, 689, 

692 fn. 4, 772 
Boher, @ village in the Punjab, 1146 fn. 2 
Bober FPalam Baol: toscription (same ag 

Palawn Baoli inscription}, 1146 fn. 2 

Bola, alias Bahuguna matéa—teniple of, 1110 
' Bombay (city), 949; Presidency, 663, 1055, 

1153 fp, 4; grant of Naracarman, 882; 
Royal Asiatic Society grant uf Bhima I, 
049; Secretariat grant of Asayapala, 1000 

Bonthadesi, wife of Calukya king Vikra- 
méditya VI, 766 

Bhuvanaikamaila, enotber name of Kacchspe- | Ropanava-sthabhana, donor in Bali stone- 
vhita king Mabipila, 826, 828 inscription, 967, 1110 

Bhuvenapals, anotber name of Kacchapa-ghats | Ropedvarn Mahadeva, temple of, 1181 
king MGladeve, 826, 826, 888 

Bhuvensaichha, Gesodia Rink of Mewar, 1906 
Brahma (god), 768 fn. 2, 797 
‘ Brahma Dew,’ an Indian prince, 968, 959 
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Brahman (god), 881, 900 
Bréhman (same as Brihmana; in Vol. I, spelt 

Brahman), 702, 707, 7i1 713, 715, 718, 
724, 743, 762, 767, 789, 794, 941, 1044, 
1056; Karanika, 1082; marriage with 
Kaatriyas, 1160 

Brahmanapétaka, 10c0 
Brabmagasvami temple, 919 
Brahmapur. near modern Mandal, Ahmedabad 

Collectorate 984 fn. 2 
Brahmeapuri, village of, 984 
Brhat-samhita, 775 
Briggs. 790, 801 fn. 2, 958, 1017 fn. 3. 1149 

fo. 1, 1088 fn. 8, 1089 fn. 1 
British Museum, 704; inscription of Bhoja, 

864 ; tnscription of Sérangadeva, 1041 
ritish University, 1218 
Broach, district, Bombay Presidency, 10v! 

fo. 8, 1055; port, ancient Bhrgukaccha, 
$96, 1U24, 1056; centre of Cahumane Prin- 
cipality, 1058; centre of Gurjsra Princi- ° 
pality, 658 

Browne, author of Literary History of Perssa, 
693 fn. 3 

Buda'uni, author, 1087 
Nuddhs, founder of Buddhism, 748, 749, - 

798 
Buddha, Kalacuri king 739 
Buddbiem, 1218 
Buddhist Temples, 778, Monasteries, 775 
Budha, 743, 748, 752 
Budubudi, village, 810 
Bibler, 698 fo.1, 780 fn. 1, 844, 845 fn.}, 

846, 847, 848, 850, S54, 655, 856, 857, 
859, 860, 865, 866, 869 fp. 5, 87] fo.F, 
872, 875 fo. 2 & 4, 880, 938, 942, 943, 
949 fn. 1,2 & 3,957 fn. 2, 961 fn. 1, 97] 
964 fo. 8, 1004, 1010 fn. 3, 1097 fn. 4, LOS] 
fn. 3, LOI2 fo. 3, 1016 fo.1, 1026 fn BA 
4, 1034 fn. 3, 10387, 1039 fo 3, 140, 143 

Bulgena (seme as Balgaua), in Nasik, 1045 
Bundejkband (Jej&-Bhukti), 665, 666, 722 

752, 783, 740, 741, 771, 801, &70; 
Agency, C. L., 713 

Bunder4, village, 812 
Burbur, identified with encient Buadubudii. 

810 fo. 3 
Burgess, 708 fn. 2, 731, 732 fo. 3, 706 fn. ). 

966 fn. 4, 1030 fo. 3 
Burt, Captain, 875 fo. 2 
Burtra inscription ; mentions Rupadevi, 1134 

C 

Caca, same as Cicigadeva, 1131 
Cacca, Paramarsa prince, 851, 912, 921, 922 
Cacca, a feudstory king belonging to the 

Dadbicika I:neage, 1967, 1068 
Caccai, RajfAi, wife of Amma, 664 
Ciciga, Cibamina king of Jalor, 555, 0392, 

971, 1053 fn. 1, 1071, 1105, 1192: also 
known ap Cicigadeva, 765, 1181, 1132, 
1188 
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| Cacinidevi, siater of Camundarija, 045 
| Cadala, an object of reverence for the 
i _Kgatriyas, 730 
| Cadarka, engraver of Amoda grant (ii), 810 
. Cadobha, tuwn, 832 
cris. Mahantama ; Karantka Brahman, 

1082 

: Cahada, Thakkura, 983 
Cahadadeva, Mah@kumara, 1104 
Cahadadeva of Narwar, 731 fu. 1, 834 fp. 1, 

1108 
Caihamana, Rajput tribe; bardic tradition op 

origin; one of the 4 fire-born races, 1052; 
—Cahuina, Cahavaga, Caéhuyaya, Cahu- 
mana and Cauban, variants of this pate, 
1082 fo. 1; 24 Sakhds, 1052; epony- 
mous CAbatiana born from tbe sun, 1053, 
Wd fn. t, 11382; Samanta. the esrhest 
representative of the fanuly according to 
the Byolia inecription born im the \Vates 
Botra et Abhicchatrepura, 1053; in the 
Sevad: grant the (C@hamdna-ramda 10 
said to have sprung from x person who 
came out of the eye of Indra. lord of the 
East, 153 fn. 1; ipecriptions of the 
Caham&nas, ignorant of their fire-orgin 
as iste as the 4th century AD, 1153 
fn.1; migrated from tbe upper Gapges- 
Jumpa Valley (2), 1064; dsterary tradition 
associate the rise of the Céilamansa with 
the Jake Sskambhari (Sumbhar), 1054; 
cradJe-land cof the tribe, 1054; movement 
of the tribe, 1054; many branches, 
1054; feudatories of the Pratibaras, 1054, 
1055; Cahbamépas of Lata, 1055 &.; of 
Dhavaiapuri, 1055, 1056-50, of | artabgarb, 

1055, 1059-60; of Saéketubheri, = 1055, 
1960, 1G, 1002, 1146, 1162, 1286, beog, 

1203) 12lo, 1215; cf Kagastambbs para, 
GM fn. 2, 1055, 1o94 ff.; of Nuddula 
(Nadoil, 855, RTO, Gee, G52, WAT, 1055, 
1104 M., 1Ie8; of Javalspurea, 1055, 
11207 , 1183; known ao Soniparde, 1123; 
trace their deweut to Koirtipala, 1122; 
of Satyapura, 1055, 1184 ff. ; 1056 

Céhat:aua, eponymous founder of the Rajput 
tribe of the same name, 1058, 1058 fo. 
1; @ grest bero, 1192 (eee C&ihaméns, 
Rajput tribe 

Cabamana-raniéa, 1053 fo. 1, 1064 
Cabaruanas, 672 67%, 716, 720, 904, 982, 987, 

G43, 957, 1087, 1068, 1060, 1060, 1061, 
1063, 1076, 107d, 1081, 1087, 1080, 1115; 
Kenealogical tables, 1136-41; Biblio 
graphy, 1142-44 

_ Cahaman-aneaya, 1049 
Caibsvana (ser Coban), 1U82 fo. 1 
Cahavana-ramia, 1058 

 Céhile, Mohasandhi-rigrahika, 964 
i Cahaména ince Cébasrmans), 106u fp. I 
. Chhups (eve Cabsmnboa), 1062 fo. 1 
| Cidbuvdns ‘see CAhsmina), 1052 fo. 1 
, Caitra-gacchs, 11M) 
: Cakradurys, king of, 677 

Cicigadeva (also known as Cica), Cibamina | Cokrakotta or Sakkerakottam in C. P., 877 king of Jalor, 1181, 1182, 1138 fo. 8 
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Cakrakidta, 877 fo. 8 
Cakratatini, river, mod. Chikna, 1098, 1099 

fn. 1 
Cakravarmean, king of Kashmir, 676 

sovereignty, 738 
Calingae, 788 fn. 1 
Coliphs, 681 
Calisa-pathaka, 1011 
CBlukya, 690, 739, 765, 766, 760, 770, 774, | 

780, 781, TH7, TRV, bed WAL cf Badan 
(Vatapipura), 741, 534; of Kalyam, 807, 

R26, BAG, 461, KO7, RTA 
Cuthdella (Candelta), 6 fn 3; Variéa, 700 

Cundela (Candelia), 666 fn 3 
Cakulidesi, queen of Bhima T, {62 
Camara, 1167 
Cambay, 10 the Kairs Collectorate of Gurarat, | 

O70, O77, 12 
Cambay, plates of Govinda TV, 440 

Cambay stone-inscrptions of Sarahgaleva, 

1042 
Cambridge History of Tudia, 726 10, 2 
Catidapelli, probably same os Candravati, 

1179 fn 7 
Canpara'ya (rod. Camparan in N. Bihar", 

Tht 
Camunda. Caulukya king of Anatuiapitaka 

943, 4, O51, 4S 
Cumopda, goddess, 152 
Camunds, son of Milarama, 934 
Camundartija, Cabatedna king, 1060 

Camundarass, Dutaka, 1118 
Camundaia;s, Maharaja petra, ruler of Man: 

davyapura Tidy 
Camucdara a, Paramara king of 

ROS, 
fn. 2 

Camugdarata, gon of Udayusitaha, 117 
Cand Bardai poet, author of the Hondr epx 

Prtiriraya Reso, Ta, 720, 720, Toes 
C. ndamalasena, Cahamana prince of Dhava- 

fapurd, 108 
Cuno ‘aps, Paramara prince of Jalor, 924 
Cundanaraja, Sakembbari Cébamina: slew 

the Tomara chief! Rudrens, 1068, 1346 
Candaps, Paramare kirg, $20, 21 fo. 2, 922 
Candapahi, villnge, wm4 
Candadiva, architect of the temple af Harra- 

nitha: omniscient like Vidvakernan, eA 

Candetian (Caudratresas! alec calied Catt- 

delia and Candela 685, 666, 667 68, 

660, €71, O74. 676, 67 679, BRO, GRD 64, 
O87, GAS AAD AAO fn 3 Hae 99]. 692 fry 

2 G08, 694, 645, eG, GUT Ls, Cu), 700, 

701 fo 4. 702. 703 fn 2, 704, 710, 712 

Bunswura, 

q4ifn §, da, Sb Ws fa oa 

TR, 719, 720, 722, 72h tn, TT. 728, 
730, 739 794, 733, 740, T4771, 753, 7H, 
760 761 778, 174, 778, TTT fn 4 TTR 
TAY, TH, 72, 794. 707, KOO, SOT S23, RIA, 
AQ, BBL, 171, 1085, 1219, WIS 124, 1s 
1217; insemption at Mehobsa, 607; of 
Bunde!-khand, 870; of Jeé-bhukti, 634; 
territory, 1086 

Candedvara, Satradhdra, 11115 
Cupdikideva, temple of, 074 

~ 1939 

Candiés, Mahadeva, 912 
| Candra, # composer of Pragasti, 920 
, Candré, queen of Jajjuka, 1147 
: Candra 

Chakravartin, a technical title of paramount | 
river, wod. Bandi river according 

to Sarda; but it should be identified ' with 
mod, Luni, 1073 

| Candra-bhaga (rivulet), 945 
' Candracida (Sival, 815 fo. 3, 1193 
' Candradeva, Gat adavila king of Benores and 

Runuu!, 690, 702, 747 748, 751, 788 
-Caundragupta, Maurya kine of Magadha, L211 
Candratma the Moont, god, (65, 748 

Cundraprabta Jaina Tirthankara, 831 
Candrapuri, 83) 

-Candrarija, brother of the Cahamaua king 
Vograhara'a 1067 

Candrara'a, son of the Sikambhari Cahamina 
Sithbaraéja, 1OG6 

~Candrarain T, Sakhaubhart Cahamana, 1062 
Candrarata I} ; also known as Saétnrpa : 

Sakambhari Cahamana, 1663 
Candra Surman Vahdsandirrigrahtka, 949 
Candrasekbara, author of Surjan-cortta 10AL 

fn 4, VIN 
Candrasituba, 7@& 
Candratrevas fCandelias) of Je‘i-Bhukti 

( indel-khend), 665, 670, 684, 686, 713 
TINT, 1d 1827 

Candruvatman, traditional founder of the 
Condellas 665, 666, 67 

Candtasati, cagatel of the Paramaras of Abu 
THT, 812, M6, UTE GIT, 990, 2000. 1021 
WW fn 4, Wa, ]}423, 1182; grant of, 699 

fnov, 747s town of TO 

Candrivatcpura, 127 

Candrel-anvaya (Candela), 666 fn. 3, 677 
Cundrka dan tter of E. Ganga king 

Anutgabhima wife of king Paramardi, 815 
Can tnrata, Kiaés hone of Dobra, 676 
Capali-gifra, YR 

t Apas, W386, Sad 
Capotkata, $50, 1041, sleo called Cavotaka, 

35 
Carllesie, B24 fn 2.2164 fn.1 &2 
Carmanvalt (mod. Chambal), riser, 868 fo. 2. 

1039 
Carana fhard), 5 

Cartellem. TH4 fn. 7.1919 fn, 9 
Carrdha-erkala-malana, Slo in 2 
Custaina, Western Ksatrupa 156 
Catalogue of Coins in the Irdian Museum, 

Caleutta 708 
Catedvar, 8Y5 
Cateasar stone-ingeription 

Bhima TI. 814 
Catia a Brdliman, 805 
Caturatqa a kind of gambling, 994 

of = Anafiga 

Caturatva (quadiform!; secording to bardic 
TRAN tradition the name Canhan denved from 

this word, 1052 
Caturbhita Cachan. four-arned like his 

creator Vignu, 1082 fu. 3 
—Caturbbu's temple of (same as temple of 

Ramscandra), 677 
| Ceturbhuja, Thakura, 795 
| Catugktkd (e four-pillared hall). 704 
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Cauhin (see Cihamina), 1052; Caturbhuja | Chhattisgarh, 788 fn. 1, 800, 803, 825 
(four-armed}, 1052 fn. 3 Chatterton, Bishop, 802 fn. 1 

Caukagika (paficéyat system), 1112 Chechl:, village, ancient Chechadiy&, 1109 
Cailidgs a driver of the royal elephant, 987 fn. 3 
Caiindarcévara, image of, 1008 Chhedaudé, village, 799 
Caunsath Jogini temple, 763 fo. 1 Chih-chs-t’o of Yuan Chwang, 670 
Caulukya, vernacular from Solsiki, 699, ; Chil.ula, Ranaka, 794 

702 fn. 2, 710, 756 fn. 4, 763, 765, 766, | Chikdir (Chiklodar Mata's Hill), 957 fa. 8 

767, 780, 786 fn. 8, 792, 797, 893. 885, | Chifichaé-nagara, 862 
891, 894, 909, 918, 938, 934, 939, 940, 942, Clupaka 801 
957, 1011. 1044, 1045, 1058. 1070, 10RL fn | Chirw&, village of ; about 10 miles north of 

4, 1084. 1107, 1111, 1162, 1174, 1177, 1178, | Udaipur and 2 miles east Nugda, 

1184, 1186 1191, 1201, 1206, 1216, 1217; ; — Lise 

of Vyaghrapalli, 884 fn. 1; Genealogical | Chirwa inscription of Samarssimhs, 861 

tables of, 1046-1047; Bibliography of, fn. 3, 870, 1957 fn 6, 1162, 1167, 1188, 

1049.51 1!87, 118A, 1189, 1192 

Caurasimalaka, prince of Vagads, 1183 Chitor, in Mewar; ancient Curakite, 670, 988, 

Cautra. in the Javapura-Durga, 717 1078, 1096, 1090, 1154, 1166, 1179, 1180, 

Cirdas, 850, 935, 936 1}83, 1190, 1£91, 1194, 1195, 1196 1497, 

Cavalry 610 fn. 2 . 1204, 1205; fort of, 1162, 11A2, 1193; in- 

Cedi, 690 696, 697, 725 fn. 1, 756 760, 763 acuption of Kumarapala, 1177; of the 

770 777 791, 806 807, ROK, 866 95l Guhilas, 1174, 1175; stove-ioacriptions of 

Cedi-candra, an epithet of Kalucuri king Samarasimha, 1166, 1193, 1194; of Teja- 

Laksmanaraia 1, 767 aitiba, LIVL; -garh, 979 fn 1 

Cedi deéa. G78 946 Chitorgarh atone-inecription of Knmarapale, 

Ceds diata (Cedi-kala), 770 fn. 2 “64: Noa, () and (1), 978-79, 1162, 

Cedi-mandala. &i4 1ish fn. 3 

Cedira‘a. 675 Chitrabh4nu, Vastecya Kayastha, 812 

Cedis. 675, 702 x Chitrang Morris teuk, same as Citritgs 

Cedi-Sevarat (year), 790, 613, 618 i tank, 1196 

Central Asis, 1218 _ Chondery (Chander), 908 

Centra] Gujarat, £38 Churtkd (dagger), 1069 

Central India, 679, 650, 722, 774, R6O, AG2, = Crkbiltkdé (nod. Lalkuls Chikhsld® 10 

Holkar’s State), 653 AHO, 1216 

Central India Agency, 652 Cintdmag: Parévandtha. temple of, at Cam- 

Central Provinces, 741. 755, 758 900, 903 bay, 1042 

Ceylon (Serendeep). 060 Cintra, 1041 

Chakua river, see Cakratatini, 1004 Cintra stane-inecription (prafast:) of Birabga- 

Chambal. ancient Carmanvati, river, 689, de va, 1037, 1040, 1041, 1043 

£90, 863 fn. 4, 1059, 1213 CirakGpa, mod. Chirwa, 1192 fn. 4 

Chamba! (upper), valley of, 907 Cis-Satiej districts, 1217 

Champaran district (may be ancient Cham- Citrakota (Chilore). 1099 

paranva), 744 CitrakOts, 440. 976 fo. 1, 9R5 (Thitor in 

Chsod, Hindu poet. 710 fo. 4 Udaipur Btate), B61 fo. 9, 870, U4, ISI 

Chanda, district, 607 «#195; fort of, 1276, 1180; mahddurga. 

Chanda, Rai Babadar R. P.. 774 f.1 1191; nagaradurga, 1198; (hill in Bonde! 

Chanderi, 700 fo. 1. S91 fn. 2, 640, 1103 kband) 673, 673 {n. 8 

Chanderi-Bhilas route, 907 — Citréiga tank, mod. Chitrang Morris tank, 

Chandod, Yadavas of, 935 fo. 4 : PRBS 

Chandrebr, 761 " Codagatga, prince, AOR, 813, A14 
Chandrehe stone-inscription of Prabbivadivs,  Codagatvs-Anactavarmen, Gaftige king «! 

762 ( Orissa, 1216 

Chapan district, 1180 : ' Codasithha, came as Coga, 1170 

Chirwa, town of, Coja, 769 fo. 1, 778 fo, 8, 778, Wr. 

Chatrs, 1167 ; 1868 

Chatradhbra, village of, 1066 Coda, also calied Codasithha Gubila king of 

Chatea, 1197 Mewar, 1179 
_ Fo 

Chateo branch of the Guhile-putres, 1164 , Coga, a form of dress, 1086 

Chateu inscription of Baladitya, 1154, 8161, | Cole, 778 fn. 4, A354, 855, 870.880 

1197, 1200 ; Coimbatore district, 778 fn. 8 

Chawond Ray (sce Govind Rée), 1088 ; Coralays, village, 707 

fn. 2 : Crooke, 1157 

Chechediyé. mod. Chechli. sboat 4 miles to | COgssama-Abbire chief of Junagerh, 92 

the north of Seradi, 1109 fn. 8 | Culuke, 768 fn. 2 

aroha gre tate (C. 1.), 665, 722, 728, 796; | Cugakdre (Persian artisans), 1030 

town, 7 
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Cunningham, 665, 687, 670, 677, 696 fn. 4, 
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Dalpat 84, R&j&, same as Dalpat above, 785 
699 fn. 8, 700 fo.1, 703 fp. 2, 704, 705, | Dama, golden, 1058 
706 fo. 1, 708 fn. 2, 709, 716, 717 fn. 2, 
718 fo. 31, 719 fo. 1, 724 {n.1, 725 fo. 1, 
726 fn. 1,727 fn. 1, 730, 731, 732 in. 3, 
754, 758, 763 fo.3. 767 {n 3. 768 fo. 1, 
772 fo,1, 755. 783 fn. 1, 790 fn. 1, 194 
fn 1 & 2,795 fn. 1, 799 fn. 1, 800 fo. 1, 
810 fn. 1, 811, 813 fo. 3, 827 fo. 2, 429 fp. 
1, 833 fp. 1, 8834 fu. 1, 44, 903 fo. 5, 
1071 fn. 8, 1149 

Custom -houre (Mandapika), 9x1 
Cutch, 769, 962, 1082, 1039, 1040; Eastern, 
» 941; Gulf of, 1010 

D 

Dabalwa&rah (mind. Delvada near Una), G54 
Dabhi (Laghu-Dabhii, U4 fn 2 
Dabhor, a.eent Darbhayvati, 1094 
Dabhor stone inseripnen of Visaladeva, 1031 

fn. 4,1 93, 1034, 1997 
Dabishleemn, an Indian prince, 005, 2 
Dabok, mod, Dod m Udaipur State, Rut 

putana, 1156, L197 
Dabok inscription af Dhagska, 1154, 116s fo. 

3. 1108 

Dada Han, repaired temple of Jagatasyatui- 
deva at Bh nina’, Vt2 

Dadaka, Mahattama Hib 
Dacdinks, identified with Datiya Ratputs, 

1068 
Dadhiet, sage, 100s 

Da hici, ramga, 723 
Dadh-padra, 7 

DAhads, Jain» trader, 32 
Dahals, 697, 608, 742 7Al. 72, 808, 

KOS, KOT B41 S55, SG NTE, BNO, UTZ, M03, 
W114, 1215; -mandala, 761 

Dahitia, a’ WKakated:; probably the aame as 
the Muhardnaka of the same name; sce 
be! w, 790 

772 “\ 

| 
' 
i 
, 
: 
i 
' 

i 

-déma, the ending; probably a Sanekritieed 
form of a Persian word. 1056. 1056 fn. 7 

Daoara, minister of Caulukya king Bbime, 
777 fp. 5 867, 950 

Dambaram this, Paramara prince of Bans- 
wara 920, 921 

: Damnda, 981 fo. 1 (u) 
i Damodara, ® proper name. 1117, L165 
D&modara, Vakil of the Caulukysa king 

Bhima, 921 

Damoh district, C.P., 744, 809, 80L 
Danapala, of an oil-trill, 1038 
Dandadhipatr, 896 969 
Dandahideda 1046 fu 
Uundahi pathaka, 1635 
Dandaka, prince of Kalsanakataka, 935 

, Dandakapura-mandala, 8 1. 

Dahiilu. Mahdranaka, of Kakaredika, Kaura- . 
va-veméy, 724 

Dahituns, fanuly of 876, 576 
Dabisthals (or Duadhiethala), village of, 

903 
Dahi, village, 192: wrant of Viravarman, 732 
Dahiya Repute, 1068 {p. 2: see Dadbicika 
Datiyska, see Da-ihiciks, #065 
Dahrasena, TraikGtake Maharaja, 739 

Dahul, Jan. of; same es Dahala, 777 
Da tras, 676 
Daitya-vOdena (Vigna), 901 
Darveba, river (mod. Decha, snother name 

of Gogra), 781 
Dakeins-Koasla (Chhatisgarl), 763 fo. 1, 

802, 803; -enondale, 606 
Dakgin&patha, 858 
Dalaki wa Malaks, 720 
Dalal, C. D,, 918, 1080 fn. 9 
Dalpat, eon of Sangriw Bhih, a descendant 
- J odaret aud husband of Durgivati, 803 

78 

Dendanayaha, QE was, E115 
Dandapasitha 945 
Dandapat: Wl, Gon fn} 
Danduuka, Duisadhya of Simbaréja, 1066 
Pandora distruct, Guu 
Dandtka, 799 
Dadve, 726 

Danie-war stone-roscripiion of Dikpaladeva, 
wat fn. 2 

Dartidurgs Rastrakdta prince, &38 
Dépaka, $53, 857 
Da abatas, rientified with 

Pharasars3, YES, Jt 

Li 
D rohakahga-Visaya, 10°6 
Datyba, about Pd cuales fr m Sunwar station 

of the Udarpur-Chitur Railway, 1194, 
1197 

Abu Paremarsa 
119 fn. 2, 

Dariba stove nacription of Samarasimha, 
Vo 

Dariba stune-insenption of  Ratoasimba, 
LN 

Das, Shyamal luton 2, 1159 

Das, “yan Sundar TH fn 3 

Daga-bandha, probably akini of tax equal 
to one-tenth of income, IIIS . 

Dadypura (ucd Mundasort, 10 0 fo. 1 
Dadarutbs Saruian, pandite, a donee, 

BO 
Dissrna, Western (Eastern Maiwa), 719 fn. 1, 

we 
Dagarnadhinatha 719 
Dasarnadhy ats. 720 

| Dadartipa, soi, 856 
Dasa ruparalol a SOf 

_ Daseratkalike Sutra Manuscript of, 1185 
Dauavants (Paurava Bharata), 752 
Dawrartka, 1113 

| Daéragns (for st fire’, 885 

Davagi, vidage of. 1013 
; Dayake, S83 fi. $ 

Dayiké, wile of Va'saréja (paternal uncle of 
Vigrahara:a) 1066 fu 9 

Deshe, Brahman Pandgtte, 862 
Debiprasad, 918 fn. 2 

, Deccan, 735, 760, 769, 854, 857, 986, 1046, 

1068 ; rulers of 828 
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Dedake, s proper name, 1133 
Deddu, a village, p. 749 
Dedi, Sresthjin, 7.8 
Debattadevi, queen of Kalacuri king Bha- 

mana, 744 
Dehii, Sultins of, 681 
Debly (Delbi), 1088 fn. 3, 1190 
Dehradun, 97 in. 3 
Delhana, Brahman, 918 
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captured by ‘Ala ud-Din and married to 
bis eon Khigr, 1045, 1045 fo. 8, 1046; 
Kbizr's younger brother Mubarak mur 
dered him and inarried her sgainet ber 
will; Khuerau murdered Mubarak and 
forced her into his harem 

Devalaya (temple), 733 
Devalladevi, a queen of the Cabamansa king 

Arporaja, 946. 1073 

Delhi, 720, 721, 7.9, 81, 805, 829, 834 fn. 1, | Devapila, Hayupat:, +76, 677 fo. 1, 684 

yO6, 907, 1018, 21044, 1045, 1063, 1076, 
1078, 106, }OU2, 10W2, 1095, 1100 1102, 

1130, 1145, 1146, 1148, 1149, 1162, 1163 

1195, 1196 
Delhi fragmentary stone-inscription of Bhova, 

1118 fo 2 

Devapala Kacchapaghata king of Gwulior, 
26 

Devapala, Pala hing of Beusal, 1199 
| Devapila, Paranara king of Malava, ‘Hi, 

Delht Museum inecripticn of the time of 

Muhammad Tugblug. 1145 

Delht Siwalk pillar-anseriptions of Vigraba-— 
rita TV. 1076 1145: see Topra 

Delvada (Dabalwarab) 454 fn. 5 

Demati, queen of Kalacur: king Gangeya, 
177 

Demut. qneen (see Demati), 777 

Deogarh. in Jhansi Division, U. P.. south-east 

of Latifpur onthe KR Betwa. 700 

Deogerh rock-inscription of Birtivarwan, 

666 fn. 3, 695, TOO 
Deogavan. 784 
Deozir (Devagiri), capital of the Yadavas, 

1044 
Deoka 719 
Deoli, 76) 
Deol: plates of Krena TIT, 761, O43 fn. 3 

Decra braner of Cahamanas, 1126 

Depals, a proper name. 1128 

Depalpur, 24 inves to the north-west of Devavraté. green of 

Indore, &63 
Depalpur grant of Bho adeva, 663 
Deéa, AN3 fo 1. 8H 
Dessladevi. a daughter of prince Vasanta- 

pala, with whom the Céhamana king 

Vigrahara:a fell in love, 11775 

Desert of Bikaner. 187 fn. 2 

Deson district, Jodhpur State, 961, DAb fo 6, 
1108, 1112, 1128 

Dewgur (same s@ 
1045, 1046 

Deuksa. Sstrodhdra, 911 fn. 2 
Deu'a pathcela village, 749 

Doulavads&, village of, 12 

Divadé (Deora) Céhamara, 410 fo + 

Devadhara, Karindra, 718 

Devaganns, Vaetavya, 813. Ald, 415 

Devagiri, capitel of the Yadavas = 1937, 1044, 

1045, 1087 

Devagrams-Pattala. 189 
Deviica, Modhyaka, 1112 

Devakarpa (Dewra), 106 

Devak*etra temple st, 918 

Deraktliké (Jnins) at Abar, 1173 

Devalabdb. err of Candelis Yasovar- 

man, 666 fn. 8. 677 

Devsladevi, daughter of the Vaghelé Karpa 11 

Deogir and Devagiri), 

and hie queen Kamaladevi ; betrothed to - 

the Yédava prince Satkare of Devagisi; | 

Gul gH, 8, 7, 
O31, 2037, 1057, 2120, .b7a 

Devapala. Pratihara emperor of Kansu), 1170 
in. 

Devapala, the treasury minister of Udaya- 
aituha, 103 

Desapstuka 653 

Devapattana, 1016 
Pevaprasida 945, 968, 970 

Devara, ct fioister (pradianat of Ja ulle- 
Jova ete, 8th 

Devera's, Guile of Chatsu 2209 
Devaré-a Paremira prince of Lage, 24, lb, 

Gil, 912, wt 
Deviraca, same 

TEs 
Devaré a, sculptor, 717 
Devara‘a, Tomara prince, VES? 
Dev simba, mim) 
Devat (2°, village of, 111 
Devavacinen, Can leda prince, 

695, 774 fn ob, eal 

gus, 1U2%, 

us Vitada-Danssvar data, 

bso, tad, 6 oe 

i acs hapophata st’ 

Muladeva. 826 
Desedvara, Mhaftaraka, io 
Der‘ quecn,. O83 
Dewalde .aane aa Desaladesis, 114% fo. 2 
Dewsiwara (Delwadal, 457 fn Ss 
Dewas, Ha @ of. BAS 
Dhadibhatigaka, Mahasumanta, 78] 
Dhatulla, 725 
Dhekari 645, @ Bhaffe-grama, 107 
Dhalopa town. toad. village of the gate 

nime,dimiles S. Woof Nadal Tbe fn | 
Dhama (lempler. 1e.7 
Dieu gard a mietoke for Dhahgeréya (Car 

debla prince), 165 
Dhamwekh, U3$ 
Dhavafijasa, vuthor of Decarapa “56 
Dhanapale anther of the Praket Dictionats 

Parya lacchi, *°) 5 
Dhanapals a proper name, U5) 
Dhabapatr Bhatts. a Brahman donee, 36¢ 
Dhanau, servant of Jalitie (Janie Kiwasah!, 

Rul 
Dhansura, 69 miles from Mahoba on the 

Betwa, 715 
Dhandhé, head of Paftcakula, 1080 
Dhandhaladeva. Chbame (Cabsméaoa’ feuds 

tory of, 1011; Bhyivadeva (Bhtins ffi, tes 

Dhanibuke, Peremara king, 908, 909, ‘1. 
912, O13 
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Dhaneévara; his wife Mamaka caused a copy 
ol the Astas@hasrika tu be written, 985 

Dhadga, Candelia king of Jeta-bhukt:, 666, 
667, 668, 672, 674, G77, 678, 679, 680, 
682, 663, 68h, 687, G&U, 694, 703, 709, 
828, 530, 1212, 1213; date of tus birth, | 
682 fn. 15 

Dhangadeva (see Dhanga), 614 
Dhatgats-pSlaka, village, 763 
Dhuntka, suthor of Dasaruparaloka, 856 
Dbanika, Gutula king of Chaten, 1156, 3169, 

1168 fn. 38, 1108 
Dhanika, Pang:ta, 853, 54 
Dhamka, Paraméra feudatory, 874 
Dhanika, Paramara prince, 921, G22 
Dhar (ancent Dhara), 777, 865, &76, 897 
Dhar prasasti of Arjuna varman 866 
Dhar, Stute (C.1), Kes fn, 2 

Dhara, Puramara capital, mod, 
Central India, 6=%, 710, 744, 746, 847, 

RB fn 3, BOY, RES, RBI GR, ROY, N72, 
673, §749, 576, B77, SY, BAY) ASE, UL, 
RUG, S25, YOO) bag 905, GOB 910, fk, 

Yap, 951, O92 UG, UTIL S38 98i, 1a, 
fn 4 Jet Wil fu 5.1218 

Dbur kate facly, V2 
Dharangpury, 8 
Dharagidhona.  compeser 

Prasasts, PML, 243 
Dinranisverdba ' aga feudat ry Syd 

Dhurastvha, an ofheer of Cahatiasa hing 
Harutnira, )1") 

Dhararaniea, 747 
Dharasicha Paratodra hong of Abu, wt3, 15, 
i SL EG hee ey TO. is 8 
I v2, d]a2 

Dharavarsadeva Mandrida 10s 
}) tresvara, Mehathutdura Tb 
Diirima bara Bala kare TEs 
Diarmadhthacd office of tse 

Drartienh ot faw-writer 1, TUT, TEE, 789 
Dharmamr'ta-tiha sot 

Dhattnane'ra, RI fn] 

Dharmay ala. Pala king of Rengal, 1100 
Dhar pari (now) Ind re grant of Vakpat TT, 

hod 
Dharmardts, 826 
Pe eee nee Dhodi, 1079, IGT fn. 7, 

1197 
Dhavala, a Maurya (Mor) prince, 1156, 1198 
Dtavala minister, +64 

ef othe Cintrs 

H 

i 
1 

Dhor in, 

1243 

Dhira, karauska, 770 
Dhiraj, a potentate, 1093 
Dbirandga, composer of the Harga inscrip- 

tion, L065 
Dhird, leader of aborigins! tribal rebellion; 

au apabhramga of Dhirendra.’ 813 
Dhod, same as Dhavepatra in Jabazpur, 

Mewar, 1079, 1082, 1197 
: Dhod stone-inscroption of Prthvirija IT, 1079- 

80 

Dhod stone-inecript ons of Somesévara, 1082 
| Dholka, ancient Vhavalakapuri, 902, 968 fn. 

4, 3957, 1129, 11487, 1189 

Dholpur. State, Ra;putana, 1158 
Dholpue stone-ain-cription of 

seoa, 1058 
Dhrongadra, in Jhalawar, N. E. Kathiawar, 

965, G69 

Dhruva, 943 fn. 2 97 fn 1, GTS fn. 1, 979 fn. 
3.1007 fn. 2, 11h fn 2 

Dhruva, Kistrakita king of Malkhed, 671, 837 
Dhrubhata (= Dhrusabhatay, 1056 to. 5 
Dhruyebiata. Poramara king of Abu, 913 

Dbruvabbat.devs, Lata Cahamana, 1055 
olrashatta, 744 
Dhumahetu, Lott, 1043 
Dbimara’a, Paramara hing of Abu, 

4t4 112 
Dhuriapar pargana, 742 
Didda. KR whnasan Queen, 766 
D:gama'a-rasana, Win fn 5 
Digamhara naked, epithet piven to Allata and 

Bhava fyora, [io fn. > 

Digambara (Sivas, got, 656 

Divambara Kulacaudra, general of 
REG 

Digumbaras (a sect of the Jainas}, 812 fn. 3, 

UTS 
Dihti ted Dethi, 1os8, 1090 
Dikatit, KON, T2a fn, 1,441, 844 fn. 4, 846 

fo.) Sb fn, 2 & 3,83) Sit fo. 3 

Diiwara tapoert Deulavada), 1022 fo, 2 

Tynakars, sage. 885 
Dinakara, sume ay Dinakarna, 124 
Dinskarns ‘Dinakaral, Sesodis Réna of 

Mewar, 124 

Candamahé- 

913, 

Bhoja, 

-Dinandétha Rameandra, 1003 fo. 1 

’ Dirghadikhik& (may be mod. 

Dhavala, Ragtrakota king of Haghkund:, 
855 O40, low7, Tle 172 

Dhavaluk ipuit, also known as Dhavalakka- | 

nagart of Diavelatbka, mod. 
10.0, Woz fu, 4 

Dhav: ilakka-uagari, see Dhavalakapuri, 1020 
fu. 4 

Dhavalakka, see Dhavalakapurl, 1027 
Diavalakkaka, see Dhavnlakapury, 1030 
Dbavalatika, see Dhuvwlakapari WO fn. + 
Dhavalapurl (mod. Dhelpor), 105s, 1059: 

Cahamanas of, 1045 
Dhavalapradeva, same as Dhavals, 1199 
Dhavallappa-deva, same ne Dtavela, 1156 
Dhillike, mod. Delhi, 1077, 1145 fn. 7 

Dbolka, | 

Dindu family, UOT 

Dirgaecarya, a native of Ranyakubja, 943 
Dighee), 

svilave, 768 
Diaka kar, D. B., S41. S#4 fn. 4. 846 fo. 1, 

S40 {n. 2, 3, 4 4, 950 862 (n. 6, 864 fa. 4, 
966 fn. 2, WRBAIn 4 

Dill, islend of 7 fo 3 
Divada inseription of Lumbhaka, 909 fo. 4 
Diwan (or Mahtea), 721 

Doob (Ganges Jamupa), 701, 792, 774, 788 

Deda, a Racput tnbe. 1079, 1079 fn 3 1082 ; 
identihed with the Dods or Dodhias, a 

clan of the Pararmmara Ra‘puts, 1079 fa 3 

Dodwell, Prof. H. H., 1218 fo 1 

| Dohad, in the Panch Mahals, 966, 969, 970 

Dohad ineription of Javasitthe, 884, 965, 

g70, 972; of Kumérapala, {'77, 989 ; of 

Vapanader, 885 
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Don Jodo de Castro, 1041 
Dorasamudra, city of, 877, 990 fn. 2, 1087 
Dr. Gerson a Cunha, 949 
Draékshérima (Godavari district), 787 
Dramma, a kind of coin, 699 fn. 3, 709, 767, 

984, 1008, 1109. 1116, 1119, 1120, 1128 
1170, 1173, 1194, 1197; gold, 70%, Tu9, 
719, 728, 733; copper, 704, 728; Half, 
699 ; Quarter. 701 

Dravidian, 788 fo. 1 
Drona Bhiradvija, 768 fn. 2 
Duadpur, village of 965 
Dubkund, 76 miles to the 8. W. of Gwahor. 

on the Jeft bank of Kunu, 822, 828, 830, 
831, 832 

Dubkund inscription cf Vikramas:thha, 68y, 
824, B30, BSL, 832, 872 

Dudba: {also spelt Dudali 
village, in the south of 
district, U. P.), 708. 714. 

Dudahi stone-inscription of 
fo. 3, 677 

Duhsddhya, an officiel title, 1/ 66 
Dulha Rai alias Tetkeran, last Kachwaln 

king of Gwalior, 826 
Dundé. wife of the Dadbicika prince Vairt- 

aithba, 1068 
Dungarpur, State, 860,924, 1177, M81, Ls2, 

1183. 1184, 12 6 
Danger Sirisha, Maha, 11-5 
Durdema, 748 fn. 1 
Durga (fort), 1185, 1190 
Dur. & ‘goddess), 6&1 
Durgspali (mod Junagath 

Indrayil 941, 941 fp. 5 
Duryaveti Cancells princess, 735, 82 fn. | 
Durjaya, Rajyapala, 724 
Durlabhacarya, 943 
Durlabhadevi, Nadddla princess; the brete 

(and queen) of the Caniukva king 
Durlabbara:a. 945, 1105 fo. 4 

Durlabhapurs, 770 
Durlabharaja, grandfather o. Vigrahara's, 

the bosband of Lahni, the s-eter of the 
Arbuda Faraméra Pornapaia, 911 

Dorlabharais. Caulukya king, 944. 45, 1106 

Dorlabharajs, Sandhietgrahika, 1 9 
Dorisbhara's, Partabgarh Cahamina, 1959 
Duriebbaréja I, Sakambbar; Cabsmédns 

1062 
Durlabb:raja II, Sakembbari 

1067, 1068 

and Boodhai) 8 
Lalitpur Jhans: 
T16 Hd 

acurd.ng t> 

Cihamana, 

Dur'abharéja (TIT, also called Virasithin, | 
Sikambbari Cibamins, 1060 

Durlakghya. mer, sn epithet of the Chha- 
mins king Durlabbar&ia IJ, 1068 

Dtssla, probably same as Durlabhe Jil, 1669, 
also spelt Dudala, 1070 

Dnssala, Cahaména king, 4 
Dita (envoy), same as Dataka, 904, W175 

a en a er ner 

Devalabdhi, 666 . 
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Doddaéa, 949 
Deadaéaka, a territorial term, 714, 1066 
Deyaéraya of Hemacandra, 710, 1841, 94!, 144 

fn. 3, 951, 968, 968 fn. 7, 970, 972, 973 
fn. 8, 987, 988 fn, 2, 998, 1072, 1078, 1106 

Dynastic History of Northern India, Vol. I, 
728 fn. 2, 781 fo. 39 

Fastern Calukyas, 87% 
Eustern Kathiawar, 850 
Eastern Ra‘puteon, 82b 
Kegeling, 1145 fn 5 
Ein ool Moolk Mooltany, 997 
Phalfiga (Siva, god, 1154 1157, 1260, 1166 

| Ekaliaga-mahateiys, 1158, 1179. TAO fo. 
1&2, 1204 

Ekslinvan stone-inscription of Jaitrasimba, 
1185 

. Ekalhgaj: stone-inscriptiin of Naravibana, 
Wa 

Phalfiyan, temple ef, LES?, 1100) 
Elephants 690 fn 2 

Behet, 721 fn. 4, 730 fo. 2, BOl fa. 2, 625 
fn 1, 820 fni1, 947 fn 1,095 fn. 2, aah 

fn 341,957 fn 2 90 fn 2,01 fn. 3-5, 
lel fn od, 02 fn bE & 2, 1og8d ie 

fo 2 IO) fn. 2, 1402 fo. 2, 1149 fn. fi, 

MV fn.4d & 

Eloura (same aa Flora), 1045; cases of in 
the neighbourhood of Dewgur [Deoytr 
Devagiri) 

Epic, Tod 

Epiygraphia Indica, 71 fa. 2, 722 fn. 3, 71 
fo 3,715 fo 2 Th fn 4,718 dn. 1, 728 
(n. 2, 727 fo. 2&3, 729 fo. 0-3. 731 faz, 
733 fn 3, 734 fn. 2 

Eracha-Visapa (mod Erich), 715 
Frih, on the Betws, 715 

F 

Farrikhi, a conrt poet of Mabméd «! 
Ghazni, 057 fp. 3 

Firishta, suthor ef the famous Ta'rikh (chri+ 
nicle). Ui), G82 fn. 4, 721. 739, 884 fo. ft, 
907, 967, 060, 961, 962, 1094, 8048, OKT 
fn. 2, 1986 fn 8, 1000 fn. 2, 1093, Ties, 
1140 fn. 3, 1190 

Pirdz iJslél ud-Din), first of the Khaly kings 
of Delhi, 1005 

- Firfz Sbhh, o prince of the House of 

. Firozpur (Feroze 

Ditaka, technical title of av officer in con: | 
nection with charters usually reerrded on 
copper-plate:, &49 fn. 1, 898, 943, 949. 
964, 1000, 1007, 1900, 1011, 1012, 1018, 
1016, 1048, 1036, 1116, 1118 

Datta, Prof. 8., 876 fn. 1, 1150 fn. 8 

Tughlug, 1076 
e), 1087 fo 2 

Fleet, 7BR fn. ° 7H fa. §, 768 fo. 4, 777, 

784 tn. 2 786, M24 (n. 2, F8L fn. 6 BD 
fn. 8, 868 fn. 4, 8Qu fn. 8, 698 fn. 2. 3. 
7 647,949 fn 3, 1000, 1004 fn. 8, 100"! 
n.4 

Furbes, 777 [p. 6, 888 fo. 8, 066 fn. 3, 
006 fn. 6 
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G 

Goccha, Shanderaka (mod. Sanderav), 1109 
Gad&dhara a Brahman, 71) 
Gadaddhara, a Minieter, 709 
Gadéibare, Kavtcakraparti, 718 
Gadédhara, eon of Anonta, Brihman officer 

of Sallakaenavarman, 792, 793, 704 
Gadeg inscription of Bhilloma, 112] 
GAdarara-yhatta, 1004 
Gadha, in Ebeopur district, Gwalior State, 

1U99 
Gadhe memoria) tal let of Hammira, 1099 
Gadhinepara, +22. 823 
Gagense,mha, Kacchapagbata 

Narwar, +33 
Galindavalas. f6R, 600, 609; (Guharwarg; 

T2, TIT 419 720, 742, 717, 748, 751 
Te2, 788 BOT, 1k, 1215, 1296. 1217 

Gahupata family, GR 
Gaharwor (G&hodavAlat, 665 971 
Galil (mod. Gahuh), 715 
Gaikavadl Nachers. 942 
Gatala. brother of Javapala, Si] 
Gaya Lahemi, 706 fr 2, 715. 716, 704, 

TRS, THO, TUF ® TO 

Gavinena, god 74) T0645 
Gayapatt, 724, 7R1, TAG, TRO, TOT, TAG 

Gatasity, & proper name, 1128 1193 
Ga'aeiml-a, Maharajapufra lP'6 1417 
Gain, same ae Ghazm. FES4, 1156 
Gala grant ol Jwyasntinha 694: stone-ingerip- 

tone of Jeyasitiby, 65, 066. 070, village 
of. ub 

Gumbbsts river, ABT. P10), E194 
Gambhuta-rraapa, 942 
Gane igobhni, 1167 {fn 1 
Gova-kanka of Bhasarvatha, 1)72 fn, 1 
Gapacdthe, tenpie cf, 967 
Gapepat: tgdi, 812 RIS 
Gavapaticf Nerwar 834 fn. 1, 1163 
Ganapati, mitster of Virsvarmma, 732 
Gagg:, aleo called Gandadeva, (ni della 

prince of 

TRY, 

piper, 6R$, 687, 645, APO; mistakenly - 
idepnified with Nandé ef Modi chron- 
c'as. eee DANI, Vol 3, 606 

Ganga-Bhava-Prhaspat: 10U8 
Gandeki, rover, 747 
Ganerav, 961 fn 1 tb) 
Ganeds, god, G88 782, 799, 951, 966, 1012. 

1041, 1096, 1198; image of. 10084 
Gonga, river, 708, 723, 784, AG 
GAtgadeva, engraver, 919 
Gotgadewa, Pratthire, 94 
Gaigadhara, a Bribman donee, 789, 09, 

B12, Mul 
Gatga family, 863 
Gangarides Calingae, 788 fr. 3 
Guavas, of Kalings, 1917 
Gengs-Yeman& Doab, 672 

791, O01, 1214 
Ganges-Jumns, Doab (same as Gafgé- | 

amuné Hoeb) 600, 708; valley, 683, ; 

| Garuda, @ mythical 

1945 

Gahgeyadeva-Vikramaditya, (Kalacuri) king 
of Dahala, 699, 802, 1215; sometimes also 
called king of Tripuri 

Ganeeya, same as Giangeyadeva, 689, 772, 
774, 774, 774, 776, 789, 768, 866 

Gangobhev, ancient Gangodbheda, 1169 fa. 8 
Gahgodbheda-tirtha, modern Gangobhey at 

Abar, 1169 
Gancuh, D. C., 789 fn. 3, 942 fo. 2, §90 fn. 

3, WI2 fp. 3 
Genjain district (Madras), 83 fo. 1, 807, 

1236 
Ganora (ancient Gunsura). 293 fn, 3 
Gardubha-nadi (mod, Kharia), 459 fn 2 
Gardizit author of Aith Zomul Akhbar, 958 
jarta- Vandala 735 
Garha, village. “(2 fn. 1 
Gartnt Ghaznit, 16 
Garré grants of Tralokeavarman, 722, 723, 

726 

Garra villug-, 1 Tak 

lird of vreat prowess, 
ae tgs RYN Ba wD OK }, Fe, &t 8, 878, 

BY? OAT TBI sendin dt ad fn ¢ 

Ganda, W383 T44 TAA Tad 76 

Teh SON STS SOT, GU, O73 fn. 8, 986 fn. 
2 JONG TPO: 

Gaudathiaja 774 
Gavda-raja-maid, rid fp 
Gaudas, O74 Ott 

Gaaura, tuaoister of Matipt a, 627 
(raud wif 198) COsart 4 f Siva, 175 

Gautama Aksiplida, toe reputed founder of 
Nvava pol sophy 6R4 

(vavisth ire, a actrare: 1145 
Garuif: &A% 
Giata, Tel fr 3, 722 
(isavaidh iva Thaler rq "98 

Gasa-Rarna  Havhisa «havaenrs) king of 
Dahuta, FT, Tao, Tal, Tu2, 796, 797, 798 | 
ug LETS 

Geneglocwal tabes > Cahamanas 1'96-1141; 
Cacdratrevas 736; Cauluky a, 1047-46; 
Gutilaputrse 126-1200; Hahavas (Kala- 
curs}, SIGSTS. Racechspagtdtas, $85; 
Paramaraa, 827-30: Tomarae, 115] 

Gehlot a corruption of Gukilauta, 1153 

toe ek 
iv 

Geiger Bernhard, PR7, 13 Fa. tk 
(ihedaladika-dradasa, 949 
Ghaghradora bhoga, 862 
Ghaphea inseripticn of Tetagimha, 1186, 1191 
Ghazghaa, wilave cf, 119) 
Ghanaka tol oilis, 10b2, 2113 
Ghantipall] village af, 865 

, Ghantelana, villa e@ of, 1909 
—Ghant dvara, god, 865 
| Gtargha'a river, 147 
' Ghafachataka, sect wedded to the principle of 
+ 

alaughter. 2&4 
' Ghata sarpa, av ordeal, 1036 

Ganges river, 875, 684, 701, 701 fn. 4,779,  Ghattaka twharl pecple), 1099 
724, 78 tn 1,781, 1916; valley, 679, 680, | Ghsgng lulso apelt Gbazm), 691, 693, 1018 n 1,791, 1916; valley, 67 | Ghazuis O81, 658, 692, 755. OBS, 955, 1068, 

1086, 1088, 1197, 1149, 1812, 1948. 1216; 
Yaminis of, 1077 

747, 774, 768, 640, 880, 1078, 1818, 1916 , Ghasnio (same as Ghazna and Ghazni), 1097 
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Gielero, the insane prince; popular name of 
Ksrpadeva II, the Vaghelé (Caulukya) 
king 1043; also called Ghelo 

Gheiv, insane: popular name of the Vagheld 
(Caulukya) Kargadeva 11, 1043 fn. 6 

Ghiyath ud-Din Balben, the Suan of Dethi, 
1096 In. 3: see Ulugh Kban, 1195 
1205 

Ghoierdt-talac, tenk of Gubila-rija, 1196 
Se Mabas identibed with Ghotarsi, 

\ 

Ghogtavargika. village ; 
ne-r Pattubgarh, 1060 

Ghori tGhuri) 1086 
Ghoteke-rigraha (battle of horses), 785 
Ghotarsi, ancenot Ghontavaruy and Ghonta 

varsika, siflage, 106) fp. 1.1169 
Ghar. 735, 1216; bulls of, Luts; Sultans of, 

681; sometimes xpelt as Ghor, 10% 
Ghusadt village of, C15 
Giri asexi Maha@rajni, 930 
Girnar 959 
Garnar hall, 1039 
Girnat etone-inserption of Arsuna, 103) 
Girt ar stone-insempti no of Nastupala 

Terahpala, 1330 
Girvar.in spelu, G15 
Gita-Gorinda of Jaysdeva, LO4L, L154 
Gos, at fn. 1 
Gothia, 733 
Gobhula-putra, same as Gubila patra, 1153 

fn. 1] 1b7s 
Gol-hila putra-qotra, 791 

Gobhilaputra Viayasimha, 676 
Godarapura, silage of 93 
Godivati, district. T?6fo.23 river, 76H 74% 

fo. ¥, 7*S, 856 874%, 1068 fu. 2, 1215 
WH; vatieg GOS 

Godhra. br4, 1082 
Gedrabha, 978 

Sodwar, a distawa im Jodhpur State, a5, 
G&y 2104, Eton, Lt, debe 2215, BLS, 
1323 1124, 1E8%, 1203 

Goga-Narfyana. Win; temple of, 907 
Goya, Sulra chara, W389 
Goggs Bhunatha, a Tomare prince, 1147 
Goggirh:a, 940 
Gogra, river. 747, 751 
Goad vara (god), S85 
Gobarwa a village so Allababad district, 766, 

7°2 770 756, 786; grente of Lakgmi- 

Karoa. 764. 768, 772, 783, 7ré 

Gobilead Metre Chief, (2 
Gukarpanaths, temple of, at Viealpur, 104 
Gokulagbatta. 744, 757 
Golak, corrupted into golah or kelah ; means 

an iflegitioste offepring, 1047 fn. 3 
Golak: Mathe, 768 fo 1 
Gothana the Kagtrakdts Mahdsdmantadhipati, 

TO 'p 2 
Gematha, 801 
Gonds, 802 
Gonduans, 402 
Gori (of grein 7), 883 
Goomeur, 788 fn. 1 
Gops hill (Gwalior bill), 678 

modern Ghotara: 

and 
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aT Gcpagiri, same as Gopddri (mod. Gealior), 
H78 fn. 1, 823 

Gopéla, Brahman general and chief minister 
of the Candelle king  Kistivarman, 
695, 694, G97, ous, Tue, 780 

Gopais of Narwar, AS4 in, $113 
Gophila, Ragtrakuts prince of Kaoauy, 702 
Gopfila, ruler of Mathura, 722 
Gopala IT, Pala prince of Bengal and Bihar, 

676, 760 
Gcpalikers, adhipats of, 82a 

Lropalpur, ctune inseription of Vijavasituhs, 
wi, 798 fad, THs vailage, 797, 794 

Gopats, son of Rucira, 733 
fiopendrara:a, Sakatmnbhar: Cahamana, L062 
Goraktpur, dastroet, on Ula. Tad, T4747, 

752, 754 

Gioghladesi, queen oof Hathaya 
Jasvasitiba, 77, Ts fn. 

Gosaladess: Srimad Maharani, Sud 
GOséka orOse), learned tearher of the 

fratpoiarian sabdina) Ata deve, 9 
Costhapali, vib}ate, Tod 

Gethy gatht, 123 
fra athska trizateat, [yee 
fis tha the wate, Stl 

tetra TEE TEA, TES, F2d, THd, Ost, Tek Dees 
bend, T1505 

(andra prarard mthar tha hadamba, PPS 
teuteed Rae, hae of Diha, 

tine: ede Rhante Nay Chawund oe 
aed Rat trownd Pash yg 

Govitea, acvearbed mean bern ate the fads of 
Hoes presi | LG 

rosie ‘a, Brahewar ding 83 

tgoure eda Pieeehata wa 8 7 

teovinda Thanh.ra Moahudsarafada, 100% 

Govinds TUb, Hasteakupy hing af Miao! 
Ag 

Govinda TV, Kant? hits kong, Toh sb! 

(Kalacuri! 

MN pth at: wo hag? 

Gevrrdacaniea (ra sdas& weboa arwee ck, 
fet, Gad, Tain AW 7ad,. GES Re a, 
1215 

(rcsinda@nba, wife of toe Hagtrakuta k- 
Jagatiunsa 696, 757 Tel 

Govibdatie TP Catamana hing of Sak t 
bhari, Pek 1 Ot 

Govidarata, Kastipata, TH TAD fn 1 
(3 sindurdea, Partabvarh ( shama&ia, Pe! 
Govintwéca, on (7? of Ppthvirao dt, 

Joundrs of Ragastabhapura ranch + 
the Caihan Abas Wo Pr bel fo oh 

Govindsréta I, Sakami bart Cabataes, 1%. 
104 

Govindarh-s, aon of the Sakambhari Cahamacst 
Kitiherata and brother of king Vista! © 
tea, LO WG? 

Grahapats family, 664, 707, 708 
(rrahng.pu the ruler of Sarath, O41, 969 En. 3 

Grama, 714, 724, 602, 042 943, 165 

Greeks. 1211 
Guar, wilage, probatly ancient Guvals 

ciate AWD in I 

liudpur, bestcged by Nagérjuna 1086 
( Gubedatta, sstne se Gubiia, 1155, 1157, 116", 
| L164, L167 fo. 4, 1178, L176 
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Gahile, also known as Guhadatta, founder of 
the Gubile-putra dynasty of Medapita 
(Mewar,, 1153, 1154. 1158 

Qutila T, Guhila priace of Chatas, Has, 2209 
Gulule HY, Gubala king of Chatsa, blog 
Guhila-gotra, asme a4 Guhila putra, 1155 fo. 1 
Oubilakhyancaya, same as Guhils-putra, 1153 

fu 

Quhil-angaja-pamsa, same ae (suhila-putra, 
3 fp 1 

Gubil- nvayu, same as Gubila-putra, 1153 
fn. I 

Guh.'s-putras, @ Ru'put tube; sometimes 
called Gobbulaputra, Gobwlautra, Gulla 

vin, Galo a-sasisa. Gubila potra, Guia 
Anee'a-satisa,  toubil insesa,  Gutili 
kbyauvava, (roubitasatma, 1.54 fn. 1, 
belors to Swear dine, Dlo.5 0 sotuecimes 
chung qv hel ligt ta Phe fanaily of ton 

(Mryantha rameat TiBN fa. 2 of Meda. 

pata. died, Pte Qpoct Chata, PEO blo; 

of saurustean, Tbt, beet, of Asika, 
Wht, fleet, ot Nadu'sdas ha, bod, 

1.0% it} ; of Sas dn, Hal, Plbedy, tretied: 

bureal tables, Ler 5 Hater graphy, 

1210 
Guliss, (same as Guhvot.t, O77, lav), Dood, 

W77, HTS 19a, ties List, Tes, of 
Medapata (Mewar), S50, S24, tLe of 

Kethrewor, B20) 
Gulitia Sei 1124, 12081 
Gubila-uta, samine os Gululiyutia, 

fn.) 

Gululents feame as Gulala-putra’, Dor 
Gubalautiy, same ae iubia putra, 1973, 

WAS tn ¥, lsd in & 
Guluis vatias, satpe as Gulia putra, 1163 

fn J, bigs 

Gululot, a 
W439 fn 1 

Gubtlya-varndu, ame as Gubiasputra, Pos 
fi 1 

Gurarat, 710, 140, 744, 789, Tul, S87, Ne, 
S41, SUB, SMT, BAS, BAD, SON, STZ, Sst, 

Kb 80, G38, USE O46, wpe 50 G62, 

O63, G64 fn 3) HAG) UTE, wih, BTa, UN, 
ORT, 90, WT, ded, Ha? yee, dal, 
Doak, VNT, Tae, lagd, 1atg. bass) Dou, 
1057, Pee, Ppet. sae, be5, Wea, 1d 

D, T6d, Dea p20e fp 2, bab, 1, 

1216s centeal, We 

Gotta) (madernd, S47 
Gurrati cavalry stu 
Gurar.tid couciry, P20 
Guthidakurea, village; mod. Gundoch, 1111 

In a 
Guondhara, Aayactha, 649 
Gunokala rigayo 74h 
Gunamboth, also called “Sugasagara T, 

Hathava (Kalscuri) king of Gorakhpur, 

244-745 
Snanpurss Mahderjaya-skandhérara at, 833, 

i 

haa, 

cerrupien oof  Gubila-putra, 

Gunaréa, of the Dahime family, 878 
Gunandgare J, Heshaya (Kalacuri) king 

(Gorakhpur), 744 

1247 

Gupasigara II, Haihaya(Kalacuri) king ; 447 
Gunauré, village of, 843 

‘auntur district, 776 fp. ¥. 
Gsundala, ¢ proper name, 1173 
trunduch ancient Guiidakurca, L111 
Gu'gi, sume 12 miles to the eust uf the town 

ol Rewa, 762, 711 
Jurha, probably tie capital of the petty state 

of that name inthe Gwalior Residency, 
Ci e210 984 

Gurha mseription of Viravarman, 731, 733 
Grurtara (game as Guriata:, 74, 675, 755, 

104, 777, 77h 7U7, AOA, BTU ROL, 972, 
G34, Y35, 1924, B67 JO72 1082, 10R7 
fn 2; ruling family of Broach, 1056 

fjuriara-miandala, 966 103) 
gurara-Pratibdra, 615, 647, 670, 671, 474, 

76, 87K 679, Gen, G3, TOL Tal, 745 

fo 2 Te TAF 731, Th4, TAS, 76), Tht, 

G7t, 769, GIP SY, S48 GH, 847, 850, 
go, lone, PAW), lg 

Cutjura-rat, NY 
Goria a sage .s Guraral, bod 

Guru Sautivens, &B2 

Gurur stove pier ingcrpliion of Vagharé‘a, 
Sli fn. 4 

Guvaidahatta, op ssibly modern village of 
Guarta, Su 

Gusaha 7, Sikamblari Cahamana, 1054, 
63, Juhl, 1u6bs copstruected a Saiea 
terople, 2262 fol 4, bonS, Lond 

Ousdha f}, Sakamibhari (shan apa, 1063 
GWalor 67H fn J, iss 659 fo. 8, 692; 

‘tancieat Gopidr: or (7 pegri, 732. 732 
fo 30 733. 8 b fn. Yo sd2 870, 8°95. 9°71, 
ein, eT, 1OX$ 107. Stnte of, R53 QE, 

Wad OTS, La, hill of, S30; rulers of, 
4253 Residences of. &!1, 833 fn. 2, 870; 
fort of, 823, 826, 827. Panhar dynasty of, 
Rid fo. fragmentary isacription of, 826 

Gwaliyar (ration), 1103 

H 

Habbiri-dynasty, 942, 946 
Habib us-Styar of Khound Amir, 956 
Huddala grant of Dharanivariba, 994 
Hadlala grants of Mahipala, 83%, 850, 934 
Haidar of the time (Sultan-:-Ghaziy, 1088 
Hass (Sir) W., 726 fn. 2.1021 fn. 8 
Hathaya founder of the Hahaya-kula, 743 
Haitayag., G98 fn. 2. 725 fo 1, 738, 748, 

7h, 785, 770, 783, 1ORL fn. 4: of Dahala, 
807; of Tripur: (same as the Dahala 
branch}, 787; Tushman. branch of, 800 

Hakia Governor or Commanéant) of 
Gwalior, (92, £92 fo, 2, 885 

 Flakre (river), 387 
~ Hala (plough), ® unit cf measurement of 

land, 706 

Hala, 701 fo. 8 
' Hala, Sttradhara, 801 
Halayudha, a commextator, 856 
Haldar, 917 fo. 1 

| Halebid (ancient Dorasamudra), 877 fn. 4 
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Hull, 798 fa. 1, 800 fn.1, 833 fn. 8, 844 | Hariéoandra, Mahdkumdra, Paramfra king, 
fn. 4 853 fn. 5, 875 fn. 4, 896 fo. 2 & 849. B90, 892, 898, 901 
4, 897 fo. 1, 898, 900 fa. 2, 999 fp. 7, | Harigens, the famous panegyrist of the 
1022 fn. 7 Gupta age, 1095 

Hallaksanavarma (Sallaksanavarman), Can- | Harisimba, 795 
drétreya (Candella) prince, 701 Hirita, a age, 1154, 1155, 1160, 1166, 1167 

Hamdan, in Persia, 693 fn Hartiaradi, a Saiva save, L198, 114 
Hamnir Deo (Hammira), 1102 Hariyadevi, Huna queen of Alinta, 1170 
Hamira, corruption of Arabic Amir (see | Hariyana, identified with modern Hariyaos 

Haim:ire and Hammira), 681, 986 fn. 2, | io Hissar district. 1145 fo. 6 
J004, 1010 1021. 1975. 1079 ' Hariyéuake eame as Haryana, 1077, 1146 

Hamira-varn.an, Aalinjaradhipati 734 | Haroute, 831 
Hawirpur district (U. PL) G04, 715 | Harga, a name given to the god Siva, 1065 
Hammira, corruption of the Aratic Amir ; Harga, Can tetla prince, 666 671, 672, 673 

(see Hamira and Hathvirs) 681 ! Harga, Pugvabboti king, t316 
Hammira Céhamana king of Rapastambha- ! Hurea alsas Siyaka II, Parsméra king, 

pura (Raothambhorl, 994, 9G, 1053, 847 

1036, 1087 109%, 1999 TE00, 110L . Harga, village (mod Haras). 1066 
Hammira. Sevcdia Mahé-ré.a cf Mewar, © Hares, Crlrakutabhipdla, Caudele king of 

11S }292 1203 125 Kthatralo, 753, 764 

Hammira mada mardana of Jayastnha, 902, , Hargadesa Candella prince, 685, 904; also 
918 1020, 1022, J031, 1942) 1057, Li2y, calied simply Harga, see above 
118) Hargs era, 667 

Hammira-mahakarya of Nayacandra, 05, Harga Gani, Jaina author, 1131 

93), 954, 1053 1061, 167, in70, 1074, Harganatha, temple of, 1065 

1093, 1094, 1106 Hareuu’a. vilisge of. in the district of 
Hammuks. king of Sind, 951 Ho hangatad, C. P , $8) 

Ham apaia trometenes Variépi ad, Gubils Harsauta atone-ins riptivp of Devapala, 900 
proe, 7.796 11°78 This fn.s Hargapura, 9 117) 

Hamvira, a corr ption of the Arabie word Harsere a, Guha king of Chates, 1161, 

Amir 650), 681, 682, 653; see Hamira an] Jled fo. 4 $899 
Hamitra above Harsa wivuka If, Parancdre king of Malwa, 

Ha: s}, 3 tewnin the Puncab, ider tied wath 7HO, Bal, Stu, So, Vl 

aprient Asika, LOTS, 1680, 12, 12 3 Harsa stonesnacmption of Vigrabarasa IT, 

Haver stone sn-eription of T'rttviohata WI, 114s 437, 1054, LOU, 146. sometime? 
178 179, 1162 fn. 1. bez called Hars« imacopton. 1060 fo. 2, 1062, 

Hanstt. in the Anklesvar taluka. Broach, lewd 2 O64, 1065 Lor6 fa, g 
Bombay Presidepry 834 1055 Hirgata tesopee at Vo aval, 10% 

Harsot pistes of the Bhartrvaddhs, 438 Hareola, village of Abmedabad district, 

1654, 1:55 Gu rat 648 
Hinuman. an epic hero, 941, 1070, 1043; Hareole p!stes of the time of the R&gtrekars 

under a canopy on cuins, Ft Ahalavargas Krgne ITE. Bal 

Hanumat, 900 , Barsola plates (grants) of the Paremars 

Hara 'Sisa:, god, 881, 977. 1201 . Sryaka Tf, Noa, (ib & (TT of the tine 

Har dams, Lata Cahamins; Parama- of Ine suzerain Hagtrakdta Akdlava-: 

mahesrara, 1055 Krena TE of M&oy-kbetaks (Maiahe 

Haéroka a bin’ of weight, 1120 611, 442 fo. 3. 845, B46, (48-49 

Harake's-ndtoka adrama composed by the Hasan Nitaeni, 72, 721, EA, 1000, 1G. 

Cahamana king Vigraberaca TV, 1075 1092, 1093, 1004, 1122, 1123, 1180 

Heramna, the amel! isleod of Hurmuz, Hastamite temple inscription of Sucsvarman. 

1038 fn. 4 i Wivs 

Haras inscription, see Harga stone inscrip , Hastikugdi (mod Hethundi, 10 miles south 

tion, 106 fn. 1 of Bali in Jodbpur State), Dbavata of. 11% 

Haras, sillage situated 10 Shekhawsti, Jaipur | Hasty afca- neta, Tui fn. t 

State, Re‘putana, 1035 | Hotagtadadake, 714 
Hari (god), 734, 910; temple of, 826, 827 . Hafhads, son of Mobila, 1070 

Haribralimadess. Katacar: king, S16 : Bathamo under Badmers, in Marwsr, Ra: 

Haripila, kort, 731 j _ Putans. 979, 1006 fn. 2 
Hanpala, Satrodhdra, 1039 ; Hathindvere. village of, 897 
Harirha, Cahamins prince of Shkambari,  Hsthme in Mailaoi district, Jodbpor State. 

1083, 1004. 1122, 1188 AB 
Harjid'a of Gwalior. 732 ; Hethundi (ancient Hastikandi), 858; Haein 
Harirk'a, Mahdrdnoka, 724, 725, 728 fn. 2 kates of, 040, 1118 
Harich:s, younger brother of Prthvishys II], | Hoyopats, 676. 664 

1081, 1083 Haszabbaro-d-dio Hesen Arnal, governor ° 
Hazi-Belévars, monastery of, 1059 KAlinjar, 791 

ewe - 
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Helambs (Heramba. t.e , Ganega), 795 I 
Hemeandra, Jains scholar, author of Dagaras- . 

kélika sitra, Kumasapalacarita ete., 780, | Ibo Batuta. African traveller, 670 fn. 1, 1148 
794, 941, 042, 978 974, 476. 447, GBB, 993, fn 2 
994, GH7, YU8, 1002, 1072 1106. 1:85. 1141 | Ibn ul Athir author of the Kamil, 679. 682, 

Hema Str, Prabhu; same as Hermcandra | 688 Gi fo 2, 691, 693 fo 1, 880, 454, 
above, 183 | 958 96: 96] 

Hembvati, daughter of Iudratit and mother | Tbratum th» grandson of Mabmid. 692 fa 4 
of Candlravarma, 665 Iechawar village in Banda district, U. P., 

Hemré:, Cahamans prince, 1092 fn 2, 1003 . 714 
Hem-ri:, purohit of Gabarwar Raa Jadrayit, | Tcchawar gant: f Parumardi 714 

665 Idar, a Mate in the Bowbay Presidency, 
Heramba (Ganeéa), gad, $2 bo LAS Sp. 4, 1155, 1160, 113, 1164 
Heranbapila (alas of Matupala), Guryara- | 114, daughter cf Manu and wife of Pudha, 

Prat*héra emperor, 676, 677 fn 1 ? 78 
Herur, siser, 7:7 Dima, the greatest of the Turk: Slave 

Himadn bhara (Mt. Abul, lord af, 1105 Sultany of Delhi, &20 fp. 1, 834 fo. 1, 
Hima'ayus, 674, 678, 1063, 1076, 1087 fp. 2, 206, 1021 fn. 8, 1089, 196, 1129 

1171 .Titivanapats (mod. Tnguoda), 885 
Hin! (India), 692 fn. 4, 149s “Tndia, 752, 755, 772, $20, 953, 1215, 1216, 
Hind Fpie (Prthriraja Rago}, 1085 » 1217 1218 
Hinds poetry 692 fn, 4 Indian Autiquary, 7T1L fn. 4, 712 fn 2, 
Hindukush, mountain, 1211 715 fu. 2, 725 fo. 1, 726 fo.1 & 2, 722 
Hindus, 721, 727, c24, WM4; tongue of fn 3 

; ; Tn ao Peninsula, 766 
(_psie 3), 692; downfall of, 1216 = Tudica of al-Birtini, 865 

Todjla, village of 1 07 
Hindust&a (Todio}, 1087, 1001; eloquent nen Trdore, 862 63, 900 fp. 4, 403 

of, 692 Indra, god, 675, 773, 1140 
Hindustani, 692 fn. 4 Tndra, lord of the East: Cahaména-pamda 
Hiradesi, yueen of Jartrasiiha 1:7 sald to bave sprung from his eye, 1053 

Bor’); Ethiot thinks it to be an sbbrev.ation fn 1 
of Dhiraja, but probab y it mae ruplin Indra TIT, Réstrakdts. emperor. of Manyakhe- 
of Harird'a FOOT, Loud, r33 taka, 754, 756 761,671, 673 fo. 2, 839, 

Hiralal, Sin. 2, 7H, T5$ fn 6, 758 810 R41, 848, 847, 934 
fn. 4, To0 fod, TGs fe 1,765 tn." 773, Indradityadeva, Sur god. 1059, 1060 
781 fu 2, 780 fo. 5, 70 fo 2, Ri fn. 2, Todran, Bhagvanial. 937, 939, 949 fn, 4, 968, 
82 fo. 4, 800 ln 3, S07 fo. 5, 810 fo 2, 969 973. 982, 1028 

All, 512 fo 2, 818 Indraut, Gaharwar Raza of Benares, 665 
Hird, a proper name, 1193 Indrapura, a town, 1075 
Hisamaditih (Hi-d ud Din); aleo called Indrara‘s, Cibamaina Mahasamonta: feuda- 

Chipakn; commander of the Kharpsra tory of Mahendrapala IT, 10%4, 1059, 1060 
arinits and Jord of Cedi-desa, 801 Indraraja, Rastrakita king of Malkhed, 839 

Hosa ud-Din, & 1 Indrardja, RagtrakGts feudatory of Lata, 849 
Flisear district, 1078, 11 5 fn 6, lew Indrara‘Aditya-deva of Ghontavargi, 1169 
Hoernle, 733 fn. 1 Indraratba, 866 
Hoy, W., 702 fn. 2,715 fp. 1, 718 fo. 1 _ Endumauls (Siva), 793 
Honnali Taluq, 781 ‘Indus, river, 1217 
Hoogh!y river, 779 Indus, valley, L214, 1217 
Hoshangabad, district of, C.P , 900 Infantry, 690 fn. 2 
Hoshangubad fancient Narmadepura), town Ingrods (ancient Inganapata), R85 

of. 893 fn. 2,3 & 4 " Inguoda stone-inscription of Vijayapils. 885 
Hoyanlas of Dorasamudra, 871 fn. 4, 878, Twaka (Tebdq) rita, SOL 

886 fn. 4, 900 fn. 2. 1087 | [étga (god), 1116 
Hyrdayahiva, 767, 770 Téiga-bhata, Gubila of Chatau, 1198 
Hultasch, 607 fo. l, 700) fu. 2, 718 fn. i, ‘ Laarabara-pancela, 714 

724, 748 fn. 2, 82K fn. 1, 862 fo. 2, 897 - pata, 1019, 1088, 1089, 1211; encroachments 
In. 6, 808, 899, O49 fn 4.904 fn. 4 990 of. Gul: army of, 692 
fn. 7, 1008 fn. 7, 122, 1089 fp. 2 i Tama'tl. Yansfai Sultao of Ghazni, 682 

Hapa, a Rajpus tribe, 1076; chief, 850; Tauka, Ohavalapuri Cabaména, 1058 
kip » 859, 860 ' Tévara, god, 731, 823 

Hino-deaa, 946 | Tévaradive isage), # donee, 763 
Hiins-Gurrara atook, 841 | Ttave pancela (mod. Erawa), 714 
Hurmuz (Haramu'a). 1098 fn, 4 | Jyzu-d-din, son of Muwaiyidu-d-din, Balkh, 
Byderabed, 888 In. 3 | 1oly 

Izz ud-Din Bakhtiyar, 1180 

U—7¢ 
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J 

J&balipara (Jélor), 982 
Jackson, 912 fn 12, 93%, 989, 949 fn. 4, 1004 
Jaddha, Karantka, Gauda, 68% 
Jadur3i, fouoder of Gond kingdom of Garha, 

802 fn. 1 
Jagaddeva, Paramara prince, $76, 877, 878 
Jagemslla, Mebara-raja, 1007 
Jagapéla, alas Japasimba, minister of Jajal- 

ladeva, 808, 809 
Jagasimha. ates Jagapala, minister of Jaral- 

ladevs, 808 
Jagsivaém:, cod, 1128, 1143; temple of, 912 
Jagata, village in the Chapan dastrct of 

Mewar, 1180 
Jagatsimba, Mahamatya, 1155 
Jagat stone-inacripcn of S&muantagiraha. 

1180, 1153 
Jagati, an architectural term, 1104 fn. 4 
Jagattutga, Rastrakdta king, 745 fo. 2, 753, 

756, 757, 761 
Jagedvara, temple of, 1123 
Jabao Pablwan, lvls 
Jsbazpur, 

1197 
Jahnas} {mod. Ganges). 579 
Jahou, offapring of 1Ganges), 675 
Jaircaod Rata of Kansut (Gahsdasiia king | 

Jayaccandra), 722 
Jeraipur, village, 10 milea from Amoda, 605 
Jaikop lake, at Phiomel 1133 
Jain (Ja: a), chromcles, 886; chroniclers. 

869; devotee, 683; dels, (95, image, 790 
fo. 2; smage inscript'on of Gwalior of the 
time ©! Kacchapugiata Vajradanan, 825; 
prabandhas, 858; record (Biola rock- 
inscription), 1081; religion 943; sage, 
792, 432; statue, 714; tetnple, A31, ¥03, 
1143; Tirtbakaras, 
897 A899 

Jainad inscription of the Paramara fesdatory 
Aruna, 856 fo. 5, 669 [n 3 876, 477 

Jainism, °97 1218 
Jaipats Pam(dita] 734 fn. 2 
Jaipur, city of 937 fo. 4. 1297; State, 7, 

963, 1054 2061, 1063, 1065 1070, 1083, 

1944, 1997, 120 
Jaisalmer, 857, 1069 
Jaitrakarps (probably Gubile Jaitrasimbs), | 

919 
Jastramalla, 11849 
Jaitressmha . C&bamdon king of Rantham- 

bhor 1:7. 1098. 11%) 
Jaitrusitbba, 

1177, » TSO, 1185. T18G  FIRT. VIR, EKG, 

1190; slanktown a9 Jayataetiia, Jaya- 
erbbs, J:yaritssithha, Jitasitisbs, Jays: 
teln and Jesain 1155 fn & 

Jaitrasimba. Képaatha. 1080 
Jaitugs. Paramérs prince, 902, 903, 994, 905, 

1423, 1037, 1184 
Jatalladesa ] Kalecori king of Tuthmana. 

669 fn. 6.8 8'n 1, 506 m7 BOB 
Jhintiadera I] Kalacuri king of Tudmiga, 

868, 812, 813, 814 

district of Mewar, 1/79, 1053, 

832; tradition, S94, 

Guitla king of Mewar, 912. 
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| Jajallapura, 806 
Jajhoti (also spelt Jeiahati and Jajahott), 670 
Jaijuka, Tomara prince, 1147 
Jola-durga (water fort), 77! fo. 5 
Jalal Khw&jeh, local Mubaramadan ruler of 

the town of Bunhadim, 801 
Jalal ud-Din Firtz, Sultan of Dethi, 801, 907, 

1102, 1190 
Télandhars, 9 6 
Jalasgala, son of Vagadi Salakbana, in whose 

honour a memorial was sct up, 1083 
Ta@jlewar (Jalort, fort of, 11380 

| ee Maharanaka of Pipal(oau ?)durga, 
| 704 
| Jathana, a daughter of the Cahamaga king 

Arporéta, Who wae given in marfiage to 
Kutuirapala, Ga7, 1073, 110 

Jaliflading, Sake (Mudent prince, 14 
: Jellt! Shorty (lain) Khwatahl, Mubammadan 

rulir, 8 
| Jalor tancent Javalipurs, Javalapura or 

Jababpura), the principality cf the Soni- 
pure falao spelt) Sangad or Sonagara), 
Cahamatan S42, Y29, 062, F077, TEL) fo 

igs, Vbeh, Ves. 128 1165, dss, 
Tes, bwo8: deetraet, 11 fn 2 

Jalon inscriplen GTS ALD.) of Paramirag, 
rl4 

Jalor stoverns npton of Rumarapala, G82, 
Wt, 

' Julor stone inscriptions of Samarasiumba, 1125, 
4 

Jamatha, ve Jotma'at, Muslin congregation, 
14.44 

Jamnagar State, Kathiawar, Lule, load 
Janaka,  Adeéa-naitandhika  (iecorder cf 

orders), 744 
_dangala, a fo e-ter waste 1059 
‘ Jabgela, 915, 123, LEST fo 2: hing for 

ruber, of, G58, Ost fm 4 tins, Tie; 
(Cahamanat kong Pptivirats TIT, O95 

1 dangala-deda 1053 > identified by some with 
Bikaner ard No Ma-war 

Janyor beadquarters cla teheil of the asne 
name in Bilaspur, 94 

Jatplidesa (Janja'a degat, 158 
 Jaandhavats Saulumks, general of Gayssicha, 

1137 
' Josndhavaia, Parsmara king. ti, 917 
Josakaty samme as Jasakarga. 1204 
Jasakerpa -Tewakars), Seacdis 

Mewar, )4 
‘JYa-4Anania Thakkueg S10 
Jaswact) Singh. Hathor prince of Mewar. 

HiAa fp § 
Jawd'sars Thakkura ALO 2 
Janare's (Yaésrdsal oon of Navroffama Surs 

ditya of Kinyakubsa. a6 
—dhtka Sresthin, R92 
' Jaserantspora town and district in Jodhpur 

Rrate, 1124 1142 
| SAL (ewntes, 707, 717 
Shula, Raya, Torvora ruler, 1147-48 
_ Shull poftala, 793 
 davala. Padupaticirya and devotee of Cand'és 
| Mabadevs, 912 

hr 

4? 
~) 

a ns 

Rana of 
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Jivalapura (Jalor), 985 ; same as Javalipura ‘ Jayasitvha, Silm, 725 
Javahpura, mod. Jalr oop Jodhpur State; | Jayavtuba J, tara dra king of Malwa, 851, 

also -pelt JavAlapura, and Jabalipura $42, | 
1132 yt, 1077. 123, 1180 fin. 1, 11g] 

1135, 1183. 118K, ¢ dhamaoas of, 1055 
Jayabbuta TI], Gurvara prince of Lata, 428, 

1057 
‘Jayacandra *  (Jayaccundra) of Kanau, 

1201 
Jaya candra, Gabadavyalu king of Kanau! and — 

in 2. Benures, 7h4, 720) 742, 751, 753 
744 fn. 2, 472, 1085 

Jayadevn, of the Ka wmala race, S09 
Jayaiesa, author of the Gita Gormda, 1942, 

IMA 
Jayadesa or Jayurata, varints of the pames 

of A jayarasa, LOVE fn. ds 
Tasadurga vAlsipache. 734 
Jayahesio, Radamba kiag of Goa, (65 
Jayntuadyala, da oe sd, 11 
Jayattasuuha, same na durtrasiriha, 11sd 

fn. 6 
Jayatita-sibha, P6027 
davanaka, hashuirian port. aceerding to 

sated, author of Prthitsrunecepiea, cop 

temporary wath Prtbvira a dil, Wed fn. 3 
Jiyenta Hounder ef the junar ine of Kanya- 

kab ae, 2 tn 2 

Javaltatad,. vuriant of the pame of the 
Sas cuptbar: Caharnwns datara a, Thee 

Jayasiasithe, Cahatwon bing of Nutdiia, 

LS palbo km we as davatusiha 
Jayartasidiba, son ef Viastupasa, 1050 
Javan bponddens~y, (ted 

Jayants mata Wing meta), temple af 1070 
Jatapuis, Agpestha of Jayavarman, lauds 

Oni, Tod 

Javaz ala, Saha prince, 682, THT 
Juyap ra, 743 
Jayapura-durga, 17, 117 
Javapura-rigaya, 100 
Jayurata, Sahantehori Cahamana; also known 

oi Juyanticaca and Atayapala 1062 [n 3 
Jaynsukts Wek, Jecahkat Cuodella prince, 

666, 669, 670, TG, TI D2 Tae 
erie ett a guild of merchants came from, 

Jayasitbhs (Siddhariva), Coulukya king of 
Angahila-pataka, 8606, BGT, S68, asd, hd, 

G66. BST, UT, RUS, Sud 1d, Od Ed, A, 
hh, 067, O68, HOU, O70, UT1, aT2 873, 874, 
075, W764, Q77, G84, O54, 1000, 1026 fn. Y, 

172, 1073, 1080, Y2u, WET, Wa, 1177, 
W202 1216; Mahi mahendra, 1022 

Juyasitaba, dependent taérfa) of the Guhils 
king Jaitrasiiha Waystasitihs), 11d6 

Jayastnha, Dahule Kalacun, 778, 724, 768, 
793, 795, 796, 7497 

Jayasninhs of Mapdupa, 908, 1007 
Juyaa:taha, Jan suthor of Hammira-mada- 

mardana, 2, W178 fn 1. 85, UNG, 3, 
"97, 1020, 1021 fp. 6, 1022, 1020, 1057, 
1058, 1160 

Jayuntnhha, seme as Jaitranuha, 2186 fo. 
6, 1186 

Jayasiubha, Sesodia Ragd of Mewar, 1205 

665, 873, 874 875 876, 878, 881, 906, 921, 
923; J], 905 fn 4; IT], 905 

_ Jayatasimba, brother of Jegapala, 811 
 Jayaovausy pod, 119X192 
Jayatala, same ax Juirusimba, lord of Meda- 

pata, 1021 in. 1, 1185 
-Jayacali, Thakkura, wn autt or, 1186 
Jayatulladesi, queen of Tejcenbha, 1192, 

1193, Ll 

Jayatasita, same aa Jayantasimnha, 1123 
Jayatusiha, Yuraraja, 1114 
Jayatasiuha, same as Juitrashe, 1185 

fn. 6, 1186 

Jayatrasuiina, Mahamandaleétara, Maha 
rajaputra, a Dadhica {eudatory, 1094 

Jayasaituap J, Paramara king of Malwa; 
father af Paramirdin, 7°, 717 88y, 890. 
bu, 92 KU. SOT fo 7, 1623, 1023 fo. 1, 

eine 11087 

Jayavarnan Hi, Pursmdra keng probably 
pete bs davdedidia 1049, 1697 : TI of 
Mandapa, bY7 fn t 

J er a Cande.la proce (nrpati), 708, 
TU 

Jasasarman, Mahéranakha of Kakaredika, 
Mmieoth 

Je ; (Je; aka, Jayudakts), Candella prince, 
99 

Jera Phukts (Bundelkhand), 665, 669, 669 fn. 
6, FARIS 

Jejabbobktiks (also called Jeséke-bbukt), 669 
fo. & sQo 07 

Jecahoti (see Je abutn, C60 
Je a}uti tor Je abot, old name of Bundel- 

khand, 669 

Je-aka bhukt: {also calied Je:é-bbukti), 669 
in. 6 710, 727, 775, 104 

Je &ka-bhukti-dess. 660 fn. 6 
‘Jetave, @ Cahamgra, 1172 

Jeraka (Je a, Jsyaguhtil, Candelia prince, 669 
fn 4 

Jeka, mahayana. 1165 
Jendaraé'a. sce Jindurdta. 1107 fn. 8, 1111 
Jendrard escara (Siva) temple of, 1108 
Jess, Cahamana kirg of Jalor, 1205 
Jesala, same ag Jaitrasitiba, 1186 fo 6 

JIss8 

Jesaladeva, ace Jindura'a, 1107 fn. 3, Wt 
Jetana, an cfficer of Virasarman, 731 
Jhalrapatan, oa the Jhalawar 

'  Rasputana, 875, 8), 854 
' Thatrepatan etone-:nacription of Yasovarman, 
DAN 
~ Jhalawar State, 875, 888, 894, 965, 969 fn. 4 

Jbampaithaghatta (battle of) 1097 
Jhamsara. a village in Jodhpur, 1117 

! Jhumvara stone-inscriptien of Kethans, 1119 
_Jhamvaria stone inscription of Albagadeva, 

Wi 
Sharan, TOL fn. 4, 708 fn. 2, 1084; city, 715; 

distriet (UPD, 703, 715, 728, 726 
- Jhat er fragmentary stone inscription of Sal. 

Jakganawmnba, 702 fo. 2 
| Jhansi stone-snscription of Viravarman, 731 

State, 

Stns) 
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Jharole stone-inscription of Jaitrasithha, 1186 | Kaccha (Cutch', 940, 986 
Jhayin, same as Jhain (Ujjain), 1103 fn. 1 Kaccha-mandala, 949 
Jahozpur district, of Udaipur State, 1076 Kacchapaghats family, 885 fn. 2 
Jina (Mabdvira), Jaina Tirthadkara 832 Kacchapaghitas (Kachwaba}, 678 fn. 1, 639 
Jina-dharma, 863 821, 827, 832, 884; of Dubkund, 821; of 
Jinsntha, temple of (at Khajraho), 683 | _ Gwalior, 821, 832, 870; of Narwar, 821 
Jinaprabba. author of Tirthakalpa, 1196 Kadagrama, 1006 
Jinas, lord of the, 685 | Kad mbaguha, 767, 770 
Jina-Yajfia-kalpa, of Aéadhara, 902 | Kadambapsdraka, village of, 862 
Jind, State of, 1087 fn. 2 Kadambari, 724 
Jimds, see Ji: durdja, 1107 fn. 3, 1109 Kadsmbas, 4 ruling dyna-ty of the South, 
Jindrapéla see Jindurais. 1107 fn. 3 1155 
Jiodura's, Caha ana king of Naddila: | Kidamba Vaea or Kadamba Vama, minietr 

| 

also known as Jesaladeva. Jimda Jenda- of Someévara, 1083, 1083 [p. 8 
réja aod Jindrepala. 1107 fn. 3, 1108 | Kad: district, 979 fn. 2 

Jin-maits temp’e of, 1082 Kadi, division in Guirat, 1042; town of, 942; 
Jitas mha, same es Jaitrasimha, 1180 1155 granis of Bhima [i, 1000 fn.2, lul 1007, 

fn. 6 101) 1015, 1016, 1026, 1027; of Jayanta- 
Jizya 693 fn. 1 sinha, 1026; of Mular&ja, 987, 938, $42; 
Jodhpur, 937 fo. 4, 1021 fo. 8, 1201; State, : of Tribbuvanapala, 1085; of Visaladeva, 

911, 914,915 G24. 943, 965, 967. G69, UNO, | 10134, 1136-37 
981, 982, 984 fn. 6, 1053, 1054, 1061 1068, Kadmal vitluge of, 1170 
1O7X, 1107, 1203, 1415, 2117, 3118, 1123, Kadosa, village just south of Garra, in 
1124, 1126, 1182 1179, 1182, 1183, TVIS4. . Chhatarpur State; ancient Kadoha, 729 
1200, 1201 | Kadota gréma (uod Kados) 723 

Jogeévara Sandh:cigrahika, M4 hafaur Havzar-cdinfri, a handsome slave from 
Jogedvara, tempee cf, at Sadadi, 1108 Cambey for 'Ala-ud Din Khalil: 1u44 
Jogini, city of (Delhij, 1004 Kahla, village in Gorakhpur district, U.P., 
Joyalls, C&hamaoa king of Naddtla; also 742, 7oL 

known as Yo'aka or Josaladeva, 1108 T1U8 Kaila Kbalacuris, 742, 751, 754 fo. § 
fo 3, 1109 11(0, 1111 Kahia Pi-te (grant) of S dhadeva, 740, 74z 

Jonaré's, ‘oummentator of the Prthcirnija- Kahnapatka Ddpaka. 853 
rijaya, 1069, 1072, 1061 Kailaan, a peak of the Himalayaa ; myth-cai 

Journsl of Avistx Bocety, Bengal (JASRi, : resi‘ence of Siva, 676, 760, 666, 934, 1961, 
706 fo. 1, 700 In 6. 718 fo L719 an 1&2, , 1171 
711 fo.5 715 fn 1, 72) fa. 3, 722 fo 1. Kawnur Range, 711, 728, 741, 761, 791, 
733 fn 1.734 fo 1 Tire 

Jubbu!pore. 755 769, 771, 772, 786; district. Kas a, Collectorate of Gu'arat, 1042; distrs t 
734, 740. 767, 770 790 fn 2, 793, 800: 74), 639, B47 fn. 8, Ho2 fo. 4 
division 802; grant of Yasabkarpa, 735 7 
fo 4 769 771,772, 75 ve ; bea e ; 

Jugadeva, probably the e'dest son of Caihams saa (tyes ) epee Ame repo rielted | 
oe king Arp vaca, 1674 Ibn Batuta, 670 fn. 1 

Jug dev (Jagaddev»), Parasmara prince, 877) | 
Jug- Dhow ! (Jeggadharala), aon of Jug-der, Kajuréba (Kbajrabo), 679 

877 
Jumps, river, 674, 701, 711, 789, 1954, 1976, Kayurihah (ojlpan5) , 667, 670 fp. 1 

1977, 1071, 1087 fn. 2, 1213; valley, 774 = Katurhhe (Khatrabo}, 688 
906 Keksdadeba (mod. Kekedwa), 723, 7.'. 

Jumna-Ganes valley. 1086 727 
Junagadh (see Junagerb) Kakedwa («ncient Kakedadaha), 723 {n. ! 
Junagerb (sometimes spelt Junagadh), capite! | Kekaradabs, a village ip the Vigays ©! 

of Soragth in Kathiawar; also Brste of the Vadasari, 714 

sene name, 977, #02, 10:5, 1099 fn. 5. Kakared!, feudatory chiefs of, 700 
1982, 1201; stone-ineription of Kumara- . Kakaredik& ‘mod. Kakreri), 724, 795, 728 

Gre fae eee 

pala : Kokatiyas of Bastar. 761 fn. 2 
Jure, 76] ' Kaketiyas of Warangal, 781 fo. 2 
Jura inscription of Krsna YT, 674, 761 Kakayara, disteict, identibed with om! 
Jyotssa féstra, 974 |  Kanker State #11 

i Kakka Tl, Kagtrakd{a king, 786, 851 
Kekka; 4: Ha a, 866 

K Rokkari‘s. ‘e..datory ruler of Murat, 888. 
Kakker qik& (mod. Kakreri), 703 

Ka'bs. 963 | Katren. 724 fn. 2 
Eectwhhe (Kacchspaghite); a Ra‘pat tribe, | Kekusthe, mytbion! , 00 

Oni, 836 Kila, god, 871 sas 
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Kalabhojsa, Guhila king of Mewar; possibly 
also known as Bappa, 1158, 1159, 1160, 
1163, 1163, 1166, 1167 1168 

Kalacuri irscriptions. 778 
Kalacuri-candra, 689 
Kalecuri era, 805 
Kalacuri-Sarvateara, 809, 810, 811 
Kalacuria {a branch of the Harbayas), 673, 

697, 698, 699, 711, 725 fo. 1, 7.7, 728, 
738, 780, 741, 743 fp. 3, 745, 747. 752, 
761, 162, 765, 766, 773, 776, 776, 770, THO 
785, 788, 780, 700, 701, 742, 793, 744, 874, 
043 fn. 2, 973, 1081, 117k; of Dabala 
{fearre »s those of Tripuri), 742, 751, 834, 
856, 1215; of C. P., 741: of Gorakhpur 
742; of Kalyani, 726, 740, 742 fr 8; of 
Milava, 740, 742 fo. 3; of Rutnsper 
laan.e aa those of Tutimina) 742 ; of 
Tripuri 
O70, 742 fo 2. 75E fa 2, 764, He2, UB, 
469 > of Tuthmana § 2, 61, 615 

Kala! andi Stele, 783 Sn. 1 
Kalakwedvara, furtha of 804 
halaficar (eane 98 Kalefitara), ip Bundel- 

hhond, "1 it fn. } ; 

Kalan ar (Kelocar), in Buodelkhond, t79 
in 5, 720 

Kalan or, onthe fronhers of Kaslmur, tee 
Kahn are, 693 fr 3 

Kalafitora Gn Bondethband, C. 7), 665, 60% 
fr 8,708. 701, 71, 726, 727 740 748. 
M$it 7); famous bill f rt of the Condellus 
674,675. 678 GT tn & : its etrer gin and 

imp egnuabiity, 602 603 fo 1; weurtun, 
770 

K§lafitarn mandala, 674 
NGlafyaradhipats, 685, (95 
Kalaftvara crgoyo, 741 
Kamalota.the daughter of Parawars Kirt- 

raja 940 
_ Kalaso, golden, on a temple, 924 

Kulate, Koghmirin keg, 728 fb, 2 

Kalavunspadrs, village, 1066 
Kadcati meter of the Bakamtbhari Céhamana 

Givaka V1; merned aking of Kanau;, 
1080, 165 fo. 3 

Kale bdya, jake, 1193 
Kilesvar Mah&dee, temple of, (0 
Kaliune, Nalvdee auther of the Rajatorangini 

of Kashmir, 641, 694 In, 3 
Klbi, mother of Jalarala, son of Vagad! 

Balakh«ne, 1088 
Kali age GOs 
Kisj, po !deaw, 1068 
Keicurya (Kalscur}), 1081 fn. 4 
Kalida, oaughter of (Yamund). 675 
Kal-ndi 6748, 680 
Kalinga, 

In. 2 D. 
Kalitgartia, Kelacori king, 755, 805, 803. 

805 &10, 819 
Kaliniar (ancient Kalefiiare), 682, 704, 705 

madeva, 

(gai.e 66 Lhose of Daha'as, 675, ° 

~_ 

760, 778, 788 fo. 1, 870, 986 
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same, 705; rock-inscription of the same, 
715.06; rock-ingcription cf Paramardin, 
716; stone-inscription of the same. 718-19, 
ee stone-inscription of Viravarman, 
32 

Kalifjara {also apclt Kalifisara) of Kalhana, 
643 fa. 8 

Kalii:ara (also spelt Kaliftara) of Kalheaga; 
euine a8 Kalinjar of Rahat ua Sudur and 
Kaluntur of Firishta; situated on the 
frontiers of Kashuur, 693 fr. 8 

Kali Sindhu, river, 844; valley of, 884, 887 
Kalsya, a mythical serpent, 764, 765 
Kilpi, 722 
Kaluntur of Fuirishta: sitrated in the 

frontiers of Kashmir, 
Ralifivar 

Kalvan village in Na~:k district, Bombay 
Preaidercy 863 

Kalvan plates of Yudovarmau, 863, 868 
Kilys, @ poet: sen of the Gauda-Kayastha 

Matideva, 1068 
Walvaous-hatika, 255 
Kulsagades!, chit f-queen of Vira, 730, 731 
Kalani, capital of the Calukyas, 699, 726, 

710, 741. 776, 780 7si a 7, &26, 884, 
857, R74, O86 

Kau adeva, Stitredhara, S01 

Katnalacand:s a writer, 1193 
Kameladhuras Théhera, 794 
Kama alé.a, Kalscur king 

793 fn. 3; see 

cf Tummana, 

a3 
Kansalasiha, Sutradhara. 744 
Kamatasati, the «ated daughter of 

Brahman of Bienagar, 1153, 1154 
Kama la evi queen ol Pratapasimba, 1135 
Kamal: 783 fn] 
Kamouh grant of Gahadavala Javaccandra, 

Tse fi | 

Kamate (mod Cambus) rod 
Kambslatil: siliace ef, us 
Kambotha sillase of, 42.43 
Rambo TH) 
Kamesvara Mabadiva. tempte in Sorat dis- 

met, dedbpur State 1197 
Kamt! (-ce al-Aami!), GAT 679, 691, 692, 693 

fn. 1 
Kanhadeva  (Kakkudeva 2), ancestor of 

Banswara (Va,ada) Paraméras; probably 
to be rientified with Ceeca sometimes 

called Kamka A217 220, (21 
' Kan-ol fancient Kambaluali), 1908 fo, 4 

Katvsa, defested by Krens, 710 
Kaimyaka-gaccha (or sect) of the Jainas, 881 
Kaunaka, 743 in 1 

| Kanakacala the ame ‘of a fort locally 

known ag So nalgarh, 1126 fn 2 

Kannkasens, 1253 
hanaki alan Tirtha. 1.08 

Kanareee 723 fn. 5 
Kanarese district, 766, 774 

i Kanaswa (Kotah State, Raiputana) inacrip- 

707, 710, 718, 719. 790, 721. 792. 724 fn. | 
2, 720. 788, 784. 785, 761, B26, 1085, 1214; | 
broken pillar inscription of Madanavar- 

708; piler-inecription of the 

tion, refets to Maurya prince Dbavala, 

1156 
Kanau} (ancient Kanyakubja), 676, 678. 680, 

688, 669, 702 {m, &, 72a, 747, 761, 154, 
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755, 764, 765 fn 2,779 fn. 3, 738 829 
R3K, B40, 813, 847, 936 1054, 1059 1063 
1064, 1L19, NGL 62, 1168.69, F 9, 1198 
121) 12, 1z16; bhakti 935 fo 4: Gur'ara | 

of, 287; amp rial city, 672; ° 
' Kuranbel 

Prati: &ras 
ruler of, 828 

Kancana, AKayastha 943 

Kancana, wile of the Kalacuri king Lakema- 

parfra TI}. 749, 730 

Kaeacanedesi, first wife of Kalacuri king 
Gupaubhodi, 744 

Kafcapadesi. the Guriara queen of Cahs- 

aos kog Arpora a. 1U72, 1080 

Kancaoayir, fort of, 982 

Kafct 680,995 fn tf 

Kufcuké, Cabam&na queen 

Hares, 600, 662, 673 fo 1 

Kandabat fort of, 955, 96] 

Kandase(bvalra (mod. Seh&wa or Sibos), 81] 

Kaver Dec, Ka.s of Jaior, a feudatory of 

‘Ala@-ud- Dio Kbal tT, 1134 

Kangra, 172, 1054 fn 2b, valley, 778 

Kachada, répakaru, 904 

Ka: hadaceva, (abumana prince; same as 

Kaver Deo, Raa cf Jalor, fon of 

Samantasituha, Ld 

Kaphadade+e, busban | of Premsladesi and 

sister of Caunlukys Kumérapaia, Wi 

Kanhbadadeva, Paraniaro hers; Abu Para- 

mara, possibly to be entitied with 

Avbbuta-Krsgaraia, #9, 910 

Kanbadadeva, same as Krspar&:a ~ ho ts 

sibly the same as Upendrara;a aod 

Dhima:a:s, G13, 914 

Kanbadadeva, grandeon of the Jalor Cala- 

mana Lavanyakearpa; Caharnana ruler of 

Abs, zi in 2 
Kénhadadeva, Maha rdjakula, 1018 

Kanharadeva, Nagavetsi prince, iT 

Kaphepsika, Depaka, 64) 

Kanhapallika, silage, 100A 

Kaghulln, wife of the Dhavalapuri Cahamansa 

Mahigardcma; performed Sati, 1055 

Kanker, State of, “10 

Kanker plates of Pamparaja. 811 fn. 4 

Kanker inscription of the time of Bhioudeva, 

Bll fp. 4 
Keaukhal inscription of Bhima IT; alao calied 

Abu inscription ‘1), 1000 fn, 2 

Kansuvain ipecription of Dbavala, 1198 

Kant&ra, conquered by Jagapéis, an officer of 

Prthvidewa, 8:1 
Kanths, hill of, 939 

Kaoth4durgs, 938, 1067 

Kanthkot, 941 
Ranyskub;a {mod Ranaui), RAN, O90, TOI fn 

4, 702 fo. 2, 88, WT, 84.5, 948 

Kanyakub:a-bhukts, 671 

Kanyekubje-cigoys, 938 

Kipalske, ascetics from foreige countries ; 
monastery for, 1062 

cf Candells 

Kaperdin, Brihman minister of Ajsyap4la, . 

996, 1002, 1086 
Kapilé river, 836 9 
Kepilakots, Milaré;e besieged Lakgerbjs 

at thie place and killed bim, 940 

Karpotika (mendicanial, 1085, 3 

WG. 
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| Kapiledvara (Siva), 1998 
| Kara (Allabibad diatret, 0. P.). 729, 739 
| Karun. Rat of Gurrat (Karga Il, Vaghel& 

Caulukya princel, 144 

Karana a ptoper tame 1104 
(anvent Karnasatf, 768. 778, 

TR2 796, 79; atone ineeription of Jaya- 
alinta, 7A, 796, ITS fn. § 

Karanika, 685, 726, 771, TRI, 1086, 1082, 
12 

Karanika Thakhura, 724 
ny grant of Amoghavarga, KRakka If, 

sdo 

Karda plates 748, 756 
Rardgteokbuta, village, 1056 

Kareduin Mewar, 119? 
Kare tu stone adscmpiien of Cheigs, 1452 

Karhad, 761 

Narhat prant fplates) af 
emperr Krana TO) 764 
fo i WH. in oe 

Kar gave, ciccva (perhaps toed. Kargowant, 
71h 

Kartolarerant of the feulatory Mahardrse 
of Uscabaepa, oh 

Karta ns stee unser ption of the time & 
Lakgwranar& 2, 768 747 

Karstacei, Seahvce. rtd, PAF 

Kareoralagirts hog ot Pn 

Karna tiga cer mt 
Katns.ancher name of Gotsla Ranasitahs 

Lise, ttsgfn Pa, teu 
Kargpa. Canukya hing of Agabilapet hs 

a7, G02, 956, Gok GAS UNE Ld bbe 
Karna, sleca led Laketackerga, (bahay s 

Ralacard kisg of Dahan, 68, 640, : 
fro. Gas, Bat, TH bn 2 Th Th. 
TIT, Fo8, TT THO, THd TMB Tb, 
TAS A SOO a USO ead bd 

Karpgaidesva I, son af Saratca, Vao® 
(Canmkyat king of Snahiia phpaks, hen 
Jb fodn, + a 

Karnal, 1994 fo 3, 
1144 

Karpamers, TR2; temple of, W64 

Kargasagira, a lake. 6 
Kargats. 755, 76) 770, 8a, BTA RTE TT 

Wile LVI io F Win 2 WIE bes 

116%, JE70; king of, Ml 

Karpatas, (G1, 77%, 454, S68, M72 ATE 
Karna tretha 744 
Rarpavali mod. Kanalbel), 742. Pe 
Karonvet: (mol Ken) river, 665 
Kardeivara, temple of U4 
Karohapa (mod. Karvan). head gatatiial se 

of the Lakulids-Pasupata sect foot 
1041 

the 

wht 

Ragtrakita 
Rey, S48 

F 

” 

1 

16; Lies, district, 

f rg 

Karpuradevi, daughter of 0 Kalacur rene 

Tripuri; queen of tre Rakambhar oo" 

mans Somedvare, HOSE, 10R3 

Karptredest. sce Karpéredeei, Liekl fn 

— Karre inscription of Vahalpala, TAtin = 

' Karegdpana, cain, 1201 
Kartavirys (Aruna), Haiboys kere: 

762, 783, 908, 810, 812 

eek 
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KGrttikasvdétnin, temple of, 1179 
Krarvan, ancient Xaydvarohana, 1171 fn. 3 
Kasadrum, a village, game ag Kayadram, 

1124 
Kasabrada, 858; ideotified worl Kayadram 

vr Kaesdram,a villuge in Siro) Btate, 
21 

Kashee (same a4 Kadi; mod Benares), 777 
Kusiinir (game as Kisiira), 675, 676, 674, 

693 fn, 3, 698, 766, 853, 1214 
Kasi (niod. Benures), 711, TAZ. 046, WOE 
Kasi, Vidvessura temple of, 915 
Kawa (probably ancient Kudinagara), 742, 

74K, 750, 752; Uaahaya (Kalacuri-} of, 
742, 748 ff. 5 atones sngeript on of, 748 ff. 

Kagika (Benares), 679, 685 
Kasindra Palaree, about J$ mile. from ° 

Ahmedabad ; probably Kusabrada, S54 

fn. 3 
Kaasisvara, god, 915 

Kadmlra, 674, 760, 76d 
Keavapa fasntly, 600; otra, SL 
Kataka (royal camp), 747 
Kathahan (9), viflage in Ranamaus, 695 
Kathavate Prof.), t018 fo. 2 
Kathiawar, 765, 86. 056, dd, 10a mn. 2, 

JOT, 2es4, Wag. Wau, ted, 2267, bet 
VOY, W216; eastern 936; south, oT; 
poninsuca, 7 4, 839 

Kabudesa, same a4 Katukarata, Cihamana 
king of Nadddla, 1i14 fn 3 

Katukaré-u, Yeraraya of Nador, Th, 1110 
KatyByani, goddess 1038 

Ratla, 9 sect wedded to the principle cf 

Klaugnter, °G65 

Kautikags (nad Konkanh O81; dord of, 415 
Kavrasa-ramsa Ti4, 7§ 
Kautaimbi, 741, 436 
Kasalades? (sometimes spelt Kowls Devt, 

Kecraladevt), beautiful queen of 
Vighela Karns J]; captured 

ghiter Devaladev? alive captured and mar. 

ned fo ‘Alg ud-din’e won Ktigr, 1045 
fn 3, 

Kavala ‘Kapiledvara), temple of 905, 10:8 
Kavi (mod, Kayan Broarhy, 4 fn 8 
Kart poet), O55, O87, Tal 
Karteakrararts 718 
Karindra, 718 
Kartraya (king among poeta;, 71 
Karyn Ry), YOke 

Kasaden, village, 18 mules from Vasa ip Sirahi 
State, 915 

Rayadra gtone-inscription 
Hh 

Kayadram, ancent Kisahrada, ulso known 
as Kasndram 1124 

Kayastha G87, Th, 703, TH, 745 728 fu. 
274,783 Bab 812, 844, 865, 929, 943, 

Y40, 964. DAT, 1004, 1008 
Kayastha, Katariya branch, 1098 
Kayastha, Nagama 1133 
Kavastha-rashéa, O87 826 

of Wb&ravarga, 

Kéyararohana taleo spelt Karohens), mod. 
Karvan in Burods State, 1171 fo. 8 

the - 

aud : 

marred by ‘Ala-ud- Din, 1095, ver dau. 
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Kedara (Siva), god, 812 
KedSrariéi, Sarva ascetic, 1008 
Kedaregvura, 871 
Kekkaka, Aksapatalika, 964 
Kilhaga, Cahamaua king of Naddila, 919, 

935, JOLY fn. 1, 1116, 1117, LEER, 1129, 
f  VR29, N22, 128, P83 
 Kethuna, Mahidrajaputra, $116, 1317 
| Kelhaga, Valahincaya Kayastha, $85 
| Ken, river, 1217 
| Kerala, 757, 785, 554, 855, 869, 1022 
> Nesava, a Brahman done, 405 
' WKesgya, a merchant, 91 
| Wesuva, Nagara Brabaian nuoister of Karga 

VY Vayhe’, 104 fn. 1 
| Keéiva, Nayaka, 795 
Ke Sava, Senapatz, 989 

_Nesava Vahanpats, oii 
> ResasOdirva = Maharajuputra of Vadyava- 

grams, 794 : 
' Nesava Ssrisan, pandita, 716 
Ketumubha myer, 11S 
Wevay inata peeddess, 167 

Ke ydravarga, boruda of Yusarata, 760 
Whaila-patska, village, 753 
Khalwara, 7¢3 fn 3 
Kiaira 752. 764, 771, 772 752, 785, 787; 

plates of Yasah-Sarna. 752, 769, 771, 772, 
T.2. 75), 787, 784 3 villave an Kewah 
Rrate, 789 

Rheraho (KtarjGravahika’, sometimes apelt 
Kha rahe, 663. 857, 88, 670, 672 673, 
877, (79, 68), O83, 684, 685, G88, 707, 
T19, 7lQ, 73d. 733, 7o8s inseription of 
Dhanea tdated VIS. 1-11), 666, 668, 671, 
O79, O74, 670, 684-55: inscription of same 
(tated Vos. 185, ATT, O80-STs st one- 

inscription of Javuvarman, 703; stone- 
mnscription of the Gahapati, Kokkala, 666 
fn. 3, O86, 77; Jaina smage-nserption of 
the sone of the Sreethin Panidbara of the 
Gahapatt fanny. 707; temples of, 683 

| Kbacturahs (see Khatraho), 667 fo. t 
Khauraya. 685 

| Khakha tribe, 674 fo, 3 
: Khalari stone-inseriptian of the Kalacuri king 

Rarthrahmadeva, 8t5 
' Khaltd preacher), 1039 
» Khalighatta, 85t 
“Khalt, 1088 
' Khali, ‘ Alf ud-Din, Sultan af Dethi, 1043, 

1044, 1955 

. Khol? rulers of Delhi, 834 fn. 1 
Kiandagaha patta’a, 795 

| Khandeah, 892 fa. 3 

Khands Rai, see Govind Rae, 1088 fo. 2 
‘ Khandohaka 10%) 
Khari fisais (Kharaparikas ? ; or Khakar-), 

109§ 
~Khariar, in Rapur district, C.P , 758 
Kiar‘tiravahaka (wwod. Khatrahol, 668, 679, 

GST 
Kharod, wilage in Bilaspur district, C.P.; 
'  gtane-ing-rip'ion of the Turamapa Haibaya 
_ (Kalacuri) Ratoudeva 111, 807, 608, 813 
| Kbarpars armies, 801 
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Kharparika tr:he, see Khurapiirias, 1085 
Khagas 674, 674 fn. 3, 676 
Khatauds dvadagiki (nol 
Khatteka to:che?, 1014 1199 
Kn s¢takGpa cizaya, 1066 
Kharo. io Samonar N zamit of Sbekha wats, 

Jaipur bie 10423 
Khayl ‘band or divisson), 1987 
Khazdinul Futth, same as T artkh-s-‘Alat, 

1195 fo 5 
Khed», mod Kher in Marwar, 1 29 fo. 5 
Khe attva, Mahdraja-putra Sandhirigrahike- 

Thakkura, 980 
Khengara, altas Navaghans. #9 fo 
Kher, ancient Kheda, (bY fn 5 
Khera. fort. on the ba ik of Luniin Jodhpur 

State, 1201 
Khera-gidh 1206 
Kheralu Sub-divigion, ‘179 fn. 2 
Khetaka, a proper oame, 1186 
Khetska (rod. Kai:ar, 834 
Khetuks-manda'a, t 8 
Khindrapala 

varia tof the name of Jandura‘a, 117 
Khizgr Khan, eldest son of ‘Al& ud-Din; 

married DVevaladevi, the celetrated Can- 
lukya princess, 1015 fo. 1, 1196 

Kh-grabad, 1:75 11°6 
Khoh grant. of the Feudatory Mahdrajas of 

Uccakalpa, 749 

Khoyuks, . 99 

Kbutourea), 714 

Kt kra etone-inscription of Saratgadeva, 1¢ 40! 
Kboleévara Brihman general of the Yaédava 

king Singhana, 1023 1:31 
Khambhalis, 8 seaport in the Gulf of Cutch 

wn Jamnagar State Kathiawar, 1010 
Kioin.udge T (alec apelt ss Khummans and 

Khurbmana), Guhits king of Mewar, 1158 
fn 4. £168 

Khowmins Ill, Gubila king of Merwar, 
1161, 1'68 

Khond Amir, 955, 956, 058, 960 fn. 2, 961, 
962 

Khandas, 1000 
Khottigs, Raétrakite prince of Malkhe1; 

younger brother and successor of Krgns, 
II]; sometimes spelt Khbottika-deva, 850, 
851, 929 

Khottika-deva (see Khottige devs), Ragtra- 
kate of Malkhed. 851 

Khoduvadina (identified with Qutb ud-Dto 
Aibuk), 1146 fa. 3 

Khummaéps, same as Khomméoa I, 1158 
fn. 4, 1159 fo. 3 

Kbummais JIT, Guhils king of Marwar, 
1169; also spelt Khom-nins 

Khumména- Raso, 1148 
Khusrao, Timurid prince; grandson of Akbar 

and eon of Jah&ngir, 718 
Khusran, murdered Sultin Mubd&rak and 

usurped the throne of Delhi, 1045 fo. 3 
Khusray Malik T4) od-Daniab, 1005; Yamin! 

ruler, the jest of the Yaminis; mild 
and voluptaons, 1077, 1080, 1086, 1217 

Khusrao Bhah Mu ‘igs ud-Deolsh, Yamin! 
ruler, 1077 

a tistake for Jindrapaéla, a . 
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his severe stragles with the Coulukyas. 
Khyita of Naihei 1189 

| * Khusrd.' 1018 1019, 1020 (Qutb ud Dita); 

| fuelhorn, 673, 700 fn, 2, 701 fa. 4, 707 fp. 9, 
705 fo.2 78in. 2, 700 fo 1, 715 fo 1, 
716, 717 fm 2, Tidin. t, 726 fu. 1, 781, 
732 {p.1. 734 f9.8, 740, 743, 740 fn I, 
70 753, 754, 760 In. 1. 768 fo. tL, 
Til, 772 fn. 1, 783 fn. 1, 787, 790 in. 1, 
793 fn.1, 74 fn.1& 2, 705, 793 fu. 2, 
70) In 1,800 fn t. 803 fn. 4, 806 fn. 4, 
807, 8UU fo. 2, 810 fn 1. Blt, Bl2 fu. 2, 
813 fn. 3 814 fn. 1, 82° fo 2, 839 fo. 3, 
833 fn 1 8°3'n G 866 fn, 2, 8738, 874 
fn 1, 875 fn 2&8, 88 fn 2, 883 fu. 9, 
837 889-91, 892 fo 1, 894 fa 2 900 fo. Z, 
Gul fn 5, 6.7 & 8, 992, 908 fn, 5, Ws fn. 

§ 909 fn. 6, 910 fn. 4, 911 fo. t, 9.2. 920 
fo. 4,94) fo 5, 952, 964 fn 4, 967 fo. 8, 
98 fn. L 979 fo. 2. 98 fo. 3 & 5 499 fo. 
7,1075 fn 1,243 1076 fn. 1 & 4, 1077 
fo. 3}, 11 4,1105 107, 1108 fn. 6, 1113 fo. 
8. 1116 fp. 2, 1217 in. 2, 1127 fn. 1 & 8, 

i 1181, 1192 fn. 4, 1145 fa 6, (148, 1163 fa. 
OA 4. TESS fn. 4, 1193 fn, 2, 1104 fo. 1 
' Kikaka, Lohakaen, 793 

Kilh. pa, 8 prince of the Gihilsata tribe, 1079 
_ Kilhwpa, a proper vame, 1208 
Kie.edi or Ktanade (idertifed with Andbra- 

khitedi), 807 
Kinaariya, village 4 miles porth of Parbatpur 

in Jodhpur B:ate, 1:67 
Kinsariys stone inscription of Cacca, 1067 
Kira, 676, 677 fp. 1, 772, 774, 778, 680 
Kiradu (ancient Kiritakdpa), 842, 973 fn. 3, 

O78, 79 1078, 1115, LEIS fa. 4; atone- 
inseription (11 of the Caulukys Kuméra- 
pala, 978 ; stone-pillar iscription (1) of 
the Naddile C&hamins Alhanadeva, feu- 
dators of the asme, 979 80, 87, 996, 
4115; stone inscription (st) of the Para- 
mire Somedvara, feudatory of the same, 
925 26, 067 fn. 1, 960 fn. 2, 962; atone- 
inscription of Madansbrahmadeva, feuds- 
tory of the Caulukya Bhime IT, 1006 

Kirktakops (mod. Kirsdu), 842, 967 fn. 1, 
1118 fn. 5; (possibly a mistake for 
Kirhtak Gta ?) 

bet era identified with mod. Kiradu. 
1124 

Kiratarjuniya, s Seaskrit epic by Bhairavi, 
1076 

Kirat Sagar, lake at Mahoba, 700 [n. 1 
Kirat Singh, Raj of K&linyar, 785 
Kirikeika, in the westero Pathaks 

Uyiayint, 843 
Kiripdditya, of Dharakd(s-jati; an officer of 

the Arbude Paramdra Krgparhje HI, 912 
Kiritin, « prince, 743, 745 
Kirtane, 858 fn. 2 & 8, 869 fn. 8, 885 fn. 3 
Kirti, pame of a person; identity not estab 

listed, 780 
Kirti (probably Candella Kirtivarman), 75! 
Kirti-giri-durge, 700, 762 by Bom- 

os fn. 8, 

of 

Kirt-keumudi, » Banekrit work 
ebvaradeve, 710, 944 fn. 6, 971, 
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978 fp. 8, 089, 1004, 1005, 1018, 1916, | Kos&mba-pattala, 784 
1024, 1026, 1031 fn. 3, 1034 fn. 2, 1072 

the Bonigara Cahamina dynasty of J&vall- 
pure (Jelor), 919, 1104 1105, 1116, 1117 
VL1]~, 2120, 1227, 1123, 1124, 1125, 1126 
1385, 1183, 1984; Rayaputre, 1104, 1417 

Kirtoréta, Caulnkya Maha@mandalestara of 
Lata, grandson of Barappa, 851, 860, 935, . 
948 

Kirtiaja, Kacebapaghita king of Gwalior 
870 

Kirtiréia, Pararmara king; father of Kan alata. 
the motherof the Kaccba prince Laksaraja, 
40 

Kirtrestambha of Kumbha. 113 
Kirtivarmadeva, TOP taee Kirtivarmnan) 
Kirtivarman, Candella prince, Gh6 fn 3 

O05, Hi HOT Bos 89d Toe, TUE, Tid fn 4 
702, 704 fn 2) TOE, Tn, Th, TAL, Tat, TY, 
THQ BOT S24 

Kirtrsarinan, Malhardnaha of WKahkared:k’ 
(mod Kakrery, 725, 72>; feudators of the 
Dahala Kalacun Jasnathha; Kaursya- 
ranea, Malamahesrara, T5; Sumanta- 
Aircmans, Tt 

Kirtturats, Kacchapagh4ta king of Gwalhor. 
ABQ 5245 

Kistivarman, Crutala king, 1175.78 
Kisbengarh terrtery Tet fa. 4 
Kasthu, distri t, Tt fn 2 
Katubaul Hind of at Biruns 772 
Kitab Zam oul dhbar, a Versian work by 

Abn Said, “Abd ul- Hay Gardizs, 5" 
Ket same ap Kortipifa, Vet, 1st fn} 

tM 
Kedinara, in Kathiawar, [0% 
“Koku,’ Paratears ebief, G00, 20s 
Kohally To (see Kokkalat, Dalida Kalacan 
Kokkala, a member of the Grahapots fanuly. 

bah, F072 stoneinseriptacn of, Gs 
Rokkala I (also spelt Kekalla ond Kokhale', 

Heibaya (Kalacurst kong; founder of tle 
Dihbala branch, 6793, 745 759, 704, Tan. Pie, 
157, TH), KU2 SOR, STO, 81a 

Kolada tentified by some with Roftadaka, 
JST fn. § 

Kofoh, son of Pithora, 1047 fn. 3 
Kohikipaks. village, 1006 
Kom6-mandala (Vandre Zamindari), SOL, & 
Kamo. village, Acs 

Kethons, 75% 861, S620 86%, S68 
Kenew (Sten), 100° 1087 
heratitaka, mod Korta, 1110 
Koretuka, mod. Korta, a village. 1S fn. 2 
Korla. a vilae, ancient Norejaka, Hs fo 2 

HO fp. y 

RKosadhiharadhtpats (superintendent of trea- 
_ sury), 782 
Kosala, 787, 768, T64, 763, 706, OO: north 

_ R21; south, 680, 702; country, SOS 
Kosala-natha (ord of Kouale), 704, 765 
Kosa'as, 674, 675, 676 

an 

osalendra. title assumed by the Somarasisi 
: rulera of Orissa, 765 
Osam (Allshabad dist.), 784 

n—7 6 

- Kosimbt, village, 809 
Kirtipila also known as Kitu, the founder of ; Kosthakas (granaries), 1079, 1203 

Kotah, State. 894, 905, 965, 1008, 1156, 1162, 
1147 fn. 5 

Kotta, village, 717 
Koti-yajfta a form of sacrifice, 1100 
Kojtadaka. identified by some with Kotada, 

und with Kotah by others, 1187 fo. 5 
Kotwal of Dethi, 1195 

' Kowla Decy (Kumaladevi), queen of the 
Vaghela Caulukea king Karna IT, and 
‘Ala ud-f4in Khali 1944, 1045 fo. 1. 

Koyalbay, in Godwar, Jothpur State, 915 
Koyalbay inscription of Yasothasala, 915 
Kratha, 640, (50 fn 4 74, 743 
Kratba-RKausikas, 690 fn 3 

Kratha-lousthas, 745 fn 2 
Krava, a Samanta, ths 
Krepa vod, worslip, offerings and theatricals, 

Wil, defeated Katisa 710 
Krena (Kavhas, Paramars hing 429 
Krspa FT Ristrakdta king cf Many ckheteka 

(Malkhed), 75, 757, Tt], 40. S42, 43, 
adh, G84 

Krsna FIT. Rastrakdta emperor of Manvakhe- 
taka (Malhhed), 674, 700° 761, M0 41, 

afhoS Psa ee TS tn 2 
Krana Mitta author of the Prabedha-candro- 

dava, 45, 1484, 

Kreuadesa, identified by Kielhorn with Krspa- 
pila T), Paraiara king of Abu, 1107 

Krsyapa, father of Devainbdbs. 677 
Krouaea oT] Paramira kirg of Abu, &44, 
S24) eb, 8 OLE G2 Pa? 

Kranari’a TIT, Paramdra king of Abo, “1s 
hrenarioa, Guhyla of Chatsu, 119s 
Krenstata, Hathoya (Kalacur) king, 789 
Krevaraia, Rastarkdta king of Malkhed, 

aivt 

Reateupa (Sutrap), Lob 
Keatriva 77 973 fn. 1, TLS; marriage with 

Brahmans, Pibo 
Keatnepat, an epithet of Laksmana, 822 
Kaemasapta, Kastan king, 760 

Keemaria, son of the Caulukya king Bhima I, 
“ane, aba, 97g 

Ksemusitiha, Gubila king of Mewar, 1180 

fu. 2 
Keenaura'a, Mandaltha, 83 
Raertra (Amaresvara), 834 
Kaetropala, god, $00 

Reta cite, a Guhila prince, 1134 fn. 2 

k ~ pri iSipra 7, river. 1099 sone : 

Keispaladeva (arias of Mahipala), Guriara- 

Pratihara emperor, 672, 678, 673 fy. 2 
Kajtisn. 75 877 
Kogda, im Bilaspur district, C. P, 809; 

atope-inscription of Tummaga Kalecurl 

Prihidese 11 809 
Kuhuras Sati pillar-inseription of Asaladeva, 

ae f, 1090 Sulsam. fort of, 

oan Tuuhahara, engrave? of the Rews gren
te 

of the Hasbays (Kelaruri) Jayasimhe end 

Vijsyadeva, 795, 799 
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Ktiketh, father of the cyaskara who engraved ; Kinns king (K&rma-keitfsa), 10097 Rewa grant (b) of Trailokyamalle, 
EKukkut:-Mandala, 807 
Kumeon (Kurmacala %}, 1097 fp. 5 
Kulacandra, commander-in-chief of Para- 

mira king Bhojs. 950 
Kuméra, brother of the Gubila Samanta- 

sitoha, 1125 
Kumara (prince), 963, 1116 

726 

Sindburéja, 859 
Komérapéla, Caulukya king of Anshila-pa- 

taka, 792, 886, &87, 898, Y14, 915, 
917, 987. 945, 964, 967 fn. 1, 970, 274, 
975 976, 979, 980, 981 983, gad 985, 987, 
{1BR. 989, 990, 991, 997, OBR, 990, 1(K0 fn. 
1, 1002, 1027. 1028, 1029, 1972, 1073, 
1078, 1980. 1081. 1115, 1117, Nk, 
1221. 1162 fn 2, 1177, 1182, 1188, 2201, 
1202, 1216 

Komiarapila, Adhiraja, a feudatory of 
Sakambbari Céhamana Prthvira'a 1H, 107% 

Kumirapals, Maharanaka of Kekaredika 
(mod. Kakreri); Kaurava-cameda ; feudatery 
ef the Candella Traslokyavarinan, 724. 
728 fo. 2 

Kon-érapala, Tomara king, 
Cunningham, 1149 

Kumérapéla-corsta of Javasithha, 710, 914, 
O46 fn. 5, 948 {n. 4,970, 971, 973 fn. J, 
974 {n 5,975, 976 fo. 1 & 2, 977, 940, 
992. 993 997, 898 

Kumaropilo-prabandha, 986 fn. 1 
Kumarapala-prat:bodha of Somaprabl!.&carys, 

993 

accordinz to 

Kumérasiha, Maharaja-putra, 1118 
Kun:arasitmha, Guhila king of Mewar, 1143, 

1144, 1206 
Kumara cthara, 994 
Kumbha. alao called Kumbhakarna: Sesodis 

(Gubils) Maharané of Mewar, 1158, 1173 
3178, 1179, 1383, 1384. 1193, 1205 

Kumbhrkaria (Rand) Sesodis (Gubila) king 
(Mahdrand) of Mewar; also cailed Kum- 
bha, 1155 

Kumbhalgarh inscription ‘prasast:) of the 
Fesodia (Gubila) Kun: bhakarps, 876 [n_ 1, 
1125, 1158 1174, 1175, 1178, 1179, 1189, 
1180 fn, 8, 1188, 1184, 1197 fo. 1, 1208 

Kombbirotaka. village of, 549 
Kumbheti, village, 812 
Kumbhf, in Jubbulpore, C, P.. 797 
Kombhi grant (inecription) of Haihsya (Kale- | 

cori) Vitsyasithha, 771 fn. 2, 797 
Kumhéra (Kumara, prince), 917 
Kumudacandrs Digambara, 974 fn. 2 
Korharestha, Raja, 1119 
Korbyara. Moghanoaya-Mahakeepatalika-Tha- 

7a, 1007 
Kundskedevi, wife of the Raéstrakdts king | 

Amoghavarga ITT, Vaddign. 780, 761 
Kupdeévars, temple at Nagda 
Kufga, identified by some with the modern 

districts of Salem and Coimbatore, 778 
Kunteis. 680, 772, 778, 888 

Kunti, Haihsya king, 748 fp. 1 

t 

Kuna, river, 30, 8:2 ; valley, 870 
Kurgod, village in Bellary district, Madras 

Presidency, 776 
| Kurnool district, Madras Presidency, 776 fn. & 
Kurran Ray (sane as Karne IT, Vigbela), 1046 
Kuru, 675, 676, 1033 ; dega, 046; Kuru: jén- 

gala, 1053 fn. 5; mendgala, 985 
 Kurun (Karga), Rijs of Dabul (Dabal 7 KumSranériyana, brruda of Paramira king Oa la o anu (L ala}, 77 
Kuruspal, 807; stone-inscription of 

vamél king Somedvars, 897 
Kafa, the son of Rama, 821 
Kudska, aage, 1171 ; royal descendants of, 

813 fn. § 
Kusumabhoga. conquered by Jagapals, officer 

of Prthvidewa not identified, MIL 
Kuvaro (Kaméra-rshara, 083, 1125 
Ruvera, god, lord of wealth, 753, 804, 681) 
Kuvera, s merchant, 995 {n. 4 

N&ga- 

L 

Licalladevi Vahiei, 809 
Laghu-dabhi tmod. Dabbi), 964 fp. 2 
Laghuvaudcanapadra, viluve of, 8&3 
L&hada, ciel Mantri of Madanavarman, 711, 

T1A 
Lahada, Rapakara, 706 
Lahini, Paramara princeas, 90%, 10, 911 
Lahore, 1005, 1069, U9U, 1214, 1416, 1217, 

Yamunis of 174, 1077 
Lakhaoa (Liskgmanas, founder of the Caba 

mana dine of Neddidis, 1119 
Lak! ana, riipokara, 708 

Likhapspala, son of Kirtspala, 1195 
LakLomepa, Reja of Vorspadyaka, 985, 112 
Lakhinu, donee of Amode grant (+i), of Prtlii- 

deva IT, 610 
Lakhimil, Milara:s IT. 1003 fn. 6 
Lakkanapala, Aayaputra. 1120 
Lakaata's, king of Kaccha; variants Lekgs, 

Lagaka, Lakhaka, 940, 940 fn. 4 
Lakgavarmen (see Yaéovarman, 676), Candella 

prince, 678 
Lakgmadeva, Paramare king, 785, 791, 97x. 

AR, R23] 
Luekemasimha 

1196, 1205 
Lakemaye. Kacchapsghite king of Gwalior 

2 

fsame as Lakgtpanesimbe), 

Lakgmana, of the Doda race, a aservart of 
Kilhags, and com r of the Hanai in- 
ecription of Prthvibhats, 1079 

Lakenmana, aon of tie Rékambhacl Cibamans 
Vikpsti J]: founder of the Naddfle branch. 
1064 fn. 2, 1964, 1108, 1111, 1116 

Lakemaga, the Kpic hero. 1088 
Lakginans 1, Haibsys Kalacuari (king) of 

Kasia, 749 
: Lakgmans Il, Rajeputra, Heihaye (Kalecuri 

prince) of Kas.a, 749, 760 
Lakemaps, temple, at Khairsho, 677, 684 
Lakpmaperije I, Haihaya (Kalscuri) king of 

Dahsia, 675, 768, 764, 766, 767, 768, 770. 
80, 7 
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Lokemapardja II, Heibaya (Ralacuri) king of 
Kasia, 749, 780 

Lakgmanardje, 
Khala 748 

Lakgmspasena Sena king of Rengal, 051f np } Lakgmanasithha, Cébamana king of Naddils, 
1185 

LakgmaQasimha (also called Lakgmasithhay, Beeodia king of Mewar, 1196, 1295, 
Lakgmapasvaémin (god), 1108 
Lakemapala, king of Bapadalakgs, 1001 fn. 5; 

eronny read by Fleet. The word ought to 
be rend es Kgomapdla 

Lukemi (goddess), O96, 697. 600 tn 3, 706, 
706 fo. 2, 718, 729, 775, sa} 

Lakami, wife of the Réstrakdta king Jayat 
turiga 11, 745 fp. 2,756, 757, 761 

Lakgmidesi, queen of Cacica, 11.48 
Lakgmi-dbara, engraver of Ainods Krant 4, 

of Prthvidera II. 810 
Lakgmidhara, Gaudénoatkatilaka, 718 
Lakshmidbsra Répekara, 714 
Laksmidhura, architect, 881 
Lukemidhara, composer of the Abu atone. 

Insefption (1) of Bhima II, 1:08 
Lakemidbara, Mohamatys, Duteha of the 

Nadol Grant (1) of Albayadeva, LIL 
Lakguikarpn, same gs Karge, Hithays (Kals- 

curt) king of Dabala, ftv. fp, ob, A783, Gut fos, 609, 702 740, 764, 76h, THe. TAN, TTe 
175, 778, 786, 788, 790, SOD, RLS, ata STs, 
Pa ED 

Lakemipats, god, 806 
Lakgmivarman, Paramars king, 710, S82, S&b, 

NY, BVO, BOT 892 BOR, Gt] . 82 G0E fn] 
Latarhads, moderp Raddbata, 1115 fn, f 
|. Alarka, alae Arjuna, 876, S75 
Lalita Vs.raherdya, a drame by Mahkakars Somadevs, 1074 
Lalitpur, 706, 716, 728, 1084; range of hills, 

(0, sub-division, 726 
Lullopadhyiys, Nagar Brahman, 44) 
Lal-Pahedl, bill, 208, 704 
Lul-Pabad rock-inecription, of Narassthha, 749 
Lalra:,5 miles 9 W. of Bali, 1120 
Vulrat stone-inecription (1 of Kethapa, 1120 Lalrnj slone-inscription (Hi) of Kelbaga, 1120 
Lamghan, 1228 
Lathph8-durge. 808 

Haihays (Kulacur:) ioce of 

tnefaka) 

Labkedvara, ane Pratdpa-Latkesrara and 
Bomncévara, 1089 

Lafiyi, 807 
Lufihki-mondele, identified with Lani in Balughat district, 806, 807 Laphn Zamindari, 808, 810 fn. 3 
Lapha (apurions grant), of Pythvidevs, 805 Lensen. B83 fn. 9 
Lips, 760. 764, 685 fp. 8, 838, 830, 830, 851, 

862, 865, 860. 999, 98", 937, 938, 940. 
941, 948, 086 fn. 2, 1088, 1024, 104) fn. 4, 1087, 1999, 1170; Céhamanas 
of, 1088; lords of, 866; Régtrakdta feu- _Gatories of 849 ; lineage, 798 

rales, 84 

tvagats- gene, 889 
Lijelvare-mopgala, 889, 846  Lbpapardija, 
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Lathi, State, 1200 
Lakuls ductrine, 1065 
Lékulamanya, a term technical to the philo- sophy (deréana) of the Lékulise- Paéupata- sect, 1065 fn. 2 
Lakuliéa, an eratara of Siva, 1171, 2172 Lakuliga-Paiéupata nect, 1041, 1065, 1166 Tuva (mod. Lewa), 7665 , ae ha see Salavana, Torvara chief, 1064 fp. ¢ 
Lavanansgara, 776 
Levanaprasida, a minister of Bhima IY, 1092, 1023, 1024, 1027, luz24, 10,0, 1037 Lavanyakarns, a Devada Caham&na, 1197 Lavanyaprasida, same a3 Lavansprag.da, 1024, 1025, 1027 
Lavanyasipha, LUI 4 
Lav apyuvati, wife of (Hathaya Kalacuri) kiag (runnsagara II, 744 
Lehha-paddhats, als. known as ©Lekha- bahcastha, 184, 102s 
Lekha-pancastha (see Le Kha-paddhats), 1024 Tele, G4 fp. 5 
Letina, Sutradhdra, Tug 
4évi, Sylvain, 774, fo. 1, 774 
lena (Lauval, 716 
Taeut Price, 709 fn. I 
Taladesi other of the Caulukys king 

Molatacy. 435 
Lisddess, queen (Karyit of Bite i], daughter 

the Céhamana Ranaka Sumarasiha, 1007, 
1126 

Lilapura, 1007 
Lilesvaraleva, tenple of, 1007 
Limbarad a, Paranara king, 921, 923 
Liaga. 772, 176, 7S] 
Linga pratigtha-mahotsara, 1U4} 
Liagas, 1083 5 dedu atiou of five, 104] 
Lingayats, Tol 
List of Bhors’s work, S71 fn 6 
List of Northern Inscriptions, 716 
Literary History of Persia, by Browne, 698 

fn 3 
Lohakara, 795 
Tatang Deo, &29 fp 1 
Lohini, 723 
Lohara, Hill State, 674 fn. 3, 676 
Tohart, a village 1. the Udaipur State, 1076 
Lohari stone-imacription of Pribsirata III, 1076 
Lohan stoue inscription of Vigraharija IV, 

1076 

Lobasihtoi (mary be mod. Lobani), 723 
Lokamahidevi, wife of the Caulukys king Vikramaditya Il of Badimi, 756 fn. 4 

ndon, 1019 
ee Museum, 701 fp. 4, 703 fn. 9; 

text, 692 fn. 1 
Liders, &sG, 9130 , idl, 1018 fn. 2, 1030 fn. 1 

Ludhiana, 1087 fn. 2 
Ludrava ( Ludorva), 957 fn. 8 

Lughat-i-Hindti (¢)4i® io J) 699 tn. 9 
Lipapded, Rand. 1018 

; Lilpaphedica, an offcer in Udayapura, 900 
Lugdpasdika hinge 1011 

94, 1034 
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Linasimba-rasahika, 1012 
Lupdba. also called Luptigadeva Luntiga, | 

Lundhigara and Lagtagara ; Devada | 
Ca!.amana prince, 1127 

Lunpa, a dorec, 805 
Luni, river 1073 fn. 3, 1200; valley, 1202 
rs id Vaghela ; father of Viradhavala, 

4 

Luptigadesa, Mahardja-kula,  Cihamana 
ruler of Candraévati and Arbuda, 919 

Macco-Calingee, 783 fn. 1 
Ma akyna see Mandikin:, 1098 fn. 9 
Ma.iana. afes Baila S@rasvati ; author ci 

Paryatamayyjart and the three grants of 

Ariunevarmun, 774. 899 
Mudana, Samarasimha’s officer (Tatdral in 

the fort of Citrakits 1176, 1188, 1163 
Madavs king, 718 
Madana, Rayaguru tpreceptor of Arjunavar- 

men: same ae Madana, alias Ralls 
Sarasvatl. xbove, 896, 897, 890, MI wr. 
10.2 fa. 5, 1923 

M :danabrabmadeva, a Kiradu feudatory of 
Bhima II 1006 

Mad: nadevi or Madanara'ii, motber of Vira 
diravala, 1U27 fo. 6 

Madanadet!, 2nd wife of the Hathava ‘Kalnc 
urictking Gupaimbhodb: 'aiss calied Gunns 
garay 744 

Madanapila, the brother of Karga‘’s mother, 
queen Udavamati: hoa viclent death, 96> 

aca Sarman, a Braboan Serdpa's. 
15 

Madanspora (mod Madappur), a village in 
the Jhansi district, 708 

marenpor {ancient Mapanapura), village, 716. 
v. #) . 

Madanpur stone-inscription of Chhamins 
Petbvirdcs ITY, 716, 720, 1064 

Madapavartan (Macapavarmadeva: Candelis 
(Candtitreya: pnoce of Je‘a-bhukti, 648, 
687, 694, 695, 700, 702, 702. 708, 704 
705, 707 fo 2, 768, 7UB, 710. 711, 712 
728, 727, 732, 971, 1085; lord of Mahobe, 
‘ 

Madgepadra prats;agaranaka, AM 
Moeddsdi, village 1109 
Médbavae (god), 734 
Madhava, Kar: (poet), 685 
Midhava, minster of the Cabamina king 

D-rtebbari's, 1067 
Mathasa, Nayar Brhdbman, ccimposer of the 

Patan in ersption of Bhima TH, 1096 
Madbava, Nézera Brihman, wisister of 

Koerna Tl Vagbeld ; bie wile, who was 
pedmrnl, taken by force by the king; 
Abereupoo he brough: the Musiims in 
Gujarat, 1044 fn. 1 

Midhavs Sarman Agnihotrin, 004 
Madbo. demor., 672 ; 
Madbukergedb stope-inscription of Nars-- 

varman, 881 
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| Madhumathans, god; obtained Lakemi by 
eburning the ocean, 646, 607 fn. 1 

Madhustdana, Mahasdmdht-‘rtgrahtha) and 
Mahamittya’ of Sératigedeva 1042 

| Madhyadesa, 812, 1170, 1212, 1217 
_ Madhyaka (untermediary), 1112 
Madbya mandala, 510 

' Madra, 1053; Madreya-angala. 1059 fn 5 
Madrapurbka, villape, 1066 
Madras l’residency, 762, 776, 1216 
Muyadha-desa, 51 
Maglana, see Manglana, 
Mahabharata the Great Epic, 743 fn. 2, 1053 
Mahaicakra, village of, 833 

M thadeo hills, 781 
Maladeva, vod 794, 1965 temple of, 984, 

1119, Tisl 
Mahadevis, carried on the buasinese of the 

Seal during the teigo of the Caulukya 
RKumarapiata, 1A 

Mahadeva, (ccuda Aataathe, son of the poet 
haiva, 106s 

Mahadeva, son of the minister Rudraditya, 
bala | 

Maubadeva, Rasoviku (9) Thakkura, 4 
Mahadeva rohrof Mi'ava, 4 6 
Maladdesa Sanacatha god 1191 
Muthaletrochref queers 753 

Mahadevi, wife cf Parand@rea hing Nuravar- 
tian, S87 

Mahaiua Sufradhura Pb2o 
Mahaturga S43 
Melbadratrecha, Que 

Mahayana. Saite, TOR 
Mataike, Mahusadlarcda, 5§3 
Malazang W116, Feed 11) 
Meha‘ayaré's. Sarelhapura hing, 754 
Mahakala. city ftU rainy, 806 
M chakale, temple of, UNG, 907, 222, WHO 
Mahcharya, VAL In 4 

Muhokaapotatiha, 1 G7, 1088 
Malahumara, +), AZ, MAD, BON, B92, NT, 

we) s2, DY 

Mabalokan.., queen of Bhartrpatya 11, 2164 
Maham, }185 
Mahamad Sém, Hamira (Mubammoad 

Bias) 6+] 

Mota-maheirara, o Sarva sectarian We 7 

Mohamandale(rara a feudatory Utle, 7 
772, BSS, E4918, GA, Domes, 1012, 10 
2625, 1087, 1088, 1944, 1085, bd? fu 
O87 1056. bend, 1179 

Mohiamandahia, A141, #44, RT, OK] 
Maha-mantri, an official tle, 1077 
Mahamdtya, an offeial tit’e 856, 81, we, 

1900, 1007, 1006 fo 10, 1010, 1080, 1034 
1116, 1386, 11%: 

Mahamoha, stragyle with Vireka, 805 
Mahamids Sekendea Suratrang (Suljin) of 

Yogunipurs, $81 
Mahana, (ubila prince, 1180 
Mahdandreaont, 71% 
Mahanedi, river, 769, 774, 779, 809, 813: 

valley, 759 
srr aut chief minister of Retoesidbe, 

197 

ibn 

, 

ch 

i, 

4, 

e 
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Maheonta, 1038, 1128 
Mahantama, 1082 
Mahapa, Hana of Sesoda, 1180 
Mahapradhanas, 1088 
Mahapratihara, 705, 1009 
Maharaja, # feudalory tithe, 718, 800, 882, 

63g, 896, 942, 063, 967, 979, 980, 099, 
10:2, 1028, 1041, 2063, 1708, 7110, 11d, 
}113, 1116, J118, 1125, 1480, 1181 

Maharajas of Uccakulps, 740 

Maharajidhiraja, atecbnical title of para- 
mount sovereignty, 677, 478 fn. 3, 6%, 
701, 706, 731, 723, 744, 745, 772, 774, 
775, 783, TH, 745, 780, 790, 795, 797, 
199, S05, 823, 833, 54%, B4dt, BEL, 873, 

waz. 689, #9) SIZ, GON, GUL, 93, 912, 
W125, USO, BAL. F026, 1626, 1843, 1u8s, 

1038, 109", 20684, 1065 175, 2082, 1084. 
9208, 2ICO TIE, ble, HES, 123. 1156, 
Ll6s, 1189, E1-6 DAS, Bede, Tig, 1208 

Mataraja-quru, 685 
Voharaguhula (Mubaravali, (126, Hal, 118, 

LING, 1195, EIG4, 97 
Makaraja-putra, TM, v3, Wd, Ie, TTT, 

1123 
Mulhurgjiit, a title of the wives of the para 

mourt sovereigns, S20, Lay 
Muharanuha, 721, 525, GOS 
Muharanaka: of Rabharediku, 7M 

Maharas{rakuta, M1 
Matarastry Prakrit, @8 
Muharaten SAT 
Miudiarutat, 14 

Mahdsadhaniha, S43, 462 

Maia Sukanips (uaster of etables), 110, 

JK fo 4 
Mahusamanta, a feudatury title, tsi, 258, 

050 

Muhesamantadhipats, 790 fn J 
Maha Sondbutigrahtha, Miniter of war and 

peace, G6, HOL, 4, GEO, SEE, O80, Da07, 
1OWT, PG, ps2 

Mahasthana (large towns), 1G08 

Matasudevara.a, Sarabhapur king, 758 
Mahothahkura, 726 
Muhattama, U3 
Mohnturaha (pris eval board, 696 
Mahdvib@ea, 785 
Mahatipya shandharara, 85% 
Mahavira, Jaan Teethandara, HIG. Jina, PET, 

temple of, OR1 fn Hal W9, Was te, 
V8, 118d; Tarthankere, 11I8, 1193 

Mabasake, Gobila king of Mewar Tick 
Muhendra, oo memwnber of the family of 

| ahimes, 878 
Mahendra. Cahamana king of Nadddla, sotue 

tines known as kiog of Marudesa, slac 
ee Mabindu, 44, 1106, 1106 fo. 2. 

Mahendra I, Gubila king of Medapats, 115), 
116), 1163 

Mobendra 11, Gubila king of Mewar, 1158, 
1163. 1168 

Mahendrapils I, (Gurjara)-Pretibira om- 
peror, 671. 689, 1347, 3148 1214 

Mohendrapals ‘I, 

i 

(Gurjare) Pratihire | 
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emperor, 676 fn. 1, 746, 888, 839, 840, 
847, 452, 934, 1054, 1060, 1L61, 1168 

Mshesvara (Siva), god, 684, 701, 712, 730, 
772, 773, 910, 1117, 1201 

Mahefvara, Jaina teacher (Suri), 831 
Mahesvarsdama, Cihamaua prince (Rajan 

of Tata, 1065, 1056 
Vahestara-s:romani, T12 
Mahessvara, Thahhura, 715 

Maheawar (apcient Mahismat: according to 
Kielhorn; Mandnata to the south of 
Narbada according to Kk G Bhandarkar), 
900 fp 4 

Mahi, river, 779, 838, 834, 8!8, 850, 118], 
1142 

Malibsladesi, queen, 120 
Mahidera, ap epithet of Bappa, 1155 
Mahima. a proper name, 1174 
Mabindu see Mahendra, 116 fn 2 
Mahcpala, a Vastavya Kayastla of Takkirikg, 

res! 
Wahupals also called T.uranathamalla ; 

hac hapaghate king of (rvalior, 824, 826. 
KOT Bh 

Muhipala, father of Anunta. 
Viravapala, 700 

minister of 

Mahipala,  Gaudanruya Avpastha Pandita, 
a 

Mahtpila ] Pala king of B pgal and Behar, 
vik 

Mahipala §, (Gurjara)-tratihdra 

Tai, 822, 633, 34, Bin 

“H4 fn 
MahipAla king cf Sorath, L2u1 
Malnpaia, Pand:ta, 675 
Mabipila Tomara king, according to Canning: 

hum, Pl4a 

Mahipaia, Paramara king, 408, 900, 924 

Mutupa’a, a broth. r of Kutmuérapala, 998 

Nahigabodalika, 663 

Mahisamardini, @ight-hande? poddess, 1070 

Mabisdna, vilaze of, 1007 

Mahusarama, Dbavalapuri Cahamana, 10358 

Matistuant # descendant of Hashasa; Mabia- 

mati pamed after hin, 738, 743 fu. 1 

Mahiamati (mod. Mandba‘a in Nimer district, 

( P.: according to Kielhorn Mahbeswar 

shout 30 miles to the west of Mandhata}, 

TBR OH, 1042 

Mahmood (agme ag Muahmad of Ghazni), 959 

Mali id Hegarha, prince of Guyarat,1086 fn. 1 

' Mahmud Khorean Pat,’ 3168 

Mubmid Subuk-tyon, 120 

emperor, 
£5, 934, 936, 

Matmvid, Yamini Suljan of Ghazni, 651, 

“ee, Gag GRA, SY fr 8. 600, GYl GOL 

in. 2, ON Go In 4 (3 fn. 2, 

Bg, ATU, BRU, 4 fn. 1. 953, 854, 955, 

Oh, 7, g54, WG0 v6!, he, 1063, 1069, 

07, 1149, 1212. 1218, 114, 1215, 1217, 

1218 
Mahoba 

Mahobska), 
U.P. s one 

(ancient Mahotsava negara and 

town in Hamurpar district, 

of the centres of pet of Me 

Candellaa (Candratreyas), 665, 666, 66%, 

679, 68a, GRY, G47, 700 fp 1, 708 fn. 3, 107 

{p. 2, 708, 710, 744, 725, 717, 7.9, T
al, 722, 

’ 
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7% fo. 2. 778, TUT fn 4, 1086; Jain 
inecripuion of the Candrbizeys hing | 

M vermen, 707-06; stone ipecripucn 
ol the Candritreya king Parsmmardip. 716 
17; grant of the same king, 715 

M , Jord of ; mod. Mahobs, 371 
Mehobakhanda, 665, 719 
Mahodaya (ancient Kanau)j), 676 fn. 1 
Mabotsavanagara (mod. Mahoba', 605 
Mahuade-pathaka, 904 
Mabuads-pratiyagaranaks, 90) 
Mabuls, Silpi, 827 
Maihar State, 674, 761, 840 
Meikal Range, 775, 763 fn. 1, 803 
Maisey, 706 fo. 1, 719 fn. 2, 7382 fo 3 
Maitrakas of Valebhi, 1056 
Majdud, Yawiai ruler, 1149 
Majumdar, Prof. BR. C., 670 fn 2 
Makarapataka, village, 793 
Makaval, village in Sirohi State, 917 
Makavel inscription of Dharavarga, 917 
Malabar, 178 [n. 3 
Malabar coast, 758 
Miladeva. Cabamana king of Jalor, 1205 
Miladeva, Mahamatya Ranaka, 1036 
Méladbara, 725, 877 
Maladhsra, Pandsta, 04 
Maladbar:, Naracandra, 1031 
Maledbar: Sarecandra. 1131 
Malakapurans, 10 the Madras Presidency. 762 
Malava (Malwa), 678, 699, 825, 84, 42,845, 

847, 851, 855, 858, 859, 865, 868. 869, 70, 
873, 843, 885, 598, 900, 902, 905, 906. 
914, 922, 944, 966. 960, 9170, 971, 073 fa. 
3, 983, 985, 989, 990, 993, 1019, 1022, 
1027, 1041, 1043, 1657, 1070, 107), 1087, 
1305, 1106, 1120, 1162, 1176, 1177, 1178, 
1186, 1187 fn. 2, 1188 

Malaca-bhumspa, 824 
Malava-nadi (mod. Betwa), 678, 67% [n. 1 
Mélavas, 674, 876, 709, O64 
Malacendra, 780 
Malsya, 757, 758 
Malays bills, 866 
Malayasisbha, sn officer of Vijsyasithha, 93 
Matayavarman, 834 fn. 1 
Malegaon, $92 In. 3 
Malher ic. P.), 808, 813. 8138 ' 

Malbsr stone-inscription of Jajelladevs JT, 

8068, 800, 812, 814 
Malik Jualact, 801 
Majik Kafér; eame as Kaffr Hezardinari: 

became Malik-nifb, 1044, 1045 

(Malik) Kotb-ud-Din, Tbék, see Quib-ud-Din, 
1090, 1091 

Mealik-naib, 1044 
Malik Nugrat ad-Din Tai-shi, 726 3 

Malik ZiyS-ud-Din, the Kagi Mubsmmad.i- | 

‘Abd-ne-Sallam, NisSwi, T6lsk!, 1067 

Malkbed, in Nizam's dominion (sncrent | 
M&nya-kbeteka), 758, 760, 766, 837, 842. | 

848, 861, 854, 863 fn. & 
Malli, Roete. - overseer, 1088 

Mailble (probably mod. Malbsr or Malar), | 
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Malleni,“b district in Jodupar, 
LLIB 117, 1180, 190 te fee 

Malldradevi, qoven of the Paramira 
Vesale, 94 king 

Malldys. an :fluatsious chief of distinguished 
bravery, 72 

aarp the lord of Konkan, 918 fp, 2. 
l 

Malune Sarman, Pangite, 893 
Malwa (M@iava), 675. 678, 701 fn. 4, 702, 

710, 719 fo. 3, 790, 740, 741, 746, 769, 
THO, 76S, 801 fn. 2, 887, SHR, 840, 847, 
859, &74, 884, 886, 887, 890, 891, R08. 
96, 907, HOW, O21, 934, 1121 fn. 8, 1088, 
1095, 8103. 1107 

Mamaka, M ahdjan-anujdina-Parmopasika, 
wife of one Dhanedvara, 745 

Maman: Ghat, leading westward tcwards 
Baoda Kalinjor and Mahobs, 724 fn. 9 

Mime, of the Viatavya race, 814, Ai4 
Mamma{s, Amatya, 1169 
Mana (river), confluence of, 865 
Manaladevi, Rafi of Rayapéln, 1112 
Manat, idol of Somnath, 953, 953 fn. 8, 960 

O44; 
Nanarasimbha, siso known ss Mahanagmbasa 

Cahamana king of Jalor, 1826, 27 
Maudéd, Yamini ruler, 1149 
ManJakin! 'Gangest. wd 
Mandakios. river, molern Madikana, 108 fn 2 
Mandala, 674, 696, 757, 768, 805, 8%, R30, 

S62. 86! BS), 892, 803, 997. O40, 049, OFM, 
067 G84 fo. 2, 865, 1008, 1000, 1011, 
10}2 1030, 1099, 1118 

Mandaladhipatt, a feudatory title, 1 58 
Monlalapatu, 7155 
Mandaleécara, 805, 674 
Mandai, 2912, 10394, 1035 
Mandah. town of, 942, 943, 984 
Manda‘ska, 693, 917, 928 
Mandalika, Paramirs prince of Banewara; 

feudatory of Malwa king Jayasimbs, 874, 
921; alescailed Mandana, $23, 934; and 
Mandanadevs, 920, 920 [n. 4. 

Mandans. Paraméra king, 28, 924; see 
Maodsliks, sbove 

Mapdensdeva, Paramira king of Baoswara. 
20, 920 fn. 4; see Maodalike above. 

Mondapa, 716, 984, 108%, 1039, 1076, 1082, 
1132 

Mandspe (Manda), 905, 1097 
Magdepe-durgs (mod. Mandu), 804 904 
Mondamké (custom-house), 961, 1185 
Mandara, mountein, 697 
Maodareka. peer of, 882 

847, 11 ' Mandasor, 
Mandavyspora (mod. Mandor), 2117, 1119, 

1129 fn. 2 
Mandawar, probably mod. Mandor sear Jodh- 

pur, 1021 fn. 8, 1180 
Mendhate fanrient Mahigmati according to 

R. G. Bhanda’ker), 780, 878, 900, 903: 
on the Narbad&: ap island 

Mandhats grant of Jeyesimbs, 896, 878; of 
Devap&ls, 900. 901, 904 fn. 9; of Jays 
varmen, 697 fn, 9, 906, 1088 
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Mandbity, the king BIG 

M al, a76 ¥ 
Mencor, sdcent Miodarvapura, 

1081 In 8 
Mantor stope-inscription, gives peneslogy of 

Sohajaphle, 1114 
Mando (mod. Mandu), 0/7 
Mendu, 676 fn. 1, B40, 647, B7A, YT, 97H, 

j021 fn, 8 
Mangala, addressed tc Brahman. 979 
Manzaladevi, queen of Vatrute, 1017 
Madvalapura (mod Mangrol), $202 
Madgaluréja, Kecchspagbatu king of Gwahior, 

823, 882 
Mangalarija, Thakkura, 17) 
Mabgalesa, Calukya king 740 
Manglana (sometimes spelt Mag‘anal 19 miles 

W.of Marothin Marwar, 1004 
Manglans stoneans mption af the tune of 

Vallapacevas (Bilhana), lugs 
Mangrolin duvagarh S. KRathawar, “76, 077 
Mangrol stone angen tion of Kurnarapala, ‘74 

976 fn. S877 an. Ltt 
Mangrol etone-insenption of Gulla Thakura 

Mtulaka, 121 

Magik iptha, comp eer of Sasbalu pravits, 
R27 

Maotyagarh Qin tle Chhatarpur 
original bome of the Cundelias 668 

Manjanike, used for bestexing the fort af 
Rantanbhor, 1102 

Manchanpur Taksi:, 7A: 
Mad'ughoga, ‘the Buddhist god of teurnnz. 

798 
Muanoretha of Mattura belonged to Rayastha- 

ramsa; ‘Secretary’ of king Bhusanupala, 
Bu6 

Mengiru, 919 946, 054, 955, 96), G02) Sutra 
chief of. 1005 

Mansura, village of, in Raccha-mamiaia, 049 
Mantradhtkéra, 701 fa 1 
Manter 694, 700, TI}, TIS, Lab, 1075 

States, 

Mantrmukhya chief minister, 704, 712, 
1008 

Manirin (same as Mantril, JH 
Mantri-pradhéno (chief minister), 763 
Manu, 748 
Manyakbets (mod Malhhed), 900) st 
Manyakhetuks (mod. Malkhedj, 04 768; 

same a8 Manyakheto 
Marakateécare (god Bambbul, 68 687 
Maratha borsemen, 674; predeces ors of, S37 
Mur (?:, 908 
Mancy, sage, 666 
Markand: vara caturmubha, 812 
Marco, dauglter of Burguiar Rayput chief 

of Daosa, 828 
Maroth, in Murear. 1004 
Marshall, Sir Jobn, 779 fn. 4 
Maru, 086 fn 2, 418, 1020, 3031 
Marupalliks. village, 1966 
Maruasthah (dess.ti, 1078 
Marusihine, 986 
Marvad (Marwar), 1094 
Mirvirl language, 1281 

aS 

1190 fo. 3, 1280, 1180; see Mandanar, 

1268 

Marwar, 970, 1006 fn, 2, 1963, 1068 fn 2, 
LOTR TOG LOG, 116A 

Maryadisagaradesa, Haihaya (Kalacuri) of 
Kable, (44 

Masala, wi'e of Dachicaka prince of Megha- 
nada. 16 

Masud, 824 
Ma'sud J, Yamini king, 773, 1235 
Ma‘sud ibn Sa‘d, poet; tus drcane of Arabic, 

Persian and Hund verses, 692 fn. 4; bis 
famuly, amnugrants from Hamdan in 
Persia. 693 fp. 

Mafap, tewp'e cf, 1194, 1197 
' Matangas {Miecchas according to commentator 

Jonard'ay, 1069, MI7L, 173 
Matha (monastery), 742, 1935, 1080, 1193 
Matbanadeva, Raor st t--inscription of , 828 
Mathinasimha, Guha king of Mewar, 919, 

PERG, Pye L1G 

Mathura, 32, 426,046, 1927, 1044, 1071, 1164 
Matrsarmas, Brabman, “11 
Wattumastica, a Saiva sect, ThL, 770, 772 
Mattsmusdra, town af, 767 fa 1 
Mattotaydranatha, 767 
Mattata, dAgapatahka, 1173 
Mattata, Gibila king of Mewar, 1168 
Matula (maternal uncle), 756 
Mau. in Jhansi district in U. P., 708, 7H, 

720; inscription of Mudanavarman, 687, 
HOF, fy, 700, TOL, 702, 703, 708, 711, 712, 
TW 

Maula (hereditary warmors) 866 
Maula-falapada, 1085 
Maurva, sane as Mori. 1154 fo. 2, 1156, 1139, 

11) LI61, L166, 108 

Maurva. tre great omperial dynasty of 
Magadha, 1211 

Masakdsihi'sva) fort, 811 
Masyameodaka, village of, 691 
Misanalla desi, Cauloksa qneen, 965, 968 
Mavtirs, Ahgapafataka, 1170, 1172 
Masunka, Mandalesrara of 88 

Maydrapadra, village, 1066 
Mecca, Mushm holy ciiy in Arabia, 1033 
Medapita (modern Mewar), 791 fo. 2, 855, 

870, 940, 986 fo 2, 993, 1021, 1027, 1082, 
1031, 1087, 1044, 1099, 1105, 1125, 1161, 
1162, AG 1172, 17.1175 fa. 1, 3176, 

177, Lis, 1293, 1197, 1201, 1204 
Medina Gn Arabia), 1038 
Me trated, villuge, 1109 
Meerut (eityian U. Poy 1091, 2104 
Vechurdda, a feodatory king, 1068 

Meghsrada temple, ot Somaratha, 1006 

Mehiina village, 184 
~Mekula ¢Mar al range), daughter of (re. 

Narmada), 1171 
Mekalas ost fp 1 

Men |, a village in Udaipur State, 1079 
’ Mensl «stone-anacription of = Prthvibhata 

(Prtivirata I), 1079 
Menalgarh in Mewar, 1080 ; 

Menalgarb pillar-inscription of Prthviraja II, 

r+ = 080 
- Meru, mytincal inountein, ridges sdorned with 
| the circle of Ssddhas, 782, 1055 
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Merutungs, author of the Prabandha-cinta- 
mant, 777 fn 5, 792, 844, 847, B48. 855, 
856, 958, 859, 867, 869, R74, 884, 895, 

069, 972. 975, 976, G55, O87, OME, Wa! 
1000, 1002, 1:03, 1016, 1035, 1036, 2039. 
WHO, (042 1043, 1067 

Mewar lapcient Mrdsapata), $55, 910 fn. 4, 
O$) fu. 3. Y¥77 fn 2, 1979, borg, lus, 
1999, 1102 fo. I. 11225, 1182, 1154, 1155 

1186, LIAS fn 2, E59, 1160, Ts2, 1163, 
1164, 1163, 1167, lied, 1173, Db07, 1178 
1780, 1282, LISS, PIsd, Lis5. Tsu, 3197, 

19, PH, Beas, F206 

Mbaisads-grama, 965 
Mhers 101s 

Miam Mata tenple of, near Hara, in’ the 
Patate >» S ver, Ratpucana, FON 

Mibirsahula, Hons kine, liftin 3 
MivacehiQera. a corruption of dard vhiflotra 

We) fn s 120 

Minba:, a thor of Tuba pats-Nar ri, Tusa 
Hw fp 3, bas, Tire, 10s 

Mira: pates t Jayasiha, 5 
Mirst ec dhe di, oof Mihanenat Khan & 

bisturs of itecarat tn Persian, ae, lis, 
en LP a 

Mirza. Dr M. W. (Luck::ow University, 
fn fn 4 

Mirza Mazhal Beg, lus fn. 2 
Mithila 674. 676 
Mirra, tr. Ro L, 707 fa. }, wp. Sad 

fn ho lle fn. 7 
Mitraecha, vine -iscripl ion of,” WM fn 4 

Mlecchas (4) 951, 2g) 15a, Leto dues, 
Pot, D)7 

Mleccha cahracarts, “hs, 102k 

Mods Panis ‘casted, ny 

Modhera, frtha tema of, M4 

Moti. in Indere State, C 7, 903 

Modi stenesoseription of Jayssarman 1), Ks 

Mohadasa, Gohila prince of Kbera, 120) 

Mobodasaseka rifaua, “4 

Moha rapa-partiiya, 0 adevorical drama, Flo 

Mohila, by, Yasahpala. 1070 : 

Mobed (anc.nt Matuadar, village. Mil fn 2 

Mokala, Guhila-putra, S13 

Mokhala-pajaka. village of, 91 

Mol!alji. tesnple of, 75 
Mowalavevi, funeral ceremony of; mother of 

Nar-varman, 652 

Monier Williams, author of Sanskrit-Enghiad, 

Dictronary, 755 In. I 
Monkey-god (Hanuman) on coins, Ti 

Moon, god, 665, fi fn. 3 47; race of the, bu 
Mori ‘Mauryaj, a sub-clan of the Paraméras, 

1154 fo 2, 1256 
Yorson, published 8 fist 

princes in 1803 from 
Vijaya 1060 

Morya, same as Maurys, 1154 fo 2 

Motiaverh Gutulafitea Kana, MAT 'n. 6 

Mount Abo (Arbudal S61, 443, 910, OES, 

1019, 1000, 1122 1026 
Mount Abn inscript.on of Samarasithba, 1154, 

of Yaéodhavala, J14 

a Cé&hamnine 
the Prthrirujs 
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Mounts Abu Vimals temple inscription of 
Lutbbhaka, 900 

- Mount Arbuda (Mount Abu), 919, 921, 1008 

898, 938, 940, 942, 913, 950, 963, Dis, | Mount, Giruar, 1030 

Mruaavati, sas er of kung Tailupa, 657 
M:ityukarrtiti, 728 fn. 2 
Muazz.o, call the faithful to prayer, 043 
Mubarsk, son of ‘Alé ud-Din Khali and 

younger brother and murderer of Khigr, 
Ths dn 

Mudra taesh, 84 fn. 2 

Sa sub-division, ip Jubbulpur duatrict, 
JP, ae 

Moagdhutunga, Haihaya Kelacur (king of 

M bamoad Gbua, 7 
Bhina I, lunt'fy 3 

Vaubotnwat ten Sam, gold cornea of, 651 
Morammad Tabal, (8 fe 4 

Mo Qartuad be Pucelay Sultanof Deihi, 1245 
Mibstmatdans beg 

Miho tamadpar ep graph: Putimane referred 
asades.y oT fn] 

Maubanota ised op tie ronrt of 
Taew ont Saha Rathoe prance of Fadibp ar. 
1S, Vbe TB fy TL tds fae, le, 

FL it 

Mutosurdta fats, ed 
Mufi77z oud-f' a Te pase TOrae Lipids gee 

Mi‘izgz ad-Din Mubanimed Ghee 
Murvz out-Din  Mobaninad Ghar, Teen, 

Jerse, Jie T fie Jerae pres Gab, Ldsc, 

1 oe ee Dee ee Le © Od Ga 

ties vatted wimpy Muozz ud. Din, 1005, 
HOST) Pray ltrtl: alsocaticd Mubtez od- 

so Gate, Past, Mu‘tex oo ud-Din 
Mobanunat don San Pte, bay, Tie 

Moozz ul Tin Mahemmad gba Swu, Ltt", 

1217, T2ts, wee Mu‘yzz ui-Dia Mubamr.al 
‘uhaed 

Muk, Dravidean word meaning three, ivi fn. | 
Mukeapal ov ages in Awleahads crema, ae 
Mubftasitie-a, Nagastha, 725, Tis fu 2 
Mads (walvation:, 776 
Mo hktuls-qeamu-dricatrarinda, R74 

Musdesa. Cauluaye kong, sutve oe Mule 
rip I], WA 

Miulateva, also known as Bhuos napals vi 
Traslokysmatta: Kacchapaghata king © 
Ciwahior, 427 820, 7 

Mitaka, Gubila of Sauragtra, 1201 
Mitaks, Gubuin Thakkura 120°. [02 
Milsnathedeta (Md esvara) Gtl 49 
Mu'arata, aon of Caulukva king Bblime 

2, W65s def not ren at Agrhila-patah | 
Miare:e, lord of Multan, G46 
Mainrhea T, fonnder of the ¢ putukya dvcne's 

of Apehl pitaka, 765, 462, 855 iKh ue, 

G37 98K, 930 O40, O41, He. 43 Od! 
Wd (n 10 067, Win. 8, UTR 984, TN, 

103, 1034 1007 
Miler®-s 1, Contokys king of AgahilapA 

taka, 1003. 1094, 1005, 1006, 1015, pote 

1026 fn. 2, 1NK§ 
Male Sarman. a Brshmso donee, 403 
MolasthAna (mod. Multan), 986 

v2, ntl; defeated by 

Nacuast 

platy 
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Mileévars (Mulanéthadev), 042; 
1OL! 

Muledvaradeva, matha of, 1035 
Multan (ancieot Milmathinapural, (94, 056, 

1005, 1007, 1090, 1728, 1239, 1214, 1217 
Miluka, Thakkura, 977 
Mundaka grant of Bhima J, to, vb 
Muodher, 057 fp 3 
Mundikedvara. Mi} 
Mung (holy person}, 750 
Mufia-Vakpate 11, Paramara king of Malusa, 

HOO, ASE, ROT. BAR OSH, N67, 2, GO, 
LOTS, 1105, J) 1213 ‘ alae l alia Mafia, 

Mufisaraja. Mufadeva 
Murabhid (\iggu’, 1171 
Mora'a. sometimes located on 

Tis, te fe 8, SO ING 2 
NurfrifVisp al, od, Tok st JUN Tb 
Muanlrian, 722 727, V7 pine POss) ply 

Muslaus. S00, S20, "We, TARE, Hans DUNT, 
JInO, Pyse, dss, Pelee Pt, D214, i2ds 

Muta nachduftagedhara 71h 

Mubrra (2) aks 
Musadidue-cin Balkh, Pore 
Manasty (ingen th babs 

Mysore Th], ee7 fo. 4 

temple of, 

Malaber, 

N 

Nubha State af, Tin 2 

Nabterva @ehablanathas 112% 
Nadduls cred Navcalispe toa oi rent ways - 

Naddala Nojdwa, Salut pee Sat 4 
pore atid Nadaie, os, Tare lust) byas 

Diag deh Pye phere) adda adie, dd 
Hida, 21) 7, TING iss Plat) Caban@nas 

of, 105 

Natdua Catamnty, (15 
Nosdd va see No ddtla, PPO fi 4, 

Nag dula-pura, 0 

Ayetr, t, in} 

Nodtetar tod Nadbai oun Go.wart, EET, 

Li2g Liss 

Nadie ounent Naddlidacaba, ht He, 

TEnd, $l de, 28) P35 
Nadlarsoreins cptips of Ke hepa. TE, 

Of Konaea ala, Ud, WSO gf bows cepa a, 
We Tt 4) bus 

Nadel taoceet Sadia STO wre Tubb ft 

1, VEOT, VN PP 2 PEs bbl’ ads 

VR Tees path Dy Dss ptt 

Atbotedesm, PTO. € de sda Tos. of 
Kot pa's PROG, EI2n Tb Ruane 

bal, UAL, of Rayapa a, UTS, vitage of, 
UST, LEY 

Nude! pant of Kirtipala, HIT fn 3 
Né& tal Nade |, LOW 

Naddla ger Nad ta HOt in 3 

PEA W120, 122L HINT, iss 
Nau mandala Ids 

Nodnla pura, see Naddila, HOG fn 3 
Noda rdagike (rod Nadlan, O04, P12 fa 7, 

— WN. 4 1967, 1908) 1206 
Nudvaty pulse see Nad ula 1 Ju fn, a 

Wt, Vd, 

Nage, Guhila king of Mewar: also called 
Nagaditya, 1168, 1168, 1164 

u—76 

: Navabheta t, Pratihéra prince; 
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Naga, sthapatt, 911 fn. @ 
Naga, Vandtpats, 1170 
Niigabale, villuge, 763 

iden lfied 
with Naga-.sloka 1, 1054, 1056 

4 

Nagrbhata WE, Pratihata emperor, 668, 837, 
10.0, 1062, 1064 1199, 1915; identified 
with Ndpivaloka IT, 1054 

Nac da Mahamatya, 134 1036 

Napaditya, hing of Idar, 1154, 1160 
Nagiiditya, sama as Nava 1164 
Nazndrata, suire as Nagitdra, and Naga- 

Hirada, V5 fn.1 Ji57 tn 7, 1164, 1188, 
list, Lo 5&6; modern Nagda 

Nagodraha-pasermapathaka, 602 
Navahrada, modern Nagda, vear Udaipur in 

Mewar, game as Nagadraha, 1154 fn 1, 
Woe POO. TES, Vit, 1160, 1171, 2174, 
Thea, M2 fn. fe 6 

Nasa iin, a stuall stream, S62 
Nas Hades? queen of Viewladeva. 1037 
Nacepale, Gub la-putra Rand of Sesoda, 1204 
‘ascbura, toed Nagaur in Jothpur State, 

dent fied with Alicehatrapura, 1053. 
Segara (lawns, 862 63 
Nanata or Anandapurs, 079 
Nacaurad kindred. qattiyay 7008 

Niwera Brahmans, $4 979, 1006. 108s; 

eerved as titasters of the Caulukya kings. 
Wet in. ] 

Novara, race, G66 

Nozaua lether of Caulukva king Dur- 
labhard a, hh, 946, O47, Usd, 1106 

Nang, Ci 

Nagar une Tush 

Nusattiresharinaya WO fp. & 
Nagas, S00 > of Ra putana and Matbura, 

Lhd 

Nagaur fircient 

State 153 
Nacacalkid, identfied with the Pratihars 

pares Nalabhota t, Tag 
Nacasalehs V1 aicotifed with Nagabhata 

1. Jodd, Lane 
Nacasathsa, 73] 

Na ouvarme: prince. 807 

Nocasuthéi rulers of Bastar, 781 
Nala othsisindas f Belorta 75h 
\octi, aneant Nasandra, Nagadraha of 

Nocaleada. PEAT fy 7, H6d, 1165, 1166, 
WT) in 2. Vist, Vso, 1182 

Nag ti tserenttea called ‘daipur} stone-in- 
eryptenef Arara ra, 1165 

Nashu ha® av. 4 apes 
Nagandsa, suoderu Nada near Udaipur, also 

know ae Nagadraba or Nagabrada, 1153 

fe EWot fn 7 
Na ad Sta e 740. 703 

Nevot [in 

Nayput, Ta. 

aT ptien 

vib fect 

Nagapura), in Jodhpur 

TS1, 788; Bhongine of, 815; 10- 
of Narevarinan 863; museum, 
emu, TH), AG, 812, S81 AOL fp. 1; 

rosea jpsetipaon of Jayasimha, 975; 
prasast: of Naravarman, 788. R413 fn. 2, 

BB, oOR, S72, S74, 876, B78, 680. BSL, 952; 

swone-snscription of the Paraméaras, 778 
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Nahar, P. C., 842 fn. 8, 1113 fn. 2 Narain, now called Tirowry, 1088 fn. 8 
Nahara, the furious, 1131 Narapati, 724, 750, 784, 785, 789, 794, 795, 
Nabarewala, Muslim corruption of Anahila- 797, 799 

p&take, 955 956, 957 fn. 8, 961, 1044 Narapati, Katériya Kdyastha; mantri- 
Nahrwélah, 1005, 1017; same as Naharwala, mukhya; pedigree of, 1008 

1020 Narapati, Sesodiya Rané of Mewar, 1204 
Nahuraé-grima, modern Bamapin-ro Notro in | Narapura (mod, Narwar}, 1069 

Jalor district, in Jothpur, 1111 fn. 2 Narasuiha, Eahuysa -Ka'acuri) king of 
Nahuga, father of Yayati, 748 ! Dahala, 722, 730, 79t, 792, 708, 796, same 
N&i. the son of Karanika Dhira; writer of | a8 Narasimbudeva, 1178 

Bilhari stone-inseription. 770 | Naravahana, Guhila king of Mewar, 1157, 
Naiki, Caulukya queen, 1004 | 3169, 1170, 1371, 1172, 1193; also called 
Nainital, 1054 fn. 1 Nrvarman, 1175, 1176 
Na psi (Muhanoti) author of a Rasput | Naravariman, Paramara king of Males 

chronicle, 1195, 1175 fn 7 | (Maiava). 702, 788 854, 869, 878, &8I, 
Nateadha, classical name of Narwar, 821 RR2, RRB, 967,970, O71 
Nakhuyd-naurtka (shipowners}, 1039 | Narayana, a Brahman, 1118 
Nakeatra, 976 | Naravana, Mahakactcokrararti-Thakkura, 
Nakulisa god; figure of, 900 903, fn. 6, 965. The references are froin 
Nal, Ré:i, founded the kingdom and city of | the same inscription. I think it more 

Narwar, 821 ‘probable that he was an officer of the 
Nalepura (Narwar), 731 fo. 1 834 fo. 1 | Caulukya king Jayasiiha of Anahilawad 
Nala-pura-mahddurga 821, 833 , Narayana, the Amdtya of Arjunsvarman, 89 
Nélatadag, village, 862 fo. 7 
Nalaya, a kind of cambling, 995 ' Narayana, the donee of a grant. 1119 
Namadeva, the royal priest; a donee, $12 ' Naravanpal stone-inscription, 807 fo. 3 
Namainde, village, 793 ' Narbada, river, 690, 738, 740, 741, 743 fn 3. 
Nanas in Bali district. Godwar, 911, 1011 | 783 fo. 1, 793, 864, 1027, 1052, 1058; 
Nana stone-iuscription of Bhima IT, 1011 valley, 739; same as Narinada 
Nénaka, a Nagara Brahman; court-poet of Narmada ‘Narbada}, river, 763 793, 851, 853, 

Visaladeva, 1028 - B59, 465, 893, 897, 900, 903, 921, 045, 985, 
» 1067, 1178 Nandé, 15H), « mistake for Bida, |W, 688, ; , ; : ‘  Narmadapur-pratiydgaranaka, 893 683 (n. 4, 680 fn 3, 691, 692, 693, 693 fo. ae ea at ag, 1000 

x . 825 Rari (poet), 687 ' Narettama (prince ?), 865 
ah Phat a fae : ; in M | Narwar, a town 10 Gwalior Siste; ancient 
Nandavall Nandesama, a village in Mewar, |“ Nalapura. 686, 732, 733 AQ]. 834 fn 1. 

1185 ; Mandala of, 807 : ; ‘ at atk. ; Nanton Nencogun of Sari, 20 Fat el rant 2. ng 
Nand ia the courtyard of the temple of Nae tamed n Reazer Leriry 
N cra 1167 , ancient Narapura, 1060 fn. 4 
Nove 1bes Aes Narwar (a printing mistake for Narwal), 
Nasa the cow of Vasistha, 843 fn, 2 | grants of the Parsmara Vakpati IT; new 

Nandini, village; modern Nandandeo or | ions done: seated YB: 108 and. ee 

Nandoieo, 714 | Nasik, 1064 fn, 2; district, 799, 863, 668 
Nandipura. tack of. 731 Nasir ud Din Alt. 1380 

Nandal, fort of. oe 1122 Nastra-d.Din Hussain, 1016.19 
Nendy6. river, 116: Nésir nd-Din Mabmad, Sultéo of Delhi, 801, 
Ninigassami temple of, 1178 1096. 1103. 1190 

Nbnika. * founter of the Candel dynasty,’ 717 | Nasir ad-Din Mardin Shab, 1180 
Nanna, engrever, 771 . Nétoko (drama), 1047 

Nano:réis, Hashaya (Kalscury king of Kasis, | Nataull, village of, IOI 
749 Natha, temple of, 1171 

Nunnuks. Candelis prince, 666, 667, 668, 669, | Ney, in Prabodha-cundrodaya, 696 
654. 686 ; , _ | Nétrké, in four sets 807 

Nanysora, vilave,in the district of Hamir- Nattidev! (also called Natta), Candella 
pur, 0. P., 604 qneen of (Dahala Boeihaya) Kalacor: 

Naoyaura (now Bengal Asistic Society) grant Kokkalla, 678, 753, 754, 757 
of Dbangs (V.8. 1055), 672, 685 Natya ééstra of Bharats, 1131 fn. 1 

Napad, town; may be ancient Nybyspadra, | Naugdva. 715 
862 [n. 5 Niusari graot cf Pulekeéi Avenijandérays, 

Napoleon, tbe French emperor, 779, 780, 12165 O95 1186 
Nar (N&J;, may be socient Nbistedigs, 862 | Nas-vitiaka (shipowners), 1043 

fa. 4 Navaghaoa, Abbire ruler, 469 
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ee slaughter of goat abolished on, 
4 

Navasdhasanka, biruda of the Paramara Sin- 
dhura's, 659 

Navo-sahasanka-cartta, 843, 850, 854, 856, 
RY 8h 

Navasnr) plates of Indra, IT!, 839 
Navasdnka (mod. Nausarij, 939, 1156 
Nawar, a villuge, 853 
Nayacandra Suri, author of Hammira-Maha- 

karya, 906, #39, 964, 1153, 1061, 67, 
1070, 1008, 1004, 1045, 1097, 1009, 1100, 
110) 

Néyaka, 796, 985, 1064 
Nayunfvall, slso called Pravara, a lady 

donor of an image, 185 
Nayapala, Pala king of Benga! and Bihar, 

780 
Nayaéri. wife of Narapati, 109€ 
Nayika, queen of Jaysuka, 1147 
Nazi, Muhammad, editor of Kitab Zam 

ul-Akhbar, of Gardizi, W5' fn. 2, 957 fn. 2 

Neminathe (god), 708; shrine of, 1012 11R2; 

temple of, 60, 1014, 1029, 1039, 1298; 
at Nad'ai, 1112 

Nepal, 774 
Nettar godage (blood gift), 723 fo. 2 
New Musalinana, 11M 
Niigrantha-ratha 428 
Neaksgt!e (Sivel, 718 681 
Niahenths Matddeva, 1128; temple of, 1912; 

satne Bs Nilakantha (Siva) 
Nilskantha 8 min, 9.9 
Nilagirs mandala, 82 
Nimar district, C. P., 798, 872, 00), X38 

Nimba, the chief mnister of Samarasjtuba, 

1194 
Nimbad:ha. villsge, 1066 
Niuvaditya, temple of, 879 
Nina Dikg.ta, 449 
Nipaniya village, 768 
Narbhayabhima, a Vydoga (one act drama) 

of Ramecandra, 113! 

Nimpsma, Dhruva, Ragtrakite kirg of Mal: 
khed, 839 

Nityapramoditadeva, temple of, at Dbava- 
gartta, 1079, 1082 

Nityaprasddita-devs, temple of, 1006 
Nirartanag, a measurement of land, R61, 864 
Nizam ud-Dtn, sutbor of the Tabagat-1-Akbari, 

682, 689 fp. 8, 600, ODE, 692, 825. 
953 fn. 8, 955, 988, 1017, 196, 3201, 
1121 

Nohala wife of the Haibaya (Balacur:) king 
Yuvarbya 1, 763. 770 

Nohaledvara, monastery of, 770 . 
Nonal @ queen ol the Haihays (Kalscurii king 

atnarda; also called Ralnedvara of 

Turiména, 806 
Norad-ne Piroys, same ae Nar ud Din Firt-. 

WaR In, 6 
North Kv gale, 891 

Northern B-ngal, 746, 889 
Northern Gucarat, 704 Nort berm Indie. 7av, 838, 805, 211, 1213, 

1214, 1216, 1226 
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Nrpa (k'ng), 827 
Nepatt (king), 759, 764, 791, 860 
Nraipba (Vignul, god 848 
Nrswnha-riipa ‘Man-lion incarnation), 696 
Nrvarman (seme as Neravarman), Guhile 

king, 1175 
Nur ud-Din Firdz, 1088 fn 6 
Nurwur (same as Narwar’, 1103 
Nusrat Khan (and Utugh Khan) besieged 

Runthambbor 1102; swvaded Gujarat, 1014 
Nyaya philosophy, 684 
Nyayopadra-Saptadasaka, 86 — 

0 

Odra, 764, 765 
Odra-nrpati tprince of Odra), 764, 765 
O:ha, KG , B64 fn. 6 

| Orha, Rai Bahadur G H., 860 fn. 2, 867 fn, 6 

R76 fn.2, #15, 9b fn 4, 909, 999 fn. 

7, M15 fo 4. 917 fo. 3, G19, 920 fn. 1; 

\ 924, 2093 fn. 4, L1E&, 1150, 1164, 3166, 

1167, 1268, 1170, 1179 fo 2,1180 fn 1. 
116A, 1189, 1190, 1191, 1197 fo. 7, 1198, 
1201, 1202, 1204 

| Onkéra, 696 
Goren (CU payini, ; modern Uy:ain, 777, 907 

 Onental Congress at Oxford, 42 fn. 2 

' Orissa. 759 fn 3. 765, 774, BUS, Bis, 1216 

Oriya, 805 
 Ogha, V. G., 984 fo, 3, 1010 fo. 3 

P 

Pacbapattana, same as ancient Paficapurs, 

i 208 
- Pachar grant of Paramard:, 715-16; village 

of, 12 miles N. E. of the city of Jhansi, 

TG, 715 

Vadawa--i (Padmasitiba), Cahamaos king of 

Satyapura, 1145 
Paddhat: or Sargadbara, 1077 fn. 1; refer- 

ence to Hammira of Sakambbari, 1009 

fo. 2 
Padma, s favourite of king Paras ard:, 719 

Padma, Silps, 857 
Padmagupta— Parimata, court-poet of she 

Puramara king Sindburara; avthor of 

Natasahasanka carta, 43, B44, 845, 846, 

R47, BA, B52, 8/6, > 5-59, B65, 1053 

Pedma-natha. pod (Hari); named 

Padmapale, S26 
Padmupila, Kucchapa ghata king af Gualior, 

R26, 427 
Padintauna, Lakai gilting in the, 71% 

- Padinas tiba, tis 
Soracene Gulnla king of Mewar, 919. 

TESS, 2155, 1187, 1189, FIGT, ae 

Padmasimbe, Sutradhdradhurt, 1034 

Pacmasati (mad, Narwar, Gwalict Stute) G86 

 Padmavati, Malandcam (chief court danseuse., 

its 
: Padmiveti, queet 

after 

of Kumirapals, 9:7 
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Padmarati, wife of Latarka (alias Arjuna), a) Pamcapra identified with‘ Pachapattana’ on 
grent favourite of Udayaditra, &78 the Sutley, 1.79. 1970 fn. 8, 12038 

Padmmini, quceu of Mewar, 1196, HOT fo. bo | Panparase. a gon of Yogar&ta 11<@ 
Padreda, village, 1109 Panaheru, in Bunswara State, Reyputana, 874 
Pagara-pratiagaranake, 897 | Pauahera stene-insenption of Jayastmbe, 978, 
Pabarpur, in N. Bengal 676 fn 1 , MeO 
Pabilla, son of Sres‘hin Dedt, 708 Pane offive of, 1128 1188 
Pahini. soo of the Sutradkura Mahadtia; Panteagundha, we title LIS 

constructed parte of the templeof !divade- Pane chains race, 800 
Syara, nt a cost of 330 drammas, 1220 Pancakula, 103%, 142; village of, 1120 

Pahu}, a tributary of the Sind, 720; bartle on, Partha. tlt. 65 'n 2, 1053 
1085 Pan alaoargacn L055 

Paikab), Talsrl, 74 Panca mahasebda, a technical title allawed ta 
Paikire, village, in Rirbhum district 765, prrseps of tigh rack and authority, 609, 

179, 74; find spot of the de orative pi ‘ar 1U00 T1055 
inscription oof the Datla Ralacurs Pasanadad) ipa, 986 
(Lake: i)-Karna, 779 Pancanana, 71s 

Paétlam (4 seeras ‘#4 Han apura ‘same pes Pattwapurae), identified 
Pala, akiod of Wright, 1113 fn 6 woh Pachapattans, 1203 
Pain. river, 8¥} Parcartha 1005 
Paisuni, river, 673 {n 3 Pancarthika, 70 
Paithan. ancient |’ratiet! ana, 120 Pandora (teodern village oon Vadhiar), 
Patya-lecchi, aprakrit dictionsars, cf Di are between Gu'arat and Cutch, centre of 

pala 856 Capothata (Cavadlay power, G43 636 
Pajiuora’ 4 heutenant of Prthvirats IVT 720 Pan b Maras, S64. 880, Bad, O66, 969, 
Pariun Ray (sume as Parvurra t, 722 V7] 
Pato feurth er fifth descendant of Dubla Tania Mcbantn! Viehoolal 71 fn 3 

Rai, 829 Panita The, 784, 843 NB, B92, wos 
Pakstka rrtts, manveeryt of; writen by Parent] anchor tea, S48 

Thokkura Juyspata in Aghat+, 11-6 Famiu tamu 7 4 
Pata Pratihate Makasdret ard Hara 194 Pacdya 7i8 fn. 2, 764s king, 764 
Pils kings. 745. 774; rulers of Gauda, 745 Ponhera, S21, Wd; sometioes epelt Panahers, 
Palam Paoli inseription of the tine of Bal- nee above 

ban, 1146 Panhera iacrpton of Mandidika, 841, 921 
Palanpur. 957 fa. 3 Pantshara, Sresfthon, of the Giabupati faualy 

Pala a Kupha. village idertified with Para- TH) 
sia, 1169 Panial: caava ‘probably mod Panna), 723 

Palasavaéda grame 8 Pen abocthes TO), sate a» Puncab 
Palaswars. adentified with ancient Palasa. Munkajarcont, Sruta-derata cpoddess uf ac rig: 

vidi 492 fn 3 ture! She 
Piias, 765 : of Bergal and Bihar, 676 Panna stare (C. 1), 723, 726 
Paladi, 10 Siroh: State, P21; stene-mnscmption Panwar, a village in the Rewah Btate, 74 

of Kelhansa, 1121 727). hoard of cna. 701 
Paldi, 1179; stone-:necription of Vijaya Panwasi Jsitpur Tahsi io district Hanur- 

Birbha, 1179 per, ODP, dog 
Paldiga-grama, ‘42 Pape, Raita, 723 
Paiba&, io Sire hi, 172] Tarama bhat{taraka a technical tithe ef pars- 

Palha, officer in charge of Saurdstra, 1/41 troupe sosereigaty, G45, 704, 706, 71". 

Palhara, Vipfianm tskilful ertist: and pttala- 723 724, 744,775. TH3, TRE, TAB, TRO, CH), 

Para (brase-worker), 714, 715 709, 705, 707, 790 KAY, Bd, BGT, ATG A 

Pailiapa Sutratdhara). 1009 Ha, 900, O01 9049, S80, 061, 1000, 1006, 

Paibepa'esa (Prahlidana), Paranara prince 1026, Iut4, 1035, 103%, 1840, 1078, 1052 
of Candidsati and Arbuds. 917 115f, 10, 1196 

Pali (ancent Pallika grémai, in Jodhpur Parama-hrahmanya, 533 
Bta'e, 757, 758, 728, 980, 1115 fn. 4; fort Paramnads. Mahamandaleécara ;Goe Kadat tu, 
of 1019 1122 king, 1005, 100¢ fn 1 

Pali inscription of Kumérspila, 980, 1115 . Paroma-makcicara, a Save sectarian btle, 
in. 4 GUN 106 TB, 728, TBA, 7446, 747, 005 

Pala. village in Ba‘asore district, Orinsa; 9 fn 6, 776, Tat, Ted, TRG, TAM, 74, 75, 

spctent Pali. 758 797 700 900, 1000 1055 
Palka (a meanure! 1112, 1113 | Parama Vawenara a» sectarian title. 768, #5: 

Palitana. State, 992, 100% fn. 2, 1200 ' Paremora Re put trite : vernacular form ¢f 

Polladska, 1151, 1088 the name lee 702, 810, 746, 777 fn §, 

Pail settlement), 858 | 99m, 770, 280, TRA 701, 702, 881, 887 S41, 
Poelika. 19177 | 49. B48, BIG BID, BBO, RB4, B61, 866. 865. 
Palliké-grams (wood. Péli in Jodhpur), 980 | +840, 882, 884, 888, 8B6, 887, 890, B01, 694, 
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899, 904, 06, 907, 908, 910, 915. 991, 940, ° 
1093s 1042 1°59, 157, 971 990, 10.1 

10.8, 2078, 1126. 1262. 2177, WITH dete, 
1218, 1216, of |afa and Majava TKK KS}. 
B42, 64. ., 574, 1107, 1176, P1486, Y1A7 of | 
Candrasalf and Abu. 812 fn. 8. LAA 93, 
922,1'°07; of Bar swara (Vaprd 842 Sc 
f , 922 ; of dalor (asabpurs) 842.921 tf; 
sometimes spelt Prandia, 856 fn 1, 477 

Paramart} or faramadi. king of Huihava- 
valoda, S15; marmed Candida, dauvtier 
of the FE. Gafys king Anates Bhiwe IT, 
815 

Paramaidi, Candella kone of Jeihka-Bhahts, 
78,71, 782, T14, 718, 7150 716, 717, Ti 
TG, 720,723, 723 fp. 2, 726, 72k) UTZ; 
also keown wa Paramat, Paris Bladeva, 
Perumaldeo, Parmar,  aramard? rid 
Fa:atacdidesn 

Varomartt, beruda of the Kalyan Calukya 
Vikranaditya, W67, 472 

Param Deo thieg of Hindigt, Wb-5e tds, 

WY, (625 nate wrongs epeit by Mo odin 
cheomelers The ki goin quertion os the 

Calukta Brima | 
Paromestara, a techoial tithe af paren cunt 

suveretenty, B45, TL Th T1878) Te, 

TA 266 STE, TRA, TMA TT I, 
TUT TUE RRA OR RET AS, ba Bs sd, 

BG GY OMG, USO st Tone We sansa 
35, 603s, POde Tees, eta, Tas) oT, 
IS, 156, 1190, Ly- 

Param pastha, Tho 
Patani taluka, 418 

PararioAl (Paramards, 714 
Porascrvacha, Padapata tescber, 1201 
Paras:t, identified with Palasa Kujuka, Peo 
Parahutame, a great warrior, G45, 805 1074, 

1155, 129+ 
Parasicabhadrsa, AMfohattars Ganda sri, prea! 

teacher of Padupstas, 103% 

Parbats iver, SUE 
Parbat-ar, district and town, 1008 
Pargiter, 798 fn 2,743 fn 2, Thin 3 
Parnhite (Pratibarae', 606, 667 665%, 1059, cf 

Gwahor, 82) fn. 1, BH fn 1, 

Patihar Racput 838 
Partjéta-matyari of Madana: ntas known #6 

Viyayadri, 774, 806 fo 7, 807, 8 800, 
001 fn. 3, 1038 

Par:é's tree, 867 fn. 6 
Parinale, see Padmagopts, the author of 

Nacasdhascaha-cartta, 860. 1°43 
Parunoladeva (esme an Varemal or Tara 

wardit, Candelia prince 719 
Partoal (same aa Paramal, Parimataceva, 

Puramildeo, Paramard: end Parmar}, (2) 
fo, 3, 72 

Pervaldeo (Paramardideva , Candela prince. 
Re fy] 

Parmar (Paramardi), Candella prince, 720, 721 
Parmar Rasput, 828 
Pirdver athe, Jeon Tirthedkera, 1042, 1081, 

1082, 1120; image of, 982 
Partabyarh, 746, 688, 647, 1039; CAbamines 

of, 1088 
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Partabgarh inscription of Mahendrapala IT, 
G70 tu. 1. 74h, 844, 840, 847, 934, 1054, 
WOW 1Gt, Fes, 1169 

Parthaparakrama on Vyayoge 
drama) 15, 91K, 1024, 1us5 

Pard Jdaypal, 690 

Parvugupts king of Kashinir, 676 
Pursva parvata, * 8 

sare 'goddegs;, 699 fn 3, 718, 748, 979, 
is2 

Pasa tehain), 2009 fn. 7 
Pasioapall? sitape, 7 

Pasulawbetaka, ters pe of (Siva) Mandaleé- 

vervor Mandalcsa GlE 
Vasnpata. a Sava geet, 70, 1938 1076, 1166, 

VIGh, V.Ub5 uscetic, 73. Lakulisa sect, 
WOU: Vi Ba, H17L 

Pasupatararua G1} 
asupatas vow ofthe, On 
Fataha (wiilaue) 44 
Vatai air, tssk 724 

Hatin, inthe bad: Dsvisicn of Guearat, 734, 
Oi We Wh ost de, 1092 

Putan, aitee Juthulpore ci-trat, © P., Sati 
rece dof Vaghadeva. Th 

Patun aoserptons of Bhinee TT, 109, 1006 
Patondrayana stoneainscriptico of Pratépa 

spat, distuvered near corvar, 1p Sirchi, 
UTX 

Patindtayana temple, rear Curvar in Strohi, 
ts 

Pathika SAG, GOg, 1du0, Taey 
Heit Lb 4-35 

Pathapatt an deolders), 1.39 
Pathar: onsenption cf Jayasithha aye rman 
as 

Pati. ‘neasure of land), 2 4s 
Patiala, State f 1OS? fn 2 

Patna, “yin | 
Patoo dent fd with Pritapa Sinha, Cahr- 

nang hing of Sanchar 1:85 
Pottabad thibastesa, }AC6 

Pafficca, Th 84, 788 
Pa fucka ne, Vat dara, $75 
Patran (1, 803, wg 
Pattuna, B), O48, th aad 

Puftarai 7 
Pat .ka, PLS] 
Poauranika, 1008 
Pyueatva Bharata Daugyants, 752 
Paurvatitha ene 1155 
aVunagibs, 762 
ee im ad, Purns Berar}, 748 fn. 2 

Tehowa, ancient Prthulaka in Kuruksetra, 

117, prasasti of Mabendrapala 7, 114% 

Vendra Zutmind tn, ° 04 
Yenvanca, river, ais 

ee Larned men of, 692, 693 fo; 
Literary history of, £98 fn. 4 

Fersian, 106 
he-shawar, Wi ed Bs 

Petrr Veter on, 1d fn. 3 : 

Vethaga, the vi a “haudiva-lhaffagrahara, ¢ i 

peal a crete with Rukn ud-Din 

Firdz, 1146 

(@ one-act 

1015, 1016, 
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Phokuhalt, village of, 915 , Préci (Kast), 743 
Phulada, father of Lakgarajs,king of Kaocha, | Pradhéna (chief minister), 808 

940 pred anne, son of Anauts, Brahman officer 
Phulsar (uncieot Phulasara), 1008 fn. 5 of Sallakgnga-varman, 702 
Piawan, a small valley, 25 miles to the | Pradyamns Sdn, 1198 

N.N.E of Rewa, 772, 775 Prégvata (kindred) jfatiye, 1008 
Piawan rock-inscription of Kalacuri king | Prégvete family, 1029 

Gadgeys, 772, 773 Prévvatavamda, Yt0 
Pidividi, villece in the Sakapora-Prati- | Prigvet: Vimala, Dandgapati of Bhime J, 

jagaranaka, 896 910 
Pibkbigl-paficela, io the Vasaya of Dudalim, | Prageate ‘canspdla, 1178. 1178 fn. 8 

714 Prabiéde, Céhuméina hing of Ranathambhor, 
Pindwara, town, ia the tahail of the same 1004 

Dame in Sirohi 917 Prahladana a Brahman, 103% 
Pindwara ostove-inecription, of Dhardvargs, | Prab‘adena. author of the Vydyoga Partha- 

917 parakrama, 1023 
Pitgala, work in metrics of, 856 Prahiidena, Paramaéra king of Abu, 913, 
Pibgalik&, wife of the Raksasa (non-Aryan ?) | 1001, 1182 

chief Barbaraka, 978 Prahladanadevsa, Yurardja, in the reign of 
Pipad inecription of Vitwyasitiba, 1179 fn. 8 the Abu Paramara Mandalika Dbari- 
Pipaltosu?) curgs, Maharanaka of, 794 vargadeva, 1006, 1009 
Pipalabika, grant of. by Kirtuvarman, 701 > Prablédanadevi, queen of Udsyasithha, 1132 
Pipisinagar grant of Arjunavarman, §37, | Pratedsara, lord of creatures, 697 

1023 ' Prak&dg-vagart, lord of, in the Abbira-rigaya, 
Piplainagar grant of Mahakumdara Harié. | 966 

cendra, 888 . Prakyt, 713, 845, 847 
Piplsinagar, village, in the Shujalpur Par- Pran.dra,s variant spelling of Paramira, 

gana, Bhopal Agency. C.1., +92, 895.1023: 9 837 fu. 1. 877 
pipe seene. mod: Pipad in Jodhpur State, Prasdda (teniyz lel, 717 

LE79 fn. | Prasarvoifia, 077 

Pipparika. Tagara, 863 : Pragasti 731, 765, 799, 827, 898, 868, B81, 
Pisboa-tirtha, 854 897, 37, 992, lul4 
Pitalahdro (brase-worker), 714 | Pradasttkaras, #27, 830, 846 
Pita parrata-tala (valley of the yellow moun- Prasiddhadhavels, Kalscuri king of Déba‘s, 

tain) 785 757, TbK, 759 
Pitasatla-rrgaya, 701, 710 fn. 2 | Prastha Gevel land). 863 
Pithans. donee of Amoda grant (11), 810 : Pratépa, son of Ma@oarasirhba, 1127 
Puhe, Sitradhara, 793 Pretapadesi. queen of Hanrica, 1133 
Pithimadeva, same se Prthvirdja ITT, 1094 - Pratapa-Lankedrara, a biruda of the 
Pithora (Pethvird'a IIT), the Kai of Ajmer, : S4cambbari Cohaméoa Soweévara, 1982 

1087 fn 8 | Prat&pamalla. daughier's eon of the Caulukys 
Pitbora Ra&e. also called Rie FPithora; Kurmarapale, 908 

(Pythvira:a I1), 1090 > Pratépamalia (second eon of the Vighela 
Pitbow ri), see Prthvirije III, 1093 _ Visadhavala), 1937, 1042 
Plioy, 783 fn. t Prat&psrudra, Kakatiys prince of Warangal, 
Popdi, village, probably near about Bilhari. 7al fn. 2 

763 Prathpasimt-e, Silps, 725 
Postans, with Tod discovered the Veraval | Pratdpssinhs, clas Pato, Cihamina king cf 

stone inscription of Sridhara, 1009 Banchor, 1135 
Probandha-ctéman: of Merutubgs. 778, 792, | Pratépssinshea, Mahdmandaltka. fendstory of 

617, 854. 856, G43, 839, 944, 950 962, 961, the Calukya Kun.a:apala, 941 
966, 971, 985, 998, 1001, 1003, 1016, | Pratapsaiphe Paramara prince of Abu, 915, 
1022 1067, 1068 919 

Prabandhokoéa of R&iaéekhara, 3061, 1062 | Pratapayerman, = younger brother of the 
fn. 1, 1074, 1/78 fn. & Candetla Madsnasaraan, 711 

Prabbi, wife of Lahada, » Moantriofking | Prathema, Rand, same as Ppthvipiis, 
Madans, 718 1204 

Prabhdss, 941, 942 Pratihdra (aleo apelt Pratihdra), Ra‘put tribe. 
Prabl.ten, chief minister of Dhatge; born in vernacular form Parshar ; according lo 

the fineage of Adgires and Geutsms | = ames clan of theGurtaran, 672, 709, 704, 
Akga pads. 644 734 742. 45, 845, 996, #87, 1.62, 1054, 

PrabhaserSéi, Bhottérake 1062 1985, 1096. N84, 1060, 1068, 1064 ; 
Prabbavadiva, o Sava ascetic. 762 empire, 1161, 1162; family, 1194 
Prabodhacandrodaya. of Kygns Midra, an | Pratihdra (door-heeper), 1003 

allegoricel drama 695, 607 fn. 1, 7.0, 95 | Prarijdgaranaka, P82 
Pricatesa (Vsimiki), 910 | PrBtigthste-bhukti, 676 fo. I 
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Pratolt (guteway), 1079, 1203 
Prorare, 778, 1126 
Preveré, ® lady, donor of an image, 7&5 
Praydge (Allahabad), 67%, 773, 777, 753, 

fo. I 
Premal'adevi, sister of the Caulukya Kumdra- 

pals ; coe of ber eons Bhoja worshipped 
Soman&tha under the guidance of Brhas- 
pati, 884 

Prinsep, 734 fp. 3 
Prthd, son of (Ariuna), 826 
Prebu, mythical king, GAG, B22. BFG 
Pribudaka (mod. Pehowa), 1147, 1148 
Prthiride: ideara, 1006 
Prttasfeallabba, birwda cf Vakputi JI, Para. 

tara king, 802-53 
Prthsibhata, Cébamana king of Sikambbari, 

07k 

Prthvideva sleo known as Prihvisa, Kalacuri 
hing of Tuthmina, 754, 508, Bud 805, RB 

PHhvdeval]. Kalacurs king of Turimana, 
knK, BOO, RIG, M12, SIS, B14 

Ppthsideca FH, Kalacurt king of Turamana 
AIS, R14, AES 

Pethvideva, Cabaman king: same wa Pithe- 
bhata and Pethstraca TE, 1079 

Vethisidest, Sethahe-rayti; another of the 
Mehara-ré:a Ana, 1048 

Ptthsidtacn, Dharmalehhi. 714 

1271 

Pulindss, a wild tribe ; associated with the 
Bhillus aod Sabaras, 729 

ae a Nuddula Caéhamana prince, 

ae Silpin; incised the Cintra pragasti, 

Pundra-deéa, 951 
Pupdra-vardhana bhukts, 936 fp 2 
Punrab (thel, 741, 778 tn. 3 SMO, 1077, 1146, 

1146 fn. 2, 2202, 1213, 1214, 1216: somne- 
limes apelt Paiiah 

Puppavevi (Pugpadevi), queen cf Yasovarmnan, 

Pythsidbara, Kayastha, 718 > probably the - 
same ae the person of the sstre name 
above 

Peivipa's, a Parambra prince, ASS 
VPethsipala, Caham@oa king of Naddtle, 908, 

yOR VLAD, V4 
Prihsipila, Seeo ia Hang of Mewar, 124 
Prthsirata T. Cat amana king of Sakainbbari, 

1 74, 1073 
Prthsireé IT, Cibamane king of Séksin- 

bhark, O79 10a) PERL, PZ fn. T. Pome 
Prthsirja WT, Cibambte king of Rakam- 

bhart, 915, 1028, 1952, ORT, 108A, 1084, 
YR, 1 1098, 1007 fn. 6, 198, TM, 
W485, PAK, 1Bt2 1917 

Petheoray Raso, Bint epic of Can 
719, 721 fe, 9, 792, TAL fn. 2 O71, 10K3 

Prthrivaya-rijaya. a Sanakrit Kasys by an 
unknown author, which appears to have 
been composed in the Ife ume of PPthyi 
ran lil fe YiTV-92 A.D). According to 

np post Javandka (7): edited with the 
commentary of Jonaréta, 872 fn. 5, 457 
fo 7.1069, 7089 Jo6N, 160 fp. 8, 1062, 
1 JAG, HBP, FORA, WTA, LOT, 1078, 
W074, 1078, 1080, 1083, 1066, 103, 1121, 
74 

Mribvicermadeva ‘aloo known as Ptthelvar- 

Rerdai. : 

677 
' Pura, 768 

Pura-baladhyaksa, 70] fn, } 
Purattt (Siva, 744 

Purana Mahadeva, 1065 
| Purdanoe, 79s, 753, TH, O74 
sey Same Ag Purn pala, Sesodia prince, 

Tent 

Purars (Serra , 719 
Puras& queen of Bhatta, 120 
Purgarmalla ki g of Maiava, 1037 

Vurnupila Varam@ra kieg of Abu, 908 910, 
Gbb, te, G3 94, 1105, 1107 

Purnapala (Purapala), Sesotia Rana 
Menar, 1204 

Piirga pathaka, 1000 
Purna-gathalka-mandala, &73 
Purnara’a, Tomara prince 
Purvatalla, Sakambhari 

ORI fp 2 
Purodkas ip ie-t) 846 
Purchita, 665, 846, 1030 
Purtiravas 743, 748, 752 
Purnsottasia “Visnu), 697 718 794 
Pushkar apeert Puskara, 1073 fn 3 
Puskara (firtha), holy Jake near Ajmer on 

Racpotana, J063, 1064, 1070, 1099, 1074 
Pushararonva 1079 
Puspadesi (Sanskrit form of Pupp%-devii, 

C77 fo. 4 
Puspavati.a Paramara princess, the queen 

of Siladitya, 1153 
Potiga, 990 

of 

1147 

Caheméns, 1062. 

Q 

' Qanungo, as author, 1197 fn. 1 
— Qanunga of Mahohs, 666 

rome the an’hor was possibly the Kasur | 

mat) Cancella prince ; his copper-roins — 
i 70% 708 712, 718 

te Rai Chaubdn (ame as Prihviraja ll, 

Pulsed AvanitnnSérava : = repulsed a for- 
midable Tajike (Arsh) invasion which a4: 
ae as far south as Navacdrikd, 945. 

Quarter dramma (gold coin weighing 15 grains; 
and alao of ropper). 708 

Quarter-drammas of Sallakgsaprarman, 70] 

Qi ax of THIEK, 1089 . 
Quinta, of Don Judo de Castro ot Chintra, 

| 

Quis atin Aibak, Slave Sultan of Dethi. 720, 
727, 722, RUG fn 1, 1B, 3017, 120, 1091, 

1009, 1004, 1122, 1146 fn 8, 1188, 1189, ; 
alec sometimes spelt Ku¢sb ad-Din, 109! 

R 

Racamalla 7, Binds, Mahdmandaledoara, 776 

| Racemalle 11, Sinde Mahdmagdaleévars, 776 
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Raddhads. ancient Latabrads, 1115 fn. 6 
Radha, 1022 
Radha, 680 
Radbadevi, s courtezar, 1100 
Radhanpur, State in Palanpur Agency, North 

Gujarat, Bombay, 948 
Radhanpur grant, of Bhimadeva I, 948, 963 
Radunati pat», 850 
Rie Kolah, 1088; nee Kolab 

Ré&e Kolah Pithora, 1987, 1087 fn. 3 
Rie of Dibli (Govind Kae), 1988 
Rée Pith-ra, Prthvirais TII, also called | 

Pithora Rae. 1089 
Raghava, the axtrologer, a donee, 612 
Raghu, 755; family of. 1965 
mae (Guriara-Pratibira) priaces of, 

ii 

Raqhukula-cakrarartin, 14 
Rahada. Mahdderi, wife of the Kalacuri king 

Laksmanara'a, 768 
Rahamana, one of the secta wedded to the 

principle of slaughter, 906 
Rahapa, Gubilot Rana of Sesoda, 1180, 12 4 
Kiahatvadh (also sometimes spelt as Rahat- 

varh) a fort in the C. P.. {103 
Rahatgadh stone-mecription of Jayavarman 

TE, 9.33 
Rahat us-Sudir, Ed. by Muhammad Iqbal, 

(93 fn 3 
Rahib. river, 690 
Rahila, Candella prince, 66, 671 
Rahsiegvara, temple of. at Aber, 1174 
Raj Govind, see Gosind Rae, lus fn 2 
Rai Koran. identified with Naddi a ¢ aha. | 

man: Kelhena Ys, 1010, 101¥ fr, 2, lod, 
1.2), 1122, 1125 

Rai of Gu'arat, Naran tharps Ti, Dedd 
Rai of Katin ar, Parn ar Paramareil, 72) 
Ray Pitheura, see Rae Pithora, Vay 142 
Rat S vankh Pal, ruler of Gwahor, 

fo. 1 
Raspur, 75% SLL ALS fn 8: diatriet, & oO 
Raya « feudaters tte 

821 +5), GUO, 1165, 1h04 
Rajat (sonth, 72! 
Ra‘abrahm pss’, A) 
Ratadeva Raufa Thahkara of Nadiladagska. 

1112, 1118, 1M 2 3, 4 
Ras edess, queen of Vibra, 170 
Aa@adhtruja 4 title of supremacy, ga, 1ia2 

Rajgura “iw G1 
Ka akadrahs, 433 
Rayo-kulas 942, 179 
Ra‘ale cave 103) 

K4 ala. «un of Maham, Kamvatn, 1 44 

Racal ad. vi, aueen of Kalecurs king V'pthsi- 
deva 1 of Tuthy aga. & 6 

Hiamaia race, &Y 

Raéyam: gatkakarna 65 
Rayo-prasasti-mahokarya, 1159 
Ka‘spura avast! i 695 
Ra‘apuri Hill Siate, 674 fv. 3 
Rajaputra, ao official title, 74%, 75), 99, 

1077, 1104, 1117, THY 
Rajaputra, Kalachurs king, real founder of | Ramacandra suthor of 

the Gorakhpur line, 740, 745, 785 

A 

72), 743, 743. 754, | 
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| Raja sasana, 904 
Ré‘adnyans bhoge, 883 
Rajadekhara, author of the Xarphra-mofjart, 

etc., 770, 1064 fn 6 
Rajaéckbara, suthor of Prabandhakoéa, 1061 

fn. 8, 1131 
| Rais Sithhabala, materoel uncle of Vigrabe- 
| raja IV, 1075 
| Ra‘aéri Parau ara queen, 
| princess, 922 
| Rajesa. wife of Kalacur: king Gunpasigere 

II, 744 
' Ratavallabha, 867 fn. 5. 
> Rajendes Colp 1, 866 fn. 2 

Ra‘endra Cola IL, Kulottungs, 877 fn. 2, 880 
Ran, prince of Kalvénu katuka; the futher 

of Milara'a I. the founder of the Caulukya 
dynasty of Anahila-pataka, 935, 936, 942 

Raum, inthe Rarpur district, tO (9 
Raum stone-inserption of Prthvidera IT, 

608, 809, 811 
Rayha queen of Gubilu T7, and daughter of 

the Puranara Vallsbhardja 1109 
Ratkot capital of State in Kathiawar, 006 

fo, 2 
Ratore or Ra orgudh, sv the Raiyadh district 

of Alwar State Jd 
Ra‘or stove-inscripuon of Mathanadeva, 823, 

R50 fo 1 936 fn. 5 
Raematal, in Jarpur State, 1064 
Rayai, a tule yenerslly taken hy the wives 
of p-ramount anvereigna, 605, 1095, 1169 
> Rajyprpla. State, 1200 fo. 2 
Natpuri, velage, 1005 
Ra put, 1000, 110, 1200; tradition 

tribe, 621 
Kapotanes, 6739 {n.d T4l ald, bab, A, 975, 

BRI BAS TO Gd 8, O17 920. G21, 89, 
OB. 47 Us 47u, GsG 1001, 1058 1065, 
JOTL, 1074, VOT, WAG, Lda, Led, nds, 
L164 W179, TE, Diss. Dao, BT, 12nd, 
1217; Eastern, #24; Soutien, 637 

Ra putena Museum, 915 fn. 4, We fa. i 

WA fn 5. wet, }OUS 
Ra-yateva, Mohamandaltka, 8&2 
lAcvepa a, Cohan dus king of Naddula, 60, 

1208 
Kayyara'a a» feudatory tit'e 724 
I yapats. Gurtera-Praibars emperor, 680, 

fxs, fH HO M2, RO Lia 2 
| Ra varaleai, Maha a thamhy 2 

Kas pale Pale proce of Bengal aud Bibar. 
676 

i Rakhetrs atove-inecripiion of Vinaysbapala, 
676 fr | 

| Rama iVien), god, 734 
i Rams, ane graver, 7d 
| Kama, ers he oo 170 

1079 1060 1068 1153 
‘Rating poet; grand-ou of Kart Naodans of 

the Sarvare-v més. 647 
| Rima son of Khol- évara, 1051, 1082 
Kama, Saeradhara, 7006 
Ramacandia, » pr. per name, 1190 

Nirbhayabhima Vys- 

and Cabaména 

Bi2H ; 

we me 

G21, &75, BUS 

yoga, 1181 
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Rémacandra, Jaina monk, 998, 1002 Minyakhetaka (Malkhed), 671, 672, 678, 
Rémacandra, temple of, 677, 809 674, 679, 837, 839, 851 
Rémacandra, Yadava king of Devagiri, 1019 | Ratabrada, 1129 
Ramocenta (Kavyé of Sandhyakara Nand:), | Ratanpur (ancient Ratnapura), a centre of 

699 fo. 1, 780 power of the Kalacuris of Turbmana, 758, 
Rim Deo (Ramacandradeva), Yadava king of 1078, 1115 fn. 4; fort of, 818; inscriptions 

Deogir (Devagiri), 1034 of Jajalladeva, 807; inscriptions of Prthvi- 
Ramsdeve (same ag Ramacandradeva ani |  desa, 811, 818 

R&m Deo). of Devagiri, 1045 | Ratanpur, a town, in Jodhpur State, 980 
Ramadevs, Kalacori prince, 815 fn. 3 | Ratanpur inscription ot KumSrap&la, 980, 
Riwnadeva, Paramara king of Abu, 913,914 | 987, 996, 1115 fn. 4 
Ramadeva, Rupakdra, 708 | Rataul, village, in tahsil Baghpat, district 
Ramakarps, 911 fn. 8, 1068 fn. 8 ‘Meerut, U. P., 1104 
Ramakirti, chief of the Digambaras, 978 | Ratuul grant of Mahakumara C&badadeva, 
Ramanpipura, 700 14 
Ramassinys, modern Ramassen, in Marwar, | Rati Taleb, 656 

1129, 1132 _ Ratna, Mahajana, 1191 
Rémayona, 774; Sundarakinda of, 1167 ' Ratnadeva I, Kalscur: king of Tuthmans, see 
Ramdas, G., 783 fn. 1 | Ratnardja 
Rémeévars, 87) ! Ratoudeva IJ, Kalacuri king of Tarhméana, 
Rampo! gate. 1194 &UB, 809, 812, 812 
Ransen, ancient Ramassiny, 1129 fn. 6 Ratnadeva IJT, Kalacur: king of Turhmina, 
Ramvats, Mahath., an officer of Prthvira:a 13, 814, 815 

ITT. 1084 Rutnapaita Cahamana prince of Naddiéla, 
Rin Gohen, son of Setaki, 1201 * 1053 fn. 1, 1120, PN), 1114. 1116 
Rand, 1025, 1178, 1179 fp. 3, 1187, 1196 fn. Ratnapals, composer of pragasts, 781 

I: title of the chief of the Sesodia section Ratoapila, Mahamatya, 1009 
of the Guhilas, 1180, 1204 Ratnaprabbé Siry, 1792, 1192, 1193 

Ranaka, 785 fn. 3, 863 1007, 1912, 1027, Ratnapura {mod Ratappur in Bilagpur dis- 
1088, 1034, 1041, 1113 trict, C P), 742 fo. 2, 735, 808, 404, 86, 

Renamaua, io Rétapura-avasth4, 695 807, 1129 fn. 8; stone-inserption of Jajaila- 
RApapailika, mod. Ranodi, 7 miles west «f deva. 669 fn 6 

Harasnath, 1065 Ratnaraa, alas RatpeAvara, Kalacari king of 
Ranas of Hind, 1068 Tutiimana, 803, 804, 8U8; same as Ratna- 
Ravasiths, Guhilea king of Mewar: identified deva | 

with Ranasideva, 1170, 118U; alas Karna, Ratnasarman, 715 
1234 Ratpasithhs, composer of the Malhar atone- 

Ragastambhapurs (mod. Ranthambhor),Chha inacription, 812 
mf&nas of, 834 fo. 1, 94. 1055, 1004, 167 = Ratnagubhs, Guhila king of Mewar, 1180, 

Ranathambbor (also spelt Ranthamblior ; and 1196, 1197, 1205 
Rantambor), ancient Rapssthambbaputa, Ratnasithba, son of Mime, 814 
908 Ratnarali, a Sanskrit drama, 898 

Ranavigraha, son of Kalecuri king Kokkalla, !atne‘vara, god, 804 
745 {p. 2. 756, 757 . Rattan, Rawal, same as Ratansimha, 1196 

Ranavira, sou of Vanavira, 1194 {n. 5 ; Rattavé queen of Baladitya, 1200 
Rahga-mandapo, 1169 : Raita, an abbreviation of Rajaputra, 706 
Rani, 1046 fn. 1 | fu 1, 717, 728, 794, 1113, 1314, 1203, 1204 
Ranod, 767 fo. 1 ‘ Rav, a village in Catch 1039 
Rinpur, town, founded by Rin Gohel, 129] | Rav stone-1ncription of Arjuna, 1039 
Ranpur Jain temple inscription of Kumbha, ara! (Ré-ekula), title of the main branch of 

1167 fp. 8 the Guhilas, 1180, 1204 
Rantanbor ‘Ranasth mbbapura), 1001, 1092 = Ravana, 752 
Ranthambhor (aleo apelt Rantambor and Raverty 722,727 fo. 1, 780 fo. 1, 1018 fr. &, 

Ranatbambhor), ancient Rapastambha- 1021 fn 8. 1089 fo. 1 
pura, 1053, 1004, 1006, 1096, 1097, 1102 Rayamalls, Gubila king, 1158 

Rapson, 622 fn. 6, 1068 . Rayspala, Cahamansa king of Naddila, 1111- 
Rosika-priyd, a commentary by Rand Kumbha- . 14 1116, 1903, 1204 

karpa on the Gita-Govinda of Juyadevs, . Raychaudbury, Dr. H. C., 738 fn. 8 
1154 , Raziyya (Snitan), the famous Muslim 

Rasika-sarhjivini, 809 | worwan-ruler of Delhi, 1005 
Rasofittana, 1068 fo. 1; 900 Aeodittans | Rehi, village, 724 
Ris-Ma4la, 777, 876, 877, 907 R u Risheswar Nath, 968 fo. 1 
Rastrak dts, 702 fp. 2, 740, 745 fn. 9, 754, : Reva (Narmada river), 789, 851, 879, 898, 

766, 787 768, 760, 761, 764, 766, 767,769, ; 898, 901, 904, 922. 985, 1067 
770, 840, 848, 854, 984, 987, 940; of | Revarass, Mahamandaledvara, 789 
Hatbundi, 855 ; of Kananj. 702; of | Revass stone-inacriptions of Argorajs, 1079 

u—17 
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Revasa stone-inecription of Prithviraja I, 1070 | 
Revaga stone inscription of Someévara, 1082 | 
Revatachala, $41 
Rewah, 772, 797, 799; Durbar of, 724; grant 

DYNASTIC HISTORY OF NORTHERN INDIA 

Sabars, 729 
Sabdagsiva. 763 
Sabditka, 904 
Sabha, 832 

of Jayasitiha, 795, 797 : grant (a) of | Sabhamandapa, 980, 981 fn. (c), 1068, 107%, 
Trailokyavarman 723 fo. 2, 724-25; grant 
(b) of aame, 725-26; grant of Sallakgana- | 
varmao, feudatory of Vijayadeva, 794; | 
stone-inscription of Karna, 785; stone- | 
inscription of Malayssitnha, feudatory of © 
Vijayasitubadeva; State of, 709, 770, 785, | 
TA, T94; town of, 762, 798 

Rewns. 8 village, 1982 
Rignasihsvasans, village, 1N34 
Riodbuwul (1 ¢., Rabadhavalaj, elder eon and © 

heir-apparent of UdevdJitya, 877 
Robtak district, in the Punjub, 1146 fn. 2 
Robtes, caatie of (Rohtasgach! on the river 

Son; bistoric hill fort in the Shahabad 
district, Bihar, $21 

Rogs :Sur) E. D., 1017 fn. 2 
Royal Asiatic Society, Bombay branch, 949 
Royal Asiatic Socmety’s graot, of Bhima II, 

1009 
Resbha, temple of, 910 
Reabha-.svamin, Jaina Tirthahara, 832 
Rg:. a Jaina trader, 832 
Radadevi, Aém 

Virasimbha, 1046 fo. 1 

Rudaladevi. daug!ter of Kirtipala 
temple of Siva at Jalor, 1125 

Rudra, god, 6"4. 656, £96, 813, 871 
Rudra-Mabakala, temple of, at Sidhapur, 973 
Rudramabalay . 943 
Rudra Suri, writer of the Veraval prasa-tt of 

Bt aéva-Brbaapati, O54 
Rudra, lomara chief; see Rutrens, 1OU fn 4 
Ru traditya, Blisagaik raya, 11.0 

Ro Jraditya, Dapaka, 553 
Rudraditya, prime-tintster of Paramsara la: ¢ 

Vakpat) I, 856, 557, 89). prunably the 
sawe asthe Dapska of the sence name 
above 

Rudrani, siso called Atmaprabha and Ycgint ; 
queen of the Sakambhari Cahanmana 

Candana; set up 1,000 Iingas on the banks 
of Pugkars, 1963, 1063 fu 7 

Rodrapala, son of Rayapala, 1112 
Rudrasambhy, ane of a line of Sarva ascetics 

who emigrated from Kadambagubi, 767 
Rodrena (Kudra), Tomara chief, 1063, 1063 

fn. 4, 1146 fo. & 
Roko ud-Din Firfz, 1146 fo. 5 
Rokn od-Din Hamza 1130 
Rupadesi, #8 daughter of Cacige, married to 

Gubila Tetasimba 1188 fo. 4, 1134, liv 
Réepeka (coin), 961, 100#, 1671, 1170 
Hi pakara, 706, 70s, 810, 904 

buit a 

Rustam, 1068 
Rath! Bagi temple at Dhod, 1062, 1079 

8 

G@abars-vathde, 687 
Gabsrmati, nver, 639, 1027 ; valley, 1160, 1161, 

1168, 1164 

' Sadadi inecription of Kumbha, 

1082, 1110, 1118, 1171 
Sibhramati river, 1021 
Sabuk-tigin, Yamfoi Sultin of Ghagoi, 682, 

1213 
Gachan, 620, 772 fn. 2, 865 fn. 3 
Sacira, 64, 701 fa. 1, 714, 733, 784 

' Sactva-pada (post of minister), 694 
Sadadi, a village in Jodhpur State, 1108, 1123 

1158, 1173, 
1175, 1178, PETG, PESO fn, 2, 1184 

Sadadi stone roscriyp tion of Jojalia, 1106 
Saibhdvadaabha, Saiva teacher of Daha's- 

mandala, 763 
_Saddharmacekrapravarttana Mal dvibfra, 755 
Sadhu, se general cf tbe Malavea king Bhosa, 

TS, 118 

Sadbanva, grandfather of Nohala, the Cau- 
lakya queen of the Kalacurs Yuvaraca I, 
it 

| Saédbéra fannty, 420 
Sadhu sabe, Tes 

| Sadhu-Sarvadeva, S32 
{queen: of the Vaghbria | Savartalgo spelt Baugar), dietrat C. P , ve. 

Sagar-dharmamrta, cf Atadbera. +04 fr 3 
G2 fn. 1, Gus 

" Sahajepals. Caben ane prince, 1114 
Saianga, Gubile cf Sauryetra, commence: cf 

the fitcea cf the Caulukya KumSbray 6.9. 
wi, PaO, 1202 

Sabangedvars, pod (Mahesverel, 1201 
Sahafita, Haihays k op, M49 fu. 1 
Chiara, Guhila of Baurdstra 1201 
Saberaopur, district, io U.P. 037 fo 9 
Sphssacénué, sillage of, YAY 
Sahasrads, a Hersaya prince: seme as Paur: 

pic Subasracit, 746 
Sabasrayt, a Paursnic Haihaja prince, o>, 

743 fp. 
Rahasralidga, lake, 73, S74 
Sabasrir'ups, Hathaya prince, 761, 793 
Sahasrértura (Kalacurt) princess. wife of t ¢ 

Rasteskoya king Krene Jil, 760, 761 
Bahasa cua mileecha (Shhab ud-[ in Ghar, 

ll4fin 1 
Sihavibans : 9}. 5 fn I 
Babi (dynaaty of the Punjab and Afghan - 

stan), G6] Ge, 69 
' Sahu. king of Kira, 676 
Sébrb-Kiés. « lreutenant of Qutb od-f's 

Aitak when he i.veated Ralrniar, 720 
Séhiue of Afghunutan and the Punsab, 1215, 

1214 
Biber, DK. 740 fn. 1 
Saindhasa. destroyed by the Arabs (Taythat). 

035 
Gaiva. 2 religious sect devoted to god Biv. 

761, 767, 770, 771, 772 776, 1127; ascetic’ 
767,771; templee, 818, 814 881 

Saseys, district, 050 
Fajans, Satradhdra, 866 

: Sajjsheli, village, 768 
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Aajjacea, composed the Bilhari prasasts 
with Srinivaga, 770 

Sajsana, Dandadhepats, 969 
Saka, country, JAG 
Saka, year, 407 
Sakala-Samanta cigamans, 605 

Sakambbari, ‘ake and town (trod. Sam 

phar) 755, S86. W987, 938 O41, 975 fo. 3, 
O76, Ys] YRZ, WAG, Ybs, 1023, 1008, 1060, 

1066, 1067, 1072, 1074, 1076, 1074, 1040, 
joo , (200 1908, 1105, 1306, TEES, Lda, 
1162, 17:77, lsh. Is? fo v, i200, 1202, 
1203, (216 1217; Cabema sas of, O57, U7Z 
fo 7, 0KN 0) 1055, 10.0 ff 

Makambbari, yvoddess, 1001; shrone at Sakrai, 
1006 fa. ¥ 

Sokumbhari-pradesa, WU6i fo 5; slao Sukam. 
bhari-desa, WHO fu. J 

Sahambharindra, ao epitbet of Lakgmana, 
1105 

Sakambhariscara, title of Cahamana kings, 

1061 
Skapura-pratyagaranaha, v6 
Sikeidra Suratrana (Sulpins, SUL 

Sahha (Nedky T44 

Sukhada, Mrufehara, cf Bhima TT, Hen, Lis 

Sukrer. bowe ZO) auniles divtant from Tighe 
nathyath. Ju:pur State, 

sakral stonganecrpuon cf the Cabamapa 
pooce Vigsubaraca, 1066 fu 

Aahtokunara, Goh la praee, 205, bee, 1155, 

WO, PLAS, PETOL V2, Ward, Va Tee, 

77, 12a 
Salu, 701 fo 3 
Saiaiva, 3 niles from Bamhm village, Damwob 

district, C OP, 73h 
Balashuns S+lakgana;, father of Vadbara, 

nb, 7, Oe 

Salakhanades., MayAi (queen). mother of Hana 
Lunaparad, 1035 

Catakbanapure, 112, 1U)) 
silakhagessata. temple af Tull 
Salakeapa. Pandita, wrilers of the Narwar 

grant, dd 
Salar tcommandanti, 6U2 fn 2 
Salagapavarmao (¢@.. Sailaknapal, heurava 

Maharanska of Kakaredika unod. Kakrer, 
Tah, 725, 72s 

Sulavans, Timare chief, 1064. according to 
wine the word means ‘together with 
Lavann, 1064 fn 3 

Balem, diwtrict, Madras, 775 fo, 3 
Salba, Chbam&na king who hberated the 

people of Sriméla from the Turuskas, 
1135 

Séihe, Sadhu, 708 
Séiupura (not identified), 978 fo. 3, 44 
Salivahann, anceator of Sejek:i, 1201 
Séhvabann, Gubile king of Mewar, 555, 1172, 

Hi3, 176 
Bil ahans of Paithen, 1200 a i 

Sallnkyaye feee Sullakeagavarman), 102, 703, , 
7] 

Salinkgana, Rayaputra Mokd-mantn, 1077 
Ballakyanadevi, mother of Lavopapraside, 

1087 fo. 5; ees dalakbapadev! above 

jointly : 

— Samaaadigs 
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Sallakganapala, Tomare king scoording to 
Cuoninvham, 1149 

Salleksapasituba, 701 fn. 4, 702 fo. 2 
_ Salivkgapavarinao, Candella king, 701 fn. 4, 

708, 704, 749 

Sallaksanavarman, 
Kabaredi, 799 

Salo, Cahamana king of Sanchor, 1185 
Salya, enemy of the Julor Cahawana Caciga- 

deva (Caca), LI3L 
Samadhigate-Putcamahasabda, epithet of 

rulers, usually of feudatury rank, indi 
Culing that tbey are enutied to the privi- 
lege of the Patcumuhasubhdu, 1053 

Siwanta (or Paveote’, Auta 723 
Mamauta. the earnest representative of 

the Cahawana fatuily (according to the 

obs Ipscriptions; boro in the Vatea- 
gotra at Ahiechatrapura, 1053 

Samanty, w feudatury ttl, 697, 697 fn. 3 
Ty) S89, 1061 

Samanta-caukra, tu 
Sumanta pats (tributary hief}, 764 

sa'nanterdca, Sakambhany Cabomana, 106L; 
wftudatory prince (Sumantu}, Possibly 
hoowth as Anapta; tiypra; Vatsa gotra, 1062 

~arantastuia, @itis Bhuvata, Caipotkata 
hig, vos 

Satnattawtuha, a ‘abamwane prince, 1133, 
Pd ede 

~unantas tuba, an officer of Saurastra, 1016 
sutsumtasitiha, Gubtla king, Wis, 924, 1001, 

ay Litt AES) Dsl fore; isa) 11S3 
fp. 1, Lls4, PZu6 

Samantasimha, Mahdmendalescara, Ranaka 
ruler of Mandal lug4 

Samura ‘contlicth, 780 
Samaré (uleo knowo a8 Sausara sod Sanh 

sarei, Wee 

Samata‘a, a Gubila chief of Saurdgtra, 977 
Samparapura, utown founted by Samare - 

stile, Tl6 
Samerasiit, Cahu mans)-Hanatha); identi- 

fed with Samerssituha, 107, 1126 
Samaragitiha, Cihanana king of Jalor, 1125, 

L120, Ts4 

Sanmorasimhe, Gubils king of Mewar, 661 
fn G S70, 1155. 116) fn 1, 1162, 1165, 
1173, 1176, WITT. Ws, 174, 1179 fn. 6, 
Lis2, lot, WSS. 157, Hoss, 1192, 1193, 
14, 1195, Lye 

Suwarssibs, NadJula Catamana, 98d fo. 1 
Samarit, a aon of Parmal Candella Pare- 

mardi ; captured Mahoba from Payyun 
by, 722, 729 

Hammira 

Titatmash}, 1094 
samava.apattala, 797 

Réoita, village, Sid 

the feudatory chief of 

* 

(Shams = ud-Din 

- Sagnbalpar, 803 fa. 15 district, 783 fo. 1 

.Sambhar, lakes ancient name Saékambhari, 

1034, 1073 fn. 3: regio possibly the cradie- 

land of the Cahamanas, 937, 97, 968, 106
1, 

1962, 1063, 110" 

Sambhar Nizamat of Shekhawati, Jaipur, 

1070, 1080 
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Sambhar stone-inscription of Jayasimhs, 965 | Saindilys gotra, 1010 fn. 2 
Sambhavanatha, 708 
gar (got), 812, 1182; temple of, 686, 876, 

Sambhu, Marakcteérara (god), 683 
Bamdernka (Sanderav:). 1120 
Samderaks-gaccba, 1118 
Samdhana-crgraha-mahasacira, 718 
Sathgama, Sutradhra, 771 

Bamgavatta. village of 963 
Bargramarata, Cabamina Mahamandaleérara, 

1057, 1129; also known ag Suamvrima- 
eimba and Ssnkhu, sometimes called a 
bhupati, 1058 

Sambgramara'a, king of Kashmir, 681 
Sarbgramara's, ruler of Badari in Vatmeda- 

rat a. 911 
Samhgramusinia, Cahamana prince (see Sarh- 

gramaraja), 1057 
Sath:ramasitha, 

1031 
Sathgramasimhs, Cahamins king of Sanchor. 

Mandale{cara of Lata, 

135 
Samgramasimbe, Mahdpratthara, 705 
Samid theévara (Sival, god, 976 
Samipati. enjoyed by the Naddile Céhamana 

Yuvaréja Jayatsiha, 1114 
Sathksrasiha Rand, 976 
Samkra dana (Indra , 626 
Samkrants 744 
Samol, s village in Mewar, 910 fn. 4, 1165 
Samo! stone-inscription of Fils, 1165 
Sampavada village of, 1026 
Somraj, a technical title of paramount 

sovereignty, 735 
Samrayya, 680, 696 
Samra{, a technical tithe of paramoant 

sovere gnty, 798 
Samudra, Aksapatalaks, 1170 
Sanudragupts, the Gupta emperor, 734, 1095 
Bamrdra, Mahamatya 1190 
Samaratsara-sraddha, 777 
Sémeaetsarika (funeral ceremony), 696, 823 
Séthvatas mba, same as Samantasimha, 118) 
Ramyogits. daughter of Gabarwar king Jays- 

candre sccording to Prthriréye Réso of 
Cund Bardaj, 1065 

Ssnchor {sncient Satyspura}, 1129 fo. 9, 
1133, 1184, 1185; district, 43 

Ssnchor stone-pillar inscription of Prathpa- 
aimha, 1136 

Séncora, a branch of the Cabamanas, 1135, | 
1136 

Bandera, identified with modern Sanderso in 
Jo bpur district, 1107 

Sarderao, ancient Bandera anc Sanderake ; 
ule. spelt Sandersv, 1107 

Senderay, socient Banderska, sod Sanders ; 
aleo spelt Sandereo, 1109 fn. 6, 1181 

peril inscription of Simantasithhs, 
18] 

Ganderay stove-insctiption of Kelbars, 1118, 
1120 

Sendhivigrahike, an official title, A64 
Prt lie ab official title, 895, O04, 

116] 

- fladkho, Cabamine prince 

Sanga, ‘deprived of his colour’ by the Jalor 
Caibamina Cacigadeva (Céca), 1181 

Satgamakheta-mangaia, 865 
Sadge, Rauwta, 725 
Sanghadhipats, 1030 

| Sadgl grant of Govinds IV, Rastrakdte 
king 756 

Sangrim Shah, father of Dalpat, the husband 
Durgdvati; a descendant of Jadurai, 802 
fn. 1 

' Sankara tgod), 744, 879, 1116 
Sankara, soo of the Devagir: Yddava Rama- 

deve and fiance of the Caulukya princess 
Devaiadevi, 1045 

Santkaradevi, goddess ; temple of, 1066 fn. 9 
Sapkeragapa J, Haihaya (Kelacuri) king 

of Gorakhpur (Kahla), 743 745 
Satkaragens Il, Mugdhatuhys Kalecuri 

king (Gorakhpur. Kahla), 744, 747, 754, 
754 fn. 5, 757 fn. 1 

Batkaragans III. Haibaye Kalscur king 
(Gorakhpur, Katha), 744, 747 

Ratkaragaps = (Sankuka?) = [Mugdhatunga, 
Prasiddbadhbavels, KRanavigrahs Haihsys 
(Kalacuri) king of Dahals, 759 fn &, 754, 
T6H1, 764; wlao called Cedifrara, 756, 757 

ee erge Guhile king of Chateau, 1198, 
t 

Baikaracens, Hashaya (Kalacun) king of 
Ma ava, 739 

Sankarogupa. Hashaya 
Gorakbpur (hase), 749 

Suabveuouka, village of, 1066 
SsAkare Svami, Saiva saint, 997 
Sankbapala, Nage ting, 459 
Sankbedsa, in the Barods Préot, 

Stale, at | 

Ralecuri king of 

Barods 

(nee Sathgrama.- 
rica), 1082, 1087, 1056 

Sahkoks, probably an sbt reviation of Nahkars- 
gene, 763 7 

Sanskrit, 692 fn. 4, 718. 717, 748, 7R2, 601, 
981 

Sintens, Raut, 717 
Séotindtha, Jaina Tirthadkars, 882, 110) 

1120 
Gant: Serman, Po: qsta, 784 
Santisega, guru ; Jains sage. 832 

’ Shntu. minrter of the Canlukya king Jays: 
sithhs Siddbarhja, 060 

Sspidalakge, 979 fn. 8,977, 965, 907, 944, 
903, 1001, 1072; country, 1061, 1082, 1044; 
derived from the word Siwalik (9), 1054 
fo. 1; identified with Siwalik bille, 1067 

 Sapéddlnkglys, Rate of Abkambbast, 087 
| Rapta-data-cigoga, 111! 
Sapteme-cakrorertim, 1041 

, Sapor, in Borath, 1201 
: Sarabhapurs, 758. 750 
| Barabbapure kings, 768 
' Garadasithhadevs, Kacchapaghita ting «! 

Narwar. 
Barshkotta- 
Beran district, Bihar, 7 
Bersharigadb, mod. Serangerh, 611 

cigeys, 1086 
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Sérapesvars temple-inseription of Allata, 
1172 fn. 4 

Sir ang Ded, last Pariber king of Gwalior, 
829 fn. 1 

Sérangs, 8 horse, Riven by Vigraharija to the 
Parem&ra Udayaditya, 1070 

Sératgadevs. Cuulukya king of Anshila- : 
patake, 1037, 1040, 1041, 1042. 1043 

Saratgedhars, author of Paddhats, 
Ip. 1, 1009 fn. 8 

Sarngadhara-poddhatt, 1052 fp. 1 
Sarangarb, to the east of Raipur, C. P. ; 

identibed With ancient Saraharagadh, 758, 
all 

Serssapurs, Arjana of, 1099 
Sarastata-mandala, 937 
Sorasvati (goddess), 703, 796, ASF, 807, 967, 

3005, 1028, 1171, 1200 5 imnge of, M64 

1U077 

Gnraavati, river, 680, 936 fo. ; 3944 fn. 3, 963, 
1021, 1080 fn. 2, 1118; valley, 937 

Saraswati, (name as Sarasvatit, river, 096 [n. 3 
Rarayu, river, 744, 747 
Sarda, B. B., 1061, 1973, 1098 fn. 4 
Sardar Museum, Jodhpur, 904 fp. 1 
Sarga, 860 
Sarwan, 715, 716 
Sarnath, 7&4 
Sarnath stone-inecription of Karga (Laksmi- 

karps). 764 
Sargavnt grants of the Kalacuri of Malwa: 

issued from Apatdapurs, identified woth 
Anand in the Katra district, Northern 
Division, Bombay, 739, 742 fn. 3 

Sareuti (Sarasvet:), probably the river of that 
pane, which dows though Ambel and 
Karnal, 1080, 1089 fn. 2 

Saerobhauma, ab imperial title, 406 
Sarvadera, Sadhu, S32 
Sarvekalé, Kuotela princess, wife of Pars- 

mars king Artup:varten, &.A 
Sarvananda, Karontha, ind 
Sarway inscription of Gapapat:, S34 
Siryiles, 9 branch of the Haibayas 138 
Sasana 715, 915 
Sasana-patra, 1007 
Sasbahw-ka dehrd, in the fortress of Gwalior, 

827 
Reabahu temple inecription of Mahipals, 622, 

424, 625, 826, 827 
Sudidbara. of the Mauna gofra; composer of 

the Bherpghat stone-:necription (prasasts: 
of Narssithhe and the Nagpur Museum 
inscription of Jeyasitihe, 703, 745 

Sadingpa (eee Candrarija II, Ciheména 
prince:, 1068 

Sub:piabbh, @ confidante of Debaladevi, 1075 
Sasiprabba, Nage princess; wife of Paramire— 

kirg Sindburtjs, 859 
se Naushirvéo, king of Persis, 1153 

n 
Sdetros, 836 
Raetri 910 fo. 2 
Shatn, Bal Gatgidhar, 681 fn. a 

Ristri, Rirknande, 964 fn. 4 
Setajans, village ; ancient Batdjoys, 901 fn. 

1, 004 fn. 1 

1277 

Satalit, 748 fo. 1 
ae villege of ; modern Satajena, 

Satarmakba (Indra), 845 
Satagadiké Ghat 794 

. Sitavahanas, of the Deccan, 838 
Saeett ie king, 838, 856 
Seti 734, 1058, 1083, 1181 fo. 6; pi 

1084: record, 734 ee 
Baliga, 9&0 

: Satragara (alme-house), 1035 
Satrunjaya (Setrangi rive:), 108 fn. 2 
Satrufissya. mahatirtha, 1030 

' Sattra 1034 
Satyapura liiod. Sanchor}, 1129 fn. 9, 1135 

113 ; Cabamanas of, 1055; mandala 943 
Satyura'a, Banswara Paramara king, 871 

92u, yeh, ye oe 
Saubhagyapura (mod. Soliagpur in Rewah 

State), 770 
Saugata (Budahist), 117) 
saupor, disinict, in C. P., 713, 400 1084 

Sauragtra, 441, 941 fn. 3, U6d, 977, 1010 
1039, 1117, LIGL, 1162, 1201, 1202 

Sauri (rignu), 717 
Savainsole, district of, N36 : according to 

pomethe word May mean. the 16 villages 
of Savain,’ 896 fn, 3 

, Savantas, Mandalescara of, kus 
“avar, estate of, lind 
Satara (iistake for Sabara}, O97 
Sasipati (used, Sevadi), 1100, 1109 fn. 4 
Seabhtavati, river, 43d 

Sehawa or Sihosa, wentified with ancient 
Kandase(hva)ra, S11 

Sehore, in Bhopal, 896 
Sejyahi taame as Sejakti), Jul fn. 1 
Seakji {sometimes called Sejaki), Gabils 

Prince, 120], 1201 fn. 1 
Sejakpur, town; founded by Seiaki, 1201 
Sekhasati (Shekhawata), situated in the north 

of Jaipur Stute, 1063, 1065 
Seljuq, Turkish ruler, 693 
Selluka, town of, 363 

Sembalaporaka, village o!, 553 
Semrs, » village in the Bijawar State, 

Bundelkhand Agency, 713 
Serra plates of Peramardi, 706 fn. 2, 708, 

713, 714, 715, Thy fp. 1, 723 fn. 2 
Sendpati, 715, 966, 971 
Seuss, of Bengal, 1155, 1217 
Secor! Narayan, on the vorthern bank of the 

Mahanst, Bilaspur district, O. P., 613 
Bereodeep iCeylon}, 960 
Segayi-grama (mod. Sajee?), 714 
Sesods, chiefs of ; Guinis Ranas of this place 

were the leaders of the Sesoc:a clan, 1180, 
1204 

_ Sesodia clan, 977 fn. 2, 1140 

' Revadi. 8 village in the Bali district, 982 

| fo. t, 1100, 1214 

' Bavadt grant of Ratnapals, 1053 fo. 1, 1210, 

1119 fn. 5 
’ Sevad. stone-inecriptions of Agéraja, 1109 

| Sevadi stone-inscription of Katudeva (Katuke- 
| bia), 114 

4 
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Bhahgsrb, a police station in the Saugor ' Sithbals, Ceylon, 660 
district, C. P., 713 | Simbana, Kalacuri’ prince of the Ahtheya- 

Shamsgadh Pargana, of the Bhopal State, 892 | vaméa, 815 fn. 8 
Shamen-d-din (Shams ud-Dip Altamash (IItut- | Simhansa (sawe as Sithghana and Siighaps), 

migh)}, 720 : Yadavea princeof Devagiri 102, 1034, 
Stams-ud-Din (tutmish), Sultso of Delhi,‘ 1025 1057. 1068, 1129 

1095, 1190, 1146 fo 4; sometimes spelt as : Sibbara;a. Cahamans king .f Sakambhari. 
Shamsu-u-Dic Altamash | 1055, 1064. 1065, 1066, 1068, 1105 1146 

Sianderska (mod. Ssnderav)-gaccha, 110) Sitbbari;s, Khada prince of Lobura, 676 
fn. 6, 1116 Siumharats, &.lpi, 827 

Shansabapiah dyoasty of Ghur, of Iranian : Subata, father of Disela, 1060 
origiv, 1078 fn. 2 . Subbaverman, Caulukya prince, 768 

Shansabanis of Ghdr, 1216, 1217; same as Siusla, summer capital of India, 731 fp. 1 
Shansabauish dynasty, see alove Sand, 42, 46, 961 O72, 1186. 11K9, 1211 

Sharfu-d-dio Muhammad Jarsh, « jieutensnt 1214; Arab cliefs of, Ost, 682: rulers ay 
of Ma sez ud-Din Ghari, 1019 1005 ; 

Stiekhawati, in Juipur State, 1070 1082 “inda, Mahdmandaleérara Bacamalla I, 776 
sheopur, district, ip Gwacor, 109 Sindarat:a}), son cf Doda Rao Subghardia 
Sher Shab, Afghan en.peror, 7:35 1052 oe 
Siabéb-ud-Din (Ghauri), 1003, 1146 fo. 1 Sitdh, country of, 86, 950, 051 
Shojavarman Mahdaranaka, 724 ' Sindb, river, 720, 733, 533 {n. 2, 1037; the 

Shujalpor pargans, io Bhopal Agency, C I., valley of, S34. somettinen spit Sind. 
892, 895 Rindhu-de<s, Rasa of, 4) 

Siéti, accordi: g to Ra'put tradition, grandson = Sindhula (Sindbura a, Pararmara king, Son, 
of Rathboda ‘Jayacacdra ‘Jayuccandra) of B55 fp 285d qs], 107) 

Kanau}, 1201 Sindhu-taa ts king of Siud-, 923, G46, 947 
Si i Auéinars, 750 aT 
Siidepura, ancient Sristhala-tirtha , 73 Sindburaja. father of the Cabsmina Samp- 
Siddba'a'a ‘Jayasimba), Caulukysa khiog, 711, Rranwaraye, POR, 1057, p20 

S77, Ys7, 1201 Sindbura a, Paramera king, 435, 5, 61, 
Siddhas, 1055 seal 2] 

Siddbeévara, temple of, (00, 1076 Stndhurajefrara, G4 
Sihaka viilage cf, MAY Sibghapa, Yadasa king, of Devagiri ; esame 

Sihaws aton.-imecrption of Karparé:e, “ll fp 4 as Simbana sod Sitbghans, Mr, Luzi, 
Sibtis, river, 954 1037 
Bikar, principality of shekbawat: in Japor singbanpur Bagraj, pear Mahoba, 717 

State, Ra:putana, 1065 Sipra, river, 86d 
Sikha. village. 796 S-rhind, boundaries of the tract known as. 
~ikotteri mabayapapali 1054 lini fa 2 
Siia, Gubila king of Mewar; alao called Sirkar sanbhal ; Sursuti. one of Mahailas in 

Biiaditya, 1158, 1163, 1164, 1165 Akbar's time, 1000 fp. 1; see Bureutl 
Si dditya, sane as Gubila Siis. 1165 Sirmur state, LUAW fp. 2 
Siladitya, Valabb: prince of Gujrrat, 1153, Sirod fahstl. oh 

1184, 1255 S.rohi, State, WO, 910, GIA, G17, au, 1121, 

Silahéra. feudatories of the Ragtrakitas of 1124, 1165, 1167 fn. 4, LINL, Lind 
' Méovakhetsks, 764 Surpur stovesoscrption of Sivagupia Balar- 

Silabara prince, 992 juha, 75m fa, 4 
Silékuta, 683 Siruls, village, O06 
Silans a Brabmen donee, §10 Sigargagb, ou the banks of the Pabu), u tribu- 
Sslapot{a-caméa, 801 tary of the Sind, 720 
Ff) ths Sarman, a Brébmen donee, 797 | Sité, a poetega, 444 
Silla, queen of Hayesrais, 1190 Sisabaldi (hill aud fort pear Nagpur, C. P.), 
Silpi, 715, 718. 726, 827, 10461 TRO 
Rirhgbens, Yadeva king; sometimes spelt Sitabaldi stoneinscription (of the Céjukys 

Sidghanpa and Simbapa, 1034 Vikremadity: Vit 7K0 
Sichha, a materpal uncle of the Vaghela king . S:ee (god), 674, 675 646 700,714, 783, 747, 

Vissladeva 1086 761, 763,770 775, 776, 7&4, 783, 785, 
Sirbbs. Gubiie king of Mewar. 1168 7000, 703, 700, 800, BOL. &73-75, BRL, 

Rirkha, lord of Lata-deéa; uncle of the Caha- | = AW], Sr2l, 124, 051. 03, 1005 1041, 1064, 
mins Sathgritmsrija, 1031, 1057 1065, 1075, 1167, 1171 1377, 1201 ; temple 

Birbbabhsta. another name of (Siyaka IT) i — of, 700 fn. 1, 1064 
Bares, 847 Siva-Mahedvara temple sf. 465 

Sishbadantabbate (Biyske IT), 454 | Siva-Vaidyanaths, 1083 ; temple of, at 

Sirhhagostba, village, 1066 : Dabo, 1034 
Bi corrupted | into the Prakrit form | Sivagupta, the first prince of the Somavarhéis 

| of Orissa, 759 fn. 6 Btyaks, 847 
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Sivandge, the chief Mantri of Dharga, 654, 
Bivapila, engraver of the Vasantgadh stone. 

inscription of Pirgepala, O11, 911 fn. 2 

Givariin. Cahamana king, 1200 

oa mahattama ; Ditaka of Balera grant, 

4 

Givara'a 1, Gorakhpur, Kalscur: king 

‘Kalle branch) 743, 745; priuce of the 

Kogia branch, 739. 

Bivera:s 11 (Gorakhpur) Kalacurs king of the 

Kabla branch, 744, 747 5 king of the 

Keo branch, 749, 750 
Qivaskanduvarmean, e Pallava prince, P57 

Ciwalk, eo range of bills rooms paradise te 
th: A.malaras from Kangra to Nainital, 

name derived from Saputs akag eon, 47 

fp 3, Mrb fa k, POod dnd, pote 

Miwalik pillar inscriptions of Vigesharac. 

1076, WATT 

niveke J, Paramara kh ng, hbo, SG sts sit 

Siyuke HD tHaeth Porgmars hen, Th, 

833, 543, 300 ahs STE OS] 

Siynhad va Hi, Paramarn bois eb sats 

as Siysha J] 
Smararaty (god Miva, oe] 
saith, VA, 8 tn D, 

Tio de bE Fe fn 2 

etharclesa Pe fl es, Levee 

, tharka, COh sre et of a turd. 8 otrieteen 

iijvatichat ape gtd te ais. cater the 

resenuen of a phice of a. rship “Deis 

Agihita, Cabsanone kiss cf 
known as Rcbits, Sabet 
Wor Por ge 3 

sotbata see Sob uta, Dba fT 

Sohkigaa, Vabetiara dks got son tor, Ws 

~albatesa Kalle Raler meoteee, Sk, 

oy amen ie nae Madecone di 6 a, 0 

~dba cf Cand kyaena his Taaphter 

Mala: a. bAT 

~ hada, rtupt:d pepucar Dame 

Paramata katg Sob ate, Hee2 

Sohacd, mate e g ft f drammes tu the tel pie 

af Matugo at Darthea P104 

ba Lagpur japeept Ss thayvapural. Tk 

Sohika, AKayastha, 5 

Solita, see Sebbite, 1165 fm 3, ttl 

Sohipe. see Sobhita 1105 fn. 3 
stat di trict, Jodhpur Suate, HEN 

~olunadeva, Raya, (00 
Soleil woe Casulukyay 162 
sulankt clan, AT¢ 

So at village on the bank of the Mahi. an 

the Dongerpur State, Ra po tara. Vast 

Sp stonernacs pron cf Syivantagy'a, 

HRY, DIRT Pest, 1208 

Solna euph, Gag 
Sumadesa, Mahakart s «uth ref the drama 

Lalita Vigroharaja. 1UT4 
Comatekha, wife ‘prya) cf Cahamatia hong 

Ayayaphla, 1 7! 
Buriatiades} a veriant of the Aa of Ajnya- 

Aia'e queen (Somalekha), 102 

Seuansihe fined. Sommahs, S71. M1, 42, 

183, 1006 1041, 1071; patiana, Yt; 

temple of, 980 

TK) t. ] ae ae fr, ] 

Na tla a a lg 

an’ “th ta 

me, 

be. 

of the 
* 

Mie 

- ‘ 
al 

Souasiha, Kisastha, Aleapataltka, 

1279 

_ Somanathadeva, town of, 1038 
Somaprabha, auther of Kumérepala prati- 

bodha, 904 “a ia 
Somacitss, father of the scu!ptor, 717 
Somar&ya, Guhila of Sauristra, 1201 
Sornaraiades a, Maha-Pratthara. 1009 
Satnaniha, Akaapatalka, 1035 

1011 ; 
probably the eame aa above 
ee a prince of the Maru country, 

+ 

Samasithins = Mahdmundulesiara, born i the 
ee = : Ae aN Bg oP 112 

ie) Se probally the ane : pe il 
Somascamidera, god (Visa), 768 
Scmaramnda 774 7 
Satmavate: kings f Katak ° 759 

“olbav atin? princes of Kuanker, SE 
Semavar. orulerof Grie-a. 765, 858 

Soravst. frei, Soh 
Somfperat. tlodsy TH. 765 460, 996; temple 

at ee aS 

Son¢-saradeva, composer of the Kadi grant 
if Pbana PL, Wats 

Steessata, a Kirada Paramara “78, 982 
some scata,  Thakkura | Gurrara-Purohita; 

Geopeser af variona Girnar insenptiong 
of Vera thusaa 1980, 1:81. probably the 

sale is Satesvara teva above 
Sonesvara, ar val prest 1°34; game as the 

Gurjora Purchita Some‘vara 
Sme-tara, dmadtya of Acavapals 999, 1009, 

1 ty 
Semysvats, anthor of Air's Naumuds, 1924, 

Pr ps, 102. same as the roval prest 
Soeessata aby ve 

Somecata, Cahan ana proce. GM fr 2 
Ped d82 2 Ge ast 1480, 19838, TO9 

hive‘ the prince cf Konkan, Didi but 
eee Ts] fo 85 marred the dvughter cfs 
Kelacuns proce cf Topuri: Pratapa- 
‘aniestars, a lirnda 1s} 

Someavara 1 !Alaramo.a) Caluksa king, of 

Kalsan GQu Ty 780, 787 fo. & aS 60; 

Qimesvara VT, CAlukya king o' Kalyan, 

ses, Somesvara IV, Célukya king of 
Kalsan, 776 

Soneévara, Nagavathd: (Sinda)  prine, 

art 

Snessara. omuteter of Kalacurr king 

Latgmanara a f, 76°, 768 

Some dvara-pattans, 942 

Sanath (ee Somanithal, 765, 765, 935, 

ung WT OBS, ae, ue], 962 990, 1010 

Loa, 10e%, sorvetimes epelt Son nash 

So nitvath (ace Som ath and Somaniths). 03, 

1 44 

Somara a, a Brebman, $13 

Sor, raver, TER, TEL, BQN, 3218 

G. nasara, Paramardideva encamped at 713 

Sanigard, a branch of the Cabandnas, 4530, 

1135, 1136 
eS. 

Sonigarda, same as the Cahaménas of Jhvali 

ure; rometimes spelt 98 Soniglré or 

Bocaciil, 1128 fn. 4, 1128 
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Sonpar, capital of Sonpur State, 808 
Sonpur State, 808 
Sovpur grant, of Kumara Somesdvars, 807 fn. 3 
Soorsutty (Sarasvati), rivar, 1089 fn. 8 
Sorsth, in Kathiawar peninsola. 1291, 122 
Bouthern Guiarat (Lite), 764, 838, 839 
Bouthern India, 753 
Southern Ra‘putans, 837, 861, 874 
Spalaga-dama, 1056 fp. 7 
Srérake, 980. 1013 
Sracake-pratikramana-suira-cirnt of Kamals- | 

caodra, manuscript of, 1190 
Sravan :bhadra-raméa, 865 
Srivasti, 676 fn. 1 
Sresthin. 707, 708, 832 
Srideva, Svetambara, Jain, 974 fn. 2 
Sridbara. of the Vastritula family ; honoured 

among the officials of kirg Buima IT, 1010 
Sridhars (Visnu), L116 
Sridhars Mantri of Vigrahard‘a IV, 1075 
Sridbars, Thakkura Mahdésdndhirigrahika, 

1035 
8ri Dbommaré:a, Paramara king, 917 
$ri Guhila or Guhila-éri. legend on silver 

co:ns found at Agra, 1164, 1199 
Sri-Harsa Parandra king of Malwa. 921 
Sri.Jats feudatory of the Dahala Kalacun 

Karna 798 
Sri-Jaya, Mahdsandhirigrahika, officer of 

Milardis 942 
Srikanths (Mabideva), 852 
Sriu.ad Madanavarmadeva, same as Candella 

Madanaverman, 795 
Srimala (mod. Bhiomsl), 912, 1128, 1229, 

1192, 11°3 
Srimaia-vainéa, 997 
Gri-Nilskantha. temple of, at Kalinyar, 705 
Srinivasa composed the Bilbar: stone -inacrip- 

ton (pragesti) jointly with Sayjana, 770 
Sripéla. 730, 979 
Sriporrata, bo'y lord of; Viggnukundine medi- 

tate on the feet of, 776 {n. 2 
Sripsthd, city of ‘ancient oame of Bians, 

acc. to Fleet}, ’ 31 
Gripsti, » Gauge Kéyastha, writer of the 

Delhi Siwalik pillsr-inscription of the 
Cabansapa Vigrtbar&ja TV, 1077 

Bripsti, Akgapotoladhifc, of the Gubile 
Narscéhaps, 1172; Aksapeteltka, of tbe 

Guhila Baktikomara, 1178 

 Sthati-mandala, 
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Sri-Voppa, the legend on the obverse of ¢ 
coin, 1166 

Srutadevatd (goddess of soriptare), ‘famous ic 
the world under the name of Parkaja- 
vasini,’ 832 

Stambhbatirtha (mod. Cambay), 1080, 1057 
Statesman, the, 858 
Sten Konow, 938 fn. 2 
Sthali (Vaigsde), 971 fn. 

862 
Sthanapats, an official title connected with 
Saag ata of a temple, 1011, 1015, 

Sthinvideara, mod. Thanesar, Karnal district, 
Punjab. 862 

" Sthapaty O11 fn. 2 
Stone-inscription from Kasia; belunginy to 

the Kaas branch of the Gorakhpur 
Hathaya «Kalecaris), 742 

" Stone-inscription of Naravabane, 1157 
Subhathkare, Srdraka, 990 
Subbananda. of the Vastavya-vathdéa; writer 

of the Pachar grant of Paramard), 716 
Suthdgta-ratna samdoha of Amitagati, 857 
Subhata, Vastavva Kivectha cf Takképiba ; 

Sacra an} Kosadhtkaradhipott of Candelia 
Bhotavarmon, 733 

Subhata, don.tions to god Jayasvémi by, 
11 

‘ Subbsts of Karpuradharfi; also known as 
Suhedadsalya, 1135 

Subhatavarican, same as Sobada Paramara 
king of Milava 905, 1023 In. 2 

Suciravarman, Gubila prince of Mewar, 1173, 
1178, 1176 

Suidékupé (so mountain pass), 964 
Sudali ersaya, 7% 
Sudavacs, readense of tbe Candella Deva- 

varman, (05 
cba Mahdsandhicigrchtka, Tha(kkurs!, 

| 
~Budhavé. a queen of the Cihamina kinz 

Argoré'a. 1072, 1074, 1078 

. Bugalladev!. wife of Gorakhpur (Kabila) Kals- 
cur: king Sivaréje (J]), 744 

Sugandhidn (Sundba Hill), 1182 
Suhavadevi, Afahdrdjai, queen of Pribviras 

TI, 1079, 1060 
- Rubavedvara, god, 1079 
Suhila, born in the Vastavys family, 717 

3 

Sini-Pofs, another name of Vikramasutbhs, , Sukta-tirthe, on the Narmadé, 945 

1180 fo. 1 . 
Gripurs (mod. Sripur in Raipur district, 

C. P.), 759 
‘Sripora-kings,’ 679 
Sri-Ratneptis, rapakdra 810 
Srt-Sahills Thakkwra, 800 
Sri-Bibsds Raut, 717 
8ri-Somaladevi. 1771 
Gri-Romesvers-deva the legend on the obverse 

of the coin of Somedvers. 1168 
Sristhsla-tirtha (Siddhepura), 978 
Sri Vaghedeva Mahdrdjaputra, 734 
Gri-Vallabbs, birwde of Vakpeti IT, 862, 858 
Gri-Vatesriis, 

810 
writer of Amods grant | 

Sokri. river. 1077 
| Suketa-kirts-kallolini, of Odayaprabha, ‘~’ 
i fn 2, 987, WZ fo 2, 1027 
' Sukrta-somkirtana. 037 fo. 6, 944 fp. 5, 1007, 
|” 1001, 1008, 1025, 1028 
; Rykthenkar, #17 fn. 8, 919 fn. 3 
' SGladbare (8, v0), god, 686 
| Sulbans. king of Maleva(?), 1071 
; Sulhens, s commander in-chief. possih!s « 
| the Parami-s Yeéovarman 1071 
| Salkamandapika (ovatom.bonse), 1116, 1202 
| Bultan, 721, 1044, 1045 1088, 1080 
: Sultin ‘Al& ud-Din, 785 
Sultan I-yal-timiab (Dtotmish), 796 
Bulthn-i-Ghas! (Mai‘ss ud-Din,, 1087, 

f 
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Gultin Mabmid, 601, 1044, 1212, 1213, 1214, 
1215, 1218 

Bultic Mobsmmad Sim Ghiri, 1019 

Bultéo Mu‘ize vd-Din, 

Mu‘izs ud-Din Ghirl, 1016 

Bultan Nagir ud-Din, 780, 634 fn. 1 

Sultéa-Kot, 7236 

Simans, Satradhara, 1033 

Guthdire (9), god, 872 

Gumitra, a descendent of the epic hero Rama | 

of the Solar line, 1153 

Gimnét (Persien variation of Somanatha), 

058, 958, 959, 960 

Gumra (Rajput tribe), 940 fo. 4; rulers of 

MangSreb in lower Sind, 946, Tk) fn. 1; 

chiefs, 972; for their history, DH NT, Vol. 

I, Chapter I, pp. 208. 

Qyumvers chief of SurBatra, ‘H12 

Qun-god (Iodréditya), temple of, 1/0 

Sunak village, 15 mileeE SE. from Pattan 

in N. Guinrat and 5 miles west of Unjhs 

railway station, 963 

Sonek grant, of the Caulukya Karna T, 363 

Sundar&, sister of the author Dhanapala. 650 

Supdha hill, 1132 
Bundhe hill-inseription of CAciea, 485, 856, 

962, 965 UTE 992 1053, 2268, 1100, TOT, 

110), 1197, 1121, 1122, Ved, W268, Hes, 

1120, 1190, 31817 1192, 1135 TIN 

Runwar, station. 11% 

Rupoiteréss @ Suiva ascetic, of the Lakulisa 

vect, 1172 
Suracand, ancient Siracands, Wtifn 4 

Rarécanda, molern Roracand Weitn t 

Ruraditya (Sdraditya) Narcttama, 565 

Gir: pile, Pals king of Bencal, 1) 

Surissgl. belonging to ‘sambaddi.u), Se 

Burdetre, 6G, 902, U9, 10, 1921: maundala, 

100%), esgaya, Y66; sometimes apelt Sau- 

ragtta 

Surat cit and district in Bambat, WIA 

Burat grant of Kirtirata, S81, 540, Rs 

Surat grant of Trilocanapdla, Gas 80, 

Guratrige. Caihamépa 
bhor, 1007 

Surs (Jains wacherl, S31 
Sari Nayacandra. 1058 
Surjon-canta of the Gauge Ambagths Candra- 

éckhare, LOG, 1974 

Sureuti, Tbn-i-Batutah calls sta great city. 

in Akbar’s tine it wea one of the 

Mahallas of Birkear Senbbal, 100 fn. J 

Rirya, got, temple of, 118] 

ugh 

Serya-mandala {aun}, eporymcvs Cabaman® | 

born from, 1083 
Biryamati, queen of the 

Avante, 728 {n. 2 

Kashmirian king 

Biryapils. Kacchapagbate prince of Gwalior, | 

Rusawet Minks, Amber wrested from the, 829 

Susi. grdmo (village), within the limita of the 

jand of Kasi, 788 

Butlej, river, 1077, 2078, 1087 fn. 9. 1908, 1217 
Satradhdra, 687, 708, 707, 771. 793, 74. "97, 

81, G12 fn. 9, 1009, 1016, 1089, 2059, 

1190, 1200 

78 

1004; same oa Sulfin : 

price of Ranthem: | 

1281 
| Sitradhdra (in Savakrit | 
' Sfitradharadhurt, 1034 en 
' Suvarpaprisadika, 888 
al (modern Bohpur), 800; lord of, 

Bovratadeva, Muni, 664 
8vaimin, 809 

| Svarga-doGratirthe, 747 
_ Bvesigal?), Vijaya skandharara of (Lakem!)- 

Karna situated at, 783 
Svayambht, god, 776 
Srayampara, 945, 1037, 1045 
Svetambaras, a division of the Jainas, 831 
Svetapada (identified with North portion of 

Nasik diatrict}, 743, 864 
Syddrada (Jaina), 1171 
Syama Pardvanatha. temple of, 1193 
Syamaladevi, danghter of the Paraméra 

Udayaditys and wife of the Gobhila.putrs 
Vijayasitha, 791, 676 

T 

Tabaqut-s-Akbari, of Nizam ud-Din, 692, 962 
Tubagqats+-Na@sirs, of Minh&j ud-Din, trane 

slated by Raverty, 725, 727, 906, 1017, 
}ipsQ 

Tabarhindah, 1087: sometinies spelt Tabar- 

livdh, Tarhindah, Patbindab, Bithandah 

or Bhatindab; some identify it with 

modern Bhatinda in the Patiala State, 

WAT In 2: fort of, 165d 

Tedera named Pipparika, 963 ; some read 

Vedar, 563 fo. 1 
Vahsil Beberu (U.P.), 706 
Teahei! Pailaui, 714 

Taba! Teonthar (Rewab), 709 

Tai'a I, Calukys king of Kalyant, 765, 766, 

“eg Tt TT4, BL, 857, S78, 938 

Tarla-ghanoka loa]emil}}, ahd 

Tailape IT, Calukys king of Kalyana, Bh4, 

Q85 867 658, M6; ; same a8 Taia JI shove 

Tailaps, king of Telingans, 657, 937; same 

gas Totla TY above 
Talapadeva, king of Telings country, 856; 

ante as Tala IT shove 

Taritka (oilman), 875 a 

Taj ahi (sometines written Ta-Yasa'i}, Nusrat 

ud Din, a hentenant of Ihutmish, 726, 727 

Tajrkas (Arabs), 1156 are 

Tay-ul-Va athir of Hasan Nizami, 720, 721, 

425 fo. 1, 82 fn 2. 1018, 1091 

. Takari, Brdhman Silana emigrated frotn, 

Takka, merchants of 170 

Takkarika, town of. 783 

Telahari-bhdmi, 808 
. Tglehari-mandald, 806, R11 fn. 1 ; 

Talabati, town; ancient Talabatti, 110) fa 

810 

modern Tatshati. » town 1101 

Harhsya king. 738 

Tilajsighes, eons of king. 788 

Talajba. mahdstha
ns, 1006 

_ Talopddo, ® territorial divieiod
, 

q 
| Talehs tyke, 
Talajsighs. 

1005 
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Tolara, an official designation, 1185, 1187, 
1189, 1192 

Talarakes, 1185 
Telwara, in the Banswara State, Rajputans, 

970; inscription of Jayasimbe, 967, 972, 1162) Thaba (2), Mahash { 
Témbulikas, 1116 
Témraka, 725 
Téirmrepargl, river, 879 
Tamrapatta, 744 
Tamtsrads family, 1185 
Taratuth! village; modern Tantol:, 1093 
Tamvar, same asthe Tomara of the inecrip- 

tions, 1068 
Tarhvrévatt, situated io the north of Jaipur 

State; name sai! to be derived from Tata- 
var (Tomars). 1063 

Tante( ?)-dvidadaks, 724 

Téthtarada above 
Tantol: image-tnsecription, of Hariraia, 1093 

DYNASTIC HISTORY OF NORTHERN INDIA 

iT od stove-inecription uf Jayasithhe, 796, 

se stone-inscription of Gnydé-Karna, 790, 

Mahamatya), 1008 
Phakkura, 687, 715, 726, 964, 980, 1030, 1035, 

1079, 1112, 1119, 1114, 1201, 1203, 1204 
Thakura, 794, 795 
Thalluke, Jaina, 1100 
Thalner, on the Godavari, 

Bombay, 1068 fn. 2 
| Thanaépats. of Prithvirats TIT, 722 
Thanesar, 114; town, JOSN fn. 9; ancient 

Thanvisaru 
> Thar (desert), 957 
- Thasiaudhs. Dharmalekhi, 707 

near Nasik, 

. Tha-srt-Suprata, Sutradhara, 707 
Tagtarnda family, 1192: probably same os Thatherd (copper-smith), S01 

' Therarali of Merntunygs, O44 fo. 1, G8 fn 4, 

Tsotrapals. 1063; may denote the designation | 
of an individual, 1964 fo. 1 

Tépasa-mothe (monastery for ascetics), 806 
Tapti river, 779, 781, 839, L024 
Tar&, goddess, 748 
Taragadh hill, 1074 
Tar&‘in, situated ‘on the bank of the Soor- 

sutty, 14 miles from Thaneswar, and &0 
miles from Dehiv,” 1058 fn. 3; first 
battl> of, 1085, 108 fg. 3; second battle 
of. 1989, 19u8, L217 

Tarbind (Tabarhindah), 1000 
Ta'rikh-s-' 4la1, LPL, also koown as Khozai- 

nu! Futah of Amir BKhuerau, 1105 fo. 5, 
1197 fn, ¥. 12045 

Tank. Alf, 956, 957 
Ta’rikh-:-Pirishta, 955, V58 
Tartkh-:-FPira: Shahi 1101, 1105 fp. 4 

Ta'rikh ul-Kamil, Sh 
Tarkariks 646, 687 
Tawney, 545, 943 fn. 3, 950 fo. 5, 1003 fn. 1 
Taylor, J., translator (Roglish) of the 

bodhacandrodaya, 695 fn. 4 
Tejapale, subordinate of the feudatory chiel- 

tain Madanabrahmadera, 10% 
Tejasuhba, Devde (Deora) Cahamina of 

Candravati and Arbuds, 919, 1127 fn, 2 
Te)asitmha. Gobila kine of Mewar (capital . 

Aghata), 1134 fo. 1, 1037, 1146, 1190, 1191, 
1192, 1193 

Teiahpals, Jains Bams minister of Bhima IT, 
10312, 1014, 1029, 1030, 1936; « tabular 
account of bis family, 1013; Mocnt Abu | 
profasts of , 40-91 

Te‘karan, a’tce Dalles Rai, lest Kachwaiha | 
king of Gwalior, 895, 829 fn. 1, S34 In. 1 

Telinga country: king Tailapadevs iCéjukya 
Tala TT) 856 

Telitgana. Taslaps of, 937 
Temple of Vestaptla 

mount Girnar. 1030 
Tesuka Yédava king of Chandod, 938 [n. 4 

snd Te‘abpale at 

Tewar, a village sboat 6 miles to the weat of | 
P.; ancient Tripuri, capital | Tomeredéa (Tomare chief}, 1063 
Kalacaris, 770, 79, 790, 

J _C. 

’ 

50 fn. 3. OA, Obs, G85, 998, 1000, 100%, 

1016, 102s, 1035 
© Thikkartks, village of, V3 
: Thiraica, a Brahman, *05 

Pra- | 

Thiruka, Aeronstha (father of Dhbiraniga, 
composer of the Haraa lnseription), 1006 

Thornton LORV fn 2 
Tiaari (Tewar), 655 fn. 4, 772 
Tibet, 677 fo. 1 
Tibetan tradition, 774, 780 
Tihunaks, Devda C&hamana of Candrévat 

apd Arbuda, P27 fn. 2 
Tihnoeks, RayAi, 1119 
Tikarska, Cratrice of, F744 
Tilakara's. an astrologer, 1077 
Tilaks Wama Deo (Candells, Trail kyavar- 

nen) Tat 
Tiluki Wa Milahi, 735 
Tilakwada, the head quartere of wo maha’, 

. Baroda rant, Barods State, oi 
| Tilakwada grant of Hhujadeva, v4 
Tilhana, Acldkuia, 3 

| Titwara, 112 fu. 5 
 Timane grant of the Mchea Jagamalle, 17" 
Timbanaka, (mod. Timana), 1007; Mahdjancs 

of, 100K 
 Timurids, 1163 
 Tinisapadre-drddasake, 459 
Tirs-bhukt: (mod. Tirhnt), 670, Ths 
Tirbut, derived from Tira-bhukts, 670 

 Tirowry {same as Tara'tn), 14 in 3 
Tirtha, AOA. 06; of Romacathe, 1541 
Tirtha-kalpe, af Jinaprabha, 1105 
Tirthodkora, 432, 1020, 1100, 111K, 110) 

; Tod, Colonel. author of Annals and Antiqu:- 
tee cf Rasasthan, ht fn. 3, 1000, Th, 
1104, 1205, 143 fn. 2, 1165, MOR, ITS, 
1217 

' Toggela (4, an unidentified enemy of kin: 
:  Bhoys, 46 . 
' Tomars Rarput tribe, 1084, 1968. 1004, 1%, 

1146; sieo known ae Tuer and Tanaar, 
145fo 1; of Delhi, 1148. ; bibieagraphy. 

1152; genealogical tablen of, 115% 

Tonk State, M4 
Tons, river, 704 
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Tonwar, same as Tomara, 1145 fp. 1 
Topra, 8 village 18 miles to the south of 

Bhahdsura, pear Khizgrabad, immediately 
west of the Jumps at the foot of Siwalik 
mountains. Original site of the Dell: 
biwahk pillaransenption of Cahawana 
Visaladeva (alias Niygraheraja 1V) See 
Delhi Siwalik pillar inscription, 

Torana, 141, 1122 
Traiktijaae, 730 
Tralokyamahadevi, wife of the Caulukya king 

Vikramaditya U1, of Badatni, 756 fn. 4 

Trasokyavarman, 725 
Trailokyamalla, a biruda of Caulukya king 

Karga, 063 
Trailohyamatia, another namo of the Kaccha- 

paghates king Muladeva, *25, 526 
Tralokyavarmadeysa, Cundella king, 723, 

724; also cailed Traiokyamalla 
Trailokyavarmen, Candella hing, 722, 

7260 TAT, Tes, 720, 739, S00, saine as Tras 
loksavarmadeva 

Tribhuvans-Nardyapa, god; 
(hiter (Citrakdtai. sc), 2107 

Tribhuvans Noravegs, appears to be a Farida 
of Paramore king, Bhaja, wt 

Tobbuvanapaia, Caulukva king of Analula- 
putaka, 474, OTK, WTA, Dak, den, Vds7, 

al 
Trihaimga, 724, @s3 fn. 1 

Trkuangadhtpats, 70, TL, 705, TUT, To 
Trilicane (Sivep. 14, 785 
Trilvcanapaln, Lats Caulukya kong, 

fo. 3, aN, Ode 

Trilocanspals, Sabi prince, 641 
Tripurantaka, pod, bast 
Thpurantaka, Lakulisa-Padupata 

1(s4] 

Trpury (modern Tewar near Jubtulpore), 
O75, 745, 705, TOh fn 2. TeT, Te Ta, 

TT, Taw, Tas, TRG, THO, ROD Ne od Anas, 
NOE MBA AO ATU, capital of the Hashaya 

(Kalscurta) of Dahela, 1051, 1061 fn. 4 
Trepuri-puramdara, Mel fn. 4 
Tripuruguprasade, temple cf, ss) 
Trseaa(s-amr(t, of Adadhare, 02 
Tritaccurya, 165, Rune 
Trvidba-virs, biraga of the Paramars hing 

Arjunavarmap, 89 
Trtau, a Vedic tribe, S02 fp. 4 
Tritner, 772 (n,Q 
Try ainbaka (Siva), 724, 104 
Tuer, same as Tomars, 14h fo. } 
Tutinepdla, fetber of kang Virssopala cf 

Tngoda stone-inactiption, S55 
Tulah. 1,200 borses, all men ct, 10, 

of, 10K9 

temple of, at 

mt, os 
a) 

Race tic, 

Toemans, silage (ancent Tothmana), in the | 

Loepha Zamindarci of Bilaspur detrict. | 
C. 7, 758, 808 

Tommana ta veriant of Turhmaga), S12 

Tt, BOO, BOD, BOB, BOE, RAG, Ws, ATT. BTL, 
R13, 414, BIB; defa, ROM; Haihayas of, Bots 

4 Kaincuris of, 816 

| 
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Tin akiipaka-deadadeka, 1066 
Tundikeras, naine of @ Haihaya group, 738 l'ungabhadra, river, 878 
Turagapatt, 743 
Turkish Sultana of Delhi, 1044 
Turks, 723, 755, 906, 941, 1162, 1203, 1213, 

1214, 1216, 1217; prowess of, shown ain 
catching elephants, 692 

Turuaka (land) linuts of n the Caulukya 
Kumarapale’s digenaya, 986 

Turuaka-riras, Vor 

| 
| 
1 

' Turuskas, 683, 723, 725, 727, 75h 
Tralokyamalla, Candella king, also called | Te ee 0, 1073, 174, 1007, 1105, 1106, 1121, 

1224, 1120, 1157, 1168 

U 

Chhlods, pathaka of, 978 
Uccukalpa, Maharajas of, 740 
Veh, 1217 
Uchehah, 1017 
Udaipur, 769, 940 fal 3, 970, 974 fn, 1, 1084 

fre 2, 1207 fu 7, 1785, 1109, 70, 71, 
Hi73, 117%, Lfs6 fo a, lie, LUT; capital 
cf Mewar, POXL. State, YTS, 9&9, 1079, 
li*3, station. 1069 

Usapur (unaprint for Udayspur) prasasts of 
the Paramaéras of Malava, 704, 776 fn. 8, 
R44, 845, 647, oh, 552, Bo4, 254, 665, B74, 
B72, 921, 952; see alno M75 fo 4 

Udaipur (misprint for Udayapur) inseription 
of Jayasitiha, v6 

Udaipur (sometimes catled Nagda) inscription 
if Aparauta, 115s 

Uduipur stune insertption of Prthviraja 111, 
1Us4 

Udal, hero of the Bonaphar clan, 719 
Udalesvara, god. temple of, 952 
Udaya, Thahhurapni, 869 
(davaditya, Paraa &re king ef Malave, 699, 

70) fn 4, 702, 77s. Ta, 7TY9U, TIL, 792, 
TG, &T2, STG, 874, 715, S76, BTT, S75, 885,: 
M13 fn 6, $070, PTR 

Udavamati. queen of hina ] and metber of 
Karos 7, (f2, 9% 

Udayana, ‘great nipister, 076, 977, 992; rich 
men hantaf the Srimala vaméa, 997 ; father 
of son Amrabbats, 908, 1002 

Udavanadeva, prime nunister of Siddbara:a, 

O75. ORT, VOL; same as Udayana above | 
Udaysprabhs, author of Sukrta-kirti-kallolini, 

17 fo. 4, 1031, 1039: slao composer of 

some of the Girnar prasastts of the time of 

Vastupala and Terabpila, 1031; Jaina 
priest, 1090 

Quazi  Udayepur. a town 10 Gwahor State, 876, 894, 

O01, oS, 967, 962, 999, 1078 ; sometimes 
epelt Udaipur 

Udayspur (also spelt 
R76 fn. 4 

Udaipur), 921; -pragasts, 

, Udayspur stone-inscriptian of Ajavapals, 985, 

Tuthmags (modern Tumane), 742, 754. TNE 49g 
; 

Udavarur stoneinseription of Devapala, Mil 

[ dayapus atone-rpacriptiod of Jayast: ha, 

Bx4, 008, 967 
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Udayapura inecriptione of Kumirapale, 887, 
962. 983. 989 

Udaypur stone-inacription, of Udayaditya, 875 
Udayarais, writer of the Dubkund inscription 

of V.jayapala, 833 
pita Peramare king, 969 fn. 1, 978 

n.§ 
Udayasithha, Cahaméne king of Jaior, 1021, | 

1196, 1127, 1128, 11.9, 1180, 1291, 1182, 
1133 1134 1186. 1288 

Uideyesimha, Karanska Thakkura, 726 
Udayavarmadeva, Paramara king, 893; same 

as Udayavarman below 
Udaysvcri.an, Paraméars king, 889, 90-93, 

gul 
Udbhare Recamallestara, god, 776 
vee a prince of the Dadhicika lineage, 

l 

Uddharcns, Rauta, 1208, 1204 
Uddharana, Talaraksa, 1185, 1192 
Uddbaragasvamin « Vignu), temple of, 1193 
Udi Sah, sume as Udayasimha, 1130 
Ujjain, city in Gwalior State, C. 7. ; ancient 

Unarini, 7!0 840, S46, 8!7, B58, BAN, 
$62, S53. 865, 887, AIL, 968. “70, Gx. 
1021 fn. 8, 1059, 1060, 1071, 1099 

Cyan grant cf Bhoja, 862 

D)yain grant of Jayavarman, 683 fn. 1, 885 
Ujjain grant of Lakemivarman, 882, 8&6, 

888, 9u1 fn. 1 
Ujjain grant of Naravarman, 883 
Ujjsin grant of Vakpeti II, 653, 857 
Ujjain grant of Yedovarman, BY1 fn. 1, 904 
Uyyjsin fregwentary  stone-inacription 

Jaysebha, 884, 887, 266 
Ujjain Negart (same as U)syini-nagati!, 907 
Urayanta. mahatirtha, liso 
CUysayin: , capital of ancrent Avanti, 672, 73y, 

754, 637, 638, 652, 663. 96, 976 {n. 1 
*‘Ukhsa mandar,” an old Hindu temple rt 

the tuwo of Biana in Bharatpur State, 
Ra'putans, 824, 43 

* Ukba- Mandar ' stone-ingcription. of Marge- 
laraja, 823 

Diadana (mod. Ocidanal, 714 
Tljamun., village cf, 892 
Tilabhs, Kalxcurs king (Gorakhpur Kabis 

branch), 744, 746 

Cilskbans (Uluch Khén), brother of Sultan 
‘Al@ od-Dip, 1100 

Ulogh Khan, minister of Nasir 
Mabméd, 730, 1096, 1006 fn. 3, 1817 fn. 1; 
szme a9 Ghiysth ud- Din Beibsn, 1146 

Ulugh Khao, brosher of Sultan ‘Ale ud-Din. 

of 
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Unjhas, 999; Railway station, 969 
Usetra (Jodhpur State, Rajputana) devii 

inscription, 118] fn. 6 
Unpadrag:a (overseer), 1083 
Uparamvala Antari, 1079, 1079 {n. 8 
Upendra Paramara prince, 845 
Upendrabbata, Gubila of Chatsu, 1198 
Upendrapura-mondala, 882 
Upendrarasa, Paramare king, 844, 846; same 

as Upendra above 
Urdha-medhra, 1068 fn. 6 
Urvadi, 743, 748, 752 

Usapattans, 1113 

.Utbi, author of Ta'rikh-+- Yamini, 688 

vd-Dio , 

1100, 1102, esd Nugrat Khadp invaded 
Gujrat, 1044 

Uma goddeae, 675, 881 

‘Umar, Caliph, 661 
Umarstha, village of, 999 
Umba!la (Ambsia), 1087 fn. 2 
Una, in 8. Kathiawar, 956 fo. §. 51 fn. 8 
Uns grantacfthe Célukya fendstory Aveni. 

verman, 983, 986 
Ushilpoor {mod. Patan), 936 fn. 8 
Unhilwirs (Apeh:le-pateks), 777 
University, Britieb, 1218 fo. 1 

Uthavanska, 682 
Uthman inscription of Samantazizbhs, 1181 
Utkaia, 772, 608 
Utkala-nppa, 408 

Utpa'sra:s, Paramira king, 854, 906, 9/9, 
913, 924; sleo called Mubjarija and 
Vakpéurdja. 854 

Uttar Mahab, 443 
Uttars-Faficala, capital Ahicchatra, 1058 
Uttarapatba horse dealera of, 1066 
Cttarasene, villave of, AG 
{tfaruyana-samhkrants, 744, 700 
Uttbunsks, capital of the Bangwara Pars- 

nittas, 920 

Uttunska. identified with Arthuns, 1188 

Y 

Vaces, save 1059 fn. 1; nee Vates 
Varchakacarys, 42 
Vac hala, Brahman donee, 068 
Vaechiks. Dharmalckhin, 789 
Nedshara-deéa, SOD 
Vadana clan fanraya). 9h) 
Vadauda, villege of , 882, 904 
Vadasada (mod. Bedwarna}, village, 723 
Vadesar (probably mod. Berwara), 7; 

-risoya, 7h4 
Vodha, s measurement of land, 715 
Vadhbara, Pattale, 736 
Vad‘é desi, queen of Harga Slyaka TT, 652 
Vadnagar, ancient Anandspura, 064 fn. 2, 

V79, 11539 fn 4, 1164 fn. 6 1155 . 
Vadnagor prafosts of Kamérepala. SAT, $4", 

946, 947, 248, Ob¥, ¥70, O70, 984 In. 4. 
9R3, RD 

Vadyava- grains. 798 
Vagads, area occupied by the States of 

Dungspur and Bisseara: B42, 860, P20, 
024.97) fn. 2, ITT, 1182, 1189, 11%. 
1206 

Vagndi Salakhape ore Jalssals, 1083 
Vagabhats, (abemana king of Renthambbeor; 

identified with Bébar-Deo (Bahade-dess). 
1 1096 1097, 1098 Biel 

Vagbhate. younger brother and mtb 
Henthaicbber Cahamins Prahlada, 4. 
1094, 1085 

| Vagbbats, suinister of Coulukys king Bum: 
raphle, 798 
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Végbhatemern, mod. Barmer in Malleai, | Vikpati I, Paramara king of Malwa, 641, 
Marwar, 1129 fn. 8 845, 846, 847 ; also called Vakpatirija 

Vighadevs, Maharajaputra feudatory of the | Vakpati I, Cabamana prirce of Sakambbari, 
Candella (?) Hammtradevs, 734, 735 

Vigheli, « branch of the Caulukyus of 
Anshila-pataks, 877, 1027, 1028, 1020, 1034, 
104], 1042, 1057; ruled io Gujarat as petty 
chiefs inthe Muslim period, 1046 fn. 1 

Vahao (water channel), 794 
Vahadarimha, a son of Udayasitnhs, 1191 
Vabadeverman, Mahdranaka, 725 
Valali, lord of horses (Turagepats), 743, 745 
Vahrni-pats, 964 
Vabirabadi, 1013 
Vehni-catnéa, 644 
Vabudeva, Mahasandhtloigrahtka), Thakkura, 

Vardagdhi-Vssrakarman (a 
and craft), 716 

Vaidi-desa 946 fn. 1 
Vaidys, 711 fn 6 
Vaidyanatha, god, 767, 890; temple of fat 

Khajrebo)..643 €86 : tat Bheraghat) 40); 

wt Chior E14 

Vanja. erected ad image of Nity&prasadita- 

deva, 1006 

VarAditya, the pauranika in the court cf 

Hammire, 1090 
Varakn, Dandanayoka, 91 
Vartalladeva, Mahamandalest ara, 1000 

Vaysvspa, gotre—the Gubila Bsppa be. 

longed to thie gotra, 1154 

Var aiiedeva, the Cébamana Dundanayaka 

of Caulukya Kuméropite. 1115, 1115; aiso 
named Vali and Vavecaladeva 

Vathoptha, god, 676, ii4 
Voirsparas Mandala, (mod. 

Chanda distnet), 806, S07 
Vureta, Guha bing, 1175 fn. 7, L068, LTS 

Versaaive of Karpuradiara, 1135 

Vairisitides, @ feudetory king, 106+ 

\eiristiha, Gubila prince of Mewar, TH, 

JiTk 

Vaioanbbe I, Parem&ra king. of Malwa 45, 

12: his brother Dambatacitiba pos ibly 

founder of the Banawara (Vagada) Iine. 

120 
Vairistibe 1, Parsmare king of Malwa, 

Ni}, h44, B47, 848, KOZ 

Vaitoays, religious sect, 775, 1200; presosts. 

424 ; temple, 677 
Voiavipa, 6 gotra ; aatne sa Vasjasipa above 
Va‘ela cave, in Girnar, 10:11 
Vajra ‘identified with Vairdgars). 807 fn. 5 

\ucredamen, Keocbapaghite prince, 678 fp 

1,822 @a8 
Varrankoéa, Asura, 889 
Vasrats, Tomare rater, 1147 
Vatrsjasvhmin, apother name of \airi- 

sittbe Tl, Paramaire king, 847 
Vasika, of Kakaredi. 709 
Vajuvarmen ot Vajjuke, the prince of KGmé- 

_ mandala, 804 
Vakigele, » member of a commercial com- 

_, taulnity (nagere), 864 
Vikpotl, Ooadelle prince, 606, 660 

master of art 

Woirgark in 

| 1377 
; Vakpat: IT, Paramara king, 852, 854, 865, 
| 857, 860, 861, 867, 769, 909, 924; also 
, known as Utpalariia, Mufja and Amoghs- 
j Varga 

| Vakpaty- Mutya, Paramara kirg, 856, 1219; 
wee VAkpati I], Paramara king 

| Vakpatiraja I, algo called Vappayaraja and 
' Viudhyangpsti (2?) ; Sakambbari Caha- 

mans; 4 great warrior and a Satva, 1063, 
| 11.64, 1068, 1105, 1116 
~ Vakpatiraja I, Paramira king, 647 
oa IJ, Cébumane king, 1069, 1162, 

l i 

' Vakpatirajadeva I], Paramars king, 
853, &74; alias Amoghavarsa, 852; same 
ax Vakpat: IT, Mufija, ace above 

~ Vala, State, 1200 
Valabbi, 1056, 1153, 1754, 1155; of Gujarst, 

110, 1164 
Valabhya, 1006; from Valathi (9), 1056 fn. 2 
Valehi, mod. Kal in Godwar, 961, 1110 
Valapala, Sresthin, 10U8 
Vialanya-pathaka, 11S 
Valhane, Pandita, 979 
Fallabha, a title assumed by the Paraméras, 

in imitetin of the Rastrakutas of Maénya- 
kbetoka, 442 

Vallsbbara's, mentioned in the Kugda stone- 
inserption of the Tummane Kalacurt 
Prtbsideva I], 508 

\allabharaca, Gubila of Chateu. 1200 
Valiabhara‘a, Paramara king 1199 
Vatabbarnca, Rastrekdta king, 745 fa. 2, 788 
Valianadesa, see Balhaga, 10\$ 
Vatadeva, a name of Siva, 724, 725 fn. 1, 

T7h, Tit, TSG, Tod, TS, Tou, T90, TUS, 795, 
Tu7, 799; given the epithet PuM.P.; An 
interesting aspect of Indian belief, see 

Tia, 
\anadeva, Uparon il partha 2), 1000 

Vainans, son of Ananta; Briabinan officer of 

Suliakganaverman, vt 
‘ \Vamenasthal: (od. Vanthali), 941, 1008, 

Tage 
Varharada, village, 107 
Varéa, 714, T16, 730, 767 
Vatisapala, same as Haméapala, 1178 fo. 3 

Varnéopaka, tax cf ane, 35 
Vanaren, city of, in Kanykubja 
Vanavira, 1134 fn. 5 

_ Vandipats, an official tile, 1170 

_ Vonga, 755, 778 38s fn 2 

| Vangale, 74 165 
| Vani, the goddess of eloquence, 
| Vanyyaroka, 1113 
| Vanik-haftah (shops), 864 

| Vetkeds, god, 804 

| Verkeu, river, 

\ 
} 

t 

; -tisaya, 988 

910 

‘ant (Vamananthalil, 1008 fn. § 

nae Mahamandalesrara, 855, 978, 989 

(see Vakpatiraja I, Bakembhari 

1063 

Vapanadevs, 

Vappayersje 
Cabaména), 
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Vapula (also called Vapullaka), a chief, 785 
Vapuledévara (Siva), 785 
Vapullaka (also called Vapula), 785 
Vardda. a kind of gambliug, 995 
Vatdéhesimba, Maharaja, leader of the Gulila 

troops, 1165 
Varapika, grama, 943 
Varansei (mod. Beoares, in U. P.), 945; 

-rigaya, in Prathigtina-bhukt:, 676 fn. 1 
Varbhari, village, 729 
oe Réneka and a Mahapradhana, 

] 

Vardhamaina (mod. Wadhwan, capital of 
State in Kathiawar), 891, 969, 1099 

Verdhi-Pothake, 1011, 1016, 
1026 fo. 2, 1034; -risaya, 948, 949 

Varidurga (mod. Barigar), 708, 710 
Varidurga grant of Madanavarman, 705 
Varmso, rulers of East Bengal, 765; kiny, 

779 
Varmapn, village, in Sirohi, 919 

1026; see also : 1 
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Vasudeva, god, 684, 685, 717, 966, 1117; 
temple of, 1166 

Vata (Vata-nagara), 910 
Vatanagara, tdeutified by some with Vasanta- 

gadh, 1165 fn. 9 
Vatapadra, 976 fn. 1; see Vatapadraka. 
Vatapadraka, 862; identified by aome with 

mod. Baroda, 82 fn. 1 
Vata-Yakaini-devi, goddess, 1059 
Vatedvara, Adyastha, 949, 964 
Vaftka (gardens), 685 
Vataa, a Rei (save), 1132 
Vatsa (also called Vatseraja}, Gurjara-Prati- 

hara kivg of Kanan}, 671, 837 
Vatsa (aleo ralled Vatsaraja), chief minister 

of Kirtivarman, 700 
' Vatsa, son of Ananta; Brahman officer of 

Sallaksanavarman, 702 
' Vatsa, gofra, 1053, 1061; nage, 1053 fn, 1; 

Varsa, a distinctive title sssumec by the © 
_ Vatearajo, Maharanaka of Kakkaredika, 724, Paramars, 642 

Vertt, a mistakejfor ‘ Vardi’; see Vardbi- 
pathaka 1026 fu. 3 

Vuga, in Sirob: State, 915 
Vasaha, vilisge, 805 

Vasanta Acérys, a donee, 858 
Vasantagedh, mm Sirois, 910, 1165; also spelt 

Vasantgarh 
Vosantgadb stone-inacription of Purpapala, 

908, 910, 914 
Vasentapala, = prince ; Kielhorn suggests 

that be may be s Tomara chief, 1075 
Vasantapala, Maharajaputra, 983 
Vesantarsiasa of BKalacandra, 884, 951, 970, 

967, 989, YC fn 3, 10G4, 1022, 105: 
Vasantgadh inscription of Varnalétea, 916 

fn. 4 
Vasavacandra, Mahdraya-guru, 685 
Vaéseks or Vase, appointed Visssa of Jaya- 

pura by Traslokyavarman, 733 
Vasietha, sage, 643, 881, 087, 913, 920, 1012, 

1152; fire altar on Mouot Abu, 1 62 
Vasigths, gotre, 718 
V.A. Smith, 719 
Vastarya (family), 717 
Vastarys Kayastha, 701, 729, 733 
Vastarya Kayastha-vathsa, 687 
Vastarya-camic, 714, 716 
Vistavya race, 812 
Vastrakols family, 1010 
Vastupala, Jaro Bania minister of the 

Cavlukyas Bhima IJ, sod Vagheli 
Cavlokys Viradbavele, 902, 1912. 1914, 
1029, 1(81, 1032, 1036, 1087 1131, 11: 

also Known a8 Vacca, 1053 fn. } 
Vatsaraia, (surjara-Pratibara king; 

called Vatea, 700 
aleo 

120705 
Vataarajs, brother of the Sékambhart Cabs- 

mans Sitberata, 1066, 1067 
Vatsaraja, writer of Kumbhi grant, 799 
Vatsarats taleo cailed Vatea), chief minister 

of Kirtivarnan, 7) 
Vatsarasa ghatta, 700 
Vavveraa, identified by some with Vyaghre- 

raka, wed. Hoybera, 1075, 1075 tn. 2 
Varvubha iBabbuliks), a field situated by 

the riser Nandys, 1169 
Vayajsladeva, a f'ratthara  (door-keaper), 

103; see wlan 104 fn. 1; probably the 
same ag Vayataladers, 100, 1009 fn. 2 

Vavesaladesa, Cahasmana Dandgandyaku ; ulao 
Vauvalladeva Varsalls, {1 fp. 1, 92, 
115 fe. 1 

" Veyataladeva, Thakkura Mahasandhteigrahs- 
ha, the [fitaka ofthe Kadi grant (V' of 
Bhina 11, 116 

Vayataladesa, Thakkura, the Dataka of a 
Kadi grant of Tibhubsnapals, 1035 

Vayaianatha, temple of, 1146 
| Vedagarbharaé:, Sthénapati of a matha and 

temple, 1015, 1935 
| Veddtge, sage, 117] 
: Vedasarman, 1193 
| Vetge. p. 7H7 

Veni, river, 743 
Venu. A.. 716 fn. 2 
Veraval, seaport and town; ancient Somnath, 

OAS, 908, 1008, 1010, 1N86, 1641 
 Veravel grant of Arruna, 1034, 1040 

Veraval ineription of Bhima IT, 1004 
Veraval stone-inecription (pradasti} of Bhiiva- 

Brhaspati. of the reun of Kumarapals, 
mH ORT fn. 4, BRR, OH, OHNO I, :, 
1005 

Vastupaia-prabandha of Rijadek bara, 108] fn. 5. 
Vastupale-! ejahodla Pragasts of Jsyabhe, 942. ; 

987, 1029, 1030, 1081 fn. 3 
Vasudevs, alias Adbbuta Krenarajn, Paramire | 

king. 909 
Vieudevs, Brahman, 949 Veraval atone-inacription «of Sridhare (of the 
Vasudeva, Calamina; became Sdkembhari- time of Bhima TI). 3000 

frara ty the favoor of the woddeases | Veshla, village, 783 
Sikambhar! and Aédport, 1061, 1062, 1062 , Vefaka, an official title connected with the 
fp. 1 | treasury of the God Jayssvimi, 1128 
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Vetravat}; aleo called Malavenadi (mod. | 
Betwa}, 678 fp. 1 

Vicdrasreni of Merutubga, 943, 945, 917 | 
Vida. village, 763 
Vidarbha, region round mod. Herr, 680 fn. 3, , 

748 fn. 2 . | 
Vidya, wife of Kalacuri king Satkaragaga 

II, 744 
Vidyadbara Thakura, 795 
Vidyadhara(-deva), Candela (Candratreya | 

king, 678 fn 2 OR7, GRA, FRG, 690, 691 fn, 
9 04, 005, O98, 70, TON fn. 7, 771, 774, | 

B24, R25, K20, ABO, KA, ATO, 1215, 1214, - 

1215; known in Muslim 
Rida: misspelled Vanda 

Vidyadharas, 17, AO ° 
Vidyananda, engraver, 784 
Vigrabaditys, god, 1102 
Vigrahapala, Cabamana prince of Naddula, 

1105, 1113 
Vigrahapals TIT, Pala king of Bengal, Ot, 

779, THC 
Vigrahapura, same as tnd. Visalpur or Basal. 

pur, 1054, 1044 fn $ 
Vigraherata, Guhola of Chatau, 120) 

Vigraburajs husband of Paramara princess 

Latuni, O10, On 
Vigraharajs I, 

Vid 

Vigeraherata Tf. Sakambhart Cabaiana, UV, 
aga deg fn, 0, 1954, L060, look, 1083, 

10M, 67 

Vigrahareca TIT, Cabamane kong of Subam- 
bhari; probably game oe Visgia and 
Visvalo, SS fa 2) 20a ps 

Vigraharaja IV, Cabamann king of Sakam- 
ltari, P78, P74, WTS, LTT, es, ORE, 

1145, 146 
Vihara, 83, 1125 
Vihars, country, 47 ; 
Vija (see Vijeyedakts). Candela prince, fo 

fn. 4 
Vieada, 

1126 
Virwds- Dadasyan dans, ale known aa Vials 

and Dessré'a, founder of Che Deeain 
(Deorai branch of tho Cabamanas Pde 2 

Vieass?, son of Alhaps Cahatiana king of 
Nadel, PM, 1198; fret conquered Sanchar, 
34 

\icamba, wife of Ragtinkdta king Tolrs I, 
Tat, Th] 

Visa (aleo called Vigan, Virv and Vitaya- 

bskti), Candela prince, 669 fn. 4, 670 
Virwve, w Sdmanta, $88 
Viraya, Adhivaya, hod SL 

\isayd, daughter of the pootess Sita, 844 
Visyadeva, Kalacue: king, 728 
Vessatitva, Calukya king of Vetigi, 754, 757 
Viwyakiru, Jaina aage. 632 

chronicles as: 

Sakeambbari Cahumana, 

asme ag Vijada-Dasasvandana, 

Vinavepala, Candetla king, G04, 695, G98, 700, 
Tal, 773 

Virayapéla Kacchapaghats king of Dubkund, | 
83), HY 

i ft Gurjara-Tretibara king of 
avon), 833 

‘ 
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Vijayapila, an unknown ruler; taken by 
some to be a Kacchapaghita; his Ignods 
stone-lneeription, 885 

' Vijayurija, Paramara prince of Banswara 
(Vagnda), 923, 923 fo. 4, 924, 971 fo. 8 

j Vijapadukti (Vaya. Vista, Virayal, Candella 
prince, 646, 664, 671, 706, 713, 723, 732 

| Vsjayasinha (Vijasi:, founder of the Caba- 
nana dynasty of Sancher (Satyapura), 
1135 

Vijayasitha, Gubila king, 791, 1178.79; 
wlgo called Virasitiba 1, 1174 fo. 4 

| Vizgyasuiha. Kalacuri king of Dabula, 728, 
797, 79K, SOD 

. Vijayaéri, daugbter of Guriara king Jaya- 
siuttha, AWS 

| Viyayades, see Parsjata manjeri, 997, 1022 
In 4 

Viiayasaraian, another name of Paramara 
kyoge Vindhyavarnian, sf 

Visji (see Vicayasakti, Candella prince, 669 
fn 4 

Virtala mou Choly persons, 744 
Vivala, Paramara kong of Julor, 924 
Vaphanika dallana, 707 
Vuranin fekislul artiet), 715 
Vikatmasi, Cabamansa hing of Sanchor, 

Bey) 

Vikaura, tiseya imod Beekore), 714 
Vakrama, mantrin: writer of Cintra proeastt, 

lal 
Vikrama tsear! cee Vikramaditya, era of, 

T]s 
Vilromafitta , a beruda used by great kings. 

Ta sad, Perda of the Hathaya (Kala: ur) 
king ‘rancevadeva of Dalhala, 7720 773 

Vikramactvs, cra of, SE. at sturta ficm 

mM BC, 
_ Vikraraditva of tradition: possibly the 

Giapta emperor Candragupts Vikrama- 
ditya, Soh 

Vikramaditya ], Cilukya king of Kalvani; 
arcotding to Fleet Vo kramaditya VW, ate 

Vihkrsmaditya JI, Calukva king of Badainn, 
Titi fn 4 

Vikramaditya TV, Cajukya ring, 760 
\ikratuaditya V, Trobbusunamalla, Cafukya 

king of Kalyani; according to R. @ Bhan- 
darkar Vikramaditya I, 774, 807 fn. 4 

Vikramaditya VI, Caluhyva king of Kalyan‘, 

sot of Somesvara j, TS], TS7 fn. 5; TRY, 

man, SAT ath, STH, STS, O72 
Voikramahersti, sume as 

We 
Vikramanka-dera-cartta of Rihana, 699 fo. 1, 

hei fn 2, 86d fn, 8, 867 fn. 6, 868, 874 

fn. 4, °75 fo. 1 

Vikramirks, same ue the Vikramad tya. te 

traditional founder of the era which at.rts 

fron: $8 B.C., 82S . 

Vikramasiiba, also called Vikramakedari, 

Gulula king of Mewar, 3179 

Vikramasithhe = Kaechapaghata 

Dubkund, 699, 832, 833, 870 

Vikramasithba, lord of Candsive‘l, 914. 

y90 

Vikramesithha, 

king of 
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Vikramasithhs, Mohdrdja-kula, last Para- | Vieala, Paramfra king of Jalor, 994 
_ ware king of Abu, 919 | Visala, see Vigraharijs IJ, 1069, 1070 

Vikramssihs (same sg Vikama-si), Caiha- Visaladeva, Vaghela Caulukya king, 908, 
_maoa king of Sanchor, 1135 1016, 1028, 1092, 1083, 1084, 1038, 1036, 

Vikrama tatsare, 731 1037, 1088, 1191; sometimes known as 
Vikraupi (?), Vijaya, 728 Vidvamalls, Viévala or Viaala, 1087 fn. 8 
ar cas | Cea aa of the Candells | Vissladeva, Mahdmagdeleépara of Candré- 

aramardi, 715, vati; feudatory of 
Vilbiks, the Veftaka, 1128 fn. 4 ; pe eres tere Jae 

Visaladeva (Vigrahar§ja IV), Cahsmine king 
of Bakambbari), 1074, 1076, 1064, 1145, 
1146, 1148 

act ra near Rajmal; in the Jaipur State, 

Vithanadeva, Rajaputra, 999 
Viluhaja, village of, 865 
Vimala, raler of Abu; the Dandapat: of 

the Caulukya Bhima I, 953 
Vimanapura (?), 770 
cali probably a kind of coin, 1113 any etone-inscription of Prthviraje ITI, 

D 1 

! 
i 

| 
! 

{ 

L 

Vendyaka (Gapess), 782 ’ Vegaya, an administrative diviaion, 676 (n. 1 
Vindyakapaia (alias of Mabipaila), Gurjara- ; TOL, 714, 715, T1G, 733, 741. 744, 798, 819. 

Pratibars emperor, G76 fn. 1, 678 969, 42, 949, 963, 1056, 1066, 1111 
Vindhyas, 669, 711, 704, 879, 986, 1076 Vigaya-pathaka, 1038 

Vindbya-mandala, 593 Veosga, ufficial title, 701, 701 fn. 2, 729, 733 
Vindbysnrpati, possibly anuther name of Visnu, god, 672. 676, 644, 097, 709, TIA, 797 

the Sakambhari Cabaroana Vakpatira'e, 134, 745, 751, 752, 768, 789. WOO, B24, 86]. 
1063 M00 940, 1052 Mn 3. 1165; temple of, 

Vindhyavarman Paramara king ; another 1069, 1148, 1192 
name of Vivatavarman, 596, 405 Vignukungjina. 776 fn, 2 

Vinrécitsradi. & proper name, 1172 Venu S61, 431 
Pipro ‘Brabmani, 1061 \igno, Thakkura, Dapaka, 849 
Vipra-kula-nandena, an epithet of Bappa, Vidvakarman, architect of the gode, 704, 

1155 1065 
Vira-Ballala IT, Hoysa}a king. sity Viévals, see Vigraharéje (1, 1070 
Viradbavals, Vaghels Caulukys prince of Vidvele, same a» Vaghola Caulukya bing 

Dholka (Dbavalake-puri, Dhavalakka- Viealadeva, 1037 fr. & ° 
pagari}; 15 Abmedabad district; sou of  Viévsrnatle (also called Vissleders), Vaghelé 
Linigadeva (Lavanyaprashda!, Gr, 915 Caulukys king of Apehile-pateke, 1097. 
fn. 2, 2020. 1021, 104, 1027. 1K, lees, 1037 fn. 5, 2041 
1030, 1032, 1037, 142, 1044, 1057, 12. Vidvamitre, esge, 643. 877 
VSi, W382, se LRT, Tey Vidvamitra, Mahamunithdra rdjekula, the 

Virems, Cébamhos prince of Raothambor, ° head of a Matha, 1034.88 
1097 Vidvandtha, temple of tst Kbajrabo), 603 

Virama, Rand, eon of Kand Lunapaéa. 1015  Vadvariipa, « donee, 763 
Virama, son of Viradbavala. 1631, 1:92, 1033, Vidvardpa, Snire secetic of the Lékulia 

1036 Pbsupate sect. 1065 
Viramesvars, temple of. 1015 Vidveripe, spiritual guide of Hammirae, 1100 
Viramgam taluke, “4 fo 2 Vidvasgk Puragepurugs. 666 
Virahka village, 462 Vibvedvaraprajia, a great Pidupate price!. 
Viranaratana, Cabamans king of Rantham- 1076 

bhor, 1005 Viteata. river, 674 fn. 8 
Viranatha (Mahavira:, temple of, 1110 ~ Vitibotras, a branch of the Haibeyas, 735 
Virara‘endrs, Caja king. 778 fn 4  Vireka, struggle with Mahkdmoha, 605 
Virasibs of Karpdradbara 1155 _ Vizagapatam in Medras, 1216 
Virssitbh: of Narwar. 421, 833, 8H fn 1 » Vodamrd, part of Nermsdapure-pretijagors 
Viracicshe IT, same as Virayasibha, Wi7h in. 4 « gcke 808 
Virssitbba, see Durlabharaca II], 10a Voripedyabe, Rand Lakhasospa rolieg af, 
a sv terete chief of Dandahideda, - er Kayastha Mohakgapatalska, Thakura. 

1046 to 
Vireéri, wife of the Varman king Jitevar. | Vyaghrapelli, village of, 1027, 1026; situst: 

man; deoghter of the Dabala Kaelacar: ;  sbout 10 miles W. of Apahila- piteke. 
king (Lekgmi-) Karns 773 from the nawe of this village is deriv 

Virevarmes, Candella king, 697, 703, 704, the vernecular form Végheld, » seoticn «! 
727, 720, 734 t = he Cauhakyse (Roladkia) 

Viruka, composer of the Rewa stone-inscrip- | \ yapura-mondals, AB} 
tion (prasesti) of (Lakgmi-) Karga, 788 Vydpara (office), 731 

Viryériws, CAbamins bing. 1060 Vyées, Kelecuri biog, (Gorakbpor) Keb. 

Viseshovais, father of Dodndhaladeva, 1011, braneb, 744, 947 
us officer), 466 

at coment: 

Vyeyskarege Mchamaiye (Treasury 
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Vyayoga, an one act drama, 918, 1085, 1131 
Vyomakeéa, s name of the god Siva, 881, 

1004 

Wadhwan (Vardhamana), 969 fn. 4, 1009 

Wainganga, river, 781 
Wards, nver, 779, 781, 794 

Watson Museum. Rajkot, 966 fn. 2 

Western India, 1213 
Western Keatrapa. 1056 
Western Malwa. 804 
Wilford, 753 fn. t 
Wilkinean, 804 fo. 5, SH fn. 0, 

Wilson, H. H. (Prof.), 810 fn. 1 

Y 

Yadavagro2, 9% fn. 4 
Yadavas of Dessgin, 16887, 308 WT, dan 

Yadu, 794, 743 fn 2 748 

Yau, queen of Sankaragena, 11" 
Yama (god) v7 
Yamala-putra tdraft 

jrrs 

Yaminia, of Gharm, OS) 662, fs, 747, 075 

wh RN, TGQ, TORE, DOTT, DTS, Pan, 

1140, Saltanate of Pte, iter 

Yanun ud-Daulah ‘Mabaud of 
HOO, Oat 

Yamunr Jumna, river Ost, cod ToS 8s 
Yadsh Karpa, Kalscun king ¢f Dabiala tr, 

19 1G, TIE, ThE, TOU TTL TT, TTT, isa: 
TRE, TR7, Tae, THU TO, TUE, S37, BNO ar 

Yadabpala, a drammatiet, (0 
Yeduhpata, Kalacurs feudatars chief, 7. 
Yadahpale, of Karra inscription, TAL fs 2, 
Yodubpusta a prince of the Du dh.ika bine 

age. 100 
Yadubhate, alas Ramaftgada, minister of 

Sindhurata, ASW 
Yadobhata, s proper name, 16% 
Yadoders Digambararks. o poet in all tan 

Ruages, S27 
Vahodeva, Nergeanthandlha, 28 
Yaéodhars, Hhatla, priest of the royal house: 

hold; donee of two grants by Dhad,s. 
HAE, 

Yadodhavala, Mohdmatya, S@2 
Yododhavala, Paramdre king of Candravati, 

GR”, 1119-15, 000-91 

of wo trewt} ho Tedd, 

freaenl % 

n—79 
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Yasolekbyadevi, wife of Kalacuri king Saf- 
| karsgana (III), 744 
: Yaéormeti, wife of Varibagithha, 1165 
| Yasorija, a king, who was killed by C&hs. 
| nana Ajayaraja, 107] 
| Yasorija (king of Malwa?), 940 
, Yagovarman, feudatory to Peramara king 

Bhoja, 863, 84 fn 4, 847 
Yadovarioan {alias Laksavurtoan), Candella 

prince, fl, 671, 672, 673 674, 678, 676, 
B77, 670, 654, 685, Gus, 699, 712, 713, 760 

, Yasovatman, (alias Kirtivarmau), Guhila 
king, LE75, 11746 

Yasovarman, Paramdra king, 710, 882, 883, 
mf, SAA, AST BRO, AYO, G1, So4, 966, 969, 
O74, 971, 1071 

Yas vira, a Seth of the Srimats family, 1125 
Yatra (extival!, 1108 
Yauvanasri, wife of the Pils king Vigrahapala 

IT, danghter of the Dabala Kalacuri 
king Karna, 779 

Yayapara-mandala, 805 
Yasati, a mmsthieal king 788, 713 fn.1, 748 
Yewur, find spot of an inseriptien, 739 
Yooarsa, Talira, Vd, 2157, 1188, 1189, 

Jj, FR 
Yousra a, Guhila king of Mewar, 1175 fn. 7 
Yorara.a, possibly a Capotkata ruler, 848, 

avai) 

Yogarilesvara, god (Sival, 1192 
J. craraceavarl, consort of Siva, 1192 

Yoarsastra 1042 
Yo ce«vati, a female ascetic. 18 fo 8 
Yoganipara (Delta), 69, 105 TAS fn. 7 
dota. trya, UE 
Yuan ! hwang, Chineae plirim, 670 

Yugaitha (couple of posts}, 72 
Yerarata, TSU, Shs, 1009, 110), iid 

Yursrata Kacchapaghate king of Dubkund, 
aoa AD BRD 

Youvarata ]. Haihnya (hk alacun) king of 

Dahats ; alan called king of Tripnri, 675, 
nT Tay, TOL, THe, T3, TOL, 765, 766, 770, 
Tetl 

Yosarica TI, Harhaya (Kalscuri) king of 
Dalala, slsa sometimes called ruler of 
Tripuri, rag pacha 706 fn. a 767, 768, 769, 

70 TTL, 780, TYG, Sal 

Z 

Patan al Wh, 104 
5 

. 

Famy’ FMhbe, G55, gh9, 960, 961, see Kitab 

Zain ul-AMbbar of Garditi 
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IN 

Vols. 1 & II. 

(Ancient and Mediaeval Names.) 

{The Latitudes and path Sacro are in most cases only approximate, but it is hoped, 
they will help in locating the z 
is indicated 1n Roman and thea 
Lat & Long.] 

A 

Ab-i-Zarah, I, 2, 88N. 608. 
apatite I, iy 88E. 
A-fan-t‘o, I, 1, 80N 
Aghata, II, 3; 11,4; aL 5; 0, 6; If, 8— 

96N 72B.; IT, 9, 35N TOE. 
eo Uy, 8; 1,6; 1,7; TI, 8, 30N. 

BE. 
Abiochatrapurs (in Rajputena), II, 8, 28N. 

72. 
Ajaye, R., 1, 6, 26N. 86E. 
Ajsysivera. 1" fe II, 6; TI, 8, S8N. T4EF.; 

I, 10, 3UN. 75E. 
Al-Abwar, I, TSN, T0E.; I, 3, SN. 74K. 
Alor, 1,1; I, 9,—30N. 65 65E. 

TY, 1; 0, 8; 17, 4: 1, 6.—94N. T6B. 
town, II, 1; WW, 2,—34N. 

Axara, 
A 

S0E. 
Amarelvara, I, 8, 33N. 75E. 
Anshits-pitaks, IY, 8; I, 4; 11,5; Th, 6; 

TI, 8,—SiN. 728.;31, 0; 1, 10,—96N. 
TOE. 

Kosndapora, TI, 8; Ph TI, 56,—24N. 728. 

Se ak arta, I, 9: 1, rte f t 5 
sa Ti, 9 9-258. 66E.: Il, - Il, 8; Ii, 

8,—-UN 688. 

Andbra, I, 7: II, 2 —I18N. OOE.; 1,9; 3, 10, 
" 808. 

Anges, 1,6; I, 8,—26N. SEE. ; Y, 9, BON. 

S5E. 
Aptarvedi, I, 8; 11, 1; 11,8; TI, 6,—80N. 

16E. 
Audpe, If, 1; 12, 2; 1, 8; 17,4; 11,5,—29N, 

768. 
Aparinte, q, 4; 0, §,—20 N. 

728. 

Arbods (abo), 1, 5 Sars 72E 
air? it ae 1,4; 0,6; 00,6; TT, 8, 

aces on the maps. 
enumber of map in Arebic integers; last of all come 

After the naine, the volume of the work 

Arbuda-mandala, 11,8; 07,4; 17,5; 0, 6,— 
26N. 72E, 

Armabil, I, 1, 3ON. 66E. 
Ar-Rir, I, 1, 1, 9,-30N 65E., 
Asikni, TT. 6; IT, &,--82N. TOR. 
Admaka, I, 9; I, 10,—20N. 75E. 
Aani, J, 8, 28N. SOK, 
Ae-Sind, I, 2, 3ON. 68E.: 1, 10, SON. 65E. 
Aémaks, II, 2, 2ON. 74E. 
A-tien-p‘o-chib-lo, I, 1, 25N. 65E. 
Avents, 1,9; 1, 10,--25N. 75B.3 17,1; 11, 2; 

OT, 4: IY, &, -94N. 76K, 
Avantipora, I. 8, MN. 752. 
Ayodby&, II, 8, 26N. 82E. 

Bedghis, I, 2, S8N. 608. 
di, I, 6,24N 88E.; 1, 6, 26N. SAR. 
tih (or Bb&tich), I, 1, 85N. 70E.; I, 2, 

B4N. 72E. 
Bahlika, JT, 9; IT, 16,—40N. 68E. 
Bahmensbad, I, 1, 80N. 658. 
Balmain, I, 1, 28N. 70B. 
Balkb-al Babiyysb, 1, 2, SN. O68. 
Bamiyan, 1,1, 85X. 68F.; 1, 2, S3N. O6B. 
Banaéala, 1,8, 34N 76R 
Bannab, I, 1, 35N, 708, 
Baran, I, 10, 80N. 15E. 
Barweg 7.1, 25N 708. 
Ba ‘drab, I, 1, 80N. 70K. 
Bhagwat, I, 8, 26N. @2E, ; II, 10, 25N. 808. 
Hhatlaeviewin, 11.1; If, 8; 11,4; 1, 6; IL 

6; 1], 8.—94N. 76E. 
BhaktApuri, I. 4, 28N. 846B. (also called 

Bhakt ms). ° 
Bhakt:grims. J, 4, WN. B4E. 
Bhartols. I, 8, SAN, 76E. 
Bhasvat, 11.1; 11,2; 11.8; 11, 4; WL, 5: 

11, 6; I, 8.—94N. 96E. 
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Nbéalah (same oe Bobbi), 1,1, 88N qop- 
I, 2, SN, 73K, 

Hbstisdab, i; 2; IH, 6,44. 14K. ; J, ] 

S5N. 70E. 
Bhauttarkgtrs, IJ, 9, 85N. 75E. 
Bhimakedsva, 1, 8, 88N, 75t.. 

Bhidii, 1, 4, 26N. 68E. ; 11, 10, 25N. sok, 
Bbramaravadrs, IJ, 3. 22N. 84k, 
Bhypgukeccba, UH, 8; 1%. 4; II, 8; 17, 6. — 

93N. 72K, 
Bhuteévars, I, 3, 85N, 74K. 
Bhuttas, I, 3, 86N. 754. 
Bhutparig(ra, T, 4: 1, 8—88N. 80K.; I, 9; 

LI, 10,-35N. 75K. 
Bhuttarbstradhvao, 1,3, 85N. 735, 
Bolydanke, 1, 8. S5N. TUE. 
Budehab, 1, 1, IN. 65. 
Bubsyarsh Zarsb, 1, 2, 82N. 60K. 
Bukhara, 1, 3, 4N, B4E, 
Bust, I, 2, aN. B4E. 

Cc 

Cadubba, Il, 8, o6N, TGF, 

Cokrakute. 1,7 ; 41, 2,-—20N, 6OF 
Campa (mod. Chamba), I, 4, HN. TLE, 
Campa (mod, Bhagatpur), 1, 6, 25N. 

1, 0, SUN. BAR, 
Cawpapurl, I, 4. 
Camparapya, 1,6; 12 8; 11, 1.—2sN. ME. 
Candratha,a, I, 3, 38N T4E. 
Candradvpe, 1, 6; 1, 6,--44N. QF. 

Carmapval, RH. IL2; H,2, 11,8; 1,6, 
11, 6—38N. 76E.; Tl, 4; 1], 5,—25N. 

T4h Cedi, 1, 9, 26N. BOE, 
Che-i tobo (rita?) I,65 1, 7.--22N | B6E. 
Citrakuta (mod. Chitor in Mewars, 11.1; If, 

3.04; 0 6; T, 6,1 8 des. Tak ; 
14:4, 10,—]@6N. TUE ys (mod, Citrakut in 
Bande divtrct, OP.) TE 3. 11, 4, Bin, 
mor, 

Catrotpal, 1, 7, 92N. 84K, 

Reh} 

D 

Dahala, 1,23 03,8; 11, 4; 1.G,—-NMN. TSE. 
loarveba, 11, 8, 98N. SE. 
liaksins- Kosala, 1.6; 1,7: 1.2; H. 3— 

HON. B2E.5 3,057, 10,-95N. MOR. ETT, 
JON GE. 

lakgipapré, I, 8, 85N. 75B. 
lamodarashde, 1, 3, 38N. T4E. 
Dayda-bbulta, 3, 6; 1, 7,—92N, s6E. ; 
ia dake, TH, 1, 28N. 24K 5 LL, 2, QuN, TE. 
Dantapura, LH. 9, UN. UE. 

loareddeda, 1, 8, BBN. 74E. 
Darbhabbisdra, I, 8, 34N. 74E. 
Detapure, 1 853, 10,-B5N. 75B.3 WE 1, 

4.11, 4; 11.8; 11,6; 1, &--26N. HE. | 
Dagarna, countey, F123; TW 2s 11, 4,-448. 

TOE 5 10,8; 11, 6—24N 78E ; river, 1, 
1,31, 2; 13, 6,--360N. 78K. 

liawar, 1, 2, 38N. O4E. 
Duybul, 1,1; 11, 8) U1, 10,—85N, OSE. 
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Deesagiri, TT, 1: 
10, 28x. top” Ue fe-AON, HR, 

Devaseraua, I, 8, 34N, T4R. 
rpratalentake, 1,7, 18N, 80K. 

“Mra, 1,15 10, 8:1, 4; ans —2 74E, 1,16, 25N TOR ON, Vhavalakka-napari, IJ, 10, 25N, 70k 
Dhavulupurs, I], 6, 28N. 76K. alka, 1, 9: 11,6; 1) 8,-30N 76B.: 17 7,29N THE 5 11,9; \.—30N 75E. Die -kot, I, 10, 30N. oe psoas Dorasamudrs, H,10,15N T5E 
Drgadvati, 1, 6; I], 7,—80N 74E Dudbat, 1,1, 26N THE 
Dupdhaghéta, I, 3, 35N 74k 
Dugdhasindhu, 1, 3,3°N. 74 E 
Dvara, 1,2, 34.N. 74 E. 
Dvaraka, IJ, 4; If, 5, 24. N, 68 BF, 
Dsaravatiy 1,3, 35N 738 

E 

Ekamrs, 7, 7, 22N x4 F 
Prapora. HW, $s 11 §— 22N TSE 
Pkavlanageri. 1,7; 1.2—-I15N MEBs 

10, 24N 75E 

F 

Ve ia-na, 7,2, 44N, 68 B 
Farghaunah, I 2, 42 N, 70 FE, 

G 

Gadhinagara, 11,3, 28 N BE 
(ea thipura, 1,8 2s Nl 78 E, 

Csamt-tirs, 1,3, $4N. 75 E. 
vaandbara, |, 2. %i N 70 E>, 3, 84N, 

ThE OE, G7 We 88 N, To E, 
Gangs, KR, 13,35N 4E.; 1 6, 26 N, 

SPE 27,8, 26N 86 E, 111311, 8; 0 
8i- YON B2E. TE 6 YSN 80 EF: II, 
TON SES U8 BIN TBE. 

Gangaikogda-Colapuram, I], 10,25 N, 75 E. 
Grartea Katacka, TY, 1: T1,2.--26N. 78 E, 
(rarta Mandla 11,1. 11,2 — 24.N, 80 E, 
“anda T. 8, 26.N 88 B, 
Gharapart, 1, 12. 4, 20.N. 72 B. 
Gharghara, KR, 17,8, 28.N. 80 E. 
Gheurtash-Shar (Gharnetan), 1, 2, 36 N. 64 

KE. 
Ghartetan, 1, 2. 86 N. 64 K, 
Ghaznah (elea spelt Ghaztin, Ghazoi and 

Ghazni), I, 1, 38 65 E.: 1,2, 54N, 

be FR, 
Ghazni, IJ, 9. 17, 10,— 95 N. 65 E 
Ghur, I] te, 85 N65 E. 
Ganmagara, FH, 4, 22.8 70 E. 

Godavari. HE 2. Th 4.— 20 N. 78 Eo. TT, 5, 

WN. 74K, 
Gondwana, I 2.84 .N 76 E 

Gopadri Gwalior), 1,1: 1,3: 11,6; 1, 6— 

QBN. 78 E ; 1,9; 11, lb 80 N. 75 E. 
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Gopédei (io Kashenir), I, 3,38 N. 74 &. 
Gopagin (Gwahor), 1.8; HI; 0,3; 1,6: 

I}, 8&— ON. 7B; 19; 7, 10,- WN, 
15 B. 

Gopdlepura, 1,3 94.N. 75 E. 
Gopélikera, I]. 8.99 N. BE 
Gotema-Gaiivé. 1.7; 17, 2.—- ON 80 EB. 
Govardhane &hira, II, 4,2 N. 74 E. 
Govardbana, If, 5, 23.N. 72 E, 
Gorjaratra, 1.951, 10~—25N. 708; 

94.N. 72 E. 
Gwaliyir, II, 1, 28 

If. 3, 

N. 78 E. 

H 

Haramukuts, 1,8, 35 N. 74 E 
Harikela, I, 6, 24 N. 90 E. 
Haryana, If. 7, 99 N. 70 EK, 
Har: Rid, I, 2, 36N. 6 F 
Haruppescara, 1, 5,24 8. 90 E 

Hastikugd:, 1,9. 30 N. 70 EF 
Hastinapura, 17,6: 1%, §,— 39 N 78 F. 
Herat town. I, 2,86N. 62 E: river, I, 2, 

38N 6 FE, 
Hiismba, ], 5, 46 N. 92 FE. 
Hindamand, R, 1,2, 32 NA E 
Ho-s)-na (Ghaznahi, I, 2, 34 N, 68 E 
Hugkapura, J, 3,35 N 74 £ 

Intraprasthe, 1,8; IT, 3: 19,6; 17. &—30N 
76 E 

J 

Jabal Qufs, J, 1,25 N 6: KE. 
Jabnasi, Ti, 1: II, ve ZEN AF, 
Jshnoh-sutd, 17, 1, 88 N wo F 
J&jailanagari, II, 2,22N RE. 
Jélandhara, I, 2, 3% N 76 E. 
Jargziadeda, 11,3; 11, 6,-—- 28 N, 72 EF. 
Jaealipurs. 11,3; 10, 4:00. 5. 0,6, Uf, 8,— 

9N 79 E. 

Jaxartes,1,2,42 N 68 KE, 
Jaeyadurga, IT. 2, 26. N. &N F. 
Jayapura, I, 3, 35 N. 74 F, 
Jayapuradurga. 17.1, 26N SF, 
Jayapura-mandala, I, 2,24 .N. 82 E, 
Jaybiin, river, I, 2, 32 N. 64 E. 
Je:a bbukt), J, 8:18.13; 17,2; 

TI, 6,— 26 N. 76 F. 
Jirpavagara, I1, 4,20 N. 72 E. 

3, IT, 4: 

K 

Kébol, J, 1; 1,2 — 85 N. 45 L. 
Kibulistén, I 2, 36 N. 66 E . 
Kaceba II, 4; oL 5,— 24.N N. 68 E.; JI, &, 

4 N. 7M ki, 
Kajarr&, TI, 1, 2N. 78 &. 
Kajoriba, J, 8; 11, 1,— 26 N. 

95 N.7 75 
78 E. I, 10, 
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Kakajédahe, 11,3: 11, 4,—9N 78%. 
Kakaryara-eds, 11, 2, 2O.N. 90 F. 
Kakkeredika, 17,1; 11, 2.— 9 N. 80K. 
Kalatu KR, 1,8 26N BE 

Kalind!, 11,9501, 9; 1, 8,-- 98 N. 78 RP IL, 
f,28N THE 

Kainla-tanasa, 1), 1, 24 N78 BF. 
Ralbdga. 0.7, 26N. 82 EB. 2,9; I, to-- 

QAN SOE: WL 1.78, 2,- 22 N. 80 FE. 
Na inganugara, 1,7; 1,2; I.e: Hf, 10,— 

QUN ME 
peat | imi am rae 6 Ue GO ae Ge’ oe Oi a 

STE; ne 10,- 20N, BOE, 
Kalpi. 3,1, 28N. 78 F 
KRalsaga, 7,0: 1, 1; FT, 

aame 88 Kalvéol, 
Kaivans (near Bombay), IT, 4, 90, 72 EB. 
Kalyaoupura, 1,3, 34.N. 74 KE. 
KalvAni, same os Kalvaga, see above. 
Kamakhya, 1,5, 28N, 90 E15 77,9; H, 10,— 

aiN 4) FF. 

Kamarope, J,5,7,f—- wh N. AB OF, 

To. 71, J0,— 30 N, BEE 
Rambora, 1,7, i~ 85 N 70 F. 
Kampilyva, TE 8, 8, 2, 7,- 2s N. 78 
Katel, Hu. TE, We rn N. 80 E, 
Kandap. 1,3, 49N TE 
-abkanapura, 1,9, 25 N 7¢ FE, 
Kanekspura, 1,959,385 N 74k 
Kant pura, 4.01, G— Js NOME 
Kantel. 7,9, 30 NL 70 BF, 
hacyakubea, £,4,3,4: 1, 1:79, 3371 6, I], 

T.-VAN 72 Eco, @: WE 8: TN, 10.-- 
beN Th EK, 

Kapatestare, 1,3, 34 N 75 F 
Wap avattter, 1,4, 28 N. 82 OE, 

haps 1,2, % N TOK 
Kariapia T6824 N IE, 
hatouha, I, 3, au N TSF. 

Warhasuvaros, 1,6, 2) N 48 FE 
nh F 

harnats, F,: 7, = 7 75 FE. 
Kartts, alt, KR, Il, : IL9: Tt, 6-26 

SIE, town, II, Hi 24.N TRE, 
Raw f,639,8. 1, 9 N 82 E.: 

I, - BON te EF. 
Ra-tka, 11,17, v8 N, ALF 
hastnien, 3,057, 10.17, 9: TT, 10,—35 N, 70K. 
Kasthanindapa, 14, 28 N 848 F. 
Katthavata, 1,2, 38N. 74 E., 7, 9, 

7h EF 
Kataka bhukt:, 1, 7, 22 N. #4 F. 
Kausaeeti, 1,8;71,3, @N. BUR. 
Kanmki, K 7, 4:1,6.1, 8,— 28 N. 86 F. 
Koyal, 11,9. 11, 10, 19 N, 78 B, 
Kendaviiva, 1,8, 24N, &5 BF. 
Kerala (in Oriesa}, IT, 2, 22.N, 64 B. 
Kerala, 11,19,10N. 75 E. 

10,- 90 N. 75 E.; 

31,9: T, 

- 77,4, 28 N 

H0. Th 

34° N 

Khartjfravahake, 1,4; 7,10; 11,1: 71, 2: 1, 
8.47,4;71,6.— %N. 78 E :T1, 9, 26N 
78 ¥. 

Khaaéli. 7, 3.34 N. 76. 
~ Khawash, It. 1,1, 92N. OE. 
Khetakapura, II, 4, QAN. 72K. 
Kburas&n, 1, 2, 88N. GOR. ; 11,9, IJ, 10, 40N. 

60F. 
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Ris-pi-abi, 1,9. 86N. 708, 
Kiken, 1.2 80N. AGE. 1), 0, dON. nan 
Kinneu). 1,8, Q5N Tap 
Kiré}, 1,1, 28N. 658, 
KiritekOpe. 11.4510,6; 01, G—%8N Top 
Kirmhn J,3507,90; 07 20---30N, pnp 
Kirtgiri, 10H 85, 45 11, 6.-26N tak 
Kosh, 1,2, UN. 66K, 
Riz, I, 3, 80N. 0%, 
Kizkboan for Kikin), I, 8, 80N 65K 
Koch. Bihar. 1,5 29N) RSE, 
Koos: Kops. I, 7, 20N. SAE. 
Kopkana, 11,4; 11. 8—20N. 72E 
Kogala (Nerthi, 7, 4, Q8N. OF 57,6, aan. 

g2B; (South), 1,6;11,2, 98N QE, 4, 
7,22N BOE 

Kovnla (Uttara). T, 8; TE oF: TI, 
4UP 2 TQ: 20. -30N) kok 

Kotivatgs 1 5, 26N S8E 1,8 QFN awk 
Krathbe TE. 17, 2,--22N Tsk. 
Krepa, RO9,3 45N TSE 
Kokura, FD. 4. 26N 0 ToF 
Kuftgads. 1 7.07 2, 20N 

hugdine 11,2; 11 4, 75 
Kondios-pura TE tb 22N. NF, 
Kara, $5.01 6: TBs SON 

10,-3IN ThE. 
Korukeetra Ti, 02 0 -N 
husthe, PS. 21, G28 tb. 
Ku-ipara, §, 4, 28N SLE. 

a, 26N 

RAR 
i es f a 

Jem ana FY { » it 

Fs omeey cance On Ty, 

TEE 

ial, 

L 

Lalera, 1,3. 358 TAP. 
Lehsrakotta, F,3 3°N TIF. 
hal&o dou. bo -34N 4E 

Lukhoawati, 1.20, N88 
Lakemagbvati [6 WON, ASE 
Lontapettana, |, 4. 2n\ sdk 
Lamghan, 1 2, WN. THR OTP, 9, ON, 65] 

Jong ha-lo DT, 2, Wn, te} 
Lattke mondala. TP 2. SiN SIE. 
tar po 7, 2, SAN, (8F 
Lattalur, 1.9, 1,10 208, 75E. 
Loeuheye RTS. 0 ¢ RN OF 

Jawuhitve Biodbu, 2°, 2aN seth 
Lats. 5.9.7 I -@8N TR oT, 5. aN 72k 

Teten, RE, 3 —-SON, THE 
Lohara [, 8, S6N, THE 
Loharskotfs. 1,2; 0. 3,--34N. 4E 
L hbkot, 1,3; 17. 8- SON, Tak. 

Madwnapurs, 13,1; 11,4 —@5N TAF. 
Madhumat!, J}. 8, 88N. 74E. 

Madbuvana, HI, 1, 26N. 76E. 
Madra, 1, 8, 88N. T4E. 
Madué, TT 10, 10N, 78F. 
Mogndha, 1,6; 3.8; 01.3.1). 2° 2 No RLF 

Mah&cine, 1, 4,90N.86F : 1,8, KN. AGF . 1, 

9, 11, 0,—-30N. 85H. ; IT. lu, SON. WOE, 
Mahé-Kosala, I, 6; 1, 7,—94N. 82E. 
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Mahinads, R,, 
ZN, Nf 

1,7, 208,898. s13, 1:11, 2— 
M € +7 yor sts. fo 
SS a ha eels 

Mahendragins, 1, 7717, 2—20N, g4R YH Se 
: IT, 8, —24N IKE. 1&5 > ; II, 4: I, 5; 

Mahotaasana Tara, I], : 2. ' ‘ Ir oe ae 1, Hf, 3; 10. 4; Tf, 6; 

Mahuri, RL 7,9, 35N, 745. 

Milasa, 1.4; T, 10,+85N, 708.5 00,450, 8; 
W- 2EN. 72K, , 

Malavaka, JI, 3: IT, 4; 11, 5; {T, 8; II, 8. 

UN. Sits 

Milavanadi, 1, 1; 10:2; 11, 9; 1, 4310, 5; 
IT, 13,8, 20N. 766, 

Mabtih, 0,1, 25N, 75k 
Madtabhdia, 1,4, 36N. Q2F. 

Mand ds apura, I, lt, 3 IN, TOE. : probably ry 

mistake for Mandavyspura. 
Manta, 1, 1, SON, TUB, 
Marcbivvapara, H, 3.00, 6.0], s —08N, 7oR 

Manipara, 1,4, 7, L238, 76K 

Mandapika, TW. 2; I 2,71, 3.11,4370, 6; 
Leth Tbe oN ok 

Mankir, 7, '0, Q0N, FAR 
Margdtah, T,2.1 £1: 17,9;17,10 —30N, 65F 
Marvakhet ha, 1.49.7, 10; 1], 9,.—20N, T5E. 
Martand: 25, 44S 73K 
Mara, %, 9.1, 10,—6iN Toil : 11,3, 28N, T2E, ; 

11,4, 20\ 720.371, 0, LF, s\~-van, TE. ; 
WW, 7, 29N 74k, 

Mars, 1, 2, SSN UE, 
Mars abo], 2 SON, COP. 
Mathara, 17, $: 1), %: 11, 7,~8N, 76E. 
Matryraing, 1d ON, T4E 
Matta hell oe We Ge We Te, 

m- ISN, Toe n tT 19, -aN, TOE, 
Medapats, HT, 1. 1, 4.02. 4: 11, §—-26N 

TORT GE de SAN TUR, 
Mekal tell tT sk BE 
Mekalasuta I],2. 11. 2,-24N, S0E.3 JT, 3, 
NTA Me IN Se 

Mircead. 7, 1, dN TOR, 
Mithila, countrys 1.4: 5,8,—-28N, 84, EL; city, 

1.4. J. das SOR, 
Nba la The, it. 3. TI, 4; TI, 5 ; Hi, 6, Ase ae 

YN TLE, 
Maudagin. 7, 6, 24N) OF, 
Mukran. 7,1. 71, 8 17, 10,—3 9%, 60E, 
Mulaks, 7,9, 20N, TRE, 11, 9, 08. 72K. 

Mirtastbanapura. 1, 9: TT, 10,858. T0E.; 
TT, 6, 38N. TOR, 

Multan, I, 1: 4, 10,—85N. TOE. ; I, 2; O, 

A,—-S2N TOR, 

N 

Naddila 11,8, 11. 4:10. 8: Tl, 6; Tf, &— 

YN TIE. — 

Naddladagika, 11, 5; JT, 6; TT, &.-20N. oe 

Nagadrahapura, 11, 3; 1, iil. 6:11, 6; O, 

8,-—26N. T2E.; 7, 9, Q5N. TE. 
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Niigepare, TI, 8, 98N. T2E. 
Nabriaryab, 1, 2, 40N, 70E. 
Nebr Mibrin, I, 1; 1, 9; IT, 10,—80N. 658, 
Nabr Nishsh, 1, 2, 38N. G2. 
Nagarkot, 1,2, SAN. 76E, 
XNa-kie-lo, 1, 2, 86N. 70K. 
Nalanda, J, 6, 96N. 84E. 

BOO yo” 

Nalapurs, I, 1; TI, 8; 31, 5.; I. 6,—96N. 76E. 
Néus atép, 6, 26N. 9iE. 
Navadvipa, I, 6, 24N. S6E. 
Nandsensb, 1,2 34N, 72 E, 
Nandikgetra, I, 3, SEN. 75E. 
Nanours, |, 6, 24N. &6 E. 
Narmada, If, 1; IT, 2—94N.; IJ, 8; 11,4: 

II, 6; 11, 8.—24N. 74 E 
Nasaf, I. 2, 40N. 66E. 
Navaedri, 1.1, 25N. 70E.; same as Navasiii: | 

ké below. 
Navasariké. 1], 4; IT, 5; 1, 8,-— Q2N. 72E 
Nepala. 7, 4:1, 6; 1. 8,—-8N. &4E ;1,9;T, 

10; 11, 10,—80N, 85E, 
Nilab. I, 2, 24N. TOE. 
Nurwor, JI, 10, 30N. 75E. 

0 

Ogre, I, 2, 22N. B8E. 
Ofgs. B.1,7; 11, ts TT, 2,—29N, 828, 
Oxus, river, I, 1; 1, 8,—40N. 65E. 

P 

Padmapura, 1, 8, 85N. 74E. 
Padmivati, R.. I, 6, 96N. 88E. 
Pali, IT. 2, MAN. 82E. 
Paficdla, I, 1 ’ TI, B; TI, 7,—BN. TRE. 7 J, 4, 

QBN. 7eE.; 1, 8, SUN. 78E.;1,9;1,10,—. 
SON. 75E. 

Pafcdladbéré, I, 8, 34N. 74K. 
Paficagabvars, I, 8, 34N. 74 EF. 
Pandya, II, 9; 1, 10.--10N. 75K. 
Parib&sapurs, 1, 3, B5N. 74F. 
Parnyatra, mountein. I. 1. 24N. 74E.; TT, 4; 

ll, 5; 11. 8, -26N. T2E. 
Parnaéa ‘or Vernadé), KR. , ¥; 0,8; 10, 4: 

II, §.—26N. 74E. 
Parpotes, 1,2; Ti, 8,—34N. T4E. 
Parstawar. J, 2; II. 9; I, 10,—85N, 70P. 
Parngyi, II. 6, 82N. T2E. ; 

Pitel:putra, 1,6, 96N G4. ; TI, 9, 80N. 85E. 

Pavia, 1, 4. 3N. ME 
Payoqni, 11,1, 0,9; 11.4; 11, 6&—R., 22N, 

16 E. 
istepurs. 1,7, 18N. 82E. 
eee g, SON. BIE. ; IL, 10, 25N. BBE. 
Pi-to-sbih-lo 1,1, BON. 64E. 

Prapbasa, I]. 4; 1, §,—22N. 70E. 
Prigiyotiga, I, 5, 88N. SSE. 
Pratigthdns, I]. 2, Ii, 4; I], 5—-20N. 74E, 

Prayige. IT |; 11. 2; 51. 8,—26N HE 

PythGdeke 17.6; 11 7; LU. 8,—80N. 76E. 
Puodra, I, 6, 26N. SE. 
Pupdrevardbans, 1,5; 1,6, 96N. 68F.; 1, 

9; I, 10, 80N. O68. 
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. Porbgddbigtbans, I. 8. S8N. 74B. 
’ Parva Sdgare. T1.1,90N. G4E. 

~ Pugkars. IJ, 8; 11, 6; 1, $,—98N. 74F. 
Purugottama, 1, 7; 17, 8; I, 10.—90N. 85E. 

, Pusydnanéds, J, 8, S4N. 742. 
I 

4 
+ 

Q 

' Qanbali, I, 1, SON. 68K. 
' Qandabil, 1,1, 30N. 65E, 
Qaodahar, J, 2. 32N. 64E. 
Qannazbir, I, 1, 30N. 60K. 
Qand), 7,1; 1,8; 7. 10~98N. 80K. 
Quedar, 1, 1, 80N. 65K, 

Radba 1,5. 24N. 88E.;1, 7, 24N. 86E.; I, 
9; 1,210. 25N. BE. 

R&jegrhs, 1.6, 25N. BIE. 
Ke ‘amahendri, IY, 9 90N. BOK, 
Kajapurf, 1, 3, 34N. 74E. 
Rawavati, 1,6, 26N 88E. 
Ramapyatavi, KR, 1 3, 34N. 74E 
Regsstan:bbapura, I], 3; TT, 6; 1 18; 1, 

10 —28N 76E. 
Ratoapura, 1 7; 17, 23 11, 10 24N. 82E. 
Res6, R17, 24N. BAE.; 1,1; 11,2; 77, 

§.—24N. 78E.; 11,9; 17, ¢,--24N. 26K. 
Rkaa, 1,1, 17, 3; I], 8,—@4N. 76K. ; some- 

times spelt Rikgavat. 
Rkgavat, IT, 4; 11, §,—24N. 76E ; sometimes 

called Rkga. 
: Kokbba), I, 1, 35N. 68E.; 7, 2, 82N. O4F. 

. Sahye. 7, 85 7, 1%—90N. 10K 517, 4:11, 5.— 
>  Q2N. TAR. 
Sakata, 1, 8, 83N. 74k. 
Sakambhart, 1, 8: 11,6: 3%, 6; 17, 8,—28S 

T4E., 17,16, 30N 75E. 
- Samaia, 1, 4, 85N. 74E. 
Sematata, 1,6; 13,6; 3,9; 1, 10,—94N. OOF. 
Sang-bepo-lo, 1,2, MN. 72E. 

 Satkerapure, 1. 8. 85N. 74K. 
Sankosh, J], §, 28N. BRE, 
Sapadalakgs, in Hajputna, 31,8; 7,7; 1, 

8,--2HN. 74E. 
Sarabiapura, II, 2, 22N. 82K. 
Sarshartgadh IT, 2, 22N. 82E. 
Sarasvatj, i., in N. Gujarat, 1], 9, Q6N. 72E. ; 

© OUT, 43-19. 8. 77, 6; 1, 8,--24N. 70E. River 
in the Punjab and Kajputena, UU, 7, 30N. 
74K. 

' Sarayd, B11, 8,28N AOR. 
| Satsagqi, la, 11.4; TE, 5,—20N, 72E. 
> Satyapura, TF, 4: 11, 6: 11, 6 -26N, TOE. 
' Saubldgyapors, TT, 2, 24N. 8K. 
: Bauchgtra, 1,9; 1, 10,—-25N. 70B.; TH, 10, 

26N. 70E., sane as Sdrigtra. 
' Sauvira, J, 9; 1, 10,—-30N. 6BE. 
i Savara J, 7, 22N. 78E. 



Aavalibi, J, 4, 98N, AE. 
Reupapors, 11,4, 90N 74R, 
Bhe-kie-lo, 1, 8, H3N. 14K. 
Bhr-li-cha.te jo, 1,8, 26N Q0R. 
Biddhapetha, ], 8, 44N. 748. 
Bipsthn, 1, 1, BN. 66K. 5 1, 2, 84N, G2E. 5 11, 

9, 38N. GOR, 
Aimarsmapors, J, 4; 1, 6:7, 8, 28N. BIE. 
Sichhapura, 1, 2;1,3,-34N 72K. 
Sindhu, country, 1,9, [, 19,~—39N. 65E. + TT, 

4; J, 5; 17, 6,—26N. 68E : nver in tre 
Punjsb and Sindh, 1, 8, 35N. 727 1, 6, 
BON. BRE.; 1,8, 30N. 7UK.; WJ, 9: Ik, 
10,—85N, 70E ; river in C. lie ARQ IT 
8,--96N. 76F 5 11,6, 96N TRE, 

Sindartid, T, 1,17, 2,--35N. 70k, 
Rin-ty, I, 1, 8ON TOK, 
upra, RIT, LS TE, 25.99,3; 0, 4, TI, 5, TY, 

6,--Y4AN TIE, 

Birasilé, 1. 3. S5N. 74. 
Siyagon!, 1, 30, 25N SOK 
Somanbtha, J], 4; 71.5; 1,9; TT, 10,—22N, 

TOE. 

Roopa, R.. 1,1; 11,9: 71, 3,—35N. RIE. 
Sri-Darjay8, 1,6, 28N 90E.; 1,9, 1, 1¢,- 

JON. ROK. 
Sribatta, 1,1, 8, 26N. GOR, 
Srikanths, 10,6;101, 8 30N YR. 
Srimals, 1, 4,19, 5, 11, 6, - 26. TOF. 
Srinewars, 7, 2,17, 3, 1, 0—36\. TE. 
Srinagara-bhukt:, 1,6, GN &4F 
Sripstha, 11,7, 1. 9,-98N TnK. 
Sripura, 1,7. 11, 2, -22N aE 
snghna, 11, f, 88N. 70k 
Stembhatisths, 11,9: 01, 4; II, §, UW, &— 

ON 72E. 
Sthanska, IT, 4,20N, 72k, 
MhBovidvars, 1,2 511, 6; Il, 7; IL, 8,— 

SUN, 76 E, 
Sughd, river, I, 2, 4N, GOR. 
Suhma, 1,6; 7, 7,-—-34N. Sk, 
Suktimatl, 1,45, Tf 3.—6N 80K. 
Simpore, I 8, 34N 748. 
Sirasene, 1,8;18,9:11,8; ING; 01,7; qT, 

s—2ON, 76K 51, 10, SON, 75B. Some. 
titnes spelt Surasena. 

“iryapura. 7, 3. SiN. 74K. 
Surbatra. Il, 4: 1]. 8; iJ, 8; II, 9,--22N, 

iO ‘4, 

Strparake, 11,4; 11. 9—20N, 72E. 
Bupkaletra, J, 8, 84N. 74E. 
Rutudri, 17,6; 3}, 8,—80N, 72E. 
Suvargapura, 1,7; H, 2.—@2N. 62E. 
Svayambhunatha. I, ¢. (Inset). 
By tapada, 11,2, 92N 742. 

T 

Ts-ch'a-shi-lo, I, 2, 84N, 72E. 
Togara, II, 4 Q90N, VIR. 
Takka, 1,9; 7. 10,—86N. 70B. 
Tokka-deds, I, 8, 88N. 78E. 
Takeadilé, 1, 8, 84N. 758. 
Throralipti, 1, 8; I, 6; 1, 7; 11, 9,—94N. 86K. | 
Thnab, il, qn, 4; T, 5,—20N. T2E. 
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Tépl, R ll, I; ; ; QoN 16. 11,2; 01, 4: II,5; IT, §,— 

Tangi, R1, 2, 34N 7B. +7, 8, SN. 79R Tea, R175 11, 15 Tf, 9 pan ; 
Trauri, 11,1, 4N IR 22N. 898. 
re tuki 1,437, 6,-98N. S4E ;1, 8, 26N 

A : 

fay i . 

| Tiz, 1,1, 30N f0E, 
Thatta, 1,1; 11, 9; IT, 10,25N, 65E Toraly, 16, 228: 81Rs-—Nakving 4 20N S4E j-Uttara, 1,7, 29N gop | Trigarta, T, 2, 34N. 7675 : Prigrasut, 1, 4, BON, T4E, 
Tripari, 1, 1: Me Qs Rs TT, : JEN Re i II, 9; TT, 1, —95~v. TBE. rarola, 1,4, 26N) RgR elt 2 : 
ae aries SSE 51,5, Q8N 887i: 

Tsau-hu-eb'a, T, 2, 84N. 66R 
Tukharistan, T, 2, SN. 68 

4ON OST. 
Tutiimana, 1,7: TI 
Turan, I, 1, 30N { 

4; If,5— 

’ IT, Os I, 10, -- 

»'3 11, 2,~91N gop, 
SoE, 

U 

Udabhigda, 11. 9, 85N. 70E. 
Udavapura, town in Gwalior, H. 3; II. 6; Vit. Tl, 84x 75h, town Mewar, 11,3; 31, 4, Lie te ar 8 i ON. TE. 
Mddwndipura, 1, 6, 98N Stk, 
Uilra, |, 7, 22N sAT., 
Us aventa, 13, 4, 22N WR, 
Urasint 7, 19, 258 ThE, ; 11,42;10,2; 77 Bas, 8:Tb 6:10 7s IT, gag’ 4 U8, Tf, 10,~95N. TE, 
Uod.kevatika, I, 9: 1, 10,—26N, 5p. 
Vukala, 1, 651, 7,—22N, gop. 
Uroéa, I, 8, 35N 73R. 
Uinars, 1,8; 1], 6,—32N. 76K, 
Usbrisanab, I, 2,40\ 68f. 
Vtkala, 1,9; 7 10,-25N erp. 
Uttara, 1, 9, 85N. T4F 
Uttara Kosala, 1, 8, 88N. 80K :1,9;1,10— SON. SOE: 10,1: 11, 3,—98N 82K, 
Usain, J, 1, 95N, 75E, 

Y 

Vagada, Il, &, AN, 74B, 

Vagadi (same as Bagdl), T, 5 26N. 88E. 51, 6, 
24N. BSE. 

‘ Vairagadh, II, 2, 22N, R05. 
Vairagarh, I, 7, 22N. 80E.; same as Veira- 

| gadh above. 
' Vaidali, J, 6, 2N, 64E. 
' Vaitarin{, R., I, 28N. 86E. 
- Valabhi, 17,4. IT, 5.—28N, 70K, 
' Vallipure, I, 2, 34N. 74E. 
. Vamaneasthali, IT, 4, 23N, 70K. 
| Vatbdadhara, B., I, 7, 20N. RQE. 
' Vatiga, I, 6; 1. 6,~—94N, 88E.;1, 9; I, 10,— 

Q5N. 85K. 
; Vanpi, 11, 10, 15N. 768. 
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Voerad’, BR, TT, 1; 17, 2,—96N. 78E.; 11,45 Tf, 
§,—22N, 78E. 

Varibamila, 1,8, 35N. 74E. 

OF NORTHERN INDIA 

— Virboaka, I, 3, 85N, 78R 
i Vigulata, I, 8. S4N. 76K. 
Vidoké, I, 8, S#N. 75K. 

Varanasi, 1,8; 1, 9; 11,15 11, 2.—94N. B28.; > Vitasté, I, 3. 84N. 78K. 
II, 9; I, 10,—80N. 90E. : 

Vardhamina, I], 4; 17, 5; 0, 8,—HWN. 708, 
Vardbam&napurs, I, t0, 25N. 70K. 
Varendri, J, 5: I, 6,—26N. S8E. 
Varidurga, If, 1, 25N. 80E. 
Varnass, R.; sometimes spelt Parnaéa, IT, 1; 

II, 3; II, 4; 11, 5; 1, 6,—96N. 74E. 
Vartuls, I, 3, SiN. 75E. 
Vatapi-pars, I, 9; 1, 19,~-20N. 75E, 
Vatsa, I, 8; IT, 8,—26N. 80E. 
Vaviragarh, 1,7; 11, 2,—22N, 80E. 
Vebgi, town, 1,7; I,9: I, l),—99N. BOE,; 

country, I, 7; 11,9; 11, 10,—20N. 80F 
VesSh, I, 4, 28N. SIE. 
Vetravati, R, If, 1: If, 2; 11,3: 11, 4:1, 5; 

IT, 6; I], 8,—2AN. 78E. 
Vidarbha, I, 5; 28N. 94F 

11,3; 11 4,—22N. 76F 
TI, 9, 25N. 75E. 

Videha, I,4;1,6; T, 8,—26N, S€F; J, 9; 1, 
10,—30N, 85E. 

Vijayapura, 1,6, 24N. SSE. 
Vikramapura, I, 6, 24N, %E,; TT. 10, 25N. 

QOE. 
Viadbya, name loosely applied tothe whole 

chain of hills ranges from Gujarat to Rar 
mat.al, lying oo both sides of the Narinada, 
Tr, 2; TI,3; I, 41; IJ 5,—24N. 74E. ; 
strictly speaking it denoted the range of 
hills tying to tne south of Narmada, 11,1; 
i, 4; 11, §,—22N. 76E. 

1, 7, 2N, BE.; 
F115, ce Ne OR. 

| Vitastatra, I, 8, SON. 78E. 
Vodamayata, I, 8, 30N. 78E.; I, 9; 7, 10,— 

j SON, 75E. 
} Vrddhanagara, IT, 5, 84N. 72K. 
| Vyaghea, R., I, 7, 38N, R2E, 
' Vyagbrapal, IJ, 5, 24N 72K. 
| Vydéghratatl-mandala, 1.5, 34N. 88E.; 1,6, 

24N. S8E. 

Wai Farah. 7,2, 31N. GOK, 
Wauahind, 1,2, 96N. 726 
Wayhand, 11, 9, 35N) 70K 

Y 

Yaksadhars. 7, 3. 35N. 795 
Yutouna, I 2; 71, 3.—us\) 76E.; 17,1: 11.6; 

TT Y—2AN THE CTL, 7. 26N. AOE. 
Yavattnagara, IT 2. 22N AE 
Yo gosipurs. 9: 71,6, 0, 7; as tb, 8, 

If, 10, --3UN, 76E. 

Z 

Zabulistan, I, 1, 35N. 65E ; T, 2, 834N. HIE. 
Zamin, 1,2, 32N. OAR. 
Zarep), 1 2,32N 60K 



P, 664, 1. 8 
Pp. 68. 670 & 687 
P. 670, 1.2, fn. 1 
P. 677, . 12 

P. 678, |. 2, fn. 2 
P, 68), 1. 12 
P. 648, 1. 15 
P. 600, 1. 10 from foot 
FP, 69), 1. 14 
P.700,) 3 {9.3 
P 702,1.9, fn. 2 

P . 713, 7, 12 
TR 1.9, fn. 

Pp, 724 & 725 
VP 727.4. 4 from foot 
Portage T1 
} 735, 
P.735,1.3 
P, 745 1.6 from foot 
bo 745 fo 91.6 
P. 74,1 10 
Pp, 772 & 772 
Pp. 769, S44. 545, 

R47, Afr A 469 
R17 1°17 
. RAS, 1. 18 
B34, fn. 1 

, #42, 1 1 from foot 
653, 1. 18 

854,11) fram foot 

ATA 1.2 
*0Q, fn. 4 
2 009, fn 6 

, HOS, 1, 1 from foot 

. 008, 18 
814.1 6 from foot 
016.201 
9211.8 
. 985,101 
. 29 1 «13 from foot 
980, 1,9 
7 11D 
. 177,14. 3 from foot 
.OT9 fn. 9 
198, 1, 12 from foot 
- IML, fn. 4 
. LOMA, fn. 

1049, 1. 6-6 
1086, 1. 12 

» fp. 8 
P, 1089, 1, 19 
P. 1062, fn. 1 

. BBY, 9-10 from foot,, 

ae 

a 

CORRIGENDA 

Pordna purngs 
Khar‘ juravabake 
Biini's 
Lalupur district of U.P, 

Gopagr 
Manenud 
Samrat 10g 
pursuit uf Gila, 
Kabrha crent 
Chat ler 

Caulukyvas, the tradityonal enemy 
fothe Kasteukutass eee ., 

Bacar dtr et 

Ravetrar steve mécniption 
Rewa yrant 
title went 

Samrat Y247 

Maton VD. 
Char leyvarman 
Rokk ce satay 

hia trekota 
Riapiprtra Loaksmana I 
howa 
Udaspur pravasts 

Brahtnarnsadra 
Nigrontharatha 
Laintarmbhapura 
Kiratal Oys 

Narwar crants wo... 
we it Narwor, a Vilage 

othe 
Animate. on the 
fe J1a8-G0 te Lis] ATM) 
AI, Vid LN 
The dieu 2 2. 45 No 2211 
Balvan plates of Harmmira 

Parainarsa 

JoJbpar State 
Ka-:Avara 
Pantera 
fe VYut-d200 ALD.) 
Darbaracmha 

Vakpatirass 
Hoponosva-statnbhana 
Pantita Prasarvadgya 

Kad district 
authors of 
Karhana 
Rudddesi 
ad: Hhahhak 

as the date of Muhusvaradama 

{~ Dhrusabliata) 
CUyain 
Tarjore 
Ajayapbla 
Mayurepadra 
Cahardna 

read Pirane purugs 

+t 

Ktarydravabaks 
Biriini’s 
Lalitpur Tubal, Jhansi dis- 

trict of U.P, 
Gopavin 
M ahientid 
Semrat 1058 
purtut of Bida 
Khairha grant 
Chander) 
Caulukyas; see... 

Baugor district 
Batestar stone-nseription 
tewah grant 
In the east 

Samrat 1337 
Hid Af 

Candravarman 
Kukkalla tc $75-925 A.D.) 
Hastrukuta 
‘ajaputra Lukgmana I] 
Rewah 

Udayapur pragasts 

TRhramaravadra 
Nircranthapatha 
Rana-tambhapure 
Roratak dpe 
Narwar (Narwal, Narwahl} 
.t Narwar  (Narwal, 
Narwahls, ao estate...... 

to be 
Animage .. in the 
‘e, 1160-69 to LIS7 A.D.) 
i4, Val. LAT 
Ont thia portion 
Balvan inscription of Ham- 
mira 

Pramaras 
Sirot State 
Kaseds ara 
Panuhera 
fe 1136-1144 A.D, ?) 
Dambarasidha 
Vakpatirajs 
Ropanava sthabhana 

Pandite Prasarvajie 
Kadi district 
author of 
Karohans 
hadadevi 

ad-Dahhak 
asthe date of the beginnings 
af the family of Bhartyvadda IT 
(= Dhruvabbata) 
Tyyain 
Tanjore 
Ajayarajs 
Maytrapsdra 
Céhacdna 
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P. 1967, 1. 2 
_ 1071, fn 6 
, 107, 1.5 
. 1077, fn. 1 
1082, 1. 16 

. 10-6, 1.18 
1101, 1. 2 from foot 
1108, fo. 2 
1106, }. 2 from foot 
1119, |. 8 from foot 
1110, I, 10 
1120,1 8 
1435, 1. 7 from foot 
1137, 1. 5 
1139 

1140 

114) 

1145, 1. 7 from foot 
1146, 1. 6 
3147, 1.4 
1169,1 7 

P1174, fn. 6 
P. 1178, 1. 2 

WOOO SU eg og ng 

DYNASTIC HISTORY OF 

for donatory position 
Aiayapala 
Ajayapala's queen 
Sérangadhsra's 
county of 
Ghurt 
Shahi 
‘TN, Vol. I 
(c, 1110-55 A.D.) 
Shanderaka-geccha 
Bopanavastabhana 
Lakhmaga st Varipadyaka 
d.fferences are 
Atayapéla 
(6! Cahamanas of Naddula 
(7) Cahamanas of Jaralipura 
(8) Cahomanas of Satyapura 
Mubammad Tughlug 
Hariyinake 
(ce. 893.90 ALD.) 
Ghantivarsi 
p. 1171, fo. 4 
(alias Nevarman) 

NORTHERN INDIA 

read donatory portion 
Ajayadeva 
Ajsyadeva's queen 
Sarigadhara’s 
country of 
Gari 
Shaht 
TN, Vol. TY 
(ec. 1010-55 A.D.) 
Banderake gaccha 
Rop nava-+thabhana 
Lakhamage at Voripadyake 
differences 18 
A‘avarhis 
(7) Cahaménas of Naddéla 
(RY Cohemanas of Jardlpura 
(91 Céhamanas of Satyapura 
Mubamied ihn Tughlug 
Harivanske 
fe AN8-97 AD.) 
Ghontéverg 
p. 1172, fo. 4 
{alec called Npvarman) 



BY THE SAME AUTHOR 

7 1, The Dynastic History of Northern India: Early Mediaeval Period. 
With a Foreword by Dr. L. D. Barnett, Val. 1. 9% x64, pp. xl+ 664+ ii, 
tricolour maps 10. Calcutta University Press, 1931. Ns. 10, Foreign 15s, 

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, October, 1933.—“ In 
this work Dr HC. Ray gives us one of the isest important contribulions to Tndian history 
that has appeatec in recent yeara ‘Whe period coveted is the tenth te th. twelfth centuries, 
the age of transition from Hindu te Musim sovereignty in Northeru India. Ttus the 
flourishing period of the Kajput dynu-ier, for who-ww history we have bitherto been too much 
depen tent on late tradition ot Muslin e-urees. ‘These are vow corrected from epigraphical 
and Hindu iterary recurds Tt as the pened af cuntact and interacien of Muahm and 
Hindy cultures, aod a critics) investigation of toe toutuas aptven es and bert wings 18 moet 
unportart for our comprebenaicn of the hiswry of the later peri. Dr Rex tas studied the 
very considersble rateriel fur the Tustery of the permed win bh ig avadab'e in Hindo and 

Muhamimeadao, literary an! epigraphic sources He has digested at with gresi critical 

abiluy and given a consecubive aod coherent account of the vatious kingdoms into which 

Northern Indra wae divided. 

Thies vetugue, the first of three, deals with Sind the Pantab, Kashuur, Nepal an] Assam, 

Kanay', Benseal aod Orisss | The greater part of the eun as covered forthe firat tune It 

weotiy tarely seat the ane ofthe Palas end Gearpurme, tinal Lor thay tas hed p path made 

fe tat, bat such cases alee hem atoe tt. throw wach sew Pobt nyc aupuceted story, 

Ope does pet knew what teabncre meat She sk i with which Dr Ray ha- pieced together 

bie peattered Mosin references ite Arabic. are cant reeoneoed them wit the acanty Indian 

recurde in dealing Wath Sedan? she Nosh wester tia crits al treatment of the Kaa! mir, 

Nepal, and other chirsncies, thie es viand of She exte sve epigrapbical m.cteral im his 

treatment of the casterp par Othe area te covers iD thie ve utne 

The admitab'y clear tas ate a feature of the book, avd ie zenvalogeal tista add to ite 

celue, whale st bas an uhasyalld saltefact Ty index The tesk Sas been printed with care 

which wtmerita  Ttas readable, comprehens ve and aecarate. Dr Ray has un lertaken @ 

heavy tank, and thes first valumoe show ta" he weloarcy ¢ Chrough mest sd Syruoe we 

reed way ne more for, tefernog toe Le Ray a te bat gerated v his Nene it z : ate 

very clewer man with a very fae sieve & find faults ag his b nk ~ cafe also greterus te 

( aleatts Usaversity fur making thu great work ful.s necessibie. 

Lusec's Oriental List ond Rook Reeve. Quarteriy, Vol, XEIM, i ‘i y a 
Dec. 1989: "Yo Dr Hemebanire Raya { lynastic Histors of North Va pen a uv 

Which has been published we have a couttbuts ate Jo un ne i, r ale witted it 

Dr Ray hae abled (he wast amount of materac i the svatce vers he ‘ - caret mild 

Thos! completely, and given us a consecutive heat: ae the ed han at 

in Northeen Todsa ap thie period, a4) thatoaphis ani A cmaee ie fai ale ealvakie 

tremendous shiount of pret ninar) tabeur invctved BY pean — sae aecoria 

Way and genealogical tables Dr, Rays (samery ey, oe ae ee a dealing with 

js chapters on Sind and oo the Shahiecf Kan iahars bie erteas is Jae Ea ig ail 

ind Utererr soures 1s eeliercn an his account af ana pi ee 

Lenya! he shows hie corntnand of poe ep rap was eee ae wick ae only 

bod reveale gh wocenny ekali ro shaking o one ens raking this great task 
rrviy incidental references eae The putbore  calage ie Cae fe aim We shall 

ser iy equalled by the unsform sucmess with a each oe ate its author in the 
lk A Cawerd ta the two concluding val nes of the wath, © ees rihern India “as the 
front rark of writace on Endian Heats : " a cha Leet 1, these pages for 

Domb araportant tribution fo the tomer rater $h ty en 

Many Bah Renney accutate ah} evhaaeye, an! fe "I ie ates price 
ign in, thal the bouk/4e's protuct of the Se hual af Oriental Siudies. 



ll 

Prof. F. W. Thomas (Oxford): “... ..It is a very full, in fact so far as I ain aware 
exhaustive, assemblage of a!l materia's relating to one of the most obscure periods, whether 
conta'ned 1p Indian or extra-Indian (Persian, Arabic, etc.) sources. The work seems to me 
to testify to great care and accuracy, and it would be 4 valuable aid to study and book of 
reference for scholars at every stage.” 

Dr. L. D. Barnett (British Museum) : “ I consider that Dr. Ray's work ie the most 
valuable history of India that bas appeared for many years, ant cordially congratulate him 
and the University of Calcutta on the pubheation of the firat volume. A book of this 
character wag urgently needed both in India und an the West. There exists no general 
history of Indie which treats the subject with auch fullness an details and th: present work is 
equally marked by soundness of judgment sod synuptic width of view.” 

Prof, Dr. M. Winternitz (Prague) : “'Thia is certainly one of the moat valuable publica- 
tions issued froin the Csleotta University Press, ond the roast comprehensive work Dknow cf, 
op spimperlent permed i¢ VO ta To AD} of In oan Hasty. Agate based oma enreful 
examination of iiterary, epigraphic, and nunoismate materisia, atowill be indiapensatls tc. 
every student of Indran Hiptary, The calouret usps, the geneal yea! tables, the eyact.re 

istic table at the end of the volume, and the ftlond wai be found extremely useful, I 
am lucking forward, Wits reat interest, to the continacticn ofthe work, and more especially 
tothe third volume which is te deal with the economic, social and religious and literary 
hiatory of the time ”’ 

Proj, Jules Block (Paris): “Thali find thos book very neeful indeed: T adtnire 
that vast koowle ige of the author, and the thorougil an docriti et war he baa dealt with a be 
wildersng ma-s of t xta, mains epigraphival, Toam ates wery chenkfui for the ten maces, 
carefully prepared by the author bumae’f, worn ali canes ure fist ogdowbed ts specual ink. 
they add a lot to the value of the book, valuabie a4 tre text ie.” 

Prot A Rernedale Kesth (Foacburghe: “Doro Teav's treatiee nunifesta every sign of 
cateful research and histori al skis ot the extimat: cof toe satue of estlence an we fae 
ability to p exentan ordered carrates: arb prece oo art catty, and Towbadl look forw ert 
with pleasure to the appearance of the retnsititic weccnes whoh will commtulute @ tice’ 

potable contribution to cur kuowiedyve of ac obscure and important epoch of the bistory of 
the northern dynasties." 

Prof. EF. J. Rapeon (Cambridge) Please accept ins ay ccere congratulationa on your 

soccess in exploring sli the various eoures for the listory of Northern India on the eve of the 

Mohsammadan conquest, and on the clear and scholarly manner in which you have fecordeJ 

the results of your intestigations,"’ 

Sis Thomas Arnold: “ This carefully compile! trevtioe, based on searching exat 
pation cf materiale that have not hitherto reecived auffevent stlention from histories! stu- 

dents, constitute s really important addition to the siterature on the tuatory of Indis.” 

J. Allan (British Museum) : ‘Its thorough and cestrcal ekemipatian and comparison f 

all the sources for the perood, literary and epigraphical, Muslim and Hindu, render it a mune 

of joformation on s very complicated and obscure period *' 

Siw D. Roses: “ I consider it a most valuable contribution to the history of a perce! 

which bas pot been hitherto treated from tbe Lindo and the Musiim point of vow.” 



nl 

Prof, H. H, Dodwell (Bchool of Oriental Studies London) : * Ray’ a y OF ’ : ys work on the 
Dynastic History of Northern India will be exceedingly useful to all students of the ‘period, 

Prof. V. Minoreky (Paria): ‘I see what an amount of work it represents! You 
most be sincerely congratulated on the results. '' 

Prof Dr. PF. O. Schrader (Kiel) :“'............The impression I have received from the 
book 19 a must favourable one ‘Its is, indeed, an adroirable work on the publication of which 
the Conseraity must be congratulated 1 ahall feel auch obliged to you for seuding mae aleo 
the subsequent volumes, of which the third one, as it desls with the soci! and economic 
conditions, will be particularly interesting for me." 

De E J Thomas (Cambridge): ... ..' There as ru doubt of the need of snch an 

phdestakong, and the way in wlach yeu are carrying tt out with puch cleart 4a of gtatement 

apd Juliness of references ahd acundoewn af cudgmerk snd sie wath wuck bich sense of te 

quiret etite ul bastoreal renearch Cully pintiBes all he epprectative notices that you have bad. 

1 win glad that the work aw to the honor of India and | trust that it wil bave an important 

influence on the ndvance of Indisn historical research geoerally. 

Zetechrift’ der Deutschen Morgenldnduchen Gesellechaft, Neve Folge. Band 18, 

Leipzig, 1994,—- _.. So ist ein recht nitzhiches Nachechlagewerk entetanden ......... 

9. Notes on War and Espionage in Ancient India, Parts I & II. 

Calcutta Reriew, 1926 ; Journal of the Department of Lettere, Vol. XIV, 

1027: Calcutta University Press. 

The History of Ancient Indian war and military movements as well as espionage 

jaw highly interesting study. Here are the firat two 1netalments of a comprehensive study 

on the subject. 

: Journal 
3 Economic Policy and Functions of the Kautilian State : Journ 

of the Department of Letters, Vol. XIII, 1926: Calcutta University 

Press. 

i : —" Socialism 
nei dand enlarged version of the author's paper. Was State 

eat : Toran iaae Published in 1922 in Sir Asutosh Mookerjee Bi) ver Jubilee 

Volumes, Vol. IT], Part I, Onentalta, The suthor hes drawn attention to an interesting 

parallel "between the economic systems of Germany of Bremarck and the Kautiliyan 

Btate. 

& Madra : Journal and Proceedings. Asiatic Society of Bengal (New 

Serica), Vol. XVIII, 1922. 

i i d of making s 
j the first time drew the attention of scholars to the nee 

eae hang ean Janapadaa of Ancient India, It traces the Pie paroares 

from the earliest times to the eleventh century when 1t was incorporated in the Lurk: 

kingdom of Ghszsi. 



' iv 

5. Position dt the Brehmana in Keautilya : Proceedings and ‘rans. 
aotions of the Second Oriental Conference, 1922. 

rihmane in the Hindu Polit 
ee asein represe 4 

This paper reveals a picture of the position of the B 
he otations. It which in many respecte is materially different from t 

will be of some iuterest to the student of Iadisn Social History. 

6. Antiquarian Pamphlets : 

(s) Lala—a Note, JASB., 1992, No. 7. 

(is) The first Selentific Excavation in Bengal, 

(11) The Andhau inseriptions, Indian Antiquary, 1923, Vol. LY. 

(ic) Why did not Alexander cross the Beas ? JASE., 1993, No. 8, 

(co) The Indian Alphabet, Indion Antiquary, 19@3, Vol. LI. 

Calcutta Rertew, 1998. 

PRIVTED BY SRUPMIDRALAL BAWERTIB 

CALCUTTA UNIVERSITET FROGS, SENATE ROUSE, CALCUTTA, 
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